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Foreword 
Welcome to the 1989 Goddard Conference on Space Applications of 
Artificial Intelligence (AI). This is Goddard's fourth AI Conference 
and we are still experimenting with our presentation format. The 
first day of the conference, May 16, consists of poster session 
presentations to allow maximum interaction between presenters 
and attendees. On the second day, May 17, special interest session 
presentations are scheduled, each concentrating on a specific 
artificial intelligence application area: Near Real Time Computing: 
Planning and Scheduling: Monitoring and Fault Diagnosis: and 
Intelligent User Interfaces. Each session includes several papers 
representing different viewpoints in the application area, and offers 
opportunities for the audience to participate in discussion and 
debate of these different viewpoints. 
One of the things which is unique about our conference is the focus 
on space applications of artificial intelligence. All the papers in 
these proceedings, even the more theoretical papers, maintain this 
focus. Among the papers in the proceedings you may find a few 
familiar applications such as Fault Isolation Expert System for 
TDRSS Applications (FIESTA) and the Plan Specification Tool 
(PST) - Planning and Resource Reasoning (PARR), formerly known 
as Interactive Experimenter Planning System (IEPS) . The 
applications have been enhanced and have matured to operational 
expert systems. You will also find new applications such as Request 
Oriented Scheduling Engine (ROSE) and the Knowledge-Based 
Geographic Information System (KBGIS). These applications are 
currently prototype systems and we look forward to following their 
development in future AI conferences. 
I would like to thank all the other members of the 1989 Goddard 
AI Conference Planning Committee whose names are elsewhere 
listed. Special thanks to the following companies for their support: 
Bendix Field Engineering Corporation, Computer Sciences 
Corporation, Martin Marietta Data Systems, and Science 
Applications Research, Incorporated. And finally thanks to all the 
presenters and attendees for contributing to the success of our AI 
Conference. 
Carolyn P. Dent 
Conference Planning Committee Chair 
... 
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Preface 
The 1989 Goddard Conference on Space Applications of Artificial 
Intelligence, May 16 and 17, 1989 at the Goddard Space Flight 
Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, has international participation from 
industry, academia, and NASA. 
With continuing sponsorship by the Mission Operations and Data 
Systems Directorate at Goddard, the primary purpose of the 
conference remains to facilitate the communication of results among 
groups working on space applications of artificial intelligence. An 
additional purpose is to provide a forum for recognition of contributors 
in this field. One measure of the success of this conference will be the 
degree to which it stimulates contributions to our future conferences. 
The emphasis again this year is on space applications: but theoretical 
work is also represented because advances in the theoretical and 
applied domains are necessarily connected. 
Planning for the 1990 Goddard AI Conference is under way. 
Contributions in the form of technical papers are again broadly 
encouraged from groups and individuals concerned with space 
applications of artificial intelligence. 
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KNOWLEDGE BASED AND INTERACTIVE CONTROL 
FOR THE 
SUPERFLUID HELIUM ON-ORBIT TRANSFER PROJECT 
Timothy P. Castellano,§ Eric A. Raymond,§ Jeff C. Shapirog 
Frank A. Robinson,§ and Donald A. Rosenthal 
Artificial Intelligence Research Branch 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Mail Stop 244-17 
Moffett Field, CA 94035 
timothy@pluto.arc.nasa.gov 
(415) 694-3180 
Abstract  
NASA's Superfluid Helium On-Orbit Transfer (SHOOT) project is a Shuttle-based 
experiment designed to acquire data on the properties of superfluid helium in 
micro-gravity. Aft Flight Deck Computer Software for the SHOOT experiment is 
comprised of several monitoring programs which give the astronaut crew 
visibility into SHOOT systems and a rule based system which will provide 
process control, diagnosis and error recovery for a helium transfer without 
ground intervention. Given present Shuttle manifests, this software will 
become the first expert system to be used in space. The SHOOT Command and 
Monitoring System (CMS) software will provide a near real time highly 
interactive interface for the SHOOT principal investigator to control the 
experiment and to analyze and display its telemetry. The CMS software is 
targeted for all phases of the SHOOT project: hardware development, pre-flight 
pad servicing, in-flight operations, and post-flight data analysis. 
Introduction 
The SHOOT experiment is a demonstration of the critical technology required to service 
cryogenically cooled satellites in a micro-gravity environment. Superfluid helium has a 
number of unusual properties including zero viscosity, very high thermal conductivity, 
and a thermo-mechanical effect in which the helium is "attracted" to heat. The experiment 
will be controlled continuously during a four to seven day mission by a scientist at a 
Payload Operations and Control Center (POCC) or by an astronaut on the Aft Flight Deck 
(AFD) of the shuttle orbiter. Mission objectives for SHOOT include demonstrating the 
transfer of superfluid helium between two dewars, verifying the design of a superfluid 
helium transfer line and man rated fluid coupler, demonstrating a technique called heat 
pulse mass gauging to very accurately determine the amount of helium present and the 
0 Sterling Software, Palo Alto, California 
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onboard control of a helium transfer without ground intervention. All of these are 
necessary for the future development of NASA's Superfluid Helium Tanker (SFHT) which 
will NASA's next generation of astrophysical observatories in low earth orbit (i.e,, SIRTF, 
AXAF, ASTROMAG). 
Some of these objectives are best accomplished by an expert operator from the POCC, others 
must be accomplished by a shuttle crewman having real time visibility and control of SHOOT 
systems. As a result, the operations and control software has been divided into two separate 
and distinct parts. Each has its own capabilities tailored for the environment, specific 
operations, and level of expertise of the operator. POCC software is designed to preserve the 
maximum operational flexibility for an expert operator during all phases of SHOOT 
hardware use including pre, post and in-flight experiments. AFD software is designed to 
provide a non-expert shuttle crewmember with the specific information and control 
functions for a given experiment phase. Diagnostics and error handling are provided for 
off nominal conditions. 
Experiment Overview 
The SHOOT experiment consists of a series of transfers between two dewars in the shuttle 
cargo-bay. Each dewar (Figure 1 .) is heavily instrumented with temperature, pressure and 
fluid level sensing devices. Operators at the POCC can select individual devices to read and 
display through commands sent to the SHOOT electronics on the shuttle (Figure 2.). Data that 
is received at the POCC is converted to meaningful units, limit checked and archived in real 
time. In this way the experiment control computer at the POCC is the experiment PI'S 
interface to the flight hardware. Most operations are performed under POCC control. 
i 
Figure 1. The SHOOT dewar and cryostat 
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of the SHOOT Electronics 
Legend: C&DH-Command and Data Handling Unit, HLVS-Heater, Level Detector 
Valve Driver System, TPMS-Temperature and Pressure Measurement System, 
CCGSE-Customer Carrier Ground Support Equipment, EIP-Experiment Interface 
P a n e l  
Certain operations require testing the ability of the SHOOT Fluid Acquisition apparatus to 
pump helium during normal orbiter attitude maintenance maneuvers. Since the SFHT will 
be shuttle based verifying this capability is of prime importance to achieving the SHOOT 
science objectives. This involves real-time, graphical feedback to the crew during Reaction 
Control System jet firings. The crew will initiate the firing during a helium transfer and 
observe the system performance in real time. Upon observation of a loss of flow condition 
the acceleration is to be terminated and the ability of the flow to restart observed. Other 
operations such as the Beneficial Acceleration Settling and the Extra-Vehicular Activity 
(EVA) Monitoring function are also best performed onboard. Monitoring programs specific 
to these functions will be provided for the crew's use. 
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Figure 3. Matrix showing the division of control between the ground and crew 
The SFHT will contain many thousands of liters of helium if it is to meet the requirements of 
large space based observatories. Fluid transfer rates up to 1000 liters per hour are 
conceivable. Even at this flow rate a satellite resupply is a multi-hour process. The objective 
of the AFD expert system is to demonstrate the ability to control a helium transfer operation 
autonomously from orbit without crew or ground intervention. 
Aft Flight Deck Software 
Four programs are being developed to support SHOOT science objectives from the Aft Flight 
Deck. Three of these are for monitoring only, while the fourth will demonstrate the 
autonomous control of cryogen transfer in space without ground intervention. 
AFDex eaf-dek\) is a rule-based system under development at the NASA Ames Research 
Center for the SHOOT experiment, which will operate on the Space Shuttle's Aft Flight Deck 
(AFD) computer. The primary goal of AFDex is to provide intelligent process control, 
diagnosis, and error recovery capabilities for the transfer of superfluid helium between 
two dewars in the orbiter's cargo bay. During a nominal transfer, AFDex is responsible for 
sending commands which control the payload, monitoring telemetry from the payload, and 
providing a graphical display which reflects the current state of the dewars and the 
transfer. In the event of an abnormal condition, AFDex must diagnose the condition and 
formulate plans for error recovery. Diagnosis is associative (based upon relationships 
between symptoms and causes) as opposed to a model-based approach which would be too 
inefficient for this application. 
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Figure 4. Display of AFDex during Precool Phase 
Although the system is designed to automate the transfer operation, AFDex has facilities to 
interact with the astronauts. Data which is relevant to a current operation is displayed 
graphically. An astronaut may guide the system's behavior (i.e. select an error recovery 
strategy) via menus and input fields. Input is asynchronous and preemptable. Asynchrony 
allows the system to continue reasoning about events while interacting with the user. 
Preemptability allows the system to interrupt a current interaction in response to some 
even t .  
AFDex receives data via a serial connection through the Hitchhiker carrier's avionics. 
Since the system must respond in real-time to to events represented in this data stream, a 
number of mechanisms have been developed to reduce the effort of processing payload 
data. The system may be viewed as consisting of three components: the payload avionics, a 
telemetry preprocessor, and the rule-based system. At the lowest level, AFDex may 
command the avionics hardware to control what data it receives from the payload and at 
what rate. This provides a coarse-grained, low overhead filter suitable for specific 
operations although it has limited flexibility and nontrivial operational complexity. 
Once telemetry is received by the Aft Flight Deck computer from the payload avionics, a 
preprocessor is used to focus attention on certain classes of data (to the exclusion of 
others) from which it will create facts to assert into the expert system knowledge base. The 
behavior of this preprocessor is dynamically controlled by the expert system. In an effort 
to reduce the overhead of processing large amounts of invariant data, the preprocessor may 
be commanded to report only relevant changes in data values. Additional preprocessing 
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may include qualitative analysis (i.e. from 23 degrees to warm), constraint demons (alert if 
GRT- 12 and GRT-35 are the same temperature), and deviation from anticipated (simulated) 
values. Data from the preprocessor is asserted into a Rete network [Forgy] which 
efficiently handles pattern matching and rule invocation. Within the expert system a 
number of strategies (modalities, prioritized agenda, rule partitioning, etc.) are used to 
focus attention and respond efficiently to events. 
AFDex is being developed in CLIPS (a derivative of OPS-5 and ART developed by NASA) and C 
for delivery on a 386-based GRiD 1530 laptop computer. The current system has knowledge 
concerning command generation and receipt, valve devices, germanium resistance 
thermometers, all operations required for nominal transfer, and simulation of certain 
error modes for each device. This is captured in a knowledge-base currently consisting of 
84 rules and 114 initial facts. The capabilities and size of the system will increase 
significantly as development continues. 
SHOOT utilizes three additional programs on the Aft Flight Deck computer. These programs 
provide real-time monitoring capabilities during specific SHOOT operations. Currently 
these programs have no commanding capability and thus are dependent upon ground 
control. We are currently evaluating the option of embedding these programs within rule- 
based systems similar to AFDex. This would allow certain mission objectives to be achieved 
in the event of an extended loss of ground communication. 
Knowledge-based process control and diagnosis has proved effective in the development of 
AFDex. A rule-based approach provides a natural framework to develop a system in which 
multiple threads of execution are inherent. There are potentially many actions possible at 
any time, and each action may be only slightly related to any other action. Diagnosis is 
unobtrusively interleaved with control. Rules provide an excellent mechanism for 
applying large amounts of very specific knowledge in response to changes in the 
environment. CLIPS has proved to be a fast, compact, and portable system which is able to 
represent this knowledge and apply i t  in real-time. This is  complemented by the 
availability of all source code which allows CLIPS to be customized and embedded in an 
arbitrary application. More significantly, AFDex demonstrates that expert systems have 
become a mature technology which is being integrated into aerospace operations. 
Shoot Ground Based Command and Monitoring System 
Design 
The goal in designing the SHOOT Command and Monitoring System (CMS) software was to 
create a system that is easy to use as possible while retaining full control of the experiment 
at a low level for maximum flexibility. Because the SHOOT experiment is highly interactive 
and will be controlled for extended periods of time, a good user interface is very important. 
The Macintosh's icon based point-and-click environment provides quick and easy methods 
for performing complicated tasks. 
The user interface of the CMS was fully prototyped before any coding was done and drove 
the design of the software using a top down approach. Windows were designed from the 
user's perspective (a specialist in cryogenics) to perform each function required. 
Flexibility will allow the software to be reusable for all aspects of the experiment including 
early tests with the hardware, system level integration, servicing the experiment while in 
the payload bay of the shuttle on the launch pad, and operations during and after flight. 
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Should the CMS become overloaded it is designed to degrade gracefully. Every function in 
the system has a certain priority; lower priority operations will be gradually phased out 
I until higher priority operations have time to catch up. (Figure 5.) 
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Figure 5. Prototype CMS display showing telemetry, command and status 
w i n d o w s  
I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  
The SHOOT Command and Monitoring System is being developed on a Macintosh I1 using the 
Macintosh Programmers Workshop (MPW) Toolset and is being written in C. The event 
oriented operating system on the Macintosh enables simultaneous user interaction and 
internal processing to occur without having multiple processes. 
Priority is highest for archiving and calibrating telemetry, followed by commanding 
operations and updating the display. Two identical systems will be used during flight at the 
POCC for redundancy, each capable of performing everything required to conduct the 
experiment. Only one system will be allowed to up-link commands at a time. The other 
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system may be used for more time consuming tasks such as trend analysis of old data or 
plotting new data as it arrives in real time. 
The software is logically broken down into modules corresponding to functionality. 
Telemetry processing consists of buffering the data as it comes in through the serial port, 
decommutating a data packet, performing conversions of raw data into engineering units, 
and archiving both raw and converted data to disk (Figure 6.). The user is notified if any 
telemetry indicates an error condition. 
Incoming 
Telemetry 
J 
Serial Driver t.---l 
Archive 
Telemetry 
Convell& 
Calibrate 
Telemetry r 
CMS 
Functional 
Diagram 
Outgoing 
Commands 
t 
User Input 
Processing 
# 
# 
Display 
Processing * 
Figure 6. Functional diagram of the ground based CMS software 
Command processing consists of a portion of the user interface to construct command 
packets and a command assembler which formats the packet for up-link and sends it out the 
serial port. Commanding can be automated for repetitive operations and a macro facility 
exists to simplify the creation of a packet. 
Display processing is responsible for updating the screen and for changing display 
attributes. The telemetry being displayed is disjoint from telemetry processing so that old 
data may be viewed even if it is not present in the current down-link packet, new data is not 
necessarily being displayed, although it is still being checked for error conditions and 
archived. The display for a specific device is updated as new corresponding data comes in. 
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Each device may be individually selected for numerical display and a subset of all devices is 
always displayed graphically. Alerts and other error conditions are made known to the user 
in both the telemetry display window and a separate alert window. In addition an audible 
bell may sound if desired. 
The user interface also allows general configuration of the system as well as facilities for 
performing utility functions such as heat pulse mass gauging or integrating the flow rate. 
The development of the SHOOT Command and Monitoring System on a widely available and 
easy to use system, the Macintosh 11, is proving to be both cost effective and efficient. The 
most important features are the point-and-click interface for interactive control and the 
reusable nature of the software. 
Conclusions 
A knowledge-based approach facilitates the use of complex hardware by novice user. Point- 
and-click interfaces provide an expert user with powerful, intuitive, and flexible control 
over the same hardware. SHOOT represents the incorporation of these mature technologies 
into aerospace operations. 
Superfluid Helium On-Orbit Transfer is a NASA Office of Space Flight Advanced Program 
Development Branch sponsored flight experiment managed by the Goddard Space Flight 
Center Cryogenics Technology Branch of the Engineering Directorate. The Ames Research 
Center Artificial Intelligence Research Branch .of the Information Sciences Directorate is 
supporting GSFC by developing the software. 
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Shared Resource Control between Human and 
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1 Introduction 
One area of Artificial Intelligence systems for space applications is to serve as a mechanism for 
telerobotic control. When interaction is called for, it is usually viewed as a passing of cont,rol with 
either an AI system or a human in complete command of the teleoperated system. Unfortunately, 
this can cause serious inefficiencies in the planning process, both for the AI system and the human, 
when the plans and actions of each may cause potential conflicts. If the human were to, for 
example, remove a bolt which the AI system had previously placed, then it is important for the 
robot to take this information into account in planning a later action concerning tliat bolt or its 
assembly. If this information must be rediscovered by the AI system upon regaining coiit,rol, the 
system must spend much time both checking for states already achieved and for replanning the 
accomplishment of previously achieved actions. 
This paper describes the advantages to an AI system of actively monitoring a human’s control 
of a shared resource (such as a telerobotic manipulator). We describe a system in wliich a simple 
AI planning program gains efficiency by monitoring a human’s actions and recognizing when they 
cause a change in the system’s assumed state of the world. This enables the planner to recognize 
when an interaction occurs between the human’s actions and the system’s goals, and allows it  
to maintain an up-to-date knowledge of the state of the world and thus to (i) inform the liuxnan 
when an action would undo a goal achieved by the system, (ii) inform the human whcn an action 
would render a system goal unachievable, and (iii) efficiently replan the establishment of goals 
after human intervention. 
*Funding for this work was provided in part by the Office of Naval Research, the UM Institute for Advanced 
Computer Studies, and the Systems Research Center 
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Shared Resource Control 
The current view of shared resource control between a human and an AI system generally centers 
on one or the other partner being in full control of the resource at any given time. Thus, in  a 
telerobotic system, either a human operator or an AI  system may be controlling an arm. When 
the human is in control the AI system is quiescent. However, when the AI system is in control, the 
human is viewed as being in a supervisory role. This allows a human to monitor the system and 
make sure that no unanticipated problems are caused by the system. (This is frequently the case 
in telerobotic systems because of the need for a human operator to deal with unanticipated or 
emergency situations outside of the AI system’s problem solving capabilities. This is particularly 
important when the situation is somewhat fluid, that is, when an earlier unexpected event may 
cause repurcussions not anticipated at system design time. As an example of such an event, 
consider an undeployed solar collector which might cause power consumption considerations not 
anticipated at system design time). 
It is our contention that in a similar manner to a human’s supervision of the -41 system, the 
-41 system must monitor the human’s use of the shared resource. While we believe that is is 
important that the human maintains control (i.e. has the final word), the AI  component can 
both gain efficiency and provide some measure of error checking by performing this monitoring. 
Allowing the AI system to monitor human performance avoids serious inefficiencies in the planning 
process and provides benefits not possible where the human is not monitored. 
Probably the most important benefit to the AI system is its ability to update its internal view 
of the world to reflect any changes observed during the times of human control. This is very 
important, because by monitoring, the system will always have an accurate view of the world. 
Although there is some overhead in such a process, the planner will have to update its state of 
the world in response to each human action, the benefit provided is that the AI system never 
needs to reestablish the current state of the world. 
The ability of the system to maintain a complete and accurate world model is quite important. 
In current systems, upon completion of the human’s control of the resource, the AI  system is left 
with an incomplete, and possibly incorrect world model. Thus, for example, if a human has 
moved some object (say a bolt), the robot must either explicitely check that the object is still 
where it was previous to human intervention (requiring a move to the location of the bolt), or it 
must assume no harmful interactions will have been caused by the human and try to work wit11 
an incomplete state model. Unfortunately, working with an incomplete state model is a major 
problem for current AI system (a long discussion and literature review of this issue is presented 
in Sanborn and Hendler, 1988). Thus, the planner is faced by a choice between reestablisliing 
all conditions, which is a highly resource intensive and inefficient process, or it must work from 
incomplete knowledge with all the attendant dangers. By monitoring the human’s actions, to 
maintain an awareness of the actual state of the world, the planner need not hare to rediscover 
information each time control is returned to it without having to sacrifice information ccrtainty. 
Another reason for the need for the AI system monitoring the human is that nrlieii part,ners 
share control of a resource they may have conflicting, complementary, and/or unrelated goals. In 
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each case, having the passive agent monitor the actions of the controlling partner allows significant 
benefits: 
0 Where a conflict arises, the partners may resolve it early. 
0 Where cooperation may occur, similar preconditions are not reestablished needlessly. 
0 Where goals are unrelated, accidental interactions (such as moving a tool required Mer) 
are largely alleviated. 
In the remainder of this paper we describe a small system which was designed solely to show 
the efficacy of such monitoring. In the next section we describe the system and sliow, by way 
of an example, how the monitoring provides for the sorts of interactions described above. This 
system is quite limited, and is in no way proposed as an actual telerobotic planning syst,em. Some 
steps towards that direction are discussed in section 4. 
3 An Example System 
To demonstrate how shared control better enables the partners to handle interacting goals, we 
have developed a very simple blocks world system in which control of a “ r ~ b o t ”  is shared 1xAween 
a human operator and an Artificial Intelligence Planning system. (In section 4 we will discuss 
limitations of this sort of system viz. realistic telerobotic control.) Instead of having one or 
the other partner control the robot independently (;.e., the other not receiving simiiltaneoiis 
feedback), both parties are active in monitoring the actions of the other and the effects on tlieir 
goals. Thus this shared control allows the passive agent will determine how the actions of the 
controlling agent affect its goals, and react appropriately (interacting as necessary). 
In our system the “robot” can be used for the manipulation of items in a simple domain: a set 
of various blocks of different size and orientations. Neither the blocks nor the robot may be moved 
off the edge a simple “world’ consisting of a simple grid. Only one agent (human or computer) 
may actively control the robot at one time, although the other receives the commands given to 
the robot before they are executed. While the AI system is in control, the human is allowed the 
human to assume control of the robot at any time (essentially, after any discrete move or stcp). 
A set of commands is given to an AI planning system, and it attempts to control the “10l10t” 
to acheive these goals. To do this, the planner maintains three (3) goal stacks: goals to do 
(TO-DO), goals done (DONE), and goals the planner needs to re-establish (RE-DO) because the 
human broke them after they were achieved. The planner does not sort the TO-DO or RE-DO 
goal stacks, but attempts to complete them in order from the top goal in the stack to the hott,om. 
Thus, we assume that a goal ordering has already been achieved earlier in the planning cycle, and 
that we are now at execution time. 
The AI system is designed to assume that a human is better able to determine how to deal 
with difficulties in the world. Thus, If the current goal cannot be achieved, the planner prompts 
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Goals : 
TO-DO: ((BLOCK1 ((0 2)) AT)) 
RE-DO: NIL 
DONE: NIL 
: AI system cannot achieve move of BLOCK1 to (0 2). Please assume 
: control. 
Figure 1: AI system requests human intervention. 
the human for help to achieve it. Figure 1 demonstrates a case in which the AI syst8eni can 
accomplish a goal with the human’s assistance that it could not achieve on its own. A deficiency 
of the planner is that it does not know it can push a block into its goal position by pushing anothw 
block into it. When it recognizes its goal is unachievable, it prompts the human for intervention. 
The human may then evaluate whether the goal should be modified or assume control of the 
system to help the planner achieve it. In this example, the human can just push BLOCK3 left 
or move it out of the way. With the human’s assistance, complicated goals may be reduced to 
simpler goals achievable by the planner. 
A more interesting behavior can be observed when an interaction occurs between tlic goals 
achieved by the planning system and the actions required by the human. In this case, the robot 
warns the human about the potential interaction, and asks for confirmation. Thus, the liuniitn is 
able to avoid accidently interfering with the planning system. If another move n.ould solve the 
same problem, the human might choose to avoid the interaction. 
In Figure 2, we see a situation where trying to move the robot to the right will result in  tlie 
human breaking a achieved goal namely the origin of BLOCK1 at position ( 7  7 ) .  Tlie AI planner, 
monitoring the human’s actions, will require confirmation that this is an intentional conscqnence. 
In this case, the human will avoid breaking the goal. Checking the goal stacks, one sees that no 
change has occurred. 
If the human does decide to proceed with the move, the planner is able to recognize that a 
goal has been made invalid (i.e. “broken”). This goal is moved to a RE-DO stack, and will be 
re-established when the planner regains control. In this manner, the planiiing syst,em is alilc to 
avoid taking later steps whlch rely on previously achieved goals which are no longer valid. 
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Cur ren t  Goals :  
Human Ac t ion :  
System Response:  
Human Ac t ion :  
Cur ren t  Goals  : 
TO-DO:  ((BLOCK2 ( ( 7  6))  AT) (BLOCK3 ( ( 7  8 ) )  AT)) 
DONE: ((BLOCK1 ( ( 7  7 ) )  AT)) 
move r i g h t  
Moving t o  s q u a r e  ( 5  4) w i l l  b r e a k  an  a c h i e v e d  g o a l .  
Are you s u r e ?  ( Y / [ N I )  
N 
TO-DO: ((BLOCK2 ( ( 7  6))  AT) (BLOCK3 ( (7  8)) AT)) 
RE-DO: N I L  
RE-DO: NIL 
DONE:  ((BLOCK1 ( ( 7  7 ) )  AT)) 
Figure 2: AI makes human aware of interaction 
In Figure 3, we see that the human is not directly pushing a block from a required location, 
but as a consequence of the command to push BLOCKS the already completed goal involving 
BLOCK1 will be broken. Prompted again for confirmation, the operator this time confirins the 
action. At this point we see that in the planners goal tables, the BLOCK1 goal lias becn moved 
from the DONE stack to the RE-DO stack. Because the AI system monitored the liiimiui’s 
actions, it realizes that goal needs to be re-achieved, and plans accordingly. (Note that the goal 
involving BLOCKS, which was at its target destination, was not moved because the 1 h i n c r  only 
sees the top goal in the stack, and had not therefore achieved that goal.) 
In addition, beneficial actions may also be observed. This, if the AI system recognizcs that 
the human has moved the robot such that the planner’s current goal is achieved, the system is 
aware of this and moves the goal to the DONE stack. Had the human not re-achieved the goal, 
that would have become the planner’s current goal. 
Finally, to remphasize, at each stage in the interaction the AI planning system is maint,aiiiiiig 
an accurate world model. goal. Because it has been monitoring the human’s actions, it knows 
where the robot is, where each block is, and the correct contents of the goal stacks. Thus, upon 
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0123456789 
Cur ren t  Goals :  TO-DO:  ((BLOCK2 ( ( 7  6 ) )  AT) (BLOCK3 ( ( 7  8 ) )  AT)) 
RE-DO: NIL 
DONE: ((BLOCK1 ( ( 7  7 ) )  AT)) 
Moving t o  s q u a r e  (5  4)  w i l l  b r eak  an a c h i e v e d  g o a l  
Are you sure? ( Y / [ N ] )  
Human Ac t ion :  move up 
System Response:  
Human Ac t ion :  Y 
Cur ren t  Goa l s :  TO-DO:  ((BLOCK2 ( ( 7  6 ) )  AT) (BLOCK3 ( ( 7  8 ) )  AT)) 
RE-DO: ((BLOCK1 ( ( 7  7 ) )  AT)) 
DONE: NIL  
Figure 3: Goal moved to RE-DO stack 
regaining control it plans its current goal without having to resetablish the positions of the blocks. 
4 Real-time Considerations 
While the simple system we have implemented shows the need for the AI  system to monitor human 
operation, in the real world the problem is obviously significantly more complex. The most 
significant difference is that the human control is not performed by giving easily recognizable 
commands to an AI system, but rather by the continuous operation of the telerobotic device. 
Thus, even the simple recognition of the human’s invalidating of a previously achieved goal 
becomes a major problem. 
For monitoring to be applicable in the real world, as opposed to a simulation environment, 
a large amount of run-time support for real-time computing is necessary. Our current research 
(Hendler, 1989) focuses on examining shared resource control in a real-time environenient via the 
use of RSARUTI, a hard real-time operating system developed by the Systems Research Group 
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at the university of Maryland (Levi et. al, 1988). The MARUTI OS is designed to support 
real-time applications on a variety of hardware platforms. MARUTI supports guaranteetl-scr~icc 
scheduling, in which jobs that are accepted by the system are verified to satisy gencral time 
constraints. In MARUTI, the system automatically verifies the schedulability of each conlpoilcntj 
of a job with respects to its constraints and those of other jobs in the system. 
The use of real-time in a telerobotic environment also poses a problem. The tolerance for 
response times must be large enough that the human may effectively interact, and without ob- 
solete information. However, when there is a time lag, as in space applications, having tlie -41 
system monitor the human actions may be especially useful as the human might not othern-ise 
get feedback until damage is already done. One does not, for example, wish an operator to get a 
warning about a potential interaction after it has occurred. 
5 Conclusions 
In this paper we have discussed the need for having an AI system monitor hiiman usage of a 
shared resource. As discussed, we have demonstrated that this allows greater efficiency for t hc 
AI system, as an accurate world model can be maintained, and also allows for early dctcction of 
interactions enabling the discovery of cooperation or the avoidance of conflicts. 
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An English Language Interface For Constrained Domains 
Brenda J. Page 
Unisys Corporation 
4325 Forbes Boulevard 
Lanham, Maryland 20706 
The Multi-Satellite Operations Control Center (MSOCC! Jargon Interpreter I MJI I 
demonstrates an English language interface for a constrained domain. A constrained 
domain is defined as one with a small and well delineated set of actions and objects. The 
set of actions chosen for the MJI is from the domain of MSOCC Applications Executive 
(MAE) Systems Test and Operations Language (STOL) directives and contains directives 
for signing a crt on or off, calling up or clearing a display page, starting or stopping a 
procedure, and controlling history recording. The set of objects chosen consists of crts, 
display pages, STOL procedures, and history files. Translation from English sentences to 
STOL directives is done in two phases. In the first phase, an augmented transition net 
I A T ”  parser and dictionary are used for determining grammatically correct parsings of 
input sentences. In the second phase, grammatically typed sentences are submitted to a 
forward-chaining rule-based system for interpretation and translation into equivalent 
MAE STOL directives. Tests of the MJI show that it is able to translate individual clearly 
stated sentences into the subset of directives selected for the prototype. This approach to 
an English language interface may be used for similarly constrained situations by 
modifying the MJI’s dictionary and rules to reflect the change of domain. 
The work described in this paper was done under contract to the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration Goddard Control Center Systems Branch. 
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
I In trod uction 
I One of the issues in the Multi-Satellite Operations Control Center (MSOCCf environment is 
the existence of multiple System Test and Operations Language (STOL) dialects. The 
implementations of STOL in the various MSOCC control centers, such as the past 
developments of the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) and the Solar Maximum 
I MAE1 for the Cosmic Rackground Explorer KOBE1 and Gamma Ray Observatory r G K 0  1 
projects and the Data Operations Control System project, have been done 
independeiitlv giving rise to different STOL dialects. The existence of multiple STOL 
dialects prevents MSOCC users from easily manipulating multiple systems. Artificial 
intelligence ( X I  1 techniques, such as augmented transition nets ( ATNs) and rule-based 
systems, have been used to build a prototype for a man-machine interface ( M M I )  
common to all h4SOCC systems. This prototype, called the MSOCC Jargon Interpreter (MJI!, 
is an English language interpreter. The objective of' the MJI is to demonstrate a solution 
which can alleviate the user s need to know the syntax of any STOL dialect apd allow him 
to concentrate on directing the system to perform the functions for which it was designed. 
I Miwon ISMM I projects and the recent developments of the MSOCC Applications Executive 
Since the same activities are preformed over and over in MSOCC, a subset of English 
language, which we have called MSOCC jargon, is used over and over again to describe 
those actions. Some of the common actions include starting or stopping objects such as 
crts, display pages, STOL procedures, and history files. For the prototype, the domain is 
constrained to the STOL directives (STOL, PAGE, ST.I\RT, KILLPROC, and HISTORY) to 
perform these actions. The STOL dialect produced by the MJI is the one common to COBE, 
GRO. and other projects based on MAE. 
The MJI contains three major components (figure 1) .  The first part of the MJI is a context 
free grammar (cfg) XTN parser which accepts and parses imperative sentences. 
Sentences are checked by the parser to make.sure they are grammatically correct. The 
parser also identifies sentences' verbs, direct objects, and prepositional phrases and types 
each word in the sentences as a verb, determiner, adjective, noun, preposition, or 
conjunction. A dictionary lists the words accepted by the MJI and the parts of speech 
they can fill. 
The second component of the MJI is a rule-based system. Facts from typed sentences are 
placed into a working knowledge base. An inference engine uses the working knowledge 
STOL directives. 
The third component of the MJI is an explanation system which allows the user to see the 
way sentences are grammatically typed by the parser and which rules are used by the 
inference engine to create STOL directives. 
I base and sets of rules to determine the meanings of sentences and produce equivalent 
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d i c t i m y  
The MI is  diuidmd into three parts. The f i r s t  i s  an flTN parser uhich W t s  
input sentences and granrnatical ly types euch word according to i tr us- (wrb, 
nam, etc . )  in the smtmce. 
mgim which uses rules crnd a working knowledge base to pmduce STOL direct iws.  
The explanation system a l l o w  the user to see the waq sentences are 
grcraaticaliy typrd and which rules ara used to create STOL d i r r c t i w .  
Typrd untmces are then sent to an inference 
The parser 
Because of the semantics of the MSOCC environment, only present tense imperative 
sentences containing a verb, a direct object target of the verb, and prepositional phrases 
modifying the action taken on the direct object are accepted by the parser. This 
restriction supports the type of work done in MSOCC. Commands to a system are made 
with the expectation that they will be carried out immediately. There is no stated subject 
in the imperative sentences accepted by the prototype - the subject is implied to be the 
target system. 
The knowledge representation scheme chosen to represent context free imperative 
sentences is an ATN in conjunction with a dictionary. For grammatically typed sentences 
produced by the ATN, the knowledge representation scheme chosen is frames. Frames 
contain slots for values and are placed into a hierarchy. 
An AT& is a set of states and transitions between the states used to parse an input string 
to determine whether or not the string is legal under the grammar defined by the ATN. 
The knowledge of the construct of a legal sentence is kept in the form of the ATN. 
Figure 2 shows part of the ATN used in the MJI. ATNs differ from traditional nets, which 
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also consist of stated and transitions, in that they have the capability to take notes as 
they are traversed and refer to the notes as the traversal continues or when it is done. 
The note taking feature is used to fill frames containing a sentence's structure of verb, 
direct object and prepositional phrases. 
push sent 
The sentences ATN al 
W 
Fiawa 2. ATW nodm s 
ws nultiole smtences to be entared sroarated bu w i o d s .  
3 
E& indiui-1 smtence is  by ttm sentence ATN via ttm "push-l;ntn 
transition. uh.n a l l  smtences me procnud,  a jump i s  irtada to  smtr-and which 
returns uia a pop. Table 1 showr thr k f i n i t i o m  for these nodrr and figure 3 shows 
part of th. sentence ATN. 
,4n ATN compiler is used to compile ATN node definitions (table 1 )  into code, each node 
becoming a procedure. The ATNs are compiled such that traversal proceeds in a depth 
first search. When a node is executed, it places all next nodes which can legally be 
reached on the frontof a queue. A control mechanism pops the next node off the queue 
so it can be executed. 
The ordering of links leaving a state plays an important role in determining the efficiency 
of the parser. The links are ordered so the one most likely to lead to a solution is checked 
first. For example, in the sentence ATN (figure 3 )  the first part of a sentence can be 
either a verb or a prepositional phrase. Since the Occurrence of imperative sentences 
beginning with a prepositional phrase is predicted to be less than imperatives beginning 
with a verb, the verb path is always checked first. 
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The ATN c0apiI.c processes each ATN nod. de f in i t i on  creating procedures. 
shows the RTN cormesponding t o  these h f i n i t i w n .  
Figure 2 
(atn-node rents 
(push Hnt sentst))  
; Push sent FtTN so i t  ~ o y  ba trauerud. 
(atn-node smtsl 
(cat period t sent82 n i l )  
< j ump sen tr-end 1 1 
; I f  thr n r x t  word i s  a p.r 
; Mow to  rents-and. 
(atrrnode rents2 
(push sent sentsf) 
od, conu(M th. word and lKwI to  Pmtr2 .  
; Push sent ATN so i t l ~ o y  b- trauersed. 
; Hove to  untsrnd. 
(jump sants-md)) 
Catn-node sents-end 
(popi t 
; Pop up a 1-1 a f t e r  thr following statements are executed. 
4wogn 
(addr neut-regs ss-reg 
(setq good-grautmcJr 
( h i  Id-sentencms-frame (gmtr mwt-regs o-reg))) 
; Build a sentences frame and place i t  in a reg is ter .  
(appmd gmd-gra#clr (ptr mw-regs is-reg))) 
; W tha nm fram to Q global .  
; R.moue the reqi8t.r containing the frame created by the sent ATN. 
(rem nrw-regs s-reg)))) 
As a sentence is parsed its parts - verb, direct object, and prepositional phrases - are 
identified and placed into sentence structure frames (figure 4) .  A verb is the basic 
requirement for a sentence: a direct object is not always necessary and neither are 
prepositional phrases. When a verb is precessed by the parser, it's sense is looked up in a 
dictionary and placed in the verb frame. Verb senses allow different verbs with similar 
meanings to be grouped under one term. Within the direct object phrase, there is an 
optional determiner, one or more optional adjectives, and one or more nouns. The only 
conjunction for connecting adjectives or nouns is 'and.' Multiple sentences may be 
entered at once as long as they are separated by periods. Figure 5 shows some legal and 
illegal sentences that can be entered and figure 6 shows a sentence placed in sentence 
structure frames. 
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Figur.3. Smtonca fml <Dart i a l )  
The nodes for al I ATNs arc ordered so that the path nost I ikaly to  ba successful 
triad f i r s t .  In thr satmcrr ATN, tha w b  transition is  chrckad k f o r r  a prepor 
t ramit ion.  t r c m i t i o m  to next states are placrd on a LIFO stack which is  latar 
mooed to determine the next node to execute. So the information about thr "push 
I I' 
s 
tion 
r - r r  ~~ PP 
t m i t i m  from nod. sent is  placed on ttm stack k f o r r  information about tha %arb" 
transition. when tha stack is popped tha "W" transition i s  on top ad tried f i r s t .  
The knowledge about words is kept in a dictionary which lists the words allowed by the 
MJI and the parts of speech they may fill. Figure 7 contains some dictionary entries. The 
dictionary contains two special entries - 'number and 'char-string. 'number is used to 
allow numbers within sentences. Whenever a number is specified in a sentence, the 
'number entry is used for data dictionary lookups. The other special entry is 'char- 
string. Any time a word cannot be found in the dictionary and the word is not a number, 
the *char-string entry is used for the word. This feature is necessary to allow for words 
which cannot be entered into the dictionary ahead of time - such as the name of a newly 
created wildcard page or STOL procedure. 
Because many words in the English language can fill the role of more than one part of 
speech, it is possible for a single sentence to have more than one grammatically correct 
interpretation. In the MJI, the parser outputs a single grammatically correct 
interpretation of a sentence. If the interpretation produced cannot be changed into 
directives, another grammatically correct inlerpretation is produced tif one exists). If a 
sentence is ambiguous, the first parsing produced is not necessarily the correct parsing. 
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conjunction: I 
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L-I untmces 
untrncr 
Sign  on. 
Uith parameter x, w i n  procedure tnt.  
Bring up the NCC puge and procadwe test. 
S t a r t  recording history data. 
wing up thc euerlt page on crt 7.  
Illmgal smtmcrs 
v 
STOL op( 
F'#€ EUEM 7 
STRRT TEST ( X )  
p)#ENcc 
START TEST 
HISTORY Ow 
smtmca 
Bring 
start  the 
Get the ewnt page with 
Graph test 
rs!a.sm 
no direct object 
i ncmp I e te direct object 
incomplrte praposi t i m l  phrase 
graph is  not in tha dictionary 
FiaureS.  L a 1  crrd i l l w a l  sentam- I Examples of  untences accepted and not accepted bg th. A T N  pcrrser arr l i s t d .  
The rule-based system 
Once a sentence is successfully parsed and placed in sentence structure frames, it's 
meaning is determined by submitting the frames to a rule-based system (figure 8). First 
pertinent information from the frames, such as the verb sense and direct object 
adjectives and nouns, is moved into a working knowledge base of fact name and value 
pairs (figure 9). 
The inJ-erence engine is forward-chaining and does a depth first search for a solution. I t  
examines rules to see if any can be fired. When the conditions in the antecedents of rules 
are met by the current set of facts in the working knowledge base, the actions specified in 
the consequents of the rules are executed. The consequents are used to add facts to or 
modify facts in the working knowledge base. The consequents may also specify 
procedures which are called for their side effects of modifying the working knowledge 
base or printing results for the user. The inference engine keeps examining rules until a 
solution i5 found or no more rules can be fired. Figure 10 contains some rules. 
The rules are split into several contexts each containing rules for specific functions. For 
example, the context PAGE-CHECK contains the rule page-check- 1 and page-check-2 for 
determining if the direct object is a page and MAKE-START-DIR contains the rules make- 
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I typr: sentence I 
I I 
z%27 1 
uerb: B r i n g  
I particle: up 
sense : *s tort 
typr: direct object 
name: np-20 
type: noun phrase 
mphrau 
Y 
conjunction: --- 
conjunction: --- 
rovn: 'I 
/ 
/ 
/ -- 
I m e :  fn-19 
I k t e r m i m r :  t h m  I adjectives: .went 
lodjectiw ' 
I conjunctlor?:-- 
1 conjunction:-- 
I t p :  full noun 
ftlouns: pogr 
l l loul 
I 
I mm: pp-24 
typ.: preposition 
prrpositlon: on 
ram: np-2s 
typ.: noun phrase 
1 conjunction: --- lm -
I 
/' 
/' 
I I 
a. F i l l d  urw structure fr- 
Tha sentence "Bring up the rwnt page on crt 7" i s  placed into H n t m  structure 
frames as i t  i s  parsed. 
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begin 
as in 
clear 
c l e w  
crt 
crt 
cr ts 
cr ts 
*char-string 
-string 
*mrb.r 
*mcrkr 
uerb 
*I tart 
verb 
*clrCrr 
m, adjectiua 
singular 
noun, adj.ctiue 
plural 
noun, a d j m t i w  
singular, plura 
noun, adject iw 
singular, plura 
Fi-• 7 .  DlctiQ.cMru .n*lms 
Each word In the dictionary hor a aord class entry indicating th. part of speech 
the w d  lray f i l l .  
number entry indicating h t h e r  the weird is  singular OT plural. 
hrbs  also tnaue a sense mtry and llou# ond adjectiws have a I 
facts STOL directiua 
i nfermcr 
- 
Information froa urrtrnce s t r u c t v r  fmms is  into tha i n f a r m a  engim's 
W i n g  knowledge bum. 
dmtrrmim which rules should ba f irad to produce STOL directiuts. 
The ertgirn then uses the working k m l a d g c  base to 
start-dir-1 and make-start-dir-2 for making START directives. One of the facts in the 
working knowledge base tells the inference engine which rule context to use. 
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SENSE 
Fuws " 
PREPSHRASES 
CURRENT-CONTEXT 
f s h m b l a  
*STRRT 
EVENT 
PFKiE 
UH I CH-00-CHECK 1 
*: lpp-26) 
T h r  working knolwledga base contains fact-ualw pairs. The facts d i n g  up the 
in i t ia l  working knorrledga base for tha sentence "king up thm went page on c r t  7" 
are shown. 
th. data in tha d i n g  krunuidqm boss make ruin' antacedonts truer) by exmeuting 
the rules' conuqucnts (which ray cause changer to th. W i n g  knowledga base). 
This information is uI.d to ktrrrim which rules #y k fired (uhm 
The explanation system 
The explanation system allows the user to see the steps the MJI went through to translate 
a sentence into STOL directives. After an interpretation is produced, the user may enter 
'explain.' The MJI will then describe how the sentence was grammatically typed and list 
the rules which were fired to obtain the directives. The rules are printed in natural 
language format with substitutions made from saved copies of the working knowledge 
base for values in antecedents and consequents. Only the rules which directly lead to a 
solution are described. Figure 11 shows the explanation of the sentence 'Bring up  the 
event page on crt 7.' 
In order to give an explanation, the MJI saves the sentence structure frame of the last 
sentence processed. The MJI also saves the names of the rules fired on the path to a 
solution along with copies of the working knowledge base at the time the rules' 
antecedents were checked. 
Conclusions 
The MSOCC Jargon Interpreter demonstrates the successful translation of English 
sentences into STOL directives. The MJI operates in a constrained domain consisting of 
clearly defined objects (crts, display pages, STOL procedures, and history files) and 
definite operations upon each of the objects specifiable by the sentences' verbs. 
Additions to MJI's rules and dictionary can expand the capacity of the interpreter 
allowing for more directives. 
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L 
( u t q  pagm-ch.ck1 
; I f  th. d i rec t  & jet  tgpa i s  r i b  ~ n o w n - s t r i n g s  or 
; -strings, mve to  ttm obj-is- contrxt .  
' ( i f  ((on-of dir-obj-type (-strings 
( (rep- fac t current-contrx t obj - i r-pagr > ) ) ) 
-str i ngs )) ) 
then 
(satq pagrchrck-2 
; I f  th. m t  context i s  paga-check, then moue t o  th. f i n i s h d  
; context because procusing i s  complete. 
' ( i f  ( ( i s  cwmnt-context  pagr-dwck)) 
then 
((rap- fact  currant-contrx t f i ni shed) > ) ) 
(sr t q  make-s tar  t-d i r- 1 
; I f  thrrr a r m  prmporitional phrases i n  th. untrncr, Umn call 
; ttm p r e p - i s m  fv r t ion  for i t ' s  si& r f fmcts o f  adding 
; STRRT parameters ( i f  any ex is t )  to  the working knowledge base 
; and #VI to ttm W e - s t a r t - d i r l  contaxt. 
then 
((chmck-func prep-is-- (pmp-phrarclr)) 
' ( i f  ( ( i s  prep-phnnn anything)) 
(rep-fac t current-con text  d e - s t a r  t - d  I r 1 1 ) 1 ) 
; I f  tha currant contact it rdu-s ta r t -d i r ,  call thr 
; crvate-start-dir procrdcnr for i t ' s  s i &  ef fects  o f  p r i n t i ng  
; START direct ives for tha u s e  and #WQ to tha f inished context. 
(sa tq  d c - r  tar t-d i r-2 
' ( i f  ( ( i s  currant-contrxt l r d t r s t a r t - d i r ) )  
then 
( (wade-s ta r t -d i r  (d i r -obj- i  i s t )  n i  I )  
(rep-fact current-context f inished)))) 
Shom w soma of tha rulu used by the IIJI 
The combination of ATN parser and rule-based system can be used in similarly 
constrained domains. For example, the rules and dictionary of the MJI are being modified 
so it can be used as a front-end for a display creation prototype under development. The 
new prototype is a customized graphics editor which allows the creation of wildcard 
display pages for use in MSOCC. 
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Y o u r  or ig ina l  smtm was grc l ra t i ca l  l y  typed as fol lorn. 
uarb 
Diract o j k t  
Prrpor i t ional  phr+au 
uwb: BRlclo par t i c le :  UP uwb n: *START 
deternimr:  (THE) a d j e c t l w :  (EUENT) mi: (PAOE) 
preposition: ON adjectiues: (CRT) nouns: (7) 
Your or ig ina l  input was sent d i r a c t l y  through the inference q i m  for t r a m l a t i o n  
to  STOL d i r m t i w s .  
Tha current rule i s  UHICH-W-CtECK1-2. 
S i m  tho value o f  uariable CURRENT CONTEXT is u H I c " w E C K 1 .  
The o l d  value o f  CURRENT-CONTEXT was replaced r i t h  WHICH-M)-CHECKZ. 
Tho currmt r u l o  i s  WHIcH-oo-cHECK2-1. 
Since thr valur o f  uariablr S E M  i s  *ST#IT and is ona of  lccLERR *CLOSE *oISPLRY 
Since tha valw o f  uariable tU" i s  PROE and i s  not null. 
A function IS-PF#IE ws  called w i t h  parameters 
* IN IT  *oeEN *PUT *RESET WTAFIT *STOP. 
AOJS: EUENT 
": mQE 
DIR-OBJ-TYPE with value *P##-KmnmSTRIMS 
DIR-OBJ-LIST w i t h  value EUENT. 
to  kduce WII fact(s)  
Thm o ld  wlur o f  CWIRENT-CUITEXT was replaced with PFKK-CHECK. 
Tha current r u l o  is  PAOE-CHECK-1. 
Since tha ualur o f  wriablr DIR-OBJ-TVPE i s  *PFKIE-KNOUn-STRINOS ond is  0111 o f  
The o l d  ualua of CURRENT-CONTEXT mas replaced with OBJ-IS-PAOE. 
*pAoE-KtWN-STR I NOS *PAOE-UNKCIOUP+STR I NOS, 
T h r  c u r r m t  rule i s  OW-Is9AoE-2. 
Since tha value o f  variable DIR-OW-TYPE is  IcQAoE-KNax1-STRINOS. 
S i m  thm wlum o f  wiablr S€NSE i s  *STF#T and i s  0111 of *DISPLAv * IN IT  *OPEN 
Tha old valw o f  CURREIJT-COMEXT was raplacad with MRKE-PAOE-DIR. 
+PUT sSTRRT. 
(mt1mc.d on mxt pagr) 
11. 
uhan giv ing an explanation, thm MI f i rs t  t e l l s  h o ~  ttu sentence was tgpd and 
than lists tha rules exemtad to produce STOL d i r a c t i w s .  
10v.d copies o f  thm working k m l a  bewe are madm into tha rules b e f m  they 
a m  disp1ay.d. 
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Thm wrrrnt context Is t w c E ~ - o I R - l .  
s i m  ttm wlum o f  uoriabla PREP-PHWSES i s  *:lpp-261 and i s  not null. 
A function PfEP-IS-CRT aas cal led with pcrranntrcs 
pREp-o&1-cRT with wlw *c#T-KmMH(unBERS 
PREP-CRT-LIST w i t h  valw 7. 
PKP-PHRRSES: *:lpp=26l 
to bducr th foct(s)  
A f w t l o n  p#p-IS-IMERu# acts ml Id ai  th parmetars 
The old wlum of CURRENT-CWTEXT aes reploced with WE-PFWK-DIRl. 
m - m s :  *: Ipp-101 
but d id  not deduce any facts. 
The -t rule Is I#KE-PFIOE-OlRl-l. 
Since the wlue of  uariabla WRENT-COHTEXT i s  M - P F i G € - O I R l .  
A f m t i o n  [#FITE-P#IE-OlR aas called with paramtrrr 
UP- 
OIR-OW-LIST: EENT 
PREP-CRT-CIST: 7 
PREP- I NT-L I ST: 
pAoEEvarr7 
rrhich -tad the STOC d i r m c t i v d r )  
Thm o ld  wlue o f  CuRRacT-CamxT am w i t h  FINISHED. 
11. EggL&mltim w I r  trontinurd) 
Uhen giv ing an a x p l m t i o n ,  tha HJI f i r s t  ta l  Is horr th. s m t m  was typ.d and 
than l i s t s  the rules exmutad to pmduce STOC d i rac t i um.  
savd copies o f  the working knoaldp base are nrad. in to  the rules before thy 
are dlspiq(ad. 
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Abstract 
The Ground Data Systems Resource Allocation Process at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) provides medium- and 
long-range planning for the use of Deep Space Network and Mission Control and Computing Center resources in support of 
NASA’s deep space missions and Eartli-based science. Resources consist of radio antenna complexes located in 
Califontia, Australia and Spain, and associated data processing and control computer networks at JPL. Until 1985, JPL 
used a manual planning process that was extremely labor intensive and provided a planning horizon of only two to three 
weeks. With approval of increasingly complex missions, a more efficient planning system was needed to optimize the use of 
supporting facilities, minimize contention among users, expand the planning liorizon to several years and reduce manual 
labor. 
To support an improved planning methodology, a semi-automated system has been developed that not only achieves 
these objectives but also enhances scientific data return. This end-to-end system allows operations personnel to 
interactively generate, edit and revise allocation plans spanning periods of up to ten years based on the relative merit of 
mission events. 
A n  integral part of this system is a sofware system known as the Resource Allocation and Planning Helper (RALPH). 
RALPH merges the conventional methods of operations research, rule-based knowledge engineering and advanced data 
base stnichlres. RALPH employs a generic, highly modular arcliitecture capable of solving a wide variety of scheduling and 
resource sequencing problems. Because RALPH easily handles generic requirements, the system has had an intportant 
influence on the simplification and standardization of input requirements from all projects. Additionally, the system dcsign 
provides adaptability to changing mission environments. 
The rule-based RALPH system has saved significant labor in the resource allocation process at JPL. Its successful use 
affirms the importance of establishing and applying event priorities based on scientific merit, and the benefit of continuity in 
planning provided by knowledge-based engineering. Die RALPH system exhibits a strong potential for mirtimizing 
dcraloyr~icnt cycles of rc.~oiirce and payload planning systems tltroiigltout NASA and the private sector. 
Resource Allocation Planning at 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
The Ground Data Systems Resource Allocation 
Process was established at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL) for the purpose of efficiently manag- 
ing the use of ground data system resources. These 
resources include the Deep Space Network (DSN) and 
the Mission Control and Computing Center (MCCC). 
The DSN is a global network of three tracking and 
data communications complexes which support NASA 
interplanetary missions and Earth-based science. Each 
complex has a 70 meter (diameter) antenna, two 34 
meter antennas, and a 26 meter antenna. The four an- 
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tennas are linked to a Signal Processing Center com- 
puter network at each complex. Each of the three Sig- 
nal Processing Centers is linked by high-speed and 
wideband circuits to the MCCC data systems residing 
at JPL. 
The MCCC is a centralized multimission data 
processing and control center. It has the resources re- 
quired for the successful conduct and control of all 
aspects of space flight missions and radio-based 
astronomical observations. These include performing 
real-time multimission operations, data processing and 
systems control, and non-real time computations, such 
as image processing and data records generation. 
BECEDING PAGE B L A M  NOT FILMED 
. 
The JPL Flight Project Support Office (FPSO) is 
responsible for allocating DSN and MCCC ground 
data system resources for spacecraft tracking, 
communications and science activities. The output of 
the resource allocation process is plans for optimal use 
of the available system resources. These plans must 
support the requirements of all missions. As a mini- 
mum, survival support must be guaranteed to 
spacecraft whose missions have been granted exten- 
sions beyond their primary objectives. 
Understanding Planning Constraints 
Allocation plans are required to address the needs 
of all projects, each of which may be in different 
phases of their lifecycles: missions in flight, in pre-flight 
development or in advanced planning stages. Al- 
location plans must be based on a set of constraints 
consisting of viewperiods, project requests, and system 
resource requirements. Each of these constraints is af- 
fected by dynamic factors that influence the planning 
strategy from week to week, complicating the planning 
problem. 
A viewperiod is a time interval over which a 
spacecraft is in view of a particular station antenna, al- 
lowing tracking and communications with the 
spacecraft. The ground stations are spaced at intervals 
of about 120 degrees in longitude from one another, 
ensuring that a spacecraft will be in view of at least one 
ground station at any time as the Earth rotates. Thus, 
each antenna at a single complex will have a view- 
period for each spacecraft target at least once during 
each Earth rotation. The dynamics of each spacecraft 
flight path determine the exact time and duration of 
every viewperiod. 
Project requests come in two different forms. 
There are specific requests and generic requests. 
Specific requests cover critical, time-dependent events. 
Projects typically demand specific tracking coverage to 
compensate for restrictions imposed by viewperiods or 
flight paths. A planetary encounter is one such time- 
dependent event, This level of input severely reduces 
planning flexibility. 
Generic user requests tend to be non-time de- 
pendent. A project user will ask for a total amount of 
support and a broad class of equipment over an exten- 
ded time period. An example is the minimum antenna 
coverage necessary to ensure signal reception. 
Combinations of antennas may be required to pull in 
very distant signals. Minimum and maximum allowable 
activity separations is another typical requirement. At 
the most general level of input, a user requests the ful- 
fillment of project objectives within a specific time 
frame. Such generic requests afford the most latitude 
in planning equipment allocations for a particular win- 
dow of time. 
System requirements place another set of con- 
straints on the resource allocation process. Certain 
station equipment must undergo pre- and post-calibra- 
tion. Station crews typically require a minimum of half 
an hour separation between successive signal acquisi- 
tions to make these necessary configuration changes. 
Resource maintenance, downtime and unmanned 
periods also contribute to the complexity of the plan- 
ning problem. 
The Resource Allocation Problem 
From the inception of the Deep Space Network in 
1958 through early 1986, resource allocation was essen- 
tially a manual process. Even for typical tracking situa- 
tions, planning is a complex problem with many 
variables. The high level of complexity dictates that 
the solution be determined in a somewhat non-sys- 
tematic way that usually involves a great deal of human 
decision. In a joint effort with the DSN, MCCC, Flight 
Projects, and other users, FPSO established several 
teams to accomplish the goals of the resource alloca- 
tion process. 
The Joint Users Resource Allocation Planning 
Committee (JURAPC) includes the managers and 
scientists of all involved organizations. It functions to 
establish allocation policies and priorities and to 
review proposed support requirements, established 
plans, and requests to modify requirements. 
The Resource Allocation Planning Team (RAPT), 
a subcommittee of the JURAF’C, is chartered to imple- 
ment established policies, gather support requirements, 
review resource allocation plans, establish event prior- 
ities and resolve conflicts through negotiations. The 
RAPT is the focal point for all contention studies and 
“what-if‘’ feasibility studies. 
The Resource Analysis Team (RAT) consists of 
expert planners and analysts. The workhorse of the 
resource allocation process, it operates and maintains 
the tools necessary for production of plans and special 
studies, and for database administration. The RAT 
team leader also coordinates and mediates all RAPT 
meetings. 
Using the manual planning system, this labor-in- 
tensive approach to resource allocation was capable of 
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providing a planning horizon of only two to three 
weeks. The lack of a structured method for determin- 
ing feasible support led to the generation of allocation 
plans which did not adequately reflect user needs. As 
a result, many hours of negotiations per week were 
necessary in order to clear unforseen conflicts. 
Over the years, the number of approved missions 
has been growing and their data collection and 
transmission capabilities have been expanding. Com- 
pounding the problem, most of the DSN-supported 
spacecraft have proceeded in the same general direc- 
tions away from Earth, causing viewperiods to overlap 
considerably. Because of this overlap, the concentra- 
tion of requests for resources has caused an uneven al- 
location profile. It became imperative to develop a 
more efficient planning system to optimize the use of 
supporting facilities, minimize contention between 
users, expand the planning horizon to several years, 
and reduce manual labor. 
Development of a Software Tool 
JPL established a Design Team to develop a tool 
that gives the Resource Analysis Team the ability to 
achieve a more efficient planning system. This Design 
Team joined planning analysts and software developers 
in an environment that enhanced information exchange 
(Figure 1). This integration of operations and develop- 
ment provided a global view of the task. Operational 
goals and developmental capabilities were merged to 
create a software tool that assists in all facets of the re- 
source allocation process. It was named the Resource 
Ulocation Planning Helper, or RALPH. The rela- 
tionship of RALPH to the resource allocation process 
is illustrated in Figure 2. 
The Design Team established clear top-level goals 
for the RALPH system: 
0 Generation of detailed resource allocation plans 
0 Reduction of plan generation time 
0 Reduction of user conflict negotiation time 
0 Quick turn-around for special studies 
0 Automation of resource selection 
0 Allocation based on event prioritization 
Important new concepts were introduced to op- 
timiie resource planning: 
TI- Analysis , Softwcre Development 
T€Xlll 
1 I .I 
Figure 1 - JPL Resource Allocation Planning Environment 
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Requirements: 
Adv. Mission Planning 
Pre-Project DeveL Long-Range Forecasts 
Mid-Range Plans 
Earth-based Science Planning Special Studies DSN/SI?OC/MCCC 
NASA/JPL Mgmt  
Software [?I a Resource Allocation Planning Team 
* Review Science 
* Review Priorities 
* Review Pkns 
* R d e  Conflicts 
* Modify pkns 
Figure 2 - JPL Mechanism of Resource Allocation 
0 Maximization of science return, followed by 
0 Identification of the variance between resource 
optimiiation of resource utilization 
allocation plans and the sum of the original 
requirements (e.g., NASA Support Plans) 
Implementation of these concepts would enable 
the planning analysts to better manage the resource 
allocation process and improve internal flight project 
planning and scheduling processes. Previous allocation 
techniques have been based on mission priority. Plan- 
ning analysts at JPL have pioneered the idea of levels 
of support based on scientific merit or “event” 
priority. This method gives project negotiators a clear 
understanding of the impact on science return caused 
by any compromises to the plan. 
It is a goal of the resource allocation process to 
create 100% conflict-free resource allocation plans. 
However, oversubscription of resources, as well as the 
viewperiod overlap problem, creates a situation such 
that requests can not be completely satisfied. RALPH 
allows the resource analysis team to provide project 
users with near-optimum resource allocation plans 
which meet all user requirements while clearly pin- 
pointing any remaining conflicts. It remains a human 
decision-making task for project users to jointly 
negotiate a final determination of acceptable conflict- 
free levels of support. The final product is then used 
for mission operations schedules. 
Accommodating the Project Lifecycle 
The resource aIlocation process was designed to 
accommodate project needs throughout the various 
phases of their lifecycles. For this reason the resource 
allocation process provides products for three distinct 
subprocesses: 
0 Special studies 
0 Long-range forecasting 
0 Mid-range planning 
Special studies are generated throughout the 
project lifecycle. Approximately ten years before a 
proposed spacecraft launch, when a new project 
defines preliminary functional requirements for 
spacecraft design and equipment support, the 
Resource Analysis Team reviews those requirements in 
light of approved resource allocation plans and major 
events. These special studies provide valuable impact 
assessments early in the project lifecycle. 
At any time, projects may request special studies 
to assess the feasibilities of different planning options, 
such as the impact of moving spacecraft launch win- 
dows. If contention appears inevitable, it is identified 
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within the report, along with appropriate statistical 
analyses and recommendations for alleviating the con- 
flict. 
Between two to ten years before a project’s launch, 
the feasibility of requirements is seriously considered. 
This is the first point at which all requirements, such as 
the Support Instrumentation Requirements Document, 
the NASA Support Plan and the Mission Support Plan, 
are brought together and considered in total. At this 
stage, the requirements contain sufficient detail to 
generate a resource allocation forecast. However, the 
information during this period is tentative and subject 
to change based on many different factors. Despite 
their tentative nature, these long-range forecasts 
provide valuable resource allocation overviews during 
the mission’s planning phase. Forecasts assist in the 
process of enhancing science return and reducing user 
impact. In addition, they supply information that is in- 
strumental to advanced planning and resource loading 
studies. 
1 
Mid-range planning occurs between eight weeks to 
two years before an event. The resource allocation 
phase of the project lifecycle occurs from two years to 
six months prior to an activity, During this period, 
resource allocation plans are provided to project users 
for mission sequence development. This period marks 
the beginning of the iterative human decision-making 
process of conflict resolution between all project users, 
conducted by the Resource Analysis Team in RAPT 
and JURAPC meetings. 
Between six months and eight weeks before a 
planned activity, all conflicts must be resolved. This 
period supports the operations phase of the project 
lifecycle. At eight weeks prior to launch, the DSN and 
MCCC are presented with detailed conflict-free 
resource allocation plans for real-time operations. 
Figure 3 is an overview of the resource allocation pro- 
cess. 
Certain products were identified to support each 
phase of the allocation process. These were selected 
as output candidates for the RALPH system design. 
Special Studies 
0 Impact studies 
0 Management overviews 
Long-Range Forecasting 
0 Detailed long-range forecasts 
0 Summaries and supporting analyses 
Mid-Range Planning 
. / 0 Conflict summaries 
0 Detailed resource allocation plans 
0 Resource loading summaries 
Resource 
Allocation 
Planning 
Process 
Spacecraft 
Lifecycle 
NW 
Requirements Process I 
other require- 
ments & 
MCCCDSN 
requirements1 
constraints 
&production operations 
scheduling 
Definition 
Phase Phase 
- 10 Years 2 Years 6 Months 8 Weeks 
Figure 3 - JPL Ground Data System Resource Allocation Process 
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Figure 4 - Hierarchical Tree Structure of Data Representation 
With top-level goals and products clearly defined, 
the next step was to model the processes of the 
resource allocation problem. 
Modeling Resource Allocation 
RALPH is implemented as an expert system that 
utilizes hierarchical tree structures. These tree struc- 
tures contain descriptions of resources, requirements 
and specific rules. Data within these structures are 
easily modified to represent new conditions (Figure 4). 
The formal analytical processing capabilities of 
Operations Research (OR) have been included in 
modules that solve problems of resource allocation. 
Other modules include rules for attribute assignment, 
constraint violation, event language entry, and syntax 
parsing of user support events. All of these modules 
form a generic section of code, called the Core 
Resource Allocation Modules (CRAM). Each CRAM 
module is designed to utilize the symbolic logic and 
predicate calculus of the tree structures. In this way, 
the synthesis of knowledge engineering and OR tech- 
nologies has proven to be a successful solution to the 
JPL resource allocation problem. 
The entire resource allocation problem can be 
decomposed into five functional steps. This five-rule 
set, initially proposed by Information Sciences, Inc. in 
the 1970’s, provides a paradigm of the way a human 
analyst solves an allocation problem. The steps are: 
1. Definition of user support goals and feasible sup- 
port descriptions 
2. Prioritization of feasible support 
3. Resource assignment 
4. Time assignment 
5. Plan verification and conflict resolution 
The five-rule set suggested the need for several 
software subsystems to support the resource allocation 
planning function. These subsystems, a requirements 
translator, a mid-range plan generator, a long-range 
forecast generator, text and graphics editors, and an 
output capability generator are linked to provide a 
linear data flow through the system (Figure 5).  
The requirements translator is a high-level lan- 
guage processor. User event support descriptions are 
entered through language syntax processing modules 
which prompt the operator for appropriate attribute 
entries. The event description syntax is stored as a 
string. User support events may have attributes such 
as duration of assignments, resource preferences, and 
temporal relationships. 
Priorities are assigned based on the scientific signi- 
ficance of the user events. This concept was originated 
by the Resource Allocation Planning Team as the best 
means of achieving maximum science return with 
limited data system resources. The priority system, 
depicted in Table 1, is applied to all users for planning 
purposes. In this numerical scheme, an assignment of 
“one” represents the highest priority. 
The plan and forecast generator subsystems parse 
syntax strings into standard event tree structures. The 
generator must then allocate resources and time to 
those events that are consistent with the resource 
assignment objects contained within the system under 
the following guidelines: 
0 Fully satisfy each user event 
0 Minimize conflict among users 
0 Maximize resource utilization 
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To reduce the combinatorial complexity that is 
typically encountered in large-scale resource schedul- 
ing systems, the generator uses a two-pass approach. 
The first pass determines probabilistic profiles of 
resource usage determined by requirements, windows 
and hard constraints. The second pass uses these 
profiles to evaluate possible scheduling points for mini- 
mum conflict. It proceeds in order of event priority, 
transforming the probabilistic profiles into determinis- 
tic schedules. 
Finally, RALPH employs two types of resource as- 
signment editors for plan verification and conflict 
resolution. Change entries are verified by many of the 
same CRAM attribute validation modules used by the 
requirements translator for event object descriptions. 
When validating and enhancing allocation plans, 
planning analysts may use the RALPH graphics editor. 
This allows easy modification of the plan based on 
operator recognition of color-coded visual allocation 
patterns (Figure 6). 
Modifications may also be entered through the 
RALPH text editor. This editor is designed to mimic 
the manual paper process used in RAPT negotiation 
meetings. It consists of line listings of resource alloca- 
tions sorted by day of week, time and user. The paper- 
based process will soon be eliminated entirely in favor 
of computer-aided editing. 
Results 
The RALPH software is implemented on a DEC 
MicroVAX I1 customized with a GPX high-resolution 
graphics workstation. RALPH is fully operational, 
allowing the Resource Analysis Team to efficiently 
produce long-range forecasts and mid-range plans for 
the DSN and MCCC. The number of workhours re- 
quired to produce a one-week mid-range plan have 
been reduced from 25 hours of manual labor to five 
hours using the RALPH tool. Without RALPH, long- 
range forecasts were not possible. With RALPH, long- 
range forecasts have been enabled. 
Requirements 
Translator 
E( I 
Mid-Range 
Plan k 
I Generator I \  
Long-Range 
Forecast 
Generator 
Figure 5 - RALPH System Architecture 
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Table 1 - Definitions of Resource Allocation Event Priorities 
Priority Activity Period and Priority Criteria* Examples** 
1 Spacecraft Emergency which Threatens Determined in Real Time 
Achievement of Primary Objectives 
Time Critical 
2 Single Opportunity or One-time Event Launch 
Manditory for Achievement of Primary Objectives Midcourse Maneuvers 
Planetary Near Encounter 
Time Critical Some Scientific Events** 
3 Irregular Events with Subsequent Opportunity Trim Maneuvers 
Available Mandatory for Achievement of 
Primary Objectives Some Interplanetary Cruise** 
Time Critical 
Some Orbital Cruise** 
Planetary Radar 
4 Regular or Repeated Events Telemetry Dumps 
Mandatory for Achivement of Primary Objectives 
Time Critical 
Some Interplanetary Cruise** 
Some Orbital Cruise** 
5 Not Mandatory for Achievement of 
Primary Objectives 
Time Critical 
Extended Mission 
Some Interplanetary Cruise** 
Planetary Radio Astronomy 
Some Orbital Cruise** 
6 Mandatory for Achivement of 
Primary Objectives 
Not Time Critical 
Some Orbital Cruise** 
Some Interplanetary Cruise** 
Pulsar Rotation Constancy 
7 Not Mandatory for Achivement of 
Primary Objectives 
“Priority-6” for Extended Mission 
Not Time Critical 
*These criteria are subject to revision by the RAPT, but they have not been revised for a number of years. 
**Actual events as governed by the priority criteria would, of course, be more project-specific. 
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Long-range forecast Impossible Possible 
User interface 
Data dissemination 
Quick-look studies Very difficult Now doing onelweek 
The RAPT meetings have benefitted as a result of 
more efficient output products. Previously, three to 
four negotiation meetings were required each week to 
clear conflicts. The research process of formalizing the 
event model led to a well-defined interface structure 
between resource users and operations personnel. 
Even without any software implementation, this in- 
creased definition has led to a significant reduction in 
requirements generation and negotiation time among 
users. The addition of the RALPH tool has further 
reduced the conflict level to the extent that one meet- 
ing per week is sufficient (Table 2).  
There are several key factors that contributed to 
the successful implementation of the automated 
software tool. The formation of a Design Team, which 
merged operational users and software developers, was 
a catalyst for a better global understanding of the 
functionality that is the core of the resource allocation 
process. The merging of knowledge engineering and 
operations research methodologies, with the ap- 
plication of the five-rule paradigm, clearly defined the 
operational environment. All of these factors resulted 
in the creation of effective software. 
The RALPH software is highly data driven and 
modular. These features, combined with the generic 
designs of the data structures, make the RALPH sys- 
tem extremely easy to modify. Object attribute repre- 
sentations are readily updated by operations personnel 
to reflect a changing resource en- 
vironment without modification of 
the programs that use the data. The 
data structure and software 
modularity enable RALPH to cross 
problem boundaries and support re- 
lated tasks with minimal develop- 
ment effort. These features enable 
the Resource Analysis Team to 
respond quickly to requests for spe- 
cial studies and management 
reports. A typical statistical report 
output from the RALPH system is 
depicted in Figure 7. 
The evolution provided by thc 
RALPH system from a forecast to 
an operational plan has provided an 
efficient utilization of limited ground 
data system resources. RALPH has 
affirmed the significance of estab- 
lishing and applying event priorities 
based on scientific merit and the 
benefit of continuity in planning 
provided by knowledge-based en- 
gineering. RALPH is designed as an expandable sys- 
tem to meet the needs of an evolving allocation 
process. With appropriate emphasis on problem 
understanding and representation, the same metho- 
dologies merged to build RALPH can be utilized to 
support a large class of resource allocation and plan- 
ning systems. The RALPH system exhibits strong 
potential for minimizing development cycles of 
resource and payload planning systems throughout 
NASA and the private sector. 
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Abstract 
An area of increasing interest within AI and Robotics is the integration of techniques from 
both fields to the problem of controlling autonomous systems. Space-based systems, such as 
NASA’s EVA Retriever, provide complex, realistic domains for this integration research. Space is a 
dynamic environment, where information is imperfect, and unexpected events are commonplace. 
As such, space-based robots need low level control for collision detection and avoidance, short- 
term load management, fine-grained motion, and other physical tasks. In addition, higher level 
control is required to focus strategic decision making as missions are assigned and caxried out. 
Throughout the system, reasoning and control must be responsive to ongoing change taking 
place in the environment. 
This paper reports on current MITRE research aimed at bridging the gap between high level 
AI planning techniques and task-level robot programming for telerobotic systems. Our approach 
is based on incorporating situated reasoning into AI and Robotics systems in order to coordinate 
a robot’s activity within its environment. Thus, the focus of this research is on controlling 
a robot embedded in an environment, as opposed to the generation and execution of lengthy 
robot plans. We present an integrated system under development in a “component maintenance” 
domain geared towards repair and replacement of Orbital Replacement Units (ORUS) designed for 
use aboard NASA’s Space Station Freedom. The domain consists of a component-cell containing 
ORU components and a robot (manipulator and vision system) replacing worn and/or failed 
components based on the collection of components available at a given time. High level control 
reasons in “component space” in order to maximize the number operational component-cells 
over time, while the task-level controls sensors and effectors, detects collisions, and carries out 
pick and place tasks in “physical space.” Situated reasoning is used throughout the system to 
cope with, for example, non-deterministic component failures, the uncertain effects of task-level 
actions, and the actions of external agents operating in the domain. 
‘This work is funded by MITRESponsored Research Projects 97060 and 97140. The authors wish to thank 
MITRE for its ongoing support of this work. Email address: sanbornOai.mitre.org. 
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1 Introduction This paper presents the initial results of a com- 
bined MITRE research effort integrating AI plan- 
ning and situated reasoning techniques with 
task-level robotics and perception for space- 
based autonomous systems. The long-term goal 
of this research is to integrate off-line planning, 
situated reasoning, and sensor/actuator subsys- 
tems across various levels of abstraction in order 
to  provide both the reactive behavior necessary 
for survival in realistic environments, and the in- 
trospective reasoning required to  carry out delib- 
erate tasks and achieve desired goals. The work 
presented in this report lays the groundwork for 
this long-term goal by providing an integrated 
situated reasoning and task-level control archi- 
tecture, as well as a system operating in a re- 
alistic application domain. Examples from this 
domain are used throughout the paper to illus- 
trate the approach. 
There is a resurgence of interest within the 
AI and Robotics communities in integrated ef- 
forts leading to the development of robust, au- 
tonomous systems for use in dynamic, uncertain, 
and unpredictable domains. NASA in particu- 
lar has several efforts underway, including its 
Systems Autonomy Technology Program (SATP), 
a ten year program to  establish NASA as a 
world leader in intelligent autonomous systems 
research and development, the EVA Retriever, 
and the Mars Rover project. These programs 
are aimed a t  addressing two issues in space ex- 
ploration: 
1. For manned missions, human EVA is danger- 
ous, expensive, and time-consuming. 
2. For unmanned missions, signal delay times 
require autonomous control throughout 2 A Component Repair and 
non-trivial time intervals. Maintenance Domain 
One of the major hurdles in building autonomous 
systems is the integration of off-line deliberative 
reasoning (e.g., task planning, route planning, 
and resource allocation, etc.) with real-time sit- 
uated control (e.g., collision and obstacle avoid- 
ance, path expansion, load management, cali- 
bration from landmarks, etc.). The former type 
of reasoning is goal-directed, and has led to the 
development of several constraint-posting plan- 
ners (e.g., [Ste81], [Wi184], [Cha85]) generating 
plans to satisfy multiple goals. The latter type 
of reasoning is event-driven, in that  responses to 
existing, perceived, or projected situations are 
required in order to maintain overall system in- 
tegrity. AI research has begun to  address situ- 
ated reasoning, as well its integration with off- 
line plan generation (see, for example, [Kae86], 
(GLS871, [AC87], [Dea87], and [SHSS]). 
One of the many application areas for space- 
based autonomous systems is routine extra- 
vehicular maintenance. By “routine mainte- 
nance,” we refer to  a general class of situations 
in which components of a system are scheduled 
for maintenance (as determined by expected life- 
time) and are also tended to  when they fail un- 
expectedly. In such an application, a robot must 
allocate available resources (spare parts, or mod- 
ular components such as ORUs) in order to max- 
imize the overall operating status of a collection 
of components. 
The “routine repair and replace” domain shown 
in Figure 1 captures this idea. It consists of a 
robotic manipulator, vision system, a component 
workcell, and a collection of components. The 
workcell is an N x M array of compartments, 
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Workcell 
(a) Physical Space (b) Component Space 
Figure 1: A Simple Component Repair and Maintenance Domain 
each of which may be “filled” by components 
of various types. In this way, the workcell may 
be thought of as a modular “breadboard” into 
which components are inserted to become oper- 
ational. Each workcell compartment is labelled 
according to  the types of components that  may 
fill it. A component is said to  be acceptable to a 
compartment whenever it may be used to fill that 
compartment. Finally, an expected lifetime (the 
mean time to failure, MTTF) is associated with 
each type of component in order to  model both 
routine and unexpected component failures. 
In the current system, the workcell is mod- 
elled by a “bin” on a tabletop, with different 
shaped objects (cylinders, rectilinear and trian- 
gular blocks, etc.) representing various compo- 
nent types (see Figure l(a)). States of the do- 
main are subject to constant flux at  the hands 
of external (human) agents, whose unanticipated 
actions may include adding, removing, moving, 
and breaking components. In addition, the fact 
that  components may fail unexpectedly a t  any 
time also requires attention to  the ongoing sit- 
uation. The choice of this repair and replace 
domain was influenced by the following consid- 
erations: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
2.1 
The architecture should be realistically seal- 
able to handle any of a variety of repair and 
replace tasks to be performed in environ- 
ments characterized by dynamics and uncer- 
tainty (such as Space Station ORU replace- 
ment). 
The scenario requires the integration of 
physical control (robotics) with high-level 
reasoning (AI). 
The hardware required for developing the 
testbed scenario was readily available. 
Physical vs. Component Space 
The reasoning required for successful operation 
in this domain falls into two classes: reason- 
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ing in physical space, and reasoning in compo- 
nent space. Physical space reasoning includes the 
planning, executing, and monitoring of collision- 
free paths for the manipulator and moved ob- 
j ec ts, detecting obstacles, not icing objects when 
they are moved, and generally dealing with phys- 
ical aspects of the domain. The physical space 
reasoner used to  control the manipulator and vi- 
sion system shown in Figure l(a) is known as 
the Task-level Robot Programming System (TL- 
RPS). Component space reasoning includes allo- 
cating available components among empty com- 
partments, prioritizing replacement and repair 
tasks according to  various heuristics, as well 
as reacting to  unexpected component failures, 
moves, additions, and deletions. The Component 
Space Reasoner (CSR) provides this functionality 
for the component space corresponding roughly 
to Figure l(b).  
2.2 Interface Language 
This section presents the communication speci- 
fication between TLRPS and CSR. The interface 
has been designed to  distinguish between physi- 
cal and component space aspects of the domain. 
2.2.1 CSR-TLRPS 
Put-in object compartment; : Move object from 
its present (table) location into the (empty) 
compartment; .  
Put-at  object z y : Place object on the table- 
top at TLRPS coordinates (z y ) ;  object is as- 
sumed to  be either on the table or within 
the workcell. 
Put-down object z y : Put  down (held) object on 
the tabletop at TLRPS coordinates (z y ) .  
2.2.2 TLRPS-tCSR 
Begin-update : Initiates an update of object 
and location information from TLRPS. Fol- 
lowed by one or more instance of 
Delete  object : object has been removed 
from the domain. 
Move object z y 8 : object now centered a t  
(z y )  rotated by 8 degrees. 
Add object z y 8 : object has appeared in the 
domain, centered at (z y) rotated by 8 .  
End-update : Signals the end of the update. 
F a i l e d g r a s p  object : TLRPS could not grasp 
object. 
C o l l i s i o n  held-object object-in-path : 06- 
ject-in-path prevents moving held-object. 
UnreachableBbj e c t  object : o6ject 
reached in its current location. 
Unreachable loca t ion  z y : (z y )  
reached. 
3 Technical Approach 
This section describes the operation 
cannot be 
cannot be 
of TLRPS, 
CSR, and their integration in the repair and re- 
place domain. Since this domain is non-static, 
each system must cope with discrepencies be- 
tween anticipated and actual states of the do- 
main. For example, components may move from 
expected locations and may fail (or be broken) 
before their MTTF has elapsed. Since exter- 
nal agents may change the environment, nei- 
ther system can make accurate long-term projec- 
tions regarding future states. Rather, the system 
must optimize local behavior based on existing 
and projected states given the overall component 
maintenance goals. The top-level system archi- 
tecture is shown in Figure 2. 
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Vision 
Figure 2: Top-level System Architecture 
3.1 Physical-Space Reasoning 
TLRPS resides on a Silicon Graphics IRIS 
4D/70GT workstation running the IGRIP 3D 
robotics modeling and simulation system from 
Deneb Robotics. The vision system consists of 
software provided by NASA running on an IBM 
PC-AT with added frame grabber and image 
processing boards from Data Translation. The 
robot currently in use is a Microbot Alpha I. 
A single camera with a fixed viewpoint is used to 
capture the layout of the robot’s workspace. The 
vision software in the PC-AT classifies the objects 
in the workspace according to its training data 
set corresponding t o  the physical component ob- 
jects. A workspace description containing object 
types and their locations and orientations is then 
sent to  the IRIS. Image processing software on 
the IRIS interprets the workspace description on 
each cycle and modifies the world model accord- 
ingly, generating CSR update messages, as well as 
updating the IGRIP simulation’s 3D graphic dis- 
play of the robot and the workspace. Users may 
interact directly with TLRPS by entering task- 
level commands via p o p u p  menus, or turn con- 
trol over to  CSR. When a task-level command 
is received by TLRPS (whether from CSR or a 
human user), the command is simulated in 3D 
graphics and executed by the robot. The simu- 
lation runs one step ahead of the actual robot 
execution, checking for possible collisions and 
out-of-reach conditions. If such a condition is 
detected, TLRPS performs error recovery opera- 
tions, registering the simulation and the robot 
to  a safe configuration. An exception-dependent 
error message is generated and sent to CSR when 
it is controlling TLRPS. 
3.2 Component-space Reasoning 
CSR is divided into two main modules: an agenda 
manager for prioritizing tasks and issuing com- 
mands to TLRPS, and a collection of objects cor- 
responding to the various physical objects in the 
domain at  a given time. CSR’s toplevel control 
loop is 
(0) get component types used 
(1) await TLRPS update 
(2) process TLRPS update 
(3) if there is an executable task 
(4) then issue it to TLRPS 
(5) goto (1) 
The initialization step (0) determines compo- 
nents type definitions and their associated pa- 
rameters. This is accomplished by consulting a 
file provided before startup. Once this informa- 
tion has been processed, CSR enters its main con- 
trol loop. The first stage of this loop (Step 1 
above) simply puts CSR into a wait state un- 
til an update from TLRPS is available. Recall 
that  these updates consist of a collection of Add, 
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Delete,  and Move messages. The second stage 
(Step 2) processes the update’s content. Dur- 
ing this stage, messages are sent to  existing CSR 
objects mentioned in the update; the message 
sent depends on what the update to the object 
happens to  be. During the processing of these 
messages, objects may request that  the agenda 
manager generate new tasks to, or remove ex- 
isting tasks from, its collection of tasks. In the 
final stage (Steps 3 and 4), the agenda manager 
prioritizes its collection of tasks and, if any are 
executable, issues a command to TLRPS to carry 
out the most important executable task. Within 
CSR, a task is one of 
r o u t i n e r e p l a c e  component cornpartmenti : 
replace worn (but operating) component 
with an existing new component acceptable 
to  cornpartmenti. 
immedia te repa i r  component cornpartmenti : 
replace failed component. 
awaitxomponent cornpartmenti : fill 
cornpartmenti when an acceptable compo- 
nent is added. 
i n s t a l l x  omponent component cornpartmenti : 
put component into cornpartmenti and start 
it  operating. 
de ins ta l lxomponent  component 
cornpartmenti : stop operating component 
and remove it from cornpartmenti. 
move-component component x y : move compo- 
nent from its current location to (z y). 
3.2.1 Active Objects 
Most of the reasoning done by CSR is triggered 
during update processing. For each physical ob- 
ject in the domain, CSR generates a component 
object in its component space. The workcell, and 
each of its compartments, is also represented as 
an active CSR object. Updates from TLRPS relat- 
ing to  physical objects are then translated into 
messages to CSR objects, which may take var- 
ious update-dependent actions. This approach 
associates reasoning with changing information 
at the object level, rather than on the more 
traditional rule-interpreter/database approach. 
As such, reasoning and control are modified by 
changing objects’ responses to  messages, rather 
than by the actions contained in rule conse- 
quents. 
To illustrate this approach to object modelling 
and situated reasoning, we follow the process- 
ing of CSR’s initial update. This update con- 
sists of a collection of Add messages from TL- 
RPS. The first such message processed corre- 
sponds to  the workcell. On encountering this 
message, CSR generates a workcell object, an ob- 
ject for each of the workcell’s compartments, and 
initializes their parameters. Following this, a 
component object is created for each added com- 
ponent. As part of its Add message processing, 
the component checks to  see whether or not it 
lies within some compartment. If not, its status 
is “new.” Otherwise, the compartment object is 
consulted to  determine whether or not the com- 
ponent should be accepted. If so, the compart- 
ment “installs” the component, by setting the 
component’s status to  “operating,” and sched- 
ules a r o u t i n e r e p l a c e  task for sometime in the 
future, depending on the MTTF of the newly in- 
stalled component. If the compartment does not 
accept the component, it  attempts to have the 
offending component removed by generating a 
move-c omponent task.  
Once this initial update has been processed, 
CSR knows which compartments contain op- 
erating components, which need to  be filled, 
as well as which components are available in 
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the domain. Empty compartments generate 
await-component tasks and compete for newly 
arriving components according to  several crite- 
ria, including (1) how long the compartment 
has been empty, and (2) the number of differ- 
ent types of components the compartment ac- 
cepts. The next section discusses the use of these 
heuristics in prioritizing tasks. 
3.2.2 Tasks and the Agenda  M a n a g e r  
subtasks : subtasks comprising an abstract 
task. 
Tasks fall into two classes: primitive tasks, 
corresponding directly to  TLRPS commands, 
and abstract tasks, which have no analo- 
gous TLRPS command. Abstract tasks may 
have an associated test executed once per cy- 
cle whenever the task’s status is :pending. 
All tasks have an act, which is executed 
when an :executable  task becomes :ac t ive .  
In the current system, install-component, 
deinstallzomponent,andmove-component are In order to take action, component and compart- 
ment objects generate tasks which are added to primitive (corresponding to various types of 
CSR’s agenda: a simp1e partially Ordered set Of put-in, put-at, and putat commands, respec- 
tasks. tasks have the properties, tively); all other CSR tasks are abstract. 
which are used in determining their relative im- 
portance and/or execution status: 
s t a t u s  : oneof 
In most traditional plan generation and execu- 
tion systems, a complete plan to  achieve a goal 
is generated and then executed stepwise. An un- 
derlying assumption of this approach is that  the 
world will behave as expected during plan exe- 
cution. If exceptions occur during execution, the 
usual recourse is to  more planning. As an exam- 
ple, a “routine replace” operation on a compart- 
ment is normally composed of two steps: 
:pending : not yet ready for execution, 
:executable  : ready for execution, 
: a c t i v e  : in progress, or 
:done : finished, does not indicate success 
or failure. 
one of 2 .  ins ta l lxomponent  newc cornpartmenti 
:normal : a routine task, such as 
r o u t i n e  r e p l a c  e ,  
immedia te repa i r ,  or 
under the assumption that newc will be avail- 
How- 
ever, if newc is removed sometime during the 
execution of step (l), the resulting situation is 
the same as one in which cornpartmenti were 
:asap : 
:now : highest priority tasks, such as 
a non-routine task, such as able when step (2) is to  be executed. 
await-component, simply waiting to  be filled. Recall that  in 
resourcemeasure : measure of difficulty in ob- this case, the empty compartment generates an 
awaitxomponent task to find and then install a 
suitable component. 
In general, CSR uses component and compart- 
ment objects to assist in carrying out plans 
taining resources for this task. 
timestamp : actual task instantiation time. 
super task  : associated parent task. 
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whenever the domain is cooperative, but also en- 
sures that the appropriate behavior results when 
“assumptions” fail. Rather than planning steps 
for anticipated future states, CSR generates one 
step a t  a time, and uses feedback from the world 
to  determine its next step. The definition for 
r o u t i n e r e p l a c e  looks like 
(de f t a sk  rout ine- rep lace  
(compartment 
component 
new-c omponent 
replace-time) 
: t e s t  (and (> (now) replace-time) 
: a c t  (generate- task 
new-component) 
‘deinstall-component 
component compartment) 
( r e se rve  compartment 
new-component)) 
Notice that there is no mention of a task cor- 
responding to  step (2) above in this defini- 
tion. If all goes well in the world, the compart- 
ment will generate an install-component us- 
ing the new component, reserved for it by the 
r o u t i n e r e p l a c e  task, once the deinstall has 
been successfully carried out. However, if for 
some reason the new component is no longer 
available, the compartment simply generates an 
await-component, which searches for another 
suitable replacement. Since no assumption is 
made as to  whether or not the new component 
will remain available, the appropriate response 
occurs in either case. This approach requires 
that cSR objects track their allocations (so that ,  
for instance, the compartment can determine 
whether or not its reserved component is avail- 
able or not), but this is easily managed by in- 
forming objects of their allocations and taking 
appropriate action during update message pro- 
cessing. 
The task agenda is ordered in decreasing order 
of importance. This ordering is maintained by 
merging new tasks, and re-merging tasks when 
their parameters change, according to the follow- 
ing sequence of pairwise tests: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  
status - : executable  > :pending 
priority - :now > :asap > :normal 
resources - prefer more constrained 
time - prefer older tasks 
arbitrary 
One case where re-merging is necessary is when 
an acceptable component becomes available to 
a pending await-component task. New com- 
ponents announce their availability by sending 
an a d v e r t i s e  - ava i l ab le  - resourc e message to 
the agenda manager, which in turn offers the new 
resource to  pending tasks in decreasing order of 
importance. If a task allocates the available re- 
source, the resource is allocated to  it, and it is re- 
merged into the agenda. When an available com- 
ponent is offered to  an awaitxomponent task, 
it  is allocated so long as it  is acceptable to  the 
task’s compartment. 
Another way an await-component task may find 
an acceptable component is for it to  usurp the re- 
sources of another, less important task. In gen- 
eral, this process examines the task agenda from 
back to front until either (1) an acceptable re- 
source is found, in which case it is usurped and 
the two tasks are re-merged into the agenda, or 
(2) the process reaches a task with higher prior- 
ity than the intented usurper’s, in which case no 
suitable resource is available. 
Figure 3(a) shows the state of a work- 
cell as cylinder-1,  in compartmentl, is to 
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(a) deinstall 
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(b) usurp 
(c) install 
Figure 3: CSR in action. 
be replaced with cylinder-4. The work- 
cell also contains a cylinder (cy l inder2)  o p  
erating in compartment2 and scheduled for 
replacement by c y l i n d e r 3  a t  some later 
time. The rout inereplace  task associ- 
ated with compartment1 acts, generating a 
deinstall-component task, which is placed at 
the head of the agenda (since it is primitive, 
and hence, immediately executable). This in 
turn issues a TLRPS p u t a t  command to remove 
cylinder-1. Sometime during the execution of 
this command, cylinder-4 is removed, result- 
ing in the situation shown in Figure 3(b). At 
this point, since compartment1 is empty, and 
no longer has a reserved component, it gen- 
erates an await-component task. Cylinder3 
should be “available” to  this new task, but it 
is currently allocated to  the routinereplace 
task associated with cbmpartment2. However, 
since the new task has higher priority, it  usurps 
the resources (cy l inder3)  of the lower priority 
routinereplace task.  This changes its status 
to  :executable, its action generates a primitive 
install-component task,  which in turn issues a 
TLRPS p u t i n  command to complete the replace- 
ment, as shown in Figure 3(c). 
3.3 CSR/TLRPS Integration 
The two systems presented above have been de- 
veloped jointly but at physically different sites 
in McLean, Virgina (CSR), and Houston, Texas 
(TLRPS). CSR is implemented in Portable Com- 
mon Loops ( P ~ L )  and resides on a Symbolics 
Lisp Machine. As noted above, TLRPS resides 
on a Silicon Graphics machine. The two systems 
are connected on an Ethernet LAN at the Hous- 
ton site. They communicate via TCP/IP streams 
over this network, using the interface language 
presented in Section 2.2. 
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3.4 The TLRPS Simulator 
Since CSR and TLRPS have been developed at 
different sites, a TLRPS simulator has been im- 
plemented for CSR’s development and testing. 
In addition to  simulating TLRPS’S physical-space 
reasoning, allowing external agents to  man ip  
ulate the domain, this simulator models com- 
ponent operation so that unexpected (;.e., pre- 
MTTF) component failures may occur. It also 
provides a graphic user-interface to  CSR. 
The TLRPS simulator used in testing CSR also 
runs on a Symbolics Lisp Machine, with the two 
systems simulating CSR-TLRPS interface over a 
local Chaosnet. Figure 3 was generated using 
screen images from the TLRPS simulator. 
4 Current Status and Future 
Work 
This integrated project has addressed the prob- 
lem of integrating high-level and task-level rea- 
soning in a dynamic environment. The ar- 
chitectures used in both systems are domain- 
independent, and will be useful for other NASA 
applications, as well as broader application in 
manufacturing and assembly, hazardous materi- 
als handling, military operations, and undersea 
work. 
The existing system is able to  react to  any unex- 
pected change that  occurs during the execution 
of a single CSR primitive task.  During periods of 
CSR inactivity, updates are available at a rate of 
approximately one every ten seconds. CSR’s real 
response time is on the order of one-tenth of a 
second, so the “snapshot” nature of updates and 
update processing suffices for this domain. In 
general, the rate of change in dynamic domains 
is much faster, so that  situated reasoning must 
be based on projecting future states in order to  
anticipate and avoid exception situations. An 
approach to  situated reasoning based on these 
observations is presented in [San88]. 
Due to  existing hardware, the current system 
has very little low-level reactive capability. An 
improved hardware system and more integrated 
reasoning and control architecture will be re- 
quired for more general purpose, robust au- 
tonomous control. To this end, MITRE is es- 
tablishing an Autonomous Systems Laboratory 
(ASL). Research in the ASL will focus on the in- 
tegration of deliberative (off-line) planning, sit- 
uated reasoning, and hardware subsystems. The 
ASL will be composed of “off the shelf” sensing, 
robotics, and AI hardware and firmware repre- 
senting the significant advances made in these 
technologies in recent years. The focus of the 
current project will shift from situated reasoning 
under a constant goal (e.g., routine repair and 
replace), toward more flexible control in a do- 
main where several different types of goals are 
to  be achieved over time. A ground-based mo- 
bile system operating in a dynamic domain will 
be used as a test-bed to  simulate a flexible space- 
based automaton for routine extra-vehicular re- 
pair, assembly, and retrieval tasks. Deliberative 
planning will take as input a collection of tasks to  
be carried out (the “daily schedule”) and deter- 
mine an ordering among these tasks. Its output 
will be information used to  monitor activity and 
constrain low-level task execution in the domain 
via a situated reasoning system. This latter sys- 
tem actually controls the physical system as it 
operates in its environment by controlling its re- 
actions to  existing and anticipated states of af- 
fairs. This on-line system uses the constraints 
from the deliberative planner as heuristics in se- 
lecting among tasks it can perform, but is inde- 
pendently capable of a basic level of competence 
in the domain. 
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Abstract: A critical issue for space operations is how to develop and apply advanced automation tech- 
niques to reduce the cost and complexity of working in space. In this context, it is important to examine 
how recent advances in self-processing networks can be applied for planning and scheduling tasks. For this 
reason, we are currently exploring the feasibility of applying self-processing network models to a variety of 
planning and control problems relevant to spacecraft activities. Our goals are both to demonstrate that self- 
processing methods are applicable to these problems, and that MIRRORS/II, a general purpose software 
environment for implementing self-processing models, is sufficiently robust to support deve!opment of a wide 
range of application prototypes. Using MIRRORS/II and marker passing modelling techniques, we imple- 
mented a model of the execution of a "Spaceworld plan which is a simplified model of the Voyager space- 
craft which photographed Jupiter, Saturn, and their satellites. This study demonstrates that plan execution, 
a task usually solved using traditional AI techniques, can be accomplished using a self-processing network. 
The fact that self-processing networks have been applied to other space-related tasks in addition to the one 
discussed here demonstrates the general aplicability of this approach to planning and control problems 
relevant to spacecraft activities. This work also demonstrates that MIRRORS/II is a powerful environment 
for the developmenVevaluation of self-processing systems. 
1. Introduction 
A critical issue for space operations is how to develop and apply advanced automation techniques to 
reduce the cost and complexity of working in space. In this context, it is important to examine how recent 
advances in self-processing networks (connectionist models, artificial neural networks, marker passing sys- 
tems, etc. [SI) can be applied to planning and scheduling tasks. Most successful work with such models has 
focused on fairly low-level applications (pattern recognition or completion, associative memory, constraint 
satisfaction, etc.) and relatively little has been done in traditional AI problem-solving areas like planning. 
Thus, while these methods potentially offer tremendous advantages for complex automation applications 
(massively parallel processing, fault tolerance, etc.), it is currently difficult to see how they can be adopted 
directly. 
For this reason, we are exploring the feasibility of applying self-processing network models to a variety 
of planning and control problems relevant to spacecraft activities. Our goals are both to demonstrate that 
self-processing methods are applicable to these problems, and that MIRRORS/II, a general purpose 
software environment for implementing self-processing models [1,2], is sufficiently robust to support develop- 
ment of a wide range of application prototypes. While a number of specific applications have recently been 
developed using MIRRORS/II for spacecraft applications (camera controller [5], diagnostic problem-solver 
[6], etc.), this paper focuses on a specific plan execution example. 
11. Self-Processing Network Models and Marker Passing 
To enable the reader less familiar with current work on self-processing network models to follow the 
principal ideas embodied in MIRRORS/II, we introduce some basic concepts and terminology, simplifying 
somewhat for brevity. The term self-processing network model as used in this paper refers to models in 
which many, usually simple, processing elements operate in parallel and communicate via connections 
(links) between nodes. For our purposes, it is convenient to view self-processing network models as having 
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two components: a network and an activation method. The network consists of a set of processing nodes 
connected together via links. Nodes directly connected to one another are said to be neighbors of each 
other. The activation method is a local rule or procedure that each node follows in updating its current state 
in the context of information from neighboring nodes. Typically, the goal in constructing and running a simu- 
lation with a self-processing network model is to demonstrate that some global behavior (behavior of the net- 
work as a whole) can emerge from the concurrent local interactions between neighboring nodes during a 
simulation. 
A great number of self-processing network models have been proposed and studied since the 1940's 
in cognitive science, artificial intelligence, and neurophysiological modelling [3]. This paper is only con- 
cerned with one class of such models referred to as marker passing systems. The networks in these 
symbol-processing models usually have semantically-labeled, unweighted links and implement spreading 
activation by passing symbolic (non-numeric) labels or markers. Typically, a node might have a dozen 
marker bits ( M l ,  M2, ..., M12), binary switches that can be turned on or off when the appropriate marker is 
"received." Using these markers, such networks provide powerful mechanisms for implementing set opera- 
tions (intersection, union, etc.) as well as some forms of deduction (transitive closure of relations, inheritance 
of properties, etc.). 
I l l .  The MIRRORS/II Simulator 
MIRRORS/II is an extensible general-purpose simulator which can be used to implement a broad spec- 
trum of self-processing network models. MIRRORS/II is distinguished by its support of a high-level non- 
procedural language, an indexed library of networks, spreading activation methods, learning methods, event 
parsers and handlers, and a generalized event-handling mechanism. 
The MIRRORS/II language allows relatively inexperienced computer users to express the structure of a 
network that they would like to study and the parameters which will control their particular self-processing 
network model simulation. Users can select an existing spreading activation/learning method and other sys- 
tem components from the library to complete their model; no programming is required. On the other hand, 
more advanced users with programming skills who are interested in research involving new methods for 
spreading activation or learning can still derive major benefits from using MIRRORS/II. The advanced user 
need only write functions for the desired procedural components (e.g., spreading activation method, control 
strategy, etc.). A specification file, written in the MIRRORS/II language by the user, serves as input to 
MIRRORS/II. 
Self-processing network models developed using MIRRORS/II are not limited to a particular processing 
paradigm. Many spreading activation methods and learning methods including Hebbian learning, competi- 
tive learning, and error back-propogation are among the resources found in the MIRRORS/II library. 
MIRRORS/II provides both synchronous and asynchronous control strategies that determine which nodes 
should have their activation values updated during an iteration. Users can also provide their own control 
strategies and have control over a simulation through the generalized event handling mechanism. 
Simulations produced by MIRRORS/II have an event-handling mechanism which provides a general 
framework for scheduling certain actions to occur during a simulation. MIRRORS/II supports system-defined 
events (constant/cyclic input, constantkyclic output, clamp, learn, display and show) and user-defined 
events. An event command (e.g., the input-command) indicates which event is to occur, when it is to occur, 
and which part of the network it is to affect. At run time, the appropriate event handler performs the desired 
action for the currently-occurring event. 
MIRRORS/II was originally designed for implementing connectionist models with no significant thought 
being given to how marker-passing methods might be developed in the context of MIRRORS/II. Thus, at 
the start of the work described here, it was not immediately obvious whether MIRRORS/II could support 
marker passing methods without alterations. 
IV. Non-Hierarchical Plan Execution 
Using MIRRORS/II and marker passing techniques, we implemented a model of the execution of a 
"Spaceworld plan as described in [4]. Spaceworld is a simplified model of the Voyager spacecraft which 
photographed Jupiter, Saturn, and their satellites. The specific Spaceworld plan used here describes the 
sequential and parallel sequence of steps (goals) which must be taken by the Voyager spacecraft in order to 
photograph two satellites and transmit the photographs to earth. Each goal in the plan has the following 
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four parameters: an earliest starting time, an ideal starting time, a latest starting time, and a duration. 
Often, the ideal starting time parameter does not exist; in this case, the earliest starting time is also the ideal 
starting time. A portion of this specific Spaceworld plan is illustrated in Figure 1. Each box in the figure 
represents a goal in the plan. The first line in a box is the name of the goal. The second line labelled 
"start:" indicates the early, ideal, and latest starting times in seconds respectively. The third line labelled 
"duration:" indicates the duration in seconds. The arrows in the plan represent dependency relationships or 
the flow of execution. For example, the platform-damping - 2 goal must finish executing before the 
shutter.camera(1) goal can begin executing. 
A goal in the plan cannot be executed until two constraints have been satisfied - the dependency con- 
straint and the starting time constraint. First, all goals which precede a given goal G in time must have 
finished executing before G can begin executing. Once this dependency constraint has been satisfied, the 
starting time constraint must be satisfied. Optimally, a goal should begin execution at its ideal starting time 
or, if that is not possible, at the earliest time thereafter up to and including the latest starting time. If the 
latest starting time is reached and the dependency constraint has not yet been satisfied then that goal will 
never be executed. 
The MIRRORS/II specification of the self-processing network used to implement the execution of the 
Spaceworld plan discussed in [4] is pictured in Figure 2. Each goal in the plan is represented as a node in 
a self-processing network (all statements beginning with "[node" and ending with "I"). All the goals in the 
plan share the same parameters so their corresponding nodes are grouped into a single set (lines 1-22). 
Each node has two user-defined attributes - start and duration. The start attribute is a triple of values 
representing the earliest, ideal, and latest starting times for a goal in the plan. For example, the triple 
representing the earliest, ideal, and latest stopping times respectively for node shutter-camera(1 } is (2400 
2500 2550). All times in the plan are given in seconds relative to the starting time of the plan. The goal 
duration is a number representing the time in seconds it takes to complete the execution of the goal. Con- 
nections between the nodes represent the time sequence dependency relationships. For example, the 
statement [node turn-on-transmitter . . . (plan transmit picture)] in Figure 2 indicates that node 
turn-on-transmitter connects to node transmit picture. TEis connection indicates that execution of the 
turn - -  on transmitter goal must be completed before the execution of the transmit-picture goal can begin. 
;--- Set containing all the goals (nodes) in a non-hierarchical Spaceworld plan 
[set plan (contains 
calibrate gyros change data mode{ 1 } change data mode(2) 
change data mode(3}~han~e-data-mode{4}~lear~tape 
consolidate-t?ipe{l} consolidate_tape(2} datamode - -  ok 1 
datamode-ok-2 datamode-ok-3 
datamode-ok-4 datamode-ok-5 gyros rev up high-speed-slew 
medium speed slew platform damping 1 platform damping - 2 
playback(l} playback(2) poszon taperl} position~tape(2) 
position-tape(3) record-picture rdl set-filter{ 1 } set-filter(2) 
shutter-camera{ 1 } shutter-camera(2) start-recording{ 1 } 
start-recording(2) transmit-picture 
turn-off camera turn-off-gyros turn-off heaters 
turn-offItape-recorder turn-on-cameraturn on gyros 
turn-on-heaters turn-on-transmitter viewing1 }viewing(2} 
beg in-eart h-occu Itat ion end-eart h-occult at ion 
datarate - change-1 datarate - change - 2 datarate - change - 3) 
(initact 0.0) 
Figure 2: An abridged MIRRORS/II specification file for the self-processing network of the complete 
Spaceworld plan. Some details were omitted for brevity. (Page 1 of 3.) 
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(attribute start dynamic optional) ;--- Definition of node attributes needed for this model. 
(attribute duration dynamic optional) 
(attribute type dynamic) 
(met hod plan) ;--- Marker passing activation method for 
;--- non-hierarchical plans. 
(connects (plan oto incoming optional)] ;--- Nodes in this set connect to other nodes in this set. 
I ;--- The following node statements give detailed node attribute information for 
;--- each node as well as describing the node connections in the network. 
;--- Duration times and start times are given in seconds. 
[implicit (member plan)] 
[node calibrate’ gyros (type action)] 
[node change-data-mode( 1 } (start (0 nil 2255.76))(duration 300)(type action) 
(plan datamode-ok-3)] 
[node datamode-ok-3 (start (2405.76 nil 2555.76))(duration O)(type inference) 
(plan transmit picture)] 
[node datamode-ok-4-(type inference)] 
[node datamode-ok-5 (type inference)] 
[node gyros-rev-up (type event)] 
[node high-speed-slew (start (2405.76 nil 880l))(duration 99)(type action) 
[node medium-speed-slew (start (0 nil 2370))(duration 80)(type action) 
Inode platform damping-1 (start (2504.76 nil 8000))(duration 300)(type event) 
[node platform-damping 2 (start (80 nil 2450))(duration 1 OO)(type event) 
[node playback(1) (start (20001 nil 22757.43))(duration 40)(type action) 
[node playback(2) (start (201 70.29 nil 22926.71))(duration 73.28571)(type action) 
[node position tape{l} (start (0 nil 7958.617))(duration 7.142857)(type action) 
(plan (/ platform-damping-1 viewing(2}))] 
(plan (/ platform-damping-2 viewing{ 1 }))I 
(plan shutter-camera{2})] 
(plan shutter-cahera{l})] 
(plan (/ consolidate-tape(1) position_tape(3}))] 
(plan (/ consolidate_tape{2} datarate-change-3))I 
(plan aart-recording( l } ) ]  
[node set-filter{ 1 } (start (0 nil 2533.4))(duration 16.6)(type action) 
(plan shutter-camera(1 })] 
[node set-filter(2) (start (2405.76 nil 91 76.5))(duration 23.5)(type action) 
(plan shutter_carnera(2))] 
[node shutter-camera(1) (start (2400 2500 255O))(duration 5.76)(type action) 
(plan (/ high-speed-slew set-filter(2) transmit-picture))] 
[node shutter-camera(2) (start (9000 9000 9200))(duration 5.76)(type action) 
(plan record-pictu re)] 
[node start-recording(1) (start (2948.76 nil 7965.76))(duration l)(type action) 
(plan roll)] 
[node start-recording(2) (start (9004.76 nil 9204.76))(duration l)(type action) 
(plan re co r d g  ict u re)] 
Figure 2: An abridged MIRRORS/II specification file for the self-processing network of the complete 
Spaceworld plan. Some details were omitted for brevity. (Page 2 of 3.) 
[node transmit-picture (start (2405.76 nil 2555.76))(duration 144)(type event) 
(plan (/ change-data-mode(2) begin-earth-occukation))] 
[node turn-on-camera (start (0 nil 2520))(duration 30)(type action) 
(plan shutter-camera(1 })] 
[node turn-on-gyros (type action)] 
[node turn-on-heaters (type action)] 
[node turn-on-transmitter (start (0 nil 2255.76))(duration 300)(type action) 
[node viewing(1 } (start (2400 nil 2550))(duration O)(type inference) 
(plan transmit-picture)] 
(plan shutter-camera(1 })] 
[node dataratelchange-1 (start (1000 nil 1 000))(duration 300)(type event) 
(plan (/ viewing{ 1 } datamode-ok-3 start-recording{ 1 }))I 
;--- Control specification 
[ co nt ro I ALTC 0 NTR OL] 
[transcript plan] 
[events (clamp)(show)] 
:--- Start the nodes in the network which have no predecessor nodes. 
[clamp 
[clamp 
(from 0 thru 1) (plan (& 
medium-speed-slew 
turn-on-camera 
set_filter{l} 
change data-mode{ 1 } 
t urn-onIt ransmitt e r 
position-tape{l })) 
1.01 
(froh 1000 thru 1001) (plan datarate - change - 1) 1.01 
[run 250021 
[exit] 
Figure 2: An abridged MIRRORS/II specification file for the self-processing network of the complete 
Spaceworld plan. Some details were omitted for brevity. (Page 3 of 3.) 
A marker-passing paradigm was used as the spreading activation method for this self-processing net- 
work. Basically, a node representing a goal in a plan passes a marker to the nodes to which it sends outgo- 
ing connections, representing goals in the plan which are dependent on the completion of the sending node, 
when it has finished executing. Once a node which has not executed yet has received markers from all the 
nodes from which it receives incoming connections thereby satisfying the dependency constraint, and the 
starting time constraint has been satisfied, the node can begin executing. Nodes which do not have any 
dependency constraints can begin executing as soon as their starting time constraints are satisfied. 
Using the network specification shown in Figure 2 and the marker-passing method described above 
the Spaceworld plan executed successfully, taking advantage of the parallelism inherent in the plan. The 
results of this execution can be seen in Figure 3. The output is composed of messages generated by 
nodes; each node prints a message to indicate when it began executing and when it stopped executing. 
Figure 3 shows that goals in the plan which are independent of each other are executed in parallel while 
other goals which must be executed in a specific order are executed sequentially. For example the nodes 
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turn-on-camera and turn-on transmitter both begin executing at the same time indicating that they are not 
dependent on each other and can be executed in parallel. Also, observe by comparing the network 
specification in Figure 2 to the output in Figure 3 that the starting time constraints of each goal have been 
satisfied and the duration time of each goal is accurate. 
Beginning simulation, will stop at iteration 25002 
Starting action change-data-mode(1 } at time 0. 
Starting action medium-speed-slew at time 0. 
Starting action position tape(1) at time 0. 
Starting action set-fiIter(l} at time 0. 
Starting action turn-on-camera at time 0. 
Starting action turn on-transmitter at time 0. 
Finished action pkition-tape(1) at time 7. 
Finished action set-fiIter(1) at time 16. 
Finished action turn-on-camera at time 30. 
Finished action medium-speed slew at time 80. 
Starting event platform damping-2 at time 80. 
Finished event platform-damping 2 at time 180. 
Finished action change data mode(1) at time 300. 
Finished action turn on-transmitter at time 300. 
Starting event datarat6-c6ange-1 at time 1000. 
Finished event datarate change 1 at time 1300. 
Starting inference viewingrl } at time 2400. 
Finished inference viewing(1) at time 2400. 
Starting inference datamode-ok-3 at time 2405. 
Finished inference datamode-ok-3 at time 2405. 
Starting action shutter camera(1) at time 2500. 
Finished action shutter camera(1) at time 2505. 
Starting action high spee?i-slew at time 2505. 
Starting action set filter(2) at time 2505. 
Starting event transmit-picture at time 2505. 
Finished action set fiIter(2) at time 2528. 
Finished action high speed slew at time 2604. 
Starting event platform-damping-1 at time 2604. 
Finished event transmitgicture at time 2649. 
Starting action change-data-mode(2) at time 2649. 
Finished event platform damping 1 at time 2904. 
Starting action start-recor&tg{ l} attime 2948. 
Finished action change data-mode(2) at time 2949. 
Finished action start-recording{ 1 } at time 2949. 
Starting action roll at time 2949. 
Finished action roll at time 3879. 
Starting inference viewing(2) at time 3879. 
Finished inference viewing(2) at time 3879. 
Starting action change-data-mode(3) at time 3888. 
Finished action change data mode(3) at time 4188. 
Starting event begin-eart6 occultation at time 5000. 
Finished event begin-ea?h-occultation at time 5001. 
Starting event datarate change 2 at time 7000. 
Finished event datarate change-2 at time 7300. 
Starting action shutter-camera(2) at time 9000. 
Figure 3: Output of the self-processing network for non-hierarchical plan execution. (Page 1 of 2.) 
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Starting action start-recording(2) at time 9004. 
Finished action shutter-camera(2) at time 9005. 
Finished action start-recording(2) at time 9005. 
Starting event record-picture at time 9005. 
Finished event record-picture at time 9045. 
Starting action change-data-mode(4) at time 9053. 
Starting action turn-off-tape-recorder at time 9053. 
Finished action turn-off-tape-recorder at time 9054. 
Starting action position-tape(2) at time 9054. 
Finished action position-tape(2) at time 9094. 
Finished action change-data-mode(4) at time 9353. 
Starting event end-earth-occultation at time 20000. 
Finished event end-earth-occultation at time 20001. 
Starting action playback{ 1) at time 20001. 
Finished action playback(1) at time 20041. 
Starting action consolidate-tape{ 1 } at time 20049. 
Starting action position-tape(3) at time 20049. 
Finished action consolidate-tape{ 1 } at time 20049. 
Finished action position-tape(3) at time 201 70. 
Starting action playback(2) at time 201 70. 
Finished action playback(2) at time 20243. 
Starting action consolidate-tape(2) at time 20243. 
Finished action consolidate-tape(2) at time 20243. 
Starting event datarate-change-3 at time 23000. 
Finished event datarate-change-3 at time 23300. 
Starting inference clear-tape at time 25000. 
Finished inference clear - tape at time 25000. 
Figure 3: Output of the self-processing network for non-hierarchical plan execution. (Page 2 of 2.) 
V. Hierarchical Plan Execution 
While non-hierarchical plans like that considered above order goals at a single level of abstraction, 
hierarchical plans consist of multiple levels of abstraction where each level "deeper" in the plan represents a 
more detailed level of abstraction. Based on the "lattice controller" described in [7] we were inspired to 
extend our research to include hierarchical plan execution. Hierarchical plans are generated by some AI 
planning systems so any general purpose plan execution scheme must be able to handle them. Hierarchical 
plans avoid some aspects of the computational complexity arising in real-world applications and are there- 
fore of great value. 
To develop a hierarchical plan to use for this research we added higher levels of abstraction to a sub- 
set of Vere's Spaceworld plan. The resulting plan can be seen in Figure 4. Each higher-level goal in the 
plan can be decomposed into more detailed goals. For example, the highest level goal in the plan is "Take 
a picture of the satellite Clotho" (take-picture-clotho). This goal can be broken down into the more detailed 
goals of "Photograph the satellite" (photograph-satellite) and "Transport the picture to earth" 
(transmit picture-to-earth). Further levels of abstraction are illustrated in Figure 4. Goals in Figure 4 which 
have a numeric duration time are goals from the original non-hierarchical plan. The goals added to form the 
hierarchical plan do not have a specified duration time since their duration time is dependent on the starting 
and duration times of the goals one level lower in the hierarchy. Starting times of the higher-level goals 
were calculated based on the earliest early starting time and earliesf latest starting time of goals of which 
the higher level goals are composed. For example, the early starting times of the nodes which are "chil- 
dren" of node photograph-satellite in the hierarchy are 0, 0, 0, 0, and 2400 so the early starting time of 
photograph satellite node is 0 and the latest starting times of the children nodes are 2520, 2520, 2370, 
1000, and 2550 so the latest starting time of the photograph-satellite node is 1000. 
Nodes in the hierarchical planning network have two new node attributes, parent and depend, in addi- 
tion to the start and duration attributes used in the non-hierarchical plan network. The parent attribute 
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indicates what node or nodes are "above" a given node in the plan hierarchy (the solid lines in Figure 4). 
The depend attribute indicates nodes in the hierarchy which depend on the given node's execution comple- 
tion to begin their own execution (the dotted lines in Figure 4). This order-dependent information is 
represented by node connections in both the non-hierarchical and hierarchical plan network. However, in 
the hierarchical plan, network node connections are also used to indicate more detailed goals which com- 
bine to represent the "parent" goal node. For example, the take-picture-clotho node connects to the 
photograph-satellite and transmit-picture-to-earth nodes since the latter two nodes represent a finer level of 
abstraction of the "parent" goal node take-picture-clotho (see Figure 5) .  
;--- Set containing the goals (nodes) in a hierarchical sebset of a Spaceworld plan. 
[set plan (method hplan) 
(contains 
;--- Activation method for hierarchical plans. 
take-picture-clotho photograph-satellite 
t ransmit-pict u re-to-eart h turn-on-camera set-f i It er{ 1 } 
ensure-still-platform ensure nonobstructed-view 
shutter-camera(1 } ensure-datamode-ok transmit-picture 
medium-speed-slew platform-damping-2 datarate-change-1 viewing( 1 }) 
(attribute start dynamic) 
(attribute duration dynamic optional) 
(attribute parent dynamic optional) 
(attribute depend dynamic optional) 
(attribute type dynamic) 
(connects (plan oto incoming optional))] ;--- Nodes in this set connect to other nodes in this set. 
;--- Definition of node attributes needed for this model. 
;--- The following node statements give detailed node attribute information 
;--- for each node as well as describing the node connections in the network. 
[implicit (member plan)] 
[node take-picture-clotho (type action)(start (0 nil 1000)) 
[implicit (parent (take-picture-clotho))] 
[node photograph-satellite (type action)(start (0 nil 1000)) 
(plan (/ photograph-satellite transmit-picture-to-earth))] 
(depend (transmit-picture)) 
(plan (/ turn-on-camera set-filter( 1 } ensure-still-platform 
[node transmit-picture-to-earth (type action)(start (0 nil 2405)) 
(plan (/ ensure-datamode-ok transmit-picture))] 
ensure-nonobstructed-view shutter-camera{ 1 } transmit-picture))] 
[implicit (parent (photograph-satellite))] 
[node turn on camera (type action)(start (0 nil 2520))(duration 30) 
(deped (shutter-carnera(1 })) 
(plan shutter-camera(1 })] 
[node set-filter{l} (type action)(start (0 nil 2533))(duration 16) 
(depend (shutter-carnera(1))) 
(plan shutter camera(l})] 
[node ensure-stillglatform (type action)(start (0 nil 2370)) 
(depend (shutter-camera(1))) 
(plan (/ medium-speed-slew platform-damping-2 shutter-camerail }))I 
Figure 5 :  A MIRRORS/II specification file for the self-processing network of the hierarchical plan 
shown in Figure 4. (Page 1 of 2.) 
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[node ensure nonobstructed view (type action)(start (0 nil 1000)) 
[node shutter camera{l} (type action)(start (2400 2500 2550))(duration 5) 
(depgnd (shutter-camera(1 })) 
(plan (/ medium-speed-slew datarate-change-1 viewing{ 1 } shutter-camera{ 1 }))I 
(dept%i (transmit-picture)) 
(plan transmit-picture)] 
[implicit (parent (transmit-picture-to-earth))] 
[node ensure-datamode-ok (type action)(start (0 nil 2405))(duration 2405) 
(depend (t ransmit-picture)) 
(plan transmit-picture)] 
[node transmit-picture (type action)(start (2405 nil 2555))(duration 144)] 
[node mediumLspeed-slew (type action) (start (0 nil 2370))(duration 80) 
(parent (ensure-still-platform ensure-nonobstructed-view)) 
(depend (platform-damping 2 viewing{ 1 })) 
(plan (/ platform damping Fviewing{ 1 }))I 
[node platform-dampingz2 (type action) 
(start (80 nil 2450))(duration 100) 
(parent (ensure~still~platform))] 
[implicit (parent (ensure nonobstructed-view))] 
[node datarate change-- (type event)(start (1 000 nil 1000))(duration 300) 
[node viewing{ l} (type inference)(start (2400 nil 2550))(duration O)] 
t control spec 
[events (inpu 1) (show)] 
[control ALTCONTROL] 
;--- Start the top-level node in the hierarchy 
[input (from 0 thru l)(plan take-picture - clotho) 1.01 
[transcript hplan] 
[run 26551 
[exit] 
(depend (viewing{l}))(plan viewing{l})] 
--______ 
Figure 5: A MIRRORS/II specification file for the self-processing network of the hierarchical plan 
shown in Figure 4. (Page 2 of 2.) 
The marker passing algorithm used for hierarchical plan execution differs slightly from the one used for 
non-hierarchical plan execution. In hierarchical plan execution, goal execution begins with the node at the 
top-most level of abstraction. Once a parent node begins executing it sends a marker to each of its "child" 
nodes. Each "child" node must receive a marker from each node on which it depends and from it's parent 
node before it can begin executing; it is not appropriate to begin executing nodes at lower levels of the 
hierarchy if the conditions for executing their parent goals at higher levels of the hierarchy have not been 
met. Once a "child" node has completed executing, it sends a marker to its "parent" node indicating that it 
is done and to any other nodes which depend on the completion of its execution. All the child nodes (those 
one level lower in the hierarchy) must complete executing before the parent node's execution can be con- 
sidered complete. The starting time constraints remain the same. 
Using the self-processing network shown in Figure 5 and the marker-passing method described above, 
the hierarchical plan executed successfully. The results are shown in Figure 6. You can see that the top- 
most node began executing first and finished executing last because it could not complete executing until all 
its lower-level detail nodes had finished executing. Many of the goals were executed in parallel. Also note 
that the necessary sequential processing was maintained. For example, the transmit-picture goal did not 
begin executing until the photograph-satellite node was finished executing. 
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Beginning simulation, will stop at iteration 2655 
Starting action take-picture-clotho at time 0. 
Starting action photograph-satellite at time 0. 
Starting action transmit-picture-to-earth at time 0. 
Starting action turn-on-camera at time 0. 
Starting action set-filter(1) at time 0. 
Starting action ensure-still-platform at time 0. 
Starting action ensure-nonobstructed-view at time 0. 
Starting action ensure-datamode-ok at time 0. 
Starting action medium-speed-slew at time 0. 
Finished action setJilter{l} at time 16. 
Finished action turn-on-camera at time 30. 
Finished action medium-speed-slew at time 80. 
Starting action platform-damping-2 at time 80. 
Finished action platform-damping-2 at time 180. 
Finished action ensure-still-platform at time 181. 
Starting event datarate-change-1 at time 1000. 
Finished event datarate-change-1 at time 1300. 
Starting inference viewing{l} at time 2400. 
Finished inference viewing{l] at time 2400. 
Finished action ensure-nonobstructed-view at time 2402. 
Finished action ensure-datamode-ok at time 2405. 
Starting action shutter-camera(1 } at time 2500. 
Finished action shutter-camera(1 } at time 2505. 
Finished action photograph-satellite at time 2506. 
Starting action transmit picture at time 2506. 
Finished action transmit-picture at time 2650. 
Finished action transmit-picture-to-earth at time 2651. 
Finished action take-picture-clotho at time 2652. 
Figure 6: Output of the self-processing network for hierarchical plan execution. 
VI. Discussion 
Along with recent related work [7], this study demonstrates for the first time that plan execution, a task 
usually solved using traditional AI problem-solving techniques, can be accomplished using a self-processing 
network. The distributed processing approach used here allows many plan steps to be executed in parallel 
while still preserving the essential sequential aspects of the plan execution. The fact that self-processing net- 
works have been applied to various space-related applications [5,6] in addition to the one discussed here 
demonstrates the general aplicability of this approach to planning and control problems relevant to space- 
craft activities. A logical next step might be to implement a self-processing model which could execute plans 
which are dynamically changing during the period of execution. 
This work also demonstrates that MIRRORS/II is a powerful environment for the 
developmentlevaluation of self-processing systems in general. It allowed us to develop this plan execution 
model in a very short amount of time and to implement marker passing processing paradigms as needed. 
The design of MIRRORS/II and all previous work with MIRRORS/II had been limited to connectionist models 
and had not considered the possibility of using methods like marker passing. The ease with which 
MIRRORS/II supported marker passing methods without any alterations to MIRRORS/II itself suggests that it 
will prove quite robust as a software environment for future automation research. A logical next step might 
be the development of other parallel AI methods in the context of MIRRORS/II. 
Acknowledgements: Supported in part by NASA award NAG1-885 and in part by NSF award lRl-8451430. 
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Abst rac t  
We investigate through a mis- 
sion scheduling problem how a neu- 
ral network can work compared to a 
hyh-iio' ~ ; v - ~ ~ . w  d d x i '  01: opei-ahwn 
research and artificial intelligence 
approach. Then we present a discus- 
sion to demonstrate the characte- 
ristic features of each one. 
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Problems that have combinatorial 
complexity are generally said NP- 
complete problems (meaning that 
there are no polynomial algorithm 
for finding optimal solutions). About 
solving combinatorial optimization 
problems, standard operation re- 
search methods are effective for 
little problems but they often failed 
when more complex problems invol- 
ving many variables and constraints 
are to be solved. 
Whenever we cannot use stan- 
dard methods, more suitable "hybrid" 
systems merging operation research 
and artificial intel l igence tech- 
niques bLit very domain dependant 
and less restricting, work with spe- 
ci!ic heuristics m d  of!er r o n  ugti- 
mal but very satisfying so!utions. 
A more general "hybrid" system, 
OSCAR, based on an automatic in- 
' telligent reasoning has been built in 
[9] for the mission scheduling pro- 
blem, using a general assignment al- 
gorithm designed to work with a 
variety of heuristics and rules to 
make choices and define the reaso- 
ning strategies. 
NP-complete problems also have 
been shown to be solved by a neural 
network approach if they can be 
formulated as optimization prc- 
blems [3]. Indeed many researchers 
have shown that neural networks are 
satisfying constraint systems and 
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that we are able to design neural 
networks giving very good solutions 
for operation research problems. 
A number of papers have been yield 
which compare different neural 
network techniques for solving op- 
ti m i z at i o n pro b I e m s [ 5,6,7]. 
Whenever it is known [3] that 
computational power and speed of 
collective analog networks of neu- 
rons in rapidly solving optimization 
problems has been demonstrated, 
we ask what are really interests of 
a neural approach compared to other 
approaches thrcjugh a specific 
assignment problem. 
When OSCAR works with local 
measures, we propose to compare, 
for the same assignment problem, 
such a system to an optimization 
method based on neural networks 
involving a global measure. 
After briefly presenting the 
assignmer?t prcblam, we give the 
principle of the general assignment 
algorithm then the neural network 
approach. Then we discuss about 
properties of both approaches giving 
our topics about weakness and 
strength of each one. 
2 The scheduling problem 
I n t e r e s t s  
A spacecraft scheduling is a 
difficult problem because of a large 
number of different and interacting 
constraints, uncertainty and often 
situation-dependant optimization 
criteria which make the search 
process computationaly complex. 
The mission scheduling problem 
consists of finding both a set of 
resources and a temporal position 
for each elementary lower-level 
activity. Our interest deals with 
three points: 
- Temporal relative and absolute 
constraints 
- Activities which are elementary 
action to be performed on the 
spacecraft or on the ground 
requiring one resource-group to be 
chosen among various possible 
reso u rce-g roups. 
- Pointwise unsharable resources 
defined in [9] as resources involving 
both the assignment and scheduling 
problems. Such a resource is for 
example a camera and the camera 
assignment problem has to be the 
iollowi ng. 
The camera "resource" 
An he liosy nc h ro no us spacecraft 
payload consists of cameras with 
tilting capabilities. Therefore, i ts 
workload consists of activities Ai 
which are processed by taking ri  
pictures of a given area from a 
possible set of specified orbits. The 
area is defined on the orbits by its 
beginning (bi) and ending (ei) 
latitudes and has a given width. 
Mirrors allow to take pictures of the 
landbelt not only just below the 
satellite but also above several 
landbelts beside the central band. 
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Since weather conditions can alter 
the quality of a picture, ri p ic tu res  
are required lo satisfy an activity 
i.e. get a good picture of all the 
expected areas. 
Let ri the required number of 
processings of activity Ai. The 
workload is built dynamically and 
thus the assignment of the 
activities must be updated after 
each request. The sequence of orbits 
is given and cannot be changed in 
any way. Therefore at a given time t, 
the following orbits 0 1  ... On  are 
described with the activities which 
are assigned to. 
_ _  
b i  
- - 7  
e i i  
a resource is 
dl a-ea cieiinc;? 
on the orbit by 
its beginning and 
ending latitudes 
4 a task Ti needs ri 
pmessings 
orbits 
Why this is a "conflict-solving" 
system is that in this activity 
assignment problem we have to 
make choices that is to find a 
resource (an orbit interval) among 
several possible unsharable re- 
sources respecting constraints. 
3 A "hybrid" system: OSCAR 
OSCAR merges operation re- 
search and artificial intelligence 
methods for solving a large class of 
spatial missions assignment pro- 
blems (more precisely scheduling 
problems). 
The set of problems OSCAR is 
able to solve is the following : 
given a set of  activities, the goal is 
to find both a set o f  resources and a 
temporal position for each elemen- 
tary activity to process. 
Let us define: 
- An a c t i v i t y  
cannot be split and has to be 
assigned on the same resource- 
group. Several resource-groups are 
possible choices for an activity 
- A resource -g roup  
is defined with 
. a set of physical resources 
. a time window 
. a duration 
. temporal constraints 
- Physical resources 
are to be sharable or unsharable, 
consummable (memory) or not 
(electrical power, camera). 
- Temporal cons t ra in t s  
are absolute (beginning and ending 
times of an activity are bound to 
stay within a given interval) or 
relative (between two activities). 
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Therefore the goal is to find for 
each activity 
. a resource-group 
. an exact temporal position 
This approach is incrementa l  
in that an activity enters one after 
another one from the set of the all 
activities in a grgwing context. The 
current context is a view of already 
assigned activities but  it is  
possible to put this assignment into 
question. The philosophy is the 
fo I lowi ng : 
Let A be an activity to be entered in 
the context 
- If the current context has 
enough  room for A, one of the 
possible resource-groups is assi- 
gned to A. 
- Otherwise, the mimimal sets 
of activities that prevent A from 
being assigned one resource-group 
are detined. Then a minimal set of 
activities is chosen, ejected from 
the current context assigning a 
group-resource to A, and has to be 
re-planned. 
- If one of the ejected activities 
cannot be re-entered into the 
context, another minimal set is 
chosen: there is a failure 
- If all the minimal sets fail, it 
is the total failure 
- If all the ejected activities 
are to be re-planned, the process 
succeeds 
It has been proved that the 
general assignment algorithm has 
the following properties : 
- It terminates.  
- It is c o m p l e t e :  if a solution 
exits, it finds it. 
- Theoretical and  pratical 
studies about the average computa- 
tional complexity of the algorithm 
have shown that except for few very 
constrained cases, the average 
number of activities that have to be 
re-planned doesn’t depend on the 
number of act ivi t ies but only 
depends on the saturation rate of 
the context  ( r a t e  act iv i t ies 
/possible resources). 
Specific and general heuristics 
are used for choosing: 
- A group-resource in the 
context 
- A minimal set of activities 
OSCAR has been successfully 
tested on camera  resource 
assignment problem concerning an 
Earth-Obsevation Satellite. 
4 The neural network 
approach 
We are interested here in solving 
a complex optimization problem in 
parallel without learning process. 
About solving constraint satisfac- 
tion problems [ lo]  gives three 
neural networks models : 
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- The Hopfield network [l]. 
- The Boltzmann machine [4]. 
- The Tank and Hopfield network 
[31. 
Our goal is not here to compare 
the three models applied to a 
specific problem (we find compari- 
sons of models through the 
travelling salesman and the graph 
bisection problems in [5,7]) but we 
want 'to show how they efficiently 
can help to solve an assignment 
.problem, what are their weakness 
and strength compared with the 
, previous approach. 
We use both Hopfield networks 
and Boltzmann machines during our 
simulations. 
These models consist of a large 
number of computing elements 
called units that are connected to 
each other by bidirectional links and 
this massive interconnection gives 
tnem an important computationai 
power. 
With each unit u i  a binary 
value is associated, denoting its 
state "0" or "1," (on or off). 
Therefore, at a given time the 
network can be represented by a 
state vector. Weights on links are 
symetric, (having the same strength 
in both directions). A solution is 
given by a configuration C of the 
network that is the state vector. 
An "objective" function of a global 
configuration is defined by analogy 
with statistical mechanics energy 
where 
wij  is the strength of connec- 
tions between units Ui and Uj, 
S i  is the state of unit i, 
li is the threshold of unit i. 
If  the units change their 
given a configuration C, then firstly 
a neighbouring configuration C' is 
generated, changing unit Ui  state 
and secondly it is evaluated. 
Because the connections are 
symetric, the difference between 
the energy of configuration C and C' 
can be determined locally by the 
unit U i  and  
states one at a time (0 ---> 1 ), 
thus allowing a parallel execution. 
In an Hopfield model the rule 
decisizn Is : 
Si  = 0 if AEi < Ii 
1 otherwise 
in the Boltzmann machine, the 
units are in one of the two states 
determined as a probabi l is t ic  
function of the states of its 
neighboring units (these which are 
connected to) and the weights on its 
links to them. The acceptance 
probability in changing a unit state 
i s  
p(Si = 1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-AEi/T)) 
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where 
T is the computational tempe- 
rature used in simulations as a 
control parameter associated with a 
simulated annealing process which 
is a statistical generalization of 
hill-climbig optimization methods. 
It allows to make uphill moves 
instead of settling in local mini- 
mum. 
T=O is the limit-case used in the 
Hopfield model. 
The dynamics of evolution of 
these systems states follow a 
simple rule (above) and is asynchro- 
nous (a unit is randomly chosen and 
tries to change its state given its 
inputs) . 
The updating rule of a unit state 
is an energy optimizing rule 
(minimizing / maximizing ). 
Modifications of units states conti- 
nue until a stable state is reached, 
that is, an energy optimum is 
reached. 
Mapping a satisfaction 
constraints problem 
For mapping a satisfaction 
constraint problem we have to: 
- Find a representation of 
the problem as to be solved by a 
neural network. 
Indeed , the I itte rat u re often invo Ive 
schemes which are operation re- 
search ones (matrix, graphs) and we 
have to investigate if it is relevant 
to relate operation research repre- 
sentation problems to neural tech- 
niques. 
The solution to the assignment 
problem consists of an optimal 
assignment with the respect to the 
interacting constraints. 
To map this problem onto the 
computational network, we require a 
representation that needs to be 
decoded. We have chosen a repre- 
sentation scheme in which the final 
assignment' is specified by a confi- 
guration of the network. 
For example, if an activity Ai 
requires ri = 3 processings and if a 
possible set of resources for Ai is 
QI = (Ol(1 10) 02(3 13) 03(0 9) Oll(10 18)) 
a possible solution is given by 
~ ~ 0 c o  
r l  R r3 r l  r2 r3 r l  r2 r3 r l  r2 r3 
01 0 2  0 3  011 
- The processing r l  of Ai is on the 
orbit Ol(1 10) 
- The processing r2 of Ai is on the 
orbit 02(3 13) 
- The processing r3 of Ai is on the 
orbit Oll (10  18) 
- Define units. Therefore a 
unit is the elementary information 
to process in this optimization 
problem and it means : 
a possible choice for assigning 
the activity Ai to the resource Oj 
respecting its temporal constraints. 
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This representation scheme is  
natural since any activity can be 
assigned to any one in its related 
possible set of resources. 
The number of units required for 
a problem where p activities are 
involved is therefore 
N = Zp np units 
where 
"P 
I - 
(the number of processings of 
activity p) 
* 
(the number of possible orbits 
intervals which 
can be assigned to activity p) 
that is the number of units for 
representing the activity Ap. 
Our point is that resources are 
unsharable that is 
- any part of any orbit cannot be 
simultaneously shared between two 
activities. If Ai' is another activity 
and Qi' its possible set of resources 
and ri'=2 
Qi1= (Ol(1 10) 0 5 ( 5  14) 09(7 16)) 
we cannot find the following solu- 
tion scheme 
~30.00000.00 
r3 r l  r2 r3 r l  r2 r3 r l  r2 r3 
I I I I 
02 03 011 
aif00.00 
r l  r2 r l  r2 r l  r2 / ! !  
that is we cannot find r l  on orbit 0 1  
for activity Ai and r2 on orbit 0 1  for 
activity Ai'. 
- different processings of the 
same activity cannot share the same 
part of an orbit. So we cannot find 
the following solution scheme 
r3 r l  r2 r3 r l  r2 r3 r l  r2 r3 P p  
- the same processing cannot be 
assigned more than one resource at 
a time. So we cannot find 
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that is r l  cannot be assigned to .Two processing of different 
orbits 0 1  and 0 2  tasks do not share a part of any 
orbit. 
- an activity try to assign all . A task Ti can't plan more than 
the processing it requires: ri processing 
OOOO.000000. Excitatory links 
r l  r2 r 3  r l  r2 r 3  r l  r2 r 3  r l  r2 r3 
1 I I I I . Each unit activates a 
01 0 2  0 3  01 1 processing of another orbit 
The "objective" is to occupe as 
better as possible the all set of  - Define what are the right 
*resources. connection weights 
Because of these choices a unit Uijk For computing a solution to the 
means the possibility for activity i Problem, the network has to be 
to assign processing j on orbit k described by an energy function in 
which t h e  most stable s ta te  of the  
network is the best assignment. Our 
- Define the connections energy function is the following 
that is define what a link is with 
the respect to the constraints and 
the "objective" of the problem. E = -aCi,YE c 1 (ri*(Pi+pi'))sisi' 
Weights on links represent a weak -bCi, i' E c2(max(pi ,P it))s is? 
pairwise constraint between two 
hypotheses. -CCl,ilE c3(mWi+pi'))sisjl 
i : index giving the orbits 
j : index giving the realizations 
t : index giving the tasks 
where 
c 1 ={ u i, u it/ activityi = activityil Connections are built between links satisfying the following constraints 
orbit i  = orbitit 
proces si ng i+p rocess i ng i*} 
Inhibitory links 
~ 2 = {  ~ i , u i t /  activityi = activityiv 
orbi t i  # orbitji .Two processing of the same task do not share a part of the same 
orbit. processingp processingjl} 
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~ 4 = {  ui,uil/ activityi - activityin 
orbiti = orbitit 
processingig( (processingjl+l) 
mod (number of proceesingi))) 
a,b,c,d > 0 are parameters 
Pi  = F(number of possible resources 
for Ai, number of activities 
for which orbit related to Ui 
is a possible resource, 
number of processings 
needed by Ai) 
This function gives advantage to the 
less requested resources. 
5 Startins a discussion 
- Complexity 
Complexity is def ined in corn- 
puter science by : 
- Spatial complexity 
- Temporal complexity 
The neural network simulations 
always converged giving satisfying 
solutions from an engineering point 
of view for little examples with 
256 units (25 activities and 21 
resources) or less. 
If the complexity has been 
theoretically and pratically studied 
in the R.O. and I.A. approach giving 
very interesting results about the 
average computational complexity 
of the algorithm, for very constrai- 
ned cases, combinatorial problems 
are again involved. 
Theoretical studies are being 
made for the neural net one. 
Nevertheless, in this application the 
neural network appears to converge 
with the number of units. 
If many activities are involved 
in a problem, a great number of 
possibilities appears. Therefore, 
solving such a complex optimization 
problem needs a large number of 
units and a highly connected 
network. But because of the 1011 
neurons and 106 connections from 
each one in the nervous system and 
very encouraging results which 
appear in the domain,'it is relevant 
to investigate how the computatio- 
nal power of these networks can 
help to solve optimization problems. 
Morever, neural networks are 
parallel systems which are func- 
tionnally implementable . 
- Locality of taking 
decisions 
The assignment algorithm de- 
cides with locality. Indeed, when a 
new task enters, only its possibility 
of assignment is investigated. 
The new task is p~ is not able to be 
planned. No global criteria is taken 
into account. An already planned 
task is ejected only if it is sure to 
get another assignment. 
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A neural net approach also 
decides locally about an assignment. 
Indeed the model is based on 
computational locality of decision 
in the units. Morever, i t  takes 
immediatly into account the  
constraints on other units that is 
the constraints of the problem. 
Therefore, there is a "microscopic" 
decis ion system (cooperat ion 
/competition) in every unit because 
of the neighbourood.(defined by the 
connections.) 
Example 
- Global I incremental 
d e c i s i o n s  
The set of constraints mapped on 
the connections to a unit makes  the 
unit to take locally a global decision 
that is it computes a global criteria 
to optimize. 
We give for example in [8] a 
criteria to maximize "the probabi- 
iity of satisfying all the activities'. 
Therefore an already planned task is 
ejected i f  the new activity opti- 
mizes the "objective" function 
satisfying the constraints given by 
the neighbours (the units which it is 
directly connected to). 
In comparison, the research 
operation and artificial intelligence 
In this example the R.O. and I.A. 
approach can only cope with two 
activit ies: 
-T1 enters and is satisfied 
with T1 on orbits 01 and 0 2  
or  
T1 on orbits 01 and 0 3  
o r  
T1 on orbits 0 2  and 03. 
-T2 enters and is satisfied 
with 1 2  on orbits 0 3  and 04, 
and T1 on orbits 01 and 02. 
-T3 cannot be satisfied 
without definitively ejecting 
T1 or T2 
-T4 cannot be satisfied 
without ejecting T2 
In that case, our network satisfied 
T1, T3 and T4, i.e. three tasks: 
approach is an incremental decision 
process in which no global criteria 
is computed. 
-11 on orbits 0 1  and 0 2  
Tlon orbits 0 1  and 0 3  
or  
T1 on orbits 0 2  and 0 3  
or  I f  the objective is to use all the 
ressources realizing the best 
assignment we find the following 
results for each approach: 
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-T3 on orbits 01 and 0 6  
and T1 on orbits 0 2  and 0 3  
T3 on orbits 0 3  and 0 6  
and T1 on orbits 01  and 02. 
o r  
-T4 on orbits 0 4  and 0 5  
and T3 on orbits 01 and 0 6  
and T1 on orbits 0 2  and 0 3  
T4 on orbits 0 4  and 0 5  
and T3 on orbits 0 3  and 0 6  
and T1 on orbits 0 2  and 03. 
o r  
- Programming complexity 
In the neural network formula- 
tion of an optimization problem, the 
constraints and the criteria to 
optimize are expressed inside the 
objective function. Thus by optimi- 
zing the objective function we 
optimize the satisfaction of the 
constraints. Morever, this approach 
provides an efficient and very 
simple technique for mapping the 
constraints on the links between 
units. 
In the  R.O. and  I.A. approach,  
constraints on resources and acti- 
vities are these which tend to 
reduce the combinatoric aspect and 
that is why the constraint-base 
reasoning is a more complex propa- 
gation mecanism. 
6 Conclusion 
We have described here how an 
optimization problem can be rapidly 
and easily mapped on a neural 
network and provide encouraging 
results in comparison with an 
operation research and intelligence 
artificial approach. 
Nevertheless for neural net- 
works which deal with such complex 
combinatorial optimization I pro- 
blems, the difficult task consists of 
finding weights of the connections. 
Indeed, because the solutions to 
these problems are not known as in 
other problems involving learning 
algorithms [6], they must be esta- 
blished by the designer. 
Our interest is now to design a 
mapping method for solving 
constraint satisfaction problems 
(more precisely scheduling pro- 
blems) through applications explo- 
ration and theoretical results. 
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ABSTRACT 
Flexible robotic systems for the space applications need to use local information to guide their 
action in uncertain environments where the state of the environment and even the goals may 
change. They have to be tolerant of unexpected events and robust enough to carry their task to 
completion. Tactical goals should be modified while maintaining strategic goals. Furthermore, 
reactive robotic systems need to have a broader view of their environments than sensory-based 
systems. We offer an architecture and a theory of representation extending the basic cycles of 
action and perception. This scheme allows for dynamic description of the environment and 
determining purposive and timely action. We are exploring applications of our scheme for 
assembly and repair tasks using a Universal Machine Intelligence RTX robot, but the ideas are 
extendable to other domains. This paper describes the nature of reactivity for sensor-based robotic 
systems and implementation issues we have encountered in developing a prototype. 
1. Introduction 
Almost every system in our daily life is reactive. They asynchronously accept input and produce 
output. This output may be normal or abnormal according to the intended function of the system. 
When they are situated in an environment, reactive systems produce responses based on their 
intended function and they do this by changing their goals and actions in response to new 
recognitions in the environment or shifting situations. Similarly, reactive programs form response 
behaviors based on "purposes" of the system within which they are embedded in response to 
asynchronous input from the environment. An operating system is a reactive system, whereas a 
program that blindly follows a set of instructions is not. Reactive systems developed to this date 
are aimed at producing routine, almost reflexive, behavior in an environment. Span of cognition 
and perception in these systems is narrow and often does not include an examination of "mental" 
states such as changes in goal priorities and long range expectations. We call this sort of reaction 
low-level reactivity and contrast it with high-level reactivity concerned with changing goals and 
reactive planning. Low-level reactivity might be suitable for small scale agents that are resource 
rich and have relatively low impact on the overall activities. On the other hand, intelligent agents 
slated for space applications have limited resources and need to react not only in the local sense of 
the word but also in a rational manner by building or altering goals or their specifications. This is 
required for reasoning in a dynamic problem space. 
Most everyday activities are immediate and a myopic view of the world suffices to construct 
models of engagement in the world with no internal representation of the world. We argue that one 
needs to plan across activities as well as about them and this calls for a model of an agent 
interacting with a changing environment capable of adapting its behavior and reasoning at various 
levels of abstraction to purposively react. Purposive systems perform actions in relation to their 
functional requirements [Kim, 19881. Reactive behavior is needed for improving use of resources 
for goal achievement. This model considers directed perception and interruptible cognitive 
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processing in the perception-action cycle. Planning and reflective capabilities are crucial to robust 
reasoning agents. 
Planning systems can be augmented with levels of abstraction in order to cope with combinatorics 
of detailed robot activitity. By carefully limiting the scope of planning to levels of abstraction, it 
becomes easier to identify stereotypical circumstances. A characteristic of reactive systems is 
hierarchies of activity. This hierarchy is a toolbox metaphor of behavioral skills. At one extreme 
the behavior may call for a dexterous manipulator with much sensory information, and at the other 
extreme it may provide a sufficing jesticulation behavior with minimal resources. This action 
hierarchy provides a degree of responsiveness in the environment. However, the increased 
overzealousness may be harmful. Central to the notion of reactivity are the two questions of when 
and how to react? An intelligent agent ought to react when the utility of reaction is most favorable 
in light of its goals. The concept of utility is used to construct a measure of desirability for courses 
of action. An intelligent agent also needs to decide whether to continue with a course of action or 
whether new circumstances are amenable to a better course of action. To quantify this, each course 
of action is assigned an expectation of completetion which is monitored continously and updated as 
new information becomes available. This is tantamount to a feasibility measure of the alternate 
actions. Choice of motor and sensory activities is determined by arbitration of action at execution 
while courses of action are discriminated by reasoning at higher cognitive levels. 
The Nature of Reactivity 
To clarify the different types of reactivity required of a system, we discuss various types of 
reactivity. We define low-level reactivity as generation of behaviors in response to signals from the 
environment and identifj a need for high-level reactivity. 
Reactivity at the low level is a response to incremental awareness of environmental variations and 
details. The prime facie principle is "do the best you can at the moment". Characteristic of low- 
level reactivity is a goal to be satisfied and a tactic (method) for achieving the goal. Robotic 
compliant motion is a type of reactivity where f i e  motion parameters are determined as the 
environmental consttaints are perceived incrementally. An example is sliding along the surface of a 
table where the geometry of the table is not fully known and are discovered only by sensing local 
surface geometries. Another type of reactivity is to form responses where the environment 
including one's resources slowly changes. Activities of the robot can be changed to cope with 
small changes in the environment. Tracking an object on a conveyor belt is an example. 
Low-level reactivity resembles hill-climbing algorithms and is often not sufficient to guarantee 
successful achievement of goals. Pure low-level reactivity may lead an agent to repetitive actions, 
undo actions, irreversible traps, or other undesirable situations. We suggest invocation and/or 
formation of goals with varying strength in response to environmental signals. Most urgent goals 
might be expanded to methods for accomplishing goals. These methods in turn will be presented 
to the low-level reactive module for execution. This method of changing goal priorities is a reactive 
scheme which will be dubbed high-level reactivity. 
If one examines the behavior of reactive systems such as human beings, one finds that they react to 
crisis situations, to situations that impact preserving their good condition, property, and products 
of their effect, to situations conditined by their profession or role, and to situations that satisfy 
theur basic needs. These are all examples of high-level reactivity. Purposive robots in a dynamic 
environment will encounter similar situations and need mechanisms for achieving similar behavior. 
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2. Related Work 
A number of low-level reactive systems has been developed in the last few years. Brooks [19851 
describes an architecture for incorporating control mechanisms of a robot in specialized behavior 
units at hierarchies of increasing competence. His recent work has been directed toward building 
increasingly smaller agents with evolving patterns of behavior. This approach is not appropriate for 
space applications bacause it assumes resource rich environments rather than resource limited. 
Vachtsevanos and Hexmoor [ 19861 present a reactive approach to obstacle avoidance based on 
rapid replanning capabilities. Agre and Chapman [ 19871 advocate a model of interaction with the 
environment that is based on local schemas and demonstrate achievement of complex behaviors 
without the use of traditional planning techniques using world models. Kaebling [1987, 19881 
presents specification languages REX and GAPPS that capture behaviors of agents for parallel 
actions and provide definition of constructs with constant bound. Agent behaviors are defined in 
various levels of sophisticaction which provides a hierarchy of behavioral choice based on the 
scope of available information. Dean and Boddy [ 19881 present an analysis of time-dependent 
planning. They introduce a class of algorithms they call "anytime" algorithms which can be 
suspended and resumed with negligible overhead and which will return an answer whenever 
terminated. The answers returned improve as a function of time in a well-behaved manner. 
A number of planning issues that arise pertaining to reactive systems. For example, reactive 
systems can be inefficient planners. Drummond [ 19881 discusses how overzealous reactive 
systems fail. He presents a problem of stacking three blocks where the middle block cannot be put 
in place last. He calls this the "B Not Last" (BNL) problem. Plans are expanded in plan nets and 
situated control rules are provided to avoid potential traps. Monitoring and sensing the environment 
is also problematic. Gini [1985] describe a system that generates expectations of plans by 
discovering intents of plan steps. This is used to monitor execution of plans and replan when 
errors are fully identified. Her recent work [Gini, 19881 clearly points out that I'rea1:time'' 
perception is unattainable and planning based on this assumption is problematic. Planners need to 
keep track of reasons for plans and their formation in order to reason about and revise them. Very 
few teleologically adequate planning systems have been developed. An approach toward this end is 
consideration of mental attitudes like intention, desire, and belief. Georgeff [1987] describes such 
a need for reactive systems. His work served to demonstrate that intelligent goal-directed behavior 
in dynamic environments necessitates basing behavior generation on higher cognitive function such 
as intention. Our recent work in [Underwood and Hexmoor, 19891 is another step in this direction 
of establishing teleological foundations for planning. Our earlier work uses a schema-based 
hierarchical planning model. This model has been used in automatic planning of robotic fabrication 
and assembly tasks in airframe manufacturing [Underwood, et al, 1984 and 19881. This approach 
allows modification of prior planning constructs to generate new plans. 
3. A Reactive Robotic System Architecture 
We propose an architecture for low-level and high-level reactivity that is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
The low-level reactive apparatus is similar to previous reactive systems with essential components 
of perception and an action arbiter. A novelty of our architecture is incorporation of high-level 
reactivity and a supervisory level of planning and reasoning which guides choice of low-level 
reactive behaviors. 
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High-level reactivity 
Low-level reactivity 
S Sense 
A Act 
P Perceive 
- Control - Data Channel Data flow ACTU AT0  FU E " h l E N T  EFFECTOW PF(EPROCESSED SENSmY INFORMATION SENSOR 
Figure 3.1 An Architecture for an Intelligent Reactive Robotic System 
The world model and the schema memory are used for both low-level and high-level reactivity. 
World model: This component is the database of the perceived environment and contains current 
information about location of parts and situation parameters along with time tags. Situations are 
robot activities like grasp and parameters are information used to complete the activities. The world 
model also contains information about the geometries of solid objects. To preserve internal 
consistency, only the perception subsystem adds information into the world model. The world 
model is consulted by the action arbiter and the planner. The world model is also intended to 
contain information about dynamic environments. 
High-Level Reactivity 
In this section we describe the objects, structure and mechanisms of high-level reactivity depicted 
in the upper portion of Figure 3.1. 
Goals must be considered in a reactive system because they arise as a reaction to a situation, as a 
result of planning to achieve a goal. Schank and Abelson [ 19771 suggest a taxonomy of goals that 
are useful in automated language understanding. We previously applied this taxonomy in robotic 
planning and now find it useful is representing high-level robotic reactivity to situations. Particular 
types of goals of interest are as follows: 
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o Achievement goals arise from an agents role or function and have to do with the achievement of 
goals associated with that function. 
o Preservation goals have to do with preserving or maintaining the good condition of a system, its 
possessions, or the results of its achievement goals. For example, P-Condition represents the 
goal of preserving optimal operating condition. 
o Crisis goals are a special case of preservation goals that arise in response to crisis situations, e.g. 
fire. 
o Satisfaction goals are goals corresponding to a recurring strong operational need which when 
satisfied are extinguished for a time, e.g. , the need for storage of electrical energy. 
o Instrumental goals are any goal which facilitate realizing other goals. For example, I-Prep(part, 
op) represents the goal of preparing a part for an operation. 
o Delta goals are distinguished types of instrumental goals that have to do with a change of state. 
For example, D-Prox(part, loc) represents the goal of changing the proximity of a part to location. 
Situation-Goal Rules: Situation-goal rules are used to represent the goals that should be achieved 
in a particular circumstance. We will discuss various classes of situation-goal rules distinguished 
by the class of reaction they generate. 
Self-Repa ir or Maintenance React ion8 
An example of a situation goal rule in this class is: If malfunction(x), then P-Condition(x). The 
interpretation of this rule is that if a malfunction is perceived, then pursue the goal of preserving the 
optimal operating condition of x, P-Condition(x). 
Threat Avoidance Reactio ns 
An example of a rule in this class is: If some natural proceess (or other agent's actions) might cause 
a negative change in operating conditions, then consider the goal of blocking the natural process 
(or goals of the threating agent). 
Another rule in this class is that for preserving possessions or other objects of value. For instance, 
if an agent has a tool that is useful for achieving its goals, or it has expended time and energy in 
accomplishing an assembly task, and it perceives a situation that threatens its possession or 
achievment, then it should consider the goal of preserving possessions or preserving the product of 
its efforts. 
Reactions Cond ihoned bv the Role of an Aee nt  
These rules capture the robotic agent's reactions to situations in which it should respond to achieve 
some goal for which it was designed. These situations include requests from other agents. 
Reactions based o n Owrational Requirements 
And example of a rule in this class is: If Battery-Charge(agent) = low, then S-Energy(agent). This 
rule represents a reaction to the situation that an agent's battery charge is low. The agent should 
pursue the goal of satisfying this need for electrical energy. 
Goal Agenda Manager: High-level reactivity is initiated by the triggering of situation-goal rules that 
are monitoring perceived situations that are being passed to the world model from the perceptual 
subsystem. When triggered these rules pass their associated goal to a goal agenda manager. The 
agenda manager determines the precedence among new goals and goals currently on the agenda. 
The precedence of goals is: crisis goals have precedence over satisfaction goals, satisfaction goals 
have precedence over achievement goals, and achievement goals have precedence over preservation 
. .  
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goals. Since instrumental and delta goals arise in planning for accomplishment of any of the goal 
types above, they inherit the precedence of their ancestor goal. 
The agenda manager requests that the planner find a plan for achieving the goal at the head of the 
agenda. The planner returns an instantiated schema as a sequence of goals, a planbox, or a script. 
The agenda manager puts this instantiated schema at the head of the agenda and links it to the 
originating goal for this plan. If the goal at the head of the list is not an instantiated script or 
planbox, it is still a general subgoal, so the agenda manager will send this goal back to the planner 
for refinement. Instantiated scripts and planboxes are called methods. When the goal at the head 
of the agenda is an instantiated script or planbox, the agenda manager will send a goallmethod pair, 
consisting of the instantiated script or planbox and its ancestor goal, to the action arbiter. The 
action arbiter will be discussed in the section on low-level reactivity. However, in this context, the 
action arbiter returns a message as tc success for failure in achieving the goal. The action arbiter 
will continue to attempt to achieve success until given another goal. The agenda manager must 
determine when repeated goal failure amounts to goal blockage. In the case it decides that a goal is 
blocked, it creates a goal to remove the blocked goal, puts it at the head of the agenda, and requests 
the planner to consider this new goal. 
If the situation-goal rules generate a new goal and this new goal takes precedence over a currently 
pursued goal, the pursued goal is temporily suspended. A problem that can occur during 
suspension is that completed subplans and preconditons can come undone. When the agenda 
manager reactivates a previously suspended subgoal, there is a need to check the current situation 
against prior achievments to restablish the plan structure. 
The goal agenda manager also associates a priority with the goallmethod pairs sent to the action 
arbiter. This is needed to interrupt the operations under the control of the action arbiter when a 
reaction is required to a goal of high precedence, for example, a crisis goal. 
Schema Memory: Schema memory is a data base of all common sense schemas for use by the 
planner in composing networks of goals and methods necessary for determining appropriate 
cources of action. Schemas contained in this knowledge base are used to compose a hierarchical 
plan. Plans constructed from this knowledge are a specification of what to do in the perceived 
situation. This is unlike 'expectation-based planners like STRIPS. 
There are three types of schemas: scripts, named plans, and planboxes. A script is a plan that has 
become routine. Named plans are general plans that have worked previously. Planboxes are a 
more general type of script, intermediate between named plans and scripts. 
Structure of schema memory is depicted in Figure 3.2. A-Goals and P-goals are associated with 
named plans, C-Goals are associated with scripts, S-Goals are associated with named plans and 
scripts. Named plans are in turn associated with other D-goals and I-Goals, and Scripts are 
associated with Sense-Act-Perceive ( S A P )  microcommands. S A P s  are discussed in the section on 
low-level reactivity. D-Goals are associated with planboxes which in turn are associatedwith 
SAPs. The leaves of the schema structure are all SAPs.  
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A-Goal P-Goal C-Goal S-Goal 
I Named Plans Named Plans Scripts Named plans and Scripts 
D&l Goals & Scripts D&l Goals & Scripts SAPs D & I Goal; Scripts & SAPS 
0 0 0 I 
0 
SAPs 
0 
SAPS 
0 
SAPS 
Figure 3.2 Structure of Schema Memory 
Planner: The planner responds to requests from the agenda manager to find a plan for achieving a 
goal by searching the schema memory for relevant named plans, planboxes or scripts. It uses the 
world model to instantiate these schema and returns them to the agenda manager. The planner 
responds to a plan request with a single instantiated schema. If the first element of this schema is 
itself a goal, the agenda manager will request a plan for achieving that goal. Thus the plan is 
expanded on the agenda. At any point that the schema at the head of the agenda is an instantiated 
script or planbox, the agenda manager passes that method and its ancestor goal to the action arbiter, 
rather than requesting planning for goals further down the agenda. Thus the planning will be 
reactive to situations encountered during execution of the partial plans. 
If the planner receives a request from the agenda manager to remove a blocked goal, it will search 
for an alternative named plan or planbox or it might respecify the goal by substituting a different 
value for a parameter of the goal. For example, if an instrumental goal is blocked, then the planner 
might either select a different planbox or substitute a different instrument for this goal. This 
captures a typical reaction of an agent who is blocked in achieving its goals. When these alternative 
schema for achieving a goal, a a measure of desirability based on performance can be assigned for 
selecting among alternatives. 
Figure 3.3 illustrates a plan for assembly of two parts as it was expanded on the agenda. 
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ASSEMBLE(X,Y) 
MATE(X,Y: 
1 
DPROX(X,Y) 
Figure 3.3 Plan for achieving the goal Assemble (X,Y) 
Low-Level Reactivity 
In this section we describe the structure and mechanisms for low-level reactive behaviors depicted 
in the lower portion of Figure 3.1. 
Perception: This component is responsible for sensory perception of the current state of the 
environment, including the state of the robotic agent. It operates independently and continuously 
updates locations of parts and other information. This module must allocate time for processing all 
sensory input. When it receives a request for finding the location of a particular part, it time shares 
its computational resources to assess the requested location while continuing to process other 
sensory information. 
Action Arbiter: This component is responsible for generating sensory and motor actions for 
reactive behavior. It is provided with a goal to achieve and a method for achieving it. Methods are 
instantiated schemas for achieving goals. It may be given a D-PROX goal and a Pickup script or a 
PUTAT planbox as a method for achieving D-PROX. Furthermore, methods have distinct phases 
of operation. Figure 3.4 depicts the structure of a method. An example of a method is a Pickup 
script with the following four phases: open, approach, grasp, lift. 
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Goal: <goal> 
Target: <{specification of rela> 
History: {executed-succeeded, executed-failed} 
Method: Do 
Phase 1: <Phase 1 SAP target specification> 
Phase 2: <Phase 2 SAP target specification> 
Phase n: <Phase n SAP target specification> 
...... 
End 
Figure 3.4 Structure of a Method 
Sensory, perceptual, and motor actions are packaged into sense-act-perceive (SAP) 
microcommands and issued in a control loop with their parameters changing continually. Figure 
3.5 shows the structure of a typical S A P .  Motor commands to the robot are one of the set {Move, 
Open, Close, Pause, and Halt} each with several parameters. Sensory commands are one of the set 
{Picture, Imprint, and ForceRorque}. High-level perceptual commands are one of the set {Locate- 
Object, WhatMow-Moving}. Targets in a SAP define symbolic relations that need to hold among 
objects. These symbolic definitions are constructed using a functional assembly specification 
language we are developing [Hexmoor and Underwood, 19891. Simple specifications are 
descriptions of unary or binary conditions/relations among object(s). An example of a unary SAP 
target is the "condition:open-wide, object:gripper", represented as openwide-gripper. A binary 
target is "object 1 :grippper condition:rightside-of objecQ:book*, represented as gripper-rightside- 
of-book. Parameters for commands are computed by interpolating intermediate increments based 
on the current values of target specifications in the world model. Static information about object 
geometry may be found in the world model. These intermediate increments correspond to the 
resolution of sensory perception. The threshold of this resolution is a prime factor for successful 
interaction in our environments, natual or man made. 
Each SAP contains attributes which help in determining its appropriateness to the current situation. 
The action arbiter chooses a set of SAPs which have similar goals and methods to the current 
goallmethod and places them in a queue, called the S A P  Exeution Queue (SAPEQ). These SAPs 
are independent of one another. This queue is continuosly monitored for information and resource 
requirements. All SAPs  whose resource requirements match the currently available resources 
become candidates for execution and are placed in the order of their sophistication on another 
queue called the SAP Candidate Queue (SAPCQ). The SAP with the highest rating of 
sophistication is deployed for excution. 
Method: {scripts, planboxes) 
Goal: <Goal-type> 
Sensory Resources: {vision, tactile,force/torque, ...} 
Other Resources: {tools,fixtures,parts, ...} 
Target: <(specification of relations}> 
Sophistication: <Level> 
History: {executed-succeeded, executed-failed} 
Repeat 
, 
-Using world model update parameters, abnormal termination and suucessful termination 
-Concurrently transmit sensing commands to sensors and 
conditions for current sensory and motor actions for the next increment; 
transmit motor action commands to robot with priority and 
transmit perceptual commands to perception module with priority; 
-Compute status of execution 
Until (Status = abnormally terminated or successfully terminated) 
Figure 3.5 Structure of a SAP 
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Two varieties of low-level reactivity can be differentiated based on the rate of change of the 
situation. First, the situation might be static or unchanged. S A P  parameters are updated 
incrementally as the environmental contraints are perceived. Compliant motion is an example of 
this type of reactivity. Failure of SAPs  to achieve the goals of their actions in these situations are 
due to limits of resolution of sensory perception and the effectors. 
Senondly, the situation might change slowly enough that the situations are well within direct 
sensory perception thresholds, so that adjustments of parameters and termination conditions can be 
computed. Reactivity in these situations amounts to goal refinement. Each SAP is given the 
capability of incrementally adjusting the actions of all actuators, sensors and the perceptual module. 
An example of this variety of reactivity is tracking an object on a moving conveyor belt Some refer 
to this variety of low-level reactivity as adaptivity. 
The situation might change so rapidly that the situations are below the resolution of sensory 
perception. Adjustments to parameters in these situations might not be adequate to achieve the goal, 
so that new goals might have to be substituted for old ones. In these cases new SAPs will be 
selected. 
Situation 
Chagd 
Rapidly 
Upon termination of a SAP, status of the SAP is examined in light of the overriding goal, the 
method and the changes in the environment. This status is one of the set {terminated normally, 
terminated abnormally}. In the special case of a static world, a retrial of the same S A P  is issued, 
and in case of repeated failure, supervisory levels of control will intervene. Otherwise, depending 
on how much the world has changed, SAP queues are reprocessed. Figure 3.6 summarizes these 
relations in a decision matrix. 
Pick the next 
GoaVMethod **I and retry React2: Update SAPCQ 
I SAP succeeded I SAPfailed 
No reaction was necessary 
** Reacted by changing 
*** Probably unrelated 
Reactl :First variety of reaction 
React2:Second varity of reaction 
SAP parameters in-flight 
c h ang es 
Figure 3.6 Action Arbiter Decision Matrix 
Figure 3.7 summarizes the activities of the action arbiter. Note that with the availability of most 
information and resources, execution proceeds with the most certain scheme of accomplishing the 
task transmitted to the robot. We refer to this as executing at level 1. Otherwise, conditions are 
tested for a less certain version of accomplishing the same task. 
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Repeat 
-Select the next goal/method 
-From schemas select SAPs with similar goals and methods to the current goaVmethod and 
put them on the execution queue (SAPEQ) 
Repeat 
-From the execution queue select SAPS requiring resources similar to currently available 
resources and put them on SAPCQ in the order of their sophistication 
may not have failed more than once 
-Execute the SAP with highest sophistication from the SAPCQ which 
-Remove SAP from SAPEQ if SAP failed twice 
Until (Empty SAPCQ or Empty SAPEQ or SAP is terminated successfully) 
-Empty SAPEQ 
-Generate status report and send to agenda manager 
Until (no goal/method) 
Figure 3.7 Action Arbiter 
The action arbiter may receive intermpts from higher levels with three levels of priority. The lowest 
priority interrupt will cause a pause in the motor actions. The next higher priority interrupt may 
direct the action arbiter to a different goaYmethod queue. The highest priority interrupts may be 
sent through the arbiter to the robot to stop an overzealous low-level reactivity. To handle high 
priority interrupts a service routine is often necessary. For example, a high priority interrupt 
might activate a service routine to grip an object more tightly to prevent it from slipping from the 
gripper while the object is being moved. Service routines are types of SAPs and there is a supply 
of service routines which are scheduled for execution and are transmitted to the robot with the 
highest priority to redirect the activities of all actuators and effectors as well as sensors and the 
perceptual module. 
4. Implementation Issues 
We are using a six degree of freedom Universal Machine Intelligence RTX robot in prototyping 
this conceptual design. We are adding sensory capabilities of forcekorque sensing at the wrist, a 
vision system with a camera looking down on the workspace, and a tactile sensor at the inside of 
the gripper jaws. 
The task of spatial reasoning in the perceptual module is by far the most difficult to implement for 
real-time reactivity. Vision and tactile sensory preprocessors generate grids of data for 
htepretation. Each image needs to be understood individually and correlated with other sensory 
data for recognition of situations. One approach to implementation is to use a hierarchical 
perceptual processing system, much like a blackboard model of problem solving, where 
specialized processing modules intepret data and form perceptual hypotheses for higher perceptual 
modules. At the topmost level patterns of perception trigger percept schemas that update the world 
model along with a time stamp. Since a reactive system requires efficient perception, one might opt 
for additional processing power, but in resource poor space applications this might not be a 
feasible alternative. Directed perception and improvements in perceptual algorithms are a more 
likely implementation alternatives in resource poor applications. 
Implementation of high-level reactivity requires a flexible control framework. This might also be 
achieved through a blackboard architecture with a control blackboard [Hayes-Roth 1988, 
Underwood, et a1 19881. However, more efficient implementations of this framework will be 
necessary to support the real-time requirements of reactivity. 
A SAP can be considered as a feedback loop where commands are generated based on the previous 
state of the world. Figure 4.1 show a SAP'S feedback loop. In each cycle perception commands 
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are sent to the perceptual module, sensory commands to the sensors, and motor action commands 
to the robot controller. The world model is updated and new parameters are computed. As argued 
by Gini [ 19881, it is not realistic to assume rapid perception. With the advent of smart sensors, it is 
possible to delegate elementary monitoring tasks to the sensors. This enables inclusion of an 
embedded feedback loop within the sensor with faster sampling rates in the order of milliseconds 
versus seconds for the outer SAP feedback loop. 
Ai Pi SAP Ctrl b 
i 
Senso 
4 - 1  
Ta - Target 
THi - Threshold at i 
4 - 1  World Model at i-1 
Figure 4.1 SAP as a Feedback Loop 
The sampling rate of S A P S  are adjusted for types of motion. Gross motions need lower sampling 
rates, versus fine motions where more rapid samplng os required. 
5. Summary and Conclusion 
Autonomous systems must react and adapt to situations in their environment. Two levels of 
reactivity should be distringuished. High-level reactivity to situations is at the conceptual level. 
Low-level reactivity is at the sensory, perceptual and motor level. Whereas other considerations of 
reactive systems have addressed the latter type of reactivity, we propose an architecture that can 
realize both levels. 
High-level reactivity can be realized by a continuously active perceptual system, situation-goal 
rules that are triggered by perceived situations, an agenda manager that schedules consideration of 
new goals in the context of current and pending goals, a schema-based planner that suggests 
appropriate patterns of behaviors for achieving goals, and by capabilities for low-level reactivity. 
Low-level reactivity adopts the principle of "do the best you can at the moment" and is tantamount 
to either adapting a motor action or substituting motor actions at different levels of competence to 
accomplish a given tactical goal. Motor acts are adapted to a situation by specifying symbolic 
targets for motor acts and adjusting their parameters including their termination conditions. In a 
changing environment, methods for accomplishing tasks can change in appropriateness and the 
availability of different means of accomplishing the same task affords a higher degree of reactivity. 
A significant reaserch direction is to integrate reactive planning with learning capabilities that are 
cognizant of effects of action over time. These systems might learn patterns of failure and success 
and generalize plans. An extension to reactive systems is to consider multi-agent reactive systems 
and have them reason about other agents instantaneous behaviors. 
Automation of assembly and repair tasks is difficult and abundant uncertainties indicate flexibility 
in adjusting to the environment is necessary, Robotic assembly in space will require robust 
systems that can react to situations. Although much of the discussion in this paper has addressed 
the domain of sensor-based robotic assembly, the architecture and techniques developed are 
applicable to mobile robots, such as the mars rover, and many other space systems that could 
benefit from a higher degree of autonomy . 
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A Planning And Resource Reasoning Shell 
For Use In Satellite Mission Planning 
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ABSTRACT 
PST (Plan Specification Tools) is a set of tools which allows the 
user to specify satellite mission plans in terms of satellite 
activities, relevent orbital events and targets for observation. 
The output of these tools is a set of knowledge bases and 
environmental events which can then be used by PARR (Planning And 
Resource Reasoning shell) to build a schedule. PARR i s  a 
reactive planning shell which is capable of reasoning about 
actions in the satellite mission planning domain. This paper 
describes each of the PST tools and PARR and then briefly 
describes the use of PARR for scheduling computer usage in the 
multisatellite operations control center at Goddard Space Flight 
Center. 
INTRODUCTION 
PST has evolved through need in response to the problem of 
building planning systems which can be built quickly and which 
can respond to changing requirements after the initial system has 
been delivered. PST generates planning knowledge bases and 
resource viewing periods which can then be used by PARR. 
Experience with the ERBS-TDRSS (Earth Radiation Budget Satellite 
- Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System) Contact Planning 
System [McLean, 19871 has revealed the need for easy to use tools 
which allow operations personnal versus knowledge engineers to 
make changes to the planning knowledge bases when unforseen 
(testing) situations arise. In the future, some satellite users 
(Extreme Ultra Violet Explorer) will make a preliminary survey 
and then make ad hoc selection of targets to be observed. PST is 
a step toward satisfying both of these requirements. In its present form, PST consists of an event specification tool, a tool 
to predict the satellite orbit positions, a target selection tool 
and a tool to generate viewing periods for resources and targets. 
PARR is a single tool which can be invoked in a batch or 
interactive mode to generate a schedule for the events specified 
by PST. PARR is a reactive [Ow, 19883 planning shell because it 
has the ability to react intelligently to conflicts as they are 
encountered. This reactive component of PARR and the fact that 
the output of PARR is an actual conflict-free schedule makes it a 
tactical planning tool. On the other hand, PST can be thought of 
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as a set of strategic tools because PARR is used to execute the 
"strategic plans" (planning knowledge bases and environment) 
generated by the PST tools. These tools are integrated by a Menu- 
based Executive (MEX) which is based on the notion of menu-based 
natural language understanding introduced by Tennant [ 1 9 8 3 1 .  
Figure 1 shows the organization of these tools. 
Menu-Based 
Flgure 1 Plannlng Tools Envlmnment 
All of these tools are written in C and therefore are easily 
portable to a large variety of conventional hardware. Each of 
these tools will now be described and then an example using PARR 
for scheduling satellite equipment will be given. 
THE EVENT SPECIFICATION TOOL 
Both the MEX and the Event Specification Tool (EST) use a library 
of menu tools which allow the system designer to specify a 
grammar of valid commands. When using the menu t o o l s ,  the 
designer specifies a top level menu which consists of one or more 
options (lines of text) each of which consists of a number of 
tokens (words delimited by spaces). Each of these tokens may 
then be the name of another menu. As options are selected, 
tokens which match the name of other menus get expanded into 
further menus and those which do not get added to the command 
line being built. This simple paradigm, combined with a few 
basic menu types, results in a very powerful tool for command 
line building. Some of the nonstandard menu types which are 
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t y p i c a l l y  u s e d  by  EST a r e  a m a t r i x  t y p e  which a l l o w s  t h e  d e s i g n e r  
t o  a r r a n g e  t h e  menu o p t i o n s  i n  a m a t r i x  ( two d i m e n s i o n a l  a r r a y )  
and  a g e t - t y p e d - t e x t  t y p e  which accepts t e x t  t y p e d  from t h e  
keyboard .  A c o m p l e t e  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  how t o  u s e  t h e  l i b r a r y  of 
menu t y p e s  i s  described i n  t h e  MEX u s e r ' s  g u i d e  
The t o p  l eve l  menu u s e d  by  EST specif ies  t h e  g e n e r a l  p l a n  
s p e c i f i c a t i o n  model t o  be u s e d .  C u r r e n t l y  o n l y  one  model i s  
u s e d  t o  s p e c i f y  e v e n t s  and  t h i s  model i n c l u d e s  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
components :  
[ 1 9 8 8 1 .  
1. 
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
The spacecraf t  e v e n t  name. 
How o f t e n  t h e  e v e n t  i s  t o  be s c h e d u l e d  ( e v e r y  N o r b i t s ) .  
The d u r a t i o n  o f  t h e  e v e n t .  
When t.0 s t a r t  t h e  e v e n t .  
( u s u a l l y  w i t h  respect t o  a s p e c i f i e d  r e s o u r c e  window) 
A l t e r n a t i v e  means of s c h e d u l i n g  (if a n y ) .  
S p a c e c r a f t  r e s o u r c e s  ( t a p e  and  power, if a n y ) .  
C o n s t r a i n t s  ( i f  a n y ) .  
M i s c e l l a n e o u s  parameters s u c h  a s  p r i o r i t y  a n d  o f f s e t .  
The a c t u a l  t o p  l eve l  menu l o o k s  l i k e  t h i s :  
main 
s / c  e v e n t  e v e r y  n d u r a t i o n  s t a r t  e v e n t  any a l t e r n a t i v e s  \ 
any- re sources  any  c o n s t r a i n t s  misc parms 
- 
- -  
Note  t h a t  there i s  e x a c t l y  one t o k e n  f o r  each component o f  t h e  
model ( t h e  backslash c h a r a c t e r  i n d i c a t e s  l i n e  c o n t i n u a t i o n ) .  
Each o f  these t o k e n s  i s  a menu name which gets expanded when EST 
i s  invoked ,  f o r  example,  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  menus get  u s e d  when t h e  
" s t a r t  e v e n t "  t o k e n  i s  expanded:  - 
s t a r t  e v e n t  - 
t i t l e :  Se lec t  t h e  s t a r t  t i m e  t y p e  you wi sh  t o  s p e c i f y .  
a t  o r b i t  e v e n t  p o i n t  
u s e r  specified-start 
t i t i e :  S e i e c t  START o r  END o f  t h e  o r b i t  p o i n t .  
START o r b i t  e v e n t  
END o r b i t  e v e n t  
 - 
a t  o r b i t  e v e n t  p o i n t  - 
- 
o r b i t  e v e n t  
t i t l e :  Se lec t  an  o r b i t a l  view p e r i o d .  
D a y l i g h t  
SAA 
MA TDRSS v i e w i n g  p e r i o d s  
S S A  TDRSs v i e w i n g  p e r i o d s  
- 
- - - 
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u s e r  - s p e c i f i e d  s t a r t  
p rompt :  Enter a s t a r t  t i m e  ( H H : M M : S S ) :  
The " t i t l e : "  t o k e n  i s  u s e d  t o  s p e c i f y  t e x t  which i s  t o  be u s e d  t o  
l a b e l  t h e  menu. The "prompt:"  t o k e n  i s  u s e d  t o  s p e c i f y  t e x t  t o  
prompt t h e  u s e r  f o r  t y p e d  i n p u t .  The a c t u a l  number o f  u s e r -  
s p e c i f i c  menus, s u c h  a s  " s / c  e v e n t "  and  " o r b i t  e v e n t " ,  r e q u i r e d  
f o r  a n  a p p l i c a t i o n  u s i n g  this-model  i s  small b e c a u s e  most  o f  t h e  
menus a r e  g e n e r i c  t o  t h e  model w i t h o u t  b e i n g  u s e r  spec i f i c .  
The knowledge base s t r u c t u r e  which r e s u l t s  from t h e  u s e  o f  EST i s  
an  e v e n t  f rame w i t h  s l o t s  f o r  each component of t h e  model .  These 
components have  been  d e s c r i b e d  elsewhere [The IEPS  Knowledge Base 
A u t h o r ' s  Manual, 1 9 8 6 1 ,  b u t  an  example o f  s u c h  a n  e v e n t  frame 
d e m o n s t r a t e s  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  between it and t h e  c u r r e n t  EST 
model : 
TDRS - -  W Tape Dump - v i a  - -  MA a n t e n n a  
I p r i o r i t y  
I repeat e v e r y  N v i ews  
I d u r a t i o n  
I o f f s e t  f rom view s t a r t  
I a l l o w  s h i f t  ( i f  s u b s e q u e n t  c o n f l i c t  o c c u r s )  
3 
2 
0 : 3 0  
0 : o o  
YES 
LCS POWER 200 1000 
CR - TAPE -1 1 5 0 0  
I r e s o u r c e s :  
I c o n s t r a i n t s :  
i n v i e w  e q  TDRS - -  W MA v i e w i n g  p e r i o d s  
i n v i e w  n e  Sou th  A t l a n t i c  - Ancmoly 
a c t i v i t y  eq NONE 
I e v e n t  s t a r t :  
I a l t e r n a t i v e  s t r a t e g i e s :  
START TDRS - -  W MA - v i e w i n g  - p e r i o d s  
EVENT TDRS - -  W Tape - Dump - v i a  - -  MA a n t e n n a  
NEXT 1 
I s u b s t r u c t u r e  
I d i sp lay  t e x t :  ( t e x t  d i s p l a y e d  t o  u s e r  on e x p a n s i o n )  
NONE 
T h i s  i s  a t a p e  dump u s i n g  t h e  
TDRS west m u l t i p l e  access a n t e n n a .  
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More de t a i l ed  e x p l a n a t i o n  o f  some o f  these s l o t s  w i l l  be 
described i n  t h e  s e c t i o n  on PARR. 
THE SATELLITE ORBIT P R E D I C T I O N  TOOL 
The F l i g h t  Dynamics F a c i l i t y  (FDF) a t  Goddard p r o v i d e s  a c c u r a t e  
p o s i t i o n a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  f o r  each o f  t h e  s t a n d a r d  o r b i t a l  e v e n t s ,  
s u c h  as s a t e l l i t e  d a y l i g h t  a n d  TDRS v i e w i n g  p e r i o d s .  However, 
b e c a u s e  f u t u r e  m i s s i o n s  w i l l  have t h e  r e q u i r e m e n t  o f  p r e d i c t i n g  
where and  when ad hoc  t a r g e t s  o f  o p p o r t u n i t y  w i l l  be i n  v i e w ,  
some means o f  p r e d i c t i n g  v i e w i n g  p e r i o d s  f o r  these e v e n t s  i s  
n e c e s s a r y .  The s a t e l l i t e  o r b i t  p r e d i c t i o n  t o o l  i s  t h e  f i r s t  step 
t o w a r d  s o l v i n g  t h i s  p rob lem.  T h i s  t o o l  i s  u s e d  t o  create  a f i l e  
which c o n t a i n s  t h e  p o s i t i o n s  of  a s a t e l l i t e  i n  a n  i n e r t i a l  
g e o c e n t r i c  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m .  These p o s i t i o n s  are g e n e r a t e d  a t  
one  m i n u t e  i n t e r v a l s  f o r  a p e r i o d  of  up t o  one  week.  T h i s  
i n f o r m a t i o n  i s  t h e n  u s e d  by t h e  t a r g e t  s e l e c t i o n  t o o l  a n d  t h e  
r e s o u r c e  and  t a r g e t  v i e w i n g  p e r i o d  t o o l  t o  g e n e r a t e  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  
v i e w i n g  p e r i o d s  f o r  a v a r i e t y  o f  o r b i t a l  phenomena. 
The i n p u t  t o  t h e  s a t e l l i t e  o r b i t  p r e d i c t i o n  t o o l  i s  a r e c e n t  set  
of Brouwer mean e l e m e n t s  o b t a i n e d  from FDF. T h e  s a t e l l i t e  
p o s i t i o n s  a r e  t h e n  p r e d i c t e d  u s i n g  Brouwer 's  f i r s t  o r d e r  s e c u l a r  
p e r t u r b a t i o n s  due  t o  a n  aspherical  e a r t h .  F o r  low o r b i t i n g  
s a t e l l i t e s ,  s u c h  as ERBS, an  en)Qirical term s i m u l a t i n g  t h e  
e f fec ts  o f  a tmosphe r i ' c  d r a g  i s  added. The a c c u r a c y  o f  these 
p r e d i c t i o n s  ( f o r  ERBS) i s  w i t h i n  3 0  s e c o n d s  a f t e r  a week 's  se t  o f  
p r e d i c t i o n s .  Greater a c c u r a c y  c a n  be achieved by  o b t a i n i n g  
s a t e l l i t e  o r b i t  p r e d i c t i o n s  d i r e c t l y  f rom FDF, however a g r e a t  
dea l  of  s c h e d u l i n g  c a n  be done  w i t h  t h e  l o w e r  l eve l  o f  a c c u r a c y .  
THE TARGET SELECTION TOOL 
T h e  i n t e n t  of  t h i s  t o o l  i s  t o  show some g e n e r a l  ideas  a n d  
c a p a b i l i t y  which c o u l d  be r e f i n e d  a n d  expanded f o r  a c t u a l  m i s s i o n  
requirements. The target selection tool consists of a user 
c a t a l o g u e  o f  p o t e n t i a l  t a rge t s  ( c u r r e n t l y  o n l y  f i x e d  s t a r - l i k e  
t a r g e t s  a r e  s u p p o r t e d )  and  graphics  s o f t w a r e  t o  d i s p l a y  a n d  
s e l ec t  t h e  t a r g e t s .  When t h e  t o o l  i s  invoked ,  t h e  u s e r  i s  
p r e s e n t e d  w i t h  a s c r e e n  d i s p l a y i n g  t h e  e n t i r e  s k y  a n d  a l l  t h e  
u s e r ' s  t a r g e t s  which a re  v i s i b l e  on a g i v e n  date  a n d  t i m e .  Those 
t a rge t s  which a re  o c c u l t e d  by  t h e  ea r th  a re  n o t  v i s i b l e .  I n  
a d d i t i o n ,  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  s u n  a n d  t h e  c u r r e n t  s l e w  p o i n t  
( i n s t r u m e n t  v i e w i n g  d i r e c t i o n )  i s  d i s p l a y e d .  The u s e r  may t h e n  
s tep f o r w a r d  i n  t i m e  u n t i l  t h e  desired t i m e  o f  o b s e r v a t i o n  i s  
reached a n d  t h e n  s e l ec t  a s u b s e t  o f  t a rge t s  f o r  p l a n n e d  
o b s e r v a t i o n  by  c r e a t i n g  a window which c o n t a i n s  t h e  desired 
t a r g e t s .  
Once t h e  t a r g e t s  a r e  selected t h e y  are c o n n e c t e d  by  l i n e s  which 
r e p r e s e n t s  an "optimum" slew p a t h .  Th i s  slew p a t h  i s  arr ived a t  
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by u s i n g  a H o p f i e l d  n e t  [ 1 9 8 6 ]  a n d  v a r i o u s  h e u r i s t i c s  which 
r e s u l t  i n  a n  acceptable s o l u t i o n  t o  t h e  t r a v e l i n g  s a l e s p e r s o n  
problem.  A t  t h i s  p o i n t ,  s l e w  t imes (based on r e l a t ive  r i g h t  
a s c e n t i o n  and  d e c l i n a t i o n )  a n d  e x p o s u r e  times (based on 
magn i tude )  a re  c a l c u l a t e d  f o r  each selected t a r g e t .  The t a r g e t s  
are t h e n  w r i t t e n  t o  a f i l e  i n  t h e  optimum slew o r d e r  w i t h  t h e i r  
respective slew and  e x p o s u r e  times. T h i s  o u t p u t  f i l e  o f  
selected t a r g e t s  c a n  t h e n  be p r o c e s s e d  by t h e  r e s o u r c e  a n d  t a rge t  
v i e w i n g  p e r i o d  t o o l  t o  g e n e r a t e  v i e w i n g  p e r i o d s .  
THE RESOURCE AND TARGET VIEWING PERIOD TOOL 
The r e s o u r c e  and  t a r g e t  v i e w i n g  p e r i o d  t o o l  u s e s  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  
g e n e r a t e d  by t h e  s a t e l l i t e  o r b i t  p r e d i c t i o n  t o o l  a n d  t h e  t a rge t  
s e l e c t i o n  t o o l  and  g e n e r a t e s  v i e w i n g  p e r i o d s  f o r  selected o r b i t a l  
e v e n t s  and  t a r g e t s .  These v i e w i n g  p e r i o d s  become t h e  env i ronmen t  
w i t h i n  which PARR must expand t h e  s t r a t e g i c  p l a n s  ( e v e n t  frames) 
p roduced  by EST. The Sou th  A t l a n t i c  Anomonaly (SAA) p o s i t i o n  a n d  
s i z e ,  o r b i t  number, and  t h e  mean e l e m e n t s  f o r  TDRS east  a n d  TDRS 
w e s t  a r e  o b t a i n e d  from FDF a t  Goddard.  The p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  s u n  
i s  c a l c u l a t e d  from f o r m u l a e  g i v e n  i n  t h e  A s t r o n o m i c a l  Almanac 
[ 1 9 8 9 ] .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  t h e  r i g h t  a s c e n t i o n  a n d  d e c l i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  
selected t a r g e t s  i s  a v a i l a b l e  and  t h e  user specifies w h i c h  
o r b i t a l  e v e n t s  a re  r e q u i r e d  f o r  s c h e d u l i n g  ( s u c h  a s  TDRS, 
D a y l i g h t  a n d  SAA) b y  menu s e l e c t i o n .  From t h i s  i n f o r m a t i o n ,  and  
f rom t h e  p r e v i o u s l y  c a l c u l a t e d  s a t e l l i t e  p o s i t i o n s ,  t h e  v i e w i n g  
p e r i o d s  f o r  each o f  these o r b i t a l  e v e n t s  c a n  be c a l c u l a t e d .  
The r e s o u r c e  t y p e s  a v a i l a b l e  w i t h  t h i s  t o o l  i n c l u d e  t h e  o r b i t a l  
e v e n t s  l i s t e d  above  and  a d d i t i o n a l  spacecraf t  r e s o u r c e s  s u c h  as 
power a n d  t a p e .  I n  t h e  c u r r e n t  p r o t o t y p e ,  spacecraf t  r e s o u r c e s  
a re  i n i t a l l y  assumed t o  be c o m p l e t e l y  unused  a n d  avai lable  
t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  e n t i r e  d u r a t i o n  of  t h e  p l a n n i n g  i n t e r v a l .  A more 
d e t a i l e d  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  how s p a c e c r a f t  r e s o u r c e s  are r e p r e s e n t e d  
i s  described i n  t h e  s e c t i o n  d e s c r i b i n g  PARR. 
The o u t p u t  f i l e  created by t h i s  t o o l  l i s t s  t h e  name o f  each 
r e s o u r c e s  p r e c e e d e d  by t h e  key l e t t e r  'R '  and  each o f  t h e  t a r g e t s  
preceeded by t h e  l e t t e r  ' T I .  These key l e t t e r s  l e t  PARR know 
what t h e  g e n e r a l  r e s o u r c e  type  i s  s o  t h a t  when it e x e c u t e s  t h e  
s t r a t e g i c  p l a n  t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  a c t i o n s  w i l l  be appl ied .  
A d d i t i o n a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  f o l l o w s  each r e s o u r c e  name d e p e n d i n g  upon 
t h e  t y p e ,  f o r  example,  s l e w  a n d  e x p o s u r e  times f o r  each t a r g e t s .  
On t h e  l i n e s  a f t e r  each e v e n t  name a re  l i s t e d  t h e  date ,  s t a r t  a n d  
s t o p  times a n d  any a d d i t i o n a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  s u c h  a s  t h e  o r b i t  
number.  
THE PLANNING AND RESOURCE REASONING SHELL 
PARR i s  t h e  p r o d u c t  o f  an  e v o l v i n g  p l a n n i n g  she l l  which has been  
i n  u s e  by  ERBS s i n c e  May of 1987.  I t s  c a p a b i l i t i e s  have 
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therefore evolved from the requirements set by its actual use as 
well as from the anticipated needs of future users. There are 
currently two versions of PARR, one which runs on an IBM-PC using 
character graphics and another which runs on a UNIX-based 
workstation using bit-mapped graphics via X-Windows. PARR has 
three main modes of operation: batch, merge and interactive. In 
the batch and merge modes, the system builds a conflict-free 
schedule from the strategic knowledge bases alone, without 
consulting the user. The merge mode differs from the batch mode 
in that it is used to merge independent previous schedules. In 
the interactive mode PARR behaves as an intelligent assistant 
which not only handles the tedious details of planning requests 
but also suggests expert means for resolving conflicts when they 
arise. A great deal of the recent capability of PARR is due to 
its ability to reason about resources. The emphasis of this 
section will be to describe these recent capabilities. 
Reasoning about resources requires that the various resource 
types be identified according to their behavior and then 
that a response (action) be selected which is most likely to 
solve the problem in view of the behavior of the resource. 
Therefore, a resource taxonomy which defines the possible 
behavior types is useful. Consider some typical resource 
examples used in spacecraft scheduling: sunlight availability, 
power for activities, fuel for manuvering, tape for recording 
data and targets to observe, such as stars. These resources can 
be classified as follows: 
Re source Re s our ce 
Example Type 
Sunlight Unlimited Capacity Subscribable (UCS) 
Fuel Consumable and Nonreplenishable (CN) 
Star Target 
Power Limited Capacity Subscribable (LCS) 
Tape Consumable and Replenishable (CR) 
A UCS resource assumes that its presence alone is all that is 
required for its use. In the early stages of planning, TDRS 
availability is also a UCS resource because there is no knowledge 
of other spacecrafts' use of the system. LCS resources can 
support multiple requests with varying usage rates in parallel up 
to a threshold level of usage. For example, a tape recorder may 
use power at the same time that an instrument's sensing device is 
using it. CN can be considered a special case of the CR type, 
the case where replenishment is never scheduled. The CR resource 
type which PARR supports assumes that any number of requests can 
be supported in parallel and that they all consume at the same 
rate (as in a multichannel tape recorder). The resource type 
Target is really a special case of UCS and because targets 
require special treatment, a separate class has been made. The 
scheduling of targets is complex and therefore the discussion of 
this resource type will be differed until after the other types 
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have been described more fully. Additional hybrid resource types 
can be constructed from combinations of the above; for example, 
battery power and "coolness" (a thermal sink) are a combination 
of LCS and CR because they behave like LCS resources which must 
be replenished from time to time. 
Because PARR allows the user to specify resource attributes such 
as maximum capacity and usage rate, it can use this information 
as implicit resource constraints. Thus because PARR supports the 
above resource types, the user need not bother specifying the 
constraints for each resource explicitly. Normally, PARR uses 
these implicit constraints (such as, is the maximum capacity 
exceeded) when activities are requested by'a user and rejects 
requests when these constraints are violated. However, because 
PARR can reason about these resource types, it can also try 
actions implicitly, such as replenishment when a CR resource is 
too low. Further, PARR frees the user from keeping track of the 
usage rates for each resource but allows the user to see the 
actual usage levels in the current situation. 
The following discussion refers to the slots specified by the 
event frame and therefore it may be useful for the reader to 
refer. the EST frame example given in a previous section. A UCS 
resource type is an example of a "viewing period" and because of 
this, a more traditional approach has been taken to represent 
this typical planning construct. In the current version of PARR, 
UCS resources such as sunlight may also be triggering events 
which are used to specify when an activity is to start. Thus, 
the name of the specific UCS resource may also appear as part of 
the "event start" slot. UCS resources are considered external to 
the spacecraft and therefore, if a particular spacecraft event 
requires that a UCS resource be available during the entire 
activity it should also be specified explicitly in the 
"constraints" slot. Because the constraints slot uses a syntax 
which specifies attribute-relation-value triplets, it is also 
useful for specifying which UCS resources should not be in view, 
such as the South Atlantic Anomoly. 
Spacecraft resources which are internal (or on a platform) are 
specified in the "resources" slot and include the LCS and CR 
resource types. When specifying these resource types the user 
must prefix the resource name with "LCS - I' or "CR so that PARR 
knows which type is being specified. The firstparameter that 
follows the resource name is the usage rate and the second 
parameter is the maximum capacity (both are in user-defined 
units, CR usage is in units/minute). A negative usage rate for a 
CR type indicates a replenishment activity. Any number of 
resource types can be specified in this slot but the order is 
important if the first part (first three characters) of the 
unprefixed resource names match. This allows the user to 
specify alternative resource types to be used if the initial 
types are unavailable. Thus resource names such as the following 
are typical: 
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LCS Power A 
LC S P  owe r-B 
CR Tape A- 
CR-Tape-B  -
I 
In this example, PARR will implicitly try obtaining the 
alternative resource "LCS - Power - B" if "LCS - Power - A" is 
unavailable. 
Although the LCS resource type is sophisticated because of its 
ability to handle overlapping Lime requests, the CR type has a 
number of properties which make its implementation even more 
complicated. First, the amount of resource (for example tape) 
available must be known before and after each usage and each 
replenishment. The complication starts when a user wishes to 
interactively insert new activities which ,require tape. When 
this request is made, there may be plenty of tape to support the 
new request but not also the subsequent requests which have been 
previously scheduled. This condition (not enough tape for 
subsequent events) will result in PARR trying the implicit action 
"replenish". If replenishment is accomplished and a11 other 
event constraints are passed, then the request is accepted, 
otherwise it is denied. Another complication occurs when the 
user wishes to delete a replenishment. PARR will allow a 
deletion only if all subsequently scheduled events can be 
accomplished without the replenishment. 
PARR represents targets as having the attributes slew time and 
exposure time which require special actions. The attribute slew 
specifies a duration during which an activity called slew must be 
scheduled before the actual "observation" can occur. The 
attribute exposure specifies the length of time that the target 
must be observed. Exposure time may be accumulated by scheduling 
the observation for multiple orbital viewing periods. PARR also 
has the ability to schedule multiple targets in a series, 
including slews and automatic tape replenishment. To specify the 
"observe targets" action in PARR, the user needs to have 
specified the slew and replenish (if required) events in addition 
to the observe event whos primary action will be indicated by the 
keyword TARGETS in the "event start" slot. 
In addition to the implicit actions used by PARR to build the 
schedule specified in each of the event frames (goals), the user 
may also explicitly specify a set of heuristics which specify 
alternative actions (strategies) which may accomplish each goal. 
This combination of implicit and explicit actions and 
constraints is what makes PARR so powerful. 
I 
MSOCC EQUIPMENT SCHEDULING USING PARR 
Part of the task of the Multisatellite Operations Control Center 
(MSOCC) is to schedule equipment (computers, etc) to support real 
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time c o n t a c t s  f o r  a number o f  d i f f e r e n t  s a t e l l i t e  m i s s i o n s .  T h i s  
e f f o r t  a l s o  i n c l u d e s  s c h e d u l i n g  t h e  ma in tenance  a n d  o f f l i n e  
t e s t i n g  f o r  t h i s  equ ipmen t .  To a c c o m p l i s h  t h i s ,  t h e  MSOCC 
s c h e d u l e r s  must f i r s t  s c h e d u l e  a l l  t h e  r ea l  t i m e  s u p p o r t  r e q u i r e d  
f o r  each of t h e  m i s s i o n s  and  t h e n  s c h e d u l e  t h e  m a i n t e n a n c e  a n d  
o f f l i n e  t e s t i n g  a r o u n d  t h e  r e a l  t i m e  e v e n t s .  A f u r t h e r  
c o m p l i c a t i o n  i s  t h a t  equipment  a s s i g n m e n t  i s  changed  weekly  i n  
o r d e r  t o  i n s u r e  t h a t  t h e  same equipment  u n i t s  are n o t  u s e d  t o  
s u p p o r t  t h e  same m i s s i o n s  week a f t e r  week .  T h i s  equipment  change  
i s  n e c e s s a r y  s o  t h a t  t h e  r e l i a b i l i t y  among each o f  t h e  u n i t s  
w i t h i n  a g i v e n  equipment  t y p e  i s  m a i n t a i n e d .  When a p a r t i c u l a r  
u n i t  f a i l s  a m i s s i o n  must be s h i f t e d  t o  a n o t h e r  u n i t  which i s  
e q u a l l y  r e l i a b l e .  
The t a s k  o f  e n t e r i n g  t h e  r e a l  t i m e  r e q u e s t s  f o r  s u p p o r t  i s  done  
on a d a i l y  b a s i s  a n d  i s  now a c c o m p l i s h e d  by u s i n g  a menu-based 
da ta  e n t r y  s y s t e m  (based on t h e  MEX l i b r a r y ) .  Once t h i s  i s  done  
f o r  each o f  t h e  m i s s i o n s ,  PARR i s  u s e d  t o  a s s i g n  equipment  t o  
each r e q u e s t  and  t h e n  merge a l l  t h e  r e a l  t i m e  r e q u e s t s  i n t o  a 
s i n g l e  c o n f l i c t  f r ee  s c h e d u l e .  The equipment  a s s i g n m e n t  i s  done  
by  c r e a t i n g  a knowledge base t h a t  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  p a t t e r n  o f  
equipment  a s s i g n m e n t  r e q u i r e d  f o r  a p a r t i c u l a r  week. There are 
e i g h t  p o s s i b l e  equipment  a s s i g n m e n t  p a t t e r n s  and  t h e r e f o r e  e i g h t  
d i f f e r e n t  knowledge bases.  PARR r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  equipment  a s  LCS 
resource types so t h a t  it i s  possible t o  s u p p o r t  more t h a n  one  
m i s s i o n  on a p a r t i c u l a r  p i e c e  o f  equ ipmen t .  The u s e r  o f  t h e  
s y s t e m  se l ec t s  t h e  p a r t i c u l a r  weekly p a t t e r n  r e q u i r e d  b e f o r e  PARR 
i s  i n v o k e d  and  when c o n f l i c t s  o f  r e s o u r c e s  o c c u r ,  PARR u s e s  t h e  
a l t e r n a t i v e  r e s o u r c e s  a c c o r d i n g  t o  a p a r t i c u l a r  m i s s i o n ' s  
r e s o u r c e  l i s t .  Any u n r e s o l v a b l e  c o n f l i c t s  a r e  d i s p l a y e d  t o  t h e  
u s e r  who may t h e n  r e e n t e r  a l t e r n a t i v e  r ea l  time r e q u e s t s .  A f t e r  
t h i s  a u t o m a t i c  a s s i g n m e n t  i s  done by  PARR, t h e  u s e r  may t h e n  
" f i n e  t u n e "  t h e  s c h e d u l e  by i n t e r a c t i v e l y  moving r e s o u r c e s  f o r  
any desired m i s s i o n  e v e n t .  
When t h e  MSOCC s c h e d u l e r s  are  s a t i s f i e d  w i t h  t h e  r e a l  t i m e  e v e n t  
s c h e d u l e ,  a r e p o r t  g e n e r a t o r  i s  t h e n  i n v o k e d  which p r i n t s  each of  
t h e  real t ime e v e n t s  on t i m e l i n e s  by equipment  t y p e  a n d  u n i t  
number.  T h i s  r e p o r t  a l l o w s  t h e  s c h e d u l e r s  t o  p l a n  t h e  
m a i n t e n a n c e  and  o f f l i n e  t e s t i n g  a c t i v i t i e s  as r e q u i r e d .  A f t e r  
these  a c t i v i t i e s  a r e  p l a n n e d ,  t h e y  c a n  a l s o  be p u t  i n t o  a 
database v i a  t h e  same d a t a  e n t r y  t o o l  a s  were t h e  r e a l  t i m e  
e v e n t s .  The o n l y  d i f f e r e n c e  i n  da t a  e n t r y  i s  t h a t  a d i f f e r e n t  
s e t  o f  menus i s  u s e d  t o  i n t e r a c t  w i t h  t h e  u s e r .  Once a l l  o f  t h e  
m a i n t e n a n c e  and  o f f l i n e  a c t i v i t i e s  have  been  e n t e r e d ,  PARR i s  
t h e n  i n v o k e d  a g a i n  t o  merge these  a c t i v i t i e s  w i t h  t h e  merged r e a l  
t i m e  e v e n t s .  Again PARR l e t s  t h e  u s e r  know i f  t he re  are  any  
c o n f l i c t s  t h a t  it c a n n o t  r e s o l v e .  A t  t h i s  p o i n t  t h e  u s e r  c a n  
a g a i n  make r e f i n e m e n t s  t o  t h e  merged s c h e d u l e  by i n t e r a c t i v e  u s e  
o f  PARR u n t i l  t h e  s c h e d u l e  i s  s a t i s f a c t o r y  and  t h e n  r e g e n e r a t e  
t h e  t i m e l i n e  b y  equipment  r e p o r t s  f o r  f u r t h e r  i n s p e c t i o n .  When 
s c h e d u l e s  have been  d e v e l o p e d  f o r  each day  o f  t h e  week, a n o t h e r  
r e p o r t  g e n e r a t o r  i s  invoked  which d i s p l a y s  each o f  t h e  
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maintenance and offline teams (by name) along with their 
respective schedules for all the different equipment types they 
support. 
A great deal of the success of the MSOCC equipment scheduling 
system is due to the flexibility of the data entry and report 
generation tools. However, it is interesting to note that PARR 
is general enough to be used in the "equipment scheduling" as 
well as in the "satellite scheduling" domain. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The development of these strategic (PST) and tactical (PARR) 
planning tools has proceeded with a number of goals in mind. 
Foremost is that these tools should be available and be of use to 
a variety of different users which have planning and scheduling 
requirments and which have at their disposal conventional 
hardware such as IBM-PCs or UNIX-based workstations. In 
addition, that these tools will evolve in a way that the user 
interface technology will remain relatively independent of the AI 
and algorithmic technology so that each can be maintained 
independently. This allows the greatest flexibility for taking 
advantage of new technology as it arrives. Finally, that the 
capabilities demonstrated by these tools should be derived from 
current mission support as well as the requirements for future 
support. 
Most of the tools described above are not just prototypes but are 
in actual use. The ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System has 
recently been upgraded to support TDRS west requests as well as 
TDRS east and to use MEX and PARR. This has led to an enhanced 
ability to support ERBS because the complexity of specifying how 
constraint checking and resolution is to be accomplished has been 
greatly simplified and made more implicit. The fact that these 
tools are evolving through actual mission support as well as by 
prototyping features for future support gives credibility to this 
approach. 
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AN APPROACH TO KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING TO SUPPORT KNOWLEDGE-BASED 
SIMULATION OF PAYLOAD GROUND PROCESSING AT THE KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
Shawn McManus, Michael McDaniel 
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company 
Kennedy Space Center 
P. 0. Box 21233 
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32815 
ABSTRACT 
Planning for processing payloads at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) has 
always been a difficult and time-consuming task. With the advent of 
Space Station Freedom and its capability to support a myriad of 
complex payloads, the planning to support this ground processing maze 
involves thousands of man-hours of often tedious data manipulation. 
To provide the capability to analyze various processing schedules, 
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company-KSC is developing an object 
oriented knowledge-based simulation environment called the Advanced 
Generic Accommodations Planning Environment (AGAPE). Having nearly 
completed the baseline system, our emphasis in this paper is directed 
toward rule definition and its relation to model development and 
simulation. We focus specifically on the methodologies implemented 
during knowledge acquisition, analysis, and representation within the 
AGAPE rule structure. An example model is provided to illustrate the 
concepts presented. Our approach demonstrates a framework for AGAPE 
rule development to assist expert system development. 
I INTRODUCTION 
Space station payload ground processing at KSC requires a great deal 
of planning and analysis, and AGAPE was designed primarily to support 
this activity. As the system has matured, i t s  capabilities have 
become quite robust, making the system adaptable to modeling 
development activity in a wide variety of domains. To highlight and 
clarify the discussions in the ensuing sections, the major sections 
will feature a discourse of the relevant topics, followed by two 
examples from KSC space station ground processing. A future facility 
at KSC, the Space Station Processing Facility (SSPF) will provide an 
example of the facilities under consideration in our work, and 
installing a payload into a rack will benchmark a typical processing 
sequence. 
Some local KSC definitions are in order: 
payload - in the context of this paper, this will mean any 
hardware processed at Kennedy to become part of Space 
Station Freedom 
experiment - any user (i.e. non-system) payload 
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APAE - Attached Payload Accommodation Equipment, the equipment 
that allows an attached payload to interface with station 
resources 
r r  SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
AGAPE is an knowledge based, object oriented simulation environment. 
The system's objects are built in a frame structure, a convenient 
method to allow storage of object attribute values in structures 
called s l o t s .  The object oriented approach to programming defines 
objects into two categories, c l a s s e s  and i n s t a n c e s .  Class objects may 
have any level of descendents (children, grand-children), while 
instance objects can have no children. This parent-child relationship 
allows for inher i tance  of attributes and other structures to be 
discussed later. This hierarchy constructs a tree-like genealogy of 
objects, as seen in Figure 1. 
pOFF- LINE- LABS 
NTERMEDIATE-BA Y 
G S ~ S I M U l . A T O R L  . CRANE-2 
GSE-CRANES~~CRANE-I KS 
- 
s- 0 v-102 Y S I A - S I M  
RACK-SIM 
Figure 1. Sample Genealogy 
The knowledge base  resides in the HSKB, or Hierarchical  Segmented 
Knowledge Base.  The hierarchy comes from the object oriented nature 
of the system. Small portions of the knowledge base, called r u l e  
se ts ,  are attached to appropriate objects (the segmentation of the 
HSKB), and these rule sets can be inherited from parent to child, just 
as with attributes. This structure differs from the typical expert 
system knowledge base, where all rules reside in a single unit. The 
segmentation of the rule sets allows the simulation to reason over 
only those portions of the knowledge germane to the situation. 
The s c r i p t - b a s e d  simulation utilized by AGAPE allows each object (or 
for similar processes, groups of objects) to contain its own activity 
capabilities and requirements. These scripts are built from three 
basic types of activities; t a s k  activities, such as servicing or 
testing, t ranspor t  activities, to move an object from one location to 
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another, and installation/deintegration activities, where an object 
installs itself in or removes itself from another object. The scripts 
also allow objects to define resources needed for a particular 
activity, such as technicians and lifting devices for a transport 
activity. These resource requests also provide a method for the 
script to interact with the HSKB, allowing certain attribute 
requirements to replace specific object requests. To move a 13,000 
pound payload, for instance, the script may call for a specific crane, 
or it may require any lifting device with a capability of more than 
6.5 tons. 
The simulation in AGAPE offers an animation feature. The specific 
processing areas can be viewed during the simulation. As the 
simulation begins, the modeler may wish to view processing within the 
SSPF. If certain activities are of interest, like the weight and 
center-of-gravity test area in the high bay, that object can be 
selected during the animation, and the display will focus on that 
particular area. 
I11 KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION AT KSC 
3.1 GROUND PROCESSING AT KSC 
KSC's function in the NASA payload community is generally considered 
to be that of a payload integration and test center, with other 
centers around the country performing the bulk of the operational and 
strategic planning. While this is true in many cases, a considerable 
amount of effort occurs regularly at KSC in creation and development 
of work plans and procedures for present and future NSTS operations. 
Space Station Freedom has increased the planning duties at KSC to a 
large extent, due to the number of unique pieces of flight hardware 
scheduled to pass through Kennedy's processing facilities. Because 
the planning for Freedom involves much data manipulation to produce 
models such as facility and equipment utilizations, it was determined 
that a knowledge-based simulation environment would provide a valuable 
resource in planning for many programs. 
Payload ground processing at KSC involves a series of complex, tightly 
controlled assembly and test procedures, as the launch package is 
assembled. (the launch package is the set of payloads for one 
mission, assembled as they would appear in the orbiter's payload bay. 
As the payload arrives at the center, it is received and inspected for 
any shipping damage. The hardware is then taken to an assembly area 
for build-up to its on-orbit configuration. The payload is tested to 
assure its functionality, and then verified with the space station 
hardware it will interface with (rack, APAE, etc). All payloads are 
tested with space station systems to assure compatibility with such 
items as power distribution and the Data Management System (DMS). The 
payloads for a single mission are then assembled into a launch 
package, and interfaces with the orbiter are verified. The assembled 
launch package is finally installed into the orbiter and launched. 
The flow outlined typically lasts from three to eighteen months. 
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One of the major planning and analysis tasks being performed today at 
KSC involves the design and review of a new facility, the Space 
Station Processing Facility (SSPF) . The reviews include standard 
items, such as power outlets and office sizes. Because of the limited 
resources to process the myriad of Freedom hardware, the review 
process also includes many utilization studies to assess the impacts 
of changes in the program and its material. 
There are many thousands of single operations required to process any 
payload at KSC. To adequately model a given process, the proper 
modeling scope is required to define the precision of the simulation's 
products. The process of preparing a flight rack to accept a payload 
can be laid out in its exact detail (hundreds of steps), the major 
processes can be defined (10-12 activities), or the overall process 
can be laid out in one to two steps. The more detailed the model, the 
smaller the scope of the simulation needed to provide an accurate and 
meaningful representation. If the modeler wishes to simulate the 
entire 20-mission build-up of the space station, for example, it is 
obvious to use the very highest level of overview (the fewest steps). 
This forces the simulation to concentrate on the overall utilization 
of facilities and equipment, the obvious point of such a large model. 
3.2 OUR MODEL - FLIGHT OF-1 
In order to more effectively delineate the processes occurring in the 
knowledge base development for AGAPE, one of the Freedom assembly 
flights, OF-1 (OutFitting flight 1, number 6 in the series), was 
chosen to act as a candidate mission. This flight information is 
currently taken from the August, 1988 Space Station Trial Payload 
Manifest (TPM), the most accurate set of flight information available 
for space station planning. This mission will allow a demonstration 
of the types and quantities of information necessary to support KSC 
process planning. 
Flight OF-1 has many payloads of several types (see Table 1). The 
station payloads include a hand and eye wash station, a glovebox for 
utilization by experiments, and payload racks. The user payloads 
found on the manifest include some science payloads (e.g. SAAX 307X, 
life science 1.8m centrifuge), technology development payloads (e.g. 
TDMXF, fluid behavior experiment), and commercial endeavors (COMM 
1243, Electroepitaxial crystal growth). 
Although the various payloads employ the same basic interfaces to the 
space station, many require modified or unique attributes to their 
processing flows due to owners' preferences or singular payload 
characteristics. As can be seen in the TPM, there are several items 
bound for the space station on each flight, all with some level of 
processing occurring at KSC. Multiply this example by the 20 assembly 
flights necessary to complete the station, and the enormity of the 
planning and scheduling at KSC becomes apparent. 
Another variable has been added to the equation with the creation of 
the Payload Integration Centers (PICs), centers around the country 
able to perform some of the space station processing that is KSC's 
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TABLE 1. MANIFEST OF SPACE STATION FREEDOM FLIGHT OF-1 
STATION SUPPLED EQUIPMENT 
Manifest 
Code Name 
RACK 
USLAB 
USLAB 
USLAB 
USLAB 
USLAB 
USLAB 
USLAB 
Payload Racks - 16 
General Lab Support Equipment 
PMMS Process Fluids 
Customer Thermal Control System 
Commode/Hand & Eye Wash 
ECLS (Hygiene Water) 
PMMS Ultrapure Water 
MPS Glovebox 
USER SUPPLIED EQUIPMENT 
Manifest 
Code Name 
TDMX2411 
COMM1255 
LOG 
COMM1243 
sAAx401c 
TDMXF 
COMM1230 
sAAx307x 
SAAX401A 
Advanced Adaptive Control 
Commercial Organic & Polymer Processing 
Payload Consumables 
Commercial Electroepitaxial Crystal Growth 
Modular Containerless Processing Facility 
Two-Phase Fluid Behavior 
Commercial Crystals by Vapor Transport 
1.8m Centrifuge, Animal Holding Facility 
Space Station Furnace Facility 
responsibility. The impacts from these centers has yet to be fully 
understood, and KSC is responsible for the validation and acceptance 
of their processing capabilities. Since PICs are in the early concept 
stage of development, it behooves KSC modelers to make preparations 
for acceptance of these new processing facilities. 
IV KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION 
Numerous information sources exist at KSC for outlining current 
standard processing flows. Operations and Maintenance Instructions 
(OMIs) and Work Authorization Documents ( W A D S )  are two of the sources 
available to the studious KSC knowledge engineer. The difficulty in 
determining Freedom payload processing characteristics stems from the 
high rate of change of space station resource information. The on- 
orbit resource types and locations differ almost from day to day. The 
challenge for the modeler, as shown in Figure 2, is to find the 
information, as it exists at any given time, and compile it into a 
meaningful and realistic model of space station processing. 
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PROCESSING 
DOCUMENTS - 
-DOMAIN EXPERTS 
NASA PAYLOAD DOMAIN 
'I ACE STATION DOMAIN 
SECOND PASS 
ACQUISITION 
KSC 
SPACE STATION 
PAYLOAD 
PROCESSING 
MODEL 
KNOWLEDOE 
EPRESENTATION 
Figure 2. 
KSC Knowledge Acquisition Process 
represent a 4.1 ACQUISITION. Because the models being developec 
program still in its infancy, many of the documents needed to complete 
the model have not been created. These new space station documents, 
however, are nearly all based on one or more existing documents used 
to support NSTS processing. For those items in the model requiring a 
nonexistent document, relevant current documents can be obtained and 
used as a basis. Generally, once the space station equivalent of the 
document has received final approval, the changes necessary to update 
the 'old' model are relatively minor, and quickly implemented and 
verified. The benefits of developing a model in an object-oriented 
environment become apparent at this time, as one change propagates 
through many descendents, making the change almost instantaneous. 
At the time of this writing, the SSPF is undergoing tertiary review of 
its design. As such, specific items like equipment locations and 
utility port sizes and types are in a nearly constant state of flux. 
This makes the modeler's job rather difficult, because attribute 
values are constantly in need of revision. The basic layout of the 
building, on the other hand, has remained nearly constant over the 
past few months. 
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The data for the SSPF comes from two main types of sources, written 
and personnel. Documents are released in increments as the review 
process develops, so changes are manifested only when the next 
document revision is released. Data from the personnel contacts 
change almost daily while the review process continues. This makes 
for frustration as a knowledge engineer, since values and concepts are 
modified from minute to minute, depending on the person being 
interviewed. Our experience shows that using values from the 
documentation leads to the fewest problems. Generally, the people 
involved with the design reviews know when a change in the documents 
is about to occur, but these alterations should only be incorporated 
after they,have been approved by the appropriate personnel. 
Ground processing data and procedures are being formulated at this 
time . All these documents depend a great deal on the actual 
configuration of space station hardware, which remains in a state of 
constant change. The data presented is based on the most recent 
versions of the information. 
4 . 2  ORGANIZATION. Because of the characteristics of the HSKB utilized 
by AGAPE, the organization of data easily falls into a familial 
grouping, much in the same manner as object-oriented programming. For 
the most part, rules necessary to accomplish a simulation follow the 
payload type groups: Payloads in general have different scripts than 
GSE, rack payloads use different rules than attached unpressurized 
payloads, etc. Similarities in certain aspects of processing allow 
for use of the same rules, provided that the rules were written in a 
generic fashion. 
4.3 REPRESENTATION. The method by which knowledge is input into the 
AGAPE system tightly constrains the method of knowledge 
representation, but in no way limits the modeler in developing a 
useful and accurate model. Because of the breadth of information 
necessary to model KSC as a payload processing center, many rules are 
required for each aspect of payload integration. These rules tend to 
apply to only one or two types of payloads, or to experiments rather 
than elements, and thus the knowledge base grows at rather an 
astounding rate. 
The grouping of rule sets is actually controlled in a large manner by 
the architecture of the system. Unlike traditional expert systems, 
the reasoning does not involve the entire knowledge base. Instead, as 
shown in Figure 3, the simulation reasons over only that part of the 
knowledge attached to the scripts under consideration. This automatic 
segmentation of the knowledge occurs in such a way that the modeler 
often fails to notice. 
As an example of the representation of the knowledge gathered for the 
models at KSC, a rule is needed to acquire a crane in the SSPF to 
relocate a payload as it moves through its processing activities. 
This rule looks like: 
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Knowledge 
Base Rule Sets 
Rule 1 ‘i 
Rule 2- 
Rule 3 
Rule 4 
/ 
/ 
Rule N 
RS1 = (Rule1 Rule6 Rule21 Rule88) 
RS2 = (Rule2 Rule7 Rule34 Rule66) 
RSn = (Rule10 Rule8 Rule13 Rulel4) 
KB = (RS33 RS1 RS8) - 
CLASS-B u37 
KB = (RS1 R S )  
KB = (RS7 RSQ) 
Figure 3. 
Hierarchical Segmented Knowledge Bases 
( d e f i n e - h s k b - r u l e  P 1  
: l h s  (ACQUIRE-CRANE ?PAYLOAD ?CRANE 
:rhs ( ( B I N D - I N - L I S T  ?CRANE (ASK ‘GSE-CRANES C H I L D R E N ) )  
(> ( A S K  ‘?CRANE REQUEST ‘LIFT-CAPACITY ‘Is) 
( A S K  ‘ ?PAYLOAD REQUEST ‘MASS ’ Is) ) 
(RETURN-VALUE ?CRANE) ) 
This r u l e  f inds  a crane whose l i f t  capaci ty  is  simply g rea t e r  than t h e  
m a s s  of t h e  payload. With the  backward chaining process used i n  
reasoning, t h e  lef t -hand side ( : lhs )  o r  consequent o f  the  r u l e  i s  t r u e  
if the  right-hand side ( : rhs)  o r  antecedent is  s a t i s f i e d .  A X  t he  
statements i n  the rhs of t h e  r u l e  must be s a t i s f i e d  f o r  t h a t  side t o  
be t r u e .  I n  the case of t h i s  ru le ,  a crane object (variable ?crane) 
i s  capable of l i f t i n g  a payload i f  t h e  rhs  i s  complete. The BIND-IN- 
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LIST command assigns the ?crane to each of the children (first-order 
descendents) of the class GSE-CRANES. Each of the cranes is queried 
CAPACITY ' I S ) .  This is compared to the mass of the payload (ASK '?PAYLOAD 
REQUEST 'MASS ' rs)  to assure a simply greater-than relation. The first 
crane to satisfy these requirements is returned to the caller (RETURN- 
to determine the lift capacity Of the device (ASK '?CRANE REQUEST ' L I F T -  
VALUE ?CRANE) .  
This rule could be expanded to include function calls or calls to 
other rules, to assure the accuracy of the model. By replacing the 
greater-than (>) line above with: 
(BIND ?X (ASK ' ?CRANE REQUEST 'LIFT-CAPACITY ' I S )  
(CRANE-CAPACITY (ASK ' ?PAYLOAD REQUEST 'MASS ' I S )  ' ?X) 
This section would call a function or a rule CRANE-CAPACITY to 
calculate the proper amount of over-capacity for a crane to safely 
lift a payload. For example, if KSC requires the lifting device to 
exceed the payload's mass by 4 0 % ,  or use a more complicated formula, 
or tabular values, the rule could accommodate the requirements. 
Figure 4 contains a copy of the rule editor screen for AGAPE. The 
rule set shown checks a rack to assure that a payload will conform to 
the proper type and dimensions. The pressurized-module-code refers to 
the on-orbit residence of the rack payload (US Laboratory module, ESA, 
Japanese). 
These rules can be utilized at many points in the simulation. Any 
time in a script that a certain rule set is needed, an HSKB message 
can be attached to activate rule usage. To get a crane to relocate a 
payload within the SSPF, for instance, a message could be used. The 
text of the message would appear as: 
(DEFINE-HSKB-MESSAGE 'PAYLOAD 'MESSAGE26 
0 
(ACQUIRE-CRANE ?SELF ?CRANE) ) 
The rule ACQUIRE-CRANE is passed the values SELF (the payload calling 
the message) and CRANE, which will contain the crane returned by the 
rules. This will allow the script to acquire a crane to perform its 
current activity. 
Figures 5 and 6 display the code which expands to write rules and 
messages. This code, along with the rest of AGAPE, is public domain 
software available in COSMO. 
V CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
As the models under development at KSC become more robust and 
flexible, many varied processes could be simulated. The current 
processing of STS payloads could be studied, along with the processing 
of the shuttles themselves. KSC's budgetary cycle could also be 
modeled. Impacts of future NASA programs, such as lunar base concepts 
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and planetary missions, could be assessed to determine long-range 
goals. 
With the user-oriented capabilities of the AGAPE system, coupled with 
its robustness, focus the process of knowledge engineering into a 
single, continuous technique. Allowing the models to be developed 
directly by the people performing the payload processing brings the 
actual knowledge one step closer to the simulation. This system could 
assist many studies at KSC, not to mention processing scenarios at 
other NASA centers. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes a heuristic approach to incremental and 
reactive scheduling. Incremental scheduling is the process of 
modifying an existing schedule if the initial schedule does not 
meet its stated initial goals. Modifications made to a schedule 
during incremental scheduling typically consist of adding one or 
more activities by re-scheduling existing activities. Reactive 
scheduling is performed when changes need to be made to an 
existing schedule due to uncertain or dynamic environments such 
as changes in available resources or the occurrence of targets of 
opportunity. Only minor changes are made during both incremental 
and reactive scheduling because a goal of re-scheduling 
procedures is to minimally impact the schedule. 
A scheduling system generates a schedule in three phases. An 
initial batch scheduling phase, an incremental scheduling phase 
and a reactive scheduling phase. During the first phase, no 
rescheduling is attempted. All user requests are submitted to the 
scheduler and an initial schedule is created. During the second 
phase, non-computationally complex strategies must be used since 
the number of possible schedules that can be generated increases 
exponentially with the number of requests. Since simple 
strategies must be used for initial schedule creation, any 
schedule can potentially be greatly improved through the use of 
an incremental scheduling phase. 
Reactive scheduling occurs in near real-time in response to the 
occurrence of targets of opportunity. Consequently, a reactive 
scheduler must be able to generate schedules within acceptable 
time limits. Manual reactive scheduling is an inefficient 
strategy, and automated exhaustive search techniques are 
infeasible because of time limits. 
This paper describes the heuristic search techniques employed by 
the Request Oriented Scheduling Engine (ROSE), a prototype 
generic scheduler (3) . Specifically, we describe heuristics that 
efficiently approximate the cost of reaching a goal from a given 
state and effective mechanisms for controlling search. 
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMlED 
Introduction 
Scheduling the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System’s (TDRSS) 
communications‘ events and user preferences present the NASA- 
GSFC’s Network Control Center/s personnel with a very complex 
scheduling problem. The schedulers must deal with limited TDRSS 
resources, such as antennas, ground equipment and communications 
bandwidth. In addition to these resource constraints, the 
scheduling requirements also have user constraints, such as TDRS 
visibility of user spacecraft, as well as temporal and dynamic 
(request placement with respect to other . scheduled requests) 
constraints. 
A sample request is shown in Figure 1 where a user of the Upper 
Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS) requests the NCC to 
schedule a house-keeping activity for UARS 19 times, once every 
80 minutes, and each request must start within a 40 minute time 
window. In addition, each request must use a single access 
antenna from TDRS-East for a period of 15 minutes and it should 
be scheduled when UARS is in view of TDRS-East. 
The scheduling of these requests is premised by the fact that any 
instances of this generic request should be scheduled only if 
alternate request instances in a generic request which performs 
UARS house-keeping using TDRS-West, have not been scheduled. The 
NCC personnel receive and process several hundreds of requests 
with more complex requirements from several users on a weekly 
basis. During the space station era users will generate thousands 
of such requests. 
The Request Oriented Scheduling Engine (ROSE) is a generic 
scheduling software prototype which has successfully demonstrated 
the scheduling of user requests in the scheduling of scientific 
instrument operations for the Space Station distributed 
scheduling environment, and the scheduling of user requests in 
the NCC environment. The rest of this paper provides a brief 
description of the ROSE scheduler, incremental and reactive 
scheduling processes and the implementation of a hybrid search 
algorithm to speed automated rescheduling activities. 
THE PROBLEM 
With thousands of requests to schedule, the initial batch 
scheduling approach does not usually meet the user’s scheduling 
goals. Also the initial schedule is sub-optimal due to the 
necessity to use simple heuristics. ROSE provides tools to allow 
the user to do re-scheduling by deleting or moving scheduled 
requests, adding unscheduled requests, or relaxing requests’ 
constraints manually. 
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When re-scheduling involves a large number of requests, in order 
to find a location for an unscheduled request, extensive search 
of the attributes (i.e., constraints, resources requirements, 
etc.) of scheduled requests must be performed. This step is 
required in order to identify appropriate heuristics to improve 
the search. Also, if the schedule is to be generated in near 
real-time, the search algorithm must be efficient and fast enough 
for the resulting schedule to be of any use. Therefore, an 
automated incremental and reactive scheduling capability is 
needed in ROSE. 
ROSE - A Generic Scheduling Software System 
The ROSE software prototype has been developed to provide NASA 
customers in the Space Station distributed scheduling environment 
with an automated mechanism for communicating their scheduling 
requirements to NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA-GSFC) and 
receiving their scheduled requests. In ROSE, the feasibility of 
communicating user requests from remote locations (where 
appropriate) to a scheduler is being explored. The scheduling 
requirements are communicated to a NASA scheduler in a Flexible 
Envelope Request Notation (FERN). This notation enables a user to 
specify his/her requests with preferential constraints. ROSE/FERN 
is described in more detail in [ 3 ] .  
ROSE is a generic scheduler currently running on the Symbolics 
computer workstation with the Genera 7.0 operating system and the 
Common LISP language on the Symbolics computer workstation at the 
NASA-GSFC in code 520. Figure 2 depicts the ROSE user interface. 
The interface consists of several windows. The user executes many 
of the ROSE commands by activating the menu items in the Commands 
window. The NCC scheduling network window shows three users (GRO, 
STS and UARS) in this example with the NCC as the scheduler. 
Generic requests from the users to the schedulers are monitored 
and presented in a scrollable window, titled "Real-Time Message 
Monitoring". 
Figure 2 also shows a day's schedule in the window titled 
"Timeline of Scheduled Requests". Scheduled requests are 
displayed as unshaded rectangular boxes along a timeline. The 
names of the user or campaign are displayed to the left of the 
corresponding scheduled requests. More information about each 
scheduled requests can be displayed, and the parameters of the 
request can be modified through the interface. Below the requests 
in Figure 2 in shaded rectangles is a sample of TDRS's visibility 
constraint. The first row of shaded rectangles displays the time 
windows when UARS is in view of the TDRS-West antenna, while the 
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' I  
n e x t  row d e p i c t s  when t h e  same s p a c e c r a f t  i s  i n  v iew o f  T D R S - E a s t  
a n t e n n a .  T h e  bo t tom r i g h t  c o r n e r  window d i s p l a y s  a l i s t  o f  
u n s c h e d u l e d  r e q u e s t s .  The window i s  s c r o l l a b l e ,  and  t h e  u s e r  has 
t h e  o p t i o n  t o  s c r o l l  t h e  window f o r  a l i s t  of o t h e r  u n s c h e d u l e d  
r e q u e s t s .  T h e  u s e r  c a n  a l s o  mouse each r e q u e s t  t o  o b t a i n  a 
d e t a i l e d  i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  t h e  r e q u e s t .  ROSE has many f e a t u r e s  
t h a t  e n a b l e  t h e  u s e r  t o  d i s p l a y  i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  s c h e d u l e s ,  
r e q u e s t s  and  r e s o u r c e  u s a g e .  
Message Class: 1 
Request Priority: 3.4 
Schedule as soon as possible 
Schedule request 19 t imes every 0:80:00. Window-size= 0:40:00 
Resource Envelope Phases: 
Duration: 15 minutes 
SA-EAST 1 
Temporal Constraints: 
EXCLUDING UARS-ENG-TDW2[II 
DURING *UARS-UA'J-TDE* 
I S t a r t  Time: 00:80:00 End Time: 00:00:00 
FIGURE 1. A Sample User's Generic Request 
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Re-Scheduling Strategies to Meet Scheduling Goals 
ROSE is a generic scheduler, and it has been developed so that 
the user can generate schedules with different scheduling goals. 
When the initial schedule does not meet its goal, the scheduling 
software, (i.e. ROSE) may take one or more of the following 
conflict resolution strategies. 
- Relax the requirements of unscheduled requests 
- Overbook certain resources 
- Relax the requirements of scheduled requests or 
de-allocate certain resources 
- Acquire additional resources from another scheduler in 
a distributed scheduling architecture 
- Implement an Incremental Scheduling strategy 
- Implement a Reactive Scheduling strategy which 
i n c o r p o r a t e s  one o r  more of  t h e  c o u r s e s  of  a c t i o n  above 
In this paper, we only describe the incremental and reactive 
scheduling strategies for re-scheduling. 
Scheduling Goals 
A user‘s scheduling goals can take several forms, for instance: 
- Create a schedule within the time limit of T hours. 
- Schedule all requests above priority N 
- Reserve X% of resource R during time T1 . . . . .  T2 
- Schedule as many requests as possible 
With the scheduling goal ( s )  identified, the ROSE software 
generates a plan as to which actions to take and in what order, 
and attempts to generate a schedule that meets the user’s 
goal (s) . For example, if the user’s goal is to schedule as many 
requests as possible, the plan may include a step to relax the 
resource requirements of all requests. Figure 3 depicts a process 
flow chart used in ROSE for incremental scheduling. ROSE applies 
each strategy in the plan to the initial schedule until either 
the user’s goals are met or the plan is exhausted. 
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INITIAL SCHEDULE 
a -
NO b 
FIGURE 3. A Frocess Flow Chart f o r  an Incremental Scheduling Strategy 
. 
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Reactive Scheduling 
When an unexpected occurrence of some events triggers the need 
for replanning, ROSE provides the capabilities to apply the 
opportunistic scheduling procedure diagrammed in Figure 4. Re- 
scheduling is performed by adding, moving or deleting requests 
until the effects of the impacts are eliminated. 
Reactive scheduling is used to modify a schedule already in use. 
Therefore, conflict resolution strategies which are valid in 
incremental scheduling may not be applicable for reactive 
scheduling. For -example,. if a week’s schedule already in use 
requires reactive scheduling at mid-week (i.e. Wednesday), then 
any requests prior to Wednesday cannot be moved. In other words, 
anything in the past cannot be moved, and no requests can be 
scheduled prior to Wednesday. In incremental scheduling, the 
scheduling system focusses its attention on re-scheduling 
existing requests in order to accommodate additional requests. In 
reactive scheduling, however, the scheduler must consider 
alternative strategies, such as relaxing the requirements of 
requests in order to minimally impact the schedule. Still, the 
goal in reactive scheduling is to minimally impact the rest of 
the schedule. 
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TRY RELAXING REQUIREMENTS 
I A v c c  I I I  I I  RE-SCHEDULE (ADD, MOVE, DELETE) I L-l <' PACT \ /  S I  
. -- 
NO (IMPACTS > I 
FIGURE 4. A Process Flow Chart for a Reactive Scheduling Strategy 
Heuristics for Efficient Re-Scheduling 
In the field of Artificial Intelligence, several researchers have 
focussed on developing efficient search techniques for complex 
mathematically intractable problems. Simon (1962) proposed the 
"Hierarchical" approach during search by planning at different 
levels of abstraction. In 1975, Sacerdoti proposed the "Least 
Commitment" approach which suggests delaying any decision making 
as much as possible until most of the facts are known and thereby 
reducing the amount of backtracking. In 1979, Hayes-Roth proposed 
the "Opportunistic Reasoning" approach by focussing search in 
highly constrained areas or areas of highest certainty. 
Dependency directed backtracking is another popular approach 
employed in searching to reduce the search space of states, Mark 
S. Fox (7) research efforts on constraint-directed reasoning 
provides several approaches to reducing the amount of search 
required in planning. This paper applies a hybrid approach by 
combining the generate and test problem solving method and the A* 
algorithm to search the problem space for a solution to a re- 
scheduling problem. 
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Implementation of a Heuristic for Efficient Re-Scheduling 
We have implemented a hybrid algorithm similar to the A* (Best- 
first search) algorithm to provide effective search during the 
re-scheduling process. 
Figure 5 shows a directed graph of the search space for re- 
scheduling in the ROSE scheduling software system. The problem 
space is developed from the steps involved in re-scheduling in 
ROSE as described earlier for Figure 2. 
Our algorithm searches a directed graph in which each node 
represents a state in the problem space. It is used to find a 
minimal-cost overall path or any other path as quickly as 
possible. In ROSE, the initial state is the initial batch 
schedule and a request to be scheduled; a goal state is reached 
when the unscheduled request is scheduled, and no existing 
request violates any of its resource requirements or temporal or 
dynamic constraints. The intermediate states consists of the 
possible states between the initial state and a goal state. 
To accomplish the objective of going from the initial state to 
the goal state in Figure 5, we employ the generate and test 
problem solving strategy to generate the rules to guide possible 
moves. These rules are described in the steps below: 
Step 1. Start at level 0 and select an unscheduled request. 
Step 2. Generate a set of start times and assign ratings to 
how good the possible locations where the request can be 
scheduled are. Good locations are those where the minimum 
number of constraints are violated and the minimum number 
and amount of resources are required. 
Step 3. Schedule this request in a location where it is 
constrained the least, either by a resource 
or a dynamic constraint. Break ties by selecting the 
location with the earliest time along the timeline. A 
location with a missing resource is preferred over 
another location with a violated dynamic constraint. 
A temporal constraint must not be violated. This step 
will usually invalidate the current schedule. 
Step 4. Create a window around all the requests overlapped by the 
current request, and identify any such requests as 
possible candidates to be moved. The local goal is to 
move one or more requests and re-schedule them elsewhere 
to make the schedule within this window valid. 
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FIGURE 5. A SEARCH SPACE FOR RE-SCHEDULING IN ROSE 
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Step 5. Move an overlapped request within the window. Go to 
Step 2. Avoid generating any loops by not moving a 
request more than once. 
Step 6. Determine the goodness of a schedule by tallying and 
evaluating the amount and number of overused resources 
and the number of dynamic constraints violated by the 
unscheduled requests 
Step 7. Terminate the search at a pre-set time corresponding to 
the time it takes to reach a certain number of branching 
and/or depth factor, or until a solution is reached. 
Step 8. Display the llbestll solution and ask the user if he/she 
wishes to continue. 
Step 9. If the user wishes to continue, attempt to schedule 
the remaining unscheduled requests. 
After establishing the rules that guide acceptable procedures for 
rescheduling, we are ready to apply our algorithm. To apply this 
algorithm, we develop an evaluation function, ff which estimates 
the relative merit or cost of continuing a search from a given 
state after applying a rule. The evaluation function is a cost 
function which must bef designed to ?estimate the remaining length 
of a path between a node n and the goal node. It is used to set 
up the order as to which nodes to consider during a search such 
that the goal is reached with the minimum number of steps. 
Application of the A* Algorithm 
The problem space consists of nodes (shown in Figure 5), and 
these nodes fall into two categories: OPEN and CLOSED. OPEN is a 
list of nodes containing the nodes to which the heuristic 
evaluation function have been applied, but for which their 
successor nodes have not been generated. The nodes in the list 
are sorted in a priority sequence such that the highest priority 
is assigned to the node for which the value returned by the 
heuristic evaluation function is most promising. The CLOSED list 
contains the nodes with non-promising values for the evaluation 
function. 
Function f' has two components, a g component and an h' 
component. 
f' (successor node) = g(successor node) + cost to new node 
or f' (successor node) = g(successor node) + h' (successor node) 
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where 
and 
the lowest f'. 
g(successor node) = g(best node) + h, (successor node) 
a best node is defined as a node on OPEN list of nodes with 
The g component is defined as the measure of the cost of getting 
from the initial state to the current state. It is the sum of the 
costs of applying the evaluation function along the best path 
leading to the current node. Function h' returns an estimate of 
the additional cost of getting to the goal node from the current 
node. Since h, represents cost, low values for h' lead to good 
nodes. Implementing the functions described above enables the re- 
scheduling functions to search and reach the goal by manipulating 
the list of nodes in the OPEN and CLOSED lists. 
Since the only action taken at each step is to re-schedule an 
existing request, the cost of going from one node to its 
successor node (h,) is a constant. If different actions were 
taken at different nodes (for instance, relaxation and 
deletions), the h' function will not be constant. 
Another Approach to Speed Search During Re-scheduling 
The AO* or the AND/OR graph can be used to represent search 
strategies by decomposing a problem into subproblems. This allows 
for the generation of alternative solutions to the problem. The 
initial problem corresponds to the root node of the graph. At an 
AND node, all the successor nodes must be solved to obtain a 
solution for that AND node. However, at an OR node, only one of 
the children nodes must be solved. It is not necessary to 
generate a solution for more than one node. 
Applying this problem solving strategy to searching the search 
space in Figure 5, it means that in locations where more than one 
scheduled request must be moved, all the scheduled requests that 
need to be moved must be moved in parallel until the schedule in 
a local region becomes valid. This action requires more knowledge 
of multiple requests. With more knowledge of each requests moved, 
the amount of search required is reduced, and solution can be 
obtained at a smaller cost than with the A* algorithm. 
Future Work in Automated Re-Scheduling for ROSE 
In the future, we plan to explore the application of assumption- 
based or justification-based truth maintenance system concepts to 
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evaluate their effectiveness in helping to repair invalid 
schedules generated during re-scheduling. Also, due to the 
extensive amount of search required, and since we want to limit 
back-tracking while the scheduler is in search of a goal, some 
machine learning paradigms such as, learning from experience can 
speed the re-scheduling time. Also the effectiveness of the 
application of neural network algorithms in re-scheduling will be 
explored. 
I 
The effects automating other conflict resolution strategies, such 
as overbooking certain resources, acquiring additional resources 
from other schedulers in a distributed scheduling architecture 
will be employed. 
CONCLUSION 
Quoting Raj Reddy's [6], fourth and fifth rules of Artificial 
Intelligence, "Search compensates for lack of knowledge" and 
"Knowledge eliminates the need for search", these statements 
apply in many problem solving efforts, specifically when solving 
planning problems. The amount of search required in the heuristic 
described above can be reduced s,ignificantly with more knowledge 
of the constraints. With a better knowledge of the constraints, 
the AO* search heuristic can provide a faster solution and a 
shorter path search than the technique described in this paper. 
According to Mark Fox (71, scheduling is not yet a science, it is 
still an art. As a result efficient problem solving techniques 
must be explored to improve search and reduce re-scheduling time. 
This paper presents our attempt at improving the time required 
for automatic re-scheduling in the Space Station and the TDRSS 
Network Control Center environment. We employed a hybrid problem 
solving technique to reduce automated re-scheduling time. Given 
the knowledge of the problem space, the hybrid problem solving 
approach described here is efficient for re-scheduling. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this  paper we briefly analyze the various kind of processes which allow one to m a k e  a diagnosis.Then 
we focus on one of these processes used for satellite failure diagnosis.This process consists of sending 
instructions to the satellite about  system status alterations to make masked the effects of o n e  possible com- 
ponent failure or to look for additional abnormal  measures. 
A formal modele of this process is given.This model is an  extension of a previously defined connectionist 
model which allows computation of ratios between the  likelihoods of observed manifestations according to 
various diagnostic hypothteses.We show t h a t  we are  able to c0mput.e in a similar way the  expect,ed mean 
value of t,hese likelihood measures for each possible s t a t u s  of the satellite.Thereforr,we are able to select t>he 
most appropriate s ta tus  according t o  three different purposes:to confirm an hypothesis , to  eliminate an 
hypothesis,or to choose between two hypotheses. 
Finally a first. connectionist schema of computation of these expected mean values is given 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FKMrED 
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I Introduction 
There  are a lot of human activities which involve diagnostic problem solution.This kind of problem so lv -  
ing typically calls to the mind the  physician activity looking for the diseases which m a y  be t h e  cause of 
observed symptoms.However similar mental  processes are involved when a detective looks for a 
murderer,various specialists try to repair a device and when a scientist tries to  dtermine t h e  composition of 
a given sample(proteins by electrophorese for a biologist,chemical compmition by spec t rum analysis in 
chemistry , e tc..  . 
1.1.1 Various diagnosis procedurea 
Everyone who makes a diagnosis does not  uses exactly the same reasoning process.How one  infers a 
diagnosis depends in  par t  upon their  way to get information.We can distinguish a t  least three main 
classes: 1) All needed information is immediatly available 
2) A part  of the needed information is masked from the person trying to m a k e  a diagnosis 
3) T h e  cause of the observed syrnpt,oms may change during the gathering of information. This 
last case is the most difficult and we will only consider the first two kinds of diagnosis here.  
1.1.2 The most general procedure 
The  basic information with which o n e  can deal i n  a diagnostic process consists of propositions like:a 
given disorder may cause a given symptom or manifestation.Therefore,diagnost.ic inference cannot  only be a 
deductive process:some symptoms of a disorder may be absent and symptoms can be t h e  consequence of 
&vera1 disorders.The mathematical modelling of the  cause h a s  been the aim of several previously published 
papers: [ P E , ~ R ~ ~ ~ ] , [ P E . ~ R ~ ~ ) , [ R O ~ ~ R ~ ~ ] , [ W A L D ~ ~ ] . F O ~  some of them ”may cause” is represent>ed by a 
probability,[PE.4R8G],[PEAR87],and for o thers  there is a numerical ”causal s t rength” between a disorder 
aIid its rriariifest.at.ions,[PENG87].11i still another  rnodel,[BOUR87] t.he observed rrianifevtatioris rIiay also b e  
caused by unknown disorders and a measure of likelihood of each manifestation is introduced in order  t o  be 
able to neglect the lessprobable manifestations when t,he deductive process leads t,o contradictl ions 
1.1.3 The s t e p w i s e  procedures 
Inpract,ice t h e  diagnostic process consist,s of t.wo alternate phases: 
First seach for a set. of plausible hypotheses which explain the set. of obseved manifestat ions,  and 
S eco n d , :’on 6 r m a. t i.3 n and ,/or e I i m in a t  i~ i i  of selected h y pot. h wes.  
I.: \ i i $ i , ! r  ?c. t j i a ; ; i , : ’  ;?i tc, iliiiilr!aie air :ly,>ot,hrairt t,:ie carl picj~t-dcl:, ir! t*u h::’.a 
a)i\’cv; qutrics T h e  simplest approach is to a s k  new queries t.he results of whicii v;ciuli! enable  u s  to confirm 
or to eliniinat,e an hypothesis.But, such an approach implies that, all needed information is available.This is 
not. t r u e  i n  many cases.For instance i n  a satellite the mertsured informattion is chosen when designing t,he 
sat,ellit,e and cannot be changed when t.he satellite is in space. 
t))The indirect, diagnosis procedure This second process is a.pplied when a diagnosis is needed for a still 
work irig device (satellite.in flight aircraft,boat,s,etc ...). This deviw has  marry possible working modes.Each 
w o r k i n g  r r i o d t .  may mask t,he cffects of some disorders.Therefore 1)s change of working mode (wit.hin the 
limits of posible working mode at. a given time),people doing diagnosis are a.hle t,o confirm o r  to eliminate a 
given hypot.hesis.For instance, in a satell i te failure diagnosis the operat.or may force t h e  bat tery to supply 
power to various components in  order  to eliminate t.he assumption ”solar. cells failurv” , i f  the  manifestations 
diapear with t .his new working mode. 
1.2 The Satellite Failures Diagnosis Procedure 
T h e  indirect diagnosis procedure h a s  already been studiediBOlJR86l.lt~ can he summarized a s  follows.When 
an alarm is on in  a satellite control room,contollers first apply the emergency procedure related to t.his 
ala,rm.They,then,try to  analyse the latest  informa.tion which h a s  been sent by t h e  satell i te to determine if 
t.here is a failure and,  if  so, wha.t kind of failure is it.Because t,he erriegency procedure always protect, t,he 
sat.ellite,sevral h o u r s  can be used to make  an accurate diagnosis.1n t .he  case of low level sat,elIites,it is ,not 
possible to try several working modes within a revolut.ion because t,he satellite can only received one corn- 
inand and send inforrnation back during the  shor t  period i n  wh ich  it .  is visible from i~nt,ennae.Minimizing 
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the number of needed working modes to complete t h e  diagnosis is t h u s  of prime importance in this  case. 
T h e  deduction process is the fol1owing:controllers have at their disposal schemas with various levels of 
details.They s t a r t  from the measured point of t h e  s c h e m a  which has caused the a la rm a n d  follow the func- 
tional links s tar t ing from one component t h a t  arrive at this point.Then they make  the  assumption t h a t  
there is a breakdown in th i s  component.After t h a t  they try to eliminate this assumption by looking for 
information,among t h a t  most recently received,which contradicts their assumption.If they one  they follow 
back the functional links u n t i l  they identify a new component.This process seems so simple t h a t  one might 
think that advanced information systems are  not  required. But ,  i n  fact t h e  process is m a d e  more difficult! 
by two things.First,in every satellite there  are  a lot of automatic reconfigurations t h a t  occur in order t o  
avoid hazardous effects of a failure.Thus t h e  controller has a t  his/her disposal only a few pieces of informa- 
tion about  what  has really happened.More often he/she only knows tha t  an  au tomat ic  reconfiguration h a s  
happened on a. given device.He/she must  look through long sequences of measurements in order  t o  detect, 
wha.t par t  of the device h a s  broken.Second,in most  cases information is gathered on board t h e  satellite and 
periodically sent  to the control center without  information on the time at which each has  been 
gathered.Only the order in which each piece of information is gathered is known.So it is sometime very 
difficult to exactly know when the failure which caused the  alarm happened,and t h u s  which information is 
related to t h e  period before the failure and which one is related to the period after the  failure. W e  can also 
say t,hat the failures are rare on board a satellite,so controllers are not well t.rained t o  face this kind of 
event.Morover,failures usually occur more frquently at the end of the satellite life (typically 7 years).By this 
time, the designers of the satellite,who are the most qualify to find the failure,are either n o  longer available 
o'r have forgotten a large part  of their  knowledge about  the sat,ellite.Therefore.,e.Th~refor~ an intelligent! decision aid for 
controllers is absolut>ely needed. 
1 . 9  The study purposes 
I n  a previous study[ROUR86],  an expert  system was prot0t.y ped to make diagnosis a u  tomatically.But 
the solution had two main drawbackxi t  was t ime consuming (a first list of possible failures needed u p  to 
tweent,y minutes on a SUN/5O) and it did not  give any advice for selecting a working mode t h a t  would he 
t,he most appropriate to confirm or eliminate a n  hypotliesis 011 the list.Ariother previous s tudy  has s h o w n  
that. making the list of most probable hypot,hesis can be done using a connectionist. m o d e l [ P E N < X J ] . W e  
have wanted to  go further and to compute,  in  a similar way: which working mode of t h e  satellite would 
give the most information in cjrder to redrice tkce hypotheses list,. 
I1 General Mathematical Model 
?. 1 Notations a n d  basic  assumptions 
I,rt I)-={ d I ,  ..., dn } he the set  of possible disorders. 
M-=:{ 7rt ,,..., mk } the set of manifest.ations, 
p .  , , j . - 1  ,... n the apriori probabilities ofdi , and 
r,l ~,Iie frequeacies wit,ti wichd, cuuses rrq  (c , l  ==a i f there  is n o  causal reIa.(.iou be~.weeri t t j  U V ( L  'rfli ) 
Let, C = { c i ,  } and let e (d i )= (ml  :cil #0) Let be M + the set of observed manifestations in the  current, 
working mode u', and . M - = M - M t  Let UI c D be an assumpt,ion representing a set. of possible disordres 
w h i r h  caii explain all observed manifestations M +  The following t.hrre wsurriptioiis a re  made: 
1)Disorders are independent of each other  
2)<.!ausal strength (ri, ) are invariant. :whenever dj occurs it alwa.ys causes inf with t.he sa.rne st.rength. 
3)No nianifestations can be present, without  being caused by soine disorder. 
Note t,hat, ci l  =P (m, I di).For detailled explanations of this point. see/PEN(:88] 
P i  Define the  Relative Likelihood measure of DI 5 D,givenMS, to be I, (Dl I M+)-f (A!' I U , )  n - 
d. F D ,  l-pi 
Where P ( M +  I D, ) s tands  for the prohabilitybof the observed set, of nianifest,at,ions, given t.he s'et. of 
disorders [I1 . 
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,m+) where U B ( D ,  &If)= If cy, + ) U B  ( D l  -L ,(Dl ,M 
Defition of a "confort  measure" CM 
diagnosis hypotheses (D ,,D 2,. . , ,Dk ) includes t h e  ac tua l  s e t  of causitives disorders t h a t  a r e  present .  
CM is a real number  btween 0 a n d  1 which represents  how certain we wish to be t h a t  a collection of 
Defiriit,ion of a minimal solution of a diagnosis problem 
(OLCM i l ) . S = { D  1 , D 2 , . . . , D t  )C_ "subse ts  of D" is said to be a minimal solution t h e  problem iff 
Le t  D,M,C,II!+ be a dia.gnosis problem t h a t  we wish t o  solve given a confort. m e a m r e  CM 
k 
i = 1  
l )P (D IUD 2 . . . . U d k  I M+)= P(ni I M+)>Ch'f 
k 
i -- 1.i f j 
'2) for  all D j € S  P ( D i  1 M + ) < C M  
Let A[,,- Q, 
d ,  C D  D, 
Theorem 1 [Peng88] 
For a n y  hypothesis DI C D: L (D, 1 A{+)<  LIB ( D ,  ,Mt)(.eAD'-l) T h e r e  is a n  algoritm iPENG88) 
which allows t.o d e k r m i n e  t.he k most probable hypothesis a m o n g  all members of subsets of D and to order 
them l)y decreasing probabilit,ies. An hypothes is  is said to cover a problem if t h i s  hypothes is  canexplain all 
o t w r v e d  manif'est,at.ions A4 '. 
u ,  ?Dl 
Thecrem 2 peng88] 
Let, D ,, D ? ,  . . . ,  Dk Iw the  k most! probale covers of a problerri PR=D,M,C,A4+ where I) ,  is t h e  least prob- 
ahie a m o n g  t , h c  k covers.l,et. CM be a given confort. measure T h e n  S=-(D l , D , , . . . , D k  ) is a solution for proh- 
lem I'B i f :  
k k -1 
i . - I  ; = I  
in/ (D, )> CM 2 RlqJ (D, )
D, roverof M+ 
11.3 A Connectionist Approach of the General Diagnosis Problem Solving PENGSO] 
Let. r, be binary variables.?, = 1  if d ,  E D ,  ;zt -0 otherwise.  
T h u s  to maximize L (0, I M + )  a m o u n t s  to maximize: 
T h i s  maximizat#ion can be get, by t he  use of a t w o  layers neural network 
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The u n i t s  of t h e  first layer ' represent the mani fes ta t ions  and  the  units of the second layer represent t he  
zi becomes t h e  activation level of un i t s  which represent t h e  disorders. T h e  ac t iva t ion  ru l e  of t h e  manifes- 
disorders.  
t a t i on  nodes  is the  following: 
n 
i =1 
m j ( t ) = l - n ( l - c i j z i ( t ) ) = l -  n ( I - ~ j j  ~ j ( t ) )  [7] 
d,  E C O U ( I C B  (m! ) 
T h u s  t h i s  activation rule is a local computa t ion  since i t  only depends on current, ac t iva t ion  levels of mi 's 
causa t ive  disorders which are directly connected to mi in t h e  causal network. 
Since zi (O)=pi 
T h e  ac t iva t ion  rule of zi is a b i t  more  sophis t ica ted .  
First ly Q(X), which is to maximize is decomposed  in Q(X)=Q'(X-zi )qi (z; ( t  )). 
T h e n  t h e  activation rule of t h e  node zi is chosen in order  to optimize pi (zi ( t  )). 
Since qi (xi ( t  )) is only function of zi ( t  ), t h e  use of local optimization for each xi yie lds  to t h e  optimiza- 
t ion of Q(X). 
Let  M i + = M f n e  ( d i )  and  M i - = ( M - M + ) n e  (di ) 
n 
i =1 
mi (O)=l- n (1-cij pi) 
In which all T k ( t )  are considered to be pa rame te r s  and  z , ( t )  the  only a r g u m e n t  of t h e  function 
Note  that the  first! two  products in  Equat ion  (81 which are  local to T, not over M +  a n d  M - M -  as In Equa- 
tion (61.In t h i s  sense Equation 181 is a patially localized version of Equation [SI (par t ia l ly  because  t h e  param-  
e t e r  Tk ( t  ) for k # i  are stlill present 
dt ( x t  ( t  1). 
Viewing qi ( x i  ( f  )) as an object.ive func t ion  a n d  z; ( t  ) as being constra.int t,o (0 , l )  we decompose  t,he glo- 
bal op t imiza t ion  problem of D j ( t  ) i n t o  local optimiza.tion problems of its e lements  xi ( t  ) :derive whichever 
of xi(t,)=:l or z i ( t ) - 4 )  will maximize qi , i.e whichever of q i ( l )  or qi(o)  is great.er:if all o t h e r  xk ( t  ) are 
fixed.lf 4, ( 1 )  --qi (0; q ( t )  should decrease in order l o  get local op t imiza t ion .Thus  WP define t h e  &io 
T i  ( I  )= - q i r l '  It ,  can he proven [PENG89] that: 
qi  ( 0 )  '
ri ( t  ) can rewrit ten as: 
T h e  ac t iva t ion  rule of the "disorders nodes" can easily he deduced from Equation [SI 
Let f (x)  he defined as follows: 
= I  if x:>l 
f(x)--1 if x<.;-I 
-x otherwise 
dzi ( t  1 T h e  ac t iva t ion  rule for zi ( 1  ) is t h e  following: --- - j  ( r i  ( t  )-l)(l-Zi ( t  )) 
This differential  equation is approximated  by the  following differences equation: 
Rut. i f  ri ( I  t -A)  is less than  0.0 it .  is set, to O.O.Thus,as desired zi(/) is gua ran teed  to be in  [ O , I ]  at, ani. 
dt 
xi ( t  +-A)=z, ( t  )+- j  ( ~ i  ( t  )-1)( I-zi ( t  ))* A 
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t ime t .  
Experimental  studies of this model[PENG89] show t h a t  it fits well with its purposes a n d  allows t o  find o u t  
the most  probables hypotheses which may explain the  ohseved manifetations. 
III Modelling The Indirect Procedure 
m.1 Notrtion8 
Let Wj i=l, ...p be the  possible working modes of the  satellite 
H (  Uri)=(dj l?dj2,dj.t)  the  se t  of "hiden" disorders in t h e  working mode Wi . ( the hiden desorders in a 
given working mode are the  disorders t h e  effects of which are masked in this working mode.For  exampme a 
"solar cell failure 
Let  G ( m j  ) be t h e  set  of disorders which may be t h e  cause of the  manifesta.tion mi 
is masked in the working mode "power supplied by battery" 
u 
I f ,  ED -H ( w, ) 
M ' (  W i ) =  M ( d j )  be t h e  s e t  of manifestations which can be observed in t h e  working mode 
Wi 
III.2 Various Strategies Models 
M'e have studied three possible strategies in t h e  choice of the  best. working mode in an  indirect  diagnosis 
procedure.First  we can want  to confirm t h e  most  likeky explanation of the first phase d i a g n o s i s h  this case 
we have to choose the working mode such t h a t  t he  mean value of this explanation likelihood will be 
m a x i m u m . T h u s  we have  to  maximize,with respect t.0 W j  
L ( D  I M i t ) p  (.Vi+) where Mi+ s t a n d s  for all pmsible s e t  of manifestsations 
and  p ( M i f )  s t a n d s  for the probability of t h i s  set. of manifestations t o  be observed with t h e  working mode 
W j  .Second we can want. t o  e1iminnt.e one of t h e  explanations which h a s  been selected in the -  first 
phase.For this  purpose we have t o  minimize t h e  mean value of the  expected likelihood of this explanation, 
which a m o u n t  to minimize fi'('(L ( D  I W j ) )  .Last ,  t h e  likelihood of t,he t w o  most likely explanat ions may be 
very close and  we can want  to maximize t.he rat,io of their mean values of their expected 1ikelihood.In this 
case we have t o  l o o k  for \Vj which rna,ximizes i f  D and D' are t h e  t w o  mos t  likely cxpla.- 
nat ions of the  first phase. 
E ( L ( D  I W j ) ) =  
, M, +C M ( W! ) 
E ( L ( D  I w j ) )  . 
E ( L ( U  I M';)) 
111.3 Mathematical Approach 
In o rde r  to achieve these objectjives we may use the analytical expression of t h e  relative likelihood and 
con1put.e i t  for each pos i l e  set, of rnariifest.at.ions and make the wheigt.hed summat ion  of these resulk for 
everyworking m0de.Becau.w such  a. way becomes quicklyuntractable when the  number  of disorders. rnan- 
ifestations and working mode grows, we will show in t.he next. section how the complexity of the  computa- 
tion may  be reduced.But. hefore this, we need t,wo easy t,o compute result,s:L ( I )  I M+-( ?til })  and 
L ( D  I M f U { m l  } )  which s tand respectively for t h e  rdabive likelihood of the hypothesis  I> when t,he set. of' 
maifestation is respect.ively M '  and not, ml and M +  and rnl A characteristic of satell i te failure diagnmis is 
t,hat we can assume that. t.here is only one failure at, a t.irne.Therefore D-{d; } According to Equation 121 
we get.: 
L 1({(ii }IM+= n ( 1 -  n Cl-cij)) 
r n , E M +  d , E n  
L l ( { d i  })IMS)- n (1-(1-ci j j )=:  11 c i j  
m, CM' m, E M  ' 
which yelds to: 
L 1 ( { d i  ))IM+~nll)= n c i j  
cj j  
I m Fhf+!Jml 
I, 1( { ni })IM+--m,  )= ' 11 
m, EM+-m, 
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Let A ( m l , d i , M + , z ) = z  if mlEe(d i ) -M+ 
=1 otherwise 
L (di I M + )  
L ( d j  I M f  Let rij = 
- r i ,  if rnl € e  (d ;  ) n e  ( d j  )--AT' 
=rij(l-cil)- pi if ml E e  ( d ,  )-e ( d j )  
l-Pi 
- r . . ( l - - c .  )- P j  - if ml € e  (d j  )-e (di 1141 ' I  J 1  1-Pj 
\Ye also r?cc-d the  a priori probability of a giver1 set, of manii'esta.tions hi'# in  a given working mode Wi 
P ( M 8  1 Wi)- n p ( . m j )  n ( l - p ( m k ) )  1151 
p ( t n j ) = = . N j  
N j  is a constant,  such that 
m, EMS 
d ,  C H  ( w, ) 
m, E M  ' ( W, ) - M 5  
pi c i j  (remember t h a t  c i j  -0 if  mi + M ( d i ) )  
P(II.l, I Wil==l 
M ,  C M  ' ( W. ) 
W e  are now able to compute: 
A ( L ( d l )  I M I f  I W i ) =  
by succesives use of formulae 121 and [31 
Rut, we have t,o compute 2 ' M ' ( W * ) ' + '  values and  we a re  going to show in the next section that formulae 
[ I  1].[12],[13],[11],[16],[17] allow u s  to minimize t,he cost. of the  comput,at,ion of one value.Jn the last. section 
C 
M , C M ' ( W , )  
L ( d l  I A4,)P ( M ,  I Wl) by computing L ( d l  I M,) f rom L ( d 1  1 M C )  
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we give a theoretical neural ntework which enables us  to get the expected mean value of E ( L  ( d , )  I W i )  
and therefore its maximum or minimum among the avilable W; 
III.4 Comphity analymb and computational cost minimization 
I f  we wan t  to compute L ( d ;  I M a )  we need I +  1 e ( d , )  I + I M, 1 operations and  P ( M ,  I W , )  needs 
I M, I operations. 
T h u s  the computation of one of the term of E ( L ( d l  I W ; ) )  needs 2 I M, I + I e ( d l )  I +1 
the total  computation cost  of E ( L  ( d ,  I M'i )) operations.Because the mean value of I M, I is 
2 
is ( I +  I e ( d l  I + I M'(Wi)  I )2 I M ' ( W ' ) '  +' But,using formulae [11],[12],[13],[14],[16],[17] t h e  computation 
cost of P(M, I W i )  is only three operations,the computation of L (d i  I A!, ) is only one operation and the 
total  cost of computation is reduced to 3'2 
In order  t o  only use this set  of formulae we have to use an algorithm which generates t h e  2 
of M * (  Wi)  in an order such t h a t  we can transform each pa r t  i n  the following p a r t  only by adding or 
suppressing an element.This can easily be done by t h e  following recursive algoritm.Let u s  assume t h a t  we 
wan t  t o  generate the 2N parts of a se t  of N elements { a  ,!a 2,. . . ,aN } with respect to t h e  property t h a t  two 
successives pa r t s  only differ by one element.Let us  assume t h s t  we have genrate the 2N- 'par ts  of the  subset. 
{ a  , , ~ ~ , . . . , a ~ - ~ }  with respect t o  the previous property on the order of the parts.Let us  assume t h a t  the 
empty  set is the  first par t  and t h a t  the last part, consists of a single element.Let u s  also assume t h a t  the 
first non empty  part. is also a single element.Therefore we have 2 N  - ' - - I  non empty  parts.In o rde r  to get the 
2" p a r t s  with respect t,o the four previously assumed properties we only need to repeat in t h e  reverse order 
the 2"-'-1 non empty pa,rs with adding the A''* element ah! ; i n  s u c h  a way we get ZN- ' -1  par t s  wihh a, 
begining and ending by a two elements pa r t  ;{ai : a N }  and { a i  ! n N } . T h i s  last element can  give the part, 
{ uN } by suppressing a, 
By concatenation of the two list,s of 2N-1-1 p a r t s  and { aN } we get. 2 N  - 1  parts.Therefore with the empty 
set. we have 2N parts  and these par ts  are ordered with respect t,o the four  previously enouced properties. 
Ex a m p l e  3) 1 
+ [ {  a 3 , a  4}-'{a 1va3,a4}-'{a 1 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 3 ~ "  4 )  - * { a 2 , a 3 , " 4 ) - + { a 2 ~ a  4 } - + {  
I M * ( W i ) I  
I M ' ( W ,  1 I + 1  
I M ' ( W , )  I parts 
{ 0)- i { (1 1 } -+ { 1, a 2 } -+ { (1 2 } 1 -+ 1 { u 2 :  3 1 -+ { (I 1 2  ( l 2 ,  a 3)  --+ { a 1 ! a  3 I-'{ 
I T n  2gn 4 )  + { a  l , a  4 1 1  
term? Kernark T h e  Fv;c.i:i;Cil mean valiie of t,he likeli3wd n p r &  a. qaavirnurr! of co r rpu ta tkm 
because t,hose related t o  mi EA! ' ( Wi )nM+' are  already known.'The exact- number of t e r m s  whic have to  
t ie computed is 2 I M ' ( w ' ) - M '  ' and the  s t r a r t i ng  value is in this c a w  L(d, I M , $  -A!'( W , ) )  
, , lM ' (W%; !  
IV Towards a full connectionist solution 
I t .  is obvious t h a t  for large I M ' (  W i )  1 t he  proposed solut.ion i n  the  previous section becomes 
int,ra.ct.ahle.Reca.use the maximum of L (d ,  I .MIt ) can be found by t.he means of a connectionnist  network 
the way of a f u l l  connectionist solution must  be taken into account.The exact computat ion of a mean value 
only seems to be done by an Hopfield model network i n  which each unit  represents a pa r t  of 
M * (  Wj )--MIf a.nd is linked to  t,he two part.s which differ by only one element as i t  is shown in  the previ- 
ous section.The weight of the link is the factor by which the activity level of a unit  must. he multiplied in  
order  to get t,he activity level of the following.But,since t h i s  introduces an order  for t h e  computat ion of 
uni ts  activity levels,there is no pa.rallelism in the  method.Moreovcr ,because such a machine with a large 
number of uni ts  is not. available nowadays we have not search an algorit#hm which allows us t,he use of 
parllelism,but. it mus t  be noticed that, the  op t imum computation cost, should be 1 ibf ' (  W i )  I - I M1+ I 
cycles (one for all pa r t s  of size 1, one for all pa r t s  of size 2 and so on). 
Anoblier way is t o  use a competitive activation model in which the unitas which compete represent a work- 
ing mode which is associated with a given disorder t he  likelihood of which has the required property (i.e to  
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be maximum,or to be the second,or to be minimum in a given set).By similar activation rules (even for 
minimization for which only the rat io  r, ( t  ) is changed in - ) we can determine which working mode 
has the  maximiurn likelihood with respect to the set  of manifestations units.These manifestations units 
have an  activation level equal to t h e  mean value of the  binary random variable related to t h e  presence of 
the manifestation.(See Figure 1) 
In this  case ,which can easily be implemented on an actual machine with a few thousands  of units,we d o  
not compute the expected mean value of the  likelihood but the likelihood of t h e  mean values of the man- 
ifestations which can be observed dur ing  a given working mode.This is different of o u r  initial purpose but  
can be a good criterion for the selection of t h e  working mode 
We have seen tha t  with a very sligthly modification we can define a network which determines the work- 
ing mode which has the smallest likelihood of the  manifestations mean values for a given disorder.Therefore 
we can help a controller for the  choice of the best working mode which would enable him to confirm 
1 
( t  1 
(respectively eliminate ) an explanation.But for the working mode which should maximize 
(i.e for which t h e  t w o  explanat,ions di and d j  should have  likelihoods the  most L (di  I M'(Wk 1-M: 
L ( d j  I M'( wk 1-M: 
different) we must  define another net work.(See Figure 2) This  network consists of t h e  both networks previ- 
ously defined and a set  of units which represent each possible working mode.Their activation levels are the 
ratio between the activation level of t,he working mode related to  an explanation and the  activation level of 
the same working mode related to the o ther  explanation.The unit with t h e  maximum activity level s h o w s  
the best wor king mode for the choice between the  t,wo explanations. 
V Conclusion 
T h e  framework of a method which allows one to rninimizes the number of successives working modes 
which can be needed for an accurate diagnosis of a satellite failure is estabIished.This method will become 
tractable when large enough actual neural  network become avai1able.Like it can be seen in the previous sec- 
tions some problems are not yet. entirely solved and ca.n only be solved when t,he characttriutics of specific 
networks will be known.But we also want  t.0 outline t h a t  this method can be used in a lot, of others  area;for 
instance the set  size of biologica.1 exper imenh which are needed to type t h e  histocompatibility of cells can 
be significantly reduced bv a stepwise building of experiments plan which is based on t.he prese;lt,ed 
me L hod. 
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CONSIDERATION OF SEPARATION OF DATA AND CONTROL 
by 
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ABSTRACT 
Our experience with the development of a diagnostic expert system has caused us to examine the 
commonly stated truths that data may be segregated from program control in "generic" expert system 
shells and that such tools support straightforward knowledge representation. We believe that the ideal of 
separation of data from program control in expert systems is difficult to realize for a variety of reasons. 
One approach to achieving this goal is to integrate hybrid collections of specialized shells and tools instead 
of producing custom systems built with a single "all purpose" expert system tool. 
In this report, we try to examine aspects of these issues in the contexl of a specific diagnostic expert 
system application, the Backup Control Mode Analysis and Utility System (BCAUS), being developed for 
the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) spacecraft. We present a description of the project, our experience to 
date, and plans for the on-going system development. A more detailed description of the BCAUS 
prototype development appears in [l]. 
1 BCAUS Description 
BCAUS is an expert system designed to assist flight operations personnel in diagnosing the cause of a 
GRO spacecraft autonomous mode transition. The GRO spacecraft has been designed with onboard 
capability to autonomously safe itself, transitioning from a primary operating mode to a backup control 
(safing) mode, in the event of certain error conditions in the Attitude Control and Determination (ACAD) 
subsystem. Flight 
operations personnel need to understand what error condition triggered the onboard computer (OBC) to 
order the mode transition and why that error condition occurred so that proper corrective action may be 
taken. While the actual number of mode transition triggers is small, there are potentially hundreds of 
underlying causes that could affect these triggers. Thus, the task of diagnosing ACAD failures is nontrivial 
and involves substantial expertise. 
(The logic for the autonomous transitions is described in several papers [2,3].) 
The BCAUS system is intended for use in the GRO Mission Operations Room, where it will be resident on 
either a 386-PC microcomputer or a Silicon Graphics Iris 4D/20 computer. The initial prototype was 
developed on a 386-PC-equivalent microcomputer. Input to the system will consist primarily of telemetry 
from the spacecraft via processing operations within the Multisatellite Operations Control Center, and 
operator initialization and input. Output from the system will be to the operator only; no output to the 
spacecraft is involved. 
Use of the operational version of BCAUS would typically be initiated when the flight operations team (FOT) 
realizes, upon achieving contact with GRO during a pass, that the spacecraft is in a backup control mode 
having made a transition autonomously while out of ground contact. Normally, operations personnel 
attempt to command the High Gain Antenna and acquire high-speed telemetry and a tape recorder dump. 
If successful, real-time telemetry is available immediately; the recorded telemetry is available after some 
processing delay. Once processed, the tape-recorded telemetry is available through the System Test and 
Operations Language interface, and BCAUS will access these data. It is expected that BCAUS will depend 
primarily on tape recorder dumps to obtain telemetry data for the diagnostic process rather than using real- 
time telemetry. This is because GRO has relatively brief periods of ground contact, so it is likely that a 
mode transition will occur when the spacecraft is not in contact. Also. verv little information about the 
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mode transition is preserved in telemetry after the event, so it is necessary to access the recorded 
telemetry during the time period leading up to and during the mode transition. 
The approach taken with BCAUS has been to develop a prototype knowledge base which encodes the 
expertise spacecraft subsystem engineers use to identify anomalies that trigger autonomous mode 
transitions. This approach is in contrast to an effort to model the operation and interaction of the 
spacecraft systems themselves. The focus of BCAUS is on the autonomous mode transitions that result 
from ACAD safety checks, which is a narrower problem domain than overall spacecraft health and safety. 
However, it has been necessary to consider the potential effects of failures in many subsystems on 
spacecraft attitude. 
2 Knowledae Acauisition 
The knowledge acquisition activities undertaken for the development of the BCAUS prototype involved the 
following: extensive review of GRO documentation; interviews with Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) 
personnel experienced in spacecraft design, oversight, and operations; interviews with GSFC contractor 
personnel experienced in spacecraft flight operations and engineering; and interviews with TRW personnel 
with GRO subsystem engineering, design, and software experience. 
The GRO documentation was useful both as an introduction to GRO ACAD operation and as a resource 
that was revisited as task members accumulated an increased understanding of technical details. 
However, the most critical aspect in expert systems development is the capture of domain expertise from 
human experts. The BCAUS prototype is to provide expert assistance in the diagnosis of GRO Spacecraft 
anomalies that lead to an autonomous mode transition, and so requires the input of persons 
knowledgeable in recognizing anomalous symptoms in GRO flight operations and tracing the causes of 
those symptoms. However, since GRO has not yet flown, no one yet has that particular expertise. Task 
members, therefore, sought the input of those persons most closely concerned with the development of 
the GRO spacecraft and those with flight operations experience on other similar spacecraft. TRW 
engineering personnel, based in California, possess the most intimate knowledge of the relevant GRO 
subsystems, and were thus a source of major importance. They were also the least accessible. 
Lacking immediate access to the GRO spacecraft subsystem experts, BCAUS developers attempted to 
acquire sufficient technical knowledge to hypothesize potential failures and symptoms, rather than 
employing the usual approach of querying the experts for this information. The periods of interaction with 
the actual experts were then used to attempt to confirm or deny the developers’ suppositions. While this 
has provided sufficient information for a reasonable prototype, more extensive access to experts will be 
necessary to produce an operational version. 
3 Tools Chosen for Implementation 
3.1 Prototype Tool Description 
KES expert system development software, produced by Software Architecture and Engineering, Inc., was 
selected for the prototype development. The KES package includes three different expert system shells: a 
hypothesize-and-test inference engine (HT), a production rule system (PS), and a Bayesian probability 
inference engine (BAYES). We used the KES HT inference engine, which has the advantage of a built-in 
diagnostic reasoning technique, minimal set covering, which simulates a human-like, sequential, 
hypothesize-and-test process. 
Because the KES HT knowledge base structure was developed for diagnostic applications, the entry of 
diagnostic knowledge was straightforward, using a cause-manifests-symptoms frame rather than an IF- 
symptoms-THEN-cause rule. Minimal set covering reasons very efficiently about multiple causes, 
eliminates impossible hypotheses, and focuses on the most likely hypothesis. The rapid reduction of the 
search space also generally reduces the number of questions generated by the system for the user to 
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answer. The KES HT implementation also offers a straightforward yet useful handling of confidence factors 
with reasonable defaults. It uses these confidence factors to either consider or reject hypotheses and to 
automatically provide a rank ordering of possible solutions from most to least likely. 
In BCAUS, a set of symptoms is associated with each possible failure. In a diagnostic problem with a 
specific set of symptoms present, the KES HT inference mechanism finds all sets of failures that explain or 
cover the set of all symptoms. KES HT reports, as a result of the diagnostic operation, all sets of failures 
with minimum cardinality (that is, the hypotheses containing the minimum number of failures needed to 
explain the symptoms). A hypothesis that contains more than that minimum number is not included in the 
answer. The use of a minimal set cover is based on parsimony, the assumption that the simplest 
explanation is usually the correct one. (See [4] for a full discussion of the theory upon which KES HT 
reasoning is based.) The KES HT use of parsimony is in keeping with the general philosophy of failure 
analysis for the GRO project. Based on spacecraft reliability expectations, single-point failures are 
considered to have a low probability, and multiple-point failures are considered unlikely enough to be 
largely excluded from the failure analyses. This means that BCAUS will offer a multiple-failure diagnosis 
only if no single failure is known which can account for the observed symptoms. 
In KES HT, diagnostic failure and symptom knowledge is represented in frames. Each frame contains 
knowledge about a class of failure. Essentially, a KES HT knowledge base description of a problem 
consists of the name of the problem and a description of the associated symptoms and their symbolic 
values. Also included is the likelihood of that particular symptom’s appearing [i.e., the symbolic certainty 
factor (SCF)]. KES HT also provides for ”setting factors” which are a variation of a symptom. A setting 
factor is a convenient way of indicating that the absence of a symptom does not eliminate the possibility of 
a problem, but that its presence makes the problem more likely (the degree of likelihood being indicated by 
an SCF). Task personnel made extensive use of setting factors to allow a telemetry mnemonic to have a 
normal (unstated) value in a specific failure case. By only having to explicitly specify non-normal values in 
the failure frames, failure frame size (and memory usage) was greatly reduced. 
3.2 Prototwe lmdementation 
The initial prototype knowledge base entry and debugging took approximately three calendar weeks for 
two persons. Because of the built-in diagnostic feature of KES HT, there were no rules to enter or debug. 
The prototype knowledge base contained approximately 100 frames describing possible causes for the 
eleven triggers. 
When KES HT was selected as the software tool for prototype development, some limitations with the tool 
had been identified. The limitations of KES HT in the area of explanation and justification were more 
restrictive than anticipated. KES does provide the capability of attaching textual explanations to questions 
used to elicit user input and to values appearing on the question response menus. This capability was 
adequate for the purpose of explaining or enlarging on the questions and answers. There is no capability, 
however, to explain why a question is asked at any given time; the system cannot inform the user that the 
question’s purpose is to confirm or deny a particular hypothesis, for instance. Likewise, while KES HT 
does provide a trace capability that permits the user to keep track of what hypotheses (potential failures) 
are under consideration, it does not provide the means to explain how the final conclusion was reached. It 
should also be noted that KES applications are limited to the 640 kilobyte address space under DOS. 
In addition, the possibility exists that the minimal set covering process may eliminate sets of possible 
failures that would explain the symptoms in certain cases. When the reasoning process develops a 
number of possible explanations for certain symptoms, each explanation, by the parsimony assumption of 
minimal set covering, would have the same number of failures, say for example two. A possible 
explanation of the symptoms in this case that includes three failures would not be considered as a solution. 
The consideration of ifredundant solutions by the KES HT algorithm would allow, as a solution, an 
explanation of the symptoms that included three or even more failures. (Irredundancy says that no set of 
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failures will be included in the solution if the set contains, as a subset, a set of failures that already exist as a 
solution. See [5] for further explanation of irredundancy.) 
3.3 ODerational Svstem lmdementation 
ART-IM, a commercial, off-the-shelf expert system shell from Inference Corporation was selected for the 
development of the operational BCAUS. ART-IM is a relatively new product; a scaled-down version of the 
ART system, implemented in C, using the C Language Integrated Production System (CLIPS) as a basis. It 
is primarily a forward-chaining rule-based system, but provides object-like structures called schemas. A 
primary reason for this choice was our desire to maintain flexibility in the final choice of delivery platform. 
ART-IM can be used for development on the 386-PC, and delivered on either the 386-PC or the Silicon 
Graphics 4D/20. 
There are a number of other reasons which contributed to the selection of ART-IM. Although the KES HT 
frame-based reasoning is very attractive, it carries a number of limitations, including the inability to reason 
about numeric values without having them transformed to symbolic values, and the lack of full 
explanation/justification, even with proposed enhancements. ART-IM offers schemas, which can be used 
in a manner similar to KES HT's frames. ART-IM does not possess the minimal-set-covering type of 
abductive reasoning that KES HT has, but it does provide rules with very powerful pattern matching 
capabilities which allows us to tailor operations acting on schemas to our application. The development 
environment is very good, providing a wide variety of tracing and browsing features. 
In evaluating ART-IM as a candidate for BCAUS operational development, we created and ran a small 
diagnostic system, using schemas which represent disorders with symptoms, in conjunction with rules that 
acted upon the input symptoms and the schemas. It appeared that ART-IM is capable of implementing the 
kind of diagnostic system we want. 
4 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
4.1 Portina KES HT Knowledae Base to ART-IM 
We are currently converting the KES HT failure frames to ART-IM schemas. We are also extending the 
previously described small diagnostic system to emulate minimal set covering in ART-IM rules. The 
emulation of minimal set covering in ART-IM rules has made extensive use of the schema operators 
provided in ART-IM. The inclusion of procedural control aspects within rules has implications for the 
development and maintenance of the expert system; this is discussed in Section 5. 
4.2 Neural Network Front-end for Telemetrv Trendina Analvsis 
The need for having trending data available for the diagnostic task is clear. Many of the failure scenarios 
known to the knowledge base involve symptoms that require information on the behavior of a value, as 
opposed to a single reading. For instance, a "noisy" gyro cannot be recognized by one unusual reading. 
Rather it is the existence of several aberrant, or least inconsistent, readings that is the significant indication. 
We plan to add a facility to accumulate data over time with regard to specific telemetry mnemonics, and 
assess the trend of the values. This automated trending analysis program could then assign symbolic 
trending values, such as "noisy", which would be used as input to the diagnostic reasoning process. In 
some cases, the operator may be asked to assess the stored values manually or to review the trend 
determination made by the system. We envision a strip-chart-like display which would be made available 
for the user so as to allow him to help determine the trend of the data. 
We are currently planning to employ a neural network approach to determine the telemetry trends. While it 
may have been possible to implement trending analysis using ART-IM rules, it was thought that the addition 
of trend determination rules would overly complicate the BCAUS knowledge base and make it difficult to 
locate and maintain diagnostic knowledge. In addition, neural networks offer advantages over standard 
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statistical routines in that they can be readily trained to output not only trends, but symbolic determinations 
of instrument state such as ”noisy gyro 1 A channel”, in response to time series telemetry inputs. (See [6] 
for a similar application.) The training data for the neural network trending process will be based on both 
expert input and empirically derived results. We hope to have simulated data available for use in the latter. 
The neural network simulation package we chose is Neural Works Professional II from Neural Ware, Inc. It 
will be tied into the inferencing part of the system via C function calls from the ART-IM rules. The C 
functions will either accept symbolic trend outputs from the neural network trending application for all 
telemetry items, or will run the application for individual or groups of telemetry items. 
We intend to gather all needed telemetry items (currently approximately 200 items) for the 10 to 15 minute 
time period leading up to and through mode transition. The time period is adjustable; determining the 
appropriate period is expected to be an iterative process. The data archival process will be a pre- 
processing step offline from the diagnosis. The archived data will be output to a file before it is input to the 
telemetry trend processor. It is expected that all telemetry items of interest will be archived from the tape 
recorder playback data. The actual number of samples to process for trending purposes depends on how 
often the data is expected to change, and whether the telemetry is continuous analog or discrete. 
It is possible that multiple neural networks will be used to perform the trending analysis. To improve the 
performance of the neural network, a network could be trained for each different telemetry item or type of 
item. It is also possible for the neural network(s) to learn from mistakes made in the assignment of 
I symbolic trends by using the analyst’s corrections to re-train or modify the network. 
4.3 User Interface 
Plans for the user interface include the incorporation of graphic depictions of the relevant spacecraft 
subsystems in the form of functional block diagrams and causal graphs with potential problem areas 
highlighted. These will be presented in hierarchical levels allowing movement between top-level subsystem 
overviews and lower, more detailed, component views. 
The user interface has become complicated by the recent shift in project goals away from providing an 
immediately operational system and toward providing a system which is ready to populate with GRO- 
specific data, which would then be operational. This latter aim is more complex, because it means that 
ease of maintenance is even more important than before. As a result, we are considering how to devise 
easy ways for the GRO FOT to amend the knowledge base, re-train the neural network, and update the 
graphics interface as needed. Ideally, a tool-kit would be provided to aid the FOT in making the necessary 
additions and changes; realistically, the funding to do this additional work is not available. Thus, it is of 
primary importance to consider how modularization of functionality may be achieved throughout system 
development, and to provide for effective combinations of manual and automated procedures. The 
separation of the trend analysis and diagnostic functions was motivated by the objective of providing a 
user-maintainable system. 
5 Discussion 
The experience of working with tools as different in approach as KES HT and ART-IM for the same 
application has forced us to realize that isolation of program control from domain knowledge is a central 
issue in our application. Thus we have had to consider some basic knowledge representation and 
reasoning issues having to do with the separation of domain and reasoning knowledge, the form with 
which to best represent these kinds of information, and the advisability of integrating specialized 
components to accomplish an “expert system” task. 
Knowledge-based systems are defined in part by their separation of domain knowledge from program 
control. Expert systems are a subset of knowledge-based systems that exhibit extensive expertise in a 
particular domain. The separation of domain knowledge from control of the reasoning process allows the 
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domain knowledge to be more explicit and accessible. If the control and domain knowledge are 
intermixed, it becomes less clear as to what should be changed to correct or improve the system. It is also 
less clear as to what the side-effects (if any) of such changes might be. The result is a less flexible and 
maintainable system. 
In simple production rule systems, the domain knowledge is encoded in rules and manipulation of the 
domain knowledge is handled by the inference engine. This separation is what allows expert system shells 
to be marketable; developers supposedly have only to code the rules specific to their application, and the 
shell supplies the general rule reasoning capability. In actual use, however, the separation of domain 
knowledge and manipulation of that knowledge is not clean. Expert system shell manufacturers find it 
necessary to provide ways to encode me&-knowledge, that is, information, usually procedural, about what 
to do with the domain knowledge. The shells try to provide the iteration.and sequencing control that pure 
rule-based systems eliminate. However, sequencing rules with such control mechanisms as rule priorities, 
state variables, and an agenda is more complex and has been likened to programming via side effects [7]. 
Using KES HT, we built a prototype in which no explicit rules were coded. This is because KES HT 
supplies a built-in diagnostic inference engine and a frame-based method of representing causes and 
symptoms. The frames effectively captured the causal rules by implicitly representing the relationship 
between a failure and possible manifestations. As a result there were no rules to maintain and the 
knowledge representation was very accessible and independent. Using a shell specializing in diagnosis 
provided near-complete isolation of program control, which was confined to the inference engine. The 
domain knowledge alone comprised the knowledge base. 
Davis and King [7] discuss applications where the knowledge to be encoded has a strongly sequential 
character. They state that the inference process can be viewed as a passage through a sequence of states. 
To control the sequence of rule firings, the system states are tracked with identifiers which are used in the 
"if" portion of the rule. To fire the appropriate rule, the corresponding state is checked. The resulting rules 
may look independent as they appear to be individual inference steps, but they are in fact locked together 
in a tight structure, a sequence of state transitions that defines what to do next. The removal or addition of 
a rule could destroy the sequence. The point is that some information is inherently sequential. Sometimes 
we want to know that after we have done W, do X, then do Y, then do Z. The knowledge in such a domain 
is knowledge of the correct sequence of actions. In such cases the inference engine and knowledge base 
become nearly indistinguishable. 
Part of the dilemma harkens back to early debates in the field about whether expert systems were 
supposed to encode the "what" or the "how" knowledge. (See [8] for a review of that debate.) If we wish to 
reason in a particular manner (e.g., minimal set covering), then we must either use an inference engine 
designed for that purpose or must construct rules (or whatever) to produce the same effect. If we 
undertake to do the latter, then the problem becomes maintenance of "what" and "how" knowledge 
separation. One way to simplify this problem is to localize control by breaking the knowledge base into 
modules; another is to make use of a set of cooperating tools. In the BCAUS project, our approach to 
knowledge base organization has been to use the ART-IM schemas to encode the "what", or declarative 
knowledge, and the rules to encode the "how", or procedural knowledge. We have also moved the 
telemetry trending analysis function to a specialized tool, the neural network. We think that these decisions 
will help to keep the knowledge base smaller and will facilitate maintenance by restricting the changes the 
FOT will need to make to the relatively readable schemas. The addition of the neural network actually 
decreases the control problems of diagnosis, and the strengths of the neural network technology appear 
very well-suited to the application domain. 
6 Conclusions 
A number of approaches were used that helped us to achieve some measure of separation between 
knowledge and control. One approach is to use special-purpose inference engines such as the KES HT 
minimal set covering diagnostic inference engine. Specialized systems and shells incorporate additional 
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control because they know what kind of control is needed for a particular application. Another approach is 
to remove the procedural aspects of the problem from the inference engine and employ appropriate 
algorithms or techniques, using a conventional procedural language or multiple specialized components. 
Yet another approach is to employ an expert system tool or language that supports procedural constructs 
within the rules. This is preferable to sequencing rules through the use of state variables. 
Our experience on this project has led us to conclude that specialized shells, such as KES HT, may be the 
best choice for some applications that closely match the shell's design. Specialized shells allow a definite 
separation between domain knowledge and control, with the latter residing solely in the inference engine. 
If, however, circumstances force the use of a more generic tool, weaker in terms of built-in application- 
specific control, the implementor can try to explicitly separate the control aspects from the domain 
knowledge by making use of the constructs provided by the shell. This is what we have attempted to do in 
ART-IM by restricting control to the rule set, and encoding domain knowledge in the schemas. 
Alternatively, or in conjunction with this approach, the system can be broken into a number of cooperating, 
specialized tools. This permits both further isolation of control, such as use of a C program driver and 
embedded calls to C programs, and limits the scope of the shell's responsibilities. We are trying to achieve 
this by using a neural network front-end to perform a specialized trending analysis function, a C program to 
provided overall control and user interface, and the expert system shell to perform and explain the 
diagnostic reasoning process. 
I 
I 
1 
I  
Approaches such as these that promote the separation of knowledge and control are described in current 
research and project reports. Rarely acknowledged, however, is that the truism, that knowledge and 
control are segregated in expert systems, is difficult to obtain. As a result, it is partly responsible for 
disappointment and misunderstandings about expert systems development and maintenance. The 
separation of knowledge and control is a goal to aim for rather than a sure foundation upon which to build. 
Recognition of this fact should help to foster realistic expectations among both developers and users about 
expert systems and maintain their credibility as a problem solving approach. 
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Abstmct 
The Power and Attitude Control Expert System 
(PACES) is an object oriented and rule based 
expert system which provides spacecraft 
engineers with assistance in isolating and 
correcting problems within the Power and 
Attitude Control Subsystems of the Tracking 
and Data Relay Satellites (TDRS). 
PACES is designed to act in a consultant role. 
I t  will not interface to telemetry data, thus 
preserving full operator control over 
spacecraft operations. The spacecraft 
engineer will input requested information. 
This information will include telemetry data, 
action being performed, problem 
characteristics, spectral characteristics, and 
judgments of spacecraft functioning. 
Questions are answered either by clicking on 
appropriate responses (for text), or entering 
numeric values. A context sensitive help 
facility allows access to additional information 
when the user has difficulty understanding a 
question or deciding on an  answer. 
The major functionality of  PACES is to act as a 
knowledge rich system which includes block 
diagrams, text, and graphics, linked using 
hypermedia techniques. This allows easy 
movement among pieces of the knowledge. 
Considerable documentation of the spacecraft 
Power and Attitude Control Subsystems is 
embedded within PACES. 
PACES is being designed and will be delivered 
on a Macintosh 11 computer using NEXPERT 
OBJECT from Neuron Data as the expert 
system shell. The graphics oriented user 
interface to NEXPERT is constructed with AI 
Vision, a graphics interface tool also from 
Neuron Data. 
The development phase of TDRSS expert 
system technology is intended to provide 
NASA (Code 405) the necessary expertise and 
capability to define requirements, evaluate 
proposals and monitor the development 
progress o f  a highly competent expert system 
for NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay Satellite 
Program. 
Inhduction 
The Power and Attitude Control Expert System 
(PACES) for the Tracking and Data Relay 
Satellites (TDRS) is intended to assist 
spacecraft engineers in diagnosing anomalies 
both on-orbit, and during integration and 
testing (I&T) of the spacecraft. It is also to be a 
“knowledge rich” system or information 
repository, providing engineering 
explanations of how TDRS Power and Attitude 
Control Subsystems (ACS) function. 
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Goals 
The major goal of building TDRS PACES is to 
provide NASA Code 405 personnel with the 
expertise in actually building a fieldable 
expert system. This first-hand experience will 
allow NASA personnel to better judge the 
expert system components of proposals, and to 
be more knowledgeable in monitoring and 
managing expert system projects. 
Achieving the primary goal requires actually 
building a system. Therefore, a prototype 
(MOORE) was developed, which demonstrated 
the concept of a diagnostic system. TDRS 
PACES is currently under development with 
the goal of being a system which can be 
implemented. Therefore, it must contain 
sufficient information to do useful work, and 
present that information in a usable format. 
To meet these design goals, TDRS PACES has 
the following objectives: 
Capture diagnostic knowledge of Power 
and ACS subsystems, sufficient to allow 
identification of the most likely component 
failure at a level which would allow 
switching to redundant circuitry. 
Maintain information on failed 
components and anomalies of each 
spacecraft so that advice can be tailored to 
the unique characteristics of each 
satellite. 
Capture block function diagrams, 
schematics, and illustrations of physical 
spacecraft components for use by 
spacecraft engineers. 
Integrate diagrams with each other so 
engineers can move between the types of 
representation and levels of detail. 
Integrate the diagrams with TDRS 
PACES in such a way that the diagnostic 
function provides initial access to the most 
appropriate diagram for any identified 
fault. 
Provide NASA Code 405 personnel with 
sufficient experience in building expert 
systems so they can specify their 
requirements in requests for proposals, 
evaluate proposals, and judge the quality 
of expert systems built by contractors. 
Build a system of sufficient complexity 
and ease-of-use to demonstrate the 
effective integration of expert system 
technology in daily orbital operations and 
test activities. (NASA 88) 
Hardwareandsofkvare 
TDRS PACES is being built using two Apple 
Macintosh 11s with nineteen-inch color 
monitors. Each machine has eight megabytes 
of RAM and a 100 megabyte hard disk. The 
Macintosh was chosen because of its graphics 
interface, ease-of-use, and consistent 
operation across applications. It was also 
seen as an economical alternative to much 
costlier workstations. Two machines were 
used to allow parallel development of portions 
of the expert system. The large amount of 
RAM and disk storage were chosen to insure 
the availability of adequate memory. 
The expert system was built using Neuron 
Data's NEXPERT OBJECT. NEXPERT runs 
on multiple platforms, all of which are 
general-purpose computers. It includes both 
rules and an object system - allowing for 
flexibility in design, and built-in access to 
external databases. A parallel product from 
Neuron Data, AIVision, is being used to 
create a graphical user interface. 
A New Image Technology flat bed scanner 
with associated software, is being used to 
input some of the graphics to TDRS PACES. 
Other images are created using several 
graphic packages, most notably Cricket Draw, 
Aldus FreeHand, and Adobe Illustrator. 
Laser writer output of graphics and screen 
dumps are used with our attitude control 
expert to eliminate shipping the computer 
equipment for some of the knowledge 
acquisition sessions. Shipment of computer 
resources is necessary because of the remote 
location of one of our experts. 
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Situation 
I Creating an expert system to aid in diagnosing 
the one hand, only a limited number of actions 
spacecraft anomalies is a difficult task. On 
are possible. On the other, it is desirable to 
know which specific component failed and 
why. Such knowledge allows corrective 
action to be taken on future spacecraft, and 
assessment of risks associated with future 
performance. A conservative approach must 
be used when taking action to correct faults as 
irreparable damage could result if the wrong 
measure is attempted. 
I 
TDRS PACES will operate in the diagnostic 
process as a consultant. The expert system 
will not make any decisions for the spacecraft 
engineers. Rather, it will function as a source 
of information and advice. TDRS PACES is 
designed to be used by ground support 
spacecraft engineers, and by spacecraft 
engineers during integration and testing of 
the spacecraft. 
ICAxssofExpertise 
There are several characteristics of TDRS 
diagnostics which suggest the use of expert 
systems technology. The spacecraft are being 
built over a prolonged period of time, and they 
will be used for many years. This means that 
there will continue to be losses of expertise due 
to personnel changes. New personnel will 
need to acquaint themselves with the TDRS 
satellites. 
Each TDRS is designed to have a shelf life of 
seven years, and a total active life, including 
storage of eleven years. Since flight 7 is being 
built now, it is possible that one or more of the 
satellites will still be used in the year 2000. 
At the same time, several key TDRS engineers 
are nearing retirement. Their expertise will 
be unavailable in later stages of TDRS 
operations. Many remaining personnel 
transfer to other programs as the major work 
of building the satellites ceases. Without 
means of capturing engineering expertise 
specific to the TDRS system, diagnosing faults 
and suggesting remedies for spacecraft 
incidents will become increasingly difficult as 
time passes. 
The satellites are being built in an overlapping 
fashion. At the time Flight 4 was being 
packaged for shipment to Cape Canaveral, the 
bus and payload had been mated for Flight 5 ,  
while Flight 6 was still in early I&T because 
many of its modules were used as 
replacements on Flights 3 to 5. 
Only three spacecraft will be on-orbit at any 
one time: two operational, one as a spare. 
Other spacecraft will be stored after assembly. 
In the future, they will be brought out of 
storage as needed. Currently under 
construction is Flight 7, a replacement for 
Flight 2, which was lost with Challenger. 
Much of the expertise which was available 
during initial I&T is likely to be unavailable 
for I&T of Flight 7, or when a satellite is 
brought out of storage and tested after several 
years. 
Once again, capturing the expertise which is 
available now will make it easier to deal with 
gremlins which crept in to a spacecraft while 
it was being stored. This same expertise will 
help with the I&T of Flight 7, a task on which 
there are several engineers unfamiliar with 
TDRS. 
Onarbit F'mblems 
Making repairs to on-orbit spacecraft is a 
rather limited process. All test data must be 
collected from telemetry points which were 
determined during system design. The only 
repairs which can be affected involve the use 
of redundant components. Again, all 
redundancies were part of initial system 
design. 
Because of the limited capacity for on-orbit 
repairs, satellites are built to be extremely 
reliable. Thus, relatively few on-orbit 
problems have been experienced. More 
difficulties were experienced in the 
integration and testing phase of the satellites. 
This I&T data provides some basis for case 
histories, but the number of faults in I&T is 
still limited. 
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Having few problems to comprise an historical 
record results in limited data from actual 
cases from which to gather diagnostic 
expertise. Thus, one must go to the models on 
which the spacecraft were built to diagnose 
new faults. 
BeyondtheProfotype 
In 1987-88, a prototype expert system was 
constructed (Howlin, Weissert, & Krantz 88) to 
demonstrate the concept of applying expert 
system technology to diagnosing on-orbit 
problems in TDRS. The expert system was 
called MOORE after Mr. Bob Moore, TRW, 
Redondo Beach, CA, whose expertise was 
captured in the system. Mr. Moore continues 
to serve as an expert for TDRS PACES. 
The scope of TDRS PACES is wider than 
MOORE, and it has different objectives. While 
MOORE was a demonstration prototype, TDRS 
PACES is designed to be expandable into an 
implemented system. Different tools are being 
used, as well as a different approach. 
MOORE was designed from the start to be a 
demonstration prototype. It illustrated that 
Artificial Intelligence concepts could be 
applied to the diagnosis of on-orbit incidents 
for TDRS. It generated interest in AI 
technology, and enabled funding of a 
development system. 
TDRS PACES is designed to be a deployed 
system. Therefore, it must contain sufficient 
expertise for it to be useful to spacecraft 
engineers in diagnosing actual on-orbit 
problems. 
MOORE was based on reports of on-orbit 
problems with TDRS Flight 1. Thus, MOORE 
was at heart a case-based system. In addition 
to handling exact cases which actually 
occurred, MOORE was extended slightly to 
cover problems which were substantially the 
same as those actually experienced. 
There are two major limitations to the case- 
based approach. First, the number of on-orbit 
problems is extremely small. Only about 70 
anomaly reports were logged over a five year 
period. These reports covered all aspects of 
spacecraft operation. Only a small percentage 
of these were related to ACS difficulties, the 
only area addressed by MOORE. 
The second limitation involves making up 
problems or playing “what-if. ..” games. 
Hypothetical problems could serve as a basis 
for some expert systems, but not with TDRS. 
The satellite has many assemblies with 
thousands of piece-parts each. Hypothesizing 
could go on for many years, not be inclusive, 
and produce a system that would be too 
unwieldy to be implemented. The case 
approach also yields diagnoses which are 
much more specific than can be corrected in 
orbiting spacecraft. 
We have chosen a model-based approach for 
the current expert system. TDRS PACES is 
based on models of how the power and attitude 
control subsystems operate, rather than on 
actual cases. TDRS PACES will provide 
diagnoses only to the level of replaceable 
components or redundancies. Then, it will 
provide a spacecraft engineer access to 
schematics, function diagrams, and textual 
information which can aid the engineer in 
making a more detailed diagnosis of the 
problem. 
MOORE was concerned with diagnosing on- 
orbit Attitude Control Subsystem problems. 
TDRS PACES expands that scope in several 
ways. While TDRS PACES will not have the 
depth of MOORE, it will have considerably 
more breadth. 
TDRS PACES contains information about the 
Power Subsystem. Mr. AI Gillis, NASA Code 
405, GSFC, will serve as the expert for the 
Power Subsystem. Power would have been a 
particularly difficult area for using a case- 
based approach as there have been no power 
anomalies with Flight 1. 
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MOORE was designed to serve as a diagnostic 
system only. In addition to diagnostics, TDRS 
PACES has an integrated exploration or 
teaching component. Since many of the 
spacecraft engineers who could be diagnosing 
problems with a satellite may have little 
knowledge of the specific spacecraft, a 
knowledge intensive component was 
considered to be essential to an implemented 
system. 
Flight 7 is still to be built and tested, and 
Flights 5 and 6 must be retested when they are 
removed from storage. So, TDRS PACES will 
include information about integration and 
testing. Including expertise about I&T 
activities makes TDRS PACES more generally 
useful. 
Interfaces 
TDRS PACES uses the interface tools provided 
by NEXPERT and AIVision for most of the 
interaction with users. User prompts, 
graphic interaction, and database accesses 
are all provided. Where these tools prove 
inadequate, they are supplemented with 
routines written in C. The C routines are 
compiled into the module which makes the 
NEXPERT library calls. This integration of 
external routines is an integral feature of 
NEXPERT. 
TDRS PACES will interface with the 
Reliability Analysis Report database. This 
interface will allow the engineer to gain 
access to historical information on the 
functioning of the spacecraft. The 
information from the database will be 
requested by a set of pre-planned queries. The 
engineer will be presented with options, 
allowing the selection of pertinent information 
on a specific spacecraft, or for all spacecraft. 
The returned data will be reflected to the user 
through pop-up windows. At this point, the 
engineer will be able to review the data to 
determine whether a similarity exists between 
one of the previous anomalies and the current 
problem. 
The expert system is designed to be used by 
spacecraft engineers, not software specialists. 
Therefore, a help facility is being provided 
which will allow for clarification for questions 
asked by the system by providing additional 
explanatory information. In some cases, 
instructions for moving from one screen to 
another are provided. Selecting the ‘‘WHY‘‘ 
option from the menu in dialog boxes, or 
clicking on the “HELP” button in graphic 
displays presents the additional information. 
For the majority of interaction with the 
system, TDRS PACES makes use of the built- 
in functionality of NEXPERT OBJECT. 
NEXPERT includes a dialog window which 
prompts the user for answers. AIVision 
allows for the creation of screens which can 
display information, and have “hot” areas. 
These areas can lead to other screens, convey 
information back to the NEXPERT inference 
engine, or display the values of objects within 
NEXPERT. NEXPERT also provides options 
for allowing text and graphics windows to be 
opened, displaying static information. 
The AIVision screens are used to display 
graphics, diagrams, and text; providing 
hypermedia facilities. The dialog window is 
used to obtain answers to questions. As TDRS 
PACES grows, some of the dialogs will be 
replaced by AIVision screens. In other cases, 
the AIVision screens will contain variable 
information - information which may be 
different for each spacecraft. 
Performing diagnostics for the satellites is one 
of the two main functions of TDRS PACES. 
The diagnostic system will be built to include 
both on-orbit and I&T anomalies. All 
recommendations of the expert system are 
purely advisory. Spacecraft engineers retain 
full control over all corrective actions. 
Two different types of diagnostics are required 
by spacecraft engineers in the diagnosis of on- 
orbit problems. At the action level, a diagnosis 
is required which will fix the problem - i.e. 
put or keep the spacecraft on-line, passing 
messages back and forth between other 
spacecraft and the White Sands Ground 
Terminal. In addition, the engineers must 
determine the exact component which failed. 
Individual components are not replaceable. 
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Identifying the failed part is a “deep” problem 
compared to the “shallow” problem of finding 
the failed assembly or subassembly of which 
the failed component is a part. 
ON WHAT DAY DID THE ERROA OCCUR ? 
0 
1 p”P . v&Ie 
The shallow knowledge represents a much 
smaller body of knowledge than the deep 
knowledge. It is possible to identify and 
represent this shallow knowledge in a 
reasonable length of time. 
WAS M I S  A VALID SC EVENT7 NHCH SPACECRAFT IS EXPERENCING PROBLEMS 
‘(ocl ea n oplm - :  
F3 
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SystemStructure 
Mr. Moore, the attitude control expert begins 
the diagnostic process by asking a standard 
set of questions. This set of questions is used 
as the introduction to the diagnostic phase of 
TDRS PACES. The attitude control questions 
are supplemented with questions about the 
time of year to gain initial information about 
the Power Subsystem. Because the spacecraft 
is eclipsed by the earth for short periods of 
each day in the fall and spring, different 
operations related to charging and using the 
batteries are performed before and during 
these eclipse periods. 
The initial questions for on-orbit satellites, 
along with the selectable responses in 
brackets, include: 
Which spacecraft is experiencing 
problems? [Fl,  F3, F41 
On what day did the error occur (DD-MM- 
YY)? 
At what time did the error occur 
(HH:MM:SS)? 
Is this a valid spacecraft event? [Yes, No] 
Is the spacecraft in fail-safe mode? P e s ,  
No1 
In what mode of operation was the 
spacecraft when the problem was 
experienced? [Earth, Inertial, Normal, 
sun1 
What function were you performing when 
the problem was first noticed? [Antenna 
Slew, Momentum Dump, Monitoring, ... 3 
Figure 1 illustrates the three types of dialog 
window provided by NEXPERT. They allow 
entry of boolean values, selection from a list of 
choices, and entry of text or numeric data. 
The default screens are used in all cases 
where they are not superceded by a specific 
graphic screen. 
Diagnostic fault trees are constructed for each 
redundancy. The trees specify path(s) leading 
to the diagnosis of a problem with the 
(sub)assembly. When a (sub)assembly is 
found to be at fault, the recommended action 
includes switching to the redundant 
(sub)assembly. The fault trees are 
implemented as production rules. 
Figum 1. Default response screens. There are three default response screens provided by 
NEXPERT. The one on the left allows entry of numeric values from the keyboard. The middle 
one allows for response to ”YeslNo” questions. For text strings, NEXPERT presents all 
possibilities in a scrollable list as in the box at right. In  all cases, an option is provided for the 
user to indicate “Not Known” - a response which can be used to bring up other questions. 
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Assemblies and subassemblies are considered 
to be objects in TDRS PACES. Separate objects 
are maintained for each satellite to allow 
recording failed components in specific 
spacecraft. The level of modeling extends to 
where components have redundancies. The 
objects are grouped into classes. 
Data which form the objects are kept in 
external database files for easy updating. 
When TDRS PACES is run, objects are created 
from the latest data. 
Exploration 
Perhaps the most important feature of TDRS 
PACES will prove to be the exploration facility. 
While the exploration function contains no 
complex reasoning, it provides the type of 
information which a spacecraft engineer will 
need in order to understand the Power and 
Attitude Control Subsystems of TDRS. The 
exploration facility is designed to be relatively 
large and extensible. 
The exploration facility contains schematics, 
function diagrams, textual descriptions, and 
illustrations of spacecraft components. They 
are linked by “hot spots” - areas on the screen 
which when clicked on, bring up other 
screens. 
Two types of linkages are available. Within a 
type of screen, similar screens with greater or 
lesser detail can be accessed. A screen of one 
type also allows access to other types of 
screens - other presentations of the same 
material. 
Figure 2 contains sample screens, illustrating 
their linkages. A diagram of the attitude 
control sensors and actuators will connect to 
more detailed diagrams of the sensors and 
actuators. By clicking the “hot spot” on a 
reaction wheel assembly in the sensors and 
actuators diagram, a graphic of the reaction 
wheels is presented. Then, clicking on the 
Function button brings up a text description of 
the reaction wheels. From the graphic of 
sensors and actuators, one can gain direct 
access to the function block diagram or an 
overall text description of the ACS. 
The information contained in the Exploration 
facility comes from briefings and project 
documents. The briefings were given by Mr. 
Bob Moore and Al Gillis over several years and 
represent information they deem to be 
important. This briefing material is 
supplemented by information obtained from 
Messrs. Moore and Gillis in knowledge 
acquisition sessions. The primary document 
used for obtaining graphics and explanatory 
information is The TDRSS Spacecraft Systems 
Manual (TRW 85). Graphics were entered 
through drawing programs or by using an 
image scanner. 
Conclusions 
Through the process of building TDRS 
PACES, Code 405 is gaining considerable 
experience with the practical aspects of 
developing, managing, and monitoring an 
expert system project. This experience will 
prove to be of considerable value as more 
projects contain requirements for including 
expert systems. 
In many respects, TDRS PACES reflects the 
experience of many real-world systems 
regarding actual artificial intelligence 
content. The most useful feature of the system 
is the knowledge-rich, hypermedia section. 
While this contains much information and 
expertise, that expertise is captured in the 
graphic interface, not in the inferencing 
process. However, it is important to 
remember that “DRS PACES is designed to do 
useful work - work which saves time and 
money - not to break new ground in 
theoretical areas. 
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Figure 2. Qpes of exploration screens and their linkages. From a graphic of the ACS sensors 
and actuators (a), clicking on the “Block” button brings us a block diagram of the ACS system (b). 
Clicking on the “Graphic” button on the block diagram, brings up the graphic of the system. 
Clicking on the reaction wheel section of the ACS Graphic (a), brings up a detailed graphic of the 
reaction wheels (c). Selecting the “Function” button brings up a textual description of the 
reaction wheels (d). 
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ABSTRACT 
The Spacelab Life Sciences-1 (SLS-1) Electrical Diagnostic 
(SLED) expert system is a continuous, real time knowledge-based 
system to monitor and diagnose electrical system problems in the 
Spacelab. After fault isolation, the SLED system provides 
corrective procedures and advice to the ground-based console 
operator. 
The SLED system uses the Unit (frame) of KEE to represent 
the knowledge about the electrical components and uses KEE- 
Bitmaps to represent the electrical schematics. The diagnostic 
logic, stored as a set of LISP structure, mirrors that in the 
malfunction procedures defined in the Spacelab Flight Data File 
Malfunction Procedures Handbook (JSC-18927) of NASA. The SLED 
system utilizes downlink telemetry data as input. The system 
performs some initial screening of the data in order to 
recognize patterns representing serious problems, and updates 
its knowledge about the status of Spacelab every 3 seconds. 
Important parameters are monitored via Active-Values within KEE. 
The Active-Value kicks off the diagnostic analysis to determine 
the source of the problems if any problem has been identified. 
The system supports multiprocessing of malfunctions and allows 
multiple failures to be handled simultaneously. The user can 
examine each of the reported problems and receive corrective 
advice related to each problem. Information which is readily 
available via a mouse click includes: general information about 
the system and each component, the electrical schematics, the 
recovery procedures of each malfunction, and an explanation of 
the diagnosis. 
A rich set of user interfaces is provided in SLED. Various 
tools have been included which allow a non-programmer to define 
new diagnostic procedures, define and update schematics of the 
electrical system, and to change the SLED model by changing the 
graphical representation. Each tool and function has explanatory 
prompts to aid the user. 
* This work is performed by GE Government Services, Johnson 
Space Center, Houston Texas in support of the NASA Mission 
Management Office, Mission Manager D. Womack. Government 
Contract NAS9-17884 
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1 .  INTRODUCTION 
The Spacelab Life Sciences-1 (SLS-1) Experiment 
Electrical Diagnostic (SLED) system is a continuous, real 
lime knowledge-based system to monitor and diagnose ex- 
pcriment equipment electrical system problems in Spacelab. 
After fault isolation, the SLED system provides corrective 
procedures and advice to the ground-based console 
operator. Operation of the system is to be continuous 
throughout the SLS-1 mission. The inputs to SLED are a 
stream of parameters downlinked from the Tracking and 
Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) system. This paper covers the 
functionality of the SLED system, and compares it with the 
current conventional approach for diagnosing experiment 
elcctrical problems in Spacelab. 
Subsequent sections to follow will include a back- 
ground description on how the SLED system evolved, the 
application domain characteristics and issues, the system 
design overview, the current status, and the conclusion com- 
ments. 
Background 
The console operation of the Payload Operations Con- 
Irol Center (POCC) is an important but tedious task. Some 
of thc Avionics Systems Payload Systems Engineer (PSE)'s 
tasks involve trouble shooting and determining the status of 
h a r d w a r e between the Spa cel a b/Ex p e r i m e n t/M i ss io n 
Peculiar Equipment (MPE) Systems. They also assist in 
rcsolution of hardware problems with Johnson Space Center 
(JSC) Mission Control Center (MCC), Principal Inves- 
tigator (PI) teams, Science Monitoring Area (SMA), and 
POCC Cadre positions. 
The current approach for the detection and resolution 
of Spacelab experiment electrical failures begins with the 
PSE observing console displayed data for out-of-limit errors. 
Once an error is detected, the PSE determines what type of 
error has occurred and searches through the Flight Data 
File Spacelab Malfunction Procedures, [JSC-189271, to find, 
isolate, and provide recovery procedures for the electrical 
failure. The procedure that the PSE follows includes look- 
ing at other consol displayed parameters to determine the 
status of interrelated hardware. The PSE then looks at the 
schematic for the system, which is found in another hand- 
book, S/L Systems Handbook, [JSC-l2777C]. Also, the pro- 
cedure may require communicating with the crew to perform 
some type of activity in the Spacelab Module, which may be 
necessary to diagnose the failure correctly. Having isolated 
the failure, the malfunction procedure includes or identifies 
a procedure (Sub System Recovery (SSR)) for recovery to a 
nominal configuration. These recovery procedures list what 
actions are to be taken by the crew, the equipment that has 
been lost due to the failure, crew indications, and addition- 
al notes. The SSR procedures may include communicating 
with the crew/POCC to perform some type of action in order 
to resolve the failure. The task is very time consuming and 
can produce many human errors. This is the flow that the 
crewmember/PSE has to perform for every malfunction that 
occurs. If multiple errors occur at one time this not only adds 
to the confusion for the PSE, but also introduces a prob- 
ability of more human errors. 
The SLED system was devised from a General Diag- 
nostic system, which was initiated in late 1986, to aid the 
tedious task of diagnosing Spacelab failures. This system's 
main purpose is to make the console operation task of the 
Genera 1 
Diagnostic 
System 
Sensors H R M  Format 
Figure 1. How the current SLED s y s t e m  originated. 
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PSE easier. Its capabilities were to include diagnostics con- 
cerning power, temperature, the high rate multiplexer 
(HRM) format, humidity, and sensors (Figure 1). Each of 
these areas constitute comprehensive malfunction recovery 
procedures. In other words, the intended expert system will 
be able to diagnose power problems, high and low tempera- 
ture problems, HRM format irregularities, problems related 
to the high and low humidity and problems resulting from 
bad sensors. Designing an expert system having all these 
diagnostics to work in a real-time useful manner is a very 
large task. After spendingmore then half ayear in prototyp- 
ing, the initiators decided to break the large problem into 
smaller problems. This is how the SLED system evolved, 
from the General Diagnostic system. As with each of the 
other subdomains, temperature, humidity, HRM format, 
and sensors, can be their own expert system. Integrated 
together as a whole, they can interact as one large domain 
expert system. The SLED system was initially initiated to in- 
clude the entire electrical system from the electrical power 
distribution system (EPDS) up to and including the experi- 
ment hardware. This system was still a large problem. The 
problem was simplified by splitting it into three phases. 
Phase one implements the EPDS, phase two covers the 
hardware beginning where the EPDS left off up to the "box" 
that contains the experiment hardware, and finally, the third 
phase covers the experiment hardware. Phase one is com- 
pleted and is described in detail in this paper. 
Objective of SLED 
The objective of the SLED system is to develop a con- 
tinuous, real-time expert system to monitor and diagnose the 
electrical power problems in the Spacelab and the experi- 
ment equipment. The primary goal is to help the PSE to 
monitor the telemetry data and to diagnose the malfunction 
by firing the diagnostic procedure automatically when an 
out-of-limit condition is detected, especially in the event of 
multiple-failures when the PSE is most confused by the ab- 
normal telemetry data. The secondary purpose of the SLED 
system is to aid the PSE in fming these problems by calling 
up the malfunction procedure and the SSR procedure. Be- 
cause we have covered all of the malfunctions that appear in 
the EPDS schematics, we anticipate that the SLED system 
will find the causes of most of the system faults. In the other 
cases when the SLED system failed to identify the problem 
or failed to give correct malfunction procedures, the system 
should jog the PSE's memory enough to solve the problem 
with the help of SLED'S schematic display facility and the 
available status information of every component in the 
schematics. 
2. APPLICATION DOMAIN and ISSUES 
The basic Spacelab EPDS distributes DC-Main, DC- 
Essential and 400 Hz AC power to Spacelab experiment 
equipment and also provides the necessary power to 
Spacelab subsystems. The EPDS receives its DC power 
( + 28V nominal) from Orbiter hydrogenloxygen fuel cells 
through the Orbiter bus system which, in turn, is connected 
to the Spacelab Power Control Box (PCB) and the Spacelab 
Emergency Box. The AC power is generated from the DC 
main power by the Spacelab 400 Hz inverters. Dedicated 
Spacelab Subsystem (S/S) and experiment DC/AC inverters, 
which receive their primary power from the main DC power 
bus via the PCB, supply three-phase AC power to the S/S 
equipment and experiment equipment. For experiment 
caution and warning sensors, safing command actuators and 
critical experiment equipment needing power during all mis- 
sion phases, a dedicated experiment essential power bus is 
routed through the Spacelab Module. This power bus 
receives its essential power from the Spacelab Emergency 
Box, which, in turn, is powered by the Orbiter auxiliary DC 
power busses. 
Using Expert System technology in Space Mission 
Operations is a focus of current research in recent years 
since the promising benefits of the technology and the strong 
desire of automating the mission planning and mission con- 
trol tasks to keep the Aerospace exploration cost down. 
[Dickey & Toussaint, 19841 describe a prototype expert sys- 
tem for the integration of housekeeping subsystems on board 
a manned space station. [Silverman, 19861 talks about a dis- 
tributed expert system testbed for Spacecraft ground 
facilities. [Rook & Odubiyi, 19861 describes a prototype ex- 
pert system to provide real-time aid/advice for ground based 
satellite orbit control operations. [Muratore, Madison & 
etc. 19881 describes the development of the real-time expert 
system prototype for shuttle Mission Control Center as a five 
layer model to integrate various monitoring and analysis 
technologies such as digital filtering, fault detection algo- 
rithms, and expert systems. [Hamilton, 19861 describes a 
prototype expert system application to detect and diagnose 
faults in attitude control systems. Besides these listed, there 
is an annual conference sponsored by NASA, Goddard Con- 
ference on Space Applications of Artificial Intelligence, 
which focuses on Artificial Intelligence in Space. Several 
papers presented in this conference are relevant to our tar- 
get application domain of developing a monitoring and diag- 
nostic expert system for Spacelab Power Subsystems that is 
capable of supporting real-time operation and diagnosing 
multiple faults. In particular, [Wilkinson, Happell & etc., 
19881 described a prototype fault isolation expert system for 
TDRSS application in a real-time on-line environment, 
which is similar in nature to our system. 
Three special characteristics of the application domain 
is important to the design and development of the expert sys- 
tem in space application. 
1. The domain is not mature and there is not a so 
called "expert" in the domain. This implies that the system 
design should be flexible and the designer/implementer 
rhould be willing to change the system architecture if 
needed. 
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2. The resulting expert system should be a con- 
tinuous, real-time system, which is admitted to be difficult 
to achieve within current expert system technology. As 
[D'Ambrusio, Fehling & etc., 19871 pointed out, few 
knowledge base systems have been developed for real-time 
applications. How to meet the real-time requirements in an 
expert system is an important issue. [Griesmer, Hong & etc., 
19841 reported the implementation of the YESMVS, which 
is a continuous real-time expert system, they also outlined 
the real- time requirements for expert systems. Specifically, 
they discuss how to modify OPS5 ([Forgy, 19811) in support 
for real-time tasks namely: 1. Speed considerations; 2. In- 
itialize an action like production firing at a given time; 3. Fast 
communications between modules; 4. Need for explicit con- 
trol (by the operator); and 5. Some specific requirements of 
continuous operations. These continuous operation re- 
quirements includes: (a). Inference engine should not ter- 
minate; (b). Automatic restart capability; (c), Remove 
"garbage" work-memory element. Similar requirements for 
expert systems in space applications has been outlined in 
[ Leinweber, 19871 namely: 1. High-speed context-sensitive 
rule activation; 2. Efficient recycling of no-longer-needed 
memory elements; 3. Interactively accept command sequen- 
ces from operators; 4. Fast communications between multi- 
ple expert systems. These real-time requirements affect our 
design decision. [Wilkinson, Happell, & etc., 19881 discuss 
the "hard" real-time requirements, which is "provide outputs 
by some deadline time". They also pointed out that in an AI 
system, the time taken to complete a calculation is nondeter- 
ministic. The state-of-the-art for such problems are often 
to build something to see if it will work in real time. Perfor- 
mance problems are solved via the bigger hammer theory: if 
i t  is not fast enough, buy a faster machine. They call this a 
"soft" real-time system. We are in the same boat, we plan to 
deliver the SLED system as a "soft" real-time system. We 
will discuss these issues later. 
3. This system should be able to detect and diagnose 
multiple faults, which is a tough problem too. As we all 
know, fault diagnostic systems is one of the traditional expert 
system application areas,[Hayes-Roth, Waterman & Lenat, 
19831. For example, MYCIN ([Buchanan & Shortliffe, 
19841) is a classical example of a medical diagnostic system. 
Instead of using shallow knowledge in electrical 
trouble shooting, it is argued that a design-model-based ap- 
proach, rather than the traditional empirical-rule-based ap- 
proach is necessary for electronic diagnostic systems. In this 
approach, the only available information is the system 
description, i.e. its design and structure, together with some 
observations of the system's behavior and a statistical 
characterization for the type of failure. [Davis, 19831 argued 
about using the first principle and structure knowledge in 
electronic trouble-shooting. [Milne, 19871 designed a sys- 
tem using "second principles", which are rules that an 
electronic engineer would use when diagnosing a circuit 
during a trouble-shooting task. [Cantone, Pipitone & etc., 
19831 proposed the model-based probabilistic reasoning for 
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electronic trouble-shooting. [Pipitone, 19841 used the 
qualitative causal model and generic component knowledge 
to produce a model for diagnostic reasoning. [Taie & 
Srihari, 19861 proposed a hierarchical device representation 
scheme using instantiation rules and structural template in a 
semantic network with procedural attachment for function 
description of a device. [Maletz, 19851 used context graphs 
combined with electrical system structures, diagnostic tests, 
and symptom knowledge to  support  multiple fault 
hypothesis and reasoning about the abilities of testing to dis- 
criminate among a collection of possible faults. [Geffner & 
Pearl, 19871 used belief networks to represent causal 
knowledge of system behavior, and using Bayesian inference 
for doing diagnosis. The distributed scheme then uses the 
independices embedded in a system to decompose the task 
of diagnosing the overall system into smaller sub-tasks of 
diagnosis for subparts of the net, then combined them 
together. Geffner & Pearl claim that the decomposition 
yields a globally-optimum diagnosis by local and concurrent 
computation using message- passing algorithms and attain- 
ing linear time in single-connected networks. 
3. SYSTEM DESIGN OVERVIEW 
The SLED system has been developed using the Texas 
Instruments (TI) Explorer workstation and the Knowledge 
Engineering Environment (KEE) expert system building 
tool ([KEE 2.11). The SLED system uses the Unit (frame) 
of KEE to represent the knowledge about the electrical com- 
ponents and uses KEE-Bitmaps to represent the electrical 
schematics. When the downlink data is received, the values 
are put in their appropriate Unit within KEE. Utilizing the 
Active-Values of KEE, malfunction recovery procedures 
are activated. The decision for the activation of the recovery 
procedure is based upon a maximum and minimum value for 
that parameter. 
SLED Approach 
The SLED system approach for the detection and 
resolution of Spacelab experiment electrical failures incor- 
porate system monitoring of the downlinked parameters for 
out-of-limit conditions. The software is designed to standby 
when no abnormal event occurs. The user will have no in- 
teraction with the system besides watching the telemetry 
data displays if he likes. When the system receives an out- 
of-limit condition a malfunction recovery procedure is ac- 
tivated. Once the procedure is activated a unique window is 
created for that malfunction. The diagnostic procedure may 
obtain any other value it needs in order to diagnose the out- 
of-limit condition. It may also request crew actions to be 
performed before the diagnosis can continue. The action 
that the crew is to take is displayed in the User Input win- 
dow. Once the action has been completed the user would 
click on the displayed action and the recovery procedure 
resumes execution. When the system wants to let the user 
know something about the diagnosis, it displays this informa- 
tion in the unique window that was created upon activation. 
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Some of the text may be mousable so that the user may select 
it. Once the system has finished its diagnoses, the user will 
be notified. The mousable text that may be included in the 
text displayed by the system will allow the user to obtain ad- 
ditional information uniquely related to the out-of-limit con- 
dition being diagnosed. The type of additional information 
includes schematics of the related electrical components, 
specific information on an electrical component, SSR pro- 
cedures, and a tree display showing how the system obtained 
its diagnosis. With this approach the user does not have to 
search through any manuals. All information is readily avail- 
able. The system can detect all out-of-limit conditions that 
are pre-defined in the system. It is also capable of handling 
more than one out-of-limit condition, and can diagnose them 
simultaneously. (Figure 2) 
Meet Real-Time Requirements 
For supporting continuous operations, the main 
process of the SLED system will run forever. To protect it 
from aborting, we bounded the "Expert Log" window to be 
the terminal I/O and query I/O window while the SLED win- 
dow frame is initially displayed. These bindings cause the 
Lisp machine to use the "Expert Log" window in error han- 
dling. If a system bug was ever to occur, and the user does 
not want to handle it, he can simply press the Abort-key to 
re-start the SLED system. We also put re-start capability in 
the process for data acquisition. Therefore, if any data con- 
nection problems occur, the two synchronized processes in 
(the simulation of) the Data Acquisition Layer will attempt 
to re-connect the data link, which keeps the data acquisition 
process running continuously. 
One drawback in the KEE expert system shell is that 
the rule system is very slow. In order to meet the high-speed 
requirement of a real-time system we avoided using the rule 
system of KEE for the fault diagnostic process. Instead, we 
defined a frame-type Lisp structure to explicitly represent 
the diagnostic procedures. We also included a Lisp function 
to execute the diagnostic procedure defined in the frame. 
This way, the diagnostic reasoning is just a data-driven 
traversal of the malfunction specific analysis-tree. The ex- 
ecution of the diagnostic logic is tremendously fast. In fact, 
the time taken by the malfunction window, that is being dis- 
played, and the user input is the only significant time con- 
suming portion in the fault-diagnostic process. Of course, 
the decision of explicitly representing the diagnostic proce- 
dure may have some drawbacks. But the simplicity of the 
structure of each malfunction diagnostic procedure 
described in the Spacelab Malfunction Procedure Hand- 
book makes this approach feasible. If the performance of 
the rule-system within KEE does not dramatically improve, 
and we are faced with more complicated diagnostic proce- 
dures, in order to meet the fast-speed real-time require- 
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ments, we may need to use other rule- engines, e.g. OPS5 
([Forgy, 19811). 
1 Electrical System Model 1 
(E) 7 
The architecture of Lisp-machines and the availability of 
some system software tools, in particular the stack group, the 
scheduler, the process structure, and the signal mechanism, 
make it easy to handle the real time requirements of initializ- 
ing an action in a specific time, and other interrupt problems 
too. The requirement of high-speed context-sensitive ac- 
tivation of a procedure instead of rule activation in our case, 
is accomplished by using KEEs Active Value, which meets 
our timing requirements. As for the garbage collection 
issue, the fact that we do not use rules at all makes the 
problem of recycling of no-longer-needed memory elements 
(of the rule system) non-existent in our case. On the other 
hand, we utilize the resource facility to recycle our window 
objects and process objects and use list surgery, if possible, 
to keep down the rate of generating garbage. It seems that 
the SLED system does not get deteriorated by the Lisp- 
machine's garbage collection activity. 
We depend on the mouse and menu system for explicit 
interactive operator control. Actually, the normal operator 
Malfunction Analgsia 
7 (E) 
control functions are organized in the "Tools" window. By 
mouse clicking on an entry of the ''TOOIS'~ window, the 
operator can interactively input stored command sequences 
to the SLED system. This organization is made possible by 
the fact that the mouse process of the Lisp-machine has a 
higher priority than other processes. Therefore, the system 
scheduler gives priority to the mouse process, hence it em- 
beds user defined functions for mouse clicks. 
Three Layer System Design 
The parameters currently monitored by the SLED sys- 
tem are the parameters that appear in the DC distribution 
drawing and the AC distribution drawing of the Spacelab 
Systems Handbook. They include: parameters that trigger 
malfunction analysis procedures, parameters that are 
referenced by a malfunction analysis procedure, and 
parameters that indicate an isolated failure. 
Object-oriented programming paradigm is used to 
simplify the design and the implementation of SLED. The 
major functional blocks of the diagnostic task have been 
turned into objects. These objects model the real world ele- 
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ments which are relevant to the problems to be solved. In- 
terfaces between functional blocks are thus limited to a few 
interactions in the form of message passing. The control 
structure is thus decentralized as an outcome of the object- 
oriented programming practice. Knowledge has been par- 
titioned in different knowledge bases, which also adds a 
degree of specialization to all the functions included in every 
KB. A functional block diagram (Figure 3) and an object 
block diagram (Figure 4) of the target system help explain 
the structure of the SLED software. 
As pointed out in [Strandberg, Abramovich, & etc., 
19851, the layered-structure view offers a good organization 
for discussing system design. We can view the SLED system 
as a three layer structure (Figure 5).  The first layer is the 
Data Acquisition Layer, the second is the Expert System 
Layer, and the third is the Display/User Interface Layer. 
Data Acquisition Layer 
As described in [LS-50044-A] and [SLP/2104], the 
Spacelab scientific data is routed through the subsystem and 
experiment 1/0 units, the 192 kb/s telemetry channel, com- 
posed of Orbiter and Spacelab data, is available and split up 
into: two voice channels at 32 kb/s, Orbiter-telemetry data 
ixperl System Layer 
t 
DisplayiUser 
Interface Layer 
at 64 kb/s nominal, and Spacelab data from experiment and 
subsystem I/O unit outputs at 64 kb/s nominal. This 
telemetry channel is software controlled through the Pulse 
Code Modulation Master Unit (PCMMU). It acquires the 
data from different sources (Orbiter General Processing 
Computer, subsystem I/O, and experiment I/O) in a demand 
and response manner. The Orbiter telemetry data will not 
need 64 kb/s all the time, so it might be possible that the sub- 
system and experiment data can be transmitted at a higher 
rate than 64 kb/s via this telemetry channel. The PCMMU 
can request data from the Command and Data Management 
System (CDMS) computers up to 2000 times per second. 
Upon one of these requests up to 10 data words can be trans- 
ferred. 
Controlled by the Network Signal Processor from the 
PCMMU, the 192 kb/s telemetry channel is transmitted to 
ground either via Space Tracking and Data Network 
(STDN) to the appropriate STDN ground station or via 
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) Ku- 
Band to the TDRSS ground station. 
The Ku-Band data stream is down linked to White 
Sands, where the data are relayed to the JSC Mission Con- 
trol Center (MCC). The digital data are recorded and at the 
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same time being fed to a High Rate Demultiplexer (HRDM) 
in the Payload Operations Control Center (POCC). From 
the HRDM, real-time data streams are directly fed into the 
POCC Data Select Switch (PDSS) for distribution. 
The data acquisition layer will be resident in the 
POCC’s VAX computer to distribute the synchronized 
telemetry data to the Expert System Layer resident in the 
Lisp-Machine via DECnet connection every 3 seconds. 
Currently, we have not implemented the Data Acquisition 
Layer. Instead, we are using a set of hand- crafted test-data 
cases located in the Test-Data KB, along with two 
synchronized processes: data acquisition process and run 
sequence process in the LISP-Machine to simulate the Data- 
Acquisition Layer. 
Expert System Layer 
The Expert System Layer consists of the KBs and the 
inference mechanism of using the KBs. We are utilizing 
I 
IntelliCorp’s expert system shell, Knowledge Engineering 
Environment (KEE), to implement this layer. 
There are four KB’s in the SLED system: the 
Spacelab-Power KB, the Graphics KB, the Procedures KB, 
and the Test-Data KB. The Graphics Kl3 is simply filledwith 
run-time information for the application to perform some 
graphical editing and graphical display operations to sup- 
port the DisplayNser Interface Layer. The Procedures KB 
is used to store the diagnostic text that is displayed in the 
Malfunction Window and the SSR text. The Test- Data KB 
is used to store the hand- crafted test data to simulate the 
Data-Acquisition h y e r .  This Kl3 is temporary in nature and 
will be eliminated when the POCC Simulator or the Data- 
Acquisition Layer is available for generating testing data. 
The Spacelab-Power KB is the main KB in the SLED 
system. It changes constantly. It contains the input 
parameters, the electrical system representation, and some 
data for the control structure. The representation is based 
Figure 6. The Spacleab-Power Knowledge Base 
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on the DC Distribution drawing and the AC distribution 
drawing of the Spacelab Systems Handbook. It is a perfect 
copy of these diagrams except for: the diodes are not rep- 
resented and the return lines are not modeled. The 
Spacelab-Power KB contains a taxonomy of the objects to 
model the Spacelab Electrical System, including: Relays, 
Fuses, Switches, Lights, Meters, Buses, DC-to-AC Con- 
verters, AC-to-DC Converters, Inverters, and Transducers. 
Each electrical element is defined by the actions it can per- 
form, its possible status, its current status, its possible con- 
nection, its current connections, and its drawing location. 
The actions it can perform are methods to which other ele- 
ments or parameters send messages. This generates an ob- 
ject oriented environment where any element can send an 
electrical command to any other element without knowing 
anything about it. Usually the current connections define a 
message path 10 propagate the effects. Input parameters are 
attached to elements. These elements (objects) utilize 
KEE's Active Value mechanism as a watch-dog for detect- 
ing the out-of-limit value. When an out-of-limit value is 
detected, the appropriate malfunction procedure is ac- 
tivated. Figure 6 shows the taxonomy of the electrical ele- 
ments of the Spacelab-Power KB. 
The Procedures KB is used to store the diagnostic text 
that is displayed in the Malfunction Window and the SSR 
procedure that is displayed in the SSR Window. A proce- 
dureunit is composed of an active slot, a text slot, and several 
section slots. The active slot is used by the malfunction pro- 
cedure kick-off mechanism to determine whether the mal- 
function has already been fired or not. The text slot, splices 
the choirs of text that the malfunction analysis needs after 
every partial conclusion. The section slots contain the mal- 
function procedure's partial conclusion text. Every section 
slot corresponds to a node in the malfunction procedure 
analysis tree (Figure 7) defined by the malfunction proce- 
dure structures. The malfunction procedure structure is it- 
self a frame structure. 
Display/User Interface Layer 
The DisplayAJser Interface Layer uses the knowledge 
available in the Graphics KB, Procedures KB, and the 
Spacelab- Power KB to handle all the displaying tasks in the 
user- interface. We will describe the Windowing and Menu 
system first. 
(i) SLED Window-Frame 
The windows and menus used in the SLED system are 
implemented through TI'S extension of Common LISP with 
Window Flavors. Figure 8 shows the main system window. 
It is divided into six major sub-windows. The two windows 
in the upper left hand corner are the system time clock, 
labeled JULIAN, and the mission elapsed time clock, 
labeled MET. These times are used by the system for 
reference against timelines and schedules that affect the 
diagnostics that it performs. In addition, they are used to 
time-stamp the automatic log entries that the system makes. 
The time clock also controls the synchronized data acquisi- 
tion cycle, in the Data Acquisition Layer. 
The log of information pertaining to the onboard 
electrical systems and user actions is located in the top cen- 
ter portion of Figure 8 and is labeled "Expert Log". This log 
displays the latest information about the status of the electri- 
cal systems on board. Each entry is time-stamped and a file 
containing a complete set of all entries is built for reference 
to previous events. The log is capable of displaying the last 
ten messages at all times. 
The window at the right top corner of Figure 8, labeled 
"Screens", is a menu of the various screen configurations 
available for display. When malfunctions occur, a new entry 
will appear in this window and can be moused on to be dis- 
played. Among these entries are "Graphic-Editor", "Tools", 
"Information", "Analysis-Tree", and "Graphic-Display". We 
will explain some of these screen later. 
The thin window approximately one third of the way 
to the bottom of Figure 8, labeled "User Input", is used for 
the system to inquire information from the user. At times, 
all of the information required to make an accurate deter- 
mination of a problem's cause is not contained in the 
telemetry downlink. In most instances such as this, a "yes" or 
'hot' query will appear in this window. A positive response 
is made by clicking the mouse on the query. Not clicking on 
the query, within a specific period of time, communicates a 
negative response. At other times, the user may be asked to 
perform certain functions. A mouse click on the request is 
taken as confirmation that the action has been taken. 
The bottom portion of the screen is the place for dis- 
playing different window configurations, selectable from the 
'Screens" window mentioned above. When the "Tools" entry 
in the "Screens" window is mouse-selected, or when the sys- 
tem is newly started up, the "Tools" window is displayed, 
(Figure 8). The ''Tools'' window is for accessing the set of 
utilities supplied for the manipulation of the system. Tools 
are supplied to modify the diagnostic algorithms, display 
various information about the status of electrical system 
hardware, display graphic representations of the electrical 
systems model, build test data sets, display logged informa- 
tion, change the systems status of various electrical system 
hardware, display SSR procedures, input the text for proce- 
dures, display graphic representation of the malfunction 
diagnostic trees, and display a trace ofwhat caused a certain 
malfunction conclusion to be reached. 
Each configuration has a set of functions associated 
with it. For instance, the Graphic-Editor configuration is 
used to build or edit the graphic representation of the electri- 
cal system model. When it is the current configuration, the 
graphic representation of the electrical systems can be 
modified, as can the electrical system model that the expert 
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system uses to perform its diagnosis. The functions as- 
sociated with the different mouse buttons are displayed at 
the bottom of the Explorer screen. The mouse buttons 
change from configuration to configuration but certain con- 
ventions have been adhered to wherever possible to make 
the operation of the system as consistent as possible. 
The "Information" screen, "Graphic-Display" screen 
and the "Analysis-Tree" screen are used as buffers (they are 
also used for other purposes) to display malfunction-related 
information. When a malfunction window is visible (Figure 
2)  and a mousable item is clicked on, then these screens 
listed above are utilized. If the mousable item is an SSR item, 
then the "Information" screen is used to display the SSR-pro- 
cedure, (Figure 9). If the mousable item is an electrical com- 
ponent then the "Graphic-Display" screen is used to display 
the graphic region, (Figure 10). If the mousable item is the 
"WHY ?", then the "Analysis-Tree" screen is used to display 
the diagnosis tree with the diagnosis path highlighted, 
(Figure 7). Each of these screens are also mouse- sensitive 
and supports further information querying about each 
electrical component and each diagnosis step. The mouse 
click is monitored by the main SLED-Window-Frame 
process for the window configuration control and the han- 
dling of mouse-sensitive items. Three subprocess: Display- 
Information-Process, Display-Graphics-Process, and 
Display-Tree-Process are used to display the different type 
of information (text, schematics, and diagnosis tree) into the 
appropriate windows. 
(ii) Graphical Editor 
In order to support the initial input and reconfiguration 
update of the schematics, a graphical editor is supported. 
The graphical editor is one of the most complex fea- 
tures of the system. It is designed to make input of schematic 
drawings of the Spacelab electrical system a manageable 
task. It not only makes input of the drawings easier but also 
makes cross checks to insure that the graphics are accurate 
representations of the model used by SLED in its diagnos- 
tics. The graphics for SLS-1 have already been defined and 
input to the system. 
The graphical editor is invoked by moving the mouse 
into the screens window and clicking on "Graphic-Editor". 
There are command regions defined by the boxes at the top 
of the graphic-editor window. Explanations of the uses of 
some of the commands follow: 
choose-an-item: This is used to draw an image of the 
item within the region specified earlier. The devices that 
belong in each region have been predetermined by the 
region specified with which they have been named. Only 
devices that have been defined in the SPACELAB-POWER 
knowledge base will be available for graphic representation. 
choose-a-drawn-item: This function is used to change 
the positions of items that have already been drawn. When 
this function is invoked by a left mouse click, a menu will ap- 
pear giving as choices the item that have been previously 
drawn using the choose-an-item function. A left click on one 
of the items will cause that item to be erased from the posi- 
tion where it was drawn and redrawn where the mouse is 
when a middle click follows. 
connections: The software provided for making the 
connections between items that are drawn in a graphic 
region are quite extensive. When invoked, the connections 
function will display a menu of the items drawn as choices 
for making connections to or from the item. Choosing an 
item will cause a menu to pop-up consisting of possible con- 
nection points for that item. This list of choices is build from 
the connections that are defined in the Spacelab-Power 
knowledge base. In addition to the possible connection 
points, choices also exist for adding, modifying, or deleting 
connections in the Spacelab-Power knowledge base. When 
a connection is made in the system, a box will appear at the 
connection points of the two items involved. To complete 
the connection image with wiring, left click where a wire is 
to terminate at one end. The next middle click will cause a 
wire to be drawn to the position of the mouse when the mid- 
dle click is made. 
(iii) Build-Analysis-Tree Tool 
There are tools for building, modifying, and displaying 
the malfunction procedure analysis tree to support the re- 
configuration capability. The "build-analysis-tree" tool al- 
lows the user to create his own analysis procedure. This tool 
is prompt and menu driven to make it easy for the user to 
build the malfunction procedure. The system first prompts 
the user for the malfunction name, comments, time delay, 
transient spike condition, notification message text, and 
number of steps involved in the diagnosis procedure. Then 
a session of menu prompts for conditions and actions to be 
performed in each diagnostic s tep  a re  presented. 
Parameters to be monitored within this malfunction proce- 
dure are then solicited by the system with all available 
parameters being displayed and will then let the user make 
choices and specify the upper and lower limit condition. 
Logical and numerical operators are available from the 
menus to create complicated conditions for testing in each 
diagnostic step. The action part of the diagnostic step is then 
requested by the system with menu prompts allowing the 
user to make choices from those menus. Among those pos- 
sible actions include: changing the status of any electrical 
element by sending a message, query the user for input, 
schedule a task to run in some specific time from the current 
time, build the text for the current diagnostic step to be dis- 
played in the malfunction window, set the next diagnostic 
step, and stop analysis, which tells the system that a con- 
clusion has been reached. After the user completes the build 
analysis tree session, the malfunction procedure just built 
will be displayed as a diagnostic tree and the user will have 
the option of modifying it or saving and defining it to the sys- 
tem. If the user selects the definehave option, the newly built 
malfunction procedure will be activated if the input 
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parameter violates the value range specified by the user in 
the build-analysis-tree session. That is, the malfunction pro- 
cedure and the monitoring mechanism is automatically set 
up in the build-analysis-tree tool. 
(iv) Other Tools 
There are other useful tools available in SLED. It 
provides a log for the status of the out-of-limit conditions 
along with a date and time stamp. The user may look at this 
log at any time. The log may also be printed, since all of the 
logged entries are saved to a file. The user can view the cur- 
rent and nominal values of the parameters that the system 
looks at. He can obtain the status of a particular electrical 
component. He may also see what other components are 
connected to it along with specific information about the 
component. One of the major capabilities of this system is 
that it allows the user, a non-programmer, to create a mal- 
function recovery procedure, should the need arise. The dif- 
ferent tools that allow the user to do this include building the 
diagnostic tree (described above), building the procedure 
text, the text that is displayed in the unique malfunction 
recovery window, building the SSR text, the text that is 
viewed for the recovery procedure, and adding the necessary 
parameters needed to diagnose the malfunction. The user 
also has the capability of deleting, modifying, or viewing the 
different parts of the malfunction recovery procedure. This 
includes modifying or viewing the malfunction recovery pro- 
cedure, viewing the SSR text, and deleting or viewing the 
parameters. The user may also set up an AOS-LOS timeline. 
This is used to "wake-up" the system during AOS, and put 
the system to ''sleep'' during LOS. In order to test the SLED 
system, tools were incorporated into the system to test its 
reliability. These tools includes building, viewing, deleting, 
and setting the test data sets. 
In addition to these tools, specifically designed for 
SLED, the standard user-interface tools of KEE are always 
available for the advanced user in data monitoring or KB up- 
dates. For example, we can use the KEE user-interface for 
parameter monitoring and trend analysis. 
4. CURRENT STATUS 
Testing 
The validation process at the current time is not for- 
mal. Three levels of testing are planned to be performed: 
1. Hand- crafted simulation data, within the Explorer; 2. 
POCC simulator or tape of real data with Explorer to VAX 
communications. 3. Real-Time operational test during the 
SLS-1 mission. We have used hand-crafted test-data stored 
as KEE's units and user interaction to aid testing. We plan 
to use the POCC simulator and taped records of real data to 
test the system. Due to the complexity and dynamic nature 
of the problem domain, the real system must be verified by 
actual on-line testing during the SLS-1 mission. We plan to 
have the SLED system in operation, in parallel to the con- 
ventional system during the SLS- 1 mission scheduled for 
June 1990. 
During the SLS-1 mission, it is planned to support the 
SLED system in parallel with the current screen displays and 
monitoring tools of the POCC operation facility. The SLED 
terminal will be located next the the existing POCC electri- 
cal power monitoring terminal. This arrangement will also 
show the capability of SLED to the PSE and enhance the 
user acceptance of the SLED expert system. 
While the testing of SLED with the simulator and the 
final testing of the SLED system during the SLS-1 mission is 
still on schedule, evaluation by the domain expert so far has 
been positive. We will not address the problem of how to 
measure the performance ofSLED as a trouble shooting ex- 
pert system in a formal sense. Instead, the actual com- 
parison of the SLED performance with the current 
monitoring system and the PSE's performance in diagnosis 
of the fault, is of great interest to us. The SLED system 
(fault) log file will be used as an audit trail to verify the over- 
all system performance against the written fault logs 
produced by the PSE. 
Currently we have finished level 1 testing procedures. 
The POCC simulation software is currently in development 
and will be available in August 1989. The hand-crafted test 
case includes data that fired multiple malfunctions. All the 
tests that were performed went well and the response time 
was about 15 seconds in handling a single malfunction. This 
time was measured from the detection of the out-of-limit 
value to the completion of the diagnosis of the malfunction, 
assuming immediate user action for all user input requested. 
It also takes 15 seconds for the 2 malfunction case, and it 
takes about 30 to 50 seconds for a 5 malfunction case. The 
point here is that the time needed for multiple malfunctions 
is growing linear with the number of malfunctions. In par- 
ticular it is not increasing exponentially with the number of 
malfunctions occurring. The reason for this linearity of 
response time is the way we treat each malfunction inde- 
pendently in a separate window with an independent diag- 
nostic process. No interrelations between the malfunctions 
are considered in our model. Therefore, the diagnosis 
process of each malfunction is running in parallel. In theory, 
the response time of the multiple malfunction case should 
be about the same as the single malfunction case. But the 
fact that independent processes are time-sharing processes 
in the host LISP machine and that there is only one user in- 
terface window, makes the total time grow approximately 
linear with the number of malfunctions occurring. 
Enhancement Plan 
As mentioned in the Background section, the current 
SLED system is the first phase of the Spacelab electrical 
power system which contains only the knowledge about the 
EPDS. No knowledge of the Experiment equipment have 
3een included. We are currently adding the malfunction 
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procedures, the SSR’s, and the schematics of the subsystem 
up to the experiment hardware to the SLED system, as re- 
quired in phase 2, and then, finally adding the knowledge of 
each experiment equipment to the system (phase 3). Ob- 
viously, a lot more knowledge needs to be added to the sys- 
tem. This is making us approach the limitation of the 
available hardware and software. The total number of 
frames, in KEE it is referred to as units, is 363 units within 
the Spacelab- Power KB, 519 units in the Test-Data KB, 125 
units in the Graphics KB, and 83 units in the Procedures KB. 
The total number of experiment equipments that we would 
like to represent is 40. For each experiment we need to in- 
crease the Graphics KB by approximately 10 units and the 
Spacelab-Power KB by approximately 50 units. Besides, 
there is a lot of disk space that is used to store the bit-maps 
for the schematics, 4.7 MB of disk space is used for the 
schematics of the Spacelab EPDS- distribution. It becomes 
impractical to use the current scheme, i.e. direct bit-map 
storage to store all the schematics for the experiment equip- 
ment to be monitored. A better way of storing the 
schematics needs to be implemented. The new approach we 
have in mind is to build up the schematics on-the-fly when 
requested. The schematics will be built using the electrical 
component and connection information in the KB’s. Of 
course, there is a trade-off between time and disk and 
memory space. The on-the-fly approach will slow down the 
response time for the schematics display. Fortunately, the 
schematic display is not as time-critical as the monitoring, 
diagnostic, and malfunction procedure portion. The 
tremendous disk space saving justifies the slow response 
time in the schematic display. 
The current system is hosted in the Texas Instruments 
(TI’s) Explorer Lisp-Machine. Our target delivery system 
will be TI’s Micro-Explorer, i.e. a Mac I1 with TI’s Lisp 
processor board. We will start the conversion when our 
Micro-Explorer system is available, which will be in March 
of 1989. We expect the conversion effect to be a minimal. 
We would like to make the knowledge acquisition 
tools: the graphical editor, used for creating and updating 
the schematics, and the diagnostic tree building tools, used 
to input and update the malfunction procedures, to be more 
user friendly in the near future, which will incorporate the 
users suggestions. 
We would also like to use rule representations of the 
diagnosis logic instead of the current explicit representation 
of the logic. This would be a major overhaul and the task of 
meeting the real time speed requirements may pose some 
tough problems, because KEE’s rule system is slow. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have successfully demonstrated the applicability of 
expert system technology to the Spacelab power subsystem 
diagnostic problem. The response time of about 15 seconds, 
i.e. the time needed for 5 data cycles, for a malfunction diag- 
nosis, with the corrective malfunction procedure, SSR pro- 
cedure and schematics readily available, well exceeds the 
performance of a trained PSE. Besides the on-line storage 
and fast retrieval of the schematics and the availability of 
status information for each electrical component will make 
the system a big help for the PSE in dealing with the mal- 
functions which are not covered in the malfunctions proce- 
dure handbook. 
With our experience of the development of the SLED 
system, there are several important points in real time expert 
system development we would like to re-iterate: 
1. To narrow down the application domain is a very 
important design issue. After actually trying to solve a more 
general problem, the SLED system evolved from the 
General Diagnostic System. This point has been em- 
phasized so many times in the literature, e.g. [Hayes-Roth, 
Waterman & Lenat, 19831, it is too easy to overlook. 
2. Expert systems for real time operations is achiev- 
able. Besides the planned enhancements, the system can be 
extended to other areas of spacecraft mission control 
problems. 
3. The first use of SLED was for training. As has been 
pointed out in the literature, e.g. [Buchanan & Shortliffe, 
19841, the explanation capability makes expert systems an ex- 
cellent tool for training. 
4. The system can be used as a validation and verifica- 
tion tool for the user to generate the malfunction proce- 
dures. It can be extended to a tool for generating the 
malfunction procedure document. 
5. When the next generation of Lisp-machines based 
on a Lisp chip is stabilized, it will be feasible to put the Lisp- 
based fault diagnostic expert system on-board Spacelab. 
Actually, this approach would be simpler and may speed up 
the fault diagnostic task of the experiment, because we can 
further partition the problem and place the expert system 
hardware and software directly in the relevant area. For ex- 
ample, the SLED system can be placed inside the experi- 
ments box and does not need to store the system model and 
knowledge about Spacelab itself. 
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ABSTRACT detai ls  the approach taken in the SHARP 
system to ove rcome  the  cu r ren t  
The Spacecraf t  Health Automated l imitat ions,  and desc r ibes  both the 
Reasoning Prototype (SHARP) is a system conven t iona l  and  a r t i f i c i a l  i n t e l l i g e n c e  
designed t o  demonstrate  automated solutions developed in SHARP. 
heal th  and s t a tus  ana lys i s  fo r  
mul t i -mis s ion  spacec ra f t  and ground data  
systems operat ions.  Telecommunicat ions 
l i nk  ana lys i s  of the Voyager I1 
spacec ra f t  is  the in i t i a l  focus fo r  the 
SHARP system demonstrat ion which wil l  
o c c u r  d u r i n g  Voyage r ' s  e n c o u n t e r  with 
the planet  Neptune in August ,  1989, in 
p a r a l l e l  with r e a l - t i m e  Voyager  
operat ions.  
T h e  SHARP system combines 
c o n v e n t i o n a l  c o m p u t e r  s c i e n c e  
methodologies  with a r t i f i c i a l  
i n t e l l i g e n c e  t e c h n i q u e s  to p roduce  a n  
e f f ec t ive  method f o r  detect ing and 
ana lyz ing  po ten t i a l  spacec ra f t  and 
ground sys t ems  problems.  The  system 
pe r fo rms  r ea l - t ime  ana lys i s  of spacec ra f t  
and o the r  re la ted te lemetry,  and is  a l so  
capab le  of examin ing  da ta  in  h i s to r i ca l  
context .  
Th i s  pape r  g ives  a brief i n t roduc t ion  
to the spacec ra f t  and ground systems 
mon i to r ing  p rocess  a t  the J e t  Propuls ion 
Laboratory (JPL). I t  descr ibes  the 
c u r r e n t  method of ope ra t ion  f o r  
m o n i t o r i n g  the  Voyage r  
Te lecommunica t ions  subsys t em,  and 
h igh l igh t s  the d i f f i cu l t i e s  associated 
with t h e  ex i s t ing  technology.  The  paper  
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INTRODUCTION 
The Voyager 11 spacec ra f t  was 
launched from Cape Canaveral ,  Flor ida 
on August 20, 1977. The technology to 
t rack and mon i to r  such  a p robe  was 
designed and deve loped  in the ear ly  
1970's. This  now ant iquated technology, 
coupled with the e f fo r t s  of br ight ,  
r e source fu l  s c i en t i s t s ,  has  carr ied 
Voyage r  th rough  n e a r - f a t a l  c a t a s t r o p h i c  
events  to three of our  solar  system's 
o u t e r  planets  ( f o u r  i n  A u g u s t ) .  Despi te  
f a i l ed  r ad io  r ece ive r s ,  sun l igh t  damage to 
the pho topo la r ime te r  s c i e n t i f i c  
i n s t rumen t ,  and  a pa r t i a l ly  paralyzed 
scan platform (which  houses  Voyager 's  
imag ing  sys t em) ,  t hese  sc i en t i s t s  have 
kep t  Voyager  o p e r a t i o n a l ,  enab l ing  the  
cap tu re  and t r ansmiss ion  of vast  amounts  
of i nva luab le  in fo rma t ion  and images of 
t h e  J o v i a n ,  S a t u r n i a n ,  and  Uran ian  
systems. 
During c r i t i ca l  pe r iods  of t h e  
mission, up to 30 r ea l - t ime  operators  a re  
r equ i r ed  to mon i to r  the spacec ra f t ' s  ten 
subsystems on a 24 -hour ,  7-day per  week 
schedule.  This does not include the 
numerous  subsys t em and s c i e n t i f i c  
i n s t rumen t  spec ia l i s t s  that  must  
constant ly  be  ava i l ab le  on ca l l  t o  handle  
emergenc ie s .  
As more and more solar  system 
exp lo ra t ions  a r e  undertaken,  i t  wi l l  
become increasingly diff icul t  to staff  a 
l a rge  enough e f fo r t  to suppor t  t hese  
expens ive  missions.  Current ly  the re  is  
one Mission Control Team and one 
Spacec ra f t  Team fo r  each f l i gh t  project .  
JPL has ini t ia ted an effor t  t o  coordinate  
a l l  missions through a cen t r a l  Space  
Flight Operations Center (SFOC) whose 
goal  is  to t ransi t ion from s ing le -p ro jec t  
dedicated f l ight  teams to one 
mult i -mission team which f l i e s  a l l  
spacecraft .  Within SFOC, the Voyager 
spacec ra f t  w i l l  con t inue  to b e  monitored 
th roughou t  their  ex tended  mission of 
d i scove r ing  the solar  system hel iopause 
( t h e  b o u n d a r y  be tween  t h e  Sun ' s  
m a g n e t i c  i n f l u e n c e  and i n t e r s t e l l a r  
space) ;  the Magellan spacecraf t ,  to be 
launched in Apri l ,  1989,  will be  tracked 
throughout  i t s  f l i gh t  t o  Venus; the 
Galileo mission to Jupi ter  will be 
mon i to red ;  and  o the r  new f l igh t  p ro jec t s  
w i l l  b e  obse rved  th roughou t  t he i r  
ope ra t ion  by th i s  s ing le  mult i -mission 
f l ight  team. 
The Spacecraf t  Health Automated 
Reasoning Prototype (SHARP) i s  an 
e f fo r t  to apply a r t i f i c i a l  i n t e l l i gence  (AI)  
techniques to t h e  task of mult i -mission 
mon i to r ing  of spacec ra f t  and d i agnos i s  
of anomalies. Ultimately, SHARP will 
e a s e  the burden that  mu l t ip l e  missions 
would inev i t ab ly  p l ace  upon subsystem, 
sc i en t i f i c  i n s t rumen t ,  and Deep Space 
Network (antenna)  experts .  SHARP will  
a u t o m a t e  many of t h e  mundane ana lys i s  
t a sks ,  and  r educe  the number of  
o p e r a t o r s  r e q u i r e d  to perform r e a l - t i m e  
monitoring act ivi t ies .  The system will  
e n h a n c e  t h e  r e l i a b i l i t y  of mon i to r ing  
ope ra t ions ,  and may p reven t  t hose  types 
of e r ro r s  t ha t  cause  spacec ra f t  such a s  
the Soviet  Phobos to be lost. 
The Voyager I1 spacecraf t  was 
targeted fo r  the prototype e f fo r t  s ince  i t  
i s  c u r r e n t l y  the on ly  s p a c e c r a f t  in f l i gh t  
which has  yet  to comple t e  i t s  pr imary 
mission. The prototype effor t  was 
fu r the r  focused to  o n e  subsystem so that  
specif ic  concepts  could be developed and 
then demons t r a t ed  in a vigorous 
operat ional  sett ing: the spacec ra f t ' s  
encoun te r  of the p l a n e t  Nep tune  in  
August,  1989. The Telecommunications 
subsystem was chosen fo r  the in i t i a l  
demons t r a t ion  s ince  a n o m a l i e s  occur  on 
a f r equen t  basis  in th i s  a r e a ,  and the 
Telecom expert ,  Mr. Boyd Madsen, 
demonstrated en thus i a s t i c  support .  The 
Telecommunicat ions a rea  a l s o  p re sen t s  
the c h a l l e n g e  of c o o r d i n a t i n g  
monitor ing and diagnosis  e f fo r t s  of both 
the spacecraf t  and ground da ta  systems.  
L ike  many a r t i f i c i a l  i n t e l l i gence  
appl icat ions,  in order  t o  supply the AI 
component  of a system with r ea l  da t a ,  a 
subs t an t i a l  e f fo r t  must be inves t ed  in the 
development  of o the r  a spec t s  of the 
system. This  may entai l  uti l izing 
s t anda rd  c o n v e n t i o n a l  compute r  s c i e n c e  
m e t h o d o l o g i e s  and  e n h a n c e d  g r a p h i c a l  
capabili t ies.  The SHARP system 
e f f i c i en t ly  i n c o r p o r a t e s  t hese  
technologies  to  complement  the use of  AI 
techniques.  
CURRENT METHOD 
In c u r r e n t  mi s s ion  o p e r a t i o n s  
p rac t i ce  each spacec ra f t  i s  monitored 
d a i l y ,  and du r ing  p l a n e t a r y  e n c o u n t e r s  
monitor ing is  con t inuous .  Three  
complexes  of an tennas  located around 
the world comprise NASA's Deep Space 
Network (DSN), in the Mojave dessert  a t  
Goldstone,  Cal i fornia;  near  Canberra ,  
Australia;  and near Madrid,  Spain.  With 
the exception of occu l t a t ions  and a short  
g a p  between the Canber ra  and  Madrid 
s t a t ions ,  the spacecraf t  is  a lways in view 
from one  of these Deep Space Stations 
(DSS).  Such a scheduled period of 
observance of the spacecraf t  by a DSS is 
called a pass. 
R e a u i r e d  Data 
In o rde r  to e f f ec t ive ly  ana lyze  the 
t e l ecommunica t ions  l i nk  from the 
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spacec ra f t  through the  Deep Space  
Network and ul t imately to  the computers  
a t  JPL ,  a wide variety of information 
must be  accessed and processed. This 
analysis  occur s  in  r ea l - t ime  a s  well  a s  
pr ior  t o  the scheduled spacecraf t  pass.  
Predicts a r e  numer i ca l  p red ic t ions  of 
accep tab le  th re sho ld  values  fo r  
pa r t i cu la r  spacec ra f t  and DSS 
pa rame te r s .  T h e  c u r r e n t  method of 
g e n e r a t i n g  pass  p r e d i c t s  i s  by sea rch ing  
l a rge  hardcopy l i s t i ngs  of raw predicts  to 
f ind  the co r rec t  spacec ra f t ,  s t a t ion ,  t ime,  
a n d  o t h e r  approx ima ted  in fo rma t ion .  
P r e d i c t s  a r e  then manual ly  co r rec t ed  to  
r e f l ec t  t he  ac tua l  spacec ra f t  s t a t e  using a 
hand ca l cu la to r ,  and the r e su l t s  a r e  
manual ly  recorded on a data  sheet .  
Ano the r  p i e c e  of i n fo rma t ion  
p e r t i n e n t  t o  s p a c e c r a f t  mon i to r ing  i s  the 
Integrated Sequence of Events (ISOE). 
The ISOE is  a hardcopy of scheduled 
spacecraf t  ac t iv i ty  integrated with DSS 
information. ISOE data is  used 
e x t e n s i v e l y  t h r o u g h o u t  the m o n i t o r i n g  
p rocess  in  p red ic t  da t a ,  alarm 
de te rmina t ion ,  g raph ic s ,  and diagnosis .  
The Voyager ISOE must be visually 
scanned ,  and Telecom even t s  manual ly  
h igh l igh ted  by the r ea l - t ime  ope ra to r  so 
tha t  the Telecom act ivi ty  can be 
mon i to red .  A handwr i t t en  co r rec t ion  
sheet  i s  issued fo r  each modification to 
an ISOE. 
Telemetry da t a  f rom t h e  spacec ra f t ,  
t r ack ing  s t a t i o n s ,  and  o t h e r  r e l e v a n t  
systems is  col lected in t h e  JPL computers 
and  s e p a r a t e d  i n t o  channe l s  t ha t  a r e  
d i s t r ibu ted  ac ross  JPL for  processing and 
ana lys i s .  These  channe l s  contain t h e  
va lues  o f  hundreds of spacec ra f t  
e n g i n e e r i n g  p a r a m e t e r s  and  s t a t i o n  
p e r f o r m a n c e  p a r a m e t e r s .  The  c h a n n e l s  
a r e  p lo t t ed  on black and white  computer  
s c reens  and a r e  visual ly  monitored to  
e n s u r e  t h a t  t hey  r e m a i n  wi th in  t h e i r  
pre-specified l imits.  
Also c r i t i ca l  to the communicat ions 
l i nk  ana lys i s  a r e  a larm l imi t s ,  the 
threshold values  f o r  spacecraf t  and DSS 
performance.  These  values  a r e  selected 
according to the s t a tus  of several  
parameters .  However ,  the p rocess  to 
change  these l imi t s  i s  manual  and must 
be  performed in r ea l - t ime .  The 
procedure i s  so impedi t ive,  and occurs  so 
of ten,  that  typically a wide threshold is 
s e l ec t ed  which i n c o r p o r a t e s  the e n t i r e  
r ange  of  pa rame te r  c o n d i t i o n s ,  c r e a t i n g  
the r isk of undetected anomalies .  
Limitat ions 
Due t o  cumbersome and 
t ime-consuming  p rocesses ,  s eve ra l  
l imi t a t ions  ex i s t  on the c u r r e n t  method 
of ana lyz ing  Voyager  
te lecommunicat ions l i nk  da ta .  
The tedious manual  process  for  
predict  generat ion may t ake  up to two 
hours each day,  and l imits  calculat ions to 
o n e  predict  point  per  hour .  Actual  l ink 
pa rame te r s  may be r ece ived  eve ry  15 
seconds,  leaving qu i t e  a dispar i ty  
between the d e s i r e d  number  of 
p red ic t ions  and the incoming  da ta .  
The Integrated Sequence  of Events  
prompts  several '  complicat ions a s  well .  
During per iods of heightened ac t iv i ty ,  i t  
i s  possible for  a s ingle  Telecom event  to 
be  embedded among seve ra l  pages of 
another  subsystem's events  in the ISOE. 
I t  is  easy to miss events ,  and sometimes 
t h e  ISOE is so extensive that operators do 
n o t  even a t t e m p t  to scan i t .  Rather ,  t h e y  
r e l y  on an unof f i c i a l  g r a p h i c a l  s e q u e n c e  
hardcopy p roduc t ,  the Spacec ra f t  F l igh t  
Operations Schedule (SFOS), to monitor 
cri t ical  events. The SFOS, which is  
manua l ly  h i g h l i g h t e d  with a marke r  to 
i n d i c a t e  c h a n g e s ,  c r e a t e s  p rob lems  when 
u s e r s  unknowing ly  d o  no t  r e f e r e n c e  the  
la tes t  activity modifications.  
The cu r ren t  Voyager  data  display 
system p resen t s  a n o t h e r  a r e a  o f  
l imitation. It al lows only five plot 
d i sp l ay  pages  f o r  t he  e n t i r e  spacec ra f t  
team. The Telecommunicat ions 
subsystem has con t ro l  of a s ingle  page. 
One  display page i s  capable  of showing 
up to  th ree  plot ted channels .  In order  to 
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change the plot  parameters  to se l ec t  
d i f f e ren t  channe l s  t o  d i sp l ay ,  the 
ope ra to r  must punch a card and feed i t  
in to  the system's card reader.  To obtain 
an addi t ional  plot ,  special  permission 
must  be secu red  from personnel  of 
ano the r  subsystem who a r e  wi l l i ng  to 
t empora r i ly  g ive  up o n e  of their  own 
plots. 
Broadened alarm l imi t s  present  
obvious complications.  I f ,  in fact ,  a 
c o m p o n e n t  i s  in a l a rm within the 
broadened r ange ,  this  condi t ion wil l  go  
undetected.  For  spacecraf t  act ivi t ies  
wh ich  w a r r a n t  an a l a rm l i m i t  c h a n g e ,  
and the ope ra to r  chooses  to forego the 
unwie ldy  p a p e r w o r k  p r o c e s s ,  then he 
must  e n d u r e  the f a l se  a larm for  the 
remainder  of t ha t  spacec ra f t  act ivi ty .  
A tabular  display of spacecraf t  
pa rame te r s  i s  ava i l ab le  which ind ica t e s  
a l a r m s  by r eve r s ing  the co lo r  of the 
alarmed channel ' s  f ie ld .  However ,  this  
display is  seldom used as  the operator is  
usual ly  viewing plot ted data  on the one  
allotted Telecom display page. As a result ,  
a Telecom alarm condi t ion general ly  is  
not detected by the Telecom operator  
unt i l  the Voyager  Systems Analyst  (who 
monitors  and coord ina te s  a l l  subsystems)  
cal ls  i t  to his a t tent ion.  
Diagnosis 
When a spacec ra f t  o r  DSS parameter  
goes in to  a l a rm,  the cause  must be 
de t e rmined .  I n  many cases ,  the 
condition is  actual ly  a fa lse  alarm due to 
inaccurac i e s  p rec ip i t a t ed  by the 
l imitat ions of the system. In other  
instances,  the alarm ex i s t s  because of 
common p rob lems  tha t  occu r  on a 
f r equen t  basis .  Fo r  actual  spacecraf t  
problems,  such a s  the fai led radio 
r ece ive r ,  hundreds of peop le  must be  
not i f ied and put on aler t  to solve the 
emergency.  Rega rd le s s  of the cause  or  
severi ty  of an alarm,  a s tandard s e t  of 
rules  is  rout inely fol lowed to determine 
the basis  of the problem. Unfortunately,  
this knowledge resides  with a select  few,  
and the f i r s t  r u l e  of the s tandard 
procedure is  to consul t  the expe r t ,  even 
when the s i t ua t ion  a r i s e s  f rom a known 
false alarm. 
T H E  S H A R P  SOLUTION 
SHARP introduces automation 
technologies  to the spacec ra f t  
monitor ing p rocess  to  e l imina te  much of 
the mundane p rocess ing  and  t ed ious  
analysis.  The SHARP system features  
on-l ine data  acquis i t ion of a l l  required 
i n f o r m a t i o n  f o r  m o n i t o r i n g  the  
spacec ra f t  and d i agnos ing  anomal i e s .  
The data  i s  central ized into one 
workstation and serves  a s  a s ing le  access  
point  for  the aforementioned data  as well  
a s  for  the diagnost ic  heuris t ics .  Figure 1 
i l lustrates a top-level view of the SHARP 
system. Shown a re  the individual  
modules that comprise  the system, as  well  
a s  r e l e v a n t  c o m p o n e n t s  wh ich  a r e  
external to SHARP. 
SHARP is  implemented in 
CommonLISP on a SYMBOLICS 3650 color 
L ISP  machine.  Many componen t s  of the 
system utilize STAR*TOOL [ I ]  ( p a t e n t  
p e n d i n g ) ,  a l a n g u a g e  a n d  e n v i r o n m e n t  
developed a t  JPL which provides  a tool 
box of s t a t e -o f - the -a r t  t echn iques  
commonly r equ i r ed  f o r  bu i ld ing  AI 
systems. The SHARP system currently 
consists of approximately 40,000 lines of 
CommonLisp code, and STAR*TOOL 
comprises an addi t ional  estimated 85,000 
lines of CommonLisp code. 
Convent ional  Automation 
The SHARP system captures  raw 
p red ic t s  fo r  o n - l i n e  s to rage  and 
p rocess ing .  When the  p red ic t s  a r e  
gene ra t ed  fo r  t he  Voyage r  Spacec ra f t  
Team as  hardcopy,  the information is  
t ransferred over  an RS-232C ser ia l  l ine to 
the SHARP system. Pass  predicts may 
then be  automatical ly  generated a t  15  
second in t e rva l s ,  the sho r t e s t  possible  
t ime  in t e rva l  be tween  the  a r r i v a l  of any 
two spacecraf t  data  points.  
In s t an taneous  p red ic t s ,  which a r e  pass  
p red ic t s  corrected i n  r ea l - t ime  f o r  
spacecraf t  pointing loss and DSS system 
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noise  temperature ,  a r e  a l s o  automatical ly  
calculated a t  15 second intervals .  
Spacecraft  and DSS residuals ,  difference 
measu remen t s  between the  ac tua l  va lues  
and predicted values ,  a r e  automatical ly  
der ived in real- t ime.  
SHARP also acquires  the Integrated 
Sequence Of Events  f o r  on - l ine  s torage 
and viewing.  A generic  capabi l i ty  to 
ex t r ac t  subsystem spec i f i c  information 
has  been deve loped ,  hence 
Telecom-specif ic  events  may be s t r ipped 
from the ISOE and displayed to enable 
rapid iden t i f i ca t ion  of s ign i f i can t  
Telecom ac t iv i t i e s  to be  monitored during 
any par t icular  pass.  Edi t ing capabi l i t ies  
faci l i ta te  on-l ine addi t ions,  delet ions,  and 
o the r  changes to  the ISOE, t h u s  reducing 
the l i ke l ihood  of r e fe renc ing  outdated 
ma te r i a l .  
New plot t ing capabi l i t ies  for the 
channe l i zed  d a t a  have a l s o  been 
implemented within the SHARP system. 
The ope ra to r  can cons t ruc t  a s  many da ta  
plots  per page,  or screen,  as  desired,  
a l though f ive  plots  per  page seems to be 
the  op t ima l  number f o r  e f f e c t i v e  
viewing. The user a l so  possesses the 
capab i l i t y  to cons t ruc t  mult iple  pages 
which can be s e t  a s  a program 
p a r a m e t e r .  T h e  user  can  c h a n g e  the 
display of  p lo t s  on any given page a t  any 
t ime  with s i m p l e  menu-d r iven  
commands. 
Alarm tables  have a l s o  been 
cons t ruc t ed  a s  p a r t  of the conven t iona l  
au tomat ion  p rocess ,  and placed on - l ine  
within the SHARP system. A table for 
each  r e l e v a n t  s p a c e c r a f t  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  
ex i s t s ,  r e su l t i ng  in alarm l imits  
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  of t he  t rue  th re sho lds  fo r  
each da ta  channel .  SHARP determines 
alarm l i m i t s  dynamica l ly  in r ea l - t ime  
and accu ra t e ly  r e f l e c t s  each  spacec ra f t  
or  DSS configurat ion change.  Dynamic 
alarm l i m i t  de t e rmina t ion  e l imina te s  the 
c u m b e r s o m e  a l a rm c h a n g e  p a p e r w o r k  
p rocess  a s  well  a s  many occur rences  o f  
f a l se  alarms. 
Several  graphical  displays in SHARP 
au tomat i ca l ly  h igh l igh t  a l a r m e d  e v e n t s  
a s  they occur.  These displays offer  
i n f o r m a t i o n  r a n g i n g  from the l o c a t i o n  
of a problem to the probable  cause  of the 
alarm. 
Enhanced Graphical  CaDabili t ies 
The SHARP system provides 
numerous  s o p h i s t i c a t e d  g r a p h i c a l  
displays for spacec ra f t  and s ta t ion 
mon i to r ing .  A c o m p r e h e n s i v e  use r  
interface has ' been  developed to f ac i l i t a t e  
rapid,  easy access  to a l l  per t inent  data  
and analysis .  Displays have been 
c o n s t r u c t e d  which r a n g e  from p l a c i n g  
data  on-l ine to the creat ion of detai led 
g raph ic s  which p rov ide  a mul t i t ude  o f  
i n fo rma t ion  a t  o n e  g l ance .  An in t e r f ace  
exis ts  for  each major module o f  the 
SHARP system. Each interface provides 
customized funct ions which al low da ta  
specific to that module to be easily 
accessed, viewed, and manipulated.  Each 
SHARP module can be  accessed from any 
other  module a t  any t ime,  and a l l  displays 
a r e  in co lo r  with mouse sens i t i v i ty  and 
menu-d r iven  commands.  F i g u r e  2 shows 
the SHARP top-level system status  view. 
The Predicts  interface in SHARP 
al lows tabular display of raw predicts ,  
pass  p red ic t s ,  instantaneous p red ic t s ,  and 
residuals  for  any specif ied t ime range.  A 
color-coded DSS avai labi l i ty  graph has 
a l s o  been des igned  which enab le s  rapid 
ident i f icat ion of ava i l ab le  s ta t ions for 
any given viewing pe r iod .  S i tua t ions  
which mandate  tha t  a n o t h e r  Deep Space  
S ta t ion  be  acqu i r ed  can  hence  be 
addressed immediately as  opposed to the 
m o r e  a r d u o u s  c u r r e n t  me thod  which  
r equ i r e s  the manual  l ook  up of each 
station a t  the specif ied t ime period. 
The SHARP system provides an 
In t eg ra t ed  Sequence  of Even t s  i n t e r f ace  
which o f f e r s  numerous capab i l i t i e s  to 
the operator .  O n - l i n e  viewing of any 
ISOE is  available,  and intricate 
mod i f i ca t ions  may be  pe r fo rmed  with 
ease. Editing the ISOE is accomplished via 
m e n u - d r i v e n  c o m m a n d s  wh ich  c o n t a i n  
explanations of the complex ISOE data. 
For example,  CC3A32330 means that the 
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x-band modulation index i s  32, the two 
d r i v e r s  a r e  on ,  t he  s u b c a r r i e r  f r equency  
i s  high,  and the data  l i ne  r a t e  i s  high. 
T rans l a t ion  of these spacecraf t  
commands  from their  raw form in to  
more unde r s t andab le  summar ie s  of 
spacec ra f t  ac t iv i ty  may b e  pe r fo rmed ,  
and the user can r eques t  s t a tus  
summaries  of any act ivi ty .  A history 
display is maintained as  the ISOE is 
updated so tha t  the user can ver i fy  
modifications.  
SHARP'S display which plots  the 
channel ized da ta ,  i l lustrated in Figure 3, 
i s  a s i g n i f i c a n t  improvemen t  ove r  
exis t ing capabi l i t ies .  The user 
dynamical ly  customizes  the display a t  
any t ime  by s e l e c t i n g  wh ich  and how 
many channe l s  t o  view,  the t ime sca l e ,  
the da t a  r ange  for  each p lo t ,  and even 
the icon t o  use  fo r  g raph ing  po in t s  on 
each channel .  Each plot  is  color-coded 
b y  the user f o r  ea sy  visual  dis t inct ion 
between d i sp layed  c h a n n e l s .  When any 
channe l  i s  in  a l a r m ,  i t s  co r re spond ing  
data points  a r e  plot ted in red,  faci l i ta t ing 
rapid detect ion of an alarm condi t ion.  
The channel ' s  a s soc ia t ed  alarm l imits  
may be  opt ional ly  overlaid onto the 
c h a n n e l ' s  p l o t  f o r  f u r t h e r  i n fo rma t ion .  
Each data  point is  mouse sensit ive to 
p rov ide  t ime and numerical  value 
ind ica to r s ,  and an au tomat i c  counter  
con t inua l ly  i n d i c a t e s  the number of da t a  
points  per p lo t .  Pan and zoom features  
augmen t  th i s  d i s p l a y ,  which can 
r e p r e s e n t  i n f o r m a t i o n  a s  g raphs  of 
actual or  derived data vs. time, x y  plots,  
scat ter  plots ,  or logarithmic scales.  
The SHARP system also provides an 
alarm l imi t  i n t e r f a c e  which a l lows  
o n - l i n e  v i ewing  and  ed i t i ng  of 
e s t a b l i s h e d  s p a c e c r a f t  e n g i n e e r i n g  
alarm l imi t s ,  DSS performance l imits ,  
ground data  system l imi t s ,  and residual 
thresholds .  Authorized users  may 
permanent ly  a l t e r  any of these l imi t s ,  
and spec i f i ed  values  may be changed 
t empora r i ly  fo r  t he  r ema inde r  of t ha t  
par t icular  spacec ra f t  pass .  The l a t e r  
capab i l i t y ,  manual  ove r r ide ,  enab le s  
a larm suppres s ion  or  c lose r  s c ru t iny  fo r  
a n y  p a r t i c u l a r  e v e n t  w i th  no 
i n t e r v e n i n g  p a p e r w o r k .  
Among the  new g r a p h i c a l  a n a l y s i s  
capabi l i t ies  provided by the SHARP 
system is  the Telecom link s ta tus  display, 
as  shown in Figure 4 .  Actual station 
coverage i s  i l lustrated,  a long with 
spacec ra f t  t ransmit ter  power s t a tus ,  data  
ra te ,  data outages,  and real- t ime 
r eco rd ing  of s ta t ion upl ink ( s igna l  
t r ansmiss ion )  and projected downl ink  a 
round t r ip  l ight  t ime la ter .  Detailed 
ana lys i s  is  performed and information is  
subsequen t ly  color-coded to  r ep resen t  
changes in s ta tus .  The display provides 
the use r  with such  v a l u a b l e  in fo rma t ion  
a s  t ime ranges and explanat ions of da t a  
outages ( i .e .  no station coverage or 
o n g o i n g  s p a c e c r a f t  m a n e u v e r ) ,  and  can 
warn the ope ra to r  when to  expec t  noisy 
data and w h y .  
The SHARP system also features  
o n - l i n e  f u n c t i o n a l  b l o c k  diagram 
schemat i c s  of t he  end- to -end  
c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  path from the  
s p a c e c r a f t  through the Deep Space  
Communicat ions Complex and Ground 
Communications Faci l i ty  to the Mission 
Control Center a t  JPL and final 
destination of the Test and Telemetry 
System computers.  Each top level system 
status may be  viewed a t  successive levels 
of detail .  The Telecom subsystem is very 
comprehens ive ,  a s  s p a c e c r a f t  s chemat i c s  
have been developed f o r  the al l  of i ts  
individual  components .  These  dynamic 
block d i ag rams  a r e  d r iven  by var ious 
ISOE status indicators and the 
channelized data.  The s ta tus  of 
spacecraf t  and DSS components  
(ope ra t iona l ,  o f f - l i ne ,  or  in a l a rm)  is  
depicted by color ,  faci l i ta t ing rapid s ta tus  
identification at  a glance.  Figure 5 shows 
the Te lecommunica t ions  subsystem and 
Figure 6 i l l u s t r a t e s  the spacecraf t  
receiver  with associated diagnost ic  
messages.  
Ano the r  g r a p h i c a l  d i s p l a y  which 
combines  var ious sou rces  of i n fo rma t ion  
and data is  SHARP'S Attitude and 
Articulation Control display.  This display 
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c o m b i n e s  s p a c e c r a f t  motion pa rame te r s  
(p i t ch ,  yaw, and rol l )  and projects  
spacecraf t  movement over  t ime. A l imit  
c y c l e  box which r ep resen t s  def ined 
spacec ra f t  deadband l imi t s  encloses  the 
spacec ra f t  icon.  Alarm condi t ions a re  
easi ly  detected a s  the spacecraf t  icon 
d r i f t s  outs ide of the designated deadband 
box. Trai l ing vectors  es tabl ish the path 
of the spacecraf t .  
The SHARP system also contains 
spec ia l  p rocess ing  modules  to perform 
subsystem specif ic  analysis .  For the 
Telecommunicat ions subsystem, a Fast  
Transform (FFT) of the DSS conical 
s c a n n i n g  c o m p o n e n t  i s  pe r fo rmed  to 
i n d i c a t e  when the  a n t e n n a  i s  go ing  off 
point .  This  is  a re la t ively common event ,  
which c u r r e n t l y  may t ake  hour s  to de t ec t  
and  co r rec t .  Spacec ra f t  and scient i f ic  
i n f o r m a t i o n  can  b e  pe rmanen t ly  lo s t  
when this si tuation occurs.  SHARP's FFT 
display i l lustrates  the results of a Fast  
F o u r i e r  T rans fo rm p r o c e s s  pe r fo rmed  on 
64 data  points  of a par t icular  channel ,  
and  p r o v i d e s  i n s t a n t  i n fo rma t ion  on 
con ica l  scan e r r o r .  The  problem can be 
detected in a mat ter  of minutes ,  and the 
s ta t ion can be con tac t ed  to  correct  the 
an tenna  movemen t  p r io r  t o  the  lo s s  of 
data. 
Ar t i f i c i a l  In t e l l i gence  
The  a r t i f i c i a l  i n t e l l i gence  modules of 
SHARP a r e  wri t ten i n  an expert  system 
building language called STAR*TOOL. 
STAR*TOOL is  a programming language 
designed a t  JPL to meet many of NASA's 
demand ing  and r igo rous  AI goa l s  fo r  
cu r ren t  and f u t u r e  projects .  Appendix A 
contains  a more detai led descr ipt ion of 
the STAR*TOOL system. 
A r t i f i c i a l  i n t e l l i g e n c e  t echn iques  a r e  
d i s t r ibu ted  th roughou t  a l l  componen t s  of  
the SHARP system. Intel l igent  
p rogramming  me thodo log ie s  such  a s  
h e u r i s t i c  a d a p t i v e  p a r s i n g ,  t ruth 
ma in tenance ,  and  expe r t  system 
t echno logy  e n a b l e  more e f f e c t i v e  
au tomat ion  and  thorough ana lys i s  f o r  
SHARP functions.  Fault  detection 
becomes almost  immedia t e  with a greater  
deg ree  of accu racy  and  p rec i s ion ,  and 
the  system qu ick ly  gene ra t e s  f a u l t  
hypotheses .  
A blackboard a rch i t ec tu re ,  provided 
by STAR*TOOL, serves as  a uniform 
f r a m e w o r k  f o r  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  wi th in  
the  he t e rogeneous  mul t i -p rocess  
env i ronmen t  in which SHARP ope ra t e s .  
Gene ra l ly ,  when two or  more processes  
a r e  coope ra t ing ,  they m u s t  i n t e rac t  in a 
more compl i ca t ed  manner  than s imply  
se t t i ng  g loba l  va r i ab le s  and passing 
information along such paths .  SHARP 
provides a s tandardized method of 
communica t ion  be tween  mul t ip l e  
p rocesses ,  which inc lude  r ea l - t ime  
post ing of incoming te lemetry da t a  and 
the  monitor ing of da t a  ne tworks .  
Heuris t ic  adap t ive  pars ing is  
implemented for  SHARP's raw predicts  
database.  Per iodical ly  the format of this 
data  sou rce  changes  wi thou t  mission 
operat ions being not i f ied.  General ly  th i s  
would r equ i r e  the raw p red ic t s  pa r se r  to 
be  r ewr i t t en  to  i n c o r p o r a t e  the  new 
format. However, SHARP utilizes 
Augmented Transit ion Network [2]  (ATN) 
t echn iques  to accompl i sh  adap t ive  
parsing. The advantage of such an ATN 
l ies  in i ts  abil i ty to parse  the database 
acco rd ing  to seman t i c  c o n t e n t  r a t h e r  
than syn tac t i c  s t ruc tu re .  The raw 
p red ic t s  da t abase  can the re fo re  be 
modified and yet  remain successful ly  
parsable .  Th i s  heuris t ical ly  control led 
f o r m a t  i n s e n s i t i v e  p a r s i n g  e n s u r e s  
cont inui ty  desp i t e  fo rma t  modif icat ions 
in p red ic t  gene ra t ion .  
The central ized database of the 
SHARP system serves  as  a central  
reposi tory of a l l  r ea l - t ime  and 
non- rea l - t ime  da ta ,  and func t ions  a s  a 
local  buffer  t o  enable  rapid data access  
f o r  r ea l - t ime  p rocess ing .  Numerous 
d a t a b a s e  man ipu la t ion  f u n c t i o n s  have 
been implemen ted ,  and da tabase  daemons 
have  been cons t ruc t ed  to  imp lemen t  
spontaneous computat ions.  Requests  can 
be made to the database to tr igger 
a rb i t r a ry  a c t i v i t i e s  when a complex 
combinat ion of pas t ,  p re sen t ,  and fu tu re  
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events occur. A wide selection of 
r e t r i eva l  methods by t ime or  value 
h i g h l i g h t  t he  f l e x i b i l i t y  i n h e r e n t  in the 
database.  Requests  to the database can be  
made from both AI and non-AI modules  
of SHARP, and can be  handled serially or 
in pa ra l l e l .  
Various SHARP modules represent  
and man ipu la t e  d a t a  symbol i ca l ly  r a the r  
t han  numer i ca l ly  so tha t  p a r t i c u l a r  
numer i c  va lues  can  c h a n g e  w i t h o u t  
fo rc ing  the a lgo r i thms  themselves  t o  b e  
modified. For example,  to determine if a 
c h a n n e l  i s  in  a l a r m ,  the r u l e  i n t e r p r e t e r  
manipulates  o n e  symbolic  f ac t ,  
C h a n n e l I n A l a r m ,  r a t h e r  t han  the  many  
numer i c  o p e r a t i o n s  tha t  a r e  r equ i r ed  to 
make an actual  determinat ion.  Th i s  is  a 
s ign i f i can t  advan tage  a s  SHARP 
p resen t ly  a n a l y z e s  ove r  100 channe l s ,  
and  the  a l a rm de te rmina t ion  p rocess  
v a r i e s  f rom channe l  t o  channe l .  
Symbol i c  r ep resen ta t ion  and  
manipulat ion of data  a l so  s implif ies  the 
exchange  of i n fo rma t ion  between SHARP 
modules  and r educes  r e l i ance  on spec i f i c  
d imens ion le s s  numer i c  va lues .  
The diagnost ic  component of SHARP 
i s  composed of a hierarchical  execut ive 
d i agnos t i c i an  coup led  with coope ra t ing  
and  non-coopera t ing  min i - expe r t s .  Each 
min i - expe r t  i s  r e spons ib l e  for  the loca l  
diagnosis of a specific fault  or class of 
f a u l t s ,  such  a s  p a r t i c u l a r  channe l s  in 
a l a rm,  conical  scan e r ro r s ,  or loss  of 
t e l eme t ry .  A non-coopera t ing  expe r t  
focuses  on ly  on i t s  designated faul t  area,  
bu t  a coope ra t ing  expe r t  has  the 
add i t iona l  capab i l i t y  of s ea rch ing  
beyond i ts  local  a r ea  to identify related 
faul ts  that  a r e  l ikely to  occur .  
Cooperat ing expe r t s  a r e  used in 
s i t ua t ions  where the ident i f icat ion of a 
pa r t i cu la r  f a u l t  c a n n o t  be  made by 
examining a s ing le  f au l t  c lass  a lone.  
The execu t ive  d i agnos t i c i an  combines 
inpu t  p ropaga ted  from each loca l  
d i agnos t i c i an  and r ev iews  the ove ra l l  
s i tuat ion to  propose one  or  more faul t  
h y p o t h e s e s  and  r ecommended  c o r r e c t i v e  
ac t ions .  When mult iple  f au l t  hypotheses  
a r e  generated,  the system l i s t s  a l l  
poss ib l e  causes  of the anomaly  and ranks 
each according to  plausibi l i ty .  
If one  o r  more of the coope ra t ing  
experts  f a i l s ,  the execu t ive  diagnost ic ian 
wil l  con t inue  to  ope ra t e  with only a 
reduct ion in the area of l oca l  diagnosis  
t ha t  would have been de r ived  from the 
fai led mini-experts.  Similar ly ,  if the 
execut ive diagnost ic ian f a i l s ,  the  
cooperat ing expe r t s  wil l  local ly  diagnose 
the f au l t s  in isolat ion of mult iple  faul t  
cons ide ra t ion .  
The d i agnos t i c i an  is  implemented in  
ru l e s  that  execu te  in pseudo-pa ra l l e l  in 
pu r su i t  of mu l t ip l e  hypotheses .  
Pseudo-paral le l ism i s  imp lemen ted  in  
SHARP using faci l i t ies  provided by 
STAR*TOOL, which includes parallelism 
a s  a fundamental  con t ro l  s t ruc tu re .  The 
diagnost ic  ru l e s  operate  in isolat ion of 
o n e  a n o t h e r  b y  e x e c u t i n g  i n  
i ndependen t  con tex t s  p rov ided  by the 
STAR*TOOL memory model, and 
c o m m u n i c a t e  t h r o u g h  t h e  B lackboard  
faci l i ty  . 
These  contexts  can be organized into 
a t r e e - l i k e  s t r u c t u r e  t o  r ep resen t  
c o n t r a d i c t o r y  i n f o r m a t i o n  r e s u l t i n g  
from c h a n g e s  in f a c t s  o r  f rom the 
in t roduc t ion  of new o r  con t r ad ic to ry  
hypotheses .  Fac i l i t i e s  in the t ruth 
ma in tenance  s y s t e m  h a n d l e  da t a  and 
demand d r iven  d i a g n o s e s  to e n s u r e  an 
a p p r o p r i a t e  b a l a n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e  
pe r s i s t ence  of hypo theses  and  sens i t i v i ty  
to new data.  
Bayes i an  i n f e r e n c e  p r o c e s s e s  a r e  
used for. compar ing  m u l t i p l e  hypo theses  
and  f o r  p r io r i t i z ing  c o n f l i c t i n g  f au l t  
hypo theses .  Bayes i an  in fe rence  
p r o c e d u r e s  a l s o  p e r f o r m  u n c e r t a i n t y  
managemen t  to a l l o w  c o n t i n u e d  high 
pe r fo rmance  in  the  p r e s e n c e  of n o i s y ,  
faul ted,  or  missing data .  
The  t ru th  m a i n t e n a n c e  sys t em 
cons tan t ly  monitors  f o r  v io l a t ions  of 
logical consistency. For  example,  i t  
pe r fo rms  c o n f l i c t  c h e c k i n g  to maintain 
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c o n s i s t e n c y  among  m u l t i p l e  r u l e  f i r i n g s ,  
hypo theses ,  and the knowledge base ,  and 
a l l o w s  t h e  con tex t  s e n s i t i v e  management  
of a l a r m s  th rough  a complex  r e sponse  
system to  combina t ions  of alarm 
cond i t ions .  T ru th  ma in tenance  
techniques a l so  p rov ide  a var ie ty  of 
f u n c t i o n s  f o r  t e m p o r a l  r eason ing  in 
mult iple  f au l t  diagnosis .  
CONCLUSIONS 
Spacec ra f t  and g round  data  systems 
o p e r a t i o n s  p r e s e n t  a r igo rous  
e n v i r o n m e n t  i n  t h e  a r e a  of  m o n i t o r i n g  
and anomaly detect ion and diagnosis .  
With a number  of p l ane ta ry  missions 
schedu led  f o r  t he  nea r  f u t u r e ,  the e f fo r t  
t o  staff  and support  these operat ions will  
p re sen t  s i g n i f i c a n t  cha l l enges .  
The SHARP system is  an attempt to 
addres s  the cha l l enges  of a mult i -mission 
m o n i t o r i n g  a n d  t r o u b l e s  hoo t ing  
e n v i r o n m e n t  by a u g m e n t i n g  
c o n v e n t i o n a l  au tomat ion  t echno log ie s  
with s t a t e - o f - t h e - a r t  a r t i f i c i a l  
intel l igence.  Resul ts  of this effor t  to date  
h a v e  a l r e a d y  shown  s i g n i f i c a n t  
i m p r o v e m e n t s  o v e r  c u r r e n t  Voyage r  
me thodo log ie s  and have provided 
enhancemen t s  t o  seve ra l  a spec t s  of 
Voyager operat ions.  
T h i s  type of automation technology 
w i l l  endow mission ope ra t ions  with 
cons ide rab le  bene f i t s .  In a s  many a reas  
as  a r e  automated,  expe r t  knowledge wil l  
b e  c a p t u r e d  a n d  pe rmanen t ly  r e c o r d e d ,  
r educ ing  the  f r enz ied  s t a t e  t ha t  occu r s  
when d o m a i n  s p e c i a l i s t s  a n n o u n c e  the i r  
impending r e t i r emen t .  Cos t  r educ t ions  
wil l  occur  as  a resul t  of automation and 
d e c r e a s e d  r e q u i r e m e n t  f o r  2 4 - h o u r  
r ea l - t ime  ope ra to r  coverage.  Automatic  
faul t  detect ion and analysis  will  faci l i ta te  
qu icke r  r e sponse  t imes to  mission 
a n o m a l i e s  and more a c c u r a t e  
conclusions.  The t ime savings a f fo rded  
by SHARP-like capabi l i t ies ,  especially 
d u r i n g  p e r i o d s  of  unmanned o p e r a t i o n  
o r  d u r i n g  e m e r g e n c i e s ,  cou ld  mean the 
d i f f e r e n c e  be tween  the  lo s s  or  r e t en t ion  
of cr i t ical  data ,  o r  possibly even the 
spacecraf t  i tself .  
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APPENDIX A: STAR*TOOL 
Knowledge-based sys t ems  for  
au tomated  task p l a n n i n g ,  mon i to r ing ,  
d i agnos i s ,  and o the r  app l i ca t ions  r equ i r e  
a variety of sof tware modules based on 
a r t i f i c i a l  i n t e l l i gence  concep t s  and 
advanced  p rogramming  t echn iques .  The  
des ign  and implemen ta t ion  of such 
modules  r equ i r e s  cons ide rab le  
p rogramming  t a l e n t  and  t i m e ,  and a 
background  in t h e o r e t i c a l  a r t i f i c i a l  
intel l igence.  Sophis t icated sof tware 
development  tools  that  can speed the 
r e sea rch  and d e v e l o p m e n t  of new 
a r t i f i c i a l  i n t e l l i gence  app l i ca t ions  a r e  
the re fo re  highly d e s i r a b l e .  The 
STAR*TOOL system, designed and built by 
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Mark James,  was developed specifically 
for  this  purpose.  Included in the system 
a r e  f ac i l i t i e s  f o r  deve lop ing  reasoning 
p rocesses ,  memory-data  s t ruc tu res  and 
knowledge bases ,  blackboard systems,  
and spontaneous computat ion daemons.  
Computa t iona l  e f f i c i ency  and high 
pe r fo rmance  a r e  e spec ia l ly  c r i t i c a l  in  
a r t i f i c i a l  intel l igence sof tware.  This  
c o n s i d e r a t i o n  has  been an impor t an t  
objective of STAR*TOOL, and has led to its 
design as  a toolbox of AI facil i t ies that 
may be used independen t ly  or  
co l l ec t ive ly  in the development  of 
knowledge-based systems.  
STAR*TOOL provides a variety of 
f ac i l i t i e s  fo r  the development  of sof tware 
modu les  in knowledge -based  r eason ing  
engines. The STAR*TOOL system may be 
used to  deve lop  ar t i f ic ia l  intel l igence 
applications as  well as  specialized tools 
f o r  r e sea rch  e f f o r t s .  
STAR*TOOL facilities are invoked 
d i r e c t l y  by t h e  p rogrammer  in  the 
Common LISP  language. For improved 
e f f i c i ency ,  an op t iona l  opt imizat ion 
compiler  was deve loped  to  generate  
highly optimized CommonLISP code. 
STAR*TOOL was designed to be 
e f f i c i e n t  enough to ope ra t e  in a 
r ea l - t ime  env i ronmen t  and to be ut i l ized 
by non-LISP  app l i ca t ions  wri t ten in 
c o n v e n t i o n a l  p r o g r a m m i n g  l a n g u a g e s  
such as ADA, C ,  Fortran, and Pascal. 
T h e s e  non-LISP  app l i ca t ions  can run in a 
d i s t r i b u t e d  c o m p u t i n g  e n v i r o n m e n t  on 
r emote  compute r s ,  or  on a computer  that  
s u p p o r t s  m u l t i p l e  p rogramming  
l a n g u a g e s .  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes REDEX, an advanced prototype expert 
system that diagnoses hardware failures in the Ranging 
Equipment (RE) at NASA's Ground Network tracking 
stations. REDEX will help the RE technician identify 
faulty circuit cards or modules that must be replaced, and 
thereby reduce troubleshooting time. It features a highly 
graphical user interface that uses color block diagrams and 
layout diagrams to illustrate the location of a fault. 
A semantic network knowledge representation technique 
was used to model the design structure of the RE. A 
catalog of generic troubleshooting rules was compiled to 
represent heuristics that are applied in diagnosing electronic 
equipment. Specific troubleshooting rules were identified 
to represent additional diagnostic knowledge that is unique 
to the RE. Over 50 generic and 250 specific 
troubleshooting rules have been derived. 
REDEX is implemented in Prolog on an IBM PC AT- 
compatible workstation. Block diagram graphics displays 
are color-coded to identify signals that have been monitored 
or inferred to have nominal values, signals that are out of 
tolerance, and circuit cards and functions that are diagnosed 
as faulty. A hypertext-like scheme is used to allow the 
user to easily navigate through the space of diagrams and 
tables. Over 50 graphic and tabular displays have been 
implemented. 
REDEX is currently being evaluated in a stand-alone mode 
using simulated RE fault scenarios. It will soon be 
interfaced to the RE and tested in an online environment. 
When completed and fielded, REDEX will be a concrete 
example of the application of expert systems technology to 
the problem of improving performance and reducing the 
lifecycle costs of operating NASA's communications 
networks in the 1990s. 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
One of NASA's big challenges for the 1990s is to contain 
the operations and maintenance costs of its mission 
operations and ground support systems while at the same 
time sustaining the current high levels of mission 
performance and readiness. Expert systems technology is 
being evaluated by several NASA organizations because of 
its potential for capturing the specialized expertise of 
operations and maintenance personnel and making it 
available rapidly, consistently, around the clock, and at 
multiple locations. 
One of the more promising areas for applying expert 
systems technology is in the area of problem and fault 
diagnosis. Prototype "diagnostic assistant" tools are being 
developed to help operators and engineers detect, isolate, 
diagnose, and in some cases recover from operational 
problems and system faults. 
A number of prototype expert systems are being developed 
and evaluated by NASA to diagnose problems onboard 
orbiting spacecraft, including the Tracking and Data Relay 
Satellite (TDRS) [l], the Hubble Space Telescope [2], and 
the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) [3]. Another 
prototype is being developed to diagnose faults in 
communications links with the Cosmic Background 
Explorer (COBE) [41. 
Expert systems are also being evaluated for use in detecting 
and diagnosing faults in NASA ground systems. Use of 
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diagnostic assistant tools can reduce the amount of time 
required to diagnose complex ground systems, and allow 
them to be repaired and restored to mission support more 
rapidly. Diagnostic expert systems for NASA ground 
systems are being developed and evaluated for Shuttle 
launch preparation hardware [ 5 ] ,  telemetry processing 
systems [6], and an institutional local area network (LAN) 
[7 ] .  An advanced fault isolation expert system that 
diagnoses problems in the ground and space components of 
the NASA Space Network [8,9] is approaching operational 
use. 
This paper is a case study description of the Ranging 
Equipment Diagnostic Expert System (REDEX). REDEX 
is an advanced prototype expert system that diagnoses 
hardware failures in the Ranging Equipment (RE) at 
NASA's Ground Network tracking stations. When an RE 
failure occurs, REDEX will help the RE technician identify 
the faulty circuit cards or modules that must be replaced. 
REDEX is designed to assist the technician by 
significantly reducing troubleshooting time. It features a 
highly graphical user interface that uses color block 
diagrams and layout diagrams to illustrate the location of a 
fault. When testing and evaluation are completed, REDEX 
is planned to be installed at several NASA tracking 
stations. 
The following sections describe the characteristics of the 
RE diagnosis problem (Section 2), the approach used in 
developing REDEX (Section 3), key aspects of the design 
of the expert system (Section 4), the current status of the 
implementation (Section 5). key observations and 
conclusions that resulted from this work (Section 6) ,  and 
directions for future work (Section 7). 
2.0 THE PROBLEM 
The NASA Ground Network (GN) consists of a set of 
tracking stations that are used to track Space Shuttle 
launches and various unmanned spacecraft. The GN and its 
affiliated facilities include tracking systems at Bermuda, 
Merritt Island, FL, and Wallops Island, VA, and 
engineering test beds at Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC) and Johnson Space Center (JSC). 
The RE [lo] is one of the principal equipment items in the 
S-Band ranging system at the tracking stations (Figure 1). 
The ranging system uses a 9-meter dish antenna to send and 
receive tracking signals from the target spacecraft. The RE 
determines the range and Doppler (velocity) of the 
spacecraft, and transfers this data to a tracking data 
processor. The data is then transmitted via the NASA 
Communications Network (NASCOM) to GSFC. 
The RE occupies one full equipment rack, and includes 
over 50 custom-designed circuit boards, seven power 
supplies, and an embedded PDP-11/73 computer and color 
display terminal. The equipment includes a variety of high 
and low frequency analog circuitry, digital electronics, and 
several embedded microprocessors. It is arguably the most 
diverse and complex single rack of electronics at a GN 
tracking station. When a hardware failure occurs in the 
RE, the technician must identify the faulty circuit board or 
module and replace it with an on-site spare as rapidly as 
possible to restore the RE to service for mission support. 
The RE design includes a Ranging Internal Monitor (RIM) 
system consisting of 74 test points that are distributed 
throughout the RE. These RIM points continuously 
monitor key signal strengths, DC voltages, frequencies, 
and logic levels. The RIM points status is gathered and 
reported to the PDP-11 computer, which displays the data 
upon request to the RE operator. RIM points that have 
strayed from their nominal range are displayed as red, and 
those within tolerance are shown in green. A fault is 
indicated when one or more of the RIM points are red. The 
RE technician uses the array of RIM point status data to 
begin troubleshooting the failure. 
The troubleshooting process may take an hour or more, 
requiring the technician to trace signals and status through 
a set of several hundred block diagrams and circuit 
schematics. A major difficulty is that a single fault often 
causes many RIM points on different circuit boards to 
become red, because of the propagation of bad signals 
throughout the RE. The diagnostic troubleshooting 
process involves reasoning about signal flow and cause- 
effect relationships in electronic systems. This reasoning 
process requires knowledge of the available RIM point 
values, knowledge of general electronic troubleshooting 
rules, and specific knowledge of the design and operation of 
the RE. 
The REDEX diagnostic assistant was conceived to reduce 
RE troubleshooting time, which is especially critical in the 
event of an RE failure during a Shuttle launch countdown. 
This problem is appropriate for an expert system solution 
because it involves reasoning processes that can be well 
defined, and requires specific knowledge spanning only a 
narrow domain. As shown in Figure 1, REDEX resides on 
a workstation and obtains the RIM point status data from 
the RE via a communications link. When the RE internal 
monitoring system has detected a fault, REDEX can 
diagnose the situation and identify the circuit cards that are 
suspected to be faulty. REDEX can display the RIM point 
status data and the results of the diagnosis using displays of 
RE block diagrams, rack and drawer layout diagrams, and 
tabular data. 
3.0 APPROACH 
Compared to traditional software development efforts, the 
software industry has relatively little experience in 
developing expert systems. It is widely recognized that the 
successful development of expert systems requires a 
methodology that differs from those typically used for 
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traditional software. Unfortunately, insufficient data has 
been gathered to allow the evaluation and selection of such 
a methodology with confidence. 
REDEX is being developed using a methodology that has 
several of the characteristics discussed in [ll]. The 
approach has followed the overall framework of the standard 
software lifecycle "waterfall model". involving 
requirements definition, design, implementation, and 
testing. Requirements were defined in a knowledge 
acquisition and knowledge representation process, and then 
formalized in a requirements document [12]. The software 
design was developed and specified in a design document 
[W.  
However, iteration is a key component of the REDEX 
development approach, and has been driven by a continuing 
evolutionary prototyping effort. (See Section 3.3.) The 
requirements were first informally defined, then prototyped, 
and then formally documented. The design followed the 
Same sequence. This approach allowed the requirements 
and the design to be evaluated and validated via prototyping 
prior to formal documentation. Both the requirements 
definition and design were allowed to evolve during the 
prototyping. This iterative approach is characteristic of the 
"spiral model" of software development. REDEX is being 
developed using many elements of the spiral-based 
prototyping methodology described in [ 141 and [ 13. 
The documentation steps were valuable because they 
provided (a) the discipline of clearly defined development 
milestones, (b) a mechanism for careful definition of the 
state of the requirements and design, and (c) a vehicle for 
external review and validation. Both the requirements and 
design documents will be periodically updated. 
The following sections describe several aspects of the 
approach in more detail. 
3.1 KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION 
The knowledge needed to develop REDEX was acquired 
from the three sources described below. The knowledge 
acquisition team included persons familiar with electronic 
systems, fault analysis, and knowledge representation. 
(a) Technical documentation - An intensive study of RE 
design documentation, circuit diagrams, operations 
manuals, and maintenance documentation was conducted. 
(b) Training class - REDEX knowledge engineers attended 
the NASA training class that teaches new operators and 
technicians how to operate, troubleshoot, and repair the 
RE. The class included hands-on operation of the RE. 
(c) Interviews with exDert - The principal instructor for the 
training class is an expert in troubleshooting the RE; he 
was interviewed to obtain additional detailed information. 
3.2 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION 
The knowledge required to diagnose RE faults includes 
knowledge of the design of the RE and knowledge of the 
procedures or rules needed for troubleshooting. The 
techniques described below were used to represent this 
knowledge, and to document it in [E]. 
Knowledge of the RE design was represented using 
semantic networks. A model of the RE design structure 
was constructed representing RE design objects and their 
relationships. The objects represented include signals, 
RIM test points, circuit boards, functions, switches, power 
supply voltages, circuit drawers, and functional 
subsystems. A function is generally a portion of a circuit 
board. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the full set of object classes used in the 
RE model, and the relationships that can exist between 
instances of these classes. Both hierarchical and 
heterarchical relationships are included. An object instance 
is characterized by a set of values for attributes that are 
associated with its class. 
Semantic network diagrams were drawn to capture the 
relationships "input-to", "output-from", "supplies", and 
"status-of" between signals, RIM points, power 
expressions, and functions. Diagramming conventions 
were defined to simplify the construction and interpretation 
of these diagrams. They have the appearance of structured 
block diagrams. Approximately 20 semantic network 
diagrams were constructed and included in [12]. They 
provide a readable, formal definition of the lowest level of 
the RE model that REDEX needs for diagnostic reasoning. 
Troubleshooting knowledge was represented using rules in 
an "IF (conditions) THEN (conclusions)" format. A 
notation for representing these rules was developed that is 
independent of any specific implementation language. This 
independence is analogous to the way that Program Design 
Language (PDL) used in traditional software design is 
independent of the language to be used for coding. A 
simple example rule is: 
IF red(RIM22) and green(RIM29) 
and green(RIM3 1) 
THEN suspect(a6al3fl) 
These rules are called "specific troubleshooting rules" 
because they represent specific knowledge about assessing 
the health of a function or a signal in the RE. Over 250 
specific rules were derived. 
The specific rules were derived from the semantic network 
diagrams by searching for certain patterns of monitored and 
unmonitored signals around function boxes that enable 
diagnostic inferences to be made. These patterns are called 
"generic troubleshooting rules". Figure 3 illustrates two 
simple generic rules. A catalog of over 50 generic rules 
was compiled. These generic rules represent general 
troubleshooting knowledge and are applicable to other 
equipment that is similar to the RE. 
3.3 PROTOTYPING 
REDEX has been developed using an evolutionary 
prototyping process, in which a series of five prototype 
stages were defined and built. This process could be viewed 
as a spiral, in which each stage involves definition, 
implementation, testing, and evaluation activities. Each 
prototype stage was only a few months in duration. Each 
stage was defined such that its successful completion would 
reduce development risks in an important area. 
The first stage began early in the requirements definition 
activity; its objective was to demonstrate the feasibility of 
representing RE troubleshooting rules in the Prolog 
language. A small set of rules required to diagnose faults 
in one functional subsystem of the RE was implemented 
and demonstrated as a "proof-of-concept". 
Successful completion of this fxst stage led to the second 
prototype stage, whose objective was to encode the 
knowledge needed to diagnose faults in the entire RE. This 
prototype was implemented incrementally, adding and 
testing the knowledge for one RE subsystem at a time 
until all ten subsystems were implemented. The 
requirements document was written when this stage was 
successfully completed and demonstrated. 
The objective of the third prototype stage was to develop 
and evaluate the concepts of the user interface design. (The 
first two prototype stages involved only a primitive user 
interface.) Development and demonstration of this 
prototype led to many improvements in the design concept. 
The objective of the fourth prototype stage was to fully 
implement the user interface. The design document was 
written when this stage was successfully completed and 
demonstrated. 
The fifth prototype stage is currently underway. In this 
stage, REDEX is being refined to correct diagnostic errors 
discovered during testing, made more robust with error 
handling capabilities, and enhanced to incorporate feedback 
received from user evaluations. This stage also adds the 
capability to communicate with the RE. 
4.0 DESIGN 
The design of REDEX defines a system environment, a 
control structure for implementing the knowledge described 
in Section 3.2, a user interface, and a data interface with the 
RE. The design evolved and was tested using the 
prototyping process discussed in Section 3.3. The 
following sections describe several key aspects of the 
design. 
4.1 SYSTEM DESIGN 
REDEX is designed to execute on an IBM PC AT- 
compatible workstation with a high resolution (640x480 
pixels) color display. The software is written in the Turbo 
Prolog language, which runs under MS-DOS. An 
evaluation of the effectiveness of this language for 
implementing REDEX can be found in [16]. Turbo Prolog 
was selected for REDEX implementation because it 
provides: (a) a straightforward and efficient representation of 
the troubleshooting rules, (b) the facilities and flexibility 
needed for building the graphical interface, (c) a good 
software development environment, (d) excellent runtime 
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performance, and (e) it is significantly less costly than 
other expert system development tools.. 
Figure 4 shows the REDEX system block diagram. The 
knowledge base contains Prolog clauses that represent facts 
and rules. The inference engine is provided by the built-in 
control structure of Prolog. Procedures are implemented 
using Prolog predicates. 
4.2 DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 
REDEX uses a rule-based design approach to implement 
the RE troubleshooting rules. The design also incorporates 
a representation of the objects in the RE and their 
relationships. The overall control structure is goal-directed 
backward rule chaining. Figure 5 is an RE fault tree that 
illustrates the goal decomposition. The top node, 
"Diagnosis", represents the primary goal of determining the 
reason for an RE red health status (i.e. one or more RIM 
points are red). The second level of nodes represents three 
types of possible reasons: that an RE input signal is bad, 
that an RE function contains a fault, and that a reportable 
status condition that affects RE health status has occurred. 
The top level "Diagnosis" goal is satisfied if one of the 
second level goals is satisfied, 
The third level nodes in Figure 5 represent specific reasons 
for red health status, e.g. specific functions that could 
contain a fault. The fourth level nodes are troubleshooting 
rules (R). When one of these rules fires, its conclusion 
may be that a signal is good or bad with a given confidence 
factor, that a function or set of functions is suspected to 
contain a fault, or that a reportable status condition exists. 
The conditions in these rules involve the color of RIMs, 
the positions of RE configuration switches, the values of 
power expressions, and the status of evaluated signals. In 
order to evaluate these conditions, many lower-level rules 
not shown in the figure may have to be fired. 
Although it is unlikely that more than one fault will occur 
at a time, REDEX always searches the entire fault tree in 
order to detect multiple fault conditions if they occur. 
4.3 USER INTERFACE 
The REDEX user interface design is based on the use of 
menus for soliciting user command entries, and the use of 
color-coded graphic diagrams and tables for displaying RE 
status data and diagnostic conclusions. Menus are 
displayed in pop-up windows. One of the options on the 
main menu is an on-line help facility that provides 
assistance in the use of the menus and graphic displays. 
The graphic displays include functional block diagrams of 
the RE design and physical layout diagrams of the 
equipment rack and drawers. This is a natural data display 
approach because the RE operator learns how the RE 
operates and how to troubleshoot it using the same type of 
diagrams. On these diagrams, signals that have been 
monitored or inferred to be good are displayed in green, 
while those out of tolerance are shown in red. The circuit 
functions, circuit boards, and rack drawers that are 
diagnosed as faulty are displayed flashing. Over 50 graphic 
and tabular displays have been implemented. Figure 6 
shows a typical block diagram display and Figure 7 shows 
a typical rack layout diagram display. 
A hypertext-like scheme is used to allow the REDEX user 
to easily navigate through the set of diagrams and tables. 
Link "buttons" are defined on each diagram and table. By 
moving the cursor to one of these link buttons and 
pressing a function key, a new diagram or table is 
displayed. These links allow the user to rapidly move up, 
down, across, and between the hierarchies of block 
diagrams, layout diagrams, and tabular data. Links between 
hierarchies are defined in such a way to support the user's 
thinking process. For example, when the user is viewing a 
table of RIM point values, he is likely to want to see the 
location of a given red RIM in the RE. A link button is 
therefore defined for each RIM point on the table to allow 
the appropriate subsystem block diagram to be quickly 
displayed. 
5.0 IMPLEMENTATION AND 
TESTING STATUS 
REDEX has reached the advanced prototype stage of 
implementation. All data interface, user interface, 
performance, and diagnostic functional requirements 
specified in the initial requirements document have been 
satisfied. Over a dozen demonstrations have been given to 
various review groups, and the feedback obtained has been 
factored into the evolving prototype. Reviewers have 
included RE operations personnel, RE design engineers, 
system engineers, hardware engineers, software engineers, 
human factors specialists, and artificial intelligence 
specialists. 
REDEX is currently being tested in an offline mode, not 
directly interfaced with the RE. Testing has been 
performed using the following three techniques: 
(a) Manually constructed test cases - Diagnostic test cases 
were manually constructed and executed. A test case 
consists of a set of red RIMs, a set of RE configuration 
switch settings, and an associated expected diagnosis. 
Sufficient test cases were designed to exercise each 
functional diagnostic rule in isolation or in a small set. 
This testing technique helped identify local coding errors in 
individual diagnostic rules. It is roughly analogous to 
structural unit testing of traditional software. 
(b) Fault simulator - An RE fault simulator program was 
developed that simulates the propagation of fault effects 
through the RE. When the location of a hypothetical fault 
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is provided to this program, it generates the set of red RIM 
points that would result if the effects of the fault 
propagated fully. This program was used to automatically 
generate a large number of realistic test cases. An error 
was uncovered whenever a test case based on a hypothetical 
fault in function F was diagnosed by REDEX to indicate a 
fault in some location other than F. (In some cases, the 
error uncovered is in the fault simulator program, not in 
REDEX.) This testing technique helped identify errors in 
diagnostic strategy and in the RE design model in the 
knowledge base. The simulator should also be a valuable 
tool for training future RE operators. 
1 
was used to emulate the RIM point data transmission 
function of the RE. This PC was linked to the REDEX 
workstation using an RS232C communications cable, in 
1 6.0 CONCLUSIONS 
1 
1 
1 
1 expert systems: 
The development of REDEX has led to several 
observations and conclusions about the design and 
development methodology for ground system diagnostic 
(a) EauiDment monitor points - The diagnostic strategy in 
REDEX depends on the availability of the set of status 
monitoring points within the RE. The internal monitoring 
system that made REDEX possible was specified as part of 
the RE design. Such monitoring points would be difficult 
to retrofit into a system like the RE after it is 
implemented. When a new equipment system is specified, 
it is paramount to consider including requirements for an 
internal monitoring system to provide status data for a 
diagnostic assistant. Monitor points should be placed at 
sufficient density to allow high confidence diagnosis to the 
desired system level (e.g. independent subsystem, or field 
replaceable circuit board) depending on the sparing and 
repair philosophy for the equipment. A mechanism for 
gathering the monitor data and delivering it to the 
diagnostic assistant, such as via a communications 
interface, should also be specified. 
i 
' I 
(b) Knowledgg acau isition and requirements definition effort 
- The amount of time needed for these activities was six 
months, or about twice that amount originally planned. 
Despite undesirable schedule delays, it was recognized that 
careful performance of these activities was essential to the 
success of the project. Care should be taken when 
scheduling an expert system development effort to avoid 
underestimating time for these early activities. 
(c) Reauirements docu men€ - Detailed diagnostic functional 
requirements for REDEX were specified in a formal 
requirements document using semantic network diagrams 
and language-independent rules. The discipline of 
producing this document was found helpful in crystalizing, 
evaluating, and verifying requirements. The document was 
produced and will be periodically updated in parallel with 
the prototyping effort. 
(d) PrototvD ing - Evolutionary development by iterative 
prototype enhancement was found to be an effective 
approach for developing REDEX. Frequent demonstrations 
of prototype status were important in fueling the 
evolution, particularly of the user interface. 
(e) Testing bv fault simulation - The development of the 
RE fault simulator diverted resources from the development 
of REDEX, but was assessed to be well worth the cost. 
The fault simulator was used to generate simulated monitor 
data for a large number of repeatable fault conditions, and 
enabled comprehensive testing of REDEX. 
(f) Generic troub leshootine rules - The catalog of generic 
troubleshooting rules compiled for diagnosing RE faults is 
applicable to other equipment that is similar to the RE. 
Development of diagnostic assistants for other equipment 
may be facilitated by using this set of generic rules. The 
rule set should also facilitate the development of guidelines 
for effective selection of monitor points required by 
diagnostic assistants. These guidelines would be helpful in 
developing future hardware specifications. 
(g) User interface - The color coded block diagrams used in 
REDEX to display monitor point status and diagnostic 
results have been well-received by system engineers and 
technicians. This approach has been adopted in another 
prototype diagnostic expert system for NASA ground 
equipment. 
These observations and lessons learned will influence our 
continuing and future work. 
7.0 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
The work on REDEX may be extended in a number of 
directions. as described below: 
(a) Manual test D oints - REDEX currently renders a 
diagnosis based solely on the status of the internal monitor 
points and the current configuration of the RE. This data 
is usually sufficient to allow a fault to be diagnosed down 
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to the circuit card level. In some cases, however, the fault 
can be isolated only down to a set of circuit boards. In 
these cases, manual observations and tests must be 
conducted to identify the faulty circuit board. REDEX may 
be extended to ask the technician for observation data and to 
recommend manual tests, and use this additional 
information to sharpen the diagnosis. Manual tests would 
be recommended considering their cost (in time required to 
perform), and the potential value of the test results in 
completing the diagnosis. 
(b) Anomalous monitor data - REDEX currently assumes 
that status monitor data is correct. However, due to the 
possibility of mis-calibrated or faulty monitoring circuits, 
there are situations in which monitor data may be incorrect. 
REDEX may be extended to reason about anomalous 
monitoring situations, and develop alternate diagnoses 
based on various interpretations of the monitor data. 
(c) Other tracking station eauipmenl - REDEX may be 
extended to diagnose faults in other components of the RF 
Systems equipment at the tracking stations, such as the S- 
Band Exciters and Receivers. This direction would also 
motivate the extension of REDEX's reasoning with generic 
troubleshooting rules. REDEX currently uses generic rules 
to diagnose major portions of the RE, but needs specific 
rules to handle areas with unusual configurations, or where 
monitor points are very sparse. A goal would be to 
develop more powerful techniques for reasoning with 
generic rules, and thereby eliminate the need for specific 
rules. If this could be done for a class of equipment, then a 
diagnostic expert system "shell" could be built containing 
the full set of generic rules. A diagnostic assistant could 
be easily built for any equipment item in the class by just 
populating the knowledge base with a structural and 
functional description of the equipment item. 
(d) Hvpertexi - The successful application of hypertext 
techniques in REDEX may be extended to other operator- 
driven information display functions at the tracking 
stations. This technique may be an effective approach for 
providing an integrated operator interface to the various 
information systems at the tracking stations. 
It is felt that the current work on REDEX and these future 
directions are positive steps in the directions of increasing 
the levels of automation and performance while decreasing 
operations costs at the GN tracking stations. 
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Abstract 
For practical automated diagnostic systems to continue functioning after failure, they must not 
only be able to diagnose sensor failures but also be able to tolerate the absence of data from the 
faulty sensors. We show that conventional (associational) diagnostic methods will have combinatoric 
problems when trying to isolate faulty sensors, even if they adequately diagnose other components. 
Moreover, attempts to extend the operation of diagnostic capability past sensor failure will 
necessarily compound those dificulties. Model-based reasoning offers a structured alternative that 
has no special problems diagnosing faulty sensors and can operate gracefully when sensor data is 
missing. 
Introduction 
The success of space missions will depend critically upon the robustness of space systems’ abilities 
to monitor, diagnose, and compensate for faults. Since sensors are at least as likely to fail as other 
components, an unforeseen loss of sensor information should degrade onboard diagnostic capabilities as 
little as possible. Ideally, diagnostic performance should degrade only to the extent that the 
information needed to isolate a fault is unavailable, and never because they are incapable of using the 
information which is still available in the altered environment. 
Autonomous systems may be confronted by missing data for many reasons. For example, sensor 
polling machinery can fail, certain conditions may render a given sensor untrustworthy or invalid (e.g., 
the wrong fluid may be passing over a thermometer, or a radar may be tracking the wrong object), or 
a filter may reject the reading as spurious. The most common case, however, is the loss of data due to 
unpredicted sensor failure. 
Knowing how to operate with missing data is distinct from the problem of recognizing the loss of 
a working sensor (diagnosis). It must be known that the data is missing. Both conventional methods 
and model-based reasoning may reach wrong conclusions if they try to make inferences from obsolete 
data instead of knowing that the data is not available. For some conditions, like a glitch in the sensor 
polling machinery, it is the responsibility of the supporting and interface systems to notify the 
diagnoser. On the other hand, the diagnoser will be the source of knowledge of a sensor failure, and 
may well have deduced the presence of an inappropriate sensor mode or environment. 
Model-based reasoning permits a diagnostic algorithm that reasons explictly about the behavior of 
physical or computational system components and the connections between them. It will be seen that 
this algorithm approaches the ideal utilization of available information and does not suffer from 
combinatoric problems which afflict conventional methods trying to accommodate missing data from 
sensor failure. 
The method suffers only from the requirement that system knowledge be properly represented and 
manipulated. Contrary to some common misconceptions, it is not necessary to have a model that is 
complete to any particular level of detail. 
The next section describes the associational diagnostic approach most commonly used today, and 
which includes much of the work in rule-based expert systems as well as more traditional 
implementations of diagnostic logic with procedural languages. (Readers familiar with the short- 
comings of conventional methods may wish to skip over this section.) The last section summarizes the 
model-based approach to diagnosis and then contrasts it with associational methods in its ability to 
diagnose sensor failure and to tolerate missing data. 
Conventional Methods 
Traditional approaches have tended to see diagnosis as the analysis of sensor data to determine 
the most likely faults. Automated diagnostics are usually implemented by rules or procedures which 
associate faults with patterns of sensed observation; hence the term associational. 
Some of these inference methods chain forward directly from sensor data to faulty component 
likelihoods using an arbitrary distillation of expertise (rule- or table-driven associational methods), 
while others postulate faults, (manually) determine the resulting patterns of sensor readings, and 
finally reverse-index these faults by symptom (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis, or FMEA 
methods). In either case, the operating logic is to take sensor inputs and match them against patterns 
that indicate specific failures or classes of failure. 
A matched pattern associates the present system condition with a predetermined failure. A 
successful match means that a fault has been located (or at least deemed likely), while an unsuccessful 
match means only that that particular fault mode is unlikely. Only after all fault modes havefailed 
to match can the system be assumed to be operating properly. This is such an ungainly method for 
monitoring a healthy system that a number of applications have used model-based simulation (below) 
for monitoring, only to fall back on associational methods for fault location [e.g., Hofmann 88; 
Zwinglestein 851. 
The implementation of an associational diagnostic inference may use production rules, a decision 
table, a programmed procedure, a decision tree, or an FMEA tree, but we will think of the knowledge 
it contains as equivalent to a collection of rules. A typical such rule might say that: 
"if 
then 
sensor A = 0, sensor B E (100, lSO), sensor C > 10, and sensor D = ON, 
there an 80% chance that component E is broken and a 20% chance that component F is broken." 
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One might add: 
"else 
E and F are probably working, and there may even be nothing wrong with anything." 
Broken Sensors 
The first major problem is that this rule depends upon sensors A, B, C, and D all working 
properly. If any of them is faulty, the rule will deduce a wrong conclusion. 
In principal, sensor failures would be inferred by similar rules, specially written for that purpose. 
These rules for determining sensor health are special in that they must be run before the above 
system health rule to prevent it from running with bad data; [Fox 831 refers to these as meta-rules. 
As a simpler example, consider determining the health of four totally redundant sensors (call them 
P, Q, R, and S )  which all measure the same parameter X. With perfect redundancy, it is possible to 
use simple "voting." A voting meta-rule might be: 
"if P = Q, and Q = R, and P f S, then S is faulty," 
Unfortunately, three more such rules are needed to determine the guilt of P, Q, and R. Note that 
four rules, one per sensor, are sufficient only because it is being assumed that no other sensors are 
relevant to X. Additional sensors would not only add more rules but would add complexity to the 
rules just given. 
It is usually too burdensome to continually rerun all of these fault isolation rules just to be sure 
that everything is working. A speedup (if not a simplification) to determine that nothing is broken 
would be to use a special (hyper-meta- ?) rule for monitoring: 
"if 
then 
P = Q and Q = R and R = S, 
none of P, Q, R, or S is broken, so skip their fault isolation meta-rules and go directly to the rules 
that use P, Q, R, and S to diagnose other components." 
Totally redundant sensors are not often available, and information from sensors that yield 
different but related quantities must be fused by less obvious meta-rules to infer the poor health of 
each in turn. For each sensor, another meta-rule must be written for each of the ways that its failure 
can be identified. This is rarely attempted for complex systems, and serious attempts have ended in 
failure due to the sheer number of cases that must be analysed, programmed, and validated [Delaune 
85; Jamieson 861. 
In summary, conventional associational methods have serious methodological and combinatoric 
difficulties in coping with sensor failure. This problem is often misleading to software developers, 
since they tend to feel that if each condition is coded methodically enough, or they just debug the 
most recent unexpected rule interactions, they will succeed. Unfortunately, the problem is inherent in 
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the associational approach. It is also worth noting that relatively minor subsequent changes made to 
the system may require substantial changes to the associational diagnostic code, with considerable 
effort expended in revalidation. 
Missing Data 
Missing sensor data corresponds to variables in the hypotheses of sensor-fault meta-rules being 
unbound. What happens to the inference that 
"if P = Q, and Q = R, and P # S ,  then S is faulty," 
after sensor P stops working? One possibility is that no rule using P is permitted to fire, so that an 
additional meta-rule like 
"if Q = R, and Q # S ,  then S is faulty," 
is needed for every possible combination of sensed data being present or absent, along with 
corresponding methods for propagating uncertainty, for every meta-rule. (Remember that the number 
of meta-rules is already likely to be a serious problem.) The only other alternative is to let the 
meta-rules fire in spite of missing data; they then must bear the responsibility of internally testing for 
all the possible combinations of missing data, and responding appropriately. In either case, special code 
must be written in advance for each such combination. 
One may attribute associational reasoning's inadequate handling of breaking or broken sensors to 
its unprincipled mixing of structural and behavioral knowledge with environmental knowledge (sensor 
readings). This can force a great many repetitive representations of the same knowledge. 
For example, consider again the four identical sensors P, Q, R, and S. Since the isolation of 
multiple faults involves combinatoric problems by any method (and since these combinatorics are more 
obviously expressed in the rules of associational systems than in the algorithms of model-based 
reasoning), let us consider the number of rules required for isolating a single fault and then for 
continued operation after multiple faults have occurred. This is not altogether unreasonable since 
multiple faults that did not happen simultaneously, and therefore can be diagnosed as single faults, will 
have a cumulative effect on continued operation. Our four sensors then require one monitoring rule, 
four diagnostic rules, 15 rules to cover all possible combinations of multiple breakage among sensors P, 
Q, R, and S in the monitoring rule, and 7 additional rules for each diagnostic rule (e.g., how to prove 
that S may be faulty if one or more of P, Q, and R are already known to be broken). This means that 
a total of 48 rules need to be written to support the continued diagnosis of this configuration after 
failures. 
Of course, an actual associational architecture would try to minimize this by combining the 
repetitive representations in some way. We predict that such compaction will be achieved either 
through ad hoc mechanisms like deleting all conjunctive or disjunctive terms that mention a defunct 
sensor, or through references to something equivalent to a model-based representation. 
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The combinatorics of missing sensor data compound the combinatorics of sensor diagnosis. The 
traditional methods for developing and maintaining monitoring/diagnostic software are costly , time 
consuming, and incapable of handling situations that were unforeseen when the system was written. 
We conclude that associational methods are unsuitable for the complete and robust diagnosis of 
complex systems after failure. 
Model-Based Generate and Test 
An alternative approach has been (with differing nuances) variously referred to as "causal 
reasoning,'' "deep reasoning,'' "reasoning from first principles,'' and "reasoning from knowledge of 
structure and function." More recently, it has been simply called "model-based reasoning," because the 
"depth," "first principles,'' or "knowledge of structure and function" were invariably embedded in a 
model which (at some level of detail or abstraction) was isomorphic to the system, both in structure 
and behavior (function). This approach is described elsewhere [Davis 85,88;  Genesereth 85; Scar1 87, 
881 in a variety of implementations, but will be summarized here. 
The view embodied here is that all system components are initially under suspicion as possible 
causes of a perceived malfunction, and the job of diagnosis is to eliminate inconsistent suspects by 
showing that the assumption that they are responsible is contradicted by sensory observation. In 
model-based reasoning, the system is represented by some network of significant components or 
computational quantities whose outputs are determined by transfer functions upon their inputs. 
Suppose, for example, that components A and B have outputs connected to the inputs of component C, 
and that the output of C is directly measured by sensor S .  When the states of A and B have been 
determined by setting their inputs, then their outputs determine the inputs to C, whose output in turn 
determines S. 
The original conception was that these components corresponded one-to-one to physical system 
components, and that the structure of the model corresponded one-to-one to the connections between 
the physical components. This is often still true, but it has become clear that some systems need to 
have local properties (e.g., the voltage across a resistor) defined in terms of more global properties that 
are derived from the compaction or simultaneous analysis of different parts of the system (e.g., the 
current through a series circuit). This leads to the introduction of objects which represent global 
abstractions (e.g., total path resistance) rather than physical components. 
An inversion facility is also required: given a component's output (by measurement, inference, or 
assumption), what can we say about its inputs? Usually (especially when a single point of failure is 
being sought), the inputs can be considered one at a time, with the others assumed to be as computed 
from the system commands. This uses a very broad sense of "inversion." If the component's transfer 
function is a "trapdoor function" that cannot be practically inverted, so that the output tells us 
nothing about the input, then the "inverse" is its whole domain. The trick is to be able to represent 
whatever information is thus provided. 
The model is a behavioral simulation which can be used to monitor the system's operation. 
Choosing a set of commands (system inputs) for the model causes predictions to be computed for the 
system's sensors. Although the health of.the system is again determined by matching sensor readings 
against these prescribed values, there are important differences from the associational approach: 
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A match means a healthy system, instead of a fault 
The set of sensors to be matched can be computed dynamically and interactively 
The matching is done against values computed dynamically from system commands, rather than 
statically predetermined. (Note that associational rules could also compute the comparison value 
dynamically from commands, but, if so, they would be performing model-based reasoning rather 
than associational reasoning.) 
Any discrepancy between predicted and measured values indicates either a failure in the physical 
system or an inaccuracy in the model. We will assume in this discussion that the model accurately 
describes the system's proper behavior. 
Faults are located by generating hypotheses and testing those hypotheses against all available 
sensor data. Hypotheses usually are generated directly from sensor readings by using the inversion of 
the functional relationships in the model. A hypothesis typically concerns some particular object C, 
and has the form: 
"The inputs of component C have the values expected for them, but C's output 0 is broken so that it 
has the unexpected value (or range of values, if analog) X." 
For example, if the observed value of a discrepant sensor S is passed through inverted 
functionalities to component C, then the resulting hypothesis is a single fault in component C with the 
specific wrong value X at its output. C is then a suspect for the failure consistent with S .  If C is 
the only suspect, then C has been determined to be the single point of failure, as determined by this 
model. 
If a hypothesis is generated by simultaneously using all sensors, then it needs no further 
validation; since all available observational information has been used to manufacture it, there is none 
left that could contradict it. Usually, however, the hypothesis is generated from the reading of a 
single discrepunt sensor that disagrees with the model's prediction, and all the other related sensors 
are used to verify the hypothesis. Whatever mechanism is used to generate a hypothesis, the 
hypothesis is testable in the model by inserting its hypothesized value (or range) for 0 in place of 0 ' s  
expected value. 
Broken Sensors 
Model-based reasoning has no need of any additional knowledge (such as meta-rules) to tell 
whether sensors are broken, but is able to simply treat a sensor like any other component [Scarl88]. 
A sensor with a discrepant reading is always included as a suspect. A hypothesis will be generated to 
say that the sensor is broken so as to read what it actually did rather than what the model predicted 
for it. That hypothesis is tested for consistency with other sensor readings, just as any other 
component would be, and rejected or retained accordingly. 
Thus, no special rules are needed just because a component is a sensor. Nor need sensors be 
cleared of suspicion before testing other objects. Instead, the hypotheses generated for all components 
are tested (simultaneously or in parallel) against current sensor readings, which, after all, constitute uZZ 
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I the useful knowledge available, and the only source of available knowledge (in addition to the model’s 
knowledge of system structure and function). The inherent parallelism of the model-based approach is 
a distinct advantage: a faulty sensor hypothesis can be tested in parallel with hypotheses about other 
objects. 
The complexity of diagnosing sensors is therefore no greater than diagnosing other types of 
component. In fact, certain assumptions can simplify the generate-and-test algorithm for sensors to 
the point of being trivial [Scarl88]. This happens when the structure is such that sensors cannot be 
responsible for each other’s discrepancies. If a maximum of N simultaneous faults is assumed, then 
more than N simultaneously discrepant sensors will validate each other. Thus, each sensor S that 
gives a discrepant reading is the onfy sensor in its associated suspect list (in the language of [de Kleer 
871, its minimal conflict set). The existence of N other discrepant sensors will clear S of participation 
in an N-tuple failure. 
This shortcut does not apply if sensed values are used for control (feedback), but it does apply 
to sensors whose control is independent of their actual readings. For example, an ammeter will control 
the current through its circuit by virtue of being in series, but it can be separated into a resistor and 
a virtual sensor. It is then its resistor and not its sensor that controls other sensors in the circuit, 
l and any other discrepant sensor will clear the ammeter of being a single point of failure. 
In summary, the model-based reasoning approach to finding faults in sensors is no more difficult 
than finding faults in other objects, and does not become more complex as more sensors are added to 
the system. 
Missing Data 
When data is lost, for any of the reasons mentioned in the Introduction, model-based reasoning 
takes account of that loss in rather obvious ways. First, we do not monitor the missing data, and so it 
cannot trigger diagnosis. Second, we simply exclude missing data from the pool of data against which 
failure hypotheses are tested. This is similar to deleting terms referring to faulty sensors from 
associational rules, but simpler and free of ad hoc character. 
Any number and combination of sensor failures can therefore be handled in a straightforward 
and uniform way, with no need for special coding. 
Returning to the four-sensor example from the discussion of associational diagnostics, if some 
fault is hypothesized which affects the predicted value of parameter X, then only those sensors known 
to be operational are used to confirm that hypothesis. 
Recall that while only four diagnostic rules were required (and that only because no other system 
sensors were considered) by an associative diagnoser, 48 rules were required to continue diagnosis 
after sensor failures. Model-based reasoning, on the other hand, will perform all inferences required 
for continued operation using only four functional descriptions, one for each sensor, plus the 
information that they are all connected to X. Each functional description simply declares that its 
sensor’s predicted reading is given by the value of its input parameter. In the KATE representation 
[Scarl88], this functional description would simply be the name of (the output of) some object which 
is supposed to set parameter X. Furthermore, if all four sensors are identical, the four functional 
descriptions need not be written manually but may be inherited from a generic sensor type description. 
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The model-based method of handling missing data is conservative, in that fault hypotheses may 
be retained which could have been ruled out were the data available, but there is no possibility of 
wrongly abandoning a valid hypothesis. 
In conclusion, a brief analysis has shown that traditional associative approaches to diagnosis 
cannot be extended effectively to operate after sensor failure, not only because structure and function 
is not explictly represented, but also due to the sheer numbers of redundant representations of the 
knowledge that is present. The model-based generate-and-test algorithm elegantly avoids these 
difficulties and promises much more robust diagnostic capabilities. 
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Abstract 
We are developing a robot system (RAMBO) equipped with a camera, which, given a sequence 
of simple tasks, can perform these tasks on a moving object. RAMBO is given a complete geometric 
model of the object. A low level vision module extracts and groups characteristic features in images of 
the object. The positions of the object are determined in a sequence of images, and a motion estimate 
of the object is obtained. This motion estimate is used to plan trajectories of the robot tool to relative 
locations nearby the object sufficient for achieving the tasks. 
More specifically, low level vision uses parallel algorithms for image enhancement by symmetric 
nearest neighbor filtering, edge detection by local gradient operators, and corner extraction by “sector 
filtering”. The object pose estimation is a Hough transform method accumulating position hypotheses 
obtained by matching triples of image features (corners) to triples of model features. To maximize 
computing speed, the estimate of the position in space of a triple of features is obtained by decomposing 
its perspective view into a product of rotations and a scaled orthographic projection. This allows us 
to make use of 2D lookup tables at each stage of the decomposition. The position hypotheses for each 
possible match of model feature triples and image feature triples are calculated in parallel. Trajectory 
planning combines heuristic and dynamic programming techniques. Then trajectories are created 
using parametric cubic splines between initial and goal trajectories. All the parallel algorithms run on 
a Connection Machine CM-2 with 16K processors. 
1 Introduction 
The problem of robotic visual navigation has received considerable attention in recent years, but research has 
mostly concentrated on operations in static environments [1-11]. The area of robotics in the presence of moving 
bodies has seen little activity so far [12-161. We are developing a control system which should allow a robot 
with a camera to accomplish a sequence of actions on a moving object. 
We have set up an experimental facility which has the necessary components for testing various vision-based 
control algorithms for intercepting moving objects. This facility is described in the following section. 
2 Experimental set-up 
A large American Cimflex robot arm, RAMBO, is equipped with a CCD camera and a laser pointer (Figure 1, 
top left). Images from the camera are digitized and sent to the Connection Machine for processing. A smaller 
robot arm (Mitsubishi RM-501) translates and rotates an object (called the target in this paper) through space. 
Several light-sensitive diodes with focusing optics are mounted on the surface of the object. RAMBO’s goal is to 
hit a sequence of diodes on the moving object with its laser beam for given durations, possibly subject to overall 
time constraints. Electronics inside the object signal success by turning on an indicator light. Simultaneously, we 
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are developing a full computer simulation in which the camera inputs are replaced by synthetic images (Figure 1, 
top right). 
3 Summary of Operations 
The vision-based control loop for RAMBO is shown in Figure 1. We briefly describe the functions of the different 
modules of this system from data collection to robot motion control, and refer to the sections of this paper which 
give more details. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
4 
The digitizer of the video camera mounted on the robot arm can grab video frames when new visual 
information is needed. A database contains a list of positions of feature points on the target, in the local 
coordinate system of the target. 
A low-level vision module extracts locations of feature points from the digitized image (Section 4). 
An intermediate vision module finds the location/orientation of the target in the camera coordinate system 
(Section 5,  Appendix A and Appendix B). 
Since the past camera trajectory is known, the position of the camera in the robot base coordinate system 
when the frame was grabbed is known. The location/orientation of the target is transformed to the robot 
base coordinate system (Section 6). 
This most recent target pose at a specific time is added to the list of target poses at previous times. In the 
'Parget Motion Predictor, a target trajectory in location/orientation space is fiued to these past target poses 
and extrapolated to the future to form a predicted target trajectory. We also obtain the predicted trajectories 
of goal points around the target. A goal point is a location -which is fixed in the frame of reference of the 
target, thus moving in the frame of the robot base- that one of the joints of the robot has to follow for the 
accomplishment of one of the subtasks of the total action (Section 6). 
From the predicted goal point trajectories, the Robot Motion Planner calculates the robot motions necessary 
for following the goal points, and the resulting camera trajectories (Sections 7, 8, 9). If the subtasks are 
not ordered, the Motion Planner finds an optimal order (Section 10). The camera trajectories are used for 
transforming subsequent target pose estimates from a camera coordinate system to an absolute coordinate 
system (Section 6). 
Low - 1 eve 1 Vis io 11 
The model-based pose estimation described in the next section requires that feature points be extracted from each 
of the images of the target. This is the task of the low-level vision module. Feature points in an image could 
be images of small holes in the target structure, comers of letters, vertices, etc, .... Conversely, the geometric 
description of the target should contain the 3D locations of the feature points which are easily detected in images. 
In our experiments, the target is a polyhedra, and the feature points that we use are the vertices of the polyhedra, 
so that our image analysis is partly specific to this type of feature detection. Our image processing algorithms 
involve a sequence of basic local operations [17, 181 implemented on the Connection Machine -enhancement 
[19], edge detection, edge thinning and vertex detection- followed by some simple processing to determine which 
pairs of vertices are connected by edges in the image. This last operation proceeds as follows: 
Given k vertices, we use the processing cells in the upper-triangle of a k x k array of cells in the Connection 
Machine, each assigned to a possible edge between vertices. 
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Figure 1 .  Vision-based control loop for a robot acting on a moving body 
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1. Enable a grid of k x k cells. Disable cells in the lower triangle of the array. 
2. Copy the addresses of corner points and the incident angles of their edges to the cells in the diagonal of 
the grid. 
3. By horizontal grid-scan and vertical grid-scan, spread the incident angles and the addresses of the vertices 
from the diagonal cells along rows and columns to all the cells in the array. 
4. Each non-diagonal active cells (i, j )  now has all the information about the i-th and j-th vertices; these cells 
can determine whether they have a pair of collinear incident edges. If they do, then that vertex pair is 
marked as being connected (Note that we could also count the number of edge pixels along the line joining 
the vertices, but this would be much more costly on the Connection Machine and not worthwhile for our 
purposes). 
From this algorithm we obtain a list of all the vertices with for each vertex a sublist of the vertices connected 
to it. We then produce a list of all the image triples consisting of one vertex with two vertices connected to it. 
This list of image triples is input to the intermediate-level vision module described in the next section. The other 
input is a similar list for the triples of world vertices of the target, from the geometric database describing the 
target. 
5 Int ermediat e-level Vision: Pose Estimation of the Target 
The pose estimation algorithm combines three ideas: 
1. Pose estimation by matching triples of image features to triples of target features [20]. 
2. Standard camera rotations [21]. 
3. Paraperspective approximation to perspective projection 122,231. 
This combination allows the extensive use of 2D look-up tables to replace the costly numerical computations used 
by similar previous methods [20, 24-26]. The algorithm is implemented on the Connection Machine. 
The feature points detected in an image are grouped into triples (the image triangles).  Each image triangle 
can be described by one of its vertices (the reference verlez) ,  the length of the two adjacent sides, and the angle 
between them (the reference angle). These adjacent sides do not necessarily have to correspond to actual edges 
in the image, and all distinct triples of points could be considered, with each triple of points producing three 
such image triangles. However, if the feature points are vertices, it is useful to only consider image triangles in 
which the adjacent edges of the reference vertex are actual edges, and to only match these image triangles to 
world triangles with similar characteristics. This increases the proportion of good matches over the total number 
of possible matches. 
The main algorithm steps are as follows: 
1. Each image triangle is transformed by a standard rotation. The standard rotation corresponds to the camera 
rotation around the center of projection which brings the reference vertex of the triangle to the image center. 
For each reference vertex in the image, rotation parameters are read in a 2D lookup table. 
2. Image triangles are then rotated in the image plane around the reference vertex (located at the image center) 
to bring one edge into coincidence with the image x-axis. 
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3. Once in this position, an image triangle can be described by three parameters only, the reference angle, the 
edge ratio (ratio of the lengths of the two edges adjacent to the reference vertex), and a size factor. 
4. For each image triangle/target triangle pair, a 2D lookup table can be used to determine the orientation of 
the target triangle in space. There is one 2D lookup table per target triangle, which gives two possible 
orientations of this target triangle when the reference angle and edge ratio of its image are entered. Details 
on the calculations of these tables, based on a paraperspective approximation, are given in Appendix A. 
5. Comparing the size of the image triangle to the size of the target triangle of known orientation, we can then 
find the distance of the target triangle from the camera lens center. 
6. The preliminary transformations of the image triangle can be reversed to obtain the actual 3D pose of the 
target triangle, the corresponding 3D position of the target center, and the image of the target center. 
7. The target center projections are clustered to identify the pose of the whole target. 
When RAMBO analyzes its first image, it does not have any a prion’ knowledge of which feature triangles 
are visible. In this case, the system uses all the possible combinations of target triangles and image triangles. 
However, clustering gives better results if most improper matches are removed, and it is possible to do so after a 
few consistent pose estimates of the target have been obtained. The system can also avoid considering matches 
for target triangles which are at a nearly grazing angle with the lines of sight, since for these triangles image 
analysis is likely to perform poorly and paraperspective does not approximate true perspective well. 
Details on the implementation of this pose calculation method on the Connection Machine are given in 
Appendix B. For a target producing less than 16K image triangle/target triangle combinations, each pose calculation 
takes around one second on a CM-2 with 16K processors but without floating point processors. 
6 Motion Prediction 
The computation of a target position from an image gives the translation vector and rotation matrix of the target 
coordinate system in the camera coordinate system. However, the camera itself is set in motion by the robot 
arm. The trajectory of the camera in an absolute coordinate system is known, and it is straightforward to get the 
position of the camera coordinate system at the time the image was taken and to find the target position at this 
time in an absolute coordinate system. 
From a sequence of target positions, the robot must be able to predict future positions of the target in order to 
construct plans of actions. These target positions are points in six-dimensional space (three translation parameters 
and three rotation angles), each with a time label. We can fit a parametric function of time, such as a polynomial, 
to each of these sequences of coordinates. The target trajectory is then described parametrically by six functions 
of time. Calculating these functions for a future value t of the time parameter will give a predicted target position 
at this future time. 
7 Task and Trajectory Planning 
In order to perform task and trajectory planning, RAMBO currently makes the simplifying assumption that a 
complex goal can be decomposed into a sequence of simple subgoals, and that each subgoal can be performed 
with one joint of the robot in a fixed position with respect to the target. This joint has to “tag along” with the 
target, thus we call this joint the tagging joint  of the robot. The fixed position with respect to the target that 
the tagging joint must follow to complete a subgoal will be called a goal point.  All goal points required for 
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each complex action on a target can be predefined in a data base of actions specific to each target. Each goal 
point is defined by six coordinates, three for the location and three for the orientation of the tagging joint, in the 
coordinate system of the target. 
Once the tagging joint is moving along the target so that it does not move with respect to the target. the more 
distal joints can be used to perform the finer details required by the subgoal. The programming of these distal 
joints will not be considered here, since it is equivalent to programming a robot to perform a task on a fixed 
object. 
In OUT experimental setup, we have concentrated on reaching the goal points. Each subgoal consists of 
illuminating a light-sensitive diode mounted on the surface of the target for a given duration. The source of light 
is a laser pointer mounted on the tool plate of the robot arm. Each diode is mounted inside a tube at the focal 
point of a lens which closes that tube, so that the laser beam must be roughly aligned with the optical axis of the 
lens to trigger the electronic circuits which control the output of the diodes. Thus a goal point for the laser tool is 
defined by the positions at a short distance from the lens of a diode along the optical axis, and by the orientation 
of this axis. 
8 Bringing a Tagging Joint to a Goal Point of the Target 
Suppose the original trajectory of the tagging joint in location/orientation space is the vector $o(t) (Figure 2). 
The goal trajectory in location/direction space is given by the vector &(t).  At time t o  we want the tagging 
joint to “launch” from its original trajectory &(t ) ,  and to “land” at time t, = t o  + T, on the goal trajectory 
& ( t ) .  The reaching trajectory Fr(t) should be equal to trajectory p’o(t) at time t o  and to trajectory p’,(t) at time 
t,. The operation will last for the reaching duration T. Furthermore, the first derivatives should also be equal 
at these times, so that the velocities change smoothly when the robot departs from its original trajectory and 
reaches the goal trajectory. Once a launching time t o  and a reaching duration T are chosen, the end points of 
the reaching trajectory P’,(t),  as well as the first derivatives of the reaching trajectory at these points are known. 
These boundary conditions are enough to define p7.(t) in terms of a parametric cubic spline, a curve in which all 
the coefficients of the six cubic polynomials of time can be calculated. 
Note that the predicted motion of the target and the predicted goal point trajectories should be updated every 
time a new target pose is found for the target. After each of these updates, the reaching trajectory of a tagging 
joint should be recomputed based on the new goal trajectory, and the present joint trajectory, which may itself be 
a reaching trajectory started after a previous update. 
9 Optimizing Reaching Trajectories 
With either method of estimating reaching trajectories, one difficult problem is the preliminary choice of T, the 
duration of the reaching trajectory. Duration T should be chosen so that the resulting linear and angular velocities 
and accelerations are within the limits imposed by the robot design. Also, the reaching trajectory should not cross 
an obstacle or the target itself, and should not require the robot to take impossible configurations. Usually, time 
is the rarest commodity, and the shortest time T compatible with the above constraints should be chosen. 
In our present simulations on a serial machine, the duration T is simply calculated as the time which would 
be necessary if the reaching trajectory followed a linear path, at a constant velocity chosen to be a safe fraction of 
the maximum linear velocity of the robot. Finally, we check whether this trajectory crosses robot limits or causes 
a collision with the target. If it does, the reaching trajectory is recalculated with a safe intermediary goal instead 
of the final goal point. 
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Figure 2. A tagging joint takes a reaching trajectory during time T to reach 
a goal trajectory required to grip a handle on the target 
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A better optimization of the reaching trajectory would require a choice of duration T which would set the 
velocities and accelerations along the reaching trajectory close to the limit capabilities of the robot. This can 
be done by calculating the reaching trajectories for a series of durations T, finding the maximum of the second 
derivatives along the trajectories, and identifying the trajectory with the smallest duration T which does not require 
positions, velocities and accelerations beyond the robot capabilities. On the Connection Machine, this operation 
can be done in only a few steps. We set up a 2D array of processing cells with time as the vertical dimension. 
Every column of the array contains a copy of the predicted goal trajectory, with the first cell containing the 
position of the goal at the present time in location/direction space, the next cell the position at a time increment in 
the future, and so on. Every column also contains a copy of the trajectory of the tagging joint, sampled with the 
same time increments as the goal trajectory. The difference between columns is that they use different durations 
T of the reaching trajectory, increasing from one column to the next. 
Each cell computes a point of the reaching trajectory for the time t corresponding to its row and for duration 
T corresponding to its column, and then computes estimates of appropriate derivatives at its reaching trajectory 
point by communicating with its neighbors in the column. The maxima of the derivatives are computed for each 
column. The column that has the smallest duration T and for which the maxima of the positions and derivatives 
do not violate robot limits is the column which contains the desired reaching trajectory. The near-term future 
motion of the robot should be controlled based on this selected trajectory. 
10 Higher Level Planning 
In a complex action we have a set of tasks A, B, C, D, each of which requires a tagging joint to move smoothly 
to a specific goal trajectory. In some actions the order of the tasks is not specified, and we have to choose a 
good order in which to carry out the tasks. "Good" order here means one which minimizes the total time spent 
moving between goal trajectories. Notice that this is not equivalent to a travelling salesman problem, since the 
time required to move from performing, say, task B to task D, depends on when we move from B to D, therefore 
depends on the sequence of tasks which have been performed before B. 
10.1 Greedy Approach 
At any given time, we can compute all the reaching trajectories to all the goal trajectories of the remaining n 
tasks. From among these n reaching trajectories, we can choose the one with the shortest duration, and pursue 
the corresponding task. This could possibly be repeated in real time after each task is accomplished, but does not 
guarantee the best overall sequence of tasks. 
However, given that our model of the anticipated motion of the target is being updated as new information 
arrives, this procedure may make the most sense, in that there may be no point in computing a global optimal 
sequence of tasks based on a model of anticipated target motion which will not remain correct in the future. 
10.2 Exhaustive Search and Dynamic Programming 
Assuming, however, that our model of anticipated motion is accurate enough to allow a meaningful computation 
of an overall optimal sequence of tasks, one (unattractive) possibility is to compute the total time required to 
complete all the tasks for all possible orderings of the tasks. For n tasks this will involve computing 
n n! 
i = l  
best reaching trajectories. 
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A dynamic programming method has been developed which can precompute the best overall sequence of n 
n! 
tasks using computation proportional to 
n 
C ( n  - i)! (i - I)! 
For four tasks, for example, this approach would require computing 32 reaching trajectories rather than the 64 
i= l  
I required for the exhaustive approach. 
11 Conclusions 
We have described research on robots acting in dynamic environments. We discussed the use of vision to assess 
the motion of objects relevant to the robot’s goals, and the use of particular motion prediction and planning 
techniques to accomplish these goals. We described a set of experiments currently under way involving a robot 
arm equipped with a camera and laser operating on a single moving target object equipped with light sensors. 
Finally, we detailed the parallel implementation of many of the tasks involved in the accomplishment of goals in 
dynamic environments, including parallel image processing, parallel pose estimation, and parallel planning. 
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APPENDIX A 
Lookup tables for the pose calculation of a triangle from an image 
A triangle is defined by two sides from a common vertex (the reference vertex) and the angle between them 
(reference angle). We assume that a standard camera rotation and a camera roll have brought the reference vertex 
of the image triangle to the image center and one side parallel to the X-axis of the image. Notations for the 
known angles and side lengths of the image and world triangle are shown in Figure Al .  Three (yet unknown) 
numbers define the position of the world triangle in space: 
1. Angles O1 and O2 of the lines POPl and POP2 with respect to the Z-axis. 
2. Distance R from the center of projection 0 to the vertex Po on the Z-axis. Once the angles have been 
The perspective transformation which yields the image triangle from the world triangle is approximated by 
a paraperspective transformation, which amounts to a sequence of two transformations, a local orthographic 
projection of the world triangle on a plane parallel to the image through its reference vertex, and a perspective 
transformation from the resulting image to the actual image (Figure A2). 
obtained the calculation of R is straightforward and does not require a table. 
Looking at Figure A2, we see that 
dl - f R D1 sin 81 
_  
Similarly, for the image segment pop2 and Pop2 
We then define the parameter s, the ratio of the two sides of the image triangle, the parameter S, the ratio of the 
two corresponding sides of the space triangle, and the parameter I<, the ratio of s and S : 
The parameter I< is a known constant of the problem, since the dimensions of the image triangle and of the world 
triangle an: both known. Dividing Equations 1 and 2. we find that the ratio of the sines of the angles 81 and 82 
must be equal to this constant I(:  
sin 
I( = - 
sin O2 (3) 
The dot product of the two unit vectors 51 and 51 parallel to Popl and P0P2 is equal to COS&. These two unit 
vectors have components (sin 81, 0, cos 81) and (sin 6 2  cos 4, sin 8 2  sin 4, cos O 2 ) ,  where $J is the angle of pop2 
with the X-axis. The dot product is 
cos a = sin O1 sin O2 COS 4 + cos O1 cos O2 (4) 
The angles 01 and 02 are unknown. The fact that the ratios of the sines must be equal to a known constant 
(Equation 3) allows the elimination of one of the unknowns. The result is a second degree equation in sin2 O1. 
We define X1 = sin2 81 and find 
sin24X; - ( K ~  - 21c cosa cos 4 + I ) X ~  + sin2m = o ( 5 )  
Equation 5 always has two positive solutions, but only the smaller solution is smaller than 1 and can be made 
equal to a sine. Thus we always get a single solution for sin O1 
with 
B = -(IC2 - 2 K  COS (Y COS 4 + 1) 
\ Z  
Figure Al .  Image triangle with vertex at image center, and pose required 
for a given world triangle to match this image triangle 
0 I 
Figure A2. Perspective transformation of triangle side POP1 approximated by a 
paraperspective transformation giving image triangle side p o p .  
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A = B2 - 4 K 2  sin2a:sin2c$ 
This single sine solution gives two solutions O1 and ?r - O1 , which correspond to mirror image directions of 
POPI with respect to the plane parallel to the image plane through PO. The corresponding value for sin 6 2  found 
from Equation 3 also gives two solutions O2 and A - 02. Note that we cannot combine the two 01 solutions and 
the two O2 solutions in all four ways. Indeed each of the two O1 solutions corresponds to cosines of opposite 
signs (sim,ilarly for e,), so that two combinations of O1 and 02 give a positive number for product cos 01 cos 02 , 
whereas the other two give a negative product. To choose which two combinations out of the four are the correct 
ones, we rewrite Equation 4 
COS O1 COS O2 = cos a: - sin O1 sin O2 COS 4 
and we check the sign of the right-hand side. Finally, the distance R of the vertex PO from the center of projection 
is computed using Equations 1 or 2. For each target triangle, a table is built with two entries, one for the image 
angles 4, the other for the ratios K between the image and world triangle side ratios. The values read can be the 
(el, 0,) solutions, or expressions which require the values of dl and 02. If there are 50 characteristic triangles in 
a target ohject, 50 tables are precalculated. Each table would be of size 120 x 128 if image angles 4 are quantized 
in 1.5 degree increments from 0 to 180 degrees, and if 128 values of K are considered. Since variations of 81 
and 02 are small for Ii' large, a log scale is used for K. The distance R, which completes the description of the 
pose of the triangle in space is obtained from 01 or 0 2 ,  and from the ratio of a target edge length to its image 
edge length (Equation 1 or 2). 
Appendix B 
Pose calculation on the Connection Machine 
To run the pose estimation algorithm described in Appendix A, the Connection Machine is used in three ways: 
1. as a lookup table engine 
2. as a combinatorial machine, for taking care of all the combinations of target triangles and image triangles 
in parallel 
3. as an image processor, for calculating convolutions and finding peaks in 2D Hough transform space. 
1. Lookup table engine: 
We set up 2D arrays of processing cells. For the standard rotation computation, each cell represents a pixel of 
the image, and contains the rotation parameters required when the reference vertex of an image triangle is located 
at that pixel, and also contains the rotation parameters for the inverse rotation. 
For the computation of the target triangle orientations, a different 2D array is precomputed for each target trian- 
gle. The vertical dimension corresponds to different reference angles of the image triangles, in equal increments; 
the horizontal dimension coresponds to different edge ratios of the image triangles, in log scale because variations 
of target triangle orientation are small when the edge ratio is large. Since we are only interested in clustering the 
target centers, each cell skips the computation step of finding the target triangle oriention and directly determines 
the coordinates of the vector joining the target triangle reference vertex to the target center. 
2. Combinatorial machine: 
The lookup tables previously described have been created once and for all for a given target geometry and 
are then used repeatedly as new images of the target are analyzed. We now describe the disrribution of data and 
operations at run time. We again set up a 2D array of processing cells. Rows are assigned to target triangle data. 
The coordinates of the reference vertex in the target coordinate system and the edge ratio of each target triangle 
are copied to all the cells of a specific row prior to run time. Columns are assigned to image triangle data, which 
are refreshed after each image capture and analysis. The coordinates of the three vertices of an image triangle are 
copied to all the cells of a specific column. Also copied are the standard rotation and inverse rotation parameters 
fetched from the standard rotation lookup table. Consequently, each cell within the range of columns and rows 
filled up by target and image triangles contains a different combination of target triangle and image triangle. Each 
cell can then: 
0 transform the image triangle by standard rotation and swing around the optical axis, finding the new edge 
ratio and reference angle 
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0 find the vector from the reference vertex to the target center from a lookup table 
0 find the distance of the target triangle vertex 
0 use previous information and the inverse rotations to find the coordinates of the target center and its image, 
and the rotation matrix of the target. 
3. Image processor: 
We set a 2D array in which each image pixel is assigned to a cell. The bin-count of a cell is increment4 if 
the projection of thetarget center falls o i t h i  corresponding pixel. 
The image is then smoothed. Each cell having a bin-count above a given threshold is considered a candidate 
cluster. These cells are numbered by decreasing bin-count. This number is broadcast back to the 2D array of 
image triangles and target triangle combinations which contributed to the corresponding clusters. The other cells 
of this array are disabled. 
The 2D clustering of the images of the target center might not yield the correct target pose. Thus we also 
cluster the target center with respect to its Z-coordinate. We set up a 2D array with one row of cells per selected 
image cluster and one column per increment of the Z-coordinate. A bin-count increment for a cell of this array 
occurs when a cell of the image and target triangle array contains the cluster number corresponding to the row 
and the z-coordinate corresponding to the column. Then within each row we perform a 1D smoothing. The row 
which contains the highest cluster is selected, and in the image and target triangle array only the cells which 
contributed to this cluster are selected. 
Finally, among these selected cells, the average value of the position of the target center is found, while 
dropping the outliers. The average rotation matrix of the target center is also calculated at this point. Our 
experiments with a simple polyhedra gave unambiguous results without further clustering in about one second, 
but experiments with more complex objects might require additional clustering with respect to the rotation matrix. 
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ABSTRACT 
Earth Scientists lack adequate tools for quantifying complex relationships between 
existing data layers and studying and modeling the dynamic interactions of these data 
layers. There is a need for an earth systems tool to manipulate multi-layered, 
heterogeneous data sets that are spatially indexed, such as sensor imagery and 
maps, easily and intelligently in a single system. The system can access and 
manipulate data from multiple sensor sources, maps, and from a learned object 
hierarchy using an advanced knowledge-based geographical information system. 
Such a prototype system, called KBG IS (Knowledge-Based Geographic Information 
System:) was recently constructed at the University of California, Santa Barbara 
campus and funded by the United States Geological Survey. Although much of the 
system internals are well developed, the system lacks an adequate user interface, and 
would benefit from being able to input and output imagery data in NASA formats. The 
application of KBGIS would be of great benefit to current NASA earth science research 
as well as providing a more sophisticated understanding of the issues and required 
technologies in the upcoming EOS era. 
This paper describes a methodology for development of an intelligent user interface 
and extending KBGIS to interconnect with existing NASA systems, such as imagery 
from the Land Analysis System (LAS), atmospheric data in Common Data Format 
(CDF), and visualization of complex data with the NSSDC Graphics System (NGS). 
This woluld allow NASA to quickly explore the utility of such a system, given the ability 
to transfer data in and out of KBGIS easily. The use and maintenance of the object 
hierarchies as polymorphic data types brings, to data management, a whole new set of 
problems and issues, few of which have been explored above the prototype level. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is a well known fact that the sheer volumes and complexity of scientific data being 
generaled today require sophisticated technologies to locate, access, manipulate and 
display these data if they are to be of any significant scientific value. One technology 
that has come into its own is Geographic Information Systems (GIS) which has 
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matured over the last twenty years such that it is now a multimillion dollar industry. 
GIs's allow almost any kind of data to be organized into a digital format such that any 
file, image or picture is transformed into a two-dimensional grid of points. For example, 
if a variable is an intensity function, say from a weather satellite, then this radiance 
value to percentage reflectance can be assigned a number expressing that intensity. 
Once this is accomplished all data now possess spatial singularities in that they may 
be referenced to a common geographical base. Usually what is done with geobased 
data is to reduce or enlarge and rectify the spatial attributes to one scale and 
projection. Now that the database is established in a commonly organized format, 
decision rules permit assignment of the relevant information from one or more classes 
that happen to fall within a given spatial sector or cell. This allows for a straightforward 
process for the user to compare data sets, produce new overlay combinations, assess 
the influence or interaction of different variables or map separates and provide input 
into models the user is trying to construct. This in essence is the "heart" of GIS data 
management. [CAM811 
Distinction between GIS and a Database Manaaement Svs tern fDBMS) 
"A Data Base Management System (DBMS) is a set of programs used for the 
manipulation and retrieval of logically related files containing data and structural 
information; it allows analysis to be used in some decision-making process. A GIS is 
a geo-referenced system for the specification, acquisition, storage, retrieval, and 
manipulation of data. These data may be related to a place; that is, the data elements 
link the data to a location identifier (e.g., Goddard Space Flight Center), whereas a 
DBMS does not require the location distinction". [CAM811 Figure1 is a graphical 
representation of a typical GIS data handling approach. As is apparent from Figure 1 , 
a GIS should have at a minimum, the following capabilities: 
Data Input 
Encoding Procedures 
Data Management 
Manipulative Operations 
Output Products 
Although GIS technology has come a long way since the mid 196O's, it still suffers from 
a variety of shortcomings such as a standardized, uniform interface, an accurate data 
capture and encoding mechanism, full integration with other related technologies, 
(e.g., image processing relational data models, graphics etc.). However, several 
universities and private vendors are taking a variety of approaches to address these 
shortcomings, one of which is described in the next section. 
Artificial lntelliaence and KBGIS 
The logical fusion of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies to the complex, 
multifaceted capabilities of GIs's is an obvious one. Natural language query 
processors, expert systems, knowledge acquisition tools and artificial neural nets are 
but a few techniques that hold great promise for enhancing existing GIS shortcomings. 
One approach taken by the University of California Santa Barbara (UCSB) has been 
the establishment of a project to develop a Knowledge-Based Geographic Information 
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System (KBGIS). Funded and supported by the United States Geological Survey and 
NASA, KBGIS is being developed to accommodate high-level expert system rules and 
heuristics, efficient spatial data search techniques through the use of new data 
structures and develop a learning capability by interaction from a user. The basic 
difference between a knowledge-based GIS from traditional GIs's or for that matter 
DBMS's is that a Knowledge-based GIS embodies the user's point of view about the 
data layers and the manipulation procedures that can be implemented on those layers 
as well as providing standard GIS capabilities. 
The current capabilities of KBGIS include a KBGIS specific interface, which allows a 
user to query the system to find sets of spatial locations which the user described as 
well as to search for specific spatial objects that exist at a specifically predetermined 
location, a knowledge base which stores definitions and other useful information about 
objects in the system, and a learning procedure that is designed to reduce query 
search time. The system was developed on a VAX 111750 using VMS and 
programmed in Common Lisp, C, and Pascal. Ongoing research at UCSB includes 
the improvement in file structures and indexing methods, integration of remotely 
sensed data, incorporation of useful image processing techniques and the extension 
of methodologies to improve vector data input. [ALB88] 
National Space Science nata Center (NSSDC) KRG IS Development 
KBGIS maintains each data layer in an indexed quad tree, and has several spatial 
operators to access and combine layers into a new layer. Knowledge about each 
layer is stored in a frame-based language, so that queries about the entire layer can 
be answered quickly. The quad tree allows a natural hierarchical pyramid of 
resolution that can be exploited during spatial searching to quickly eliminate quads 
that do not have the desired objects. As more is learned about a layer, that information 
can be added to the frame describing that layer, thus making the system smarter with 
use. This capability is a significant advancement over traditional GIs's. In addition to 
the spatial data, KBGIS has a frame-based layer of objects either extracted from the 
data, or inserted into the object knowledge base by the user. The objects may have a 
location attribute that points to where the object was discovered or derived, or they 
may be abstract types that help form hierarchies of the objects. Objects are 
represented in the Spatial Object Language (SOL), which allows complex, nested 
expressions of ANDS, ORs, NOTS, and other operators to compose objects of 
multiple parts. Also, to allow new spatial operators to be added easily to the system, 
KBGIS has a function knowledge base that allows users to add new operators to the 
query language. The operators can access and manipulate the data layers to perform 
discipline specific operations. [SM187] 
Through an informal memorandum of understanding with the USGS, the National 
Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) is currently developing a UNIX-based version 
of KBGIS implemented on a Sun 3/260 workstation. In addition, we are extending 
KBGIS to interconnect with existing NASA systems, such as imagery from the Land 
Analysis System (LAS), atmospheric data in Common Data Format (CDF), and 
visualization of complex data with the NSSDC Graphics System (NGS). These 
capabilities allow the utility of easily transferring data in and out of KBGIS. Figure 2 
illustrates the specific work described in the next section. 
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Current S t w  
With the recent developments in computer technology, it is becoming unreasonable 
to demand that an application user be required to use a proprietary software system 
on a specific hardware platform. The same rules apply to GIS software. The evolving 
software standards, which have recently emerged (e.g., UNIX, X-Windows, PHIGS), 
allow software developers to design applications that can be transported to various 
hardware environments much more easily. The eventual goal of these software 
standards is to create applications that not only run on a variety of equipment, but also 
make the particular hardware environment transparent to the the user. 
The immediate goal of the research on KBGlS at the NSSDC is to transform 
KBGIS into a portable system. As previously mentioned, the initial version of KBGIS 
was developed on a VAX. All of the low level input/output routines, which are required 
for all primitive object searches of the spatial location data base, are written with 
system specific (RMS) I/O functions. These system specific functions not only limit the 
software to be tied to the VAX, but force the data that has been stored using these 
functions to reside on the VAX as well. The first step of this transformation has been to 
rewrite the spatial location data base I/O routines to use a more standard UNlX I/O 
library. With the continuing increase in both CPU speeds and disk accessing speeds, 
there should no longer be a need to use system specific I/O routines. The indexing 
strategies that are offered with the VAX I/O routines have been rewritten with routines 
from the UNlX I/O library and provide the same functionality although at somewhat 
slower speeds. However, once the data exists in a format created by the UNlX I/O 
functions, it can be easily transported to other systems either directly, if both systems 
share the same file structure, or by transferring the data via some remote connection 
routines such as Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) and external Data Representation 
(XDR). RPC and XDR are two examples of tools that allows software running on two 
different hardware environments to communicate and transfer data across a network. 
[ S U N 861 
The original KBGIS system only supported one format, the Earth Resource Data 
Analysis System (ERDAS) for import and export into the system. To promote greater 
use in the NASA community, several additional formats widely used on various NASA 
projects have been added to the system. The Land Analysis System (LAS) is an 
image processing system developed by NASA. LAS provides the capability to import, 
analyze and manipulate images. One of the main features of LAS that directly relates 
to KBGIS is the ability to register geometrically one image to some map (or ground) 
location or multiple images from various instruments to each other. With the ability to 
directly import LAS images into KBGIS, a vast amount of spatially distributed data 
becomes available to create new data layers that can be immediately preprocessed 
and analyzed by KBGIS. [NAS87] 
The Common Data Format (CDF) is another format gaining support with increased use 
in the NASA community as well as other agencies. CDF is a software package written 
at NSSDC which consists of a library of routines that form a data-independent 
abstraction for multidimensional data structures. [TRE87] By adding the ability to 
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export query results from KBGIS into CDF format, many of the applications written 
using CDF have also become available. One such application is the NSSDC 
Graphics System (NGS). NGS is another application developed at NSSDC to 
visualize scientific data. Many of the functions of NGS have been developed to 
support the visualizing of geographic data. For example, geographically stored data is 
ingested into NGS from CDF format and stored in an "oct-tree" data structure for quick 
retrieval of a particular geographic region. [SAM841 NGS also supports four- 
dimensional plot types with the use of a color lookup table and a mapping capability 
that supports over 20 general projections. 
Although much research has been directed towards object hierarchy and spatial 
search, [SM186] minimal effort has gone into developing the user interface, making it 
difficult to use the original system. For instance, the interface to KBGIS did not have 
knowledge of the domain's high-level concepts, but instead forced the user to render 
his query in terms of the low-level ordering of the spatial object knowledge base. With 
the recent emergence of the X-Window System and, more specifically, the X-toolkit 
(Xtk) as a standard library for window management, creating user interfaces which can 
be ported to various hardware platforms has become increasingly easier. With the use 
different environments. As other layers of user interface tools become available, such 
as Open Look, development of these types of applications will become even simpler. 
[SCH86] 
I 
I 
I 
I of the standard X protocol, applications can retain the same look and feel across 
I 
With the use of Xtk, objects known as "widgets" are used to create various user 
interface elements such as menus, forms, scroll bars and item selection buttons. An 
additional layer, using this core-widget set, is built onto KBGIS to provide a user- 
friendly interface into the system. A user is able to form spatial queries without any 
knowledge of the spatial object language (SOL), which KBGIS uses to represent 
objects. The system interacts with the user in terms of the domain knowledge which 
the system uses to directly access the spatial object knowledge base. The new 
software layer then transforms the user's input into a standard SOL query which then 
directs the system's search. As the user interacts with the system, the spatial 
knowledge base is dynamically maintained so that the system retains the modified or 
newly created objects defined by the user. This removes the burden from the user of 
having to render the queries in terms of pixel properties (e.g. agriculture, residential) or 
relational properties (e.9. distance), and permits him to interact with KBGIS at a higher 
level. This increases the ease of using the system, and decreases the amount of time 
required for learning KBGIS. 
I 
Future Directions 
There are several areas of research that could be undertaken to enhance KBGIS. 
A) A natural language front end could be added to KBGIS to give a user a more 
descriptive way of querying the spatial object knowledge base. 
B) The current learning system in KBGIS could be enhanced by adding learning by 
example thus making it more autonomous. 
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C) The display graphics of the current system is limited. To bring KBGIS up to the 
functionality of other GIS products on the market, several display capabilities could be 
added. 
1) Add cartographic capabilities for base maps and hard copies 
2) Add ability for image overlays 
D) Enhance KBGIS with a more intelligent and robust inference engine. This will be 
required as the system evolves and becomes a more general purpose system. 
Summarv a nd Co nclusions 
Work at the USGS, UCSB and NASA continues to enhance the functionality and 
capability of KBGIS. Currently the system can respond to various types of spatial 
queries of large complex, heterogeneous data in a multilayered environment. Work at 
UCSB is focused on increasing the efficiency of spatial search using heuristics as well 
as on a more friendly interface. Our work at Goddard is primarily focused on providing 
a methodology for importing external data sets, primarily enhanced imagery, in an 
easy fashion as well as concentrating on a standardized, generic graphics interface on 
a Sun workstation. Once this work is completed, we will evaluate the feasibility of 
linking and customizing a natural language query processor [NLQP] and a high level 
expert system that will deal with the pragmatic translation between the NLQP and 
KBGIS. We will also determine what role artificial neural networks can play in 
automatically characterizing external data into a form that can be readily utilized by 
KBGIS. 
The authors would like to thank Scott Wattawa of the National Space Science Data 
Center for his thoughts, ideas and expertise that are presented in the concept 
formulation and interface design section of this paper. 
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ABSTRACT 
Existing NASA supported scientific data bases are usually developed and managed 
by a team of database administrators whose main concern is the efficiency of the data bases 
in terms of normalization and data search constructs. The populating of the data base is 
usually done in a manual fashion by row and column as the data becomes available, and the 
data dictionary is usually defined by the same team (at times with little input from the end 
science user). This process is tedious, error prone and self-limiting in terms of what can be 
described in a relational Data Base Management System (DBMS). The next generation 
Earth remote sensing platforms (Le., Earth Observation System, EOS), will be capable of 
generating data at a rate of over 300 Mbs per second from a suite of instruments designed for 
different applications. What is needed is an innovative approach that creates object-oriented 
databases that segment, characterize, catalog and are manageable in a domain-specific 
context and whose contents are available interactively and in near-real-time to the user 
community. This paper describes work in progress that utilizes an artificial neural net 
approach to characterize satellite imagery of undefined objects into high-level data objects. 
The characterized data is then dynamically allocated to an object-oriented data base where it 
can be reviewed and accessed by a user. The definition, development, and evolution of the 
overall data system model are steps in the creation of an application-driven knowledge- 
based scientific information system. 
Introduction 
One of the most significant technical issues that NASA must address and resolve is the 
problem of managing the enormous amounts of scientific and engineering data that will be 
generated by the next generation of remote sensing systems, such as the Hubble Space 
Telescope (HST) and the Earth Observation System (EOS). The amount of data these 
sensors are expected to produce will be orders of magnitude greater than NASA has ever 
experienced. Consequently new solutions must be developed for managing, accessing and 
automatically inputting the data into a database in some expressive fashion that will provide 
a meaningful understanding and effective utilization o this data in a multidisciplinary 
environment. 
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Presently, scientific data provided by satellites and other sources (i.e., in situ 
measurements) are processed, cataloged, and archived according to narrow-mission or 
project-specific requirements with little regard to the semantics of the overall research. 
Scientists therefore lack knowledge of or access to potentially valuable data outside of their 
own field and usually access to this data is long after the actual generation of that data. What 
is needed is a methodology that will extract and characterize a processed data stream from a 
remote sensing instrument, and automatically augment appropriate data catalogs for remote 
browsing, at a high level of abstraction, that would be of interest to NASA's scientific 
corn mu n it y . 
Concept 
The concept is for the system to intercept a data stream from a remote sensing 
instrument and pass the data through a series of artificial neural networks that have been 
knowledge engineered or tuned to specifically identify and characterize data objects at a 
high level of abstraction using the appropriate domain-specific program. These networks or 
characterization agents will be controlled by a knowledge-based planner and controller that 
directs the identification and abstraction of objects determined to be of interest to the scientific 
community. These networks will run in parallel and will be activated as appropriate 
(predetermined in the tuning process) for the given defined context, for example, for a specific 
instrument or data stream. Initial passes of these networks characterize data objects at a 
high level, determined by a threshold level of confidence of a given object to be that object. 
The information obtained would automatically be inserted into an object-oriented database 
which builds, indexes, and maintains sets of elements and allows a user to retrieve these 
data as individual items or as any aggregate of objects. Once a remotely sensed data set 
has undergone some level of preprocessing (e.9. , decompression, radiance values 
generated, etc.) then additional ephemeris information such as date, time and sensor ID can 
be added to the parent object or any subdivision of objects. 
This data, along with associated meta data and data set identification will then be sent 
to an appropriate archive. A reference data frame that is specific to a particular domain 
(science or sensor specific) will then created within the context of the domain world model of 
the information management system. An important point concerning this process is that 
much of the information required to catalog and characterize the data set will already be in 
the knowledge base as a consequence of a priori knowledge acquisition from both the 
ephemeris information specific to a given sensor as well as the science information a 
particular sensor is designed to capture [CAM88]. 
Using the above approach, raw science and engineering data can be efficiently 
processed and stored using meaningful representations that are more suitable to a user's 
reasoning. The definition, development, and evolution of the meta frames, agents and 
overall data system model are the first steps in the evolution of an application-driven 
knowledge base. 
Design Considerations 
The design of a data cataloging and characterization system is predicated on having 
preexisting knowledge of the domain, the sensor devices and the interpretation of their 
measurements. It is fruitless to identify, store, and manipulate data if there are no guidelines 
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that differentiate between good and bad observations, or if the integrity of the database 
cannot be guaranteed. 
The .suggested design melds subsymbolic processing by a neural network with high- 
level symbolic processing controlled by an expert system. This design requires a research 
and development effort in the following areas: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6.  
Architecture of a neural network which can characterize the pixels in a remotely 
sensed image based upon the satellite's primary bands. 
Effective training procedures of a neural net to maximize its performance while 
minimizing the amount of required computer CPU time. 
Combination of the technologies of neural network computing and expert systems. 
Categorization of large data sets in near real time by using an associative memory 
model as defined by a neural network. 
Use of an expert system that uses contextual information, such as time of year and 
location of image, to judge and refine the output of the neural network. 
Use of an expert system to instantiate an object so that its representation is suitable for 
a database. This requires a mapping of the characterization of the image data 
(represented by a subsymbolic collection of pixels) to an object (represented by a 
symbolic collection of attribute-value pairings). 
Approach 
Initial research into steps 1 and 2 of the just outlined research plan will now be 
presented. First, we will introduce back-propagation, the type of neural network believed 
best suited to this task. A methodology for and the results of several experiments will be 
described. The conclusion will be drawn from those experiments that this style of 
computation appears quite favorable for the categorization of LANDSAT-4 images. 
In the past few years, a style of computation termed neural networks has become 
popular. Perhaps the most successful type of neural network has been back-propagation 
[RUM86], a supervised learning procedure for training layered networks of neuron-like 
nodes. A layer of nodes are those nodes which are similarly connected to other layers in a 
network. Back-propagation networks have an input layer, an output layer, and from one to 
many intermediate, hidden layers. Connections are unidirectional links between two nodes 
(called the "from" and Yo" nodes); each connection has an associated value called "weight." 
Each node has an activation value which is a function of the activation values of the nodes 
connected to it and the weights associated with those connections . There is some flexibility 
in the form of that activation function, the one chosen for this study is 
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where 
Wij is the weight of the connection linking the ith node to the jth node, 
0j is the threshold value for the jth node, and 
Oil O j  are the activation values of the ith, jth nodes, 
and the summation is over all the "from" nodes i connected to the jth node. 
The activation value of the input nodes is set by the user as the desired input pattern. That 
activity then propagates forward, layer by layer, through the network as dictated by the 
network connectivity. The threshold value for a node acts as a weight from a node with a 
constant activation value of unity. 
During learning, weights are adjusted so as to minimize a measure of the difference 
between the actual values of the output nodes (the output vector) and the desired values of 
the output nodes (the target vector) when the network is presented with the input vector to the 
input nodes and that activity is propagated forward. To do so requires a training set of input 
vectors and their associated target vectors. Training of the network proceeds in a series of 
two stage events: first, an input vector is presented to the input nodes and activation is fed 
forward through the network to produce an output vector. This output vector is compared with 
the desired target vector and the difference between the two vectors, the error vector, is 
computed. The measure of error used in this study is 
where 
Ep is the error after the pth training pattern, 
tpj is the target activation value for the jth node in the output layer in the Pth training 
Opj is the activation value of the jth node after presenting the input vector in the pth 
pattern, and 
training pattern and propagating activity forward. 
Given these equations of activity propagation and error measurement, the derivative of the 
error for a unit with respect to the weights connected to that unit can be recursively 
calculated. Those derivatives are used to change the weights of the connections between 
the nodes in the network so as to reduce E upon subsequent presentation of the input vector. 
By repeating this forward propagation of activity and backward propagation of weight 
changes for each member of the training set, the connection weights slowly change to a 
configuration that, upon presentation of each member of the training set of vectors, produce 
in the output nodes, the target vector which is the correct interpretation for the current input 
vector. Training of these networks can require a long time, with many presentations of each 
member of the training set. However, once a neural network is trained, the weights can be 
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implemented in real time software/hardware systems [FOG88]. Complex preprocessing 
stages can negate this advantage of the neural network approach, however. 
The network trains in a series of epochs. Each epoch consisted of the presentation of 
one input vector in the training set from each category. Subsequent epochs use successive 
pixels from each category. In this way, if there are 85 pixels with type 2 in the training set, 
then each of those 85 pixels will be presented once to the network every 85 epochs. An 
alternative would be to sequentially present each pixel in the training set irrespective of 
category. The latter method would train pixels in the same ratio as their occurrence in the 
training set. Although this might be favorable to the former method in terms of the overall 
percentage correctly classified, it does so at the expense of less well represented categories. 
The method adopted trains on category type 4 as often as on category type 9. 
Both damping and momentum factors are used. The damping factor premultiplies the 
specified weight change for a connection. The damping factor is the product of a network 
damping factor, 0.5 in these experiments, and the inverse of the fanin of the Yo" unit for the 
current connection. The fanin of a unit is the number of connections which converge to the 
unit. The damping factor for a connection is multiplied by the weight change for that 
connection indicated by the current pixel presentation. The momentum factor premultiplies 
the accumulated weight change indicated by the previous epoch before accruing the weight 
changes indicated by the current epoch. The effect of the momentum factor is to smooth out 
the change in weights between presentations of training pixels. 
In this research, values for the first four spectral bands from a LANDSAT-4 Thematic 
Mapper image are used as input to a back-propagation neural network. The bandpass for 
those spectral bands are 0.45-0.52 um, 0.52-0.60 urn, 0.63-0.69 um, and 0.76-0.90 um, 
respectively. Each picture element (pixel) in the image is representative of a 30 x 30 meter 
area and quantized to 256 levels. The LANDSAT-4 imagery of the region was obtained in 
July, 1982 [TIL89]. The network is trained to associate the spectral data of each pixel with 
one of seventeen possible land cover or land use categories. 
The network is trained to associate the spectral data from a pixel with the land cover or 
land use category for that pixel. There are a total of 21,273 pixels of valid ground truth 
provided: each is encoded as a one byte integer ranging from 1 to 17 (see Table 1). These 
pixels are contained within a 151 x 151 pixel region within the area designated as subregion 
1 in a study by Williams, et al. [WIL84]. This area is about 25 miles SSE of Washington D. C. 
The land use and land cover data (ground truths) for the region were obtained by photo 
interpretation of color infrared aerial photography (1 :40,000) that was collected over the area 
on July 13, 1982 and verified by subsequent field visits in October, 1982 [WIL84]. A 15 meter 
minimum mapping unit criterion was used. However, as that study states, "in the case of 
agricultural fields, the minimum mapping unit was utilized only to separate one field from 
another; no attempt was made to delineate within-field variability." Land cover categories 
were substituted for land use categories in "situations where the land cover components of 
the categories (e.9. the roofs, lawns, trees, and concrete/asphalt areas of a residential 
neighborhood) occupied areas with spatial dimensions approximately equal to or smaller 
than the 15-m minimum mapping unit." Notice that types 14, 15, and 16 are land use 
categories, while the remainder are land cover categories. Approximately 50 pixels at 
various points within the image have no ground truth specified. The neural networks neither 
train nor test on those pixels. 
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As far as the network is concerned, the ground truth label for each pixel is assumed to 
be correct. Inaccuracies in the ground truth label with respect to a hypothetical true category 
hinder the ability of the network to learn the relevant features of each of the possible 
categories. For example, if some of the (true) water pixels were originally miscategorized as 
(ground truth) conifer trees, then the network will see two radically different profiles of (ground 
truth) conifer trees the first being those (true) conifer tree pixels correctly categorized as 
(ground truth) conifer and the second, those (true) water pixels miscategorized as (ground 
truth) conifer. The network might end up learning that conifer can look like (true) conifer or 
look like (true) water, in which case the network would tend to miscategorize all (true) water 
pixels as conifer. Even if the network was able to generalize all categories correctly, 
categorizing correctly even pixels whose ground truth label was incorrect, those latter pixels 
would still show up as incorrectly categorized in the overall performance statistics that are 
gathered. In the example just given, if the network correctly classified (real) water pixels as 
water, then the performance statistics would necessarily mark as mistakes those (real) water 
pixels incorrectly labeled as (ground truth) conifer. 
A subset of the available data is used for training; the remainder of the data is used to 
test the network. Pixels which are bounded on all four sides with pixels having the same 
ground truth category as the center pixel are said to satisfy the non-boundary criterion (NB). 
Two training sets are defined: the first consisting of all pixels in the top half of the image 
which satisfy the NB criterion (termed TRAIN1); the second is all pixels in the top half of the 
image, regardless of the ground truth of their neighbors (termed TRAIN2). Therefore, the 
TRAIN1 set of pixels is a subset of the TRAIN2 set. The NB criterion eliminates from the 
training set those pixels forming the borders between categories. Because ground truth 
labeling must categorize pixels into only one type, border pixels are more likely to contain (in 
reality) multiple ground truths. In addition, this criteria will help compensate for errors in the 
ground truth file where pixels are shifted by one pixel or less. Of the 10,996 pixels in TRAIN2, 
only 4,405 pixels were accepted into training set TRAIN1 after application of this criteria. 
Therefore, 6,231 pixels in the top half of the image had at least one nearest neighbor in a 
different category. Two test sets are defined: the first consists of all pixels in the second half 
of the image which satisfy the same nearest neighbor criteria as the training set (termed 
TEST1); the second is all pixels in the second half of the image, regardless of the ground 
truths of their neighbors (termed TEST2). Therefore, the TEST1 set is a subset of the TEST2 
set. There are 5,184 pixels in TEST1 and 10,997 pixels in TEST2 (see Table 1). By using two 
training sets and two test sets, we can determine whether the network has learned 
fundamental relationships between input data and ground truth, instead of just memorizing 
input-output pairs. Neural networks can learn any non-contradictory training set, given 
enough hidden nodes. 
Table 1 lists the population of each type of ground truth in both training sets and both 
test sets. The image has no pixels of class 3, "standing corn". Because there are no pixels in 
the training sets of either class 1 or 15, "water" and "multiple family residential", respectively, 
pixels classed in these two categories will probably be miscategorized by a network. Since a 
neural network learns only those patterns on which it is trained, the classes in the training 
image should be representative of the whole image. An alternative of training upon pixels in 
the first half of the image is to train upon the first (or a random) half of the pixels in each 
category. Eventually, images of additional locations at different times of the year will also be 
used. In general, the power and robustness of a neural network system depends upon the 
breadth of its training sets. 
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There are four input nodes to the network, one for each spectral channel. Hidden 
nodes are completely connected to the input layer and to the output layer. The output layer 
uses one node for each of the 17 possible ground truths. After presentation of spectral 
values to the input layer, the output node, from 1 to 17, with the highest activation value 
indicates the network interpretation of the land use/cover category for the currently presented 
pixel. Called a unary encoding, one node for each ground truth type was chosen because 
adjacent ground truths (in the code) are not necessarily related types. If all types were 
mapped to one node, however, uncertainty of interpretation cannot be indicated by any 
activation values. For example, with unary encoding, activation values for nodes 1 and 15 of 
0.5 might indicate uncertainty between type 1 and 15. If all types were mapped to one node, 
type 1 was mapped to activity value 0.1, and type 15 was mapped to activity value 0.9, then 
uncertainty between the two types would probably manifest itself with some intermediate 
value, signifying an unrelated type. 
Table 1 
Descriptions for ground truth codes and the population of these types in the TRAIN1 training 
set, the TRAIN2 training set, the TEST1 test set, and the TEST2 test set. 
Number of Pixels in Sei 
TvDe Train1 Train2 Test 1 Test2 Description of Ground Truth Type 
1 0 
2 85 
3 0 
4 106 
5 74 
6 367 
7 20 
8 19 
9 2,492 
0 
232 
0 
226 
206 
1307 
87 
77 
4607 
0 26 
11 65 
0 0 
76 123 
45 312 
670 1844 
11 38 
126 426 
3,649 5,376 
10 138 589 65 317 
11 334 1238 224 830 
12 62 362 24 237 
13 7 247 2 139 
14 524 1503 202 654 
15 0 0 7 26 
16 23 75 3 48 
17 154 340 69 176 
Total 4,405 10,996 5,184 10,997 
water 
agriculture - miscellaneous crops 
corn - standing 
corn - stubble 
s hrubland 
grassland / pasture 
soybeans 
bare soil - cleared land 
hardwood forest, >70% of the forest component, 
50-1 00% canopy closure 
hardwood forest , >70% of the forest component, 
10-50% canopy closure 
conifer forest, >50% of the forest component, 
10-1 00% canopy closure 
mixed wood forest, 10-1 00% canopy closure 
asphalt 
residential - single family housing 
residential - multiple family housing 
industrial / commercial 
bare soil - plowed field 
The input data are scaled linearly to a 0.1-0.9 range. A less than unit distance is 
chosen because activations of 0.0 or 1.0 require infinite weights. Infinite weights are 
undesirable because they require an infinite amount of time to learn. Scaling of the input is 
performed over a constant range for each channel: channel 1 is scaled between 65-165, 
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channel 2 between 26-102, channel 3 between 20-127, and channel 4 between 55-151. 
These ranges were chosen so that, looking at a histogram of the data for a channel, all 
channel values with more than 1 pixel having that value would be inclusively within the 
scaled range. The result is saturation of some values with loss of potentially useful 
information. For example, the spectral data for the first pixel (ground truth 9) in training set 
TRAIN2 is 68, 26, 21 , and 11 0 for channels 1 through 4 respectively. Those values would be 
scaled to 0.03, 0.0, 0.009, and 0.5 for channels 1 through 4 respectively for input to the 
network. If the spectral data for the second channel was 20 instead of 15, the scaled input for 
that channel would still have been 0.0. Using an input node for each possible spectral value 
for each channel would eliminate the need for any rescaling. This would multiply the number 
of input nodes by 256 from 4 to 1,024 and the number of connections accordingly. This is 
currently impractical because the large numbers of nodes and connections would require too 
much computer time. 
The final performance of each network is measured by the proportion of the test pixels 
assigned to the correct land use category, the overall percentage correctly characterized 
(PCC). The PCC for each category type is also calculated. Anderson, et al. [AND761 suggest 
85% as a minimum accuracy level of classification of remote sensor data. This level of 
performance is not expected at this stage. 
Two investigations are described in this report. First, we determine a minimal number 
of hidden nodes sufficient to categorize the pixels in the training image and to categorize the 
test pixels as well as the training pixels. There are two reasons to minimize the number of 
hidden nodes: the first is that computation time for both training and testing increases with the 
number of hidden nodes; the second reason is that networks with too many hidden nodes 
can learn specifics of the training set which do not extend to the test set. The latter fault of 
networks with large numbers of hidden nodes is a consequence of too much representation 
power. Small number of hidden nodes "starve" a network into discovering the most 
parsimonious descriptions of regularities in the training set. Generally, simple 
generalizations extend to a test set more than complex generalizations. Networks with 1 , 2, 
3, 5, and 10 hidden nodes are trained on the TRAIN2 training set and tested on the TEST2 
test set. Each network is trained 10,000 epochs with the momentum factor set to 0.5 and the 
network damping factor set to 0.5. 
Next, we investigate the utility of the non-boundary criterion by training one 5 hidden 
node network on the TRAIN1 training set and another on the TRAIN2 training set. Each is 
trained for 10,000 epochs with the momentum factor set to 0.5 and the damping factor set to 
0.5. Once training is complete, the networks are tested on both training sets and both test 
sets. This investigation determines the utility of limiting training to non-boundary pixels. 
Because those non-border points should be more separable than undifferentiated training 
pixels, it is expected that the PCC of non-border training pixels should be better than the PCC 
of undifferentiated training pixels. More importantly, because eliminating border points 
should reduce the amount of variance in the training set for each category, it is expected that 
training should be faster with non-border pixels than with undifferentiated pixels. In some 
cases, the network might not be able to extract the pattern in undifferentiated pixels, yet be 
able to do so if the training set is limited to non-boundary pixels. In that case, the PCC of the 
test set for networks trained on the non-boundary points would be superior to the PCC of the 
test set for networks trained on all pixels. 
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These experiments were performed on a SUN 4/280; every 1,000 epochs of training 
require 45, 54, 62, 78, and 11 8 seconds for networks with 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 hidden nodes 
respectively. These times are not linearly proportional to the number of hidden nodes 
because of network overhead. 
Preliminary Results 
Table 2 shows the percentage of correctly characterized pixels for each of the different 
land coverhse types for networks with a varying number of hidden nodes. Naturally, all the 
networks miscategorize those pixels in the test set with ground truth types that were not in the 
training set: types 1, 3, and 15. The overall PCC for the test set is better than the overall PCC 
for the training set for networks with 2 or greater hidden nodes. This is because the relative 
frequencies of the classes in the test set is different from that of the training set. 
Table 2 
True positive categorization percentages of the training set and test set for each ground truth 
type after training for networks with varying numbers of hidden nodes. Each is trained on the 
TRAIN2 training set for 10,000 epochs with the momentum factor set to 0.5 and the damping 
factor set to 0.5. 
PCC - TRAIN2 PCC - TEST2 
Tvpe 1 2 3 5 10 1 2 3 5 10 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
- 
0 
88 
7 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
79 
9 
8 
5 
- 
i a  
- 
- - 
0 1 0 
70 79 81 
0 1 1 
2 0 0 
1 10 11 
74 66 65 
78 76 71 
83 81 76 
6 10 29 
11 4 10 
19 11 22 
7 28 51 
73 71 63 
5 2 0 
- - - 
- - - 
- 
0 
81 
0 
0 
3 
66 
75 
80 
15 
4 
13 
28 
71 
0 
- 
- 
0 
0 
75 
3 
0 
0 
0 
3 
14 
0 
0 
70 
11 
0 
12 
6 
- 
0 
0 
67 
0 
1 
0 
74 
86 
74 
3 
6 
19 
13 
0 
83 
6 
- 
0 
1 
72 
1 
0 
3 
62 
85 
71 
6 
2 
7 
36 
0 
73 
7 
- 
0 
0 
73 
0 
0 
3 
67 
81 
66 
25 
6 
33 
53 
0 
73 
3 
- 
0 
1 
73 
0 
0 
0 
64 
84 
72 
9 
3 
8 
40 
0 
71 
2 
- 
Overall 8 42 44 48 44 5 52 52 55 52 
Because of the large amount of type 9 pixels, the PCC of that type has a large impact on the 
overall PCC. Whether a class has a high PCC or a low PCC is not dependent upon the 
relative frequency of those classes in the training set. This is due to the fact that the training 
method trains on the same number of pixels from each category during each epoch. 
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The 1 hidden node network can discriminate between classes 4 and 13 in the test set 
with PCCs of 75% and 70%, respectively. The PCCs for these classes are better than any 
network with more hidden nodes. Adding more hidden nodes does allow more classes to be 
distinguished, yet the ability to distinguish more classes comes at the expense of a decrease 
in the PCC of those already discriminated classes. There is no significant difference in the 
overall PCC beyond 1 hidden node. This suggests using many small 2 hidden node 
networks in unison, each network trained to discriminate between only a few categories. 
Overall network performance for a network is best shown as a contingency table which 
shows the category into which each pixel has been placed, as a function of the correct 
ground truth for that pixel. A contingency table for the 5 hidden node network is shown in 
Table 3. The number in the mth row and nth column in the table indicates that percentage of 
pixels of ground truth n which were categorized as class m. The true positive characterized 
percentages of each category type lie on the main diagonal. This table illustrates that pixels 
tend to be mischaracterized in a non-random fashion. For example, although the PCC for 
tY Pe 
Table 3 
Contingency table showing the percentage of pixels in each ground truth type categorized as 
type 1, 2, 3, ..., 17 in test set TEST2 for a 5 hidden node network after training for 10,000 
epochs on training set TRAIN2. The columns, one for each ground truth, sum to 100%. 
There is one row for each network categorization possibility. For example, the entry 19 in row 
4 and column 5 indicates that 19% of the ground truth type 5 pixels were mischaracterized as 
type 4. The true positive categorization percentages are along the main diagonal and shown 
in bold print. 
Ground Truths 
Categorized 1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 16 17 
1 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
2 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
3 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
4 0 3 4  7 3 1 9 2 4  5 5 3 0 1 1 8  2 8 0 0 7 4  
5 0 0  0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
6 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
8 39 3 1 5  1 5 5 6 7  1 0 1 1 0 1 3 5 1 2  0 
9 0 6  0 6 0 1 3 3 4  1 8 1 2 0 2 7 4 1  0 2 0 0 1 7  
10 14 1 0  2 6 3 1 3  1 4 6 6 3 9  5 5 9 0 0 0 
1 1  0 13 3 7 8 2 4  0 8 1 1 2 5 1 8  1 4 0 0 0 
12 0 6  3 1 1 1 1 1  1 1  1 2  6 2 5 0 0 1 
13 4 4  0 1 5  0 2 0 1 1  0 3 3  7 0 0 1 
14 4 17 1 3 1 7  0 8 1 1 2 6 2 0 5 3 2 7 1 5  2 
1 5  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
16 39 1 0 0 2 0 6 0 0 0 0 3 4  4 3 8 7 3  0 
I 17 0 1  2 1 3 5 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3  
~ 
I 7 0 4  1 1  7 3 5 0 0 0 5 3 6 0 0 3  
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17, bare soil - plowed fields is only 3%, most of those pixels are classified as type 4 - corn 
stubble. Such miscategorization is reasonable, considering the close relationship between 
plowed fields and corn stubble. Recall that the process of photointerpretation to determine 
the ground truths did not consider variability within agricultural fields. 
As examples of pictures of two network types, one categorized well and another not so 
well, Figure 1 shows pictures of the ground truths and the network categorizations for types 9 
and 14, dense hardwood forest and single-family residential, respectively. The 5 hidden 
node network was used to categorize all the pixels in the image after training on the TRAIN2 
training set. The general pattern of the residential area, type 14, is evident in the network 
categorization of that type (Id) despite the network having only a 53% PCC in the test region 
TEST2 for that type. Notice that a road like line extending from the top of the image to the 
lower left is categorized as residential. Not shown in this figure is that the network also 
categorizes other pixels along this same line as asphalt. Looking at the contingency table for 
this network (Table 3) one can see that 20% of the asphalt (type 13) pixels were 
miscategorized as residential (type 14). This is possibly explained by the network becoming 
confused by the close relationship between roads and residential areas in the apparent 
subdivision in the upper right of the image which is part of the training region. 
The second investigation looked into the utility of limiting training to non-boundary 
pixels (see Table 4). Several observations about these results can be made. First, the PCC 
of the training pixels are higher for the network trained on the NB pixels, TRAIN1 , than for the 
network trained on non-distinguished pixels, TRAIN2: overall PCC of 66% vs 48%, 
respectively. Therefore, during training it is easier to judge that the network training on the 
TRAIN1 set is learning the training set than it is to judge that the network training on the 
TRAIN2 set is learning the training set. Yet, when the network trained on the TRAIN2 set is 
subsequently tested on the TRAIN1 set, the overall PCC of 65% is comparable to the PCC for 
the network trained on the TRAIN1 training set of 66%. 
The PCC on the tests sets are comparable between the two networks. The network 
trained on the TRAIN1 test set scores a 70% and 51 o/o overall PCC on test sets TEST1 and 
TEST2, respectively. The network trained on the TRAIN2 test set scores a 73% and 53% 
overall PCC on test sets TEST1 and TEST2, respectively. From this, it is evident that training 
on the TEST1 test set does not allow the network to discover patterns inherent in the data any 
better than training on the TEST2 test set. Yet, there is an obvious difference between the 
networks ability to classify non-border pixels and non-distinguished pixels. Apparently, the 
network trained on the TRAIN2 training set is able to filter out the noise endemic to the border 
pixels, or at least that noise is overshadowed by the signal in the non-border pixels. 
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a. 
C. 
# 
b. 
Fig. 1 .  A pictorial comparison of the categorization performance of the 5 hidden node 
network for category types 9 and 14, dense hardwood forest and residential respectively. 
Network was trained on top half of image. Sub-figures a and b show the pixels with ground 
truth types 9 and 14. Sub-figures c and d show the pixels that the 5 hidden node neural 
network classified as types 9 and 14. Pixels positive for the specified type are shown black 
(small white dots on black are meaningless), all other pixels are shown clear. The irregular 
border of the ground truth is shown by a lighter black background (a and b). That border 
area is filled in by the network because spectral information is available for a larger area (c 
and d). 
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Table 4 
Percent correct characterized (PCC) of the training sets and the test sets after training with 
the training sets TRAIN1 and TRAIN2. Each of the 5 hidden node networks is trained for 
10,000 epochs with the momentum factor set to 0.5 and the damping factor set to 0.5. 
Network Trained o n TRAIN1 Network Tra ined on TRA IN2 
TEST2 TRAIN1 TRAIN2 TFSTl TEST2 
- - 0 - - Tvpe TRAIN1 TRAIN? TFST1 1 0 
2 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 
4 96 78 87 70 96 81 91 73 
5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 45 29 0 0 10 11 0 3 
8 100 65 81 58 100 65 87 67 
9 80 61 86 74 88 71 92 81 
10 95 70 82 57 99 76 82 66 
11 59 49 50 45 29 29 28 25 
12 27 9 12 8 2 10 4 6 
13 71 35 100 43 0 22 0 33 
75 52 51 65 53 
- 0 0 
14 79 76 86 
15 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 70 63 67 73 
17 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 
Overall 66 49 70 51 65 48 73 53 
- - - - - - - 
- - - 
Preliminary Conclusions 
From these results it can be concluded that information is available in the raw spectral 
values concerning the ground truth classes into which individual pixels can be categorized. 
The limited training set precludes any conclusions about how accurate a neural network 
could get with this data. With some qualifications, a comparison can be made between the 
results of this study and and results of the earlier study for which the ground truths were 
originally collected [WIL84]. Although that earlier study used six bands of Thematic Mapper 
imagery compared to only four for this study, that study used imagery taken on November 2, 
a time "far from optimal for general category discrimination" [WIL84]. The current study used 
only 4 bands because at the time the image was taken, in July, 1982, the other instruments 
were not yet functioning. Because the earlier study used pixels from 9 sub-regions, only the 
first sub-region being used in this study, that earlier study had more training pixels than this 
study: 1600 training pixels and 600 test pixels for each class were chosen (see Table 1 for 
the number of training pixels in this study). When that early study used an iterative, point 
migration clustering algorithm with no editing of the training statistics, the overall PCC was 
36.7%. When the analyst was allowed to interact with the computer to edit training statistics, 
then classification accuracy rose to 62.0%. When the 17 categories were aggregated into 
five categories (water, crops, pasture and grass, forest, and urban) and no editing of the 
training statistics was used, then classification accuracy was 65.7%. Because the neural 
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network does not require any user interaction during training it is appropriate to conclude that 
this approach, with an overall PCC of 52.1% for the 2 hidden node network after 10,000 
epochs, is quite favorable, despite the fact that the LANDSAT images were taken at different 
times for the two studies. 
Future Directions 
Because of our eventual goal to use this system for real time data characterization and 
categorization, input data should undergo minimal preprocessing. Among other uses, 
preprocessing can change the data into forms amenable for neural network processing, 
smooth out extremes in spectral flux values, and provide derivative measures of the data 
such as texture. That first alternative, changing the form of the data by representation, is 
frequently done by transforming the data from the spatial domain to the frequency domain. 
Derivative measures could use image segmentation. In this regard, examinations of a 
segmented version of the image will be made. Tilton [TIL881 has developed a parallel region 
growing segmentation method which has been used to segment the image into 207 
subregions. That process substituted the spectral data for each pixel with the average 
spectral data for all pixels in that pixel's sub-region. Thus, the average value of the spectral 
bands for pixels in the sub-regions will be used as input to the neural network. Other 
derivative measures of these regions, such as texture, can also be tested for their usefulness. 
Another possible direction is to perform a fine discrimination by a sequence of course 
discriminations. If a network can consistently discriminate between groups of classes 
(superclasses) or individual classes, a hierarchy of such neural networks could be used to 
extract and refine discriminations between ground truths. For example, a network could 
categorize 5 mixed classes into 3 superclasses, one superclass consisting of one class, the 
other two superclasses consisting of 2 classes each. Successive networks could further 
refine each of the two superclasses into their respective class constituents. This is 
particularly suggested by the ability of the 1 hidden node network to successfully distinguish 
types 4 and 13 (see Table 2). The decision of when, and how, to apply different kinds of 
networks could eventually be implemented by an expert system. 
In order to extend this paradigm to work on multiple images taken of different locations 
and from different instruments, the use of absolute spectral data must be modified. The 
network will have to use relative shape of the spectral flux curve. One possible way to 
implement this is by a form of lateral inhibition among the input layer nodes. 
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1 .  ABSTRACT 
This effort has focused, and continues to focus, on applying 
rapid prototyping and Artificial Intelligence techniques to 
problems associated with Space Station-era information 
management systems. In particular, our work is centered on 
issues related to (1) intelligent man-machine interfaces ap- 
plied to scientific data user support and (2) the requirement 
that intelligent information management systems (IIMS) be 
able to efficiently process metadata updates concerning types 
of data handled. The advanced IIMS represents functional 
capabilities driven almost entirely by the needs of potential 
users. The amount and complexity of scientific data pro- 
jected to be generated by Space Station-era projects (e.g., 
Eos) is likely to be significantly greater than data currently 
processed and analyzed. Information about scientific data 
must be presented to potential users in a clear and concise 
way, with support features being incorporated to allow users 
at all levels of expertise efficient and cost-effective data 
access. Additionally, since data modifications and additions 
will frequently occur, mechanisms for allowing more effi- 
cient IIMS metadata update processes must be addressed. To 
this end, our work has examined the following aspects of 
IIMS design: (1) IIMS data and metadata modeling, includ- 
ing the automatic updating of IIMS-contained metadata, (2) 
IIMS user-system interface considerations, including 
significant problems associated with remote access, user 
profiles, and on-line tutorial capabilities, and (3) develop- 
ment of an IIMS query and browse facility, including the 
capability to deal with spatial information. A working pro- 
totype has been developed and is being enhanced. Future 
work will attempt to clarify a number of issues which have 
emerged from our present efforts, particularly concerning 
IIMS information base structure and its relationship to user- 
support and distributed, heterogeneous database access. 
2 .  INTRODUCTION 
This paper represents the culmination of our early examina- 
tion of the areas of advanced information management and 
access using rapid prototyping and 'Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) programming techniques. In one sense, it is inaccurate 
to have only one section with the heading 'Results'. The 
entire paper reflects our current thinking concerning issues 
surrounding future IIMS operations and development, and all 
of what is written here is a direct result of our early proto- 
typing efforts. To date, our work has served as a validation 
of the approach we have used since the initial prototype has 
helped to crystalize our thinking and drive out more specific 
system requirements. As a result of what we have accom- 
plished, we are now in a position to move forward. Section 
3 details our interpretation of global requirements advanced 
information systems will necessitate, and our understanding 
of current system limitations that compel the use of ad- 
vanced concepts in both system design and implementation. 
Section 4 discusses our approach to implementing a proto- 
type IIMS using the application domain of large science 
databases. Section 5 presents the current state of our proto- 
type and concluding remarks concerning implications of our 
work. 
3 .  BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM 
3 .1 .  Current State of Space System Data 
Management 
For decades, NASA and other agencies (e.g., NOAA, 
NCAR, EROS) have collected vast amounts of scientific 
data in support of Earth and space research. For the value of 
this data to be fully realized, it must be easily accessed in a 
timely manner not only by those researchers directly associ- 
ated with a particular mission or project, but also by re- 
searchers who are involved in the domain of interest as well 
as those in related scientific fields. To complicate the situa- 
tion, the amount of data being collected or generated is in- 
creasing exponentially and should continue to grow in the 
future [15]. The end result is that many researchers cannot 
use data they need because they do not know how to access 
the data, they do not have access to the data, or they do not 
know where or ifthe data exists. 
Currently, data (we use the term 'data' to refer to all collected 
and generated data as well as information about data 
[rnetadala]) reside with the agency sponsoring the data 
collection effort or, in some cases, in large repositories. 
Some of these facilities publish catalogs from which the 
user can order data, but they usually provide no means for 
remote access. Such a policy has many obvious drawbacks; 
the most serious is difficulty in locating and obtaining all 
suitable data in a short period of time. If users are fortunate 
enough to find needed data, they must often convert the data 
into a form their algorithms can process before it can be 
studied. Even facilities or projects having computerized data 
access have many limitations when it comes to locating all 
relevant information, and usually lack sophisticated querying 
and user-system interface techniques. These systems tend to 
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be built in such a manner that makes access very difficult by 
someone unfamiliar with the data. With the projected in- 
crease in amounts and complexity of acquired data, the need 
to have data available to all researchers, not just those di- 
rectly involved, and the increasing need to understand rela- 
tionships among data, it is rapidly becoming impossible to 
access the most suitable information. 
3.2.  New Directions 
NASA is progressing with new information gathering pro- 
grams that will produce significant amounts of new 
information in the 1990s (e.g., EosDIS, Hubble Space 
Telescope, CDOS [ I l l ) .  NASA has realized that, with 
recent advances in computerized information technology, 
there are opportunities to enhance the useability of collected 
data. There is an understanding that data and information 
management systems required to support the Earth and space 
research community will need to be complete research infor- 
mation management systems [lo]. One fundamental re- 
quirement of these new systems is to allow flexible and 
transparent access to geographically dispersed, heterogeneous 
databases. Access methods will need to use advanced infor- 
mation management techniques including appropriate search 
and AI methods. The goal of such systems is to elevate the 
scientist from having to concentrate on the details of ac- 
cessing and preparing data for analysis to concentrating on 
his research [lo]. In response to these problems, NASA has 
begun the Intelligent Data Management Project to begin re- 
search into and implementation of advanced information 
management systems [14]. In addition to this NASA effort, 
many other researchers have begun to address issues sur- 
rounding the IIMS. 
3 . 3 .  Intelligent Information Management 
Systems 
The goal of future Earth and space information management 
systems is to intelligently manage data in four areas: (1) 
data collection, (2) data processing, (3) database manage- 
ment, and (4) accessing and archiving [SI. In light of the 
total information system perspective, research reported in 
this paper has concentrated on the development of intelligent 
user-system interfaces and intelligent information integration 
and access. Following sections will focus on these areas. 
However, before discussing features of the IIMS, it is 
important to understand some of the more salient limitations 
of current information or data systems that provide for com- 
puter access. Typically, such systems rely on traditional 
database technology that has several disadvantages when 
providing for a complete research system. Some of the 
more important limitations are discussed in the following 
sections. 
3.3.1. Query Limitations 
The method generally used to extract data from current sys- 
tems is querying the database through the use of a query 
language. To query the database, the user must instruct the 
system concerning the scope of data in which the user has an 
interest. After forming a sentence recognized by the 
particular query language in use (which, in general, is not 
natural language-like), the database system will return the 
requested data; the user may or may not be able to interac- 
tively view the data. In either case, the user must then de- 
termine, after some amount of processing, if the data satis- 
fies his needs. Such a process may be repeated several times 
before data satisfying the user's requirements are obtained. 
The process of forming a query statement and then analyzing 
the data returned from the execution of this statement has 
several limitations. 
Learning the Query Language. Before obtaining data 
from the database, the user must learn how to interact with 
the system; such learning is accomplished through the use 
of a query language (i.e., normally mathematically rigorous 
grammars that require the user, when requesting data, to ex- 
press boundaries in a rigid syntax). These languages are 
typically difficult to learn, and their effective use often re- 
quires a high level of expertise. The user can easily become 
confused about how to express requirements for data sought, 
and frequently, needed data cannot be located, or data that is 
not needed is received because of difficulties inherent in the 
forced, unnatural expression of the request. 
Knowledge of Data Structure and Relationships. 
After the user has learned the query language to a degree 
which permits forming queries, the next step in the process 
is comprehending the structure of the database. This is made 
necessary because the query language requires that the user 
inform it where the data resides within the database structure. 
In a relational system, the user must know the names of re- 
lations and attributes by which data is stored. A second 
limitation is that data in these systems are usually organized 
for speed of access and without consideration either for 
relationships among the data or concepts inherent in the do- 
main of the research. Therefore, to access data relating to a 
basic concept within any research domain might require a 
single query spanning several relations and performing many 
calculations. When using all but small databases, such a 
requirement places a large burden on the user, and its execu- 
tion is usually beyond the capabilities of researchers dealing 
with large applications. For example, the Crustal Dynamics 
Data Information System database consists of 144 relations 
and 679 attributes [14]. To use a normal query language, 
the user would have to know all relation and attribute 
names, as well as relationships between attributes, and be 
able to translate domain concepts into the query language. 
Obviously, to do so for the Crustal Dynamics Data 
Information System database would be extremely difficult. 
Query Reformulation. In some cases, queries will not 
extract the expected data, requiring the user to resubmit a 
modified query which, hopefully, will return better results. 
Typically, no aid is given to the user in comprehending why 
the original query did not return the required data, and thus, it 
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may not be clear how to appropriately modify the query. 
3.3.2. Interface Limitations 
In addition to limitations discussed above, current database 
systems often fall short of providing needed capabilities in 
the area of user-system interface. Systems today are often 
text-oriented with little facility for graphic representation or 
direct manipulation of screen objects. User-system interface 
requirements deemed necessary for an IIMS are detailed in 
section 3.4.2. 
Beyond limitations already discussed, there are other query- 
ing process and user-system interface technology limitations 
of current systems. However, the discussion provided above 
has shown the general unsuitability of a traditional approach 
for the large, complex databases like those that are and will 
be encountered in Earth and space research. Rather, new 
capabilities and new approaches are required. 
3 .4 .  Functional IIMS Requirements 
Several other information management concepts and tech- 
nologies have emerged over the past several decades that can 
be brought to bear on current system limitations. However, 
before we can evaluate the appropriateness of any of these 
approaches, a formal definition of IIMS capabilities must be 
presented. Our effort has concentrated on how to provide the 
user with the capability to locate and manipulate desired in- 
formation while at the same time allowing an efficient and 
flexible mechanism for providing automatic updates to the 
information datahowledge base. The IIMS functional de- 
scription presented in following sections reflects this 
conviction. Requirements for an IIMS that our work has 
addressed can be divided into two categories: (1) foundations 
of the system; that is, those parts of the system not directly 
accessed nor seen by the user, and (2) the intelligent user- 
system interface, through which all interactions between the 
system and the user are managed. 
3.4.1. IIMS Foundations 
The foundations of any system which accesses data are its 
underlying information structures and its methods for ma- 
nipulating those structures: this is particularly true for the 
types of large systems we are addressing. In these systems, 
data will likely be stored in heterogeneous computing envi- 
ronments. The access system will have to be able to handle 
multi-users and allow timely updating of the various 
databases and knowledge structures without interrupting 
users of the system. Because of the significantly large 
amounts of data entering the IIMS on a daily basis, updates 
to data and knowledge bases will need to be automatically 
performed Any attempt to handle such updates using man- 
ual techniques would soon overwhelm available personnel. 
Some projected systems will require that data be incorporated 
into the system and made available to users within a few 
hours. Meeting these requirements depends on the design 
and implementation of information structures and intelligent 
techniques allowing for automatic update. 
Access to heterogeneous databases and information structures 
must be transparent to the user. To provide transparency, 
the query subsystem must be able to decompose a query the 
user has formed into a set of queries that access appropriate 
databases in their associated query languages. This subsys- 
tem must be able to manage multiple sources of similar data 
types and, depending on the cost of accessing each alterna- 
tive and the loads on and limits of respective systems, access 
the most appropriate database. Additionally, queries might 
involve data processing by special algorithms. The query 
subsystem must understand where copies of such algorithms 
reside and processing limitations of the various host sys- 
tems. If part of the data is not available, or the cost of query 
execution is above a certain threshold, the user should be 
notified. If a query can be executed, results returned must 
then be combined and processed to provide the answer to the 
original query, and then converted into the correct presenta- 
tion form. Future information systems are currently planned 
as long-lived systems, and it is generally accepted that they 
should be able to adapt to short- and long-term variations in 
operating conditions and operate with low maintenance 
costs. To satisfy these conditions, data and knowledge 
structures must be able to be modified to interactively in- 
corporate new types of data without interruption of normal 
system operation. Any inflexibility in this respect could 
render the system unusable when operating conditions 
change. 
3.4.2. Intelligent User-system Interface 
The role of the intelligent user-system interface is critical to 
the success of the entire IUIS. Even if the foundations are 
successfully laid, it does little good if the user is not able to 
easily and efficiently access information. Within the normal 
pursuit of research goals, the user-system interface should 
stimulate the user to explore and use the whole system with 
all its capabilities, and should always be an aid, not a hin- 
drance, to the user. While these goals have proved difficult 
to satisfy in a general sense, much has been learned from re- 
search in their pursuit. Some features discussed in follow- 
ing sections have been shown to be useful in achieving 
these goals, while others are just now beginning to be ex- 
plored. 
User Profiles. One technique that can contribute to 
providing a supportive interface is using knowledge about 
the user to make system access more efficient. Most gener- 
ally, each user has different areas of interest and levels of 
expertise (both within the user's domains of interest and 
knowledge of the IIMS) that can change over time. To pro- 
vide the best environment for different users, the system 
must be able to adapt to such variable conditions, and also 
understand information about individual users or groups of 
users. We have found it useful to group such information 
into two categories: context sensitive expertise and goal 
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comprehension. 
To provide ease of use for experienced as well as novice 
users, the system must understand the level of domain and 
system expertise at which the user is operating. A system 
may be easy for a novice to use but may be very difficult, 
for various reasons, to use for an expert. In particular, as a 
user becomes familiar with certain parts of the system, sup- 
port tools necessary for a novice user are no longer required. 
For example, a menu-based system may be adequate for a 
novice since it provides a type hierarchy for locating avail- 
able operations. However, menus can be time consuming 
for an expert unless shortcuts, such as commands bound to 
keys or macros, are available. Despite allowing for some 
limited user growth in system operations, menus alone are 
not sufficient for the type of system proposed here since 
they do not recognize the expertise of the user. To be truly 
effective and useful, the system must understand the exper- 
tise of the user within the context in which he/she is cur- 
rently operating; understanding which is required since users' 
expertise varies for different parts of the system. To address 
user expertise by measures such as time-of-use is simply too 
course grained. The growing subsystem operating expertise 
of the user must be reflected by modification of offered sup- 
port features. 
Future information management systems will contain many 
different types of data, ranging from accounting and collected 
scientific data to information about instruments and users. 
As a consequence, the system must be able to accommodate 
operating variations resulting from users with different 
interests, goals and expectations about using the system. 
Two particular concepts are useful in understanding the need 
to manage such variation: intelligent views and group-type 
hiermhies. 
Intelligent Views. For users to be most comfortable with 
data access and presentation, the IIMS must be able to 
communicate with the user using familiar terminology, 
concepts, and data organization. That is, the system must 
relate to the user in a manner consistent with the user's do- 
mains of interest. Intelligent views are one technique used 
to incorporate knowledge about the user's domain and con- 
cepts of data organization. For example, a user who is in- 
terested in cost figures for certain organizations, or perfor- 
mance of the system, is not necessarily interested in all data 
the system contains; presenting all data would only serve to 
confuse and inhibit the user. Hence, only data or informa- 
tion within the user's current domain of interest should be 
displayed. In addition, information should be presented to 
the user in a manner consistent with the type of data being 
displayed (e&, accounting information being displayed in 
the form of graphs or charts). Users may select standard 
views defined for various application areas, and the system 
should allow existing views to be modified or new views to 
becreated 
Group-rype Hierarchies. Since interests and goals tend to be 
related within groups of users, the IIMS should be able to 
handle a user group-type hierarchy and associated inheritance 
capabilities. This would allow for users to inherit certain 
characteristics of a particular group (e.g., science users, sys- 
tem operators) while allowing for personalized modifica- 
tions. 
Help Facilities. Another feature required to provide a 
complete IIMS is an extensive help facility. Help should be 
available no matter what the user is attempting to accom- 
plish, and all help should be context sensitive. For exam- 
ple, a general explanation of the current system should be 
provided when no specific subject is selected, and when a 
specific subject is selected, detailed information should be 
provided. Help facilities must be responsive to levels of 
user expertise in the selected subject and should allow for 
exploration of related information. A general overview of 
information concerning system operation and data available 
should be provided to novice users (tutorial information), 
while expert users are immediately allowed to select more 
detailed information. The novice user can progress to more 
advanced operations by navigating through the information 
base associated with any particular subject area. There 
should be no difference in presentation style and methods 
used to provide help about system operations or help about 
data. For example, if a user requests more information 
about a particular instrument, the user should be able to 
navigate to a drawing of the instrument, descriptions of its 
specifications, other related instruments, and possibly in- 
formation about the manufacturer. Information required to 
answer users' requests for help is structured no differently 
than any other information stored in the information base. 
Finally, help facilities include an intelligent tutorial system 
(see section 4.3.3) which can fully explain the IIMS and its 
capabilities. This tutorial system is linked to the rest of the 
help system and uses much of the same information as other 
help facilities, allowing the user to obtain a tutorial on a 
current operation without specifically entering the tutorial 
subsystem. 
Intelligent Information Manipulation. The IIMS 
must provide an interface to the system's query capabilities, 
and should allow the user to transparently form queries 
without having to learn or use a mathematical query lan- 
guage. This type of query formulation system insulates the 
user from having to know (1) the structure of the data and 
(2) what information is contained in the database. As the 
user forms the query, the system should indicate what data is 
available at each stage of the query formulation process. 
The user should be allowed to form queries using conceptual 
information processing techniques provided by intelligent 
views. Using this methodology, the user should be able to 
form a query by inserting range requirements, spatial, and 
temporal indications. Moreover, the IIMS should be able to 
store and provide for query modification and reuse, as well as 
allow for browsing the information base. Ideally, browsing 
and query formulation capabilities should be combined. 
Finally, the system should be capable of displaying different 
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types of information in graphic formats. 
3.4.3. Flexibility and Extensibility 
As stated earlier, data and knowledge structures must be able 
to be modified to handle new data types without interruption 
of normal system operations. Furthermore, the user-system 
interface must be flexible and extensible. Different users 
have different preferences for the organization of the interface 
and use of available system support tools, and need to be 
provided with a measure of control over interface pre- 
sentation. Finally, the capability to access algorithms and 
other external programs (e.g., Geographic Information 
Systems) must be allowed without the need for reprogram- 
ming. In general, flexibility and extensibility of the system 
must be carefully considered in all design and implementa- 
tion decisions. 
3.5. Other Information Management Techniques 
Research in information management has resulted in many 
useful systems and techniques. Each of these systems and 
techniques has focused on certain issues or types of data but 
none have addressed the entire range of IIMS functional re- 
quirements. Database research has provided several tech- 
niques and systems, including (1) the ability to efficiently 
provide multi-user access to distributed databases, (2) index- 
ing techniques for various types of data, including spatial 
and temporal, (3) transaction processing and recovery tech- 
niques to ensure data integrity, and (4) dynamic data man- 
agement. Hypermedia systems provide information and 
techniques on (1) navigation through a large information 
base, (2) integration of various types of media, and (3) 
representation of relationships among data. Finally, AI 
systems have provided valuable techniques for (1) 
representation of relationships among data as well as other 
knowledge representation capabilities, (2) data driven pro- 
cesses, (3) planning and scheduling systems and (4) intelli- 
gent user-system interface capabilities. 
Taken alone, none of these approaches can satisfy all re- 
quirements for the next generation IIMS. In general, propo- 
nents realize the limitations of their approach and are begin- 
ning to work on removing these restrictions. Database re- 
searchers, for example, are examining ways to incorporate 
data relationship information while continuing to research 
new indexing techniques for different types of data. The field 
of hypermedia is beginning to examine incorporation of 
search techniques to allow for more efficient navigation 
within the information base. Expert database systems are 
studying the use of indexing techniques to improve system 
performance. All these approaches are addressing the prob- 
lem of accessing information in an efficient manner, and al- 
though they began by looking at different types of data, re- 
search directions are resulting in movement toward a com- 
mon viewpoint. We believe that the next generation IIMS 
should combine experience gained in each of these fields of 
study; not an easy task since the approaches are not always 
compatible and some projected capabilities of the IIMS are 
still beyond current technology. However, the use of 
appropriate techniques from each of these approaches, com- 
bined with lessons learned from user-system interface re- 
search, should provide a good starting point for implement- 
ing such a system. As discussed above, we have taken an 
eclectic view of the IIMS and the following section details 
our current approach to developing the IIMS prototype, and 
our present thinking concerning several issues surrounding 
future IIMS development in relation to the chosen applica- 
tion of large scientific databases. 
4 .  APPROACH 
4.1. IIMS Operations Concept Development 
Advanced information system operations environments will 
be required to perform and provide support for a multitude of 
functional capabilities, ranging from data capture to teleop- 
erations. Future information system design will be largely 
influenced by the demand for extensive and sophisticated data 
acquisition, handling, processing, management, and access 
facilities. It is critical that data not only be obtained in a 
timely and cost-effective manner, but that acquired data be 
made readily available to potential users. While issues 
associated with efficient data acquisition are significant, it is 
the latter requirement that necessitates looking beyond tradi- 
tional and currently available technologies. Issues of user 
transparency, in terms of command and control, planning 
and scheduling, processing, and information management 
and access demand application of new and innovative com- 
putational programming paradigms. 
Several potential factors influence advanced information 
system operations. For some functions (e.g., command and 
control, planning and scheduling), the information system 
may provide a direct link between the user and the flight 
system. It is important to realize that cost-effective future 
information system operation will require that many current, 
man-intensive operations functions will either become part 
of the flight system functional repertoire or will be handled 
autonomously on the ground. Again, command and control, 
planning and scheduling, system management, and fault de- 
tectionlisolation are excellent examples of potential 
automation candidates. Future information system features 
of telescience, user transparency, and remote distributed ac- 
cess will require levels of system operation sophistication 
not currently available. The purpose of our work, then, has 
been to closely examine several projected, advanced 
information system capabilities in light of the potential ap- 
plication of advanced programming technology. 
As suggested earlier, it seems apparent that two major issues 
confront the design and implementation of the IIMS: first, 
how to design an effective, transparent user-interface which 
not only allows for multiple remote user access using dif- 
ferent hardwardsoftware but also provides intelligent support 
features for helping users with different levels of expertise 
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explore, identify, and obtain appropriate system data, and 
second, how to design an efficient and flexible mechanism 
for allowing automated incorporation of (1) new data types, 
(2) information about the new data, and (3) appropriate links 
with other metainformation. The prototype IIMS will pro- 
vide a proof-of-concept demonstration of the applicability of 
AI programming techniques and tools to the domain of dis- 
tributed data access and management. The prototype IIMS 
will be able to (1) accept multiple user data requests from 
different types of remote user-interfaces, (2) intelligently 
guide the user to an understanding of the types of informa- 
tion and data available, and (3) accept and integrate infor- 
mation concerning data updates from multiple, het- 
erogeneous databases. 
4.2.  Application of AI and Rapid Prototyping 
to  the IIMS 
Before discussing our approach to determine the potential 
applicability of AI technology or advanced programming 
techniques to advanced information systems, it is important 
to understand some basic assumptions we are making con- 
cerning AI: 
Assumpt ion  1. The term ‘AS is not particularly useful 
for describing the many potential advanced programming 
technologies which may be applicable to advanced informa- 
tion systems. It would probably be more appropriate to de- 
termine the potential applicability of AI in terms of more 
specific sub-disciplines such as expert systems, intelligent 
resource allocation, intelligent user-system interfaces, intel- 
ligent networking, intelligent training, intelligent informa- 
tion managementlaccess, simulation, automated program- 
ming, natural language, and machine learning. 
Assumpt ion 2 .  It is important to distinguish between 
(1) application of AI technologies to advanced information 
systems and (2) use of advanced programming techniques 
(e.g., object-oriented programming, production systems) as- 
sociated with AI to facilitate development of more traditional 
types of applications. For example, work of ours has 
shown an almost eight-fold decrease in code development 
time and an almost four-fold cost savings when using ob- 
ject-oriented programming and production systems to de- 
velop simulations of Spacelab payload experiments for pur- 
poses of payload crew training [3]. 
Assumpt ion 3 .  Although initial decisions concerning 
potential advanced information system candidates for AI 
technology application can be made using specific, pa- 
per/pencil criteria, rapid prototyping will likely provide a 
much clearer answer concerning the potential adequacy of 
certain technologies for information system applications. 
This is particularly true when attempting to apply advanced 
programming techniques and environments to more tradi- 
tional types of programming applications. 
Assumpt ion 4 .  Although we believe appropriate appli- 
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cation of AI technologies/advanced programming techniques 
would provide significant benefits to certain areas of ad- 
vanced information system operations, we also believe that 
such technologies should be applied only when appropriate. 
Often, a hybrid of traditional and AI programming ap- 
proaches is useful for optimal system performance as well as 
system modification and enhancement. 
Our basic approach to determining the potential applicability 
of specific AI technologies and advanced programming tech- 
niques to advanced ground system functionality is highly it- 
erative, with domain experts involved at each step of the 
process. Using suiveys of existing systems, initial criteria, 
and expert advice, potential application candidates are culled 
from the total domain and after further examination, a select 
number of applications are chosen for proof-of-concept 
demonstrations. Rapid prototyping these applications using 
AI technologies and advanced programming techniques is, 
again, an iterative process, serving both to identify candi- 
dates for system implementation as well as to help drive out 
more detailed system requirements. An important feature of 
this process is that initial candidates can be quickly chosen, 
and application of rapid prototyping techniques provide the 
mechanism for rapidly narrowing the potential field of 
candidates for actual system implementation. Of course, the 
type of prototype development environment used is crucial 
to the successful application of these techniques (section 4.5 
describes the hardware and software configuration we are 
currently using for our effort). Given results from the 
prototyping effort and input from domain experts, a final set 
of applications is chosen for actual system development. 
4.3. IIMS Prototype Implementation 
To date, our work has suggested several potential IIh4S 
functional requirements that provide good AI technology 
application candidates. Figure 1 illustrates our current view 
of basic IIh4S functionality and indicates those areas we be- 
lieve will most likely benefit from the appropriate applica- 
tion of AI technologies. Although our prototyping work 
has focused on a limited set of these, we believe that all are 
appropriate areas where advanced techniques could be applied. 
Discussion of our present thinking concerning im- 
plementation of each function is given below. 
4.3.1. User-system Interaction 
Rather than a set of separate modules which are activated 
when required, we view all interaction between the user and 
the IIMS to be handled by a single, integrated system. All 
user-system operations are physically and conceptually 
linked to the system as a whole, and as a result, help facili- 
ties are handled in the same manner as browsing the data or 
knowledge bases. Such a technique maintains a consistent 
user-system interface and simplicity of design, while making 
it easier for the user to learn and use the system. When all 
data is treated the same, accessed in the same manner, and 
traversal from one set of data to another is transparent, the 
user does not have to learn different methodologies to inter- 
act efficiently. In addition, context switching is not dramat- 
ically experienced, thus reducing confusion normally associ- 
ated with such transitions. 
To provide rapid access to an environment whose structure 
can be transparently and dynamically altered, we employ a 
conceptual structure of merudutu, or information about the 
data, as the main information structure. All information in- 
cluding non-scientific data (e.g., help information, tutorial 
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information) and information about the scientific data con- 
tained in the system is stored using the same conceptual 
structure. Actual science data, stored in distributed 
databases, are accessed only when a query is being resolved 
or specific information about the data is required. Merdura 
structures are automatically generated and maintained by a 
set of expert systems which incorporate conceptual informa- 
tion about different domains and relationships among data. 
All information base (real data and other knowledge) update 
messages are processed through these expert systems which 
then make appropriate modifications to the knowledge 
structure. We choose to use this approach so that naviga- 
tion of the information structure will not be slowed by the 
execution of a large expert system; we can still use the 
powerful techniques expert system technology provides for 
automated knowledge extraction and information updates. 
For users to be most comfortable with the task of locating 
information, data presentation must occur in a familiar 
manner. Appropriate meruduru structures should accurately 
reflect domain concepts and use domain terminology. As 
viewed by the user, such structures cause domain specific 
variation in the knowledge structure, although no change 
occurs in basic relationships among data which form the 
global structure. Providing this capability, relationship in- 
formation is provided by physical, typed links with concept 
dependant, relevance weightings, allowing for representation 
of the notion that certain links have a high degree of rele- 
vance for certain domains and have no relevance for others. 
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We provide mechanisms, which we call intelligent views, 
that allow the user to define and modify knowledge struc- 
tures (In the future, they will also allow for the specification 
of plans and other intelligent support features). The user can 
then select which view is considered most appropriate for the 
current task and activate it. This modified view is then lay- 
ered on top of the global knowledge structure (this does not 
alter the global information base; only the user’s view of it), 
changing the user’s view of the global knowledge structure 
and providing the capability to explore the data in a familiar 
manner. Intelligent views can be shared by users, allowing 
the facility for domain experts to define a series of views to 
be used by others. The method for creating these views is 
the same as that used in navigating the knowledge structure, 
with a few extensions to allow for (1) creating new or com- 
bining already existing nodes, (2) including plans or other 
knowledge based programs, and (3) altering weighting fac- 
tors. 
As the user traverses the knowledge structure, links available 
for selection by the user are chosen based on (1) the rele- 
vance weighting factor within the context of the current do- 
main and (2) the path the user took to arrive at the current 
node, and (3) a user defined threshold value. Since weight- 
ing factors allow for a range of values between 0 and 1, a 
wide range of concepts can be represented, allowing for the 
inclusion of fuzzy concepts and searches. We will use rele- 
vance weights to provide for inclusion of relevance factors to 
represent different levels of user expertise. 
Query formation is achieved by indicating items of interest 
through the user’s navigation within the knowledge struc- 
ture. As stated above, choices offered to the user at each lo- 
cation are determined by calculated relevance factors. At 
certain locations within the knowledge structure, users can 
indicate Boolean and range specifications for certain at- 
tributes, with potential extensions to allow for fuzzy 
characterizations. The manner in which range specification 
is indicated depends on the type of attribute. For example, a 
map of the world is displayed to allow the user to graphi- 
cally specify the spatial area of interest. The user is also al- 
lowed to select predefined regions (system or user defined) 
or, if desired, enter map coordinates. Facilities for scrolling 
and zooming provide the user with desired levels of detail. 
With his methodology, there are no perceived differences to 
the user between help and scientific information. Both are 
information for which links have been defined. Therefore, 
context sensitive help is provided in most locations by links 
to appropriate information. 
Using navigation techniques to allow formation of queries 
eliminates many of the traditional problems associated with 
standard query formulation: first, the user always knows 
what data is contained in the database and what next selec- 
tions are possible. Second, since this process is constrained 
to knowledge the system contains, only valid queries can be 
formed. Finally, the user does not need to learn a query 
system but can “converse” with the system in the 
terminology of the chosen domain. As a result, this method 
provides facilities to query the database and browse through 
the database, locating information of interest or exploring 
related topics. While providing several advantages, there are 
also problems with this type of query formulation. Four we 
are currently concerned with are (1) the problem of getting 
"lost in space", a problem encountered by hypermedia 
systems when navigating a large body of information, (2) 
elimination of extraneous operations encountered by users 
familiar with the data, (3) providing non-navigation 
movement techniques, and (4) smooth integration of 
Boolean and range qualification specifications. 
Lost in Space. When users are allowed to navigate a 
large body of information which provides a rich environment 
for exploring related topics, disorientation, due to inadequate 
cues concerning current location, is typical. Standard 
graphical techniques that display the information base as a 
group of nodes and links can become unusable because of 
the density and complexity of displayed links 141. We are 
using several techniques to address this problem. Intelligent 
views help reduce the information space and the amount of 
information directly accessible at any one time, since not all 
links proceeding from any particular node are relevant to the 
current domain context. This technique aids in reducing 
complexity, but, in many cases, will not reduce it enough to 
allow for total reliance on graphical display techniques. One 
method we are exploring is to provide graphical structure 
overviews to show detail based on both distance and rele- 
vance. Consequently, the farther away the user is from a 
node, the higher the relevance threshold is for links, thus re- 
ducing the number of links displayed. Furthermore, there is 
an inherent, hierarchical organization in much of the infor- 
mation space that can be utilized, aiding the selection of 
nodes to be eliminated from the display. As a result, the 
number of a node's "children" (this term is used loosely) not 
displayed depends on their distances from the current node, 
appropriately reducing the amount of information displayed 
while providing enough location aids to be of use. 
Elimination of Extraneous Operations. Users tend 
to frequently state the same or closely related queries. This 
inclination could become cumbersome if the user was forced 
to traverse the information base in the same manner each 
time; the user would be forced to frequently enter repetitive 
operations and would probably become disillusioned with 
the system. We are addressing this issue using several 
alternative methods. The user will be allowed to save partial 
or complete queries that can be displayed in graphical form, 
modified, and then resubmitted. These saved queries can be 
treated as an intelligent view by highlighting query choices 
on the backdrop of the active view at the time of query 
creation. Such a procedure allows the user to modify 
specific query values or include or delete other items. 
Alternative Navigation Techniques. While navigat- 
ing through the information base at the same time as form- 
ing a query or browsing, the user may wish to move to 
another location that cannot be directly accessed from the 
current location. The absence of this capability would force 
the user to find some path through the information base, a 
time consuming and often difficult process. Initially, we 
will allow two methods to provide this facility: (1) via the 
mouse, allow selection of a node from the graphical knowl- 
edge structure display, and (2) allow the user to enter a key- 
word or phrase as a search criteria, resulting in a display of 
all nodes satisfying this criteria. The user will then be able 
to choose any appropriate node. 
User Ptofiles. We have already discussed some potential 
types of user or group information that can be defined and 
manipulated (e&, intelligent views and saved queries). This 
information along with other information about the user 
(e.g., group type, domains of interest, expertise when deal- 
ing with different parts of the system, interface preferences, 
accounting information, access privileges) will be kept in a 
user profile. Defining the user for the IIMS so that the sys- 
tem may be appropriately configured will aid in providing 
easy and useful user-system interaction. In general, users 
will be considered as objects and user hierarchies will be es- 
tablished, allowing for inheritance of abstract user informa- 
tion while providing for individual user preferences. 
Results Display. The final part of intelligent interaction 
with the user is the display and manipulation of results. At 
this point, it is unclear what types of displays and interac- 
tions would be most useful. It is understood that graphical 
displays, including image displays, will be required, but the 
extent of potential results display functionality has yet to be 
determined. It is fairly obvious that much depends on the 
type of data to be displayed (we have already alluded to the 
notion of display representation being closely tied to the 
type of data being displayed). We plan on interviewing 
potential users of these types of systems to determine what 
types of display are required. 
4.3.2. Knowledgddata Encapsulation 
All data stored in IIMS databases are input from various 
sources, and when new data becomes available, the IIMS 
catalogs and directories must include information about the 
new entry. This process is accomplished through the mech- 
anism of an update message which informs the IIMS that 
new data exists, where it resides, and a number of appropri- 
ate attributes which describe the data. Additionally, 
information concerning associations and relationships be- 
tween the new data and existing data must be generated. In 
general, the knowledge structure describing data that exists 
must be modified to accept the new information. Clearly, 
given expected high data rates and volumes, it would, at 
best, be inefficient to process such metainformation in a 
manual fashion. Hence, the requirement for an automated 
metudara update system is essential. 
Upon receipt of the message indicating new data has been 
input, new metadam is processed and inserted into the IIMS 
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metadatabase structure. As suggested above, such process- 
ing involves understanding the new data so that appropriate 
relationships between new meradara and other meradara al- 
ready contained in the metadatabase can be established. The 
speed at which this process can be accomplished depends on 
(1) the type of data received and (2) its potential relation- 
ships to other meradara. Establishing these links can be 
technically challenging, and the success of any initial capa- 
bility and the subsequent learning of future relationships 
from patterns of use during user-interaction sessions is key 
to efficient metadata access. The most promising ap- 
proaches to handling metainformation inference seem to be 
closely allied to object-oriented database technology [7]. We 
expect that one or more expert systems will be required to 
provide the inferencing capability required for such a system. 
Initial estimates of potential data input frequency and 
associated update messages will need to be made since it 
could be possible that infusion of new data to the IIMS will 
outpace its ability to accomplish necessary processing of the 
meradara in real-time. The IIMS will therefore require the 
ability to buffer update messages until such time that 
processing can take place. An alternative solution is to im- 
mediately update the IIMS's databases and perform required 
metadata processing on a delayed basis. 
Moreover, metadata extraction algorithms will have to be 
provided to the IIMS for each of the types of data the IIMS 
must know about. Since most of these algorithms will be 
application specific and subject to modification, a method 
must be established to handle this dynamic environment. 
New or modified algorithms will need to be incorporated in 
an efficient manner. A system will be required which allows 
specific format specification of the meradara to be received 
by the IIMS, data attributes which are important, attributes 
to pass on, any processing which must be applied to the at- 
tributes to produce additional attribute information (e.g., 
algorithms will be required to extract relationships among 
attributes). In some cases, metadata updates will need to be 
manually submitted when metadura cannot be automatically 
generated (e.g., the user may wish to suggest some 
alternative associations or relationships that are not obvious 
to the system). To make this process as efficient and 
consistent as possible, an intelligent forms entry system 
will likely be required. 
The representation sophistication of data relationships di- 
rectly influences the type of implementation necessary for 
IIMS data- and metadarabases. In the simple case, where 
only a few links are provided, a commercial database, along 
with a simple conceptual net or other knowledge representa- 
tion technique, would probably suffice. At the other ex- 
treme, all data could be stored in a knowledge based system. 
The problem with the second alternative is that such a sys- 
tem may not be able to efficiently handle the volume of data 
projected for the future IIMS. The most probable imple- 
mentation will be a commercial database to efficiently 
handle volume and query processing in addition to a knowl- 
edge representation scheme/expert system which helps 
determine relationships among the data. These two systems 
would work closely together to provide desired capabilities. 
It is not clear at this point just how much responsibility 
would be assigned to each system. 
4.3.3. Advisinghtorial Capability' 
Since the primary consideration used to determine the use- 
fulness of any information management system is its ability 
to make information accessible to the widest variety of per- 
sonnel, it is extremely important that the system be easy to 
use and provides the necessary user support. Several poten- 
tial user support requirements have been postulated [2], in- 
cluding: 
1. Facilitating understanding by specifying the contents and 
meanings of a collection of data as well as the relation be- 
tween objects within the data; 
2. Supporting approximate reasoning to infer conclusions 
that are not explicitly stated by the user; 
3. Handling information demands for which the database is 
used routinely (macros); 
4. Communicating with the user in plain English text; 
5 .  Roviding a physical and logical link between informa- 
tion contained in the meta-knowledge database and the actual 
data. 
As indicated in section 3.4.2, we might add to these the no- 
tion of intelligent help or tutorial capability, allowing naive 
and expert users ease of system use without long learning 
times. Indeed, the intelligent help facility could either be 
on- or off-line, depending on the mode of operation in effect 
at the time. User profile capability would be very useful 
here, being used to expedite transactions and containing at a 
minimum the following user information: skill level in 
using the system, user areas of interest, conceptual views 
the user employs, type of terminal and software the user is 
operating, location of the user, communication lines which 
are available to send data, and accounting information. As 
with all meradara, the IIMS should be able to continually 
update this information as the user learns and interacts with 
the system, allowing interaction methods to be adapted as 
user needs or skill level changes. Our IIMS prototype im- 
plementation ties the user profile capability to the intelli- 
gent helpltutorial facility to allow more effective system use 
for each individual user. As outlined in section 4.4, using 
objects as a user-model representation technique provides 
exceptional flexibility in facilitating overall IIMS opera- 
tions. 
l A  detailed discussion of Intelligent Tutor Systems is beyond 
the scope of this paper. Excellent overviews of the field can 
be found in [13,17]. 
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In terms of actual advising, it is important to explicitly deal 
with the user's conceptual model of the IIMS [5,12]. 
Obviously, each user may have a different conceptual system 
model, resulting in confusion if the underlying system is 
not equipped to handle the varied expectations. Such con- 
ceptual model information could be associated with the user 
profile and used in several ways (e.g., design of user views, 
complexity and types of datahowledge display techniques, 
query capability). Direct manipulation interfaces often pro- 
vide the most effective means for learning a new system and 
helping expert users with ordinary day-to-day tasks (e.g., al- 
lowing the user to directly construct command macros used 
to speed system operations). The current IIMS prototype 
implementation relies heavily upon direct manipulation of 
system features to provide the user with necessary informa- 
tion and help concerning operations. 
4.4.  Object-Oriented Programming and the 
IIMS 
The notion of representing dynamic systems as collections 
of interacting components with associated behaviors is intu- 
itive, and provides a basis for designing more flexible and 
easily modified software systems [3,8,16]. Message passing 
among objects emulates potential system interactions since 
single messages can initiate any number of complex behav- 
iors or other messages. Clearly, use of objects need not be 
limited to simple system component representation. They 
may also be used to represent other, more abstract processes 
and procedures ( e g ,  control processes, commands, metudutu 
templates). Object-oriented programming paradigms are 
rapidly becoming a primary software development method- 
ology used in a wide variety of applications. In particular, 
recent work in database and database management system 
(DBMS) technology has begun to seriously consider object- 
oriented data structures as a viable alternative to more tradi- 
tional data representation techniques. Three primary advan- 
tages of object-oriented data models, when compared with 
more traditional models, have been postulated [61: 
1. Databases can be viewed as a group of objects rather than 
a set of relational tables; 
2. Object-oriented data models support at least two types of 
data relationships: interconnections among data and 
generalization or subtyping of data types; 
3. Integrity constraints are more easily implemented using 
object-oriented paradigms. 
Additionally, there is an increasing trend to develop data 
models consisting of sophisticated, hierarchical data con- 
structs that often share attributes or functional characteris- 
tics, resulting in highly portable, semantically-oriented 
database systems with several possible categories of rela- 
tionships among objects (e.& generalization [is-a], 
aggregation [a-part-of], and association as well as relation- 
ship qualification [ 1,181). As suggested earlier, using 
objects as both a data and knowledge representation 
technique provides a data and information management 
system structure allowing for semantic interpretation of the 
data residing within the database. In addition to using 
objects as a representation technique for databases, several 
other IIMS functional requirements lend themselves to 
object application. 
Displaying information is crucial to the ability of the user 
to understand not only what is in the database but also the 
relationships among the various types of data. Recent de- 
velopments in object-oriented display systems (e.g., win- 
dows, graphic objects) are well suited to projected display 
requirements of advanced information management systems. 
As described in section 5.0, we have implemented an 
interactive graphics object system to facilitate both the dis- 
play and representation of complex data and merudutu struc- 
tures. The system is used extensively in the prototype's 
query implementation and will be used to develop both on- 
line and tutorial capabilities as well as in the area of data 
presentation. 
Implementing a system that can effectively respond to any 
particular user's needs is a considerable challenge. We have 
already stated the requirement for the IIMS to provide indi- 
vidual users with personalized environments in which to 
work. Object-oriented programming provides an appropriate 
structure for supporting such individualization. Since we 
anticipate that future IIMS users will fall into natural user 
hierarchies, it is useful to represent those users as an object 
hierarchy. Of course, almost unlimited user information 
may be associated with appropriate user objects, allowing 
for efficient and more effective user-system interaction. In 
particular, user views can easily be designed to reflect 
individual needs without fear of adversely affecting any other 
users. 
4.5 .  The Mission Operations Laboratory 
The current Mission Operations Laboratory (MOL) configu- 
ration is shown in Figure 2. As indicated, current pro- 
gramming is entirely microprocessor-based. The choice of a 
microprocessor-based computational and programming envi- 
ronment for the MOL was predicated on two major con- 
siderations: (1) the growing trend toward microprocessor 
workstation technology and (2) the recent availability of ad- 
vanced, highly sophisticated dual and multi-processor micro 
systems. Our intent in designing the current MOL configu- 
ration is to provide an environment similar to those we ex- 
pect to find in the next generation of information manage- 
ment systems, many components of which will be based on 
heterogeneous computing environments. The advent of true 
telescience will bring with it the capability to allow remote 
users, using many different types of hardware and software, 
transparent operations and data access. To provide the 
extensive user support required for efficient operations, high- 
level languages (e.g., Ada, LISP, Prolog) will need to be 
supported. Advanced, non-traditional programming 
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paradigms will likely become commonplace since they 
provide the flexibility required to handle significant software 
modifications without significant impact or perturbation to 
system operability. In addition, application of AI tech- 
nologies to several system functional capabilities necessi- 
tates powerful software development environments. 
In the near future, the capability of the MOL to test various 
advanced concepts in the domain of information management 
will be significantly enhanced with the addition of hardware 
using both parallel processing and advanced optical disk 
technologies. First, the ability to apply different parallel 
architectures to features of an information management sys- 
tem will lead to a much better understanding of how such 
topologies might influence areas of user-system interaction 
as well as data handling, storage, and access. As indicated in 
Figure 2, our choice for a parallel development 
Key: RS-232 - Appletalk w+. 
Ethernet - 89 Additions 0 
Figure 2 .  Mission Operations Laboratory 
environment is a Sun 3 / 2 0  including multi-processor capa- 
bility using transputer technology. The resulting message 
passing architecture is ideal for proof-of-concept design and 
test of several parallel topologies applied to any number of 
information management system functional domains.2 
Second, optical disk technology provides the capability re- 
quired to test advanced knowledge and data storage concepts. 
Projected information system high data input rates and vol- 
2The TopologixlM configuration may be dynamically recon- 
figured at runtime to emulate any of several parallel topolo- 
gies. Additionally, hybrid architectures may be designed with 
one topology applied to one aspect of the application and a 
second topology being applied to another part of the 
application. Currently, parallel versions of FORTRAN, LISP, 
and C will run on the system. 
ume storage require that the impact of optical disk technol- 
ogy on both functional and performance requirements be 
carefully examined. 
4.5.1. AI Microprocessing Environments3 
Before 1988, microprocessor hardware capable of meeting 
current and projected requirements for AI computing did not 
exist. In 1988, Texas Instruments made a microprocessor 
system available that hinges on the recent development of 
technology allowing LISP processing on a single chip. The 
microExplorerm provides most of the programming envi- 
ronment found in the parent Explorer machine and, similar 
to all dedicated LISP machines, is object-based. The mi- 
croExplorer is hosted on a Macintosh 11, with the microEx- 
plorer providing a dedicated LISP processing environment 
and the Macintosh I1 providing the YO and user-interface. 
Functionally, the LISP processing environment is handled 
by the Macintosh as it would any other application. Indeed, 
other applications (e&, Hypercard) can run simultaneously 
with the LISP processor. MicroNeP and NuBusm serve as 
the interface between the microExplorer and Macintosh I1 
environments. Using either the microExplorer or the 
Macintosh 11, capabilities exist for creating application pro- 
grams that service the other processor. The Network File 
System" (NFS) is an RPC server composed of several pro- 
cedures and provides transparent file YO capabilities for o p  
erating systems if requested. The external Data 
Representation" (XDR) protocol provides common data 
representation across networks. 
4.5.2. Traditional Micropmessing Environments 
As described earlier, future information management systems 
will be required to operate in environments where heteroge- 
neous computing systems are the rule rather than the excep- 
tion. The MOL provides for heterogeneous microprocessing 
capability by including, in addition to the microExplorers, 
traditional microprocessor facilities. Two Zenith 386s pro- 
vide more standard 0 9 2  operating systems, and two stan- 
dalone Macintosh 11s provide two different operating sys- 
tems: one uses the standard Macintosh operating system and 
the other ANX. Of course, both Macintosh IIs, as well as 
the microExplorers, provided extensive graphics capabilities. 
All MOL hardware is networked internally with the resulting 
LAN networked to the Information Network Laboratory4 
4.6. IIMS Prototype Development 
Implementation of the IIMS prototype will proceed in a 
3The Remote Procedural Call (RPC) and external Data Repre- 
sentation (XDR) servers and the Network File System (NFS) 
are products of Sun Microsystems. NuBus and MicroNet are 
Products of Texas Instruments. 
4The Martin Marietta I&CS Information Network Laboratory 
provides a flexible networking environment for proof-of-con- 
cept research, architecture design, and prototype development 
in the areas of tele- and data communications. 
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highly modularized fashion, with early iterations of 
functional modules representing simplified versions of later 
enhancements. Overall, we are planning for four phases of 
prototype development. 
4.6.1. Phase 1 Development 
Figure 3 shows our initial concept of projected information 
management functional allocation to software modules. 
During Phase 1, rudimentary versions of all functions will 
initially reside in one of the microExplorers. Briefly, the 
User function initially represents an abstract simulation of 
the 'typical' IIMS user; we anticipate several categories of 
potential IIMS users. However, while the prototype will 
User Corn. WF 
I I U 
Sys. Corn I/F 
-I2r- 
Figure 3 .  ZZMS Software Allocation 
examine functional support features for many of those cate- 
gories, we will initially focus on the science user and sup- 
port functions he will require. It should be apparent that 
many of the support features developed for one type of user 
may be generalized to other user types. Another important 
aspect of the User function is to allow remote access. Phase 
1 User capability will not allow for remote access but will 
focus on the types of required user-support features. Two 
Communication Interface modules, one to handle communi- 
cation between the User and the IIMS Interface Manager and 
the other which handles communication between the Query 
Processor and the Database Manager. The Interface Manager 
is the module which handles intelligent support features for 
the user. For example, information on user profiles and in- 
telligent user views would be kept in this module, allowing 
for individual system configurations when the user logs on. 
An important feature of this component is allowing the user 
to modify his user view when appropriate, thereby 
'modifying' the underlying metadata structure found in the 
metadatabase (see section 4.3.1 for more detail). 
Additionally, all on-line help facilities would be included 
here, and the User would be able to create procedural com- 
mand macros allowing for more efficient information navi- 
gation and access. The Metadatabase Manager interacts 
closely with both the Interface Manager and the Query 
Processor helping to direct the user to appropriate informa- 
tion without wasting an inordinate amount of the user's 
time. The Metadatabase Manager coordinates activity 
occurring in the metadatabase which, it should be remem- 
bered, includes all information and knowledge about the 
system. Upon request from the User, navigation through 
the metadatabase is controlled by the Metadatabase Manager, 
and is made more efficient by using user profile and views 
information. The Query Processor module intelligently de- 
composes and translates User queries, generating information 
requests to the science database. The Database Manager per- 
forms the functions of the typical database, performing 
search procedures when queries are received. The 
Metalscience Data Update System intelligently extracts 
metainformation from incoming science data and determines 
initial links @e., potential navigation paths) and associa- 
tions among the new and already existing data. As a result, 
the existing knowledge structure in the metadatabase is 
modified to include the new information. Original science 
data, now with appropriate metadata linking information at- 
tached, is then stored in the science database. 
A second major part of Phase 1 prototype development, is 
that part of the implementation which focuses on designing 
standardized message passing protocols and data structures, 
allowing users operating any hardware or software to interact 
with the IIMS as well as allowing external DBs to update 
IIMS information in a consistent and standard fashion. 
Several approaches to developing automated data information 
update capability in the Metatscience Data Update System 
are possible. The conventional approach would be to first 
define all existing and projected data and then build a 
knowledge structure based on the contents and characteristics 
of those data. The result would be a knowledge structure 
analogous to a card catalog in a library. Such an approach 
presents several long-term problems: automatic information 
updates and general knowledge structure operations would be 
possible only within the bounds of the predefined data. As a 
user develops new ways to use existing instruments or 
analyze raw data, or when new instruments are deployed, 
new types of data will be produced. Modifications to the 
existing knowledge structure would have to be manually 
implemented. Also, it is highly unlikely that PIS will have 
the time or inclination to research and cross reference 
characteristics of new data to those of seemingly unrelated 
disciplines or problems. The capability and effective use- 
fulness of the Metalscience Data Update System would be 
limited to the contextual boundaries set by the user based on 
personal knowledge. This approach would likely provide an 
acceptable solution for the near-term, but it does not address 
long-term requirements. Standard data definition approaches 
do not provide the information needed for this level of intel- 
ligent operation. 
To provide the types of information to make this level of 
capability possible, new techniques for describing data are 
needed. It is important to understand that to implement such 
a capability, not only data contents (traditionally described in 
a Data Description Language), but data characteristics, in a 
form suitable for cross referencing to other data types, must 
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be addressed. One possible solution would be a structure 
which we term a Data Ser Descriptor (DSD). A properly 
developed DSD would describe data in such a way that rela- 
tional cross references can be made to characteristics of other 
data types. This would also give the MetalScience Data 
Update System the capability of automatically creating new 
data categories and adjusting the knowledge structure based 
solely on the DSD input for a new data type. By having 
properly defined characteristics of this new data set, the 
MetalScience Data Update System would be able to 
determine if the new data fit the existing knowledge structure 
or if the knowledge structure should be modified. The 
MetalScience Data Update System would also be able to 
establish inferences required to recognize that new data may 
be useful for other, peripherally related investigations. 
Implementation of a DSD type data structure provides the 
foundation necessary for smooth system evolution. As new 
advances are ma& in AI and data representation techniques, 
the DSD provides the basis for integrating advances without 
massive system restructuring. An additional advantage to 
this approach would be the virtual elimination of software 
changes in the system to maintain data compatibility. 
4.6.2. Phases 2-4 
Primary modifications to the system developed during Phase 
1 include the implementation of a true 'remote' user 
capability, the implementation of user communications 
control in a separate piece of hardware (Zenith I&), the 
implementation of an external DBMS on a separate piece of 
hardware (the second microExplorer), and initial enhance- 
ments of several skeleton functions initially developed dur- 
ing Phase 1 (e.g., adding more support features in the intel- 
ligent interface module, adding more advanced query 
processing capability). While some functional enhance- 
ments will be added to the system, the primary objective 
during Phase 2 is to distribute functionality of the system 
developed during Phase 1 to other networked hardware com- 
ponents. The primary objective during Phase 3 is to signif- 
icantly enhance the capabilities of both the Intelligent 
Interface module, the MetalScience Data Update System, 
and the Query Processor, in addition to expanding the num- 
ber and types of potential DBMSs with which the IIMS 
might have to interface (including the incorporation of an 
existing science database). Anticipated enhancements in- 
clude the capability to handle multiple users with text or 
graphics-oriented user-interfaces, and the addition of an au- 
tomated planning and scheduling capability that will allow 
resolution of user data request conflicts. Currently, it is an- 
ticipated that enhancements to the system during Phase 4 
will include interfacing with X WINDOWS, increasing the 
number of distributed databases, providing on-line user data 
path switching, and simulating data capture, allowing for 
testing of alternative IIMS processing and storage topolo- 
gies. To date, our work has focused on several IIMS areas 
and initial results of our prototyping work are briefly 
described in section 5.  
5 .  RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
ZZMS Operations Concept. We have completed a de- 
tailed examination of potential operations and associated 
functional requirements for a Space Station-era IIMS. This 
analysis served as the focal point for our prototyping work. 
Data Modeling. We have been actively pursuing infor- 
mation concerning potential types of scientific data with 
which the advanced IIMS will have to be familiar. 
Discussions we have had with National Center for 
Atmospheric Research personnel, as well as documentation 
concerning typical satellite data related to atmospheric stud- 
ies and sample data they have provided, have allowed us to 
more accurately define potential types of data and queries 
used to access that data. The sample data we have obtained 
includes data at a minimum of two processing levels and 
will include data that may be displayed in a graphical format. 
It is our intention to use the sample data, not only to pro- 
vide insight into real scientific data structures but also as 
drivers for graphic displays that will likely be part of the 
IIMS's functional repertoire (e.g., browse data, quick-look 
data). We have also met with Earth Resources Observation 
System (EROS) data center personnel to discuss their data 
storage, access, handling, and distribution requirements and 
have received documentation Concerning the types of data and 
database technology currently in place at the EROS data 
center. Information gathered from these discussions has 
helped focus prototype activity in several areas (e.g., user- 
interface requirements, accessing protocols, distributed 
database management and handling). 
We have begun design of the module that will handle update 
messages received by the IIMS from heterogeneous data 
sources, and analysis of potential technical difficulties is 
proceeding. One issue currently being addressed is the for- 
mat of update messages. Because of differences in types of 
scientific data (e.g., image, text, numerical) and their corre- 
sponding attributes, a variable format system is being ana- 
lyzed for suitability to this environment. Problems now 
being studied include how to allow (1) automatic generation 
of these variable update messages, and (2) interactive 
generation of these messages in which the software handles 
proper message formatting depending, in addition to several 
other factors, upon the data type. We have also begun to 
analyze how metadata should be stored in the IIMS database, 
and the manner in which intelligent support features can be 
incorporated to allow efficient access to data. Technical is- 
sues involve both the representation of the knowledge and 
its automatic generation and incorporation into the system. 
Initial results indicate an object-oriented data representation 
technique to be the most flexible given projected functional 
5The Zenith 100 has unique communications capability with 
32 available ports. 
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requirements the metadata must support. 
User-system Interface. An analysis of NASA's Space 
Station Information System human-computer interface 
requirements has led to the initial prototyping of one 
potential IIMS user-interface concept. The user-interface is 
interactive and dynamic as well as both graphic and text 
oriented, allowing for multiple screen configurations suited 
to different IIMS functions. 
Catalog Management. The Data Management System 
(DMS) Tool has been developed to provide data management 
capabilities for the TI microExplorer. It is based on the 
relational data model with a few extensions to allow for 
more flexibility. The system provides both a D a t a  
Definition Language (DDL) and a Data Manipulation 
Language (DML). The DDL allows for the definition, de- 
struction, saving, loading and structural modification 
(adding, deleting and modifying of relational attributes) of 
databases and relations. The DML provides for an unre- 
stricted query capability and relational set operations (join, 
intersection, union and difference). The query capability al- 
lows the user to provide any sexpression (LISP expression) 
as the selection criteria and project any combination of at- 
tributes from the result. The system provides for simple 
concurrency control through a series of locks and tokens on 
the database and relational levels (single modifier, multiple 
concurrent access). Multiple databases can be active at one 
time; however, querying between databases is not yet sup- 
ported. Examples of DBMS functions that are not currently 
implemented are query optimization, transaction processing, 
index capability, crash recovery, and other advanced DBMS 
capabilities. The DMS will initially be used to implement 
the IIMS database and handle other IIMS prototype database 
needs. It has already been used to demonstrate how dynamic 
menus of IIMS database items can be generated from an 
IIMS database. 
Interactive Graphics Objects (ZGO). This system 
was developed to provide for dynamic binding of interactive 
command structures to mouse-sensitive graphical objects. 
The user can build command tables consisting of actions 
that result from mouse button activation; documentation for 
the appropriate activity is displayed whenever the mouse is 
over the object. Various combinations of commands can 
become "command modes" which can then be bound to dif- 
ferent graphical objects; these IGOs can be manipulated just 
like any other graphics object on the microExplorer, and 
when the mouse is positioned over one of these objects, the 
specified "command mode" will become active. IGOs can be 
used to provide a wide range of capabilities. Because of the 
general capability which this system provides, it has been 
used to implement an interactive graphical display of the 
catalog hierarchy and an initial interactive tutorial system 
that simulates IIMS functionality (including animation and 
interactive help). 
Communications Protocol and Message Passing 
System. An initial message passingkommunications 
protocol format has been established and will be tested this 
year in terms of remote user access and automated data up- 
dates to the IIMS. Instrumental in the development of this 
protocol was the the implementation of a communications 
program providing direct user communications and querying 
capability between any combination of nodes on the MOL 
AppleTalk network. Also completed were network monitor 
and control programs. Current development efforts are fo- 
cused on understanding and using the Macintosh RPC 
protocol. To date, we have successfully implemented a low 
level data transfer function which consists of each system 
requesting and receiving the current system time from the 
other. We are currently working to expand the function's 
capability and provide interfaces to Macintosh system appli- 
cations. 
Query and Browse Facility. Several topics related to 
IMS-querying capability have been studied and progress has 
been made on prototype functional implementation in some 
of these areas. Topics of focus have included (1) types of 
queries which will need to be handled by the IIMS, (2) iden- 
tifying and prototyping special requirements necessary for 
handling spatial queries, (3 )  query formulation, and (4) the 
structure of the associated knowledge base(s). We will use 
several techniques to aid the INS-user in the location of in- 
formation. Some of the techniques we have begun to ana- 
lyze are constrained query formulation (including spatial and 
temporal selection), conceptual views (aided by user pro- 
files), browsing, knowledge base assistance, cooperative re- 
sponse, query reformulation, suggestions of related data, and 
various forms of on-line help. A second issue we have be- 
gun to study is that of integrating browsing and querying 
facilities for the IIMS. This work is in the early stages of 
analysis, but we currently expect that browsing will proba- 
bly provide the user with the fastest method for dynamically 
limiting the scope of the data for a particular query, for 
which no view is defined. As the user browses through the 
data hierarchy, the system will place restrictions on any 
query formed. Much work needs to be done on the definition 
of a database structure that will allow these two methods to 
be smoothly integrated. Current prototype implementation 
includes a constrained query formulation capability along 
with allowing the user to graphically select spatial informa- 
tion concerning data of interest. The user can browse IIMS 
metadata through either a menu or graphical representation. 
Tutorial and User profile Capabilities. Both of 
these functions are in the rudimenmy stage with a basic user 
profile capability being established. Currently, user profiles 
may be modified through either an IIMS operator's screen or 
through the user's own screen. Since objects are used as the 
representation technique for users, modifications to profiles 
are easily made. Future work will begin to tie user profiles 
to querying and browsing capabilities. Extensive use of the 
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IGO system will be made to develop the prototype on-line 
tutorial system. 
Work described in this paper suggests several conclusions: 
First, concerning our approach, use of rapid prototyping and 
AI programming environments appears to be an efficient and 
cost-effective means of testing several proposed requirements 
for projected advanced ground systems. Second, our work in 
advanced information management and access has given us 
the springboard to test more sophisticated IIMS concepts in 
a highly modular and dynamic environment. The working 
prototype we have developed has already demonstrated the 
feasibility of applying object-oriented programming and ad- 
vanced database concepts to problems associated with pro- 
jected Space Station-era information management systems. 
Future work will continue to extend the current IIMS proto- 
type by testing several advanced ILMS features, particularly 
in the area of remote, distributed access. 
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Abstract  
A large scale domain-independent spatial data management expert system that 
serves as a front-end to databases containing spatial data is described. This 
system is unique for two reasons. First, it uses spatial search techniques to 
generate a list of all the primary keys that fall within a user's spatial 
constraints prior to invoking the database management system, thus 
substantially decreasing the amount of time required to answer a user's query. 
Second, a domain-independent query expert system uses a domain-specific rule 
base to preprocess the user's English query, effectively mapping a broad class 
of queries into a smaller subset that can be handled by a commercial natural 
language processing system. 
The methods used by the spatial search module and the query expert system are 
explained, and the system architecture for the spatial data management expert 
system is described. 
Ultraviolet Explorer (WE) satellite, and results are given. 
The system is applied to data from the International 
1 Introduction 
Large amounts of data from a variety of sources covering a multitude of 
domains are stored in databases. Increasingly, these databases are becoming 
more complex and intertwined. In addition, research involving this data often is 
multidisciplinary in nature, requiring the researcher (scientist or manager) to 
access multiple databases over a network of non-homogeneous computer 
systems. Users are investing their important time in learning and recalling how 
to use these systems. Unless a person has a pressing need to know an answer, a 
system is not learned-the start-up time for learning how to use the system 
outweighs the importance of the answer. 
-- 
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I 
The Intelligent Data Management (IDM) Project at the National Space Science 
Data Center (NSSDC), NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, has been involved over 
the past few years in investigating, developing, and proving methods which 
facilitate the accessing of databases for the user [4, 151. Our research has 
concentrated on combining specially developed software with commercial 
packages, and applying our systems to non-trivial domains. 
The general domain-independent methodologies which the IDM research has 
produced define the steps that are necessary for automatically developing an 
intelligent user interface to access databases. 
approach to creating a spatial data management expert system that serves as an 
intelligent front-end to databases that contain spatial data. We believe this is 
an important step in designing a system that researchers can use to access the 
voluminous amounts of data that will be produced by on-going and future NASA 
missions, such as IUE, Space Station, Space Telescope and Eos. 
This paper reports on our 
2 The Spatial Data Management Expert System Architecture 
We have designed and implemented a large scale domain-independent spatial 
data management expert system that provides answers to users' English queries. 
The system integrates our in-house developed modules with various commercial 
products. 
Figure 2.1 shows the conceptual arrangement and data flow of the system. A 
user enters his query in English, and optionally, by means of a graphics 
interface, selects a set of spatial regions to which he wants to restrict his 
query. The English portion of the query is passed through a query expert system 
that uses a domain-specific rule base to preprocess the query for handling by 
DataTalker, a commercial natural language database front-end marketed by 
Natural Language, Incorporated [I 31. The query expert system channels a broad 
class of queries into a smaller set which DataTalker is then able to process. 
addition, the query expert system passes the region coordinates to a specially 
designed spatial search module that returns a list of the primary keys of the 
records in the database that fall within the selected regions. 
passed an English query that is formed from the user's transformed query and 
the set of primary keys. 
In 
DataTalker is 
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Answer 
to Query 
Figure 2.1: The overall system architecture for the spatial data management 
expert system. 
When DataTalker is installed on a machine, it is connected to a database 
management system. 
successfully parses a transformed query. 
transparent to the user, and the format of the query results is controlled by 
DataTalker. 
message to the query expert system indicating so. 
DataTalker automatically invokes the DBMS whenever it 
The low-level database accessing is 
If DataTalker cannot parse the query (see Section 4), it returns a 
The Spatial Data Management Expert System causes DataTalker to store its 
result in a file. The contents of this file are used to update a text window of 
query results on the user's console. 
If the user is not satisfied with the way his query is transformed or answered, 
he can file an electronic performance report which is later reviewed by the 
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domain expert. The domain expert uses this information to guide the evolution 
of the system with respect to the types of queries asked by the users. 
3 Spatial Search 
In order to answer queries about spatial data, we must be able to access the 
information associated with those records quickly. A database is too slow for 
this problem forcing the development of quicker methods for accessing data. 
We chose quad trees and k-d trees as suitable data structures for answering 
spatial queries about records. The implementation of these data structures 
allows us to perform such tasks as finding the nearest neighbor to a given 
coordinate and determining all records within a certain region. 
the answer to such spatial queries, we can return the appropriate primary 
database keys to the expert system which uses the keys to gain any other 
necessary information from the database. 
After finding 
3.1 Tree Construction 
Our implementation of these two data structures relies on the spatial 
relationships among records based on coordinate values for a two dimensional 
space, for example right ascension and declination. We use similar methods to 
build each of these two types of trees from a set of n records, { x i  ,x2, . . ., Xn}. 
In order to create a quad tree, we choose a point, Xi,  from this set. This point 
determines the root node of the tree and divides the space into four quadrants 
based on the coordinate values of that point. Each quadrant is represented by 
one of the four subtrees extending from the four children of Xi. We continue to 
divide the space in this manner until each record is represented by a node in the 
quad tree. Figure 3.1 shows an example of the construction of a quad tree from 
the data in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 : Sample observation data (simplified). 
Name Ria ht Ascens ion Declination 
Algol 3 4 1  
Altair 2 0  9 
Bellatrix 5 6 
Edasich 1 5  5 9  
Regulus 1 0  1 2  
Sheratan 2 2 1  
The creation of the k-d tree differs slightly in that the point chosen from the 
set of records is used to divide the space into two subspaces which determine 
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two subsets of the set. 
each record is represented by a node in the k-d tree. Figure 3.2 depicts this 
This process continues in alternating dimensions until 
process. 
(0, 60) 
right ascension 
Figure 3.1 : The structure of a quad tree. 
We chose to store the IUE observation data in the internal nodes of the trees due 
to the large number of records and the fact that deletions are not needed for our 
application. If node deletions had been necessary, we would have chosen pseudo 
quad trees and pseudo k-d trees for implementation. 
data associated with points only at the leaf nodes of the tree providing the 
means for a large number of efficient deletions and insertions [14]. 
observation catalog continues to grow as long as the satellite which supplies 
its data continues to function. 
insert a small number of observations after the completion of the trees, which 
is possible and efficient at the leaf level if we allow a slight depth increase. 
These structures store 
An 
For this reason we needed the capability to 
Due to the nature of these data structures, we developed an object oriented 
implementation in C++ [16]. The key structure in C++ is a user-defined type 
called a class. In our application classes include such objects as nodes, lists of 
nodes, trees, and regions in space. This object oriented approach is particularly 
well-suited to this problem due to the hierarchical nature of these structures. 
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Another advantage of such an approach is the ability to create programs which 
are concise, easy to understand, and highly maintainable. 
-T- (3,411 
right ascension 
Figure 3.2: The structure of a k-d tree. 
In order to minimize search times for the quad tree and k-d tree, we chose to 
expend more effort in building the trees. 
processing, we can optimize the trees through balancing. This is accomplished 
by imposing the condition that for every node X i  in the tree, every subtree of 
that node may contain no more than half of the nodes whose root is Xi. This is 
easily done by choosing the proper point in each observation subset when 
placing nodes in the tree. At each step in the recursive process we must select 
the median point in either dimension. Thus all remaining observations in that 
subset will be equally divided with respect to the point chosen meeting the 
condition that no subtree of the new node may contain more than half the nodes 
in that subset. 
tree of n nodes is the floor function of (log2 n) and the maximum total path 
length is 
By allowing more time for pre- 
This optimization insures that the maximum path length in a 
floor (log2 i) [6]. 
i 
There are various quick algorithms for selecting the kth element of a set of n 
elements and partitioning the set about that element. These provide efficient 
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methods of determining a median and implementing the process described above. 
One algorithm due to C. A. R. Hoare (referenced in [2]) performs the task in O(n) 
average time and is easy to implement. This allows us to create an optimized 
tree in O(nlog2 n) time. We chose this algorithm for its simplicity and 
efficiency. Another more complicated algorithm due to Floyd and Rivest uses 
only n+k+o(n) comparisons and runs very quickly [7]. 
When we wish to create a tree, we use the standard C++ new command to 
allocate a large block of virtual memory which will store the tree nodes. After 
creating the tree from the data in an observation catalog, we can send all of the 
information needed for rebuilding the tree to a file. This information includes 
the right ascension and declination values, the primary keys of the database 
relation, and the addresses of the children for each node in the tree. We 
subtract the base-address from these addresses in order to save the general 
tree structure which is independent of its location in memory. We can rebuild 
the tree using this data by adding the node address values to the base-address 
for a newly allocated block of memory. 
time necessary for initially creating and balancing a tree is eliminated. Trees 
are always readily available and efficiently recreated. 
With this ability, the preprocessing 
3.2 Spatial Queries 
The simplest type of query which can be answered by searching a quad tree or a 
k-d tree is what Knuth calls a "simple query" [lo]. This involves searching a 
tree for a specific record using a point search based on the spatial data. A 
simple algorithm performs the search by making a comparison at each node and 
choosing the correct subtree for the next test. The average time required is 
proportional to the total path length divided by the number of nodes in the tree 
[6]. Thus no simple search will require more comparisons than the maximal path 
length.  
A more general type of spatial query is a "region query" [ l o ]  in which we specify 
a set with which records must intersect. This class of query might be invoked 
by a question such as "List the primary keys of all observations with right 
ascensions between 8 hours and 16 hours and declinations between 20 degrees 
and 50 degrees." Figure 3.3 shows an example of such a region in space. 
The conventional method of answering a rectangular region query by searching a 
quad tree involves a recursive procedure [6]. An almost identical algorithm will 
suffice for k-d trees [l]. 
of geometric figures such as the shape of a satellite camera aperture. 
Similar procedures can be defined for different types 
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Figure 3.3: An example of a region to be searched. 
The last type of query necessary for our application is a nearest neighbor query. 
Given spatial coordinate values, it is often desirable to find the nearest 
observation to that point. Bentley provides a complicated algorithm for 
performing this process in k-d trees for which empirical tests show O(log2 n) 
time [l]. A slight variation due to Friedman, Bentley, and Finkel was proven to 
be O(log2 n) [8]. For simplicity, we implemented a more naive algorithm for 
finding a nearest neighbor in either type of tree which relies on the region 
search described above. Future empirical tests are planned in order to 
determine the performance of our algorithm. 
4 Natural Language Processing 
There are a small number of commercially available natural language processing 
packages. We have found DataTalker, by Natural Language incorporated, to be a 
very powerful system for handling English queries. DataTalker can communicate 
with most of the major database management systems. The user's query is 
converted into the necessary database query language, the DBMS is invoked, and 
DataTalker displays the query result to the user in a structured format. If 
DataTalker is unable to parse the user's query, a message is generated 
explaining why. 
expressions, or consists of specialized vocabulary which DataTalker has not 
been taught causes an error message to be produced. 
A query that is syntactically incorrect, contains metaphorical 
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DataTalker must be configured to the domain. The person who does this 
configuration must be familiar with both the domain and the structure and 
contents of the database. We refer to this person as the domain expert. 
Preferably, this person will have a list of questions that the user base might 
ask. 
Since we have had limited experience with DataTalker (this was our first use), 
we aren't qualified to report on the amount of time it takes to configure the 
system for some domain. However, we will note that the current version of 
DataTalker (version 3.0) is much friendlier than its previous versions, and we 
find that it is easy to build a configuration in incremental steps. 
I 
I 5 The Query Expert System 
DataTalker was designed to be used solely interactively. 
because many different systems could benefit from its capabilities if an 
interface existed that allowed it to be included as a component. We found a 
natural language interface was desirable for many of the domains with which 
we were working, so we faced the choice of either circumventing DataTalker's 
limitations, or designing our own natural language processing system. We 
quickly adopted the former option, since the latter requires a long-term effort 
into computational linguistics if a robust, mature system is sought [9,11]. 
This is unfortunate, 
If a person submits a query to DataTalker that the system is unable to 
understand, a short message is returned which may or may not indicate the 
problem. The person is given immediate feedback and is expected to rephrase 
his query so that the system can answer it, or abandon it because it is obviously 
beyond the scope of DataTalker. If the system is able to parse the query, render 
it in the necessary database query language, and successfully query the 
database, then the result is returned to the user. In any case, the person quickly 
realizes whether his query was handled properly. 
I 
When DataTalker realizes that it is unable to handle a query, it returns a brief 
message indicating the problem, possibly preceded by its English interpretation 
of the query. The message typically starts with a phrase such as "Sorry, ... ,'I 
"The database contains no information on ... ," or "I don't know ... ." 
There is also a possibility that DataTalker misinterprets the user's query and 
provides what it believes to be a correct answer, although in reality the answer 
corresponds to a question different from the one the user asked. 
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The query expert system (QES) is a module we designed and implemented in LISP 
which serves as an intelligent front-end to DataTalker. 
query, transforms it according to a domain-specific rule base, and passes it on 
to DataTalker. If DataTalker replies that it does not understand the query, then 
QES packages the original query along with the transformations it underwent 
and DataTalker's response, and files this. The domain expert periodically 
reviews this file, and makes changes to the rule base, if possible, so that QES 
can transform the problematic queries into queries that can be parsed by 
DataTalker. This feature allows the system's performance to improve 
throughout its lifetime. 
It accepts the user's 
5.1 The Textual Rule Base 
The domain expert creates a text file that contains the rules and functions 
which are used to transform the user's query prior to passing it to DataTalker. 
The grammar for representing the textual rule base is shown in Figure 5.1. 
<rule base> ::= <rule> <rule base> I <function> <rule base> I E 
<rule> ::= <pattern> '==>I  <transform> {<explanation>} 
<pattern> ::= cpattern head> cpattern taib 
<pattern heacb ::= <word> I enumber matchup I <word seb 
<pattern taib ::= <pattern i t e m  <pattern taib I E 
cpattern i t e m  ::= I. . . '  I <word> I <number matchup I cword seb 
c word> ::= cascii character excluding whitespace>+ 
<number matchup ::= '#'{<digin}* 
<word seb ::= '{I <word> <word lisb '1' 
<word lisb ::= ',I <word> cword l isb I E 
c transforms ::= <transform i t e m  <transform> I <transform i t e m  
<transform item> ::= <word> I <function calb 
<function calb ::= <function n a m e  '(I <parameter lisb I)' 
<function name> ::= <letter> <asci character excluding whitespace>+ 
<parameter l isb ::= <number matchup <number matchup / ish 
<number matchup lisb ::= ',' <number matchup <number matchup lisb I E 
<function> ::= <function c a b  I=' { <function body> I '(' <expression> ')I } 
<function body, ::= { <condition> I,' <action> <carriage returrn }+ <blank line>+ 
<condition> ::= <simple comparison> I <condition> 'and' <condition> 
<simple comparison> ::= <operand> <relational> <operand, { <relationab <operand> } 
<operand> ::= <number matchup I <number> 
<relational> ::= 'e' I I>' I k' I 'e=' I '>=I I 'e>' 
<action> ::= I!' I { <word> I '(I <expression> I)' }+ 
expressiorn ::= <mathematical expression possibly involving parameters to function> 
Figure 5.1 : The grammar for defining domain-specific rules and functions. 
If DataTalker is unable to handle a query in one form, but can successfully 
answer the same query when it is reworded, then one or more rules can be added 
to the rule base so that QES can automatically transform the misunderstood 
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query prior to passing it to DataTalker. Application of a rule transformation 
causes a portion of the query to be restructured, deleted or replaced by text 
specified by the rule. QES continually applies its domain rules to the 
successive renderings of the query until no rules are activated. The final form 
of the query at this point is displayed to the user along with explanations of 
why various transformations were used. The user must then consent that the 
altered version of the query is the closest match between his original query and 
the information directly obtainable from the database, or else the query is not 
sent to DataTalker. If the user is unsatisfied with the way his query has been 
altered, then he is allowed to file an electronic report stating his reasons. 
This, along with the QES actions for the query, can later be reviewed by the 
domain expert leading to possible enhancements to the rule base, or 
clarification back to the user. 
A query transformation rule consists of a pattern and the jransform which is to 
occur given that the pattern is encountered in the query. An optional 
explanat i o n  can also be supplied with the rule. This explanation is displayed to 
the user if this rule is used to alter his query. 
A pattern is a series of pattern items. The possible pattern items are ..., 
<word>, <number matchup>, and <word set>. The pattern item ... matches zero or 
more consecutive words of the query. The item <word> must match the query 
word exactly. A <number matchup> matches the query word if it is a number. A 
cword s e b  is a list of words, and a match occurs if any member of this set is 
the same as the query word. An implicit ... starts and ends each pattern. Each 
word in the query must be accounted for by some item of the pattern in order 
for the pattern to match the query. 
j ,  then the portion of the query matched by item i must directly precede the 
portion of the query matched by item j .  Figure 5.2 shows the match between a 
query and a pattern. 
In addition, if item i directly precedes item 
QUERY show all the observations taken at the  2175 A bump 
PATTERN: ... observations ... {at, of} the # A bump ... 
Figure 5.2: The match-up between a query and a pattern. 
In a rule, the transform describes how the query should be altered provided the 
pattern matched it. A transform consists of a combination of one or more 
function invocations or words. The substitutions in the query that occur depend 
on the make-up of the transform. The ordering of words in the new query is 
based on the pattern. All ... pattern items are incorporated unaltered into the 
new form of the query. The left-most <word> pattern item that also occurs in 
the transform is replaced by the entire transform in the new query. If the 
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transform consists solely of a function invocation, then the left-most number 
in the pattern that is bound to one of the function's parameters is replaced by 
the value returned when the function is evaluated. All other query words and 
numbers that are matched to <word>, <word s e h ,  or <number matchup pattern 
items are deleted. Figure 5.3 shows the effects of a rule firing on a query. 
QUERY: how many observations were made at high resolution 
RULE: observations ... {at, with} high resolution ==> high dispersion observations 
tern Item 
observations 
{at, with} 
high 
resolution 
... 
... 
Contrwion to New Query . .  erv Word 
how many how many 
observations high dispersion observations 
were made were made 
at 
high 
resolution 
E 
NEW QUERY: how many high dispersion observations were made 
Figure 5.3: How a rule alters the structure of a query. 
The domain expert can also define functions that can be used in the rule's 
transform. Figure 5.4 is one example of a function and a rule that uses that 
function. A function definition consists of the function name, a list of its 
parameters, and the function body. The body can be either a mathematical 
expression or a collection of condition-action pairs. A function that is defined 
as a straight mathematical function returns the result of evaluating that 
function under the current function parameter bindings. If the body consists of 
condition-action pairings, then i f  a condition is found that holds true for the 
given parameter bindings, the action is substituted in place of the function call 
in the rule's transform. If an action has an expression embedded within it, that 
part is replaced by its evaluated form. The cut action "!I* has special 
significance. 
conditions. If a condition holds whose action is "!", the rule which invoked this 
function is not applied for the current situation. 
that could both potentially fire for a given query, even though their results are 
quite different. The cut ensures that the correct rule is applied. 
Conditions whose action is "!" are evaluated prior to all other 
Figure 5.5 shows two rules 
When a <number matchup pattern item matches a number in the query, a binding 
occurs such that all occurrences of that <number matchup token that appear in 
the transform are replaced by the number it matched from the query. If more 
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RULE: observations ... at the # A bump ==> f(#) observations 
f(#) = 1000 <= # < 1920, short wavelength 
2000 < #, long wavelength 
1920 <= # <= 2000, short wavelength or long wavelength 
# < 1000, I 
Figure 5.4: An example of a rule which relies on an expert-defined function. 
The rule does not apply if the <number matchup> token is bound to a value less 
than 1000. 
than one <number matchup item occurs in a rule's pattern, the <number 
matchup> tokens should be distinct from one another. If the expert wants to 
write a rule that fires only if, say, the same number appears twice in the query, 
then the pattern should use two different <number matchup tokens, and the 
transform should invoke some function which checks that the bindings of the 
two tokens are equal in value. 
RULE 1: observations ... at # A ==> f(#) observations 
RULE 2: observations ... at # A ==> g(#) observations 
f(#) = 1000 <= # < 1920, short wavelength 
2000 e #, long wavelength 
1920 <= # <= 2000, short wavelength or long wavelength 
# < 1000, I 
g(#) = # < 4, high dispersion 
# >= 4, low dispersion 
# > 10, ! 
Querv > 
show the observations taken at 1 A 
show the observations taken at 1800 A 
show the high dispersion observations (2) 
show the short wavelength observations (1) 
Figure 5.5: Use of a cut 'I!" can ensure the correct application of a rule. 
5.2 Compiling the Rule Base 
The textual rule base must be compiled before QES can use it. We have 
developed a LISP module that parses and compiles the expert's rule base. 
Compilation must occur any time the textual rule base is altered if QES is to 
make use of these changes. Four structures are computed during compilation: 
the rules, the functions, the word occurrences, and the rule thresholds. 
Each rule is encoded as a list consisting of a unique rule number, the pattern and 
the transform. The pattern is represented as a list of the pattern items, in 
string format, where the <word seh  pattern item is structured as a list of 
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strings. The transform is rendered as a list of its components. A function call 
is stored as a list whose head element is the function name and whose 
remaining elements are the parameters to be passed. 
Each function is represented as a list consisting of the function name, a list of 
its parameters, and an evaluatable LISP encoding of the function body. If 
necessary, the condition-action pairings are reordered so that the potential 
cuts are evaluated prior to the other clauses. If a mathematical expression 
occurs in the function body, then code is generated which converts the result to 
a string automatically so that it can be concatenated into the action or 
template correctly. Figure 5.6 shows the encoding for one of the functions from 
I Figure 5.5. 
(I' f " ( " # ) 
(cond ((< 'I#" 1000) "!") 
((and (c= 1000 ' I # )  (< "#'I 1920)) "short wavelength") 
((c 2000 ' I # )  "long wavelength") 
((and (c= 1920 "#") (<= "#" 2000)) "short wavelength or long wavelength"))) I 
Figure 5.6: The compiled form of an expert-supplied function. The function body 
can be evaluated once the value for the parameter is substituted. 
A word occurrence index is also computed and placed in the compiled rule base. 
An element of this index consists of a word and a list of those rules in which 
that word appears, and the number of times it appears in each of those rules 
(only the rule's pattern is used, not its transform). 
numbers, the element "#'I appears in the index along with a list of the rules 
which contain numbers and the number of occurrences in each rule. An entry is 
made for each word in a <word seh pattern item, whereas the ... pattern item is 
ignored. The word occurrence index is used during run-time to increase the 
speed of the inference engine. 
Instead of indexing specific 
The last structure that is placed in the compiled rule base is referred to as the 
rule threshold list. An element of this list consists of a rule number and the 
number of items in that rule's pattern, excluding ... pattern items. This list is 
also used by the inference engine in its attempt to find the correct rule to 
apply - 
5.3 The Inference Engine: Applying the Rule Base 
The QES inference engine uses the query to decide which rules are potentially 
applicable for transforming it. 
inferencing is referred to as forward chaining. 
The method of using the data to drive the 
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The size of the rule set is most likely much larger than the number of words in 
the user's query. The user would experience a noticeable wait if the inference 
engine had to inspect each rule every time it was seeking to transform the 
query. Also note that there are relatively few rules applicable to the query at 
any given time. The inference engine must be implemented so that it minimizes 
the number of rules it attempts to apply for a given query. 
Each rule starts with a score of zero. A list is formed of the unique words that 
are found in the query and their number of occurrences. Each word in turn is 
taken from this list, and is used with the occurrence index to find those rules in 
which it occurs. The score for each of these rules is incremented by one for 
each time the word occurs in its pattern, not exceeding the number of times the 
word occurs in the query. 
All rules whose score equals or exceeds their rule threshold value are placed in 
the conflict set. These are the rules that can potentially affect the given query 
at this time. All the other rules cannot apply, either because the query is 
shorter than their patterns, or their patterns contain one or more words which 
are not in the query. The rules found in the conflict set may or may not apply. 
Even though their patterns contain the appropriate words, the words could be in 
a different order, or a function invocation in their transform could return a cut 
y. 
More than one rule in the conflict set may satisfy all the conditions for firing. 
However, one rule may fit the circumstances better than another because it is 
more specific [3]. To ensure that the "best" rule is found and applied as quickly 
as possible, the rules in the conflict set are ordered according to their 
specificity. 
contains more items. 
shorter patterns. 
unsuccessfully applied. 
and the conflict set must be recomputed anew. 
A rule is considered more specific than another if its pattern 
Rules with longer patterns are tried before ones with 
A rule is automatically removed from the conflict set if it is 
Once a rule is found that can fire, a new query exists, 
In general, a given query undergoes a number of transformations until the 
inference engine is unable to find any rules which can alter it. This is known as 
a quiescent state and corresponds to an empty conflict set. Once this state is 
achieved, the final form of the query is returned, it is displayed to the user, and 
QES passes it to DataTalker. We must make sure that a quiescent state is 
reached. In particular, we must guard against a collection of rules which 
bounces the query back-and-forth. To remove the possibility of infinite looping, 
the principle of refraction [12] is used. A rule is removed from the conflict set 
if it has already been applied to the query in its current form. 
infinite recursion accidentally was introduced to a rule base, only a handful of 
Most likely, if 
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rules would be involved. 
any number of rules. 
This method of detecting infinite looping works for 
6 Results 
To test our spatial data management expert system, we have selected a subset 
(about 5,000 records) of the IUE Minilog (about 70,000 records). 
interviewing an astrophysicist who is an IUE expert, we developed a LISP 
program that converted the magnetic IUE Minilog tape data into a file consisting 
of the various fields available (e.g., right ascension) or computable (e.g., 
continuum level) for each observation.1 The resulting file of IUE observations 
was ingested into Sybase, a commercial DBMS available from Sybase, Inc. [17]. 
After 
DataTalker was configured as far as possible on the IUE domain, and a rule base 
for QES was generated which contains about 50 rules, some of which have been 
used as examples throughout this paper. Figure 6.1 contains a list of some of 
the questions our system can answer, where italics indicates that QES performs 
some modification to that part of the query before it is passed to DataTalker. 
What observations of HD1 12244 have been taken? 
What high dispersion IUE observations of HR4908 have been taken? 
What observations around 1260 A have been taken of CPD -56 5498? 
What observations of 0-stars have been made at 0. 1 A resolution at 2600 A? 
What low dispersion Observations have background levels larger then [sic] 100 DN and continum 
What low dispersion observations have been made from 1150 - 3000 A? 
[sic] levels less than 220 DN? 
Figure 6.1: Actual user queries that can be successfully answered by our spatial 
data management expert system. Italicized portions of the query are 
modified by QES prior to being passed to DataTalker. 
By using our region selection and spatial search modules, any of the questions 
can be restricted to a smaller portion of the database. We believe this 
increases the speed of the system because our method of performing the spatial 
search is significantly faster than relational database search methods that use 
non-spatial primary keys to construct their trees. The quad and k-d trees take 
full advantage of the numerical properties inherent in the spatial data, whereas 
the trees constructed by DBMS's must be searched entirely to retrieve all 
records which meet some spatial criteria. Our spatial data management expert 
1 We are currently developing a method to perform this database conversion process automatically so 
that a domain expert can do it without requiring a programmer to help. A lot of computation can be 
saved, and more interesting questions can be answered, if the database is structured with respect to the 
types of questions the users ask. 
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system presents a list of the primary keys to the DBMS immediately, thus 
eliminating the need for the database to be exhaustively searched. 
7 Future Research 
This is the first large scale domain-independent spatial query management 
expert system that we have built. There are many research topics to be 
examined as we continue to develop our system to meet the users' needs. We 
mention some major areas for improvements or further investigation. 
As mentioned earlier in the paper, our nearest neighbor search algorithm 
requires empirical testing, and, as it is a naive approach to the problem, a 
faster yet more complicated solution may need to be implemented. 
We would like to examine the search speeds that result for a variety of 
tree structures. Currently, our trees contain about 5,000 observations. 
We would like to run tests on trees that contain all the observations in 
the IUE Minilog (about 70,000 records). 
To show the domain-independent nature of our approach, we will be 
constructing rule bases for other catalogs from a variety of different 
satellite observations. 
It would be useful if a library of successfully handled queries were 
maintained so that if a rule base is altered, the previously correctly 
handled queries can be rerun to ensure that a fix does not introduce a new 
error where there once was no problem. 
expert system building tools, such as EMYCIN [5,18]. 
This utility exists in various 
We will likely be moving our interface from the Suntools environment to 
the more portable X-Windows system. 
8 Summary and Conclusions 
The spatial data management expert system is a large scale domain-independent 
system that serves as an intelligent front-end to databases containing spatial 
data. There are two major components to the system: 
The first is a spatial search module which uses the spatial component of the 
data in the database to produce a tree which contains the primary keys of all 
the records in the database. The spatial tree is indexed by the spatial part of 
a user's query, and a list is returned of all the primary keys that point to 
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records meeting that spatial criteria. We find that the time required to 
process a user's query is reduced dramatically, compared with the time 
needed by a DBMS that must necessarily search its entire database to 
discover which records satisfy the user's spatial demands. 
The second is a domain-independent query expert system (QES) that uses a 
domain-specific rule base to preprocess the user query, effectively mapping 
a broad class of queries into a smaller set that is manageable by a 
commercial natural language processing product. QES uses a forward- 
chaining inference engine that relies on the specificity of the rules and an 
indexing scheme to achieve a quiescent state rapidly, thus transforming the 
user's English query into a form that can be handled by DataTalker. 
This system is a step toward automatically building intelligent user interfaces 
for the large, non-homogeneous databases that exist today and are being planned 
for the future. We feel we have shown that the techniques we have used can be 
incorporated into working application systems immediately. Systems which 
force users to use specialized database query languages to access any data 
should be rethought. 
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1.0 Introduction. It is widely recognized that the development of sophisticated natural language interfaces (NLIs) will have 
great potential for users of complex information management systems. Such NLIs would largely alleviate the need to learn 
and use complicated access protocols. More importantly, such NLIs would also alleviate the need first to learn and then 
spontaneously to recall the names of hundreds, even thousands, of table and field names and their interconnections within a 
given information management system. Indeed, if one seriously entertains the notion of integrating several complex 
information systems into a larger whole, adding, say, application software packages for data analysis (numeric, symbolic, 
or both), the use of NLIs becomes almost mandatory. Note, too, that, in principle, there is no reason that the information 
management systems themselves need be of the same type. One can easily envision the need and desire to integrate the 
information in relational (and other kinds of structured) databases with the information in such diverse sources as 
CAD/CAM systems and text documents. 
Granted that the user of an integrated system can expect to issue requests for action through an NLI, a fair question is this: 
What is the glue that can bind everything together behind the interface, the means by which just the right information is 
extracted from among a number of different information sources, put into the correct form and given to the appropriate 
application software packages, and then correctly processed by the application software? I advance the thesis that, in the 
long run, the glue must be natural language, that there is no other means for us to describe and understand the world and 
what goes on in it, and that there is no alternative means by which computers can be expected to do so. To be sure, one can 
write special procedures that directly integrate selected information sources with selected application packages (bypassing 
understanding, as it were), but I maintain that all such integrations must forever be ad hoc endeavors which are neither 
general, flexible, nor extensible. 
Section 2 discusses the concept of Advanced Information Management (AIM)---the attributes it must have and the 
capabilities it will require. Section 3 presents the basic requirements for an adequate natural language processing (NLP) 
system and discusses some of the work we are doing at the Boeing Advanced Technology Center towards achieving robust 
natural language understanding. Section 4 presents a very high-level AIM architecture. Section 5 offers a brief summary 
and some concluding thoughts on how to go about developing a simple, but general, AIM system. 
2.0 Advanced Information Management. It is commonplace to note that software application packages typically produce 
and process data in a particular format and, moreover, that they run only on a particular kind of computer using a 
particular operating system. Integrating, in a principled way, application software packages that were not originally 
designed to work together will require advanced information management. By advanced information management I mean 
the ability: 
1) to query (or access) diverse information sourccs through a multi-modal, integrated user interface 
2) to have the system access information automatically across heterogeneous computers, operating 
systems, and networking systems 
3) to have the system perform automatically certain numeric and symbolic calculations, implied by 
the query, over the accessed information 
4) to have the system present automatically to the user the results of the calculations in a 
meaningful and serviceable way. 
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2.1 Accessing Diverse Information Sources. Information sources, which either are or can be put in electronic form, range 
over a wide spectrum of types: text documents, drawings, schematics, photographs, movies, printed and recorded music, 
flat-file databases, hierarchical databases, relational databases, semantic-net knowledge bases, and so forth. 
Clearly, fashioning an electronic card catalog that offers unique addresses and descriptions for (potentially) billions of 
information sources, complete with all relevant cross-references, is not a trivial task. Nonetheless, the complex addressing 
scheme that Theodor Nelson and his associates have developed to access the universe of information sources--Nelson refers 
to this as the "docuverse"--seems to be fully adequate to the task [ll. In Nelson's scheme, addresses are divided into four 
sections: Server, User, Document, and Contents. The Server section indicates where the material is located, physically or 
logically. The User section indicates the owner and other control and security information. The Document section provides 
the logical entity (i.e. name, version, etc.) under which the information is stored. The Contents section describes the 
material and includes in hypertext fashion all the links to directly related material. 
The docuverse as a whole will not be catalogued and made accessible anytime soon. Indeed, issues of privacy, public safety, 
and national security suggest that access to everything is, in any event, undesirable. Within a number of spheres, however, 
a well- and consistently-catalogued docuverse is highly desirable. Examples among docuverses that could be publicly 
available include those for various academic disciplines, unclassified government scientific programs, and court 
proceedings. Proprietary docuverses will include those of many government agencies and of virtually all individual 
manufacturing and service industries. 
For an AIM system to make use of the items in any particular docuverse, a simpleminded Contents section will not do. In 
order for an AIM system to access and make use of a docuverse of diverse information types, the Contents section of the 
address scheme must contain links to both a Structural Description (SD) of the material and a Real-world Interpretation 
(RWI) of the structural description. To see why we need both of these, consider as a document some instance of a relational 
database. (At this level of granularity, we can consider the set of files to be a hypertext document.) Then the SD indicates 
1) that the document was created by using a particular database system, say, ORACLE, and 2) which files are data files 
and which files give the complete database definition of this particular instance of ORACLE. Now, in and of itself, a 
database definition has no intrinsic meaning, since, in general, table and field labels are not self-explanatory. Although 
mnemonic labels obviously help those familiar with a particular database to remember what it contains, table and field 
labels could as well be arbitrarily chosen numbers (say, tables 1 through 157 and fields 1 through 905) for all the help they 
afford the integration task. Only by providing a complete RWI for a structural description can database definitions be 
interpreted by machines (and, by people) unfamiliar with the design and contents. 
It is easy to see that having a RWI of the information in a database is crucial to integrating the information with 
information from other sources. For instance, given a field label such as "DATE", it is natural to ask what it is that 
"DATE" is the date of and to inquire about the interpretation of the internal structure, if any, of the values in the "DATE" 
field. Compare "760704". "040776", "04-07-76". "070476", "07-04-76", "04/07/76", and "07/04/76" as possible ways 
to express "July 4, 1776". 
There are many other document types beside databases that require explicit RWIs. Among them are CAD/CAM documents. 
Given that a document is a drawing created using some CAD/CAM system, say, CATIA, then the SD indicates that it is 
indeed a CATIA drawing and gives descriptions of its files. The RWI that parallels the SD provides the basis for 
integrating the information in the drawing with the information in other documents of other types. 
The RWIs of databases, CAD/CAM documents, and many other materials in a docuverse will have to be given in some 
natural language (English is the obvious choice for English speakers) for one simple reason: Natural language is is the only 
universal language people have, the only kind of language there is for describing anything at all, whether it be a description 
of some state of affairs, real or imagined, or of some action we wish to take. This means that natural language offers the 
only way we can realistically hope to integrate a large number of distinct information sources in an automated fashion. 
To see what an RWI looks like, consider a database of geographical information. Suppose the SD reveals that we have a 
table, labeled GEOGRAPHICAL-DATA, which contains, among others, fields labeled PLACE and ALTITUDE. The RWI 
of these labels might be as follows: 
ALTITUDE is the altitude of PLACE in feet above mean sea level; PLACE is the name of a geographic feature 
(mountain, lake, city, airport, ...); GEOGRAPHICAL-DATA contains the names and geophysical attributes 
(see ALTITUDE, LOCATION, AREA, ...) of a number of geographic features (see PLACE) of North America. 
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If we have a natural language understanding system that can interpret the RWI and put it into machine-usable form, then we 
have, in principle, a way of integrating information from this information source with that of any other. 
Unlike databases and CAD/CAM systems, text documents contain, by and large, their own RWIs by virtue of being text 
documents. I say "by and large", since text information that is presented in tables, indexes, tables of content, chapter and 
section headings, headers, and the like will require RWIs unless they conform to default formats known to the AIM system. 
In addition, texts often contain pictorial and graphic insertions that are not, in general, self-explanatory and, for which, 
RWIs will be required. 
In sum, using Nelson's docuverse addressing scheme, within a given docuverse, an AIM system will automatically assign 
document addresses to all new items that are created and will automatically update the addresses as documents are revised. 
There is, however, one crucial point: It will be the responsibility of the creators and revisers of documents to provide and 
maintain the integrity of the RWIs in the Contents section of the addresses, since there is no way that any AIM system can 
read minds. 
2.2 Executable Documents. Many of the items in the docuverse are not static, run-of-the-mill materials, i.e. unformatted 
text, graphics, database files, or whatever. They are, in fact, executable programs, materials that from a docuverse 
perspective can be viewed as Executable Documents (EDs). Such programs run the gamut from the simplest COBOL or C 
program to massive expert systems and FORTRAN programs. Since the docuverse address scheme allows us to link 
documents at will, we can link together compiled code, source code, and descriptive material in hypertext fashion. Now, if, 
in addition, we can prepare and link to an executable document an Input-Output Document (IOD), a document specifying a 
program's input and output requirements and behavior, and an RWI describing the IOD, we can entertain the notion of 
integrating data and programs that were not originally designed to work together. Moreover, we can hope to do so with 
methods that are not ad hoc and do not rely on brute force. 
In particular, we could avoid brute force, "one-off", non-general procedures that map words like "high" and "height" 
directly onto a database field like ALTITUDE. Rather, we would invoke general natural language processing procedures to 
relate the word "altitude", taken from the RWI of ALTITUDE, to vertical elevation and height. Since the RWI also tells us 
that the altitude is expressed in feet, an AIM system can also report the units along with the value. In fact, if we have 
another database, say, a geographic database for Europe, and we have its SD and RWI, we can use our general methods to 
find out the altitude of the Matterhorn. Suppose now that we wish to know which mountain is higher, and by how much. If 
the value for the height of the Matterhorn is expressed in meters--and an AIM system will know that it is from the RWI--the 
AIM system will invoke an ED for converting units, do the conversion, compare the altitudes, and report the results in feet 
or meters, as we desire. (Not having an AIM system with geographic databases in its docuverse, I had to do all the work 
myself. As it happens, the Matterhorn is about 112 meters, or 369 feet, higher than Mt. Rainier.) 
2.3 Heterogeneous Computer Systems. Obviously, to access very much at all of the docuverse, an AIM system will 
immediately be confronted with the fact that materials tend to reside on different computers with different operating 
systems. To make matters worse, the threads that stitch computers together come in different weights and colors, e.g. the 
Network File System (NFS) and the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCPDP). While a successful AIM 
system will require a number of IODs and RWIs in order to move information round and about, I will not pursue the matter 
here. 
2.4 Implied Calculations. Every interesting use of an AIM system requires that the system have the ability to do implied 
calculations. Some of the queries one might direct at an AIM system will be of a simple sort. For example, one might 
inquire: "What is the height of Mt. Rainier?" Given access to a geographic database, we surmise that the system will 
simply look up the answer in a table of mountain names and heights and report the value to us, viz. "14,411 feet". 
Suppose the query were framed with less specificity, say, "What is the tallest mountain in Washington, and how tall is it?". 
On the assumption that the database tables contain information correlating mountain and state names, the system is now 
required to perform some very simple implied calculations, both numeric (comparing heights of mountains) and symbolic 
(distinguishing mountains in Washington from those in other locales). 
In principle, queries containing implied numeric and symbolic calculations can be as elaborate and as oblique as we like. 
For example, it would be quite reasonable for a geologist to ask: "How much did the North American Plate move with 
respect to the Pacific Plate in 1988?" [2]. The first task for the AIM system is to understand the query. This requires 
symbolic processing of a high order and is the topic of section 3. Suppose for the sake of argument that the system succeeds 
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in understanding the query. Then, if data files are available for 1988 that give range values from satellites to ground 
stations on each plate as well as the angles between the ground stations and the satellites, fetching the data and performing 
some numeric calculations involving the sine of this and/or the cosine of that will yield the answer the geologist seeks. 
It should not be supposed that the worth of natural language symbolic processing is confined to natural language 
interfaces-or even, as I have asserted, to gluing together diverse computer packages. On the contrary, the vast majority of 
the world's information sources are text documents, as a Uip to any library, perhaps even to one's study, will easily reveal. 
A real AIM system will answer queries that require symbolic calculations over the text data that is included in the 
docuverse. For example, suppose we have a biography of Abraham Lincoln in electronic form. If so, it should be quite 
reasonable to ask such questions as: "Did Lincoln ever visit Richmond, Virginia?", "How many terms did Lincoln serve in 
Congress?", and "Who killed Abraham Lincoln?". In general, the answers will not be found by simplistic pattern matching 
techniques. It would probably be difficult indeed to find a biography of Lincoln that contained the sentence "John Wilkes 
Booth killed Abraham Lincoln," or even one that stated "It was John Wilkes Booth who killed Abraham Lincoln." Instead, 
we have all, I expect, read the narrative accounts of John Wilkes Booth sneaking up a back stairway in Ford's Theater, 
entering Lincoln's box, shooting Lincoln, leaping to the stage and breaking his leg, making his escape, and of Lincoln being 
carried across the street and dying early the next morning. In short, answering even such apparently simple queries such as 
"Who killed Abraham Lincoln" will require sophisticated natural language processing that can comprehend narratives 
(understand each of the sentences and the interconnections among them) and is able to use semantic and real-world 
knowledge to draw conclusions (e.g. "X kill Y" means "X cause Y to die"; "If X does 2, and Z causes Y to die, then X kill 
Y") . 
Clearly, there will be limits on the implied calculations that even a mature AIM system could be expected to perform 
automatically. Basically, we expect such a system to be able to do what an able human assistant could do. Thus, it would 
obviously be futile to ask "Is Fermat's last theorem true?" or "Will the universe ultimately collapse?". At best, the system 
would respond with "No one knows.", or something of the sort. On the other hand. there is a broad spectrum of relatively 
mundane tasks that an AIM system ought readily to perform. Among these are reading vast numbers of text documents for 
content and applying a variety of EDs to data gathered from many different information sources. 
2.5 The Interface. The interface of an AIM system will need to be very capable. Issues involving user modeling, avoiding 
cognitive overload, and the appropriateness of input and presentation techniques are beyond the scope of this paper. 
Nevertheless, a few remarks on input and output are required. 
First, a sophisticated natural language interface is a necessary part of any AIM system. While I have nothing against icons 
and desktop metaphors, there are obvious limitations to iconic interfaces-viz., they are virtually useless for formulating 
syntactically complex commands. While command languages do not suffer from that limitation, they suffer from two other 
undesirable attributes: 1) they tend to be hard to learn and use, and, more fundamentally, 2) each of them is artificial and, 
hence, has no intrinsic semantic interpretation. For example, on a SUN workstation, you can invoke a command line to put 
a representation of a clock on the screen at the location of your choice. The command line is best described as arcane and 
can be compared to an AIM system command, which we might frame as "Put a clock in the upper right-hand corner of the 
screen". In a multi-modal interface we could frame the request as "Put a clock there", with an appropriate gesture to 
indicate where "there" is. 
Second, the presentation component of an AIM system must evaluate the characteristics of the information that is accessed, 
presenting it to the user in a comprehensible and appropriate manner. The characteristics of interest include the number of 
elements and whether they are numbers, text, or graphics. A smart presentation manager will be able to make many correct 
choices on its own and adjudicate the form of the presentation with the user, suggesting alternatives on a case by case basis, 
as required. Suppose, for instance, that, not realizing the extent of the work done on the Athapaskan languages, I asked my 
AIM system for a listing of all the linguistic work done on this family of languages. The presentation manager should 
inform me that it has found many hundreds of items to include in an Athapaskan linguistics bibliography and give me the 
opportunity 1) to narrow my query or 2) to group the items in some convenient way and put them into a file for browsing. 
Similarly, an AIM system should make sensible choices in deciding how a set of data values is best presented graphically, 
deciding from the nature of the data to use, say, a bar chart, histogram, or scattergram. 
2.6 AIM Requirements. The requirements of an AIM system can be summarized as follows: We need a universal 
addressing scheme, such as the one Nelson has devised, to keep track of the things in a docuverse. We need an adequate 
NLP system. and we need it both for the interface and for interpreting what static documents contain and what EDs can do. 
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We will need what appears to the user to be an "intelligent agent" that can use natural language descriptions and 
instructions to carry out our wishes. Figure 1 shows the overall AIM system. Note that as far as an AIM system is 
concerned, there are only three kinds of things in the docuverse: stand-alone EDs, e.g., application programs like statistics 
packages and grammar and style checkers; stand-alone static documents, e.g. text documents; and application packages that 
consist of static documents and the associated EDs that are used to manipulate the data in the static documents. To make 
use of an application package, an AIM system will query the RWIs and SDs of the static documents and the associated ED 
as information sources, then use the application package ED to access the data in the static documents. 
3.0 An Adequate Natural Language Processing System. In our work on natural language processing at Boeing, we base 
our approach on three fundamental premises: 1) all linguistic forms have meaning-there are no meaningless linguistic 
elements; 2) linguistic and real world knowledge can be described in discrete syntax, semantics, and pragmatics modules; 
and 3) natural language processing must interleave linguistic and real world knowledge. 
The first premise is easy to justify. Consider the pitfalls in ignoring the difference between infinitive and gerund 
constructions revealed by such pairs as: "They stopped to search for survivors" and They stopped searching for survivors". 
In the first example, the infinitive gives the reason for stopping; Le., semantically, "to search for survivors" is a 
'purposive' modifier of the intransitive verb "stop". In the second example, the gerund phrase "searching for survivors'' is 
the direct object of the transitive verb "stop"; semantically, it is the 'range' complement of "stop", a complement that 
states the activity that was stopped. Similarly, consider the pair of examples "Reagan sent a message to Iran" and 
"Reagan sent Iran a message". For the first sentence of this pair, Reagan's message could have been sent anywhere in Iran, 
although it could have been sent to the government of Iran. The second sentence states unambiguously that the message was 
sent to the government of Iran. This pair of Sentences underscores the need to take account of subtle meaning differences 
occasioned by seemingly innocuous differences in word order and the presence or absence of words like "to". 
The second premise stems from the observation that whatever the subject matter, the English language is, minor dialect 
differences aside, everywhere the same and that the work of developing general syntax, semantics, and pragmatics modules 
need be done only once. When such a system is extended to a new domain, only the knowledge specific to that domain need 
be added to extend the system's coverage. The conceptual distinction between syntax, semantics, and pragmatics embodied 
in the system allows us to develop each module separately and incrementally--we can make progress in one module while we 
resolve problems in another. Moreover, we can keep declarative knowledge, say, the rules of English syntax, quite separate 
from the procedural knowledge required for an efficient syntactic parsing algorithm. Thus, we can expand and revise the 
syntax rules without affecting the parser, and conversely, we can improve the parsing algorithm without affecting the 
syntax rules. Indeed, extending our syntactic rules to cover telegraphic speech (e.g."Having wonderful time. Wish you were 
here.") was accomplished by adding a few rules to the grammar for ordinary text, without making any change to the 
existing grammar or to the parser. 
Our third premise is an explicit acknowledgment of the inherent massive ambiguity of natural language, ambiguity that is 
at once its strength--for it allows us to say whatever we wish with decidedly finite means--and its weakness--for it is all to 
easy to misinterpret what one hears or reads and to be misinterpreted in turn. Out of context, even relatively simple 
sentences can be very ambiguous. "The girl saw the boy on the hill with a telescope" is a typical example. Either the boy 
or the girl or both is on the hill, and either the boy or the girl or the hill has a telescope, which the girl may or may not 
have used to see the boy. It seems to me that only by interleaving the application of linguistic and real-world knowledge 
word by word and phrase by phrase during text (or speech) processing can we hope to reduce to tractability the amount of 
computation required for disambiguation. In any event, a system that interleaves syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic 
knowledge, making disambiguation decisions as soon as possible in every instance, can converge on the best interpretation 
of a text in some given context much more quickly than can any system that mechanically constructs all possible syntactic 
parses, then constructs all the possible semantic interpretations of all the possible parses, and then decides upon the best text 
interpretation from among all the possible interpretations. 
3.1 The Sapir Natural Language Processing System. In our efforts to develop the Sapir natural language processing 
system (named in honor of Edward Sapir, the eminent linguist of the first half of the 20th century) we have endeavored to 
utilize the best current knowledge about the properties of natural language in general and of English in particular. As 
shown in Figure 2, we are implementing our linguistics-based approach in four principal modules: token and layout 
analyzer, syntactic analyzer, semantic analyzer, and pragmatic analyzer. The components of the system are designed to 
interact cooperatively through the message workspace. 
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The token and layout analyzer initiates the text analysis process by recognizing each word in the input string in turn and 
posting a word packet (the word, its position, and its syntactic characterizations) in the message workspace. The parser and 
grammar, working bottom-up and left-to-right, use the word packets to produce syntactic constituents, each of which is 
posted into the message workspace as soon as it is constructed. The semantics module takes each of the syntactic 
constituents in the order in which they appear, provides all possible possible semantic translations, and posts the semantic 
structure in the message workspace, linking each interpretation with its syntactic counterpart. The pragmatics module takes 
each syntactic-semantic structure in turn and rates it for pragmatic likelihood. Those syntactic-semantic structures that are 
deemed acceptable are used for further processing by the syntax and semantics modules; those deemed unacceptable are held 
aside and, hence, are not carried forward as potential sub-constituents of larger syntactic- semantic structures. Viable 
syntactic-semantic structures posted in the message workspace are available to the discourse modeling component to analyze 
as potential discourse constituents. Thus, our system architecture deals forthrightly with the inherent massive ambiguity of 
natural language, eliminating unlikely interpretations of a text contextually as soon as possible during the analysis process 
and reducing to a minimum the number of structures that must be carried downstream, at great computational expense, 
during the course of the text understanding process. 
We are currently evaluating our interleaved architecture in a blackboard environment, using Boeing’s Erasmus Blackboard, 
which is configwable in a variety of ways [31. The advantages of a blackboard implementation are fourfold: 1) we can run 
the modules in distributed fashion across several computers; 2) the system modules can be implemented in different 
languages; 3) we can experiment with interleaving (and parallelizing) the computations; and 4) we can experiment with 
opportunistic problem solving techniques which would allow our system to dynamically decide where to focus its attention. 
3.1.1 The Token and Layout Analyzer. The token and layout module processes ASCII files and infers typographical, 
structural, and lexical information from the printed form of documents. The current output of the layout analysis 
subsystem of this module is a demarcation of sentence boundaries. When it is mature, the layout analyzer will recognize 
and characterize text constituents such as sentences, paragraphs, and sections. and will model information about text 
structure in concert with the discourse analyzer. The token analysis subsystem of this module uses finite-state recognizers to 
identify character strings as tokens and converts the tokens into lexical items. Ambiguities are passed up to a token parser 
that resolves them on the basis of the larger textual context. The token parser can postulate both single and multi-word 
lexical items from token strings, and, conversely, it can map the substrings of a single token into individual lexical items. 
At present, we have a lexicon with syntactic information on over 11 ,OOO words. Even though the number of words in our 
lexicon is increasing rapidly, the lexicon will never be complete, since previously unencountered proper names will always 
appear in new text material, and new words, especially single- and multi-word proper names, are, in any event, constantly 
being added to the language. Thus, at the user’s discretion our present token analyzer can default an unrecognized token to 
the category proper noun or ask the user to identify it interactively. 
3.1.2 The Syntax Module. The syntax module provides a domain- independent description of English syntax. Our 
approach is based on Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG) 141, a high-level formalism in which each grammar 
rule is equivalent to a large number of traditional context-free phrase structure rules. Without this formalism, it would be 
necessary to write tens of thousands of phrase structure rules. GPSG is especially well suited to natural language 
processing since it allows parsing to proceed in a context-free, bottom-up manner. Our syntax module, which provides very 
broad coverage of English, consists of approximately 300 grammar rules and an efficient parser [ 5 ]  that we believe is one 
of the fastest in existence. We have developed special parsing methods that make it unnecessary to convert the high-level 
GPSG-like grammar into its expanded form, making it possible to develop the grammar interactively, an indispensable aid 
for iteration, testing, and validation of possible rules. 
3.1.3 The Semantics Module. The semantics module provides semantic translations of syntactic constituents. We have 
designed and built a prototype semantic translation program which takes in turn each syntactic constituent constructed by the 
parser and produces a semantic interpretation of a sentence. The module generates semantic structures by pairing semantic 
translation functions associated with each lexical element with every syntactic configuration in which the lexical item can be 
a leaf node. The initial semantic translation of a sentence is then the semantic structure built compositionally from the 
individual syntactic configurations and lexical elements that are its constituents. The semantic representations are expressed 
in a formalism, called relational logic, that we are developing for natural language semantics. The formalism uses a 
special vocabulary of relational operators that link lexical items into semantic structures. Relational logic structures make 
explicit both modifier-head and predicate-complement bindings and can be decomposed algorithmically to derive both lexical 
and predicational inferences. Lexical inferences are made by consulting basic definitions, expressed as relational logic 
structures, and invoking general substitution procedures. 
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The relational logic representation we have developed offers a holistic view of semantic structures, explicitly giving the 
cognitively salient relation (or function) that obtains between the linked elements of the semantic structures. While the 
cognitive view of language it reflects has its origins in antiquity and traditional grammar, the recent precursors of 
relational logic include writings as diverse as Fillmore [6],  Chafe [71, Quirk et al. [8], and Hudson [91. 
Relational logic is very much in the spirit of what is now termed cognitive linguistics. The theoretical underpinnings of 
cognitive linguistics have been carefully set forth by Langacker [IO]. The essential notions are 1) the distinction between 
autonomous and dependent elements and 2) the asymmetry between these two kinds of elements (called A/D asymmetry). 
Autonomous linguistic elements are those that require no elaboration to be semantically complete. The most prototypical 
autonomous elements are the nouns. Dependent elements are those that cannot stand alone, that obligatorily require 
elaboration. The prototypical dependent elements include verbs and auxiliary verbs, articles, adjectives, adverbs, and 
prepositions. The categorizations of linguistic elements as autonomous and dependent is not rigid. A particular linguistic 
element can figure autonomously in one grammatical construction and dependently in another. A grammatical construction 
typically has at least one element that functions dependently and one that functions autonomously; i.e., A D  asymmetry is 
an observed property of the vast majority of grammatical constructions. Langacker also gives adequate characterizations 
of the notions modifier, head, predicate, and complement--characterizations that are indispensable for adequate and accurate 
semantic analysis, and which we have adopted in our system of relational logic. 
Figure 3 shows the relational logic semantic graph for the sentence, "How much did the North American Plate move with 
respect to the Pacific Plate in 1988". The query is one that a geologist might ask of NASA's Crustal Dynamics Data 
Information System, as described in [2]. The nodes of the graph are the linguistic elements and the arc labels are the 
relations. Dependent elements are placed above autonomous elements: thus modifiers are shown above the heads they 
modi@, and complements are shown below their corresponding predicates. The relations are drawn from a small, finite set 
and serve to indicate the overall cognitive (or conceptual) meaning of the sentence. 
The semantic ambiguity problem for a natural language processing system is twofold--first, to have a means of representing 
functional ambiguity, and second, to provide a way of choosing from among the semantic alternatives. Relational logic 
provides a quite natural way of representing functional ambiguity. For example, the prepositions "of", "by", and "for" 
have a number of the relational meanings, as shown in Figure 4. We view the semantic relation between the preposition 
and its first argument as holding between the element that typically precedes the preposition in syntactic configurations and 
the entire nominal phrase that follows the preposition. Thus, in "a test of skill" the "test" is "with respect to" "skill"; 
and, in the "most of today", "most" is the "extent of' "today". While "of' seems to have little inherent lexical content, 
the prepositions "by" and "for" have intrinsic meaning, i.e. they have different senses, in each of their uses. For instance, 
in a locative use, "by", as in "by the window", means roughly "near". and "for" in its directional use, as in "leave for 
London" means roughly "towards". In a temporal use, "by", as in "by Tuesday", means roughly "not later than", and 
durational "for", as in "sleep for hours" means roughly "during a time interval of". The various senses of a word are 
also expressed by relational logic structures. This provides a basis for deriving natural language inferences among words 
and sentences, as discussed in [l I]. 
Relational logic also provides an efficient means for choosing among alternative semantic structures. Consider the 
sentence, "John thought for days of the incident by the river." The main verb "think" enters into complement structures 
such as 'think(cog:X)' and 'think(cog:X, r:Y)', where 'cog' means "cognizer" and 'r' means "range". Since "think" is used 
intransitively in this example, our system selects the first of these complement structures, 'think(cog:X)'. The possible 
modifiers of "think" include both outer situational locatives and temporals (those that specify a location in space or time, 
respectively) and such inner circumstantial modifiers as 'wrt' ("with respect to"), 'man' ("manner"), and 'ext' ("extent"). 
(Here we follow Barwise and Perry [ 121 and Pollard and Sag [ 131 in distinguishing situations from circumstances.) Our 
procedures must choose among the alternative possible prepositional phrase interpretations based partly on the range 
complements of the prepositions and partly on the modifiers permitted by the main verb. In analyzing the prepositional 
phrase "for days", the range of "for", namely "days", makes it likely that the durational interpretation of "for" is 
intended and that the other possible interpretations of "for" are unlikely in this context. We further interpret the phrase 
"for days" as an inner circumstantial modifier of "think", since it does not specify a point on the spatio- temporal plane 
(as would, say, "in 1988" or "on Tuesday"). Next, our program considers both attachment possibilities for the phrase, "of 
the incident": It must be associated with either the preceding noun to form the phrase, "days of the incident", or with the 
verb "think" to form "think of the incident". Our system recognizes "think" plus a 'wrt' modifier as a conventional 
pattern. Hence, the interpretation "thought of the incident" is chosen as the more likely reading. Similarly, the phrase "by 
the river" can be associated either with the preceding noun to form the nominal phrase "incident by the river" or with the 
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main verb to form "thought by the river". The locative interpretation of "by" applies equally to both possibilities. Thus, 
the discourse model must be consulted to help make the decision: If it has knowledge of some event which occurred by a 
river, the nominal phrase would be sanctioned. Otherwise, the verbal attachment, as a situational modifier, will be 
preferred. 
The foregoing example demonstrates our strategy for interpreting such constituents as prepositional phrases and for 
choosing among the potentially large number of alternatives. Our procedures first narrow down the possibilities to those 
that are most likely based on a functional analysis of the words. Then, reasoning and discourse considerations select the 
best choice from among the likely candidates. Relational logic serves as an effective representational formalism both for 
expressing functional ambiguity and as a basis for performing intrasentential disambiguation. 
3.1.4 The Pragmatics Module. The pragmatics module has two principal functions. First, it provides the means to select 
(disambiguate) in context the most likely semantic structures from among those provided by the semantics module. Second, 
the pragmatics module builds and maintains a discourse model, interpreting the text as a coherent structure having causal, 
temporal, and spatial connections among its sentences. To do this, the pragmatics module must, among other tasks, 
establish different levels of event description in a sentence; establish discourse segments; resolve pronominal and definite 
references; and determine the most likely scope of quantifiers. 
Our strategy for disambiguation initially uses a category hierarchy, matching categories against expectations to assess the 
likelihood of the hypothesized semantic relations among the lexical items in a given semantic structure. If several viable 
candidate structures remain, a reasoning system brings discourse and encyclopedic knowledge to bear to select the most 
likely meaning. For example, the transitive relational frames for "teach" are "teach(c:X, g:Y)" and "teach(c:X, r:Y)", 
where "c" is the "causer", "g" is the "goal", and "r" is the "range" complement of "teach". "John taught Bill" and 
"John taught algebra" illustrate the two possibilities. Ambiguous semantic translations arise, however, since it is not 
possible to tell a priori if the direct object of "teach" is the goal or range complement. An example is "John taught 
Wittgenstein", where we cannot be sure without considering the context whether John taught Wittgenstein's philosophy or 
Wittgenstein himself. In such cases we must appeal to the reasoner and the discourse model. 
Our work on the pragmatics module is being undertaken jointly with Professor Lenhart Schubert of the University of 
Alberta and several of his students. The semantic net system that Schubert and de Haan have developed has a number of 
innovative features that enhance the efficiency of inference [ 141. Without such innovative strategies, a natural language 
processing system would be overwhelmed by the large number of propositions in its knowledge base. The reasoning system 
uses an extended first-order logic that provides for event variables. The primary inferencer, called ECoLogic, is 
supplemented by a number of specialist reasoners [15] that reason about such things as anaphora and definite reference, 
quantifier scoping [16], temporal relations [17], color relations, and set enumeration. 
The anaphora and definite reference program, for example, uses heuristics derived from Reinhart [18J and Bosch [19]. The 
program considers coreference possibilities among six different types of input phrases (or terms): pronouns, proper names, 
generic noun phrases, definite noun phrases, indefinite noun phrases, and quantified noun phrases. In addition, verbs are 
assigned "episodic constants" which can be the reference of pronouns and definite noun phrases (NPs).  An example 
discourse that is handled by the program is: "John kissed Mary on the forehead. It embarrassed the young woman." The 
program assigns a numerical weight to each coreference possibility (a pairing of terms that can refer to the same object). It 
then lists the readings in order of preference, based on the combined weights derived from the heuristics. For the simple 
discourse above, the highest average weight is assigned to the reading in which the definite NP "the young woman" is 
coreferential with the definite NP "Mary", and the pronoun "it" is coreferential with the episode (the event of John's 
kissing Mary on the forehead) associated with the first sentence. 
Our approach to discourse modeling uses as a starting point the observations on discourse structure offered by Reichman 
[20] and Webber [21]. A discourse is a text which coheres in a real-world context, semantically and pragmatically. The 
task of discourse modeling is to establish a coherent interpretation of a text. Our strategy is to develop disambiguation 
algorithms utilizing a number of specialist subsystems which place in context the relational logical structures generated by 
the semantics module. These subsystems will 1) decide what the discourse focus is at any given point in a text, tracking 
topic and focus shifts to establish discourse segments; 2) generate and maintain sets of potential referents both for entities 
mentioned explicitly in the text and for entities implicit in the text and derived by inferencing; and 3) discover and 
dynamically maintain a model of the discourse. We are concentrating our efforts initially on a few of the most common 
discourse devices, exploring ways of utilizing adverbial discourse cues (e.g. "for example", "thus", "first", and "on the 
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other hand") as indicators of discourse structure and overt text format markers such as paragraphing, section numbers and 
titles, and the like. 
4.0 An AIM Architecture. The obvious candidate for an "intelligent agent", as discussed in 2.6, is an Object-Oriented 
Database (OODB) or Object Server [22]. OODBs have the desirable property of being able to deal with documents, both 
static documents and EDs, as "objects". OODB objects are put into "classes", which define the kinds of operations, 
including any number of special "methods", that can be performed on them. To invoke any of an object's methods, one 
sends it a "message". 
To integrate diverse documents in an AIM system requires a class of executable documents (or methods) that can be called 
Transform Documents (TDs). TDs use SDs and IODs to access data files (through an ED or directly), to export data to 
another ED, and to receive the results of computing done by an ED. In brief, a TD takes data in its original form, 
transforms it into the form expected by some ED, and directs the ED to use the data to compute some function or functions, 
which the AIM system knows the ED to be capable of because it has accessed and understood its RWI and IOD. 
The TDs will be supplemented by Reasoning Specialists (RSs), in the manner of the NLP specialists, that analyze queries 
and docuverse RWIs to determine what actions to take in a given situation. Taking an anthropomorphic view of the matter, 
the RSs will do what a person would do in the same situation. For instance, if you were asked to find out whether Lincoln 
ever visited Richmond, Virginia, and you did not know the answer, how would you proceed? First, it would seem 
reasonable to seek out biographies of Lincoln. Once you had one or more of them, it would be advantageous to search in 
the indexes under "Richmond", "Virginia", and the like. If there were no indexes, you might look through tables of content 
and section headings. Finally, you could just start reading the biographies. This suggests how the RS would proceed with 
text searches: examine RWIs to find pertinent documents; examine the indexes of relevant titles to narrow the inquiry; if 
indexes are lacking, examine the tables of contents; then, if there are any, examine individual section headings; finally, if 
still unsuccessful, read the books. Since an AIM system can read and understand English, we suppose that it has no trouble 
finding out if Lincoln "visited" Richmond, even if a biography states that he "went to" Richmond and never uses the word 
"visit". 
To do an implied numeric calculation, such as the one implied by the sentence graphed in Figure 3, an AIM system will have 
to analyze the query and recast it as: "What was the difference in distance between the North American Plate and the Pacific 
Plate at the beginning of 1988 and the end of 1988". That is, "in 1988" can be interpreted in this context as "at the 
beginning of 1988 and the end of 1988"; and "How much did the North American Plate move with respect to the Pacific 
Plate" is interpreted as "What is the difference in distance between the North American Plate and the Pacific Plate". 
Recasting a query is effected by RSs that use natural language definitions and synonyms to go from the query to an 
interpretation form that can be used by the TDs. Now, before the distances can be calculated, the AIM system must, among 
other things, access the plate location data. In this instance, just to find out what the relevant site names on the two plates 
are, an RS will end up requesting a TD (in, of course, the relational logic natural language formalism) to "List all the 
western sites on the North American Plate" and "List all the eastern sites on the Pacific Plate". The TD, we suppose, will 
transform the requests into something usable by a particular database ED. Once the site names are known, an RS can ask 
a TD to fetch the data values for the appropriate time period; and so forth, until the user's implied calculation is satisfied. 
In short, what we require of an AIM system is that it have sufficient RSs and TDs to make effective use of the documents in 
its docuverse. Clearly, this is not a trivial task and must be the subject of further research. We can see, however, what the 
high-level architecture of an AIM system must be like. It will have the basic architecture given in Figure 5.  
5.0 Conclusion. Integrating diverse information sources and application software in a principled and general manner will 
require a very capable AIM system. In particular, such a system will need a comprehensive addressing scheme to locate the 
materials in its docuverse. It will also need an NLP system of great sophistication. It seems to me that the NLP system 
must serve three functions. First, it provides an NLI for the users. Second, it serves as the core component that understands 
and makes use of the RWIs contained in the docuverse. Third, it enables RSs to arrive at conclusions that can be 
transformed into procedures that will satisfy the users' requests. The best candidate for an "intelligent agent" that can 
satisfactorily make use of RSs and TDs appears to be an OODB. OODBs have, apparently, an inherent capacity to use the 
large numbers of RSs and TDs that will be required by an AIM system and an inherent capacity to use them in an effective 
way. 
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1 Introduction 
This paper describes an abstract model of 
cooperating rule-based systems (CRBSs). Rule- 
based systems are expected to play an 
increasingly important role in space missions of 
the 1990s and beyond. As the trend towards 
distributed operations continues, specialized 
RBSs will have to share information and perform 
in a coordinated manner to ensure safe and 
economical overall mission operation. 
The ultimate goal of this research is to 
define a formal model. Such a model will 
characterize the elements and operations of 
cooperating rule-based systems in the form of 
abstract data types. This would provide system 
planners with a precise language for specifying 
requirements. It would provide developers with 
a reusable set of package specifications for 
CRBSs. 
The model presented in this paper is a step 
in the direction of a formal model. The current 
model may be regarded as semi-formal. It 
describes a layering of CRBSs elements and 
operations, and is based on the idea of peer-to- 
peer communications adopted from the Open 
System Intemnnection model [l]. 
To arrive at an understanding of the 
problems of cooperating rule-based systems, we 
selected a specific application for analysis, and 
then tried to extrapolate to the more general case. 
Section Two contains our analysis of CRBSs in 
Payload Operations and Network Control 
Centers. 
Section Three abstracts from the analysis of 
Control Centers in order to identify generic 
requirements of cooperating rule-based systems. 
We identify six high-level requirements, which 
together characterize the problems inherent in 
cooperation among intelligent, autonomous 
agents. 
Section Four presents the logical model. 
The model provides an organized way to view 
both the requirements and potential technical 
solutions. 
Sections Five and Six summarize our most 
recent work, which has focused on identifying 
the reasoning capabilities required of 
cooperating rule-based systems. W e  the 
material of the first four sections appeared in an 
earlier version of this paper [2], the material of 
Sections Five and Six is new. We have removed 
details included in the earlier version in order to 
highlight the essential points of our analysis. We 
take advantage of the resulting space saving by 
including our latest results. 
2 Cooperating Rule-Based Systems in 
Control Centers 
2.1 Functions Performed in Control Centers 
This section describes the functions of a 
Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) and 
of a Network Communications Center (NCC), as 
a basis for identifying potential roles of rule- 
based systems. 
Payload Operations Control Center. The 
primary responsibility of a POCC is to prepare 
automated procedures for controlling spacecraft 
and instrumentation during flight, and to monitor 
the health and safety of the spacecraft and its 
components. A list of functions performed by a 
This work was supported by NASA'g System Autonomy Program thrargh contmcts NASS-27684 and NASS-31500. 
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The POCC must interface with other 
facilities and users on a continuing basis. 
Commands are received from the Command 
Management System, and attitude data are sent 
to Flight Dynamics. Depending on the mission, 
frequent communications with experimenters 
and users may be needed. The interface with the 
NCC must be maintained so that the spacecraft 
can be controlled during data communications 
contacts. 
The above functions are normally 
performed by four controllers. The Payload 
Operations Controller (POC) conducts all 
spacecraft contacts and makes decisions on the 
control of the observatory. He also coordinates 
with the experimenters through the Experiment 
Operations Facility (EOF). The Observatory 
Engineer (OE) is responsible for monitoring, 
maintaining and approving the performance of 
the observatory. The Instrument Engineer is 
responsible for monitoring, maintaining and 
approving the performance of the instruments. 
POCC is contained in Table 1. The functions 
performed by a POCC can be divided into three 
major areas: command management, telemetry 
processing, and interfacing with other facilities 
and users. In addition to these major categories 
of functions, a POCC must also provide for 
spacecraft and operations simulation and for 
allocating resources for data operations control 
of on-line resources. 
The command management function 
consists of planning the payload and sensor 
activities that will be performed during the 
mission, developing the command sequences 
that will effect these activities, verifying that the 
commands are correct and will not violate 
operating constraints, developing mission 
schedules, and keeping a history of the 
commands that have been carried out by the 
payload. 
The telemetry processing function consists 
of receiving and recording telemetry data and 
then performing a variety of tasks using these 
data. Health and safety data are monitored and 
data quality checks are performed. Experiment 
data are reviewed to ensure the validity of the 
data being received. Attitude data are stripped 
from the data stream and formatted for 
transmission to Flight Dynamics. 
Table 1: Payload Operations Control Center 
Functions 
Command Management 
Command Processing 
Command Verification 
Payload Operations and Control 
Instrument and Sensor Operations and Control 
Mission Planning and Scheduling 
Command History Generation 
Resource Allocation 
Spacecraft/Operations Simulation 
Telemetry Processing 
Experiment Quick Look Processing 
Monitoring Spacecraft and Instrument Health 
Strip and Format Attitude Data 
Receive and Record Telemetry 
Generate Data Presentations 
Check Data Quality 
Data Management 
and Safety 
Interfacing with Other Facilities and Users 
Receive Commands from Command 
Send Attitude Data to Flight Dynamics 
Interface with Experimenters 
Interface with NCC 
Control Spacecraft Contacts 
Management System 
The Ground Controller (GC) is responsible for 
configuring, coordinating, and operating the 
ground system. The GC coordinates the support 
required from all ground facilities in planning 
operations. In addition to these control positions 
in the Mission Operations Room, there is a 
Command Management Engineer (CME) in the 
POCC who works with experimenters and 
operations personnel in the orbit-by-orbit 
mission planning and contact message 
generation. 
While almost every function itemized 
above is supported by a variety of computers, 
there is heavy dependence on the manual control 
by human operators in carrying out these 
activities. Even where automated sequences are 
stored to perform a function, the sequence is 
usually operator initiated. These functions 
depending on manual control are the areas for 
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which rule-based systems have the potential for 
enhancing system performance and efficiency. 
Network Communications Center (NCC). 
The primary function of a network 
communications center is to act as an interface 
between network resources and the users of 
those resources. In a satellite tracking network, 
the network communications center ensures that 
the scheduling of network elements comes as 
close as possible to satisfying user event 
requirements while remaining within system 
integrity constraints. To meet these conditions, 
the network communications center must 
perform various lower-level functions, as 
indicated in Table 2. In performing these 
functions, the network communications center 
seeks to maximize utilization of network 
resources and services. 
At current levels of automation, the NCC’s 
scheduling functions are largely performed by 
scheduling algorithms. Schedule optimization 
and conflict resolution require rule-based 
reasoning, which is performed by operators at 
Table 2: Functions of a Network 
Communications Center 
Provide pre-launch and operational support to 
network users 
Perform periodic system testing 
Perform spacecraft simulation 
Process requests for performance data 
Monitor real-time events 
Provide post-event reports and problem 
reports to users 
Allocate network resources according to 
established user priorities 
Perform routine network scheduling 
Perform emergency scheduling 
Process near real-time and real-time 
Coordinate and control network activities 
requests for service reconfigurations 
Monitor network site status 
Analyze network performance 
Perform network fault isolation 
Direct corrective actions 
Report to network elements on network. 
performance 
the Schedule Generation (SG) console position. 
SG operators also monitor and control the 
activation and transmission of the final schedule 
to users and network elements. The Active 
Schedule (As) operator monitors and controls 
the active schedule process, handling requests 
for real-time changes to the schedule due to 
spacecraft emergencies or unexpected 
opportunities for scientific observation. 
During the real-time support period, the 
NCC monitors network performance data and 
controls the network by issuing real-time control 
messages. Operators at two console positions 
continuously monitor the network’s 
performance. Actual performance data are 
compared with predicted performance data to 
identify and locate system failures and 
degradations. When an anomaly is detected, 
these operators perform rule-based fault isolation 
and, with their supervisors, determine the NCC’s 
response. The NCC’s responsibility is to 
identify the cause of the anomaly and to direct 
corrective action. 
Real-time control takes the form of service 
reconfiguration messages that are issued to 
ensure uninterrupted receipt of user telemetry. 
Service reconfigurations may be initiated by the 
user or by the Operations Controller, who 
monitors and controls real-time support. 
The NCC provides pre-launch support to 
users in the form of spacecraft simulation. Data 
about each spacecraft, including event histories, 
are stored in the NCC databases. At predefined 
intervals, the NCC performs routine verification 
tests to ensure network readiness. The NCC also 
maintains files on network site status in order to 
support timely service reconfigurations in the 
event of equipment failures. The Performance 
Analyst (PA) is responsible for maintaining an 
updated site-status display and an understanding 
of network status, as a basis for performing 
fault isolation. Both the OC and the PA 
coordinate frequently with the scheduling 
operators. Network performance is summarized 
in periodic reports issued by NCC management. 
2.2 Rule-Based Systems in Control Centers 
We have identified five types of rule-based 
systems that could be used in control centers: 
data analysis, scheduling, information retrieval, 
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diagnostics, and simulation. In interfacing with 
the user, rule-based data analysis and scheduling 
systems could assist in checking parameter 
compatibility, in advising adjustments where 
possible, and in looking for resource allocation 
conflicts between the newly-defined task and 
previously-planned tasks. Rule-based 
information retrieval systems could be useful in 
looking up previous results from similar events, 
especially if the data are stored in multiple, 
dissimilar databases. 
While looking up task specifrcations may 
be straightforward, locating other applicable data 
requires an understanding of the information in 
the available databases and the correct means of 
accessing the information. This level of 
understanding suggests a requirement for rule- 
based reasoning. Task schedulinglallocation and 
system rnonitoringhdjusanent require the ability 
to reason about the task requirements and about 
the current system status. Rule-based schedulers 
and diagnostic systems have been used for such 
purposes. 
Potential applications of rule-based systems 
in the mission planning and scheduling area 
include task scheduling, simulation, and 
information retrieval. The scheduler must work 
within the limits set by mission constraints. Its 
primary goals (in order of importance) would be 
to guarantee the safety of systems under its 
control, to find work-arounds to constraint 
violations, and to generate a schedule that is 
nearly optimal. Both the scheduler and the 
diagnostic system must be able to respond to the 
rapidly changing states of the systems under 
their control and still provide near-optimal 
performance. To accomplish this, both systems 
will have to work in near real time. 
Using these types of rule-based systems, 
we have derived a high level partition of the 
functions performed in a control center. This is 
shown in Figure 3. (Reference [3] describes a 
different approach.) Requirements in terms of a 
scientific program, a requested event, or a query 
enter the system from a customer. The controller 
passes information concerning requested events 
to the scheduling system, and information 
concerning queries to the diagnostic system. If 
additional information is required to process the 
request, it is found and presented by the 
information storage and retrieval system. The 
information storage and retrieval system is 
one of the prime agents for effecting cooperation 
among systems. Data regarding environmental 
status, subsystem status, and schedule are 
essential for any of the RBS components to 
perform properly. If simulations are required to 
process the request, then these are performed by 
the simulation system. The results of any 
simulations must be fed back both to controllers 
and system elements such as the diagnostic 
system and scheduling system. It may also be 
necessary for the scheduling system and the 
diagnostic system to communicate to obtain 
further information. In this case!, information 
from the information storage and retrieval 
system is also likely to be needed It may be 
necessary for the controller to perform data 
analysis to relate the request to the capabilities 
of the control center. Similarly, it may be 
necessary for the customer to perform data 
analysis to &rive requirements or relate 
responses to a particular problem being 
addressed. 
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Two conclusions emerge from this 
discussion of the interactions between RBSs: 1) 
the information passed between elements must 
be current, and this information may be 
frequently updated by yet a third system 
element; 2) there is a need for the system to 
learn, since it is impossible to foresee every 
situation that may occur, and also because 
commands that had a particular meaning at the 
beginning of a mission may produce different 
results after a component, such as the spacecraft 
solar array, has degraded over a number of years. 
3 Generic Requirements of Cooperating 
Rule-Based Systems 
From the description of RBS interaction in 
Control Centers, we identify the following high- 
level requirements which are intrinsic to the 
problem of cooperation: 
Partition knowledge 
Model other agents 
Communicate with other nodes 
Handle differences in concept repertory 
Define and allocate work 
Coordinate activities 
3.1 Partition Knowledge 
We have seen that a logical partitioning of 
knowledge in a ground control environment 
produces five kinds of rule-bases. Partitioning a 
knowledge base can yield both increased 
performance through parallelism, and enhanced 
extensibility and/or maintainability of the 
knowledge base (references [4] and [5]  provide 
useful background on this topic). 
Each partition requires a knowledge 
structure that makes explicit the most important 
aspects of information in the partition. For 
example, knowledge allocated to a rule-based 
diagnostic system may be best represented as a 
model of the system being controlled. 
Knowledge allocated to a rule-based scheduling 
system might best be structured in terms of event 
models. 
The knowledge in several partitions may 
overlap. Some overlap is necessary for the 
nodes to communicate, and it may be necessary 
for nodes to use the same representations for 
overlapping knowledge areas. A cooperating 
rule-based scheduler and rule-based diagnostic 
system might, for example, use the same 
schedule and system status knowledge. Each 
system would specialize in just one of these two 
categories, but they would share both types of 
knowledge between themselves. 
An alternative to providing a common 
representation for overlapping knowledge is to 
map information between representations and 
partitions. Because the effectiveness of each 
node depends on its knowledge and knowledge 
structures, use of a common representation may 
not be appropriate. For example, the different 
knowledge structures employed by the 
diagnostic system and scheduler (Le., system 
model vs. event model) might necessitate 
mapping shared status and schedule information 
between these representations. 
It may be useful to provide knowledge 
partitions with a means of learning new rules. 
This may be necessary in domains where 
problems gradually increase in difficulty. Rule- 
based diagnostic systems, for example, could 
mimic the development of human expertise over 
time if they could learn new mappings between 
symptoms and causes of system anomalies. 
The ability to learn implies a requirement 
to verify and incorporate new knowledge. A 
new rule may not be consistent with existing 
rules, or it may only reflect the generating node’s 
own interests and ignore global CRBS problem- 
solving constraints. Thus, any new rules must be 
verified before they are added to a node’s rule 
base. New rules may change the relationships 
between existing rules. For instance, a new rule 
may alter the order in which the node’s existing 
rules are applied to a problem. Such changes 
must be accounted for when the new rule is 
incorporated into the node’s rule base. This may 
involve modifying existing rules. 
Another potential requirement is the ability 
to abstract over a knowledge structure and the 
information in that structure. This requirement 
may be particularly relevant in hierarchical 
control, when the controlling node needs an 
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abstraction of its subordinate nodes’ status and 
understanding. For example, if a rule-based 
diagnostic system uses a hierarchical model of 
the system being controlled, there will be a 
requirement for abstraction of symptoms 
between levels of the hierarchy. 
3.2 Model Other Agents 
The requirement to model other agents is 
derived from the need to partition knowledge. In 
order to work together, component RBSs must 
be aware of each others’ existence and attributes. 
The models must represent the partition of 
knowledge and the inter-partition mappings in a 
way that is accessible to the RBS reasoning 
facilities. It is especially important to model the 
skills and goals of other RBSs. Skills describe 
the capabilities of a node’s rule-base. Goals 
describe in a general way how the node will use 
its skills. 
3.3 Communicate With Other Nodes 
Cooperation between RBS presumes that 
the systems communicate. The types of 
information transferred between nodes may vary 
from simple status values to entire chains of 
reasoning, including hypotheses and associated 
assumptions, and even rules. Cooperation 
between the five types of rule-bases we have 
described would require at least the transfer of 
status information, event schedules, diagnostic 
results, data-analytic results, and simulation 
parameterskesults. 
3.4 Handle Differences in Concept Repertory 
Each cooperating RBS needs criteria for 
evaluating information it receives from other 
RBSs in terms of importance, certainty, and 
timeliness. Irrelevant, uncertain, or out-of-date 
information may distract an RBS from promising 
lines of reasoning. Failure to send/accept 
information that is relevant, reasonably certain, 
and up-to-date may cause an RBS to overlook 
potentially important lines of reasoning. 
Received information may be inconsistent 
with prior knowledge. For example, the 
scheduling information about a spacecraft event 
that has been reconfigured in real time may 
appear to be inconsistent with the diagnostic 
system’s model of the spacecraft. Such conflicts 
must be identified and resolved, perhaps jointly 
by the sender and receiver. 
Depending on the knowledge partition, two 
communicating RBSs may work on different 
levels of abstraction or on different projections 
of the information passing between them. 
Abstracted information is useful in hierarchical 
control schemes, i.e., when a higher-level 
controller is conerned with general trends but not 
with all details about the controlled system. 
Different projections are required when two 
nodes work with different structures obtained 
from the same data. The data analysis and 
information retrieval RBSs, for example, would 
project the same data onto different structures. 
The information retrieval system is concerned 
with control and classification structures by 
which the data are stored and accessed. The data 
analysis system is concerned with values within 
the data. 
3.5 Define and Allocate Work 
Partitioning knowledge does not in itself 
accomplish anything for an application. If RBSs 
are to work productively together, there is a 
requirement to partition not just knowledge but 
also the work to be done. The f i s t  step is to 
decompose the overall system task into 
subproblems. The decomposition must not 
impose unhealthy interactions on the nodes (e.g., 
the resource usage implied by the decomposition 
should not endanger the system), and it should 
facilitate the integration of results into an overall 
solution. In the Control Centers, problem 
decomposition should be straightforward since 
the roles of each RBS are well defined and 
distinct. For example, if the scheduler discovers 
that it does not have all the event parameters that 
it needs to create a schedule, it should know to 
ask the information storage and retrieval system 
to retrieve them. 
If the cooperating RBSs have different 
capabilities, it may be necessary to determine 
which RBS is best suited to solving each task or 
subproblem. Skill information stored in the node 
models can be used in these decisions. For 
instance, the Control Center scheduler might use 
its understanding of the simulator and diagnostic 
system in determining which of these is best 
qualified to evaluate a proposed schedule (or 
partial schedule). 
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There must be a way of describing 
subproblems to other nodes. In the Control 
Center RBSs, the data analysis system must be 
capable of specifying scheduling and retrieval 
tasks to the scheduling and information retrieval 
systems. The capatdity to specify work is 
complicated by the fact that nodes may use 
different knowledge to interpret a work 
specification, and they may have conflicting 
subgoals. Node models may help in determining 
how a specification should be presented. 
Scheduling and control mechanisms are required 
to ensure that nodes process their assigned 
subproblems correctly. 
Nodes must have a way of identifying 
unsolvable subproblems and a way of 
negotiating subproblem details. A node may 
determine that an assigned subproblem is 
unsolvable, or it may require more details before 
accepting the work. For example, the control 
center RBSs may easily specify an erroneous 
query to the information retrieval RBS. It is the 
retrieval system’s responsibility to recognize 
such errors and determine in conjunction with 
the requestors what information they really need. 
More than one node may appear qualified 
to solve a subproblem. Bids may be accepted to 
resolve such conflicts. This type of behavior is 
not currently exhibited in the automated parts of 
control centers (it is performed by human 
supervisers), but it could prove useful in 
implementing a hierachical scheduling system, 
for example. Individual nodes could be designed 
as experts at scheduling particular types of 
events, and they could bid for work when such 
events become available. 
The cooperating RBSs may experience 
changes in load as a result of processor/node 
failures or changes in the stages of a mission. 
The system must be able to respond to such 
changes effectively. In cases where failed nodes 
were performing critical work, the system must 
(if possible) reallocate the work to other nodes. 
3.6 Coordinate Activities 
Partitioning work ensures that each RBS 
knows what it is supposed to do within the 
overall system. Models of other nodes and 
communications between them ensure that the 
RBSs can interact in performing their tasks. 
Synthesis of the subtasks into a global objective 
requires more than this, however. The RBSs 
must not only communicate, they must 
coordinate their activities. Scheduling and 
control mechanisms are required to ensure that 
the necessary degree of coordination is 
maintained. 
A basic requirement is to ensure that the 
individual RBSs do not work at cross purposes. 
RBSs may cooperate by informing each other of 
their beliefs and intentions. Nodes must have 
some basis for deciding when to send such 
information, such as their goals, to other nodes. 
The timing or scheduling of communications 
could, for example, be linked to the development 
of system products or results. Other criteria 
could be formulated as problem-specific 
heuristics. 
Ensuring coherent progress towards system 
objectives may not be sufficient, as the solutions 
found may have to be optimal. For example, the 
scheduling of network resources should be 
optimized. The control and coordination 
strategy must be capable of matching each 
subproblem to the most appropriate RBS. 
While the coordination mechanisms have to 
ensure that convergence is reached, they must 
also guarantee that the overall system is not 
jeopardized by the node’s interactions. Ground 
control centers have strict constraints on 
resource use: control strategies must avoid 
jeopardizing resources or RBSs, deadlocks over 
coordination and use of resources must be 
avoided, and resource allocations must be 
determined. These requirements imply a more 
general requirement: there must be a means of 
synchronizing the RBSs’ use of resources. 
System objectives may suggest either 
distributed or centralized control, or both. 
Centralized control is desirable when some node 
interactions are dangerous. A centralized 
controller can guarantee that such interactions do 
not occur. Distributed control may be useful 
when there are stringent time constraints because 
it frees the RBSs from having to wait for a 
centralized controller to authorize or schedule 
actions. It does, however, complicate the 
coordination process. In control centers, 
distributed control would be appropriate for non- 
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emergency interaction between the scheduling, 
diagnostic, and data malysis RBSs. During an 
emergency some form of centralized control is 
requiredin ordata p e n t  damage to the 
system. Such coat101 is currently performed by 
human supervisers. The change in control 
strategies as a response to system emergencies 
suggests a more generai requirement: 
cooperating rule-based systems must be capable 
of adjusting their control strategy in response to 
changes in their environment. 
Both peer-to-peer and hierarchical control 
relationships may exist between RBSs. The 
control cenm scheduling and diagnostic systems 
work in parallel, for example. Interaction 
between the scheduler and information 
storagetremeval system is hierarchical: the 
scheduler issues commands to the retrieval 
system. Peer RBSs may seek to maintain mutual 
consistency of their actions, or they may simply 
sham infarmation. If control is hierarchical, the 
controller may constantly monitor and send 
directives to a controlled node, or it may send 
periodic directives. All of these control 
strategies may be required in the same system. 
In some cases, it may be desirable to 
consolidate computational resources to work an 
subproblems. For example, sub-RBSs in a 
diagnostic system might work together on part of 
the diagnosis. While members of the group 
work on their common subproblem, other RBSs 
should be able to address the group as a single 
unit. Grouping RBSs can greatly reduce the 
number of interactions that must be modeled and 
managed 
4 The Logical Model 
The logical model provides a framework 
for discussing solutions to unique CRBS 
requirements. As illustrated in Figure 4, the 
basic model consists of four layers, each of 
which enriches the knowledge available at the 
lower layers. The layering of capabilities offers 
the following potential benefits: 
A basis for planning CRBS evolution 
A precise means of specifying or 
assessing CRBS capabilities 
Modularity in the design of CRBSs 
Figure 4: The Basic Model Consifts of Four 
Layers 
CRBSs may be designed to incorporate somc of 
the layers or all of them, and may be classified 
on the basis of the layers provided Since the 
higher layers provide a greater degree of 
cooperation between nodes, the layering can be 
used to plan the evolution of CRBSs from a 
basic capability to a more powerful one. The 
layers may also be used to specify the degree of 
cooperation (and consequent intelligence) 
required of a new system of CRBSs, and to 
assess the degree of cooperation and intelligence 
in existing systems. 
The lowest layer refers to a network of 
communicating processes, which we call agents. 
At this level we make no assumptions of 
intelligence or rule-based capabilities, nor of the 
purposes of communication between agents. 
The agents may communicate data of any type. 
No distinctions are made between transient data, 
domain knowledge, and meta-knowledge. 
The second layer introduces the idea of 
rule-bases. A knowledge source, according to 
our definition, is a rule-based communicating 
agent specializing in some knowledge domain. 
Knowledge sources communicate by sharing 
beliefs. Beliefs are any data that are yielded by 
the inference process, e.g., hypotheses being 
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pursued or facts that have been established. At 
this layer, we assume that knowledge sources 
communicate in order to enrich their respective 
knowledge, but we make no other assumptions 
concerning the content or means of 
communication. 
The third layer introduces the idea of 
interest areas, which are the first indication of 
goal-directed reasoning in the model. An 
interest area is a set of goals that motivate and 
guide the reasoning process. An interest area 
determines the way knowledge is applied. 
Interest areas interact by exerting influence over 
each other. The principal means of exerting such 
influence is through the communication of meta- 
level knowledge such as goals, priorities, and 
plans. 
The fourth layer introduces the concepts of 
tasks and job roles. This is the layer at which 
cooperation is most fully achieved. Overall 
system goals are decomposed into tasks, which 
are allocated among various job roles. The 
definition and allocation of tasks may be static or 
dynamic, or some combination of the two. Static 
tasking is accomplished either through system 
design decisions (Le., component RBSs are 
assigned specific parts of the system task) or 
through tables that may be updated periodically. 
Dynamic tasking is performed by the run-time 
system, and involves identifying, decomposing, 
and assigning tasks based on the current system 
state. 
4.1 An Evolutionary View of the Layers 
We can view the development of CRBSs as 
a staged process in which each stage provides a 
new layer of the model. In the first stage, effort 
would be focused on developing a network of 
communicating nodes. Issues such as the 
communications medium, connectivity, 
protocols, and operating systems must be 
addressed. The constituent nodes might be rule- 
based systems whose designs indirectly impose 
constraints on communications. Such influence 
would be exerted through the external and 
program interfaces of each RBS. The 
communication and compatibility issues 
addressed would not, however, be formulated in 
terms of rule-based processing, but in terms of 
conventional inter-process communications. 
In the second stage of CRBS development, 
attention would be focused on providing the 
constituent RBSs with a means of sharing 
knowledge. Blackboard technology might be 
introduced at this level. Issues of knowledge 
partitioning, overlap, representation, and 
translation have to be addressed. Belief sharing 
protocols have to be established and 
implemented in the constituent RBSs. Such 
protocols would define the conditions under 
which beliefs are to be shared with other nodes, 
and the criteria for evaluating and incorporating 
received knowledge. 
The third stage of development would 
introduce system-wide conflict resolution 
mechanisms, Le., mechanisms for choosing 
among alternative lines of reasoning. Each RBS 
may already incorporate some form of conflict 
resolution as a standalone system. The 
mechanisms introduced at this stage, however, 
would enable the constituent RBSs to influence 
each orher’s choices of a reasoning path. 
Knowledge sharing issues analogous to those 
considered in the second stage would have to be 
addressed again, but with a different focus. 
While in the second stage the emphasis was on 
sharing beliefs that refer directly to the 
application domain, in this third stage the 
emphasis is on meta-level knowledge that can be 
used to direct the reasoning path. 
During the first three stages of 
development, there is an implicit decomposition 
of work to be performed by the different RBSs. 
The decomposition and allocation of work is 
implicit in the content of the rule-bases, and in 
whatever procedural logic is built into the 
consitutent RBSs. In the final stage of CRBS 
development we would systematize the partition 
of work, either by making explicit the existing 
static partition, or by introducing dynamic 
mechanisms for defining and allocating tasks. 
The benefit of making a static partition explicit 
is that the partition becomes easier to modify. 
For example, if in stage three an RBS’s 
assignment was implied by that system’s rules 
and procedural logic, the fourth stage might 
involve developing truth maintenance 
procedures that facilitate the addition of new 
rules or other modifications of the rule-base. 
Capability tables could provide a basis for 
implementing dynamic contract negotiation and 
task assignment protocols. 
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5 Required Reasoning Capabilities 
The purpose of this section is to 
characterize the required reasoning capabilities 
of cooperating rule-based systems. Such a 
characterization refines our understanding of the 
functions of CRBSs, and thus contributes to our 
long-term goal of a formal model. From the 
analysis of the preceding sections, we derive the 
following high-level logical requirements: 
Handle uncertainty 
Reason temporally 
Abstract features of a problem or 
situation 
Plan 
Learn 
Model other agents 
Explain beliefs, decisions, etc. 
5.1 Handle Uncertainty 
Cooperating rule-based systems must be 
capable of expressing a belief as a belief rather 
than a fact. Uncertainty is a potentially a factor 
in all of the Control Center rule-based systems 
described in Section Two. In the generic 
scenario of cooperating rule-based systems, a 
key source of uncertainty is the distribution of 
work among nodes with different functions, 
viewpoints, etc. 
The following specific capabilities are 
needed to handle uncertainty: 
. Expresshxognize uncertainty 
Reason tentatively 
Change beliefs 
Handling uncertainty is principally a question of 
managing beliefs. The requirement to handle 
uncertainty applies, therefore, to the level of 
belief-sharing knowledge sources (layer 2). A 
knowledge source communicating beliefs to its 
peers may want to qualify the beliefs with an 
expression of uncertainty. The degree of 
certainty may reflect the plausibility of the 
belief, the amount of evidence that exists for the 
belief, the assumptions that underly the belief, or 
other measures. The receiving knowledge 
source must be able to recognize and understand 
this expression of uncertainty. 
Communicating degrees of certainty serves 
no purpose, however, if the relative certainty of a 
belief has no impact on the inferences drawn 
from the belief. Belief sharing knowledge 
sources must be able to incorporate uncertainty 
into the reasoning process, i.e., to reason 
tentatively. They must apply some method of 
compounding or combining uncertainty when 
inferences are drawn from more than one 
uncertain belief. For example, Bayesian 
reasoning assigns real-valued probabilities 
between 0 and 1 to assertions. The logical 
conjunction of two assertions is assigned the 
product of the probabilities of the component 
assertions. 
The capability to reason tentatively implies 
that beliefs will sometimes have to be retracted 
or altered. Retraction of a single belief may 
invalidate many (but possibly not all) 
consequences of the belief. The knowledge 
source must be capable of determining which 
consequences need to be retracted. Besides 
retracting beliefs, the degree of certainty 
assigned to a belief may increase or decrease (or 
change in some other way, if a non-numerical 
measure of certainty is being used). The 
knowledge source must have a means of 
determining the impact of such changes on 
related beliefs, e.g., on consequences of the 
given belief, and on alternatives to it. 
5.2 Reason Temporally 
Time is an important factor in virtually all 
space information system environments. 
Systems must be able to respond to changes of 
state, to operate within time constraints, and to 
manage interdependencies between events. 
Rule-based systems must therefore be capable of 
reasoning about dynamic states, time constraints, 
and interdependencies. In Control Centers, the 
requirements for temporal reasoning are found in 
the rule-based systems with the most dynamic 
environments, i.e., the scheduler and diagnostic 
systems. In the generic model, requirements for 
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temporal reasoning arise as a result of dynamic 
interaction between agents. 
Our analysis of the need for temporal 
reasoning leads to the following detailed 
requirements: 
Apply temporal qualifiers to beliefs 
Draw conclusions from temporally 
qualified beliefs 
Update beliefs based on time changes 
different views of a problem. It is necessary to 
understand the common features of alternative 
views in order to assess their consistency and/or 
their completeness. Abstraction is a required 
reasoning capability throughout the five types of 
Control Center rule-based systems, and in all six 
functional areas of the generic description. We 
conclude that abstraction, far from being a 
desirable but obscure capability, is a crucial 
logical requirement of cooperating rule-based 
systems. 
The following specific capabilities will 
provide the needed abstractions: 
Reason about time constraints 
Classify objects, events, beliefs 
The first three detailed requirements concern the 
qualification and manipulation of beliefs, and 
therefore apply to the level of belief sharing 
knowledge sources. Temporal qualifiers are 
conceptually similar to the certainty qualifiers 
mentioned in Section 5.1. Temporal qualifiers 
may describe the time period(s) over which an 
assertion is believed to be true, e.g., always, 
periodically, in the past, for a specified interval, 
etc. Temporal qualifiers may also describe 
relationships between events, e.g., event B 
follows event A. 
Reasoning about time constraints is 
potentially a requirement at the three upper 
layers of the logical model: belief sharing 
knoweldge sources, goal sharing interest areas, 
and task sharing job roles. Knowledge sources 
must be aware of time constraints in order to 
recognize state changes that occur when various 
intervals elapse, and also to be able to recognize 
temporally contradictory assertions. Interest 
areas must be able to reason about time 
constraints in assessing the feasibility of goals 
and/or the effectiveness of strategies. Task 
sharing job roles must be able to reason about 
time constraints in decomposing, assigning, and 
monitoring the progress of work. 
5.3 Abstract Features of a Problem or 
Situation 
The capability to abstract is required 
whenever a hierarchical control scheme is 
applied to solving a problem. Higher layers in 
the hierarchy must ignore details that are the 
strict concern of lower levels. Abstraction is 
also necessary when different agents take 
Identify important features 
Project onto selected attributes 
A framework for abstraction is obtained by 
classifying objects, events, and beliefs into one 
or more inheritance hierarchies. Such 
hierarchies identify those attributes that are 
common among classes and those that may vary. 
Abstraction is the process of viewing an object, 
event, or belief as an element of an appropriate 
class. In order to select an appropriate class, an 
agent must determine the important features of 
the element, and those that can be ignored for the 
current purposes. Once the important features 
have been selected, the agent must be able to 
represent the element solely in terms of the 
important features, i.e., to project onto those 
features. 
Belief sharing knowledge sources must be 
capable of classifying problem-domain objects, 
events, and beliefs. Interest areas must be 
capable of classifying higher-order objects as 
goals and plans, and events such as changes in 
goals and plans. Interest areas may need to 
classify beliefs in order to determine appropriate 
problem-solving strategies. Task sharing job 
roles must classify tasks, resources, problem- 
solving methods, potential task-execution 
problems, and status data. At each of these 
layers the active program must model, and 
possibly classify, its peers. 
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5.4 Plan 
Planning is performed at the top two levels 
of the model, i.e., by goal sharing interest areas 
and task sharing job roles. Not surprisingly, the 
Control Center rule-based activity in which 
planning is most needed is scheduling. Among 
the high-level generic functions of cooperating 
rule-based systems, planning plays an essential 
role in defining and allocating work, and in 
coordinating activities. 
The following steps describe a generic, 
cyclical planning function: 
Identify goals 
Develop plans 
Assess impact of other agents’ goals and 
plans 
Measure progress 
Reassess and possibly change plans 
Described in this manner, planning is a function 
rather than a mode of reasoning (such as, for 
example, temporal reasoning). Each step in 
planning process, however, is potentially defined 
largely in terms of rules. When we refer to 
planning as a required reasoning capability, we 
are refemng to the logic of such rules. 
known data. The case in which knowledge is 
received from the outside in known as 
“knowledge maintenance.” In the case of 
human learning, the incorporation of new 
knowledge received from the outside is as 
important as the internal generation of 
hypotheses. In the human case, the “outside” 
may consist of books, other humans, etc. In the 
case of cooperating rule-based systems, the 
outside consists of a component system’s users 
and neighboring systems. 
Knowledge maintenance involves assessing 
the impact of new knowledge, e.g., determining 
whether it is consistent with previous 
knowledge, determining whether any rules are 
now redundant or unreachable, etc. There is a 
need for automated knowledge maintenance 
functions even when the source of the new 
knowledge is human. Experience has shown that 
humans are not effective in assessing the impact 
of new rules on a rule-base of, say, more than a 
hundred rules. When a rule-based system is 
sharing knowledge with a neighbor, the need for 
automated knowledge maintenance is even 
greater. We suggest that this is an important 
aspect of learning in cooperating rule-based 
systems. We therefore identify the following 
specific requirements for learning: 
. 
Create hypotheses to account for 
available evidence 
Refine hypotheses 
5.5 Learn 
Incorporate new concepts, facts, or rules 
The capability to learn is a key requirement 
of adaptable autonomous systems. It is the 
principal means of overcoming the limitations of 
knowledge engineering, Le., the attempt to 
codify in a set of rules all possible situations 
with which the system will have to cope. The 
types of learning required range from the 
introduction of entirely new concepts into a 
system’s knowledge base, to the addition of new 
beliefs or rules into the knowledge base, to the 
refinement of existing beliefs or rules. 
New knowledge may be either received 
from outside the learning system, or generated 
from within the learning system. The term 
“machine learning” usually refers to the latter 
case, which involves an ongoing process of 
creating and refining hypotheses to account for 
Assess impact of revised beliefs/rules, 
e.g., on their consistency with other 
beliefshles 
The distinction between learning beliefs 
and learning rules may be understood in terms of 
the layers of our model. Adding or refining 
beliefs will occur predominantly at the 
knowledge source level. Adding or refining 
rules for obtaining new knowlegge should be 
performed at the interest area level. This is 
because the application of such rules is subject to 
the conflict resolution and goal-directed 
strategies of the interest area level. 
Both types of knowledge, however, may be 
acquired at any of the three upper layers of the 
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model. For example, knowledge sources may 
develop meta-rules for knowledge maintenance, 
Le., assessing the consistency of new beliefs 
with previous beliefs. An interest area might 
learn that a certain peer cannot be trusted to 
fulfill its declared goals: this is a case of 
acquiring a new belief, rather than a rule. At the 
job role level, a system may learn the new fact 
that a certain problem is unsolvable. It may also, 
however, generalize this fact to create a rule that 
rejects as unsolvable all problems in some class. 
5.6 Model other Agents 
Modeling the goals, plans, and capabilities 
of other agents is a knowledge representation 
problem whose solutions should draw heavily on 
structural approaches such as frames and 
semantic networks. There are, however, purely 
logical issues that must be addressed, such as the 
following: 
Identifying concepts used in common 
with other agents, or related to those of 
other agents 
Identifying relationships between beliefs 
of other agents and those of self 
Identify potential interaction between the 
goals and plans of other agents and 
those of self 
Semantic networks provide a means of 
addressing the first of these requirements, but the 
latter two suggest a rule-based approach for 
maximum flexibility. Cooperating rule-based 
systems require logical constructs that facilitate 
the specification, evolution, and application of 
rules defining agent interrelationships at all 
layers of the logical model. 
A non-trival explanation capability must 
provide a meaningful explanation of a belief or 
decision. This might involve classifying a chain 
of inferences as an instance of a certain class of 
arguments. It might involve identifying key 
rules or items of information that were used to 
derive the belief or arrive at the decision. In 
addition to determining the content of the 
explanation, a useful facility must determine 
how to present the explanation in terms 
understood by the recipient. Thus, we have 
identified the following specific requirements: 
Present train of reasoning 
Present principle(s) justifying belief, 
decision, etc. 
Tailor explanation to the understanding 
of the recipient 
For a rule-based system to provide 
explanations, it must be capable of reasoning to 
some extent about its own rules. This does not 
necessarily imply a need for higher-order 
logic-for example, any formal system 
containing elementary arithmetic can reason 
about its own rules by encoding them 
arithmetically. The interest area layer in our 
logical model appears to be the most appropriate 
location for an explanation facility, since this 
layer is responsible for guiding the application of 
rules by a knowledge source. An interest area 
could naturally provide explanations about its 
own behavior because the elements of discourse 
at that level are such things as goals, plans, 
strategies, etc. An interest area could not, 
however, provide explanations of decisions 
made at the job role level. 
6 Alternative Methods of Reasoning 
5.7 Provide Explanations 
The crudest form of explanation is simply a 
dump of the inferences through which a 
conclusion was reached. Such explanations are 
probably not useful for online operations in a 
control center or similar environment. They may 
be interpretable by a batch processing program, 
or by a human working “offline.” In such 
cases, the significant work lies in the 
interpretation-not in the explanation itself, 
which is simply a matter of bookkeeping. 
In the most recent phase of our work, we 
evaluated alternative approaches to providing the 
required reasoning capabilities. We grouped the 
alternatives into three categories: 
Ad  hoc capabilities provided by expert 
system shells 
Solutions based on standard logic, 
including such languages as Prolog 
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These categories ovalap, but the classification is 
useful for comparative purposes. The three 
categories represent distinct levels of 
technological and mathematical maturity. The 
fmt category, expert system shells, represents 
the most mature technology and is part of the 
mainstream of c m t  infopmation processing 
systems. The second category, which includes 
logic programming languages and automated 
theorem-proving systems, is the best understood 
from the point of view of formal semantics and 
mathematical properties. The mathematical and 
semantic foundations of non-standard logic are 
not as well developed. No concensus exists on 
the required content of temporal, evidential, and 
other systems of non-standard reasoning. The 
practical utility of such formalisms is still 
unproven (beyond the simple features that have 
been implemented in some expert-system shells). 
We regard the third category as worth 
investigating, however, because it addresses 
some of the logical requirements more directly 
than the other categories. 
Table 5 summarizes our fmdings. We see 
that all three approaches contribute significantly 
to handling uncertainty, and all three potentially 
Reasoning temporally 
Abstracting f e r n s  cifa 
problem or situatbr 
Planning 
Lt?ar?thg 
Modcling otkr  AgCnt.3 
Providing ciplnrrcrtionr 
contribute to learning. Abstraction and modeling 
are supported by the expert system shell features 
and by standard logic. Temporal reasoning and 
planning are supported by the expert system 
shell features and by non-standard logic. 
Provision of explanations is apparently 
supported only by the expert system shell 
features. 
A complementary view of the analysis is 
obtained by considering the specifz 
contributions, actual 'or potential, of each of the 
three solution categories. The chief 
contributions of the expert system shells are 1) 
object-oriented capabilities for abstraction and 
modeling, and 2) partial but practical 
implementations of non-standard logic for 
handling uncertainty and reasoning about time. 
The chief contribution of standad logic lies in 
the flexibility of the logical language for 
expressing a wide range of concepts (useful in 
handling uncertainty and in learning). Anothef 
potential contribution of standard logic lies in the 
use of formal methods for knowledge 
maintenance. The chief contribution of non- 
standard logic lies in suggesting consmcts for 
handling uncertainty and reasoning about time. 
The weakest support appears to be in the 
areas of planning and providing explanations. 
Table 5: Approaches to Mcuing Reasoning R t x p k n a ~ t s  
Viewpoints 
Objects 
Contexts 
Inhaitancerelatioru 
AB=+= 
Knowledgemaintenance 
U~t laedlo lowladge  
Objects 
Contexts 
Inheritancerelatiolrs 
unsaucturedfactp 
Metarules 
Justifiiations 
Deduction rules 
functions 
Many-sOrredJogk 
Evidentialreasoning 
Possiile world3 
semantics 
Modal logic 
Temporal logic 
Possible world 
Multiple-valued IO& 
semantics 
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In addition, support for learning is principally in 
the form of knowledge maintenance; support for 
the creation and refinement of hypotheses, Le., 
the problem usually known as “machine 
learning,’’ is minimal. 
Continued research into non-standard logic, 
knowledge representation, automated theorem 
proving, and machine learning may help to close 
some of the gaps. Research and prototyping in 
non-standard logic will provide additional or 
improved means of handling uncertainty and 
reasoning about time. Knowledge representation 
research will provide methods for abstraction 
and modeling, and for developing explanation 
facilities. Automated theorem proving 
techniques are required for automated planning 
and knowledge maintenance. Finally, in order to 
achieve systems capable of hypothesizing and 
refining solutions to real-world problems, 
continued research into machine learning 
techniques is necessary. 
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Abstract 
This paper examines the need for complex, adaptive 
solutions to certain types of complex problems typified 
by the Strategic Defense System and NASA's Space 
Station and Mars Rover. Since natural systems have 
evolved with capabilities of intelligent behavior in 
complex, dynamic situations, it is proposed that bio- 
logical principles be identified and abstracted for 
application to certain problems now facing industry, 
defense, and space exploration. 
Two classes of artificial neural networks are pre- 
sented-a non-adaptive network used as a genetically 
determined "retina," and a frequency-coded network 
as an adaptive "brain." The role of a specific envi- 
ronment coupled with a system of artificial neural net- 
works having simulated sensors and effectors is seen 
as an ecosystem. Evolution of synthetic organisms 
within this ecosystem provides a powerful optimization 
methodology for creating intelligent systems able to 
function successfully in any desired environment. 
A complex software system involving a simulation of an 
environment and a program designed to cope with 
that environment are presented. Reliance on adaptive 
systems, as found in nature, is only part of the pro- 
posed answer, though an essential one. The second 
part of the proposed method makes use of an addi- 
tional biological metaphor-that of natural selection- 
to solve the dynamic optimization problems that every 
intelligent system eventually faces. A third area of 
concern in developing an adaptive, intelligent system 
is that of real-time computing. It is recognized that 
many of the problems now being explored in this area 
have their parallels in biological organisms, and many 
of the performance issues facing artificial neural net- 
works may find resolution in the methodology of real- 
time computing. 
*Research performed at Oak Ridge National Labora- 
tory, operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, 
Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy under Con- 
tract No. DE-AC05-840R21400. 
"The s u h n e d  manuscript has been 
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royalty-free license to publish or rwoduce 
the published form of this contribution. or 
allow others to do so. for U S .  G o v e r m t  
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Introduction 
The Strategic Defense System is archetyp- 
ical of a certain class of complex problems 
that are becoming increasingly important to 
defense and industry as the 21st century 
nears. Additional examples of such prob- 
lems include optimized control of nuclear 
power plant clusters, design of new and 
specific molecular medicines, managing the 
space station, and controlling unmanned 
planetary exploration vehicles. The com- 
plexity of these and similar problems raises 
serious questions concerning the usual 
methodology of hardware and software de- 
sign and makes impossible demands on 
current methods of reliability testing and 
system verification. The present approach 
in treating complex systems is to create a 
simulation presumed to be representative of 
the actual system in its essential details. 
Studying a simulation is thought to be a 
practical alternative to reality when issues of 
complexity, prohibitive expense, and impos- 
sibility of adequate testing are concerned. 
The need for an accurately detailed 
description of the physical system compo- 
nents and their interactions becomes para- 
mount, as the behavior of the simulation is 
the basis for developing strategies to cope 
with real systems. This points to what may 
be a major flaw in current software simula- 
tion and modeling philosophy, as any 
change requires extensive reprogramming 
of major parts of the entire simulation. Thus, 
the predictive power of a simulation to be 
used for the design of a complex system is 
easi ly com pro mised. 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
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Incompleteness of information concerning 
the real, physical systems being simulated 
imposes another intolerable burden on the 
simulations and support teams. In addition 
to the reliance demanded from implemen- 
tation hardware (sensors, communications, 
effectors, and processors), we are demand- 
ing that programmers perform flawlessly 
under extreme stress of time constraints and 
imperfect knowledge. This is clearly unac- 
ceptable, as anyone who has ever at- 
tempted to write, debug, and run even the 
simplest program can attest. 
This paper results from a search for a 
methodology to attack these very real issues 
of hardware and software complexity, relia- 
bility, and dynamic variability; and to show 
how software systems might become self- 
designing, overcoming both the severe con- 
straints noted above and providing the con- 
fidence essential to deployment by ensuring 
reliable and correct functioning in a chang- 
ing environment. The ideas presented be- 
low are still in their infancy, but they have 
been partially tested with encouraging re- 
sults. The main research effort is to deter- 
mine which principles to abstract from na- 
ture, the extent of abstraction necessary, 
and the details required for creating intelli- 
gent machines; for it is only through adap- 
tive, intelligent systems that the limitations 
noted above can be overcome. 
The problems of modeling and simulation 
are discussed first, and a new principle of 
software engineering is proposed. The 
question of whether a complex system can 
be simulated is raised. Examination of is- 
sues leads to a proposal for creating syn- 
thetic organisms to solve certain complex 
problems. Two network models are pre- 
sented as a vehicle for implementing a self- 
designing, complex system. Results of the 
two evolutionary programs based on these 
networks are discussed, and a number of 
possible extensions to the methods are 
given. 
Simulation & Modeling 
For problems of sufficient complexity, a step- 
by-step simulation is the most efficient 
means of obtaining predictions of system 
behavior. Wolfram1 has argued that the 
behavior of certain systems may be ef- 
fectively found only by an explicit, step-by- 
step simulation, and he considers such 
systems to be "computationally irreducible." 
Wolfram's argument amounts to showing a 
contradiction between the assumptions of a 
universal computer for such calculations 
and the existence of an algorithmic shortcut 
for the simulation. Physics and engineering 
are concerned primarily with the compu- 
tationally reducible, while most biological 
systems are computationally irreducible. 
For example, "the development of an organ- 
ism from its genetic code" may well belong 
to the latter class.1 Wolfram goes on to 
suggest that "the only way to find out the 
overall characteristics of the organism from 
its genetic code may be to grow it explicitly. 
This would make large-scale computer- 
aided design of biological organisms, or 
'biological engineering ,I effectively impossi- 
ble: only explicit search methods analogous 
to Darwinian evolution could be used." 1 
Given the dynamic nature of a complex, 
real-time control problem, the phrase "bio- 
logical organism" may be replaced with 
"software" and "biological engineering" with 
"software engineering," extending the range 
of applicability of the previous sentence. 
Wolfram's suggestion then becomes a new 
principle of software engineering for truly 
complex problems. It is this principle that we 
wish to explore along with neural networks 
and adaptive systems. 
Complex Sysfems: Where 
Simulations Fail 
Why are we concerned with biology and 
problems of computational irreducibility? 
Artificial neural networks are well-under- 
stood computational structures firmly rooted 
in the mathematics of systems of first-order 
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differential equations, and their proponents 
claim that many pressing problems will yield 
to the new paradigm of computational neu- 
roscience. On the other hand, a biological 
system is one that lives in and has been op- 
timized for a certain dynamic ecosystem. 
Such systems are complex and not well un- 
derstood from the simple-system perspec- 
tive. Evidence is accumulating from many 
quarters that systems combining information 
management and real-time control of com- 
plicated hardware are likewise not simple. 
By the very nature of an algorithm, algorith- 
mic methodologies developed to cope with 
simple systems will most assuredly fail when 
applied to these complex problems. Indeed, 
it is already evident that expert systems 
(deterministic decision trees) become brittle 
when the application domain is slightly al- 
tered, as does any algorithmic structure 
when used outside its range of applicability. 
Note that the ad hoc addition of "fuzzy rea- 
soning" by adding Bayesian logic or fuzzy 
sets does not cure this problem: once the 
ranges of variation are specified, the system 
is still essentially deterministic. Although 
simulation may well be a practical way to 
study certain problems, it is too much to 
hope that the limitations imposed by brittle 
programs and inadequate knowledge can 
be overcome by a purposefully designed 
simulation. 
To go beyond simulation to a synthetic or- 
ganism that solves a complex, real-time 
problem in an effective manner is seen as 
the next logical development in computer 
science. A simple system, by definition, is 
one allowing separation between states and 
dynamical laws, i.e., the intrinsic nature of 
the system and its response to external 
effects? The author of this view of physical 
systems, Robert Rosen, suggests that "any 
system for which such a description cannot 
be provided ... [is] complex. Thus, in a com- 
plex system, the causal categories become 
intertwined, in such a way that no dualistic 
language of states plus dynamical laws can 
completely describe it."2 Computability of 
complex systems may be examined by con- 
sidering the well-known Church-Turing 
Thesis, which asserts, in essence, that any 
material process can be simulated. That is, 
the difference between actual points in a 
state space of a real system and corre- 
sponding calculated points in the space of 
the simulated system can be made arbi- 
trarily small by sufficient calculational effort. 
There are two reasons-one practical, the 
other fundamental-why any actual sim- 
ulation will fail when asked to perform be- 
yond strict design limits. The practical rea- 
son has been discussed above as due to 
imperfect knowledge of the reality being 
simulated; the second, more fundamental 
reason, is based on Rosen's discussion of 
complex systems. Godel3 has shown that 
the Church-Turing Thesis fails for arithmetic. 
Thus, for example, it is not possible to en- 
code the whole of arithmetic into input 
strings for a Turing machine in such a way 
that every truth of arithmetic is provable as a 
theorem. Rosen uses this fact as a point of 
departure to discuss differential equations 
as universal simulators.4 He then goes on 
to show that "general vector field[s] cannot 
be described to a Turing machine, ... [and] 
since they cannot be encoded, they cannot 
be simulated. It is precisely here that 
Church's Thesis fails in analysis. In a pre- 
cise sense, most orbits of such a general 
vector field are not computable." 4 
Rosen seems to be suggesting that since 
algorithms (computer programs) can indeed 
compute any computable function, and 
since behaviors of certain complex systems 
are not computable by not possessing a 
complete syntactic description, there can be 
"no independent, inherent distinction be- 
tween hardware and  oftw ware"^ as the Tur- 
ing machine demands. Simulations can at 
best repeat what "organisms have already 
done; not the things they will do."4 A real, 
parallel, asynchronous neural network 
model is therefore necessary to emulate 
non-computable functions-the orbits of the 
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general vector field. Thus, we must pro- 
gress from the neural network simulations of 
today to actual neural network systems of 
sufficient generality and power to mirror real 
neural activity at some level of abstraction 
such that they become actual synthetic 
organisms that learn to cope with the 
problems we need to solve. Only then will 
we have achieved our goal of creating ma- 
chines with enough intelligence (or any in- 
telligence at all, for that matter) to cope ade- 
quately with the types of problems consid- 
ered here. 
Reliance on a single program or set of pro- 
grams will eventually prove fatal (even if 
completely error free), whereas a (possibly 
A Synthetic Intelligent System 
To create a system exhibiting the ability to 
deal successfully with a complex and 
changing environment, a biological meta- 
phor of an ecosystem inhabited by po- 
tentially intelligent agents is employed. The 
ecosystem may be changing on a continual 
and slow basis, as all natural systems do. A 
group of similar organisms presently adap- 
ted to the ecosystem is considered to be a 
species. It is this species that adapts to the 
changing environment on a genetic time 
scale when changes are outside a certain 
optimality range for the present members of 
that species. The individual members of the 
species adapt to changing conditions on a 
time scale determined by plasticity of the or- 
ganism; this plastic period may last for the 
lifetime of the individual or merely during an 
infant and juvenile period. The important 
distinction is that the genetic time scale for 
change is much longer than the individual 
time scale. If changes occur too rapidly for 
any given individual to adapt, but not so 
severely as to be out of range of the avail- 
able genetic pool, then a given individual 
may fail, but the species as a whole will 
adapt. If changes occur too rapidly over too 
extreme a range, the species becomes ex- 
tinct. 
large) set of (possibly virtual) programs can 
form a genetic pool, allowing mutations and 
crossover to bring about the evolution of a 
successful program. This, then, is the thrust 
of this work: to set up conditions in which an 
intelligent system may create itself through 
evolution. 
Role of the Environment 
The approved software-engineering proce- 
dure for writing a program is to start with a 
set of specifications that describe the de- 
sired results. Another way of viewing this 
process is to suppose we are constructing a 
function (the algorithm) that maps from a 
subset of internal machine states, indicated 
by the statements of the program, onto a 
subset of the possible actions that a 
machine can effect in the external world. 
The subset of this range of actions is 
precisely those results specified in the top- 
level design stages (if all has gone cor- 
rectly). The programmer's job is to select 
the most appropriate subset in the domain of 
the mapping (the set of all possible machine 
states or statements in the programming 
language) that best map onto the range. 
The method proposed here turns this pro- 
cess around and dynamically closes the 
loop between high-level specifications and 
program statements. It is this closure that is 
usually neglected once the initial design 
specifications have been made. This ne- 
glect is ultimately responsible for the brittle 
software systems that we are so reluctant to 
allow to control complex machinery. Even a 
conscientious effort to close this loop will not 
solve the problem for those systems re- 
quired to function in open environments- 
the loop needs continuous and dynamic 
closure even as the environment changes. 
If the domain of the function (algorithm, pro- 
gram) is widened to a much larger virtual 
space of possible mappings, the task then 
becomes one of evaluating the behavior of a 
given program instance in its range. Eval- 
uation is generally a much simpler algorithm 
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and may be thought of as the inverse map- 
ping from the range of possible actions onto 
the domain of virtual programs. Of course, a 
sufficiently generalized representative of the 
virtual program space must be created 
initially for this method to work. How this 
might be accomplished is discussed below. 
The environment is an essential part of the 
ecosystem we wish to control. A specific 
ecosystem may consist of sensors, data- 
bases, computing engines, available soft- 
ware libraries, space platforms, offensive 
and defensive weaponry, the immune sys- 
tem and invading organisms. The group of 
functional organisms in an ecosystem act 
upon and react to the environment; they are 
in fact inseparable from the ecosystem, 
which is a nonlinear dynamic system of in- 
teracting parts. 
The programmer/designer becomes a policy 
maker by providing the system with a 
"fitness" function that evaluates success in 
the environment and thus closes a loop that 
is normally recognized only at the system 
specification level in current software engi- 
neering practice. All interaction between the 
designer and the system is through this 
high-level policy algorithm, which monitors 
overall behavior, guiding the system to a 
region of local optimal functionality. Set too 
tight a specification, and the ensuing system 
loses adaptability that may be essential at 
some future time (e.g., when an unexpected 
terrain is encountered by an exploratory 
vehicle). Too loose a specification, and the 
ensuing system will behave other than 
desired, and may fail by default. The key 
point is that the closure between function 
and specification in a self-designing system 
is a continuous process. 
The question of reliability assurances in the 
form of proofs of correctness will surely arise 
in the course of presenting this new (but 
very old) paradigm. For intelligent systems, 
such proofs are not only impossible, they 
are not even applicable: can a proof of cor- 
rectness be found for the President of the 
United States? How, then, can we prove 
that a given intelligent being is going to 
perform correctly? The answer is that the 
question is ill-conceived; it is a question 
borrowed from one domain and forced onto 
another. The correct question is: Can we 
reasonably assume that the job will be done 
correctly by a certain individual? The only 
conceivable answer is one involving esti- 
mates and limits based on the experience of 
the evaluator and the candidate. The main 
point is that when relying on provably cor- 
rect algorithms for complex, real-world situ- 
ations, failure is inevitable because, sooner 
or later, the environment will change in an 
unexpected manner. With an adaptive, 
intelligent system, a provably correct answer 
may never become available in spite of our 
best computer science departments. On the 
other hand, total failure is not inevitable- 
the adaptive, intelligent system will quite 
probably muddle through to victory one way 
or another. Thus there is a kind of comple- 
me n t ari t y he re-a t oo- rest rict ive po licy 
measure that guarantees the existence of a 
correctness proof will result in brittle pro- 
grams, while a more liberal policy will deny 
a such a proof but allow intelligent and 
adaptive programs to evolve. 
An Optimized Retina 
If we consider a retina to be a filter for com- 
plex spatial patterns that extracts certain 
types of information (whether in the visible 
spectrum or not is immaterial), then a gen- 
eralized retina is a necessary part of any 
entity required to function in an environment 
that possess objects crucial to the entity's 
success. Pattern recognition is only one of 
the functions such a device must possess. 
Thus we look to the role of a retina as 
fundamental to machine perception. 
Again, looking to natural systems for guid- 
ance, a retina may be specifically optimized 
to recognize certain features. Frog retinas 
responding strongly to nearby moving in- 
sects, migrating birds orienting their routes 
via constellations, and babies responding to 
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abstract human faces all come to mind as 
genetically designed recognition systems. 
Hubel5 has shown that the human retina is 
also well designed for sensitivity to edges, 
orientation, and motion in the field of view. 
But such generality may not be necessary in 
certain applications such as identification of 
specific objects in a restricted environment. 
A retina was constructed from a neural net- 
work based on early work in pattern recog- 
nition by Bledsoe and Browning6 and a later 
elaboration by Uhr.7 The standard n-tuple 
alg0rithm6~7 was recast as a feed-forward 
neural network consisting of randomly con- 
nected feature detectors. Each feature de- 
tector has n inputs from n different retina 
cells (the simulated photoreceptors). In 
Figure 1, n is chosen to be 3, so there are 
Retina 
Feature 
retina model is 
23, or eight, outputs of the feature detector, 
each of which may correspond to a feature 
of one or more categories that are learned 
by the network during a training phase. 
Both learning and recall involve direct 
access from input cells to feature detectors 
to the summing category nodes-no expen- 
sive relaxation process to minimum energy 
states8 is necessary, nor is backpropaga- 
tiong of errors during the learning process 
required-there are no graded errors in a 
Boolean system. Due to the statistical na- 
ture of the connectivity and the requirement 
that reasonable samples of each category 
be presented during training, the network is 
both fast and reasonably immune to noise- 
two desirable features for real-time, real- 
world applications. 
Category 
Nodes 
Fiaure 1. Th- feature-detectc feed-forward network activating category nodes. 
AGivity in the retina cells is grouped into features by the m feature detectors, where m = N/n, N is 
the number of retina cells, and n is the order of the n-tuple. Each feature detector has a maximum 
of 2" output lines connected to category nodes during training. These lines activate category 
nodes during recognition. Category nodes are added to the network as needed. 
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Both the connectivity of the network and the 
contents of the memory may be taken as 
genetic specifications. In an experiment de- 
scribed below, only the memory cells are 
subject to mutation. An alternate approach 
involves an evolution of feature detectors for 
particular sets of patterns by mutation of the 
connectivity between the input cells and the 
feature-detector nodes. In this way, invari- 
ants of the set of patterns will be encoded 
into the connectivity of the network. The 
adaptability of this type of network takes 
place on the evolutionary time scale-much 
longer than the plasticity time constants of 
the adaptive brain to be considered next. 
An Adaptive Brain 
While we can conceive of a brain without its 
emergent property of intelligence (indeed, 
examples abound), the converse of intelli- 
gence without a central nervous system 
(CNS) is much more difficult to imagine. 
The CNS used in the present work follows 
closely a model originally developed by 
Browning10 for the Sandia Corporation. 
Browning chose a system modeling those 
biological neural networks that make use of 
frequency encoding of information trans- 
mitted by nerve impulses.11 It is unclear 
whether frequency-coded information flow in 
the brain is fundamental to brain operation 
or whether it is merely a convenient solution 
to the problem of communication in a noisy 
environment between low-reliability compo- 
nents. However, recent work indicates that 
information is coded in the actual axon 
pulses and is indeed an important means of 
information processing, at least in certain 
areas of the brain? Approximate coinci- 
dence of information packets traversing the 
network is a stringent requirement imposed 
by a frequency-coded network and may 
underlie the discrimination capabilities of 
the CNS. The degree of abstraction allow- 
able in a simulated CNS is an open ques- 
t ion-can we talk about frequency as a 
function of time as done by many research- 
e r d 3  or must the actual axonal spikes be 
simulated individually? The present work 
does not make the simplifying assumption of 
an average, differentiable frequency func- 
tion, v(t), for the neuron's output; instead, it 
simulates each axonal spike separately. 
The model, as implemented, consists of a 
few hundred frequency-responsive neurons 
or nodes. Each node has an arbitrarily cho- 
sen number of inputs from other neurons 
and, on the average, a like number of out- 
puts simulating the distribution of axonal 
spikes. The average connectivity is pre- 
dominantly from a row of input nodes 
through several rows of internodes, which 
are not necessarily "hidden,"l4 to a row of 
output nodes. There is a high probability of 
connections in the forward direction (input to 
output) and a low probability in the lateral 
and reverse directions. The distribution 
function is a Rayleigh function modified by 
an elliptical angular distribution with the 
major axis aligned along the forward-back- 
ward direction. 
"Synapses" are formed at the junction of the 
input of one node to the output of another 
and are modeled by a pointer associated 
with an input node that refers to a memory 
location associated with an output node. 
The synaptic efficacy of transmitting an ax- 
onal spike through a junction is analogous 
to the "weight" found in many artificial neural 
network models.14 This weight is mod- 
ifiable, and the modification algorithm may 
be altered to investigate various theories of 
learning and memory. To date, a simple 
Hebbian algorithm has been used, as well 
as a frequency-based version of the BCM 
synaptic modification.15 Other learning the- 
ories under investigation are the drive-rein- 
forcement model,l6 and the dual-synaptic 
population model. 1 7 Detailed comparisons 
of these various models of learning are not 
available at this time, although each of the 
algorithms produces reasonably satisfactory 
results in that the system of neurons and 
synapses undergoes self-organization re- 
lated to the environment imposed. 
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Neural Network 
& Muscle Cells & Muscle Cells 
Figure 2. A synthetic organism is constructed from an adaptive, frequency-coded neural network 
having sensors and effectors for interacting with the environment. The organism is presented 
here as an insect, but the paradigm is not limited to a particular class of phenotypes. 
A means of interacting with the environment 
was added in the form of simulated sensors 
(vision, taste, and touch) and effectors 
(groups of muscle cells). The resulting syn- 
thetic organism is shown in Figure 2. De- 
pending on the sensors and effectors given 
such an organism and the environment in 
which it is required to function, the designer 
may demand anything from an artificial rat 
for classroom experiments in animal psy- 
chology to an autonomous vehicle required 
to explore the Martian surface. The biolog- 
ical basis of synthetic intelligence is versa- 
tile enough to produce a widevariety of 
successful "species." These extensions and 
variations are the goal of future research 
into electronic (and eventually, electro- 
mechanical) life forms. 
Evolution and Self-Design 
In a situation of sufficient complexity (as dis- 
cussed above) where proofs of correctness 
are unattainable, the construction of infalli- 
ble systems is impossible without an omni- 
scient programmer. Darwin'8 has given us 
a model for the creation of optimal systems 
in artificial universes (independent of its 
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correctness in the real universe). The omni- 
scient programmer, even if possible, is no 
longer needed for the creation of complex 
hardware and software systems when the 
principles of evolution are employed-a 
fallible program can improve its own be- 
havior. Thus, we are on the verge of estab- 
lishing the necessary conditions whereby 
electronic life can arise and evolve in the 
computer, and optimize its behavior in envi- 
ronments of our choosing guided by a policy 
of our choice. This is an extremely powerful 
paradigm for the design of systems to 
Retina 
Random 
Receptor 
Pairs 
0 : l  3 - 10 
3 w 1 : 5 2 - 0 0  
handle complex, biological-like problems, 
and it will lead to a revolution in the science 
of complex systems. Over the years, a few 
individuals have become interested in these 
ideas. One of the early investigators was W. 
W. Bledsoelg, who examined some of the 
possibilities and problems associated with 
genetic models in computer science. 
Fedanzo20 gave a more recent admonition 
to follow Darwinian precepts in problems 
concerning data base optimization. 
Memory Matrix 
Address Left L Right L 
0 00 0 0 
0 01 0 0 
0 10 0 1 
0 1 1  0 0 
. . . . . . . . . .. 
0 0 
0 0 
- 4  00 
2 : 6  8 - 01 
3:9 4 - 1 1  4 01 
4 : 7  3 - 10 4 10 0 1 
4 1 1  0 0 
Figure 3. A classical n-tuple pattern matcher is shown for n = 2 and a 3 X 3 input array. A typical 
pattern is shown in the array on the left. The table in the middle shows a possible arrangement of 
the five possible (mostly) exclusive, randomly chosen pairs of retina cells, and the formation of 
subaddresses is indicated. The table on the right shows the memory matrix necessary to store 
two categories, one per column. The pair labeled 0 consists of the ordered retina cell pair 1,3. 
Cell 1 has a pixel turned on, cell 3 does not; the corresponding subaddress is therefore 10 
(binary) or 2. Thus the memory matrix has an entry (if trained) at address 0, subaddress 2 in the 
right column, corresponding to the right-facing L-pattern. 
The usual approach to adaptive systems 
can be made into a Darwinian approach to 
self-designing systems by carefully sepa- 
rating design and performance specifica- 
tions from adaptive structures (synaptic 
weights, polynomial coefficients, etc.) be- 
longing to the individual organism or, in this 
case, the executing computer program. One 
of the most noticeable differences between 
an adaptive genome and an adaptive 
system concerns time scales: adaptation in 
the usual sense occurs on a short time scale 
and within a certain program that is self- 
organizing in response to the environment 
or problem. In the case of genome evolu- 
tion, the time scale is much longer, extend- 
ing over many individual organisms (pro- 
gram s) interact i n g with the i r en vi ro n m e n t 
and resulting in the self-organization of the 
genome itself.21 
Positive and Negative Selection 
There are a wide variety of selection strate- 
gies to choose from when considering opti- 
mization based on Darwinian principles. 
The main idea is to introduce variations and 
demand that reproductive success depend 
on fitness (in Darwinian theory, the two con- 
cepts are synonymous). Here, we consider 
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the effects of the two general stragegies of 
positive and negative selection on fitness. 
Both of these strategies are amenable to 
simulation in a relatively simple system. The 
principles discussed below are well known 
to evolutionary biologists (e.g., Mayr22 and 
Kimura23), and to some animal breeders, 
but seem relatively unknown to computer 
scientists. 
Browning24 suggested a simple experiment 
done with a data-structure version of the 
pattern-recognition system described above. 
The pattern memory is a set of binary cells 
addressed by patterns in the retina (see 
Figure 3). Mutations are made by logically 
complementing cell contents. The algorithm 
followed involves a mutation in a single, ar- 
bitrarily chosen memory cell and measuring 
of the success of the retina in recognizing 
the set of L's, both normal and reflected in 
the vertical. Inspection of the figure shows 
that there are 9 such L's possible in each 
orientation on a 3 X 3 grid (we are not con- 
sidering reflections about the horizontal). 
The scores of each of the 18 L's are com- 
puted by counting 1 for each cell addressed 
by a particular L pattern (the L shown in 
Figure 3 would score 0 for the "Left" cate- 
gory and 2 for the "Right" category for a total 
score of 2). The score then becomes the 
"fitness" of that particular mutation. 
1001 1 
e 
0 
L 
0 
0 
t 
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Negative Selection 
Positive Selection 
Cross-Over Point 
Figure 4. Results of a simple artificial genetic experiment on the memory matrix shown in Figure 2. 
In the 20 memory cells, 600 mutations were made for each selection strategy (see text). The 
strategy corresponding to negative selection clearly outperforms the positive selection case. 
The experiment was run for two different 
selection strategies, positive and negative. 
"Positive" is defined as: Accept a mutation if 
it produced a higher score, otherwise reject 
it. "Negative" is defined as: Reject a muta- 
tion only if  it produced a lower score. Thus 
we are selecting against failure, not for suc- 
cess. As Figure 4 shows, the difference is 
dramatic. Positive selection starts with a 
faster slope initially, but saturates quite early 
(below about 250 mutations for this 20-cell 
system). Negative selection, however, 
quickly overtakes the positive, and is still 
showing improvement at the 600-mutation 
point. 
Sex and Genetic Algorithms 
Employing negative selection results in im- 
provements in the optimization algorithm 
chosen. Additional acceleration of the evo- 
lutionary process is possible in a sexual 
species where there is an opportunity for in- 
dividuals to pool complementary portions of 
genetic material as shown by Ulam and 
Schrandt.25 Application of the genetic al- 
gorithms as pioneered by Holland,26 es- 
pecially the use of cross-over method@ 
has been shown to result in accelerated 
optimization for these classifier systems. 
There is every reason to suppose that 
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variants of these methods, involving a 
careful separation between the "phenotype" 
and the "genotype," would dramatically ac- 
celerate the process if applied to a collection 
of individuals forming a gene pool. 
Results & Future Directions 
One aspect of intelligent behavior is the 
ability to solve a problem in a surprising 
fashion. The system described above has 
generated such a surprising solution to a 
presumably simple problem. The problem 
posed to the system was to optimize the be- 
havior of the synthetic organism by avoiding 
the boundaries of the environment yet 
keeping in motion to explore and interact 
with that environment. A simple fitness 
function set the policy by evaluating each 
time step of the synchronous system. The 
system was left to evolve on its own. The 
expectation was that the various parameters 
determining the tactile sensitivity would de- 
velop to the point where touching the 
boundary would initiate a sequence of net- 
work node firings effectively demanding re- 
treat of the organism from the walls. Since 
the high frequency felt at the boundaries 
naturally proves disruptive to a frequency- 
coded network, as shown by previously.28 it 
was natural to assume that this inherent ca- 
pability would be optimized. The surprise 
was that this did not happen. Instead, the 
synthetic creature evolved-after more than 
four hundred generations-into a new 
species whose locomotion was predomi- 
nantly backward. The new organisms 
walked backward in a very efficient manner, 
occasionally turning around to sense ob- 
jects in the environment. There was no 
touch sensor on the rear, so posterior colli- 
sions with the walls had no effect on the fit- 
ness function and could not disrupt the ac- 
tivity of the network. 
Thus, a group of parameters, or a "gene" of 
the system, altered to solve the problem in 
an efficient, surprising, and biologically rea- 
sonable manner. Indeed, one of the in- 
duced mutations discovered in C. Elegans 
(a microscopic, 850-celled worm having ap- 
proximately 300 neurons) causes this very 
behavior.29 Several unc (for m o o r d i -  
nated) mutations affect the ability of the 
worm to move forward and backward. In 
particular, unc-4 prohibits backward motion 
entirely, while the unc-7 mutation causes 
predominantly backward motion.30 
As an exercise in understanding a complex 
system, a preliminary analysis was made of 
the parameter file (defining the structure and 
behavior of the simulated organism) before 
and after the evolutionary episode. The new 
species developed somewhere prior to 456 
generations involving 1537 mutated individ- 
uals. It was assumed that a parameter 
residing in a group responsible for the 
dynamics of the muscle motion would be 
identifiable as responsible for the reverse 
locomotion (indeed, there is a parameter 
specifying the degree of asymmetry in the 
extensor-to-flexor contractions). This hope 
was dashed when the standard deviation of 
the percentage change of the parameters in 
the muscle-dynamics group was found to be 
not significantly different from that of any 
other of the functional groups. Indeed, the 
asymmetry parameter changed in the direc- 
tion of increased forward impetus by about 
10% rather than in the direction of reverse 
locomotion. The number of random trials 
necessary to alter the asymmetry parameter 
sufficiently to cause predominantly back- 
ward motion is approximately 1005-much 
larger than the 4 5 3 7  trials actually needed. 
Thus, the selectionist method of optimization 
is far more effective than a random method 
would be. 
We have given an example of a system 
whose behavior is clearly known, but whose 
internal causes are not yet understood. The 
situation is analogous to one's pet dog: you 
can never understand an organism as com- 
plex as a dog, but you sure can make it sit 
whenever you wish (almost). Dogs have 
proven their reliability in complex, difficult, 
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and demanding situations throughout his- 
tory, yet they are neither understandable (in 
the reductionist sense) nor provably correct. 
The Future 
Access to faster processors operating in 
parallel configurations will allow a number 
of additional techniques, all taken from biol- 
ogy, to be applied to the creation of self-de- 
signing systems. Sex, in particular, was 
mentioned above. Other means of acceler- 
ating evolution involve interaction between 
individuals of the same or different species. 
A process of coevolution, or "arms race" as 
in a mutual selection for speed in cheetahs 
and their prey, gazelles, is one example. 
Here, selection pressures force one, then 
the other species to excel marginally. The 
result is either the extinction of both or two 
very fast animals. Similarly, direct competi- 
tion for a particular resource, such as the 
food objects in the simulation described in 
this paper, would certainly accelerate the 
optimization process. 
All of these methods require very fast hard- 
ware and sophisticated simulation lan- 
guages (for specifying ecosystems as well 
as neural networks). An ideal would be to 
let synthetic organisms interact and compete 
simultaneously on a set of parallel proces- 
sors. Policy for coevolution between a de- 
fensive system and an offensive system 
would be set for victory of one "species" 
rather than mutual survival as in the cheetah 
case. Thus, an immune-system molecule 
could be synthetically evolved to specifically 
label a particular virus fragment (both in sil- 
ico and in vitro). 
It is anticipated that the most valuable result 
of this work will be a system that, upon 
sensing failure, will enter a mode of accel- 
erated evolution, producing success by re- 
playing and adapting to events that lead to 
the failure. This would be the ultimate 
adaptive system. Obvious applications are 
in a strategic defense system, a survey robot 
for nuclear power plants, and a method of 
responding with specific vaccines to the 
high rate of mutation of the AIDS virus. For 
NASA, there are likewise obvious applica- 
tions: a planetary exploration vehicle will 
probably meet with failure due to unantici- 
pated environmental effects. Any means of 
turning such an eventual failure into success 
should be welcome. 
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Abstract. Artificial neural systems promise 
t o  integrate symbolic and sub-symbolic 
processing to  achieve real time control of 
physical  systems. T w o  p o t e n t i a l  
alternatives exist. In one, neural nets can 
be used to front-end expert systems. The 
expert systems, in turn, are developed with 
varying degrees of parallelism, including 
their implementation in neural nets. In the 
other, rule-based reasoning and sensor 
data can be integrated wi th in  a single 
hybrid neural system. The hybrid system 
reacts as a u n i t  t o  provide decisions 
( p r o b l e m  s o l u t i o n s )  based o n  t h e  
simultaneous evaluation o f  data and rules. 
This paper discusses a model hybrid system 
based on the fuzzy cognitive map (FCM). 
The operation of the model is illustrated 
with the control of a hypothetical satellite 
that intelligently alters its attitude in space 
i n  response t o  a n  i n t e r s e c t i n g  
micrometeorite s h o wer. 
Concept. Artificial perception, cognition, 
and learning are increasingly possible by 
imitating natural information processing 
mechanisms. Information processing in 
living systems occurs in two major forms, 
genetic evolution and chemical/ electric 
cell-to-cell communication. Both of these 
natural processes are being exploited for 
what they can contribute to  artificial 
computation. The field of Computational 
Genetic Algorithms has borrowed ideas 
from natural evolutionary theory t o  
programs. Artificial Neural Systems (ANS '3 develop learning and problem-solvin 
have taken inspiration from natural 
nervous systems in order to  model the 
parallel, distributed processing of  the 
brain. These two currents of thought 
derive their power from the inherent 
parallelism of natural  solut ions t o  
information processing . 
Small, low cost information processors 
were first developed by natural living 
organisms. This tactic served developing 
life forms well for hundreds of millions of 
years. Only late in the evolutionary process 
did bundles of these small localized neural 
processors coalesce into large brains t o  
which other peripheral knots of neurons 
could report in turn. This process of natural 
develpment can be emulated in artificial 
systems by initially producing small, 
intelligent information integrating devices 
able to  categorize and classify local 
information, and which communicate and 
coordinate their state with a non-local 
decision-making center. Such devices 
would be  capable of  learning and 
reasoning, and of operating in continuous 
real-ti me. 
Given the current investment in expert 
systems, and the relative immaturity of 
neural connectionist systems and their 
learning interfaces, practical applications in 
intelligent processing enhancement wil l  
probably consist initially of expert system/ 
neural net combinations, rather than of 
neural nets alone. There are two likely 
approaches to  this near term scenario: 
symbolic expert systems with neural nets a t  
the data collection points (front ending), 
and computational systems o f  mixed 
representation that  al low the close 
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integration of concepts and rules with low- 
level data. Both of these approaches have 
relative strengths and weaknesses, but only 
the second is close to being "natural" in 
the sense discussed here. 
The first of the two approaches consists of 
the straightforward combination of an 
expert system with whatever neural net 
models are needed to provide input a t  the 
data collection points o f  the expert 
system's rule graph. In i t s  simplest form, 
the integrated program combines a 
normative expert system with selected 
ANS. Whereas the expert system typically 
queries a user or a data-base/ knowledge- 
base for information, the integrated 
program also queries, or extracts 
information from, neural nets. In this 
system, machine learning occurs a t  the sub- 
symbolic level in the neural nets. However, 
neural net input-output patterns can also 
be extracted as symbolic rules fo r  
incorporation into the expert sytem's rule 
graph as they are learned. 
The mixed representation approach 
provides for systems that allow the close 
integration of high-level concepts with 
low-level data. These systems do both the 
data collation and a degree of symbolic 
level processing as a unit. The system 
thereby behaves as a symbolic/ sub- 
symbolic hybrid. The hybrid is different 
than the first approach described above in 
that a major portion of the data hybrid is  
implemented entirely under the ANS 
paradigm. The hybrid is  different than a 
connectionist expert system in that the 
neural model does not simply replicate the 
functionality of an expert system, but is 
a imed a t  fus ing i n  rea l - t ime t h e  
information provided by sensors and 
through conceptual relationships. 
On this basis, the hybrid system's strength 
consists of the capability to  provide a fine- 
grained integration of symbolic concepts 
with sub-symbolic information. Operations 
on the two types of knowledge occur a t  the 
lowest computational level. Incomplete, 
innacurate or contradictory rules are 
buttressed by the natural fault tolerance/ 
graceful degradation of the neural 
elements, providing for automatic truth- 
maintenance support. In addition, the 
automatic translation of sub-symbolic 
representations into symbolic rules can 
occur in  the  same compu ta t i ona l  
neighborhood, such that the high level 
conceptual portion of the system learns as 
well and as easily as the neural elements 
do. 
Both of these approaches are useful in their 
own right. But, whatever approach i s  
chosen to enhance intelligent processing by 
way of neural models, i t  is important t o  
address the art and practice of neuralism as 
well as the science. Science provides 
testable ideas but does no work. Useful 
work w i l l  resul t  f r o m  real ized 
improvements in practice by way of new 
ideas. Neural models provide two basic 
beneficial improvements: conce ptua I and 
associative learning from sub-symbolic 
i n f o rmat io n , and si mu ltaneo us processing 
activity. The first of these will be important 
over the long run in addressing the  
knowledge acquisition and maintenance 
bottleneck. The second is o f  more 
immediate re levance. 
The standout value o f  connectionist 
systems is going to be in harnessing parallel 
behavior. It is important, therefore, t o  look 
to eventual hardware implementations of 
chosen neural models in order to  provide 
this parallelism. Without a hardware 
realization, the often-used signal Hebb law 
is basically another algorithm, of the many 
excellent ones available. New algorithms 
may or may not be better than those that 
came before, depending on the problem to 
which they are applied. For example, some 
comparative studies have shown that  
neural emulation algorithms can b e  
inferior to the methods they were devised 
t o  replace (Taber and Deich 1988).  
However, it is worth remembering that 
these and nearly all other software 
programs are currently designed to run on 
von Neumann computers. The real power 
of connectionist models wi l l  ultimately 
result from providing an escape from such 
serial machines. 
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O f  t h e  t w o  prac t ica l  approaches t o  
i n t e l l i g e n t  process ing e n h a n c e m e n t  
ment ioned in this section, t h e  hyb r id  ' approach was selected to test the potential 
' o f  in te rming l ing  da ta  w i t h  rules in a 
compact modular fashion. I t  was chosen 
because i t s  des ign can be  smal l  a n d  
straightforward, because it can integrate 
data and rules in a fine-grained fashion, 
and because it has 'more potent ia l  f o r  
p r o v i d i n g  these  f e a t u r e s  in a fast ,  
ded ica ted ,  n e u r a l  dev ice  t h a n  m o r e  
co m p I ex schemes. 
To summarize this section, the  concept that  
d r ives  this i n v e s t i g a t i o n  i s  t h a t  o f  
i n teg ra t i ng  rules a n d  da ta  in a f i ne -  
grained , mod u I a r processing en vi ron men t 
tha t  has the  potential of being realized in  
highly parallel "neural"  hardware. An 
a p p r o a c h  t h a t  w i l l  c o - l o c a t e  these  
integrating elements was chosen over one 
tha t  would compartmentalize them. 
The Science. The model selected for initial 
investigations o f  t he  concept problem i s  
t h e  fuzzy cogni t ive map  (FCM) (Kosko 
1988). The FCM is  based on well  known 
equations, and features input  f rom fuzzy 
set theory,  p rov id ing  f o r  an  i nhe ren t  
credibility meaure on i t s  output.  Its expert 
system c a p a b i l i t i e s  h a v e  a lso b e e n  
demonstrated (Taber and Siege1 1987). 
The FCM i s  a single layer net  f r o m  t h e  
family of unsupervised learning - feedback 
recal l  neura l  models .  I t  can encode 
arbitrary patterns 
Ak = (aik ,.-. ,ank), k = 1,2,...,m, 
using e i ther  hardwi red  o r  d i f f e ren t i a l  
Hebbian l ea rn ing  (Kosko 1986). The 
topology is shown in Fig. 1. 
Hardwired encoding requires t h a t  t h e  
c o n n e c t i o n  s t r e n g t h s  b e  i n i t i a l l y  
d e t e r m i n e d  o f f - l i n e  a n d  se lec t ive ly  
assigned. This encoding can be used t o  
represent the  symbolic concepts and the  
relationships among them. Signed values 
are provided in the  range [-1 ... 11 to each 
lateral (synaptic) connection, where fuzzy 
positive values represent causal increase, 
fuzzy negative values represent causal 
t t t 
t t t 
Fig. 1. The topology of the fuzzy cognitive map, 
(FCM). Input, ouput, and lateral connections are 
shown. The single layer Fa processing element array 
consists of neurons a1 through a,. 
decrease, and zero represents n o  causal 
connection. In the basic model, once the  
causal values are assigned, they are not 
expected t o  change without fur ther  off- 
l ine intervention. 
Adaptive encoding requires tha t  the  neural 
map automatically infer t h e  connect ion 
values be tween  pa t te rns  (da ta) ,  a n d  
between patterns and concepts, using 
d i f f e r e n t i a l  H e b b i a n  l e a r n i n g .  T h e  
learning algorithm correlates changes in 
processi n g e I emen t (neu ra I) activations, 
such that only changes in activity in t h e  
same direction (either both increasing o r  
both decreasing) will affect the  connection 
(synaptic) weights. This activity is called 
concomitant var iat ion.  The e n c o d i n g  
equation is  
where Wij is the connection stren th  f rom 
i th a n d  j t h  componen ts  o f  t h e  k t h  
inference vector Ak or  alternatively t h e  
activation levels of the ith and jth neurons, 
and dS()/dt i s  t h e  t ime  der ivat ive of a 
sigmoid function. The first te rm in t h e  
equation is passive decay and the  second 
term is the differential Hebbian correlation 
term. 
the  ith t o  the j t h  neuron, aik and aj a are the  
For recall, the additive STM (Short Term 
Memory) recall equation was chosen over 
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the more general additive recall equation 
for simplicity's sake. It is of the form 
0 
ai = -bai + SUM",=, S(aj)Wji + Ii 
where Ii is the ith component of the initial 
inference state or the ith data value. The 
first term in the equation is passive decay, 
the second term is lateral feedback, and 
the last term is external input. 
Except for the fact that the FCM utilizes the 
differential rather than the signal Hebbian, 
i t s  topology and function are nearly 
identical to the Additive Grossberg (AG) 
model. The AG is the simplest of a family of 
neural models culminating in the ART2 
system. Given that ART2 is basically an 
evolved AG, this suggests a migration path 
for the FCM. 
When encoded with concepts that are 
highly inter-related, the F C M  does not 
exhibit stable point behavior, but exhibits 
oscillatory or limit cycle behavior instead. 
Limit cycles consist of two or more unique 
sets of neurons being repeatedly activated. 
The dynamics of the FCM are amenable to 
l imit cycle stability analysis given a 
derivation of the Lyapunov energy function 
(Simpson 1988). In practice, wi th no 
further external input the activation cycle 
soon decays as the network becomes de- 
energized. 
The Art. No working neural network 
emulation program can be produced solely 
and directly from the formulas given 
above. As a working FCM model was 
developed by the author based on these 
equations, it is helpful to see how this was 
done. 
The first issue is the choice of sigmoid 
function, The following function was 
found to produce satisfactory results 
Si = 1 / ( I  + e-al) 
where ai is the activation of the ith neuron. 
When incorporated into the encoding 
equation, the following algorithm results 
Wi' = Wij + (((Si * ( I  - Si)) * owi.) * i(sj * (1  - Sj)) * Dwji)) - (wij * d) 
where Wij is the synaptic strength from the 
ith to the j th neuron, Owij is the change in 
Wij over the last unit time period, and d i s  a 
decay term. 
Another issue is the training method. As, 
under training, encoded .patterns that are 
not continuously reinforced tend to decay, 
it is preferable to present the patterns in an 
interleaved fashion rather than in batch 
mode. If patterns a, b, and c are in the 
training set, they are input for encoding as 
a,b,c,a,b,c,a,b,c ra ther  than  as  
a,a,a, b, b,b,c,c,c. Furthermore, unless the 
synaptic connections affecting a, b, and c 
are clamped after training, to train on a 
fur ther pat tern d wou ld  requ i re  
resurrecting these earlier patterns for 
training as well. 
Decay terms must also be set. Too great a 
rate of decay and the neural net never 
develops enough energy t o  ac t i va te  
categorizing neurons or to fire rules. Too 
low a rate of decay and the neural net 
becomes overheated, activating and firing 
any number of neurons that bear only a 
weak relationship to the knowledge being 
recalled. In practice it was found that 
decay factors in the range of 0.1 to  0.2 
were most suitable. 
As training is  mediated by a sigmoid 
function, synaptic weights eventually 
approach asymptotic values. It is  often the 
practice to stop training when the rate of 
change of a weight falls below an arbitrary 
value, E. The results reported later in this 
paper were achieved with an E of 0.001. 
To simulate simultaneous updating of  
synaptic and activation values (simulated 
parallel behavior), the new values and new 
delta values are found for the entire neural 
network before the updating of any 
neurons or synaptic connections occurs. 
This keeps the neurons from affecting one 
another until the entire network is  ready to 
move. In contrast t o  "instantaneous" 
updating, spreading activation would 
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Concepts are elicited, and the relationships 
between them set. For examde. i f  the 
Fig. 2. The outline of a model neural net in 
computer memory. Dispersed data patterns (left) 
are mapped to concept neurons (right). Fuzzy rules 
are represented by the inter-relation of concepts. 
produce different and less predictable 
a c t i v i t y  in  the network.  Al though 
spreading activation is  a valid approach 
and i s  sometimes used, it was no t  
implemented in this study. 
Finally, using a discrete, serial algorithm to 
simulate the passage of time is  no more 
than declaring each iteration of  the 
network (a single training or activation 
pass) to  be a time "unit". The change in 
synaptic wei ht or in neural activation is 
the equations in the previous section. The 
time derivative value is this delta value, 
with respect to a single iterative time unit. 
represented 1 y a delta value, as found by 
Operation. The operation of the above 
system is fairly straightforward. A network 
of processing elements or neurons i s  
mapped out and cast in computer memory. 
A certain predetermined portion is  then set 
aside for the data driven elements. Data 
elements can be visualized as occupying 
this space from top t o  bottom. The 
remainded of the network is reserved for 
concepts and rules (Fig. 2). 
All neurons are initialized to a base or 
resting activation state of zero. A vigilance 
parameter i s  set to  detect neurons with 
significant activity, the level of significance 
being given by the vigilance value. 
concept audible snarl (ai) is thought to be 
twice as important as the concept fanps (aj) 
in implying the concept wave biq stick (ah), 
then Wih becomes + 0.66 and w.h i s  + 0.33. 
The available range of values [ - I  ... 1) allows 
for fuzzy adjustments to this rule as long as 
the rat io o f  W i h  t o  Wjh .  re,mains 
approximately 2: 1 or whatever it i s  judged 
to be. 
Once set, these weights are clamped while 
the net as a whole is trained on data sets. 
Training is  achieved by presenting an 
"analog" input pattern to tne net while 
simultaneously turning one or more of the 
concepts cells on. The "analog" input 
consists of a dispersion of data points that 
take on real values in [-1 ... 11 such that a 
pattern i s  created. This pattern i s  then 
mapped (input) t o  the corresponding 
neurons in the net. Act ivated pattern 
neurons reinforce their relationship t o  
various degrees with the firing concept 
neruons, until the rate of change fal ls 
below E. This operation completes the 
l inking of concept neurons t o  data 
neurons. 
After training, many of  the concept 
neurons may be thickly connected t o  
dispersed areas of the data portion of the 
neural map. However, some of the concept 
neurons may only be connected to other 
such neurons and not a t  all to data cells. 
These neurons can be activated directly by 
conceptual input if they are input cells, but 
only indirectly by data  acting through 
other concept neurons if they are not. 
During recall, input occurs to various neural 
elements in the network. Typically, a 
continuous and changing (time variant) 
"analog" data pattern is read into the net, 
whi le certain concepts may be 
simultaneously turned on or off. Settling 
of the network occurs continuously as input 
is read in. This activity is represented in Fig. 
3, where both types of input are shown. 
Reporting neurons can be of various types, 
depending on how the neural net was 
trained. Some models, such as the AG, 
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Fig. 3. Recall input to a model neural net. Concept 
neurons are either switched on or off, the activity of 
a data neuron fluctuates as real input data arrives at 
the system. 
utilize a winner-take-all approach (a max 
function) to  select the one cell whose 
output will be recognized. The system 
described here currently uses a vigilance 
threshold to detect all firing neurons over 
that threshold. 
Test programs have been run on a Sun-3 
workstation with enough memory to load a 
mediu m-sized u n iversa Ily interconnected 
net, but with no floating-point hardware. 
Speeds o f  approximately 1 2 K  I P S  
(interconnects per second) were achieved 
on an unloaded station. 
Results. The system just described has been 
exercised via a test program based on a 
hypothetical space vehicle problem. The 
devised task is  to orient an object in space 
such that  opt imal mission-sensitive 
behaviors can be maintained. To simplify 
things, the problem space was reduced to 
the object's purported vulnerability to  
particle bombardment, without regard to 
type or source. The problem space consists 
of a few identifiable surface structures on 
the object, a few internal operational 
characteristics, and a surface mapping of 
the object's "skin", with sufficient sensors 
t o  detect arriving particles such as 
micrometeorites. It should be possible 
under this scenario to  train a neural 
module of the type discussed here to  
"recognize" vulnerable portions of i t s  
host's surface, to rank these areas in order 
of importance, and to offer suggestions as 
to appropriate orientational responses for 
any given micro-impact situation. If we 
recall the underlying thesis of this study, 
that of hardware realizability, the above 
response should realistically occur in  
nanosecond time frames. 
The test set for which the results are 
presented below was based on a small rule 
set and the following concepts: power 
(available, unavailable), mission critical 
co m rn u n ica t io ns (occu ring , not o ccu r i n g ) , 
and the sensitive surface structures camera 
lens, receiving antenna, and solar cell array. 
These concepts and the relationships 
among them were knowledge engineered 
into the system (as described in the section 
Operation). Following this, the system was 
trained to recognize the surface structures 
by turning on concepts while the "sensor" - 
neural net component was "bombarded" 
with time and space variant real-valued 
impact patterns. In such an artificial 
situation care was taken to ensure that the 
bombardment was not  random, bu t  
massed on certain areas of the  sensor 
(data) component of the neural system. In 
this way, learning could occur. 
Once the system was trained, test recall 
could be performed. Fig. 4 presents the 
results of one such test. An initial single 
spike was delivered to the system a t  time 
t = 0 centered on, but not coincident with, 
t=O t -> 
Fig. 4. The results of activating a model neural net. 
An activation spike a energizes cells that have been 
trained to a concept c (eu) and cells that have not 
(uu). The response cell r is activated as a result of 
rule firing within the system. T represents the 
activation (A) threshold, t is time. The figure is to 
scale, units are not shown. 
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one of the surface structures, camera. The 
activated neurons that represent this area 
of the net begin to immediately decay, the 
cells trained on the camera falling off more 
slowly than those that are not. Soon, the 
concept neuron representing the target 
concept, camera, is activated, and crests 
just slightly over the threshold. Almost as 
quickly the attached rule fires, provoking 
the response neuron r to activate. Within a 
100 or so time iterations, most activity has 
subsided below threshold, and the system 
returns to i t s  normal resting state. 
In another test, input was provided over a 
period of time rather than as a single 
event. The results were similar to those 
above except that as more energy was 
being input to the system, the vigilance 
threshold had to be raised to mask the 
a c t i v i t y  o f  neurons f i red  by weak 
intermediate connections (rules) in the 
system. 
The above tests were performed with input 
concepts switched off. Tests run with an 
input neuron switched on also produced 
expected results- the appropriate rules 
fired and the correct response (asserted) 
neurons reported output. However, the 
time when the concept input neuron was 
switched was important. If switched on too 
early or too long, the neural system 
became energized around this neuron, 
such that the system became overly 
sensitive to rules that had this neuron as a 
component. If it was switched on too late 
or not long enough, the relevant rule 
would not fire. One way to adjust for this 
observed behavior i s  to  reconfigure the 
rule(s) or the decay rate to conform to the 
desired level of sensitivity. 
In summary, the results show that it i s  
possible to integrate data and rules in a 
single neural net and achieve expected 
outputs. Given the small scale of these 
tests, however, the real problem of scaling 
the system to operational sizes remains 
unanswered. There are two issues that 
have a bearing on the question of  
scalability, and they are addressed in the 
next section. 
Conclusions and Forecast. The evidence, 
albeit preliminary, seems to suggest that 
the implementation of  the problem 
concept put forward in this paper i s  
feasible. Pattern recognition and some 
other forms of  sub-symbolic data 
processing are well known strengths of 
neural networks. And, there is enough 
experience with heuristic processing to feel 
comfortable with small sets of rules that 
can be easily understood by one person. 
Bringing them together in some fashion 
should draw from the strengths of both 
without incurring any o f  the major 
problems of either. 
The issue of scalability is  a factor, however. 
If necessary, scaling up may be done 
uniformly, by merely extending the neural 
model to ever greater numbers of neurons 
and IV's (interconnect values). Or, growth 
can be achieved through a system of inter- 
related, interconnected subcomponents, 
which need not be similar to one another. 
For the moment, neural processors can be 
kept tractable and the major problems just 
alluded to kept to a minimum by targeting 
projects of moderate scale. If a target 
device is  task oriented, data mappin 
be of a predetermined size and kin 8 that will 
reduces the eventual complexity and hence 
the size of the neural architectural model. 
Two issues that bear on ultimate size are 
both derived from the expert system 
experience. Because of the well known 
cost o f  knowledge acquisit ion and 
management (getting it, maintaining it, 
and ensuring that it continues to  work 
right), rules are best kept to a small stable 
set, particularly in environments that are 
not highly human being interactive. And, if 
fast, compact, easily understood, task- 
oriented modular systems are desireable, i t  
does not make sense to engineer a huge 
number of rules. Large knowledge based 
systems are not fast, and they are certainly 
not compact. 
By limiting the system to a small size, 
however, something must be bought in 
exchange. What this may be i s  the  
possibility of focusing the selected model 
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on a simple, well defined task, such that 
the system’s overall operation can be 
optimized. 
Eventually it may be possible to build large 
neural systems and t o  create bushy 
architectures o f  symbols and the i r  
re1 a t  ions h i ps t h roug h nat u ra I, su b-sy m bo I i c 
learning. Until then, there is some promise 
that these capabilities can be provided in a 
small, focused manner in fast, compact, 
task-driven neural modules. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This rt.port describes t,he application of a. 
con rice t.ion is t. modeling me t,hod known as 
cor~ipeti t~ioii  based sprea.ding act>ivat,ion to a cam-  
era  tra.cking task. The  work described here is one 
part, of a.n ongoing  resea.rch project being con- 
c l i t c t ~ r d  a.t t,he IJniversit ,y of Mary land .  T h e  
overall  project' is exploring t,he poten t ia l  for a.uto- 
nrat.ion 01' cont'rol i 1 n d  planning a.pplica.tions using 
connect8ionist, teclinology. T h e  emphas is  of th i s  
effort) is on apj)Itca,t ions suita,l)le for use i n  t h e  
NASA spact, striit ion and  i r i  re1a.t.t.d space  activi- 
ties. However, t he  resuIt.s a r e  quit,e general and  
could 1 x 3  ilppli(~al)lp to cont)rol sys t ems  i n  general .  
Tli fJ tech oology ol'ferrd by connectionist, 
methods has sever i l l  polent.ia.1 a.dvant,ages over 
i i i o r ~  con ve I I  t.ion a I coni  pu t,a tion a.1 me t.hods. For 
c~sarnpk.  l ) ~ ~ a i i s ( ~  conricrt ionium is based on the  
tenet t h a t  useful winpiit*at.ion may arise as an  
eiriergt~ii t propc.rt.j. of loc~al i n  t'eract ions between 
t Ire notlt~s of i ]  I I P ~  ~ 0 1 . k .  most connect,ionist, models 
a r c  suitjc.tl I'or pa rallel processing impIement,ations.  
Such pamllel iinplrrrlent,a.tions inay result, i n  sub-  
s ta i r t i id  reductJioiis in  processing t ime require- 
rneii t)s o v e r  more conventional sequent,ia,l imple- 
rncnt.a.t.ions. This chiwncteristpic is desirable in  
reill t.irne apj)Iic;l.t,ioiis. siich as those intended for 
the  s p a w  st.iltjion. 1 1 1  adc I i t , i on ,  ma.ny connect.ion- 
1st) i ~ i ~ t l e l s  have a large degree of fault, t,olera.nce, 
ivhich provides for gra.ceftiI degra.da.t.ion in  perfor- 
malice: only i1 part.ia.1 loss of capttbi1it.y is experi- 
eliced when ope ra t ing  i n  a defective condition. 
This property is essential  to s y s t e m  which 
operat,e remotely or i n  1oca.tions which a re  hard or 
cost,lp to reach. 
Arknowlctlgriricnt,s. Supported in part tBy N A S A  Award 
N A G 1 - 8 8 5  a n d  hy N S F  Award If?-8451430 wit,h matching funds 
froni AT&" lrlforilirttivn Systonis. 
t Also with Dept.  of Nruroiogy (UMAB) and I1nivrrsitl of 
Maryland I r ~ s t i t ~ i t r  for AdvanrPrl C'onrpu t r r  St.udies. 
I n  t,he arena. of ronnect,ionist, models,  t h e  
coni pet'] tion ~ based act i v a t ion 111 e t'hod provides 
severa.1 a.Ovant,ages over 0t~11e.r t ,rchniyues [5j. Of 
practJical s ign i t icmce  is t,he fact. t ,ha t  wit8h th i s  
technique t.1iei.e is oft,en ;I subst,antfia.l reduction i i i  
t h e  n u i n h e r  of l i n k s  reqnired for imp lemen ta t ion .  
I n com pe tt i t, i v e 
int,eractions I)elween nodes a re  irnplemen t,ed by 
using inliil)it,ory ( r i eg ; i t . i ve ly~~~e igh t , ed )  corinec- 
tions. J-lowcver, wit,li coinpct,it,ion-l)~~ejed sprea.d- 
ing  a.ctiv;itiorr: cornpetit i1.e iiiteractioiis are  imple- 
mented  t~liroiiglr t h e  cornpet i t  ive alloca.tion of 
node o u ~ p u t .  'I'hus no iiihiI)it,ory ronnect, ions mazy 
be needed t,o implerncnt cornpetitlion bet,ween 
nodes i i i  ;I iietjvork rising t.his me thod .  
a c t i  v a t. io II 11 a ve 
receiit Iy I m n  tlcvelopcd successfully i n  a. n u m b e r  
of npplicat ioiis. For csnrnple,  t,liey have  been used 
to irnplenieiit ;I tern for rrietlical dia,gliosis i n  
the  coinhiried t lomains of neurology a n d  psychia- 
identifies t lie (I3;jyc~sian o p t i m a l )  set, of d isorders  
wit,h the  highest postJerior probabi l i ty  for a. given 
set, of ma.nifostjat ions. A cornpetitjive act,ivat,ion 
inet,liod ha.s been used t,o implement  a 2000 node, 
12000 coniiect.iori syst,enl which perforins t h e  
t,raiisforni:it,ioli of a pi'int,rtl word i n t . 0  a 
corrcspondiilg Ihorlet ic rc.pr.eset~ t,a t,ion [SI. 
F'iiially, i n  t'lie field of approx ima t ion  t l ieory,  a 
connect ion ist motlel using coni peli  t.ive act,iva.tion 
has been used t.0 obt,ain approxin1nt.e solr~t~ions t.o 
t>he IVP -ha.i.tl iiiinirnrim vert,ex cover problem 131. 
This a,pproa.ch yielded high accuracy  and  
significant'ly outperformed a more convent iona l  
I' grcetl y 'I a pprox i m a t, ion a I gor i t ti m . 
T h e  g o d  of t h i s  work was to develop  a. pro- 
t.ot.vpe dynamic  cont,rol system for camera.  t r s ck -  
irig. T h e  inot.ivat,ions for this task were a.) t.o 
iiivest.igat,e t he  a.pplica.bilit~y of competit ion-based 
spreading  activa.tion tJo t.his genera.1 problem a r e a ,  
a.nd 1)) 1.0 kst the  capabilitjies of t.he h,fIRRORSjII 
i n  any  con II ec t. i  on is t in od e Is, 
Corn pc' I, i t .i  v e in ec h an  isms 
t,ry 14. ij. ,. I his coiiiicct,ioiiist model usuaIIy 
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softa.;ire envi ronment  for suppor t# ing  t h i s  ~ v o r k .  
This is the  first ,application of compet,itive activa- 
tion mechanisms to a dynamic  cont.rol sys t em.  
I he nes t  section describes t h e  prol)lrrn 
scenario.  Section 3 deta i l s  t he  connectionist 
rcprr~sent;itioii of thc  problem. I t  contail is  a 
d ( w r i p t i o n  of the node sets  involvcd, t h e  coiinec- 
t ions I)et iveeii t Ire node  se t s .  arid t lie act i v a t  i o r i  
met I iot ls iised wit ti each node se t .  Sect ion -1 t lieri 
t l e ~ c r i l ~ e s  (lie MIKRORS.,II a.nd C‘RJ’STALS II t ili- 
I if’s i i s c ~ l  f o r  implenieiit,at.ion, ant l  gives an esani -  
p l ~  ol’ s i i i i i i l ; t t , i o i i  ouLput from t h e  connectionist 
niotlel. Scct>iori .5 de ta i l s  t,he model’s evaluatioii .  
along wit I i  t he  resuIt>s. Finally. Sect,ioii li siiiii- 
iii;irizes I he research rcsuIt,s a n d  offers siiggc.stioiis 
for f’iit>iire resc.arcli i i i  this area.. 
2. THE CAMERA TRACKING PROBLEM 
‘I’he connectioiiist niotlel developed i n  tliis 
resc.iircli is t h a t  of a sirriplifietl c:iinera triicking 
c a n t  roller. T h e  systerii c o ~ i t a i n s  niult,iple carneriis 
\vhich move on :I linear track antl a r c  i isetl to pho- 
togr;iph :I f i t s l t l  of’ oncoining t argrts .  I lie o1)jc.c- 
t ive ol‘ t,hc coiitrol s~.s ter i i  is t,o iiiiiiiinizc t l i t .  
i iuiiiher of t i irgcts “ ~ ~ i i s s e d ” -  the  nuiril)er (if’ I irr- 
gcbts \vhic.tr prop;igatc, out 01’ the target lic~ltl 
w i t  t i o u t .  being photograplied. 
f”igure I gives ;I pictorial represeiit;it i o i i  01’ 
t Ire cmriera t racking prot)leiii considered 1iei.r. III 
this version. t.here a r c  three  t racking  carrierxs 
w h i c h  caii move horizontslly along t tie bo t tom 
edge of :I 1.5 x 20 a r r a y  of locnt,ions (cells) .  each of 
which ca~r I)t)tent.iillly cont,ain ;I photograpliic. t u r -  
get .  I h r  targets prop; igat ,e  a s  shoLvn f r o i ~ i  t h e  t o p  
t ~ l g r  of t l ie  ; i r ra j .  ( P o % .  I )  t owards  the  bottoii) c ~ l g ~ ~  
( r o w  20). wit,tiiii oiie 01’ t.he 1ift)eeIr vert iral 
( . o I u i n i i s .  ‘l’lic t a rge t s  m o v e  t l o ~ v n ~ v a r t l  a t  t he  r a t e  
01’ O I I ~ ’  lo(.atio~i 1)er t i c k  01’ t.he siniuliltioli  lock. 
siriiul;itiiig c,nt.ities whose phot,ograpli is clesir td  71s 
t Irey approach  antl pass under a s p a c ~ ~ r a l ’ t .  \!’lien 
t h ( *  t r;icking ca.meras de te rmine  t h a t )  t)Iiey should 
inove. t,hey move horizont.a.lly in the appropr i ; i t e  
direction at  t he  r a t t  of one locat>ion per t ick.  In  
this ca.mera t racking  problem,  e:tch camera photo- 
graph  covers a t,hree row by t)hree coliimn firltl of 
\.iew. Phot,ographic 1arget.s i n  rows 18. 19 a ~ r d  20 
of’ t,lie target grid a.re pot~ent~ially wit>hin a 
camera ’ s  f ie ld  of view (depending  on t,hc ca inera’s  
column posit ion): t h e  can1era.s a.re sit uat.et l  over  
7 .  
,, 
r ,  
r o w  19 of the target grid 
3. THE CONNECTIONIST MODEL 
This sect>ion describes a connect>ionist  niodrl 
c.ont.ro1Ir.r for t h e  camera t.racking problem 
clescriljed above .  ‘The node sets are described 
f i rs t .  followed by t h e  connections (l inks) antl t h e  
:ict i v a t  ion rnet.hods used. F ina l ly ,  t h e  inecha.nisms 
of camera  niot.ion antl pict.ure-t.aking a re  
dcwri l )e t l .  
3.1.  Nodes 
‘rIIVre are 1,hrt.e set,s of riocles: t,hc ?’erra.in 
C’c.ll  riotle sc.1 (Tcell) ,  t,he C‘amera, Cell node set, 
((‘cell). ; t i i d  t,he 1’osit)ion Cell node set (Pcell) .  
I Iic possil)le t,ilI’get locatioiis of Figure  I a r e  
i .oprtwnt,c~t l  I)y Tcells as shown i i i  F igure  2.  There  
a re  300 ‘I’cells a r r anged  in a 1.5 x 20 t\rra.y. The  
presence of a target is represented v i a  a. non-zero 
‘rc.r.11 i Ict  iv:it.ion v a l u e .  Ta rge t  propagat, ion is 
accorn plishctl t>h rough ‘I’cell- t.o--Tccll corn mu nicil- 
t ioii of act ivat.ion. An act,ivat>ion level of 1 .O for a 
‘I’cell indicates t h a t ,  a phot,ogra.phic t,argrt is 
c,iirrc.nt I! lorat,cd a t  t h e  position represented by  
t h a t  ‘l‘cell. 
1 hc,re a.re t.hree t ,racking cameras  represcnt rd  
I)y t l i r  C‘cel l .  Associat,ed wit.li each camera  is a 3 
s 3 lieltl ol‘ view (FOV), which is loca.t,etl \v i t .h in  
t lie 1)ot torn talire(* rows i f  t>tie t,arget, field (rows 18; 
I O  and  20). Each  ca.mera moves independent,ly 
iilorig t l i ~  hot,torn edge of t.he field alt(1iough each 
(*:)inera 11a.s a w e i g h t d  preference for cert,;tin l‘ccll 
cotiiniiis. For C~cells. a noli-zero act,jvat,ion \ . i l l i l (J  
is irsetl t,o iriclicate t ha t  a. phot,ogtaph \ v a s  t ~ k c n  
tliiriiig tlrc previous tick ol‘ t h e  simulat~ioii  c lock .  
‘I’lie on ly  node sct, i n  Figure 2 not  depict.ed i n  
I ig i i re  I is t,he I’cell node set ( t h ree  rows i n  lower 
1i:iII’ of f1’igui.e 2).  ‘l‘lie Pcell nodes are  used to 
caii ipute the level of target activity i n  t,he a rea  
\vhic.h would eventually he covered hy a camera  at, 
t l ic .  corresponding posit ion.  The level of a.ct.iva- 
t.ion of a Pcell intl icatm the  level of tlema.nd for 
c a m e r a  coverage from tha t  locat,ion. T h e r e  a.rc 
t.liree ro\vs of Pcellsl one for each t racking  camera .  
For fift.reri co lumns  of Tccblls, a camera’s  FOV 
niay ct.nt,t~red at, any locat,ion along t h e  camera.  
etlgc from wit#hin t.he thirteen centJral posit.ions. 
7 ,  
, 7  
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Hence: t he re  are thirteen Pcells in each row 
(indexed by 2 t’hrough 14). 
3.2. Connections 
There  a re  links f rom each Tcell (except for 
t h e  last, row of Tcells) to t h e  Tcell direct,ly 
benea,tIi it,. Designa.t,ing a Tcell’s position a.s 
(row,colllmn): a Tcell a.t ( i . j j  c o n n e c k  to i t s  neigli- 
bor a.t ( i+I ! j ) .  These  l i n k s  are used to propaga.te 
act. i v a.t,ions rep resen t, i  n g h r g e  t s tow a r d t. h e c a ni- 
e r a  edge. Due  to t.he n a t u r e  of t he  act,iva.t,ion 
method for Tcells (see below); tthe weight. on these 
l inks is la.rgely irreleva,nt,, a.lthough it, m u s t  be 
non-zero. For convenience, these l i n k s  were 
i i n  plerneii t et1 w i ttli  u n i t4 weights.  
I n  order t.o t,ransfer photographic  t,arget 
informat,ion t,o t.he camera.s, there  are  l i n k s  from 
Tcell nodes t,o Pcell nodes. The re  is a l i n k  wit>h 
the weight. C‘‘I’R\VT to each of the  tlirce Pcells in  
t h e  column directly beneatth a Tcell, as well a.s 
l inks jvit.11 t h e  weight. SIDWT to t.he six immetli- 
a te ly  adjacent.  Pcells. Of course: these links a re  
only  present when t,liose Pcells a.ct,uaIIy exist,. For 
example .  ?’cells in  t,lie first, coluniii on ly  have 
1.liree links to F’cells: a. l i n k  of weight SID\2:l’ to 
the  three l’cells locat,ed in c o l u ~ l r i  2. Some of 
t Iicw> links arc S ~ I O M ‘ I I  in F igure  2.  
In order to provide photographic  target, loca- 
t)ion infornia.t.ion tJo t.he t,racking camera.s. t.he bot,- 
t.orn t,hree roivs of Tcells have  links t,o the (‘cells. 
‘The (!cells use th i s  informat,ion from rows 18. 19 
i>litl 20 t,o drtcrrniiic. if a l l y  of the 7’cclls i n  these 
r o ~ v s  110th: a )  have  lion - ze ro  n.ct,ivat,ions, and  I)) 
a r e  located \ \ . i t t i i n  t h e  (!cell’s cur ren t  field of 
view'. Some of t.hese l i n k s  a r e  shown i n  F igure  2. 
corniriiiiiicat.e tlie coveragc d e m a n d s  l’roin t tie 
f’ccills to the  (‘cells. l l ’ i t t i i i i  each coliinin 01’ tatre 
Pcell set.. t,he weights  tlo t.he (:cell set. s u m  to 1 .O, 
t h e  ma.xirriurn possil)le weight on a link. 
T h e  Pcell to C!~cll  connrctioiis  are used to 
In Figure  3.  the  three  t,racking cameras a re  
shown fully covering first t h e  lef‘tmost a n d  then 
I n  t.he irnplrmrnt.at.ion. this inforrn:ition w a r  not o u t p u t  tly 
t.hP Tcells, b u t  r a t h e r  w a s  ‘eollertod’ by th r .  Ccells using links going 
t h r  opposit.e dirrction. This w a s  done  t o  avoici exwssivr use of 
rnrn iory  to r i i a i n t a i n  copirs of  T~PII artivations a t  ~ a v h  C’rrll. 
t h e  r igh tmost  portion of i,he t a r g e t  field. Wlien 
posit,ioned fully t,o t h e  left,, Camera  I is cent,cred 
on  column 2, Ca .mera  2 is centered on column 5, 
and C h i e r a  3 is ceiit,ered on coluinii 8. ‘1’0 avoid 
field of view overla.p, C a m e r a  1 should be tJlie only 
ca.mera ever cent,errd on any  of t he  columns 2 - 4 .  
As a, result, Pcells i n  co lumns  2 t l~rough 4 of the 
first Pcell a r m y  row have non-ze ro  l i n k s  only t)o 
t he  first, Ccell, wit.li t lie iiiaxiiriuiri 1mssil)lc l i n k  
weight,, I .O. S imi la r ly ,  (‘aniera 1 iie\r(,r n c ~ t l s  to 
be centered on m y  01‘ t>he coluinns 9 1 .1 .  so l i n k s  
from tJhe Pcells i n  co lumns  9 t,lirough 1 4  of t,liv 
first, Pcrll row to Clcell I h a v e  zero weight.. In 
bettween those posit ions,  a l inear fn r i c t . i on  of 
column posit,ion for weights on l i n k s  from [’cells 
i n  tlie tirst, row to t,he first. <!(.ell w a s  used. ‘The 
weight.ing schenie for \veiglrt,s on l i i i k s  froin f’cc.lls 
i n  t he  t.tiird roij. o f  t h ( b  l’cell r I I . I . i 1 > ’  1.0 t l l c i  t h i rd  
(:cell mir rors  t.liose i n  t.lie Iirst row of‘ Pcells to t.he 
first) csinera.. Any difference I)et.weeii I .O ; i i i t l  t he 
s u m  within a I ’ c ~ l l  c o l u m n  of l i n k s  t.o tirst i in t l  
t,liirtl C‘cells \va,s used as the valirc* l o r  t.he weiglit 
of’ the  remaining l i n k  from t . l ie l ’c~l l  i i i  t t i e  s e ( ~ > n t l  
row 1.0 t,lie sec~oiid ( ! (~l l .  A siiiniri:iry of‘ t.1iese 
weight>s is f o u n d  i i i  ‘I’nhle I .  
Fiiially, there  i i i ~  c . o n r i w t  ions I‘rorri e;icIi 
rows of’ t,hc targcbt field. ‘l’liis c . o r i n c b c t i o i i  is used 
by  ea.ch (’cell to inl’orrn tlie ‘Tc(bll t h a t  it.s t’arget 
has b ( ~ n  pliotographc~l  arid t h a t .  t Iic associat~ctl 
activation slioriltl not Iw propag;l t ed t>o t l i e  next. 
‘I’ceII. This process is tIrscriI)etl i i i  Sect,ion i3.4. 
(‘cell t . 0  (’i>(*Ii 01’ t h e  ‘I’~.~.lls i i i  the I)ot.tolri three 
3.3.1. Tcell Activation 
T h e  nodes  of the  ‘J’cell set  use a different 
a.ct,ivstion fuiict,ion to out,piit act.ivity t)o e:acti set 
t)o which it  is connec ted .  E a c h  ‘I’cell out$put#s its 
act,ivabion t)o t J l ie  neighl)oririg ‘I’cell i i i  t he  next  
row of t,he s a m e  coluinn, across the unidirectional 
l i n k  t,o t>ha.t rI’(~ell (’l’cell iiotles i i i  row 20 of t.he 
T ~ l l  a r r a y  (IO ]lot collrlcc.t. t.0 nI Iy  o t . 1 1 ~  Tcells). 
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.i( I )  I l ~ I j  
011 l j (  1 )  = 
1 .590;d2 
By definil ioii. (.he tlist.ance from t,he ('31nf'r;i.s 
for Tcells i i i  row I is 20 antl the dist.ance for 
Tce l l s  in row 20 is 1. T h e  cons ta i i t~  I .SY6= - 
is act.ua.lly a rh i t r a ry .  since ca.mera motion is 
tlet.ermined f rom relative a.ct,ivat)ion levels. I t ,  was 
chosen for convenient, verificat,ion of Tcell weight.s. 
i n  t,hat, if all Tcells are  clamped to a.n a.ctivation 
value of 1.0 when the  Pcells are at, rest (zero 
act,iva.t,ion), t h e  net, i npu t  to each Pcell is 1 .O from 
neighboring Tcells.  
Tcell  nodes  receive input. from t>hree possible 
sources: a neighboring Tcell, a Ccell or e x k r n a l  
i npu t .  Tcell nodes in t he  first row of t h e  Tcell 
1 20 
I @  
Tcells in  t h e  bot,tom tJhree rows ( rows  18, 19 and  
20) also output .  their  n.ctivat.ion tJo t h e  t,hree nodes 
of t h e  Ccell s e t .  For both of these o u t p u t s ,  out,- 
p u t  on a l i n k  f rom a. Tcell  is de termined  solely by  
t.he Tcell 's  activation level; t h e  weight, on t,hese 
l i n k s  is a lways  1.0 antl hence is not) a fact,or. 
Tcell  a.ct,ivit,y is conipetitively dist,ribut,ed to 
t#tie nodes of t h e  Pcell s e t .  t in l ike  ot ,her out,put, 
fi.orn 'I'cell nodes. Tcell ou t )pu t  to a Pcell is pro- 
port ional to t,lie Tcell 's  activa.t,ion level, t,he 
lveight on the  l i n k  between t.he Tcell  node  and  t,he 
Pcell node a n d  t.he activat 'ion of t h e  Pcell node 
receiving t.he Tcell  out$put*. T h i s  ac t iva t ion  
rnet,hocl is ron,pe/itior,~btr.sed since tthe Pcell nodes 
actively compe te  for  a Tcell 's  act , ivi ty  (51. A Pcell 
node's conipeti t ive strengt,li is det,ermined by it.s 
ac t iva t ion  level-link weight product,.  relative to 
its cornpetit.ors. The exact out.piit) at. t,ime f from 
Tcell node i t o  Pcell node j is formulat>ed a s  fol- 
1o\vs: 
\ \here , , ( t )  is the  ac t iva t ion  level of' Pcell node j a t  
t ime  t a n d  w t j j  is t h e  weight 011 t h e  link from 
7'ceIl node i to Pcell node j ,  and d is the  Tcell 
node's d i s tance  f r o m  t h e  phot.ographic edge of the  
t,arget a r r a y .  I n  the  special case when a.lI of t'he 
des t ina t ion  Pcells have an  a.ctivation level of zero. 
t,hr out .pu t  a t  t ime / becomes: 
a r r ay  receive input. solely from externa l  i npu t .  A 
non-zero ex terna l  input i n d i c a k s  tJhat a. ta.rget, is 
to be propagat,ed down this co lumn in  t h e  Tcell 
arra.y.  All o t j h e r  Tcell  nodes receive input,  from a 
preceding 'Tcell. Tcell nodes in  rows 18, 19 a n d  
20 also receive input, from the  Ckel l  s e t ;  a. nega- 
t ive actmivation is sen t  to a Tcel l  node  when a 
C'cell node t akes  n. picturc. of tha t  7'cell'. A Tcell  
node i upda.trs its a.ctivat,ioii at. t.irne ( I+ I )  using 
the following function: 
i i iCrt l l  i f  inccrl ,  # 0 
ui ( t+  1 )  = 1 . 0  i f  inTrrll :;> O 
0.0 ol l I r ru l i6r  
icTcell 
1 
where incvrell = ini. i t iTrr l l  = inFz,  + i i i i ,  
if ' r t l l  
T h e  7'ccIl act)ivat ion funct>ion ca.n be t .hought 
of a s  a siniple threshold function i f  tJhe negat*ing 
C'cell input. is ignored. I f  tshe Tcell i n p u t ,  is  ahove 
the  threshold level zero t h e  ?'cell assumes  ills max-  
imum level of act. ivstion of 1.0 dur ing  t.he next, 
t i ck .  I f  t , h e  input value, is a t  or  helo\v t h e  t.hres- 
hold,  t he  Tcc~ll assumes  it,s minimi im level of 
a.ctiva.tion (0.0) dur ing  the  next tick of t.he sirnula- 
t ion clock ." 
3.3.2. Ccell Activation 
The act,ivation ol t Iic (!cells is used sirnplp t,o 
indicate t,ha,t a pict 'ure h a s  heen t aken .  Each  
camera  cell receives input, from t.he bot,toni th ree  
rows of Tcells, antl from a row of Pcells. If any  of 
t,lie 'I'cells i n  t h e  ca1ner:i's current.  field of view a re  
active.  t he  camera t,slies a p ic ture  01' these t.arget,s. 
This is indicated hy :I positive (!cell act,ivat,ion 
I(Bvel. 
I i f  photograph tnhr i i  
" J t )  = 0 d/iert/l;<<( 1 
N'hen a camera  cell is act,ive. i t '  out,put.s 
negative act,ivit,y to each Tcell i n  it2s cu r ren t  field 
of view! using t,he following funct,ion: 
-a3( 1 )  rl? 
O?lt$( I )  = 
(d+ I ) 2  
* T h e  negat.ive a h v a t i o n  is not ac tna l ly  F r n /  tty ttir riorlrs of 
t h e  Ccell srt to t h e  Tce l l  nodes; SPP Section 3.1. 
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where a,(t) is the destination Tcell’s current. 
activation and d is its distance from the photo- 
graphic edge of the  target, array.  Each Ccell also 
receives input, from a row of Pcell nodes i n  the 
Pcell array.  This input, is used t o  determine 
whether t o  change the  camera’s position and if so, 
in which direction. T h i s  processing is described in 
Section 3.4.  
3.3.3. Pcell Activation 
Pcells have relatively simple ou t>put. and 
a,ctivattion update  functions. l3a.ch Pcell ou tputs  
its current, activat,ion to a single Ccell on ea.ch 
a.dva.ncement of tshe simulation clock3. Itfs activa.- 
t)ion level is determined by i ts  input, from t.he 
nodes of t)he Tcell set: 
aJt+ 1 )  = ?Vi(/) 
irTrd/ 
3.4. Ccell Processing 
1 1 1  order  t.o det.errnine if t,he c;iinera’s current 
position should be modified, ;I (:ccsll itlent.ifies t , l i e  
I’cell among those t.o which i t ,  is connect,etl with 
trhe highest, Pcell sctiva,tion--Iink weight product.  
T h e  ca.niera t.hcn moves one locat,ion horizontally 
t.owa,rds t . h i ~ t ,  Pcell’s posit,ion, i f  i t )  is not alr t ,ady 
t.here. Since t .his process occurs tliiring each t.ick, 
it.  follows that) the maximum camera speed is one 
column position per tick. I n  the irriplernent,a.t.ion, 
e x h  Ckell a.ctually looks a t each neighboring 
I’cell’s activa.ttion level a.nd ca.lcul;it,es t h i s  pro- 
duc t , ,  since t h e  <:cell a.lso net& t,o know t>he posi- 
t,ion atkribute of t h e  Pce l l  wit.li t h e  highest. 
n.c t. i v a t. ion - w e i g h t. ji rod u ct. to tl e t>e r rn i n  e w h ich 
direction to move. 
During the out,put, portioii of a simulation 
t ick,  each Ccell searches its current,  3 x 3 field of 
view tlo check for ta.rget act,iva.ttions. If a.t least, 
one target  is discovered, the ca.mera will t,ake a 
photograph during t9hat8 tick. I n  a,ddition, the 
Ccell modifies t,he current, a.ctivat,ion value of a.ny 
positively a.ctiva.ted Tcells in the field of view to 
where d is the dist,ance associ- be - 
ated with the  activated Tcell. [Jsing this modified 
1 
1.596 (d+ 1)* 
This a c t i v a t i o n  value is not act.iially sen/ to t h e  Ccells i n  t.he 
activation, the Tcell will subsequently oiitpu t con- 
t,ribu t>ions approxima.tely equal in magnit’ude to 
those contributions made for t)ha,t t’arget during 
tshe previous tick, but, with a nega.tive sign. T h i s  
o u t p u t  is intended to have the  effect, of “cancel- 
ling” Pcell activation at t r ihu table to t,ha.t? taxget, 
during t,he previous t,ick. In a.ddit.ion, the  resul- 
t a n t  negat,ive sign of t,he Tcell activat.ion inhibits 
propaga.t.ion of the  ta.rget> to its  Tcell neighbor, 
ca.using t,he t,arget t,o disappear a l ter  it h a s  been 
photographed . 
Note t h a t  t jhis  process must, he done before 
Tcell out,put for t,ha.t> tick is performed. If it’ were 
done ujler Tcell o u t p u t ,  there would tie no way of 
halt,ing the t,arget, propagatlion, since i t .  would 
a1rea.d~ have heen propa.gatecl. ‘I‘h us, i t  is 
required t,liat,, for t h e  out#pub phase of a sirnula.- 
tion tick, processing will sequence t.hrough t.he 
node set,s one at. a. time. Wit,hin tflie intlividiial 
sets, of course, nodes are  processed i n  parallel .  
This does not viola.t,e the parallel nat>ure of t)he 
net work , i n  t. h a.t t ,h  e processi ng t, i  n i  e requ i rem en t, 
for t ,his processing still remains intlependent~ of t ,he 
network size (assuming tha.t the  node set sizes are 
changed proport8ionately). ‘I‘his aspect of the  
camera  processing suggest,s a performance 
improvement which will lie addressed la ter  i n  this 
p : i p c  r . 
4. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 
SCENARIO 
This sect.ioii hriefiy tlescrihes t,hc iinplemeii- 
t ak ion  of t,he connect>ioriist, ncat.work tlescrilxd in 
tJhe previous section. I t ,  tJlien clcscri1)es net,work 
t,es t, i i i  g a n d perform a i i  ce m ea.s u re i n  en ts. 
4.1. Implementation 
T h e  camera t,rackirig connect.ionist net,work 
was implemented using the genera.1-purpose net- 
work simula.tion system MIRRORS/II [ l ] .  I n  
addition, a highblevel fron b e n d  processor for 
MIRRORS called CRYSTALS was used [‘t]. 
T h e  ba.sic input to the MIRRORS simulat~or  
consist,s of a network specification a.nd a cont(ro1 
spec i fi c a t ion . T h e  n et. wor k spec i fi c a. t, io n d et, a.i I s 
the node sets and tJheir members,  d o n g  wit.h 
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various default. node  pararnetrrs  for t,he set, (max-  
imurn activa.tion level, tlecny r a t e ,  et'c.). This is 
followed by a descript*iorr of node-specific informa- 
t ion (including connect.ions erriaiia.ting from a 
nod(%. overrides to t.he t le f 'a i i l t  parameters ,  et.c.1. 
T h e  second section of input to t.lie MIRRORS 
sirnulat.or is t h e  control specification. This det.aiIs 
such  tliirigs a.s the  Ieiigth of the  s imulat ion,  a 
sc.lietlii le of' est ern ;I 1 i n  11 i i v i i  w s  ( ca I l ~ l  eve t i f s  i n  
1IIRROF;:S) t l i i l t  ta j ic ,  pl i rce during the s imulat ion.  
ant l  the  it,enis to be rec.oidetl during the simula- 
tion. I t  also specifies ii i  \vhat  oidcr t h e  nod(, sets 
a re  to be updated  antl oritput. 
Even for large iiet norlis. t h e  cont 1.01 
specification is i isrlally gcii('rirt(.tl r e l a t  i\,el!. (.i\.silY 
by h a n d .  However. nii ir i i ial  gciirrat ion of a i iet-  
ivork spt'cifcntioii quickly l)ec.oines tedious for 
reasonably largr, n e t  ~ . o r k s .  T l i i s  mot ivntcd t I I ( ~  
tlevelopir!ent o f  the  C'RJ~Sl':41S preprocessor. 
which allot5.s t h e  user to use I)redefiiit.tl high - Ie\ .c l .  
topologically regular st riict u r e s ?  such ;is l i l ies .  
spheres. et.c., to specify net \ w r k  coiiiponeiit~s. 
C'flYS'TA1,S also gives [,he user access to Friir iz 
Lisp funct.ions to pei~l'oriii suc.h t Iiings ;IS i t t 8 r ; t t  ioii 
diiring thc process ol' ii(~twor!i gcJrierat ion. A I I  
c~xampI (~  sho\ving portions of' t h e  ~'R~'SrI' .41,S 
generated hdIRROf<S i i i p i i t  file used for this 
research appears  i r i  . \ppeiidis I of' this p;~pei. .  7'11(~ 
('on t>en t s of' t 11 is a ppeiid is coi.impoiids t o t h e  iic t - 
work simulation tlcwriI)c4 i i i  Sect ion 5 . 3  of this 
p a p e r .  
4.2. Testing Scenario 
E i i r h  of' t h e  test 1'11115 n l n t l e  f'or this r.ehPi\rc.lI 
h : t d  a t lur :a t ion 01' 1000 t> icks  of the si i r i i i I ; i t ior i  
clock. During a siniulat i o n ,  ptiotogra.j~hic~ t;irgets 
were randomly  geiier;rted at  va.rious coiist ant 
ra tes  (densit.ies) i r i  I II(~ tirst row a n d  propagated 
t,o\vard the cameras.  Targe ts  were r andomly  gen- 
erat>ed according t,o a iiniform dist,ribut,ion; aii  
itlent,ical random s e d  was used for each test run.  
\Vhen  a t,arget w a s  pliot,ogral)heO. a message 
recording the  event, was out.put to t>he screen. I n  
a similar manner ,  a rnessage wa.s out,put intlicat- 
ing tha t  a target. W;IS missed if t ha t  t,arget. left t.Iie 
last row without k i n g  phot,ographetl. T h e  counts 
of the  two types of messages comprise the  perfor- 
mance measurements  
5. RESULTS 
T h i s  section details  t he  ind iv idua l  tes ts  run 
ui th  the  RlIRRORS trriplenientation of the  con- 
nect tonist model Inclucletl a r e  t he  test specifics, 
the  d a t a  co l lec ted  2 n d  ;I 1)iief ~ ~ ~ C I I S S I O I I  of w h a t  
t he  results of each test mean 
5.1. Link Weight Determination 
T h e  first, set 01' tjestf runs were done tJo collect, 
d;it)a for cornparisori bc,twcen different. values o f  
t he  paramet,ers Crl'R\2"r and SID\VT. which a r e  
t h e  neight,s  on t,he l i i i k s  from t)he Tcell iiotle set. 
to the  Pcell iiotle set (see Section 3 ahovcb). 'l'his 
\ v a s  done 1.0 eiIipii.ic;iIly determine good v; i l i ies  t o r  
t Iiese pararne t r r s .  \\.hicIi cvoulcl he u t  ilizetl i n  
I'urt.her t,est,ing. All of these test.s were done with 
an  incident, target. de i is i t y  of 8'';. 'rhc resuIt,s 
I'rorn these t,est.s a r e  shown i n  Table 2 ,  
As  can he seen froin t.his tja.hlc. pc*rl'orrna.nce 
i vas  best \+. i t l i  the  l i n k s  from t.lie Tcells t.0 the  
Pc~lls all e c l ~ a l l , ~  n,c.iglit.ed (SID\\"I' ( ' T R \ Y T  
=: o . ; ~ ) .  wlrsc. \v(Jl'(J t i l e  lies for. CTR wr  
a n d  SIDM'T used i r i  I'urt her t.esting. 
5.2. Initial Network Performance 
After select iiig values for C!TRM"T antl 
SIDM'T paraniet.ers. a. set, of t,est)s wa.s run t,o 
measure net work pc~rf'orniaiice u n d e r  various tsar- 
get tlensit.icJs (from to .50'Yl). T h e  resu1t.s o f  
these tests a r e  S I I O M . I I  i i i  1 :iI)le : 3 .  'l'lie perl'or- 
mance results \ . ; ~ r j .  l'rorri i i  Io\\ of ahout  8 Y t )  w i t , l i  
a !jo'7, t.arget density.  to over  W 7 '  \ $ . i t t i  a 1 %  t a r -  
get density.  (!orisitl(sring t h e  fact t h a t ,  t l i e  success 
ra te  for statically positioned caii ierm woultl b e  
around SOcr;, a t  aiiy densi ty ,  t.hese perl 'ormance 
result,s appear  1.0 be ii subs t an t i a l  irriproveinentJ 
over stat.ically posit ioiirtl c m i e r a s .  T h e r e  wonltl. 
Iiowever: be sonie irnprovernent~ ivit,li  randomly 
moving cameras  over s t a  t.ically posit ionetl ones, 
due  to the  three row tliicliness of t h e  camera  f i ~ l t l  
of view. 
7 ,  
i i r ip l r rn rn ta t ion :  S P P  T l i h ~ i i s s i ~ n  i  t h e  fnllowing sec t ion  
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5.3. A Performance Improvement 
Even t,hough t,he performance results given 
in  Ta.ble 3 a.re good, t8here is a wa.y t)o obtain even 
bet,ter perfornia.nce. I t  lies in the  wa.y in which 
t,he node sets a.re ordered in their respect.ive 
update  and o u t p u t  cycles. In t he  siniula.tions of 
t,he previous test,, t,he Ckells performed their p r o -  
cessing using the Pcell x t i v a t i o n s  from the pre,vi- 
oils t,ick. If', instead. t,his processing could access 
more recent, Pcell activa.tions, one worilt l  expect, a 
performa.nce improvement,, since t h e  propagatJion 
de1a.y would lie reduced by oiie t,ick. 
T h i s  t,echnique was used in t,he second set of 
t#est runs.  IJsing t8he MIRRORS Order command,  
t h e  specification file was modified t.o ensure t,liat,, 
i n  any t8ick, t.he C'cell node set uptlat,e processing 
occurred a.ft.er hot)h t,he Pcell a n d  hlie 'I'cell update 
processing (see Appendix 1 ) .  C a m e r a  motZion pro- 
cessing wa.s t,hen modified to refer t,o t)he most. 
r ece 11 t P ce 1 1 a.c t. i v a. t ion v a 1 u es. 
This sequencing docs not destroy the a,ppli- 
cahilit>y of a para.llel irnplement~at.iori for t)his 
model, a s  tjlie processing t i m e  recluirerncnt, still 
remains iritlepeiiclent of the net,work size (assum- 
ing that the node set,s a.re iiicreased i n  size propor- 
t,ionat,ely). The  only effect is t,ha.t  ea.cli tick of t,lie 
siinrilat,ioii clock must  effect,ively be divided int,o 
t.wo pha.ses ra ther  k h a n  a single phase. The  
result,s of t h i s  set, of simulat>ions is shown i n  Table 
4 .  I n  the t d i l e ,  t,he improvement is shown in t,he 
cha.nge of the percent. of phot,ogrttphetl targels  
f rom t lie correspon cl i ng percent pliot,ogra.ph ed 
given in  Table  3 .  l 'hc resu l t s  in  T a b l e  4 indicate 
t h a t  the motlified net \vorli performed hett>er i n  
every  t8est case. Indeed. a t  tJhe lowest, density 
rriea.suretl, B perfect record \vas a.cliievrd. Because 
t>he modified network was an obvious improve- 
ment , :  i t  will be used for comparison i n  t he 
re in a.i n in g t. es tt s , w h i c Ii i I I  v ol v e d eg r a.tl e tl per for- 
mance. 
5.4. Fault Tolerance 
Once a reasonable networh performance had 
been obtained,  the model's performance under 
pa r t i a l ly  disabled condition5 was s tud ied  Since 
the Ckells were deliberately designed to be local- 
ized in  their motion. i t  w a s  expected t h a t  incapa- 
citating one of them uoultl t l ras t i ta l ly  reduce 
performa,nce. T h i s  wa.s not, explored during this ' 
research. Instead, a n  investiga.tion into the fault 
toleramce of the  network in the face of Pcell 
incapacit#at.ion was underta.ken. Several tJest. simu- 
la.tions were.run wit,h various suhsetJs of t h e  I'cell 
node set, disaliled (clamped t o  zero). These test's 
a re o u t 1 i n  e tl i n t. ti e fo I lo \v i n g s u bscc 1, ions . 
5.4.1. Test One 
In  taliis sct of r u n s ,  all of t,he "even--- 
coluiniied" Pcells --those Pcells i i i  colurnns 2 .  4 ,  G ,  
8. 10. 12. 1'1--ivere disabled. 7'his represents a 
4fic',f, opera.tionaI PceII node set.--- a subst,antfial 
level of degratlattioii. 
From 'I';ihle 5 i t  ca.11 be seen t,hat. t,here was,  
;IS a rcsult of the highly incapacitat,ecl Pcell node 
sct .  ;I siibst,aiitial tlr~gradat~ion i i i  t)hc perforrnance. 
I I o ~ ~ e v e r :  i t  rnust be noted t h a t  i n  disabling I h e  
I'cells i n  columns 2 an t l  14: a11 iiif'orina.t,ion con- 
cerning t>arget.s i n  columns 1 antl 15 w3.s lost. 
This corresponds 1.0 ;rrountl -= 1 3 . 3 8  oi of ill1 
iticitleiit. t:i.rgc,t,s. T h u s .  even if'  trll t,;irget,s i n  
colornns 2 through 1-1 Wele pllot.ograplled, 011t'  
wouItI n o t  exl)cct pcrforiii;r.iice r n u ( . I i  a I )ove 86 .7T .  
solnc l l ~ l i l l l ~ e r  of t;r.rgrls i l l  colurrins I L1.lld 1.5 rnlrst 
11 :i ve b e ~ i i  1) I t  o t.ogra ph t d  serrn cl i pi t,ously . 
01' coiirse. one w a y  t,o a.meliora.tfe t h i s  high 
degree 01' tlegi~;itlatioii would be to ha.ve 1.5 rat,her 
t.tian I:3 I'cells i n  ex11 row. I-lowever. since hav- 
ing a camera,  cerit,eretl on colurnn I or 1.5 implies 
only  having a 2 x 3 field of view 0 1 1  t,he target. 
firltl. atldit ioria.1 processing m a y  be riertlcd t o  
avoid t,hosc. positions when oper;it.iiig i inder  n o r -  
m a l  (nontlegr;itled) conditions. 
Aiiot,her iii terest,ing a.spect# of' t,liis set, o f  t,ests 
is that. perl'orrrt ance tlegra.ded more 3.1, lower clensi- 
ties. On(. possiblc explaiia.t~ion depends on a pro- 
perty of t,he target. generation formula: r u n s  using 
a. higher t,arget, densit,y include al l  t,hose t,a.rgets 
found in  runs using lower target, densihies, P I U S  
some addit)iona.l t>a.rgets. I t ,  coriltl be t,hat, some 
t,a.rgets which t,urn out ,  t,o he difficult, to photo- 
graph at, lower densities a,re easier tJo ca.pt,ure with 
the  a.dditiona1 targets  a.t, t he  higher densit#ies. 
2 
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5.4.2. Test Two 
I n  t h i s  set. of test runs al l  of t,he "odd- 
columned" Pcells-those Pcells in columns 3, .5, 7 ,  
9,  11, 13-were disabled. T h i s  was done for t>wo 
reasons. First)ly, it. a.voids the  difficult,y 
discovered in the previous test. scenario in  that  the 
loss of those columns does not, ohlit,era.t,e t,he pres- 
ence of certain targets  from t,he Pcells. .4Iso- 
considering now tthe proposed solut,ion t,o t he 
problem identified in t,he previous t,est set  this 
scenario corresponds to t,he case where not only  
odd-columned Pcells are disa.bled, but, a.ll of the 
proposed addit>ional Pcells are incapa.cit,at,ecl a s  
well. T h u s  this set, of r u n s  is a.pplicablc I ) o t l t  to 
the network 3s i t  current,ly is, and a s  i t  would lie 
i f  it. were modified. For the current ne twork .  this 
represents a. operationa.1 PceII node set.. T h e  
results of these r u n s  are included in  T a h l e  (i. 
As ca.n be seen from t.he t.able. t , l t r  high l e v e l  
(46%)) of incapacit,ation of the Pcells has resulted 
i n  l i t t le o r  n o  tlegradat.ion i n  t,he system's perfor- 
mance .  Not, only  is the performa.nce loss d u e  t o  
"invisible" tmget,s no longer present. but, i n  one 
case performance was  a.ctiially improvcd. One  
possible explanat,ion for a performance increase Is 
t h a t .  for some t.arget>s, while incapacit,ation oi t h e  
even-columned Pcells ma.de t h a t  tsarget h a r d e r  to 
pliot.ograph ( in  that. i t  registered one colunin 
fart>her from t h e  camera than it. would i iornial ly) .  
incapacit,at,ion of the ocld-columned Pcells rnatle 
t h a t  t,arget, easier t,o phot,ograph ( i n  t,hat it, 
regist,ered one  column closer to t.hc camera ) .  In 
any case, i t  seems t . h a t  hhis improvernent~ is prob- 
ably coincidental: acltlit.ionaI r u n s  with different 
r andom ituml)er generat.or seeds a re  i teedet l  Iwfore 
a n y  conclusion can lie reached. 
5.4.3. Test Three 
In this f inal  set, of t,est. r u n s ,  the  Pcells \vere 
incapacita.t,ed in a "good-ha.d-bac1" sequence (i .e. ,  
t h e  Pcells in  columns 3, 4, 6 ,  i .  9? 10, 12 an t l  1.3 
were disabled). T h i s  avoided "invisible" target,s 
while bringing the  Pcell node set down to a 38.5'';) 
operat,ional st.at>e. T h e  results of t,hese r u n s  are  
shown in Table 7 .  
As can he seen, t,he level of degra.tlat,ion in 
system performance is only  s1ight)l.v larger than 
t,ha.t. which w a s  present i n  t.he previous set of runs  
(see Table  6). Considering t,hat ove r  61% of the  
Pcells are inoperable, this seems t,o represent a 
significant degree of fa.uIt t,olerance. 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
RESEARCH 
M'hen ful ly  operat.ional, the  connect~ionist 
model perforrnecl well wit.h respect, t)o the  problem 
addressed. T h e  fact. t,hat. it,  performed so well sug- 
g e s t . ~  t.h a t coni pet i t  ioii-1ia.sed con 11 ec t.ion is t) models 
i n a y  have  potential for cont,rol applicat.ions. This 
is supported by the fact that ,  t.he model performed 
well under  a range of d e g r d e d  condit.ions. I n  t)he 
area .  where perforrna.nce was lowest,, feasible alt)er- 
iiatives \ \ere found which would enhance perfor- 
inaiice. 01' course, o n l y  specific t,ypfas of degrada- 
t.ion were test,ed -- i t  \voultl  be a.dva.nt,a.geous i r t  
designing an i ~ t ) ~ a I  hardwn.re irriplernen t'a.t)ioii 1.0 
orient th f ,  design so tha t .  t. l ie pro1,abilit.y of o ther  
more catastrophic failures is minimized. This pro- 
pcrt,y of selectjive. t~olerant~ degrada t ion  is essent,ia.l 
ill t .hc  tlesigii of' systems whic.11 a re  targeted for 
rc~rriot e opc.ra t # r o n .  
The  ;Ipplica.t,ion atldressc.cl i n  this resea.rclt 
was admit tcdly of Iiinit,ed scope. tiot,tt i i i  t>he  size 
01' t Ire prolilern. a r id  i n  t.lie tlet,ail of t lie irnplenten- 
t i l t i o n .  However, t.he int,en(. w a s  not, to design ;I 
l 'ully opernt.ional system -~ i t  n a s  simply t.o inves- 
t igate  t h e  applicat1ilit.y of conip(~tit.iori- based con- 
nect,ionist riiotlels tJo coli t.rol applicat,ions. In  this 
respect t. l te goal was achieved, i n  t8hat no prohlems 
developed which could tw at t,riliittetl 1.0 the  con- 
rtc.ctionist approa.ch or to tJI ie  cor~ipet,itiori--ba.setl 
spreading- act i v i j t  ion metliotl. 
To f u l l y  invest,igat.e t he degree t,o w1tic.h [,his 
solut#ion is appropriat,e t80 t,he problem a.tltlressetl 
t he design antl sirnulat,ion of a more convent,ional 
nlgorithrnic soIut.ion would be needed. 7'1tis would 
b e  useful a t  least. for the purpose of coinparison. 
I n  adtlit,ion, a n  expansion of the size of t,he t,arget 
f ie ld ,  along wit.li a reduct,iori i n  tsarget. density 
\vould m a k e  the  problem more closely approxi- 
inat,e rea.1 world problems - e.g. sat,ellit,e recon- 
naissa.nce. From t,he t 1ieoret.ical aspect.. much 
work rema.ins to be done.  Perha,ps t,he problem 
could lie viewed as a nonlinear optimiza.t,ion prob- 
lem. where an at.t.empt, could he made  at. cleriviiig 
local minimization met.liods t,hrorigh \vhich a n  
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a .ppropriate global minimization goa.1 could be 
approximately achieved. Also, an at tempt ,  to 
derive bounds on opt imum performance could be 
made. 
Current ly ,  we are analyzing a. more cha.lleng- 
ing formulat>ion of this  problem. Instead of simu- 
k i n g  cameras  with a three by three field of view, 
we are now simula.ting ca.mera.s which have a. one 
by one field of view, on t,he same fiftleen column 
wide target, area.  I n  preliminary simulations,  it, 
appears t h at, the  compe t i t,ive a.c t iv  a t  ion me tj hod 
performs well. Fault tolerance t8ests ha.ve not, ye t  
been performed. 
It, is hoped t h a t  this  approach will he gen- 
eralizable to o ther  areas  in real-t,irne control. T h e  
NASA s p w e  s ta t ion will consist, of a. large number 
of interdependent control systems - many ha.ving 
common properties and goals. A common 
a.pproach to their design and irriplenientfa.t~ion - 
perhaps one emhodying principles of connect,ion- 
ism - could greatly facilitate the goal of a.chiev- 
ing a. permanent, st,ation in space.  
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Table 2. Performance Results for Various Tcell to Pcell Link Weights 
I , I 
Percent  
P h o t o g r a p h e d  
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Number Nu In her P e r  ce n t. Change in 
Missed P ho  togra p h ed Photographed Percent age 
64 1362 9.5..51 -1.40 
51 1111 95.61 -1.29 
23 850 97.37 -1.26 
10 5 5 5 98.23 -0.89 
1 266: 99.63 +0.37 
0 139 100.00 0.00 
APPENDIX I: Input File for MIRRORS/II 
[set Pcell (method PCELL)(connects (Ccell oto))(size 39) 
( a t  t ri bu t e position optional dy namic (coni pu t e POSITION Ppos))] 
[set  Tcell (method TCELL)(size 300) 
(connects (C'cell oto optional)  ('I'cell oto optional)  (Pcell oto)) 
( a t t r i bu te  position optional dynamic (compute POSITION Tpos))] 
,set C'rell (met hod CCELL) (connects (Pcell oto) (Tcell oto))(size 3) 
(at t r ibute  position optional dynamic ( compute  PO$lTION C'pos)) 
i m pl ic i t (in em her Pce l I ) ]  
'node ( ] , a )  (Ccell ((1) 1.0)) ] 
,node (1,3) (C'cell ((1) 1.0)) ] 
[node 
limplicit, (member Ccell)] 
((20,1:3) 1.0)((19,13) 1.0)((18,1;3> I .O)  ((20.12) 1.0)((19,12> 1.0)((18j12} 1.0)((20,113 1.0)((19,11) 1.0) 
( (18 , l l )  1.0)((20,10} 1 .O)((I  9,IO) 1 .0)( (18.10) 1 .0)( 20,9) 1 .O) (C19,O) I .0)((18,9) 1.0)((20,8) I .O) 
((10,s) 1.0)({18,8> 1.0)((20,7) 1.0) ( { l ! l . i >  1.0)((18>7> 1.0)((20,6> 1.0)((19,6) 1.0)((18,6> 1.0) 
((20,5) 1.0) ((19,s) 1.0)((18,5) 1.0)((20.4) l . O ) ( ~ l ~ l . 4 ~  1.0)((18,4} 1.0)((20,3) 1.0) ((19,3) 1.0) 
((18,8) 1.0)((20,2) 1.0)(<19,2> l .O)((l8.2> I .0)((20.11 1.0) ( (19 : l )  1.0)({18,13 1.0))) 
(Pcell ( /  ((1,8) 0.2)((1,7> 0.4)((1.6) 0.6)((1,.5) 0.8)((1.4) 1.0)(~1,:3) 1.0) ((1,2) l . O ) ) ]  
[node (1) (Tcell (/((20,15) l . O ) ( ~ l 9 . l 5 >  1.0)((18.151 1.0)((20:14) 1.0) ((19,143 i.0)((18,14) 1.0) 
: con t,rol specificat ion 
[cont,rol ALTCONTROL] 
[event,s (cla.mp)(display) (Gen Target,s  (parser  GENTARC: PGen - Ta.rgets) 
[order (Outsput, Ccell Tcell) 
[Gen-Target's ? (Tcell (& < 1 , 1 >  (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,.5) (1,6) ( I , i )  (1,s) (1,9) (1,103 
/display ? (Tcell) act n i l  ( (s t r ing (%s "T ick :  ")(%I *t,ick*})(string (%s "Tcells: "))(perline Is))] 
idisplay ? (Pcell) act, n i l  ((string (96s "Tick:  '')(?(d *tick*))(st)ring (%s "Pcells: II))(perline 14))] 
[display ? (Ccell) act n i l  ((staring (%s "Tick:  ")(c7jd *t,ick*))(st,ring ((7)s "Ccells: "))(perline 3))] 
[run IOOO] 
\exit \  
(handler  G E N F A R G  C k n  Target)s); 
( l ipda t t  Pcell Tcell Ccell)] ; so that  Ccells get, recent l'cells 
; so t ha t  C:cells modify Tcells properlv 
( 1 , l l )  (1,12) (1,13) (1,141 (1,1.5))) 10.01 
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EXPERT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY AND 
THE TRANSITION FROM PROTOTYPING TO OPERATIONS: 
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Candace Carlisle$ 
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A major barrier in taking expert systems from 
prototype t o  operational status involves 
instilling end user confidence in the 
operational system. End users want assur- 
ances that their systems have been thoroughly 
tested, meet all their specifications and 
requirements, and are built based on designs 
which are reliable and maintainable. For most 
software systems, the waterfall life cycle 
model can provide those assurances. However, 
this model is inappropriate for  expert system 
development, where an  i terative refinement 
approach is commonly employed. This paper 
will look at different life cycle models and 
explore the advantages and disadvantages of 
each when applied to expert system develop- 
ment. The Fault Isolation Expert System for  
TDRSS Applications (FIESTA) is presented as a 
case study example of development of an 
expert system. FIESTA is planned for  use in 
the Network Control Center (NCC) at Goddard 
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. 
The end user confidence necessary for oper- 
ational use of this system is accentuated by 
the fact that i t  will handle real-time data in a 
secure environment, allowing l i t t le tolerance 
for  errors. The paper discusses how FIESTA is 
dealing with transition problems as it moves 
from an off-line standalone prototype t o  an 
on-line real-ti me system. 
*1761 Business Center Dr., Suite 400, 
Reston, VA 22090 
+FIESTA development has been undertaken 
by Stanford Telecommunications, Inc. as a 
subcontractor to Computer Sciences Corp. 
under NASA contract NAS5-31500. 
SCode 532.3, NASA/Goddard Space Flight 
Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771. 
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1.0 DEVELOPMENT LIFECYCLE MODELS 
When discussing software development meth- 
odologies and lifecycle models, there are two 
which are readily seen as the most common: 
the waterfall model, and i terative refine- 
ment. Of these, i terative refinement is by far 
the most common for expert  system develop- 
ment. In fact, some experts claim the use of 
i terative refinement for  expert  system 
development "seems inescapable" [l]. 
The basic approach behind i terative refine- 
ment is t o  start off with a basic concept of 
what the system should be like, build a 
prototype, and evaluate what modifications 
need t o  be made to this prototype to bring i t  
closer to the desired system. Modifications 
are made, and the system is continuously 
reevaluated, until a satisfactory system 
exists. This approach is generally used 
because hard, fas t  requirements for  the 
system can not be specified ahead of time. 
Basically, the developer and user must tinker 
with the system, experimenting to  see what 
will work the best. An advantage to this 
approach is that it provides a rapid operational 
capability. The very f i rs t  prototype could 
potentially be of limited use t o  the end user, 
even though i t  may be lacking in many areas. 
And each prototype provides a realistic base 
on which t o  build the next round of 
improvements. 
There are problems to this approach how- 
ever. After numerous modifications and 
reworking, the code tends to lose i ts  integrity, 
resulting in the expert  system equivalent of 
spaghetti code [2]. Also, quick, temporary 
fixes have a tendency to become permanent 
before long-range architectural  concerns are 
addressed. These problems can make the 
system difficult and expensive t o  maintain. 
MIS35N 
The classic answer to these problems has been 
to use the waterfall model, which advocates 
the stagewise development shown in Figure 
1. Additional steps like cost analysis, 
hardware studies, and feedback loops can be 
added, but the basic approach remains the 
same. In the waterfall model, the require- 
ments must  be defined before the system is 
designed, the design must  be complete before 
coding starts, and the system must  be 
thoroughly tested before going operational. 
This model has become the standard for most 
conventional software development because i t  
provides the end user with confidence that the 
system meets his requirements, has been 
thoroughly tested, and is based upon a design 
which facilitates maintenance. However, 
most expert system applications can not 
complete one of the first steps, requirements 
definition, until several extensive prototypes 
have been built. And the prototypes can't be 
adequately tested until they are put in an 
operational environment. 
There are software engineers who are 
exploring new models in order to balance out 
the advantages and disadvantages of these two 
approaches, the most notable of which is Barry 
Boehm's Spiral model [3]. However, this model 
still has some problems, and is not yet ready 
for general application outside the research 
environment. So for the present, developers 
are restricted to using iterative refinement, 
the waterfall model, and derivatives thereof. 
For applications in which the expert system 
can be tested in an operational environment 
without impacting existing operational 
systems, the iterative refinement approach 
may be sufficient, even if it isn't optimal. 
However, there are applications, such as the 
Fault Isolation Expert System for TDRSS 
Applications (FIESTA), which can not be 
tested on-line without the potential for 
affecting existing operations, and therefore 
require a more rigorous approach. This paper 
will look at  the FIESTA project and how it is 
trying to balance the need for an iterative 
refinement development approach with the 
end user's need for a trustworthy system 
before going on-line. 
2.0 FIESTA 
2.1 BACKGROUND 
2.1.1 FIESTA/Problem Domain 
The purpose of the Fault Isolation Expert 
System for TDRSS Applications (FIESTA) 
prototype is to automate fault isolation and 
service monitoring for the Space Network 
(SN). The SN, illustrated in Figure 2, provides 
NASA's primary means of communication wi th  
satellites and the space shuttle. I t  is 
composed of Tracking and Data Relay 
Satellites (TDRS), the NASA Ground Terminal, 
the White Sands Ground Terminal, and the 
Network Control Center (NCC). Data from 
spacecraft are relayed through the TDRS, then 
sent through White Sands and the NASA 
Ground Terminal to each spacecraft's control 
center. The NCC at Goddard is responsible 
for scheduling use of the  space network's 
resources, monitoring the quality of the 
services i t  provides, and diagnosing 
problems. High-speed messages called 
schedule orders (SHOs) transmit the space 
network schedule from the NCC to White 
Sands. Fault Isolation Monitoring System 
messages, operations messages, and operations 
data messages are sent between White Sands, 
the NASA Ground Terminal, and the NCC; 
console operators in the NCC can use the 
information in these messages to monitor 
service quality and diagnose problems. 
Console operators currently do this job by 
viewing cluttered, number-filled displays, 
detecting when a problem occurs, and 
determining an appropriate course of action. 
These tasks are known as service monitoring 
and fault isolation, and are extremely labor- 
intensive. 
This application of human expertise currently 
provides acceptable levels of service 
monitoring and fault isolation. However, 
providing for projected growth in network 
loading, while retaining the current levels of 
performance requires automating many of 
these functions. 
Translating expertise into conventional 
software requirements is extremely difficult. 
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However, fault isolation and service 
monitoring are good candidates for expert 
system automation because a "rules of thumb" 
diagnostic process is used, and experts are 
available. 
2.1.2 The FIESTA Approach to Expert 
Svstems Automation 
Since an expert system has never been used in 
the NCC environment, integration of a fault 
isolation/service monitoring expert system 
into the NCC was considered a high risk 
project. To minimize this risk, it was decided 
to use a 2-step prototyping approach. First, a 
standalone off-line prototype would be 
developed by Stanford Telecommunications 
(STel) on a Symbolics lisp machine. This 
prototype would receive its input from old 
NCC messages, archived on "log" tapes. This 
step would provide a proof-of-concept. 
Second, the expert system prototype would be 
put on-line in the NCC, receiving its message 
input in real-time. The FIESTA second stage 
prototype would then be used as a tool by NCC 
console operators. 
The operators' hands-on experience would 
allow requirements and an operations concept 
for an operational service monitoring and fault 
isolation system to be developed. 
The first stage of the prototype has already 
been developed and successfully demonstrated 
to operations personnel. The prototype has 
been used to diagnose old shuttle, as well as 
services for spacecraft such as ERBS, SME and 
LANDSAT. FIESTA'S results have been com- 
pared to the real-time diagnoses made by the 
console operators. Currently, the second 
stage (on-line) prototype is being imple- 
mented. A System Requirements and Critical 
Design Reviews have been held. These 
reviews are typically held for all Goddard 
software projects. 
In order to bring FIESTA on-line, the 
Symbolics will have to interface with the 
NCC's Communication and Control Segment 
(CCS) computer via a local area network 
(LAN). Existing code on the CCS computer 
will be modified to provide messages to 
FIESTA, code mus t  be installed in the CCS to 
translate messages into s-expressions, and 
LAN interface software for the Symbolics will 
be written. Thus, on-line FIESTA software 
consists of 4 components: modified CCS 
software, expert system, LAN interfaces and 
new CCS software. 
2.2 FIESTA LIFECYCLE 
2.2.1 Overall Development Approach 
The FIESTA expert system implementation has 
emphasized iterative development and the 
refinement of requirements based on frequent 
demonstrations allowing operations feedback. 
Structure has been imposed on this process by 
the use of "builds". Successive builds, each 
with clearly defined requirements and objec- 
tives, were characterized by increasing levels 
of complexity. Figure 3 provides an overview 
of this development approach. 
The first three builds served to refine the 
operational concept and supported the 
development of realistic requirements. This 
phase also included the establishment of the 
development configuration illustrated in 
Figure 4. Two features of this development 
approach have been particularly significant in 
the transition to operational deployment. 
These were (1) the use of actual (archived) 
data to drive development and (2) t he  creation 
of an independent front end processor (FEP) to 
access the archived data and emulate the NCC 
environment. 
Use of actual data provided clearly defined 
requirements in terms of inputs to the 
system. Accessing this data via the 
standalone FEP (emulating the NCC) allowed 
expert system development to proceed as if i t  
were actually in the  target environment. For 
the expert system component, changes 
required for operational deployment were 
concentrated in areas where emulation 
differed from reality. 
The final three builds focused on the transition 
to the operational environment. Performance 
Issues (Build IV) were concerned with opera- 
tion in a real-time environment. Detailed 
results of this effort are presented in [4]. 
The expanded mission support (Build V) was 
accomplished using a replicate and merge 
approach [5]. This stage also provided the 
opportunity to restructure the rule organi 
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zation. As noted earlier, spaghetti code 
within an ad hoc structure often plagues 
development based on iterative refinement. 
Build V allowed some of these deficiencies to 
be corrected. FIESTA development is cur- 
rently completing Build VI, integrating the 
workstation into the operational environ- 
ment. This stage is discussed in the section 
which follows. 
2.2.2 Work in Progress (On-Line Integration) 
The FIESTA expert system task is currently 
well into Build VI, on-line integration. FIESTA 
is being installed as an on-line testbed to 
support final assessment of the concept and 
application of expert system technology. 
Despite the testbed designation, the mission- 
critical nature of the NCC environment 
remains applicable to the FIESTA 
implementation. 
Major technical elements of the on-line 
integration include: 
Formal specification of functions for the 
On-line Testbed 
Allocation of functions to available 
processors 
Interface/access to the live data (LAN 
and CCS development) 
Modifications to the expert system 
component to account for "actual vs 
emulation" differences. 
Supporting documentation that was recognized 
as important for the on-line operation 
included: 
0 Implementation Plan 
0 Transition Plan (from stand-alone 
0 Functional Requirements Document 
0 Systems Requirements Document 
prototype to on-line testbed) 
- Conventional format for interfaces 
and algorithmic processing 
- Modified format for expert system 
component 
0 Systems Design Document 
Requirements 
- Same distinction as for Systems 
380 
0 Users Manual/Operational Scenarios 
0 Operations Concept for the On-line 
0 Evaluation Criteria. 
Testbed 
Configuration management was also identified 
as a necessary element of deployment in an 
operational environment. 
While the above items are also associated with 
conventional software engineering efforts, the 
application of expert system technology 
introduced the need for adaptation. In the 
following sections, the manner in which 
FIESTA methodology was accommodated are 
presented. 
3.0 TESTBED DEVELOPMENT 
3.1 FIESTA DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS 
Usually, prototyping is associated with a 
"quick and dirty" software development 
approach. This approach was used for the off- 
line prototype. Operational software for the 
NCC is typically developed using formal 
standards, since the NCC must reliably 
operate in real-time, 24 hours a day. For the 
FIESTA on-line prototype, a balance has been 
struck between the formal and "quick and 
dirty" approaches. This "rapid software 
development" approach is tailored to meet the 
productivity goals of FIESTA, without 
compromising the NCC's real-time relia- 
bility. FIESTA documentation is pared down 
to technical details, eliminating boilerplate 
and redundant information. Reviews and 
walkthroughs are held by small working groups 
of technical personnel. Formal testing is 
limited to interfaces between the Symbolics 
and the CCS computer (not the expert 
system's knowledge base or rules). Three 
different levels of software development 
formality exist, based upon the level of risk 
associated with each software area. 
Modifications to existing CCS software are 
done using the formal NCC development and 
Configuration Management (CM) standards. 
This approach is needed since CCS software is 
critical to the NCC's real-time operations. 
New CCS software and Symbolics LAN Inter- 
face development use modified unit code, 
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prolog, unit testing, and development 
certification standards. This software is of 
low risk since i t  can be deactivated, but 
retains some formality because i t  interfaces 
with the NCC LAN and/or resides on a critical 
real-time computer. Standard NCC CM 
techniques are employed in this area. 
The FIESTA expert system has been developed 
by iterative refinement and demonstration. 
Minimal formality has been imposed on the 
expert system since it can simply be 
disconnected from the LAN should problems 
occur. However, system requirements and 
design have been documented using formats 
developed and tailored for the FIESTA expert 
system. A CM approach appropriate for the 
expert system component is also being 
developed for the Symbolics software. 
3.2 DESIGN DOCUMENTATION 
Even though there was no explicit design stage 
in the development of the FIESTA expert 
system component, we decided to document 
the design of the prototype [6]. By 
documenting the design we can facilitate its 
maintenance. We also found that in the effort 
to document the design, we were able to clean 
up the system, thus restoring most of the 
integrity which had been lost by numerous 
reworkings. The methods we used to docu- 
ment the design helped identify areas that 
needed to be cleaned up, and facilitated the 
restoration. 
3.2.1 Structure Charts 
When working with a knowledge base the size 
of FIESTA (600+ rules), t he  easiest thing to 
lose track of is the rule interactions. The 
rules most likely to interact in FIESTA are 
those which are related functionally. 
Therefore, w e  tried to keep functionally 
related rules together in the source code. 
However, with several developers working on 
the system over several years and many 
modifications to the system, it was inevitable 
that these groupings became less and less 
cohesive over time. 
We used structure charts showing the func- 
tional hierarchy of FIESTA to help restore 
these groupings. In the process of shuffling 
rules, we were able to identify redundant 
rules, and rules which could be generalized to 
cover a higher-level function. Therefore, we 
were able to streamline the number of rules. 
In addition, we used codes to indicate which 
lower-level functions represented individual 
rules, and which higher-level functions 
represented different types of files of source 
code, and placed these indicators in the 
appropriate structure chart boxes. As a 
result, the structure charts can be used as a 
table of contents to the source code, ident- 
ifying which functions are performed, and 
exactly which rules perform them. Therefore, 
the structure charts can be a valuable tool for 
future maintenance. 
3.2.2 Rule-Relation Lists 
We determined that a utility built into the 
expert system building tool (we used ART) 
provided an excellent means of keeping track 
of rule interactions. ART keeps a list of all 
rules, and another list of fact ,-elations 
(generic fact formats). These lists are cross- 
referenced, so that the developer can view all 
of the rules which either reference a relation 
(using that relation as a pattern on their left- 
hand side), or assert facts defined by that 
relation into the knowledge base on the rule's 
right-hand side. These lists are useful in many 
ways, and can serve some of the same 
functions as data flow diagrams. 
First they identify rules which could poten- 
tially impact one another. If a modification is 
made to a relation in one rule, the rule- 
relation list can be referenced to identify 
which other rules may be affected by that 
change. Secondly, they can be used to help 
prevent superfluous facts from being asserted 
into the knowledge base. If there is a relation 
which has no rules which reference it (use it 
on the rule's left-hand side), then all of the 
rules which assert facts defined by that rela- 
tion are adding information to the knowledge 
base which is never used. Likewise, useless 
rules can be identified by examining relations 
which have no rules to assert facts of that 
type. If these facts are not asserted a t  system 
initialization, all of the rules which reference 
that relation will never fire, because no facts 
of that type are ever asserted. 
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3.2.3 Viewpoint Structure 
The third most critical tool we used to 
document the expert system design was a 
mapping of relations to viewpoints. 
Viewpoints are ART-provided utilities which 
allow the developer to partition the knowledge 
base into related areas. See the design 
document [6] for a discussion of the viewpoint 
network used in FIESTA. Each relation was 
defined to be used at different levels of the 
viewpoint network. Asserting or retracting a 
fact from the wrong viewpoint level could 
have major and unexpected effects on the 
program's execution. This documentation 
most closely parallels the documentation of a 
database design. 
Although we were unable to apply standard 
waterfall model methods of design 
documentation to FIESTA, we were able to 
establish means to document the design which 
served many of the same purposes. This 
documentation should aid in future 
maintenance efforts and help to retain the 
integrity of the system. 
3.3 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
Configuration Management (CM) has been 
employed in an informal manner throughout 
the FIESTA Life cycle. Directories are 
associated with each of the Builds (and sub- 
Builds), and changes within files have been 
documented with comments in the preface 
describing the modifications and when thye 
were made, as well as identifying the 
responsible individual(s). This approach will be 
further formalized for operational use to 
assure that the following key requirements of 
CM are satisfied: 
Identification and availability of all 
source corresponding to the operational 
system 
Clearly defined procedures for 
introducing and tracking changes in the 
system (i.e., a complete audit trail) 
The ability to revert to an earlier 
version of the system. 
viable, dependable product. Central to the 
CM approach is the logging of all update 
procedures and the use of existing utilities (on 
both the CCS development machine and the 
Symbolics) to identify and archive files. 
SUMMARY 
FIESTA development can be reasonably 
described as a process of iterative refine- 
ment. Use of the Waterfall Model was pre- 
cluded by the. very factor (Le., ambiguous 
requirements associated wi th  the automation 
of expertise) which supported the use of 
expert system technology. Nonetheless, many 
of the features, milestones, and particularly 
documents which characterize the Waterfall 
Model are important for the effective 
development, implementation and main- 
tenance of a computer-based system. 
Generation of such documentation and the 
specification of milestones similar to those 
found in the Waterfall Model have char- 
acterized the transition of FIESTA from 
prototype to operations. Even though 
adaptation has been required to accommodate 
expert system technology, the intent of the 
documentation and the various reviews 
corresponds closely to that associated with 
conventional software systems. 
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APPLICATIONS OF FUZZY SETS TO RULE-BASED 
EXPERT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
Robert N. Lea 
NASA/Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
ABSTRACT 
In this paper, problems of implementing 
rule-based expert systems using fuzzy sets 
are considered. A fuzzy logic software 
development shell is  used that allows 
inclusion of both crisp and fuzzy rules in 
decision making and process control 
problems. 
Results are given that compare this type of 
expert system to a human expert in some 
specific applications. Advantages and 
disadvantages o f  such systems are 
discussed. 
I NTRO D U CTlO N 
Fuzzy log ic  was introduced in 1965 by Lotfi 
Zadeh [Ref. 11 as a method of capturing 
human expertise and incorporating this 
expertise into expert systems. The fuzzy 
set, which allows part ia l  t ru ths o f  
statements as opposed to  the classical 
Boolean logic, more correctly matches real 
world problems where people are forced 
into dealing with statements given in 
natural language. Statements of rules in 
natural language is  a necessary way of 
dealing with decision making problems of 
the type typically handled by human 
experts. The use of the term "fuzzy logic" 
typically gives erroneous impressions to 
listeners that "fuzzy thinking" is involved. 
Actually, fuzzy logic is a mathematical 
method of de ling with situati ns that do 
not conform to Boolean logic. As an 
example, consider the following problem 
related to plant control. The condition of 
temperature being "low" is not a crisp 
concept, but i s  a condition that certain 
plant operators have to  deal with on a 
regular basis. It is also not a probability 
concept as this operator is not the least bit 
interested in the probability that  the 
temperature is low or even the question of 
whether it is likely that, given the current 
temperature, someone else might call it 
low. He is interested in evaluating the 
present situation, i.e., the present 
temperature that exists now, and deciding 
if it is low. This brings in the notion of a 
fuzzy set in a natural way since the 
condition of being low is a mat ter  of 
degree. For example it seems to violate all 
rules of common sense to believe there is a 
particular temperature that satisfies the 
criterion that on the low side of that 
number, the temperature is low, while on 
the other side, i t  is not low. Mamdani and 
Assilian [Ref. 21 dealt with similar problems 
in their  applications t o  i l l -de f ined 
i nd ustr i a I processes. 
Fuzzy s e t  appl icat ions h a v e  been 
particularly successful in dealing wi th  
control of ill-defined processes of the type 
considered by Mamdani and Assilian. 
Excellent results for systems that are more 
well-defined but are st i l l  so complex that 
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precise modeling is, a t  best, very difficult 
and expensive to do. Examples are the 
studies done a t  the Johnson Space Center 
(JSC) that use fuzzy sets in the control of 
space vehicle simulations and control of 
sensor data processing [Refs. 3,4]. The 
controller discussed in the fol lowing 
Control Applications section differs from 
the work in [Ref. 31 in the following 
respect. Although tha t  controller i s  
modeled on rules developed through 
conversations with simulator pilots, i t  was 
a hybrid type controller in that i t  used 
simple models to determine rates of the 
act ive vehic le and assumed that the 
measurements were smoothed and quite 
accurate when the  controller did i t s  
evaluations to determine actions to take. 
This new variation of the controller uses 
rules modeled with fuzzy sets only for 
both rates and positions and uses the data 
from the sensors directly or with at most, 
very simplistic smoothing filters. 
CONTROL APPLICATIONS 
A controller that models the actions of a 
pilot as closely as is feasible has been 
modeled. Seven rules are used to control 
each of the velocities of the vehicle in its 
body, x, y, and z directions, respectively. As 
an example, l e t  theta represent t h e  
elevation angle of the active vehicle with 
respect to  the target vehicle, d theta 
represent the corresponding angG rate, 
and let x dot represent the velocity of 
the activeTehicle in the x-direction. Let PSI 
PM, NS, NM, and ZO represent positive 
small, positive medium, negative small, 
negative medium, and zero, respectively. 
The set of rules are the following. 
Rule 1. If theta is PM and d - theta is 20, 
then x dot is PM. 
If theta is PS and d - theta is  PS, 
then x dot is PS. 
- 
Rule 2. 
- 
Rule3. If theta is PS and d theta is NS, - 
then x dot is ZO. - 
Rule 4. If theta is NM and d theta is ZO, 
then x dot is NM. 
- 
- 
Rule 5. If theta is  NS and d theta is NS, 
then x dot is NS. 
- 
- 
Rule 6. If theta is NS and d theta is PS, 
then x dot is 20. 
- 
- 
Rule 7. If theta is 2 0  and d theta is ZO, 
then x - dot is ZO. - 
Also, rules for controlling the allowable 
rates need to be defined. These can be 
considered to be gain factors. These gain 
factors are important because allowable 
naximum rates wil l  be smaller in the 
vicinity of the desired approach vector. Let 
A, L, VL, VVL denote average, large, very 
large, and very very large respectively for 
the gain factor. The additional fuzzy sets 
for theta, PL, NL, PVL, NVL, PVVL, and 
NVVL represent the conditions positive 
large, negative large, positive very large, 
negative very large, positive very  very 
large and negative very very large 
respectively. The additional rules are 
specified below. 
Rule 8. If theta is PS or PM or NS or NM, 
then gain is A. 
Rule 9. If theta is PL or NL, then gain is L. 
Rule 10. If theta is PVL or NVL, then gain 
is VL. 
Rule 11. If theta is PVVL or NVVL, then 
gain is VVL. 
Similar rules, as defined for elevation 
angle, are defined for the azimuth angle 
including gains since they typically will be 
different than for elevation control. 
Relative range rate, R dot, control is 
specified by rules t r a t  make ra te  
proportional to the relative range R, i.e., 
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R dot = k*R. - 
The value of  k may be specified by a 
function of range, position, elevation 
angle, etc. However, for this study, k is a 
simple constant. The nominal value is .001 
since this corresponds closely to  rates 
maintained during manned rendezvous 
missions. It may be varied depending on 
the desired rate of approach and the 
relative range of the active and target 
vehicles. For R dot control, rules are 
defined as a function of certain range 
gates. For example if rO, r l ,  r2, ... , rn are n- 
values of relative range and rO dot, 
r l  dot, r2 dot, ..., rn dot are n-values 
orrelative range rate, then the range rate 
rules are defined as follows. 
Rule 12. If R is less than rO, then R dot 
should be approximately k'T. 
Rule 13. If R is between rO and r l ,  then 
R dotshould beabout rO - dot. - 
Rule 14. If R is between r l  and r2, then 
R dotshould beabout r l  - dot. - 
Rule (12 + n). If R is between r(n-1) and 
rn, then R dot should be 
about r (n -u  dot. 
If R i s  greater than rn, 
then R dot should be 
about r T  dot. 
- 
Rule(l3+n). 
- 
Typically, these values for range rate will 
be a function of the mission scenario, e.g., 
i f  the  closing maneuver must be 
completed in a certain amount of time, 
then this will obviously affect the required 
closing rates. On the other hand, i f  the 
primary constraint is fuel usage then 
closing rates w i l l  be based on that  
consideration. 
For this specific application development 
rO = 1000, r l  = 1500, r2 = 2000, 
r3 = 4000, and rO dot = 1.0, 
r l  dot = 2.0, r2-dot = 3.0, 
r3-dot = 4.0. 
 
Therefore, there are 27 fuzzy rules for this 
simulation. 
RESULTS 
This version of the fuzzy controller has 
been compared to several other control 
sources. The results have been quite 
favorable although considerably more 
testing needs to be done. The current 
fuzzy pilot version more nearly conforms 
to rules that are adhered to by actual pilots 
of shuttle vehicles or simulators used for 
pre-mission analysis or training. The major 
problem that has not been completely 
solved as y e t  is the problem of noisy 
sensors where the noise is greater than the 
range in which the parameter under 
control needs to  be maintained. This 
applies almost exclusively, for shuttle 
problems, to range rate control. Here the 
shuttle radar has a range rate 1-sigma 
noise of k.3 fthec. One can eas i l y  
understand the problems encountered 
when trying to control the system to .2 
ft/sec when the noise is k ,3 ft/sec. 
In comparisons with actual engineers and 
pilots flying the simulators using no 
additional aids than those available to the 
pilots, i.e., the modeling assumed no 
additional smoothing or massaging of the 
data, the fuzzy pilot performed perfectly 
acceptable so far as maintaining the 
desired trajectory and used within 5% of 
the propellant used by manned trajectory 
profiles. Some results from an early 
version of this controller [Ref. 51 support 
the  above s tatement .  W i t h  very 
unsophisticated smoothing of sensor data 
the automated controller will outperform 
the manual case. This is especially 
noticeable in stationkeeping maneuvers. 
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Further studies have been made to verify 
that fuzzy set models give results that are 
better than models using specifically crisp 
rules. Simulation tests for 40 cases, twenty 
which used crisp rules and twenty which 
used fuzzy rules, were made. Comparisons 
of the fuzzy and crisp cases were made 
based on propellant usage. In these runs 
the fuzzy rule-based controller performed, 
on the average, 20% better than the crisp 
rule-based controller. In cases where 
shuttle body rates were included in the 
simulation, which is the realistic case, the 
fuzzy controller performed better by 28%. 
OTHER APPLICATIONS 
AND CONCLUSIONS 
Rule-based controllers have been shown to 
be useful in control problems here a t  the 
JSC and also in numerous other studies and 
applications primarily in other countries. 
However, it should not be inferred that 
fuzzy controllers are always the best. 
When a process can be modeled quite 
accurately, and when this model can be 
used for estimating responses to  actions in 
real-time there certainly seems to be merit 
for doing so. Bernard, and his associates a t  
MIT, studied fuzzy rule-based versus 
analytic controllers in the control of a 
nuclear reactor power plant [Ref. 61 and 
came to the reasonable conclusion that 
each approach has i t s  particular area of 
usefulness. For his particular application 
area he claims to get slightly better results 
with analytic controllers when data is close 
t o  the  expected bu t  that  the fuzzy 
controller is  more robust, i.e., i t  wil l 
tolerate much more unexpected situations 
and respond favorably. Thus it seems that 
fuzzy rule-based and analytic controllers 
may be best used together when modeling 
of the process is feasible. This is basically 
the philosophy taken in [Ref. 41 where 
fuzzy rules are used to control flow of data 
from various shuttle navigation sensors to 
an analytically derived Kalman filter, that 
does not perform well on data for which i t  
has not been tuned. 
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The Hubble Space Telescope 
Jeffrey L. Sponsler 
Space Telescope Science Institute* 
3700 San Martin, Baltimore, MD 21218 USA 
Abstract 
A prototype system employing a genetic algorithm (GA) has been developed to support 
the scheduling of the Hubble Space Telescope. A non-standard knowledge structure is used 
and appropriate genetic operators have been created. Several different crossover styles 
(random point selection, evolving points, and smart point selection) are tested and the 
best GA is compared with a neural network (NN) based optimizer. The smart crossover 
operator produces the best results and the GA system is able to evolve complete schedules 
using it. The GA is not as time-efficient as the NN system and the NN solutions tend to 
be better. Work is proposed to create a classifier system which can draw more effectively 
on the knowledge that is available in the scheduling domain. 
1 .  Introduction 
Genetic algorithms (Holland, 1975) are modeled from organic evolutionary systems and 
have been applied to search problems. Schaffer et a l ( l 9 8 8 )  examined the evolution of 
crossover points (a technique used to minimize disruption of high performance schemata in 
chromosomes). Greffenstette (1988) has examined genetic algorithms with respect to rule 
discovery. De Jong (1980) applied GA technology to the problem of adaptive system 
design. 
Genetic algorithm technology has been applied to real world problems such as scheduling. 
Hilliard et a1 (1988) have designed a competition-based system to discover scheduling 
heuristics. Baffes et aZ(l988) used greedy double-crossover techniques to generate optimal 
solutions to the space station mobile transporter scheduling problem. 
This report describes on-going research wherein genetic algorithm technology has been 
applied to the problem of searching for feasible schedules for the Hubble Space Telescope 
and is organized as follows: First, a description of the Space Telescope and the constraint 
propagation system is given. Second, an informal analysis of the problem complexity is 
provided. Next, the genetic algorithm, crossover operators, and the results of 
experimentation that has been done are reported. Last, the results are discussed. 
* Operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy for the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 
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2 .  The Hubble Space Telescope and SPIKE 
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is an astronomical observatory that is to be placed into 
orbit in the near future by a space shuttle mission. The Space Telescope Science Institute is 
responsible for software ground support for HST. This involves, among other tasks, the 
processing of proposals (specifications for scientific experiments) submitted by 
astronomers in the international community. A proposal generally contains requests for 
activities (target acquisitions, exposures, and calibrations) and may include constraints 
upon these activities (e.g., "A before B"). The AI group at STScI has developed a system 
called Spike, which is a long-term scheduling utility. This system is described briefly 
below; for a more complete discussion of the Spike system, see Miller et aZ(1988). 
2.1.  
The Spike system supports and processes the following data objects: targets (stars, etc.), 
activities (exposures, etc.), absolute constraints (e.g., moon exclusion), and 
relative constraints (e.g., "A before B"). Each activity has an associated suitability 
that is a function of time and which provides knowledge about when it is legal to schedule 
an activity. A suitability is represented internally by a piecewise constant function 
(PCF) and is a list of timehahe pairs (e.g., (minus-infinity 0 100 0.5 150 1 200 0.5 300 
0)). Each absolute constraint is derived from appropriate astronomical models (e&, the 
moon-exclusion constraint suitability is a function of target position and has value of 1 
when the moon does not block the target and value of 0 otherwise). The suitability of a 
relative constraint is determined by looking at the activities that are linked via the constraint. 
For example, the suitability of the constraint "A before B" is calculated by looking at the 
legal times for A and doing the arithmetic to determine what times are legal for B such that 
B will follow A. 
Description of the Constraint-Based Scheduler 
A group of activities linked via relative constraints is called a dependency cluster. 
Constraints may indirectly interact via common activity connections and so a constraint 
propagation technique is used. For example, if the explicit constraints "A before B" and 
"B before C" are specified, then "A before C" is an implicit constraint that is inferred via 
this propagation. 
Spike is responsible for producing coarse year-long schedules consisting of time 
segments that are roughly week-long. Generating a finer schedule far in advance of 
execution is not reasonable (as the difference between present and future time increases the 
accuracy of HST orbit models decreases). The assignment of an activity to a time segment 
is called a commitment. This action causes the PCF of the activity to be zeroed over all 
time points outside of the selected time segment. 
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2 . 2 .  Complexity of Scheduling Problem 
- 
~A I 100 
I 100 B 
I C 50 I 
The scheduling of HST is an NP-complete problem. The generation and testing of all 
possible schedules is therefore practically impossible in cases where the numbers of things 
to be scheduled is large. In order to examine the complexity, let A be the number of 
activities to be scheduled and let S be the number of time segments in a schedule. The 
number of ways that one can assign A activities to S time segments is SA. 
The order in which the commitments in a possible schedule are made is important in 
judging the merits of a schedule. First, not all possible schedules can be instantiated; doing 
some subset of commitments may cause some other subset of commitments to be illegal. 
Second, in Spike the summed suitability of a schedule is used to rate the overall goodness; 
different orderings of the same set of activityhegment commitments will yield different 
results. Consider Figure 1 which illustrates how the ordering of commitments is important. 
On the basis of this, the complexity of the HST scheduling problem is O(A! SA). 
s . d u h u  ( (A  1 1 (6 3) (C 5)) summed suit = 20 1'01 -
A 
B 
r 
sdxxusL ((C 5) (6 3)  ( A  1 ) )  summed suit = 15 
A 
B c 
I C  
Figure 1. The ordering of commitments may yield different schedule suitabilities. In 
this contrived example, the relative constraint within-2-time-units(A, B,  C) 
is implicit; this means that it is only legal to commit the activities so 
constrained such that no two are more than 2 time units apart. Committing 
activities A and B first in Schedule 1 disallows the (C 5) commitment (due 
to constraint violation) and produces suitability of 20; committing C and B 
first in Schedule 2 disallows the (A 1) commitment and produces suitability 
of 15. (A commitment is represented here as a small dark bar on a time 
line.) 
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2 . 3 .  Meta-Scheduling Techniques 
The core Spike system has been implemented in a Common Lisp/Flavors/Common 
Windows environment. A user can manually create schedules or several procedural 
algorithms can be applied to automatically create schedules. The goal of the planning group 
is to use a meta-scheduling system to search for "optimal" solutions. A rule-based system 
and a neural network (NN) system (Johnston, 1989) have produced very promising 
results. 
3 .  A Genetic Algorithm Applied to HST Scheduling 
Genetic Algorithm technology has been applied to the HST scheduling problem in the form 
of a prototype system coded in Common Lisp that interacts with Spike and the neural 
network representation of commitments and constraints. 
3.1.  Representation of Knowledge Structures 
The classic bit-string representation was not used in the GA prototype due to these factors: 
Crossover must yield complete schedules (one in which all activities are included) and the 
order of the commitments is important. Instead, the following representation was used. 
Each knowledge structure (chromosome) is a list consisting of sublists. Each sublist 
.contains an activity id and a time segment number. An example chromosome illustrates: ((a 
5) (b 7) (c 10) (d 10)). The ordering from left to right specifies the ordering of the 
commitment attempts. The interpretation of the example chromosomes is this: First attempt 
to commit activity a to time segment 5, then attempt to commit b to 7, and so on. All 
commitment pairs are attempted. The success of a given commitment attempt may have an 
affect on successive attempts. This is due to changes in suitabilities resulting from 
constraint propagation (i.e., commiting a to 5 may remove 10 as a valid time for c). 
3 . 2 .  Crossover Techniques 
In order to support exploration (via recombination) through the search space, two types of 
crossover are used. They have been called horizontal and vertical. 
Vertical crossover is a binary operator and works in the following way. Let Ci and c k  be 
chromosomes. Select a site Sa in Ci where the desired cross is to occur. Then find the 
activity A, at that site, and the corresponding site s b  in c k  where A, resides. Swap the 
segments Ta at site sa and Tb at site sb.  For example, if c i  is ((a 1) (b 2)(c 3)) and c k  is 
((b 8) (a 7) (c 6)) ,  swapping at site 2 in Ci will result in two new chromosomes: ((a I )  (b 8) 
(c 3)) and ((b 2) (a 7) (c 6)) .  This technique bears some resemblance to Goldberg's 
partially matched crossover (Goldberg, 1988). Vertical crossover can be applied iteratively 
over a range from one site to another. 
Horizontal crossover is a unary operator and works as follows. Select two sites on the 
chromosome to be manipulated. Swap the two activitylsegment pairs at those sites. For 
example, if the chromosome is ((a 1) (b 2) (c 3) (d 4)) and the sites are 2 and 4, the result 
will be ((a 1) (d 4) (c 3) (b 2)). 
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3.3.  The Mutation Operator 
The mutation operator works as follows: For a given chromosome iterate over each 
activityhegment pair. Flip a biased coin and if true results randomly select a new segment 
for the activity from the Table of Legal Segments. 
3 . 4 .  The Genetic Algorithm 
The genetic algorithm developed is not a general purpose parameter optimizer due to the 
unusual chromosome form. It does fit, however, into the general purpose design of the 
Spike scheduling system. Certain modifications to the algorithm form the basis for the 
experimentation reported here (details are found in later sections). Chromosomes are 
haploid. The pseudo-code algorithm and functional descriptions follow: 
initialize-spike-system 
create-table-of-legal-segments 
setup-initial-population 
process-chromosomes 
loop-while (no-solution OR generations < max-gen) 
reproduce-chromosomes 
process-chromosomes 
end-of-loop 
To execute initialize-spike-system, proposals are selected from a pool and Spike data 
structures are instantiated as usual. In order to execute create-table-of-legal- 
segments, for each activity, a list of the legal segments where (at least initially) the activity 
could be committed is collected and stored in the Table with the activity. 
The setup-initial-generation function creates a set of chromosomes of a specified size. 
To generate one chromosome, a complete set of randomly ordered activities is created. For 
each activity a segment number is selected randomly from the Table of Legal Segments. 
The function process-chromosomes is responsible for interpreting (determining the 
fitness of) each chromosome (Ci) in a generation as well as calculating the average fitness 
of the generation and the relative fitness of each chromosome. The formula used to 
calculate a chromosome's fitness follows: 
fitness(Ci) = expt( 10 * commitments/possible-commitments) * 
summed-suitability(Ci) 
The fitness function is heavily biased such that schedules with high commitment ratios are 
favored (the adjusted ratio is exponentiated with base of e) .  The motive for this was to 
highly reward the system for completed schedules. The function factors in the suitability of 
the schedule; this acts in a more subtle manner to differentiate schedules based on how 
good the commitments were. 
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Baker's Stochastic Universal Selection Process (Baker, 1988) is used to select offspring 
(surviving chromosomes) from the individuals in the generation. This technique selects 
offspring from a population based on the relative fitness of the individuals and is linear in 
complexity. 
The step labeled reproduce-chromosomes executes crossover and mutation on each 
offspring. These actions are triggered with some specified probability. 
3 . 5 .  Neural Network Used for Rapid Fitness Analysis 
During chromosome interpretation, the Spike system is commanded to make a series of 
commitments. With each commitment, expensive processing is done (mostly to propagate 
relative constraints). In order to minimize this processing the following approach has been 
taken. A neural network is created that stores (as connection strengths) what changes occur 
to suitabilities when any given commitment is made. This network is then used to execute 
fitness evaluation. This approach has decreased GA processing time by at least one order of 
magnitude; the number of disposable cons ceZZs generated is also much lower. 
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4 .  Description of Tested Hypotheses 
4 . 1 .  A Smart Horizontal Crossover Technique 
A modification on the basic random crossover technique has been developed because the 
random crossover was inefficient in achieving goal states. The smart horizontal crossover 
operator is knowledge-based and works as follows: Given two chromosomes Ci and c k  
that have had fitness evaluations and have been selected as a mating pair, randomly select 
one chromosome (e.g., Ci). Consider each site (activitylsegment pair) on Ci. If a site coded 
for a legal commitment (within the context of the ordered set of sites) then do nothing. If 
the site did not code for a legal commitment (as a result of previous commitments), execute 
a single vertical crossover with the appropriate site on the other chromosome (e.g., ck). 
This technique will tend to preserve good regions regardless of length for one of the two 
chromosomes. Figure 2 illustrates. 
Legal Commitment: 
( ( A  1 (B  3) ( C  4) (D 7 )  1 
NIL T T NIL 
\ Y  
( ( C  8) ( A  10) (D 5) (B 6 )  1 
Figure 2. Smart horizontal crossover preserves high quality schemata. A T indicates a 
successful commitment and a NIL indicates an unsuccessful one. 
The following hypotheses have been tested and the results will be presented in a later 
section. 
Ho: A smart crossover will cause the GA to approach a solution state in 
roughly the same number of generations as that of a GA using a 
Random Crossover. 
H,: The GA employing Smart Crossover will reach a solution state in fewer 
generations than a GA using Random Crossover. 
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4 . 2 .  Evolution of Crossover Points 
An algorithm that supports the evolution of crossover points has been implemented. Let C1 
and C2 be the parent chromosomes. Associated with each are two crossover points. During 
crossover, one of the parents is randomly selected as the source of the two crossover points 
used for vertical crossover (which operates as usual). Let C3 and C4 be the offspring. C3 
will inherit the crossover points from C1 and C4 will inherit from C2. Crossover points are 
subjected to mutation with frequency that is based on the specified probability of that 
operator. A crossover point mutation is merely the random selection of a new chromosome 
site number. 
%: An evolving crossover will cause the GA to approach a solution state in 
roughly the same number of generations as that of a GA using a 
random crossover. 
H,: The GA employing the evolving crossover algorithm will reach a 
solution state in fewer generations than a GA using Random 
Crossover. 
4 . 3 .  GA technology vs Neural Network 
Since a neural network-based search algorithm is available, it seemed only reasonable to 
compare the two technologies. It was not expected that the GAS would perform as well as 
the NNs with respect to time. The summed suitability of solutions however was compared 
as a means to determine which technology produced more optimal solutions. 
5 .  Experimental Results 
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the results from the experiments. The number of activities was 10 
and each activity was constrained in several ways. From ten trials, an "average" run was 
selected from the Random and Smart results; the change in number of commitments over 
time is seen in Figure 3. Also from ten trials, the best run has been selected from Random, 
Evolving, and Smart Crossover trials; these results are seen in Figure 4. 
In each trial, the probability of mutation was 0.03, the probability of crossover was 0.6, 
the population size was 30, and maximum allowed generations was 5 1. 
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Figure 4. Random vs Evolving vs Smart Crossover. For each algorithm, the best 
(highest fitness) run has been plotted. The number of mals was 10 and the 
solution goal was 10 commitments. 
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5 . 1 .  Smart Crossover 
Table 1 compares the performance of Smart versus Random Crossover. In all trials, the 
solution goal was 30 commitments, the population size was thirty, and the number of 
generations was thirty-one. The data indicate that the Smart Crossover produces statistically 
better results. The null hypothesis (see Section 4.1) is rejected and the true hypothesis is 
supported. 
Xover No. of Trials Mean Stand Dev Z stat 
Random 10 19.8 1.6 
Smart 10 25.1 1.79 6.98 
Table 1. Random versus Smart Crossover. The z statistic has been calculated to 
determine whether the trial samples have been drawn from the same 
population and seem to indicate otherwise. 
5 .2 .  Crossover Point Evolution 
The comparison of Random and Evolving Crossover Point algorithm is summarized in 
Table 2. The two populations are not significantly different and so the null hypothesis (see 
Section 4.2) regarding this technique is supported. 
Xover No. of Trials Mean Stand Dev Z stat 
Random 10 19.8 1.6 
Evolving 10 19.5 0.7 0.5 
Table 2. Random versus Evolving Crossover. The z statistic has been calculated to 
determine whether the trial samples have been drawn from the same 
population and this is indicated. 
5 . 3 .  GA vs NN 
Tables 3 and 4 contain the results of comparisons of the two algorithms. The neural 
network algorithm, when applied to the same proposal as the Genetic Algorithms, arrived 
at solutions in much less time (generally a few seconds); the GA took many minutes to 
compute solutions (or near solutions). The solutions that were acheived by the NN tended 
to be better than the GA solutions. 
Algorithm N Mean S e a  to S o h  Stand Dev Z stat 
N N  5 4.8 0.8 
GA 5 1435.0 133.0 24 
Table 3. Comparison of two search optimization algorithms with respect to speed. In 
all trials, >90% commitment of activities was achieved. The Z statistic 
indicates that the samples are not from the same population. 
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Algorithm N Mean Suitability Stand Dev 2 stat 
NN 5 18.0 0.1 
GA 5 9.9 1.3 13.9 
Table 4. Comparison of GA and NN optimization techniques with respect to schedule 
suitability. The Z statistic indicates that the samples are not from the same 
population. 
6 .  Discussion 
The experimental results concerning the Smart Crossover algorithm indicate that this 
method tends to more quickly approach a solution; exploitation seems to be favored at the 
expense of exploration however and this may reduce the chance of finding a global 
optimum. The rapid movement by the GA to a solution may be a good thing in this 
scheduling domain; the computational expense of the GA (and the associated fitness 
testing) requires that population size and number of generations be kept to reasonable 
numbers. 
The Random Cossover algorithm seems to more casually explore the search space. 
Looking at Figure 3, one sees empirical evidence for this in the oscillations and occasional 
radical backtracking to low fitness populations. The latter occurs after long periods of little 
change (and so may represent the probability that a higher than average number of 
mutations occurred in a single generation). 
It is unclear why the Evolving Crossover Point performed no better than Random 
Crossover. Tools for tracing the evolution of single chromosomes have been proposed and 
could perhaps aid in "debugging" GA runs. 
Continued work on this application of GA technology may yield better performing 
systems. There is a wealth of domain knowledge (constraint specifications) that can be 
tapped and so the design of a competition-based rule induction system should be a part of 
future work. 
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